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OVERVIEW

Over the last fifteen years, federal involvement in education and
employment and training has expanded dramatically: Two of the major aims
of this involvement have been to provide aompensatOry and remedial assis-
tance to Youth'most in need and to increase coordiriati9n between schools
and labor market institptions. The educativi and employment and training
systems Regan with distinctly diverse objettives--one educational and ,the
other economic; diverse funding and power bases--one state and local and,.
the other federal; and different targetgpopulations--one to serve all young
people and the other( concentrated on those witH special problems. Over
time, however, the two systems have increasingly focused on common con-

% cerns: . With the 4impetus of legislation, programmatic nec sity and common
sense, they have begin'? to develop.mutually supportve inter rogram liqkages.

(4 The commonality of concerns is most vividly' expressed in the Youth
Employment and.Demonstration Projects Act ( YEDPA) which approaches youths'
preparation for and entry into the world of work from both the economic and
educational perspective. YEDPA was passed as part of the.Carter Adminis-
tration's economic stimulus package and its immediate objective was to
reduce the intolerably high lvels of teenage unTimployment, particularly
-among minority and_slisadvanteged youth. In addition, however, it also
sought to stimulate syktemic change in the relationship between educational
and'labor market institutions. 4

The provision most directly aimed.at bringing about this change was
the ..requirement that at least 22 percent of the Youth Employment and
Training Programs (YE1P) funds provilied to state and.local prime,Iponsors
be spent on in- school programs under\agreements between the prime eponsCrs
and local education agencies. The Act required that all in-school work
experience must combine work with career, counseling, otcppaional in-
formation, placement. assistance and special efforts to overcome sex
stereoty0Ing. For both in-school and out-of-school jobs, it mandated
efforts to arrange academic credit for work experienctt. YEDPA also
broadened the role of the National Occupational InformatiM.Coordinating
CoMmittee (NOICC), originally created under the 1976 Amendments to the
Vocational Education Act, by including a mandate that in the development of
an occupational information system particular attention should be directed
to the needs of economically disadvantaged Youth. These mandates wer
,reinforced by the Career Education Incentive Act of 1978 which prov
formula money for states. for expanded occupational information a d
career-related instruction. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act
Amendments of 1978 provided for in-school youth employment pro arils linked
to education.' In reauthorizing CETA in '1978, coordination wks required i

pith activities under the' Career, Education Incentive Act. The CETA V
set-aside for supplemental ,vocational education programs was increased from
5 percent to 6 percent of CETA Title II resources. A new set-aside of 1
percent of Title II funds was provided to states specifically foT
facilitating CETA-education coordination. "V

These strong ma dates for cooperation between the education and CETA
systems in carrying out the job creation and employability development
objectives of YEDPA ave challenged both theemployment'and training and
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$ education sectors to join ,forces in a united assuit on the problems of
youth employment and youth preparation for employinent.

The Departments of Labor and Education (previously the Office of
Education in the Department of Heallth, Education and Welfare)' have utilized.
all availablv, mechanisms to influence the education and 'employment and
training systems to achieve these important objectives, The goals, have
been given priority in tne design and implementation of new.programs as
well as the reonientatiln- of existing ones. A range of joint technical'
assistance activities were undertaken. Discretionary resources Were used
to provide incentives for cooperat4on at the state and local levels between.
the education and* employment and training systems. A vast array of

research, evaluation and demonsVration activities were initiated to'learn
are about education and 'work problems and programs. Finally, the

education and manpower communitips worked hand-in-hand in the development '
eff--.\youth policies for theL1980s under the aegjs of the Vice President's
Task. Force on Youth Employment. 7 4

1. , Program Design and Implementation"

ti

4,

From the' initial- planning state of YEDPA implementation, the De-
partment 'of Labor worke cyosely with the Department of Education and
national educational as, ociations in formulating pijicy for, the various
educationvrelated provi ions in the Act. - Correlfbndingly, there was
extensive interagency c nsultation in developing regulations for, the Career
Education Incentive Act and the youth employment provisions of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

. .

The regulations governing the Youth Employmen0and-training Programs
under . YEDPA were' designed to allowfor meiXimum local- flei,ibility while
ensuring that the mandates fpil integration of work and education objectives

. were achieved. The regulations regarding CETA/LEA agreements outlined
broad parameters for these agreements but left the form and substance to
the,process of negotiation at the local level in order to allow for the
wide variance in local conditions. To carry out the intent of the 22
percent set-aside to peOmote linkages primarily with public secondary
schools, the.definition,of an LEA for purposes of YETP was narrowed to
focus on public -schools, with the expectation, that college§ and junior
colleges could be funded with resources above the 22 percent level. In an

qtempt to improve the quality of programs' for in-school youth under the
Youth Employment' and Training Programs, the, regulations required that
in-school programs provide career employment experiences which were defined
as a combination of well supervised employment, counseling, guidance and
placement assistance. Requirements for the provision of academic credit
were stressed with a clear delineation. of the roles and responsibilities of
the educational system in awarding credit for specipc programs-.

the regulations for the Summer Youth employment Program (SYEP),

published in 1978 attempted to link summe7 youth programs With in-school
efforts, and also stressed educational enrichments and career counseling.
Likewise, there was an encouragement to arrange academic credit for work
exper4ence.

, ii
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Polidies regrding Job Corps operations also placed'grea r emphasis

on education aspects of Job Corps programming. A new Adve ced Career
,Training program where Corpsmembers would be trained in res.idende at
colleget or junior colleges was added_to Job Corps to\provide'for 1;500 of
the 22,000 new slots created in the doubling of_this program. Job Corps
reading '-and mathematics curricula were revamped and greater attention was
focused on innovative educational approaches. In addition, Job Corp began

1,, using vocational education faci ties as part of its expansion 'efforts, and
brought on vocational education ersonn'et to aid in curricula improvement.

k

- Finally, the Deputments cooperated extentively in, the staffing and
, development of the"rNattonal Occupatronal Information Coordinating
.ComMittee, expaliding its mission as rapidly at possible in order to assure
meaningful coordination.

2. Techrhqal Assistance and Support

Both DepartmeRts sought. and enlisted the active support and Involve-
.ment of'public and private agencies and organizations representing the many
dixerse interests concerned with the CETA-education linkage to promote
'better working relationshipsrand to help clarify and propose solutions to
the, issue _confronted in bringing the systems Closer together. _These
J:tttions were aimed at influencilig key decisionmakers within each of the.
systems at the national, stare and, most.importently, local levels. As
part of this networking activity, the DePartments indWdually and jointly
supported and participated in conferences, workshops and policy forums held
throighout the nation sponsored by a wide variety of national, state and
local groups. In addition, the tWb Departments co-sponsored a series of
conferences on CETA/LEA relationships at the outset of YEDPA. The Office
of Career Education conducted a series of ten regional meetings co'
sponsored by DOL's Office of Youth Programs atAwhich nuts and bolts issues
of joint programming were discussed. In addition, a series of mini-

,conferences brought CETA and career educ.tors together in workshop settings
to work out specific problems related to CETA- education collaboration.

The Depai-tment of Labor, with substantial input from Health, Education
and Welfare, published a series of techilical assistance Rides for prime
sponsors on education- 1-elated issuet. Ihese included gulides on: ..the
awarding of academic credit in YEDPA programs; considerations regarding the
development of CETA/LEA agreements under.YETP; career information delivery
systems; and the possibilities ,of -Work-education councils. Ihrough
educationargroups such aS tAe National Association of State Boards Of
Edocatibn, the American Vocational Association3 the Council of Great City
Schools, the National Governors' -Association, and a number of public#
interest groups and national associations representing community based
organizations, the Department of Labor yelped facilitate CETA-education
collaboration byt identifying model programs including those demonstrating
effective CETA-education collaboration. SuMmary descriptions of these

w model pro rams were ¢i stributed to prime sponsors on a regular basis with
the inte t of fostering .replication of exemplary models. The Bureau of
Ocqupati al and Adult Education in the U.S. Office of Education (BpAE/OE)
funded a project to identify exemplary CETA/vocational education programs
currently perating in the fieid and document what made them exemplary in a
.series of ase studies add a state-of-the-art paper. A consortium of state

t



public interestnterest 0oups was funded by the Office of Youth Programs to

,,,.prbvide comprehensive technical assistance at the state level primari to

mprove education and labor linkages.
.

'3. Collaboration Incentives

In areas where legislative mandates overlapped or were complementary,
the Departments `of' Labor and Education mounted a series of discretionary

.incentive programs. The major purpose of these .programs was to draw the
CETA and educational systems together thNugh the creative coupling of
extra federal funding and singular efforts. An important secondary aim was

tto gain .a better understanding- of the dynamics of cooperation and
innovation and to document identified, collaborative ,models which could
maximize the utilization of available ,resources at the state-and local

,

levels.

The largest.and most broad rangin4 effort was the Exerplary In-School*
Graht Program .Demonstnation project. This was administered with the
assistance of YouthworK, Inc., a new intermediary organization created by
the joift efforts of five private.foUndations, tamarshall the combined '

education and labor expertise and perspectives .necessary to mount such a
collab?rative effort. Under ttie Exemplary In-Schpol Program, projects were
developed in the areas of'(1) counseling, guidance and job-seeking skills,
(2) the awarding o'f academic credit, (3) improved private sector in-
volvement, (4) youth.pperated,projectt, (5) projects for high risk youth,
and (6) act #vities for handicapped youth. Department of Education funds
,supplemented .those of the Department of Labor.

The' ETA and Vocational Education Incentive, Program aimed at
demonstra mg models of lihkage between vocational education and CETA youth
programs at both the state and local levels? This effort represented
several' million dollars in jointly funded.linkage projects, with subsequent
emphasis on replication.

. *

The Departments, hake also worked together to try to improve c-
Ordthation, between CETA and programs in post-secondary education in-

stitutions through 'a: number of, incentive and demonstration projects
totalling approximately $3 million. The Fund for the'. Improvement of
Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE),, utilizing Labor Department resources,
managed .a national competition to fund and evaluate program models would
provide a broader spectrum of,edutational and training services at the
post-secondary level for CETA qualified youth. The Bureau of Occupational
and. Adult' Education, with $1 million funding by t4e Labdr Department,
conducted a Vocational education/CETA Summer Youth Employment Program
(SYEP) which tested the efficacy of granting SYEP monies-to post-secondary
institutions to inVolve primarily minority economically disadvantaged youth
in an iftegrated program of career development, basic skills development
and vocational training. Finally, the:Upward Bound-CETA demonstration
project transferred resources tb the Department of Education to support
programs in ten sites which would provide for a combined career-oriented
education program and career-related summer work program for economically
diiadvantaged high. school students. The program was intended to channel,
students away from lower level occupations andinto expanding occupational
areas particularly those in whiCh minorities dnd otters from disadvantaged
:backgrounds are severely underrepresented.

iv
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!The gekartment of Labor sought tib promote linkages between the private
'iecta\anii education, and employment activities at the local level,throbgh
the; Wft...Education Consortium Project, which is being assessed by the

. National Institute of Education. The project involves more than 30

communities throughout the nation;in which local Work-Education Councils
tha've been formed to help facilitate youths' transition froin school to work,
,within their communities. The Department also provided matching, grants to
five states to enable them to undertake Statewide initiatives in building
on existing work-education councils..

. c

yThe Department pf Labor, in conjunctiori with the Office of Juvenile

Justice an Delinquency ePrevention,' also jointly' sponsored a,large-scale
national .grant program for alternative education projects which would,

combine work and educating, hopefully with the effect of reducing

.delinquency. Thete efforts are based on the models of alternative .

education developed and tests by the Department of Education.
.

4

. Lastly, under theJauspices of he National' Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee (NOICCY, the Department*of Labor supported a $2

million incentive program to fund statewide career information systems in
selected states. Using a matching strOegy, NOICC tapped CETA, Vocational
Education, Educational Information Center, Career _Education and other

resources available at the state and local. levels -in',support of a

_coordinated career information delivery strategy, usually involving

computer delivery systems.

these many incentive programg not only encouraged cooperation, but
provids0 a laboratory for learning about program design, implementation and

replication. Each had a built-in search component .to determine how well

linkages _were working and why. e aim, then, was not only to` 'foster

coordination in the near term, b t to,provide the foundation formore
effeCtive linkages in the future.

4. Knowl dge Development

YEDPA provided extensive authority. to the Se'b etary o? Labor to

experiment with and evaluate alternative employment and employability

development approaches for economically disadvantaged oyouttri Under a

carefully ,designed series of "knowledge development" plans, a structured
array of multi-site demonstration projects, large-scale evialuations and Aft

complementary research efforts were initiated on 3 scale ,and scope of

unprecedented dimensions. Education and work'issues were a major fbcus of
these knowledge development activities.

The cornerstone is the Youth Incentive ,Entitlement Pilot Projects
-(rIEPP), a.legislatively mandated demonstration program which ranks as the
largest social experiment it history. Within 17 demonstration sites, the
program guarantees a-lijob and/or training (part-time during the school Aar

and -full-time in the, summer) for all economically disadvantaged 16- to

19-year-olds who are in school or willing to return to school and who
subsequently perform vdequately in school. One of 'the major aims of the

demonstration is to assess the impact of a job guarantee on school

retention, return and completion. It is intendgd to demonstrate whether
youth 'who have dropped that of school can be attracted back into school

c.
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through 'curriculum adaptations and alternative education approaches, and
',whether improved school capacity in combining education and work activities
will improve.the futUrd employability of students. A structured test of
different modes of enriching educational services -within, schools was
undertaken A January 1979. There is an extensive research effort to
capture the effects of the program not only on school return, retention-and

..completion as well as future emploYment, but also on performance in school
and time devoted to studies. The background surveys will provide a wealth
of information about the educational experience of the disadvantaged,
including comparable youth outside Entitlement'areas, I

Another knowledge development activity with 'significant policy
'implications is the Career Advancemerit Voucher Demonstration Project which

sting the feasibility and value of applying the GI Bill approach to
youth employment programs by providing an 'Education Entitlement"Voucher"
to youth participants in selected programs. It will determine whether
creased training and eduCation at the post- secondary level 4's appropriate

fOr CETA youth. ,

,o
The Education' Improvement Effort (EIE) under Job* Corps is testing

alternate instructional methodologies developed and ;screened in conjunction
with the Department of Education. In the controlled setting of Job Corp
it'is carefully testing thei effectiveness,on disadvantaged yOuth throu
,a large scale random assignment experiment including pre/post and follow-up
testing.

The School-to-Work Transition Demonstration Project is another
structured experiment in which community based and other- grfups are-

...-- providing transition. , services to high school, juniors and senioet. Data
collected from- this project and others with similar objectives, wijia be
assessed to determine the comparative effectiven6s of diffeeent deliverers-
df-serxices and the impact of such services on economically disadvantaged
yOuth. As one variant, there are also a- group of projects which 'are
bringing the apprenticeship_system_into the school, making arrangements foi..
juniors and seniors with the anticipation that they will move smoothly into
full-time apprenticeshipv upon graduation.,

da. .

A number of YEDPA funded research activi tits focused on the delivery
of career information being carried out by HEW and DOL under the co-
ordination of NOICC. These are 1) a national survey of career information
delivery at the secondary school _level; 2) a structured, -test of the
effectiveness of different types .of informatiOn and 'delivery on the
measured areer awareness of youth; and 3) 1/40 test of the impacts of
intensive posure to career information on disadvantaged youth.,.

DO s experimenting with the replication of the gaceer Intern
Progr , a tested alternative education program,origNlly devi4toped by the
Oppor nities Industrialization Centers (01C's) under contract to the
National Institute of Education (N1E). The Institute is.operdtwing this
program under the terms of an interagency agreeement. A variant designed
for Hispanic youth Is being operate& by SER Jobs foryrogress.

Finally, there is a range orcomplementarywarch on education/work
issues utilizing data gathered under the Surve Income and Education,

vi
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and, the National Longitudinal Surveys. A major new longitudial ,survey has
been undertaken with interagency input; this iv/till provide a wealth of
information about work-education-relationships. '

5. ,Policy Formulation,

The Vice President's Task Force' on Youth Employment provided a forum
ibr the joint input-of the education and employment and training com-
munities into the formulation of youth policies for the 1980s, building on
the efforts wider YEDPA. The Task Force held roundtable meetings with
employers and educators around the country, a nljor conference on,edua-
tion/CETA linkages, as wet' as continuing consultation' with interest groups
and leaders from both, the education and emploYment'and traieng com-
munities. ,The result was a major initiative formulated in ,the Yoh. Act of
1980 which would drastically expand and target basic skills programs in
poverfy areaschools as well as CETA remedial serviced for out-of-school
youth, with a heavy emphasis on coordination of activities at the local
level through incentive grants-44nd joint funding of education/work programs
in target poverty area schools..

m .

/ .

well as long-'range
sfigning of YEDPA, an
Based on this very

These various eff ts have had ipmediate'as
consequences. In April 1i.78, eight months after the
HEW-DOL team made onsigh reviews in five rikatiOns.

.
limitN sample, the review team observed!,

1n

.

' "YEDPA has contributed to improved CETA communication with the
public schools. In some cases, yEOPA has provided the impetus_
for. cOmmunication.... YETP is *ref-aching students who'wOuld not
otherwise be served... The ability to.hire additional school
counselors and staff has contributed to the ability of schools to
offer services to additional youth, particularly transitional
services for students who are noncollege-bound."

An interim report on YEDPA implementation prepared early in 1979 by
the National Council on Employment Policy reflected the pace of., in-

'stitutionarchange that resulted from the nordinative provisions in YEDPA.
,The report stated:

"The Council's first report onvYEDPA implementation told story
about optimistic prime sponsor\plus for CETA/LEA agreements.
The .plans reflected more aspirations'of the, sponsors than was
realistic.* The second report documentd problems encountered in
implementing the first hasty plans; a breakneck implementation
pace that left little tim for considerations, about quality;
incompatibility tietweeP pride Atpoptor and ,LEA calendar years;
disagreements' over whether academic credit ,was appropriate. for.

employment aspects of work experience, there were positive
res(Ots to report, but expectations in theifirst LEA cycle ending
in aune 197p outran what was -feasible. Expectations fors the
stirt of the second aca#emic year may have been lowered, but, at
tM margin, spopors and LEAs seem to be moving in the direction
of more progress."

r
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Referring to the early-strains of 'impementation .Of the Exemplary
In-School Demonstration Project, a recent report prepared by Cornell
University and published by Youthwork, Inc. documented pogi4velimpacts of
incentive, activities:

VP%

"There is considerable evidence that the outcome has. ..been a

valuable one ,for b9th organi4tions (CETA and education)--the
staff have had 'experience at working together and have shared
responsibilities ,in thetcompletion of joint tasks. ,,,Uccessful
'negotiation of this level of collaboration _appears to have'm
resulted in -more .intense collaboration in- other areas, e.g.,
discussions on furthel coordination, 'recrdttment of youth for
programs, and the crossover of staff from one program to serve as
advisors to another." , .

Nv,

A study of CETA/LEA impacts in large cities'by the .Council .of.Breat.
Gities Schools rePofted that: - , .

,

41'

Aside'from the improvements in,institutional communcation' which
the legislation promoted, it spurred several immediate changes in
the delivery of school-based employment` services. The ne-
quirement 'that schools design their services to meet prime
sponsdr specifications resulted in -heightened attention on, the
part of Adudtors to a traditionally manpower-oriented set of
concerns. Incorporation of occupational interestl%and aptitude
testing into program intake services was one result. Increased
efforts to coordinate program training and.job sites with local
manpower needs was another. More attention'was devoted to work
site development.than had formally been the case under NYC and

- aw summer-sobs-programs.
(

: ...-

M1 these studies point out the false 'steps as well as progress, the .

frictions,'which are part of change, and the obstacles to further col-
laboration at the local level. However, the following positive themes run
through all these,analyses: -.

V r
'c- in man localitiesThere is a willingness, even an eagerness

to cooperate-and work things out.

State .agenties' hage. increasingly assumed a supportive and
facilitative role.-

TheJtvel of collaboration between the education and man-
power commu ties has never been so high.

A certa n momentum has developed. at all

dividual's.are beginning to work together.

'Specific barriers have been jdentified that now can be
addressed in a positive, knowledgeabl e way`.

levels as in-

Many of the efforts dndertaken to date will have their payoff in
future years The incentive.projects are now having an immediate impact in.

4
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encouraging 'Icoilabdrative application for incentive funds,/ but as new

linkages are forggi and more is learned about the process, coordination
*will improve. The technical assistalte activities repeesent a continuing
commitment; it takes time for mespges,to circulate to local deciSion-

makers, and for qpoperation at the federal and state levels to filter down.
New institutional mechanism$ such as the-State Occupational Information'

Coordi'na'ting Committees are just getting, in operation, 'and their impact
will be in the future. * Knowledge development activities will 2ield,

critical information about how to improve our education and work policies
in future years., Most critically, the new ,youth initiatives of the

adeinistratfipn provide ,the potential for continuing and even accelerated
progress.,

e-

This volume provides basic, information'' on the - linkage's achieved under t-

YEDPA and the lessons which wilt be of critical importance in implementfng
youth policies for the 1980s> -It first,presents basic technical assistance
documents and conference reports. focus on, education/CETA linkages',.and.

what they haye accomplished. It 'then looks at the vocational educar

tion/CETA connection and focuses on the 'use of post-secondary institutions
.an particularly minority colleges. While.suggestive,of the -many problems

whi h roust be addressed; these various studies document the progress in,
fin ing innovative and productive linkages between the CET, and education

systems.
.

.

, . L . .

,..--

- Thy study, is one of "knoWledge development" activities mounted fn
conjunction with research, evaluation and development activities fundede--
vier the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects 4L6dof 1977. The

Dowledge development effort will result in literally tho nds of written

products( Each'activity has been structured from the outset so that it.is
self-standing but also interrelated with a host of other activities. The

framework' is presented ,in A Knowledge DevelopMeopt-"Plan for. the Youth Em- .

ployment aN Demonstration Projects Act of 1977, A.Knowledge Development
Alan for the Youth Initiatives Fiscal 1979'and Completing the Youth' Agenda:
7IPPlan for Knowledge Development, Dissemination and Application for Fiscal

1980

Informattbn is available or'wflr be coming available from these
varibis- knowledge development efforts to help resolve an almost limitless
array of issues. However, policy and practical application will usually
require integration and synthesis from a wide range of prpducts, which, in

turn, depend on knowledge and availability of these products. A major
$hortcoming of past researchLevaluation and demonstration activities has
been the failure to organize afid disseminate the products adeqbately to
assure the full eXploitation of thifind-ings. The magnitude and structure,

Of the youth knowledge development effort puts a premium on structured'
analysis and wide dissemination. '

, ,/

:

As part of its'knowledge development4mandate,'therefore, the Office,of

Youth Programs of the' Department of Labor will organize, publish /and

disseminate the written products of all major research, evalAtio nd

demonstration'activities supported directly by or mounted In conju ction

with OYP knowledge development efforts. Some of the same products m yy also

be published' and disseminated through other channels, but they 4I be
included in the structured Series of Youth Knowledge Development Reports in
ordgr to facilitate access and integration.

ix
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:The Youth Knowledge Development Reports, of .which this is col', ar
divided into twelve broad categories:

1. Knowledge Development Framework: The products in this datego'ry
are concerned with the structure of knowledge development,activities, the
assessment- methodologies which .are employed, the measurement instruments
and their validation, the translation of knowledge into policy, and the
strategy for dissemination of findings.

2. Reseeith on Youth Employment and 'Employability Development:- The
product& in this category represent analyses ofexisting data, presentation
of findings from new data sources, special studies of dithensions of youth
labor arket,problems, and ,policy issue assessments.

3. ,Program Evaluations: The products -in this category include
, impact, process and benefit-cost evaluations of youth. programs including
the Summer_Ippth Employment Program, Job Corps, the Yung Adult Con-
servation Corps, Youth Employment and .Training Programs, Youth Community
Conservation and Improvement Projects, and the Targeted obs Tax Credit.

4. Service and Participant Mix: Tie evaluationt and demonstrations
summarized in this category concern the matching of ,different types of
youth with different service combinajions. This involyes experiments with
work vs., work plus remediation vs. straight 'remediation as treatment
options. It also includes attempts to mix disadvantaged and more affluent.
participants, as well as youth with, older workers.

5. Education and Training Approaches:' The products in this category
present the findings of structured experiments to test the impact and
effectiveness of various education and vocational, training approaches

-'including specific education' methodologies for the disadvantaged, al-
ternatiYe education approaches pad_advanced career training.

6. Pre-Employment and Transition Services:. The products in' this
category present the findings of structured experiments to test the impact
and effectiveness of\school-to-work transition activities, vocational
e Oloration, job-search assistance and other qfforts' to better4rprepare
outh for labor market success.

.

Work Experience: The products in this category address the
oNanizat fiwork activities, their output, productive roles for youth,
--and,the impacts/of various employment approaches.

* 8. Implementation,Issues: This category eludes" cross- cutting
analyses of the practical lessons concerning "hoyi-to-do-it.." Issues such
as learningcurves, , replication processes and programmatic "batting
averages" will be addressed under this category, as well as the comparative
'advantages of alternative delivery agents.

9- 'Design and prganIzational Alternatives: The products in this

,

category repreisent assessments of.demonsEiltions of alternative program and
delivery arrangements such as consolidation, year-roun0 preparation for
summer programs, the use of incentives, and mu'1ti -yeas tracking .of
individu0s.

. e
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10. Special Needs Groups: The products in this category present

findings on the special problems of and /the programmatic adaptations needed

for significant segments including minorities, young mothers, troubled

youth, Indochinese refugees, and the handicapped. -

11. Innovative Approaches: The products in this category presen;_the

findings, of those activities designed to explore new approaches. The

subjects covered include the Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects,
private sector initiatives, tit! national youth service experiment, and

energy initiativess in, weatherization, low-head hydroelectric dam, resto-

.ration, wndpower, and the like.

.

of* demonstration activities to encourage such linkages with education,
'volunteer groups, drug abuse, and other youth serving agencies.

,In each of these knowledge development categories, there will be -a

rang of discrete demonstration, research and evaluation activities focused'
on different policy, program and analytical issues. In turn, each jscrete.

knowledge development projpct may have a series of wri products

addressed ,to. different' dimensions. of the issue. For inot nce, ,all

experimental 'demonstration projects have both- process and i act eval-

uations, frequently undertaken by different evaluat' t. i a II e I s. Filndings

will be published as they become availabliiso that there will usually be a

series of reports as evidence accumulates. To organize these pro ucts,
each publication is classified in one of the twelve broad know dge

411

development categories, 'described in terms of the more specific is ue,
-activity or cluster of activities to which it is addressed, with an
identifier of the product and what it represents reAtive to (other products

.
im the, demonstrations. Hence, the multiple products under a knowledge
development activity are closely interrelated and the activites in each
broad cluster have significant interconnections.

Many of the demonstration and research projects implemented under

YEQPA were intended to foster CETA/eduqtion linkages and to learn More
about ,what works

are

for whom. Of particular relevance in conjunction

with this Volume are the following: In -the "research on youth employment
andyemployability development' category information on education needs is
contained in A Review of Youth Employment Problems, Programs and Policies,
Schooling and Work Among Youths from Lour-Income Households, 'The f7iTITTET&I
from School -to -Work- -The Contribution of Cooperative Education Programs, at

the Secondary Level, School-to-Work Transition: Reviews and Syntheses'of

the Literature and Education and Employer Perspectives. The four volumes

of evaluations of YEDPkot experience at the local level prepared by the

NatAonal Council on Employment Policy in the "program evaluations" category

, and.-the Lessons from Experience provide evaluative background on CETA/

school relationships. Alternate Education Models:- Interim Findings from

the Replication of the Career Intern Program, Alternative Education Models- -
Preliminary Findings of the Job Corps Educational Improvement Effort, ant

Advanced Education and TrainingInterim Report on the Career Advancement

Voucher Demonstration--all under "education and training appriaches"

category--provide important substantive information on educatibn ap-

proaches. School-to-Work Transition Services--The Initial Findings of the

12. Institutional /Linkages: The products in this category include
studies of institutional arrangements and linkages as well as assessments

A -t
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You Caree?'Developmirit'Program and ''School*-tolork Transition Services--
The'Exemplary In-Schoolpoject DeMonstration, both in the "pre - employment,

and transition services, category, provide detailed background information
on trangitiervices 'ir school.

st

any ded ..:ted inalvidWals at all levels are responsibjeC for- the
remar 0 .:.. d of cookrdinatioh and cooperation between the edbcation and, .
employme

y)

training systems', but ,there is one person who has served ;0
.the primary focus and impetus within the Departmehrt of 4,abor. While
bureaucrats, tend to remain "faceless," this vol'unIe testifies to the-
extraordinar,Obilities and 6dication of EvelyniGanzglass, the Office of
Youth Prografts coordinators for education and related matters.

,
,
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Robert Taggart
Administrator
Office of Youth Programs
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IA Background did Purpose

A ba is purpose of the Youth Empl&ymen'thand bemonstration
Pro cts Act (YEDPA) of 1977 is to help youth overcome

---the barriers between school and work. For this to occur,
it is essential that the education and employment and
'training systems work closely iegethet\ YEDPA, .therefore,,-
requires.cooperation'between Comprehensive Employment,an'd
Training Act (CETA) prime sponsors and loc4a education
agencies (LEA' s.) in, the design, developmentland opeNttion
of youth programs of work experience, guidance, counseling,
vocational exploration and career education that, are a
part of a total learning experience for yjouth. Of-the
funds provided to prime sponsors under the Youth Employment .
and Training Programs (YETI, subpart 3 of WDPA), 'at least
22 percent must be -Pent on n-school youth. An agreement
must be reached be-0*-en the prime sponsor and4the LEA re-
garding the.use of these funds. This agreement may also
cover:other in-school progr'ams.

The Rprpose of this papibr is to point out several of the
areas' and concerns which should be considered in the
development of CETA/LEA agreements and to offer suggestions
on elements that might.be included in such agreements.
The intention is to prpvide guidance to prime sponsors and

.

LEA's but not to preScribe specific ag ;eement designs.

Agreements are expected to vary.based on local needs,
priorj.ties, and cooperation. There is substantial flexibility
in the particular form-of the agreements:: In fact, they,
may bR either finan4al, nonfinancial, or a combAnation of
the two. The fAm AkleSs critical than the substantive
dialogue which goes into the preparation of the, agreement
and the understanding Itaigh it refleCts.

20
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II Basic Goals in Serving Youth

A

The ultimate intent of'000rdination between prime sponsors,
, and LEA'sis to improve the transition from,school to wdrk
by providing opportunities fox occuaptional maturation and
by removipg any impediments that hinder the transition from
school to work. Opportunities for occupational maturation
include the development of personal competencies requi d
of workers in the adult labor market as well as basi
education and training to develop job skillt leading to
unsubsidized jobs in the pub ).ic /and private sectors. The
goals of the in-school yEDPA programs relate to the'needs
of young people in regard to both long-term career develop-
ment and more immediate job search and glacement activities.
Attainment of a hill.' school degree, acquisition of basic
academic and copin4 skills, oppoitudIty for career expldra -L.
tion,'increased knowledge about the labor-market and specific
jobs, training and educational opportunities as well as an
opportunity to earn money to stay in or return to schobl are
among the outcomes sought for young people under YEDPA.

,

-
The importance each community wishes to `place on achieving
one or more of these goalp, will differ from community to -
community. The CETA/LEA'agreement should reflect the
priorities,of each community indealing with school to work
transition problems. The decisions made on specific
priorities and goals will dictate how expenditures' are m
across program categories, how program deliverers are cho en
and what performance criteria will:be used to evaluate program
effectiveness. re

*
Despite the.differences that will ist between communities,.
the basic goals in serving youth'wil remain constant as
shoul a number of general principles which characterize
a well designed youth serving program. These prograffi
princi es are enumerated below for consideration in develop -
ing you CETA/tEA a reement.

An individuali ed approach is_Ereferable. The abilities,
interepts and'resourcesof each Mouth offer. If
guidancej,n the ident4fiCation of career goals and
appropriate access routes toward meetiffg these goals
is" to be meaningful, each youth dust receive
viaualized attention and be placed in services and
activities tai],ore4 to meet specific needs. ,

4
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The most extensive and expensive services should go
to youth in greatest need. Some youth need more help
thaif others in making career decisions and in

Many fkOtors,co tribute to the severity or extent of
acquiring the esources necessary to remain in school:

a yolitb's need, such as poor academic performance,
absenteeism, police and court contacts, socio - economic
status of family and low self-esteem. T9 the extent'
feasible, youth' experiencing the greatest level of
need should be given priority and receive.special

, attention by providing a complete range of services
( developed to meet their particular needs.

Comprehensive services should be available. Work
experience, on-the-job training and a variety of
transitional services inclUding guidance, counseling,
career and ocdupational infordation, day care andA
transportation are authorized under ltTP. The
community. may provide other programs'and services,
e.g., court intervention programs, drug programs and
health care services. In-addition,-educational
institutions' including Vocational education, community
based organizations, community colleges and trade-
schools offer many programs and services for youth.
If the individual needs of each youth are to be met,
the.al,Tailability and accessibility of all such services
td yoUth must becplanned for. Cocrperative arrangements
between'CETA prime sponsors and other agencies, wiU
reflect the commitment to comprehensive services,

Education should'be re lated to work and work to .

education. The Overall objective of YEDPA is to
facilitate the transition of.youfhlrom school to work.
'or this reason, Section 346 of YEDPA requiret,,that ,

pa(Fticipating education agencies Certify that tiork is
relevant to eit youth's educational and career goals
and that school -based counselors certify that the work
experience is appropriate for the youth's educational .

program. In attempting to relate transition services
to the career aspirations _of.yoqt, both CETA prime
sponsors and educational agencies,2may have to make
adjustments in their Program or seek resources outside
their traditional, networks.

Youth dhould be given every opportunity to Copplete
therredudation.. Retaining youth in school who' can
be'effectivelreerved while in school is a major goal
of this programi- Attainment of all of the principles
.above.shpuld ldhd to greater tetentkon. Schools
should recognii&tbe important role they play in the
future' employability of youth and be willing,to make
appropriate adjustments in school programs to'enhance
these possibilities*

NI%
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Access to Ma Employment Oppo ities sh uld be1.3. '
provided to all youth.' For youth, he ultimate
desired outcome of participation in YEDPA is the. .

creation of-anoopportunity to embark on a lifelong
,

e'areerof eCralomic self-sufficiency. The first step
tdit/ard such a ceer is access to a,job. The inability
ofimany youth tel,find employment and the concentration
of

.

those who do.fiknd employment in low skill, 1
paying jobs'with little or ho potential for upward

.: mobility co'nts to the need for creatingaccess to

ef
', jobs with areer development potential,. Thit may require

schools t begin to reach out to the entire community,
particularly emilloyers, to create greater opportunities
for youth employment. the supply of "gattdf! jobs. will
usual,ly be less than the demand, but is important _to
acce b all-those which are available and to try tosee

fm sadvantaged youth ar,p.given a fair chance to
- gain the experiences and credentials:which will:help
them compete .far, career opportunities.

t.
Information abb t the Labor Market an Career Develment
Opportunities !;ou e avai e to al out . Gui;ance.

-. and counselin. programs which emphasize assessment of
youths skills,, interests and abilities with subsequent4
referral to' better educational, 'training and career
information-are important in the development of
realistic career aspirations. Furthbr,such school
programs must overcome sex-stereotyping in guiding
youth in career de4sionmaking. School-based counselors
may be requited to. extend themselves beyond their
2traditionar information services and resources in order'
to assist students in`making the transition from schoolto work.

.

V
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III. Aims of Collaboration

In order 3to realize these$objectives for youth, employment_
and training and educationar-institutions will have to
join forces, by pooling their accumulated knowlv4ge and
experience in developing their YEDPA program. The educe-

(

tion community brings to ihi8 effcirt years Df experience
in youth development, academid/prepalletion and related

. programs while the employment and training institutions
. bring their experience with the functioning of the, labor,

4narket, skill training programs and community organizations.

Although it is not.the intent of YEDPA toforce major
institutional changes, the Act does provide the mandate
and some resources to improve institutional arrangements
affecting the school -to -work transition. While the
changes nfedea to accommodate these hitherto uncoordinated
efforts may differ from area to area, the objectives to
be achived by the collaboration between the education and
employment a d training systei are clear.

a-

Needs and p orities must be determines. A major step
in improving the institutional responses to the
problems associated with school -to -work transition is
to identify and prioritize local labor market needs,-
educational and training needs and the youth pqpula-'
tion to be served. The foundation for collaboration
is understanding the activities and aims of each of
the invqlved parties.--,The process of collaboratiomb..

-occurs vihen basic priorities are established based on
a smhesis of the varying perspe tives:

New Approaches need to be test Inhollation refers° to the,implementa ion of-unew approaches and activi-
ties which have n t been tr d before; linkages with

demonstration program

different organ tions and programs of adaptations-
of tested mod YEDPA is a demons
with the aim of trying put such innovative approaches.*
AlMoSt every local decisionmaker has
ment which have not been implemented.sb use of the

for improve-

lack of resources. ,The CETA/LEA agreement should
seek to assess and prioritize these ideas, and to
support positive changes which are already underway.

11 .
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Coordination should be maximized arid duplication
eliminated. The Congress clearly stated its intent
not to establish two, separate and competing alikTery

,-systems for.youth. To make the most efficient use of
scarce resources, CETA prime sbonsors and LEA's must
Cooperate to elicit thel,best from each system and to
mesh their'-activities'closely. It is important to
identify early their respective roles in implementing
effective programs for students and th6se who have
dropped out. Both LEA's and prime sponsors may4tub-

° contract or otherwise utilize thg services of community
colleges,.post=secondary institutions,- vocational
schools and community based organizations in imple-
menting their programs. 'It is ,important ,t0 be deliberate
in the choice of service. deliverers so that those with
demonsttated effectiveness are ttilied as part of a
coordinated strategy, and so that competing-systems and

, excess capacity are:allokided:
) P

he quality of you work experience must be improved
where possible. ''Some educational institutions have
operated work experierice programs related to their
academic programs; others have participated,in work .

experience programs in conjunction with employment and
training programs. The CETA experience. for the most
part has been with work experience' programs in which,
the primacy objectives were income transfer and exposure
to the world of .Wonk.

An overall goaWn%the implementation of YEDPA is.to
.

improve,the gu it . of work experience through careful
attentionto supe .sion, existence of significant .rit
or tangible output nd on-the-job learning.' Consistent
with the legislation, schools are expected i0 certify
the relevance of education and work experience to
career goals.

'Credit should be arranged for what i learned in
nontraditional ways. Students learn in different
ways. The traditicrial classroom settlrig is not
always the most'effective setting. Thwough career
education and other programssuch,as work /study,
cooperative education and competency-based diploma

4
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progra, schools have experimented with }roviding
high school credits, for cqmpeteacites -developed
outside the classroom. _This 4d'also a major objective,
of YED?A. Prime sponsors and LEA"s ehould,develop
programs which will provide arropp9rtunity for

* , students to earn academic credit for competencies
derived from work experience.;

_ ,

Occupational and career information a its 'elivery

ent situation of,youth s the difficulty -7gt
should be im roved and boordinated. ontributig to
the vnemplo

i
in making career decisions and pieparing for careers
due to lack of realistic occupational information.

,

';` Youth 'should be assisted in making career decisions.(

based on accurate information about career options,
the avai;ability_of particular 10sf_characteristics .

of these jobs, their educational and training-require-
ments and other" factors which contribute' to realistic
career choices. Prime sponsors and LEs should make
provisions or bringihg such informa4on to.all.yout4
either,by t ing into "a statewide career information '

system, dti 'zing the services of the State Employment
Security- Agency or using any number of available career
guidance,or care reformation osystems. In any event,
CETA prime sponso S.a and LEA'S should seek the advtoe
of those knowledgeable about data sources and systems
andtheirapplic ility for career guidance purposes..

..

1 .4.

Assessment, ounselin , referrdl and laceMent services
for youth should insure that all are in ormed of
opportunities an referred to those that are most
appropriate. Important-in the success of any inter-

_vention is the quality and coordination of the supporting' .

ancillary services. In progtamp for .students, btree
,. ,.

.

major services-are: counseling, refdrral to jobs and
services,- and placement.. .-,-- 1

." . N I
,The focal'point'izAt\the PioVision of these services to

in-school yputh is usually the school- aced counselor.
The school based counselors, should be'e couragod tb
seek information about the labot market roblems of *-
youth, the istues df school-toomork,transitioni the ,.
services and information sour es available in the ;

community and the linkages o qnselingi education,
I

supportive services and plac-ientg Counselors should

4



have a broad based knowledge of the: worOol of work,
particularly with respect t- overcoming sex-stereo-
typing in training and guidance. Also important
are counselors from CETA prime pons6rs and SESA's
who can provide'more specific 3 related assistance.
In, addition, the ES, CETA, s oor and community
based systms of intake and placement should be
coordinated`and,rationalized, at the local level.

`
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tv TV. Suggested Element f the CETA/LEA Agreement

One of the purposes of the 22 percent set aside, for
in-school youth'is to, promote a dialogue between the
local education and employment and training establishments.
.TheCETA/LEA agreement is both the result of this dialogue.
and the-basis for continued dialogue between the two
sectors. The agreement should reflect common assessment
of community and youth needs; common senseabout priorities
and goals; anda united strategy for accomplishing the
objectives setWorth. The agreement and the program and
the relationships.lt-describes should fit into the total
human service delivery system of the community.

It is up to the prime sponsor and LEA to .reach agreement
on: how the activities covered under the agreement it.
Ant?. the context of local conditions, institutions and
resources; what the proposed impact of these arrangegpnts
will be on the community's 'capability to deliver serVices
to youth; what specific objectives are'to be accomplished;
and by whom ,the progran4Matirc 'aspects-of the strategy will
be carried out. Though its exact form is not dictated by
law-or the regulations, it is suggested that the arrangement
include the following elements;

A. Assessment of Existing, Resources
B. Specific Purpose, Goals and Objectives
C. Educational and Transitional Services to be

Provided and Delivery Agents
,

D. Specific Outcomes Expected
E. Administrative Provisions

These .elements suggest a; logical sequence or set of steps
for developing the Agreement-. The discussion of issues -

related to etch section is intended to be neither pre-
scriptive nor efinitive. It is included to stimulate
thought and to foster a productive dialogue between the
prime sponsor and LEA.

A. Assessment of Existing Resources and How they Relate
to the Purpose and Goals of YEDPA

The fiist step in planning for additions tp and
changes in the education-work system is to assess
'what is already going on in the community in light
of the specific objectives of the prime sponsor for
serving youth finder YEDPA. An assessment should



I

be made of how well existing resources and delivery
systems are meeting the needs identified.- YEDPA
should fill unmet needs--not duplicate or compete\ with already established efforts.. An inventory of

Acommunity resources for youth. can be "made by asking
the following questions:

tis

1) Who needs help? 'What are the characteristics
of students in the area? Is there a high dropolt
rate? If so, TShat are the characteristics of
the dropout prone, ir.e.f low grade point average,
high absenteeism,'numerousipplice contacts? Are
certain groups of students 'hiving particular..
difficulty finding jobs upon graduation? If so,
what are their characteristics? Are there a large
number of low income students? Answering these
and other questions in f;ct defines the eligible
populationand leads to a recognition of who lis
in greatest need.

2) What are the labor market realities of the
community? 'What jobs are tra itionally opento
young people? What are the "good" jobs in town?
What are the traditional access channels of
youth and-adults to employment? What is the
unemployment rate for various subsegments of the
population? What are the possibilities for
expanding labor market opportunities in the public
and private sectors?

3) Are services accessible to the eligible population?
What are eligibility requirements for employment
and training, educational and supportive services,
under various local agencies-and organizations?
How many people can be served under existing pro-

s grams? What is their capability to expand?
Os.

4) Who delivers needed services min the community?
What resources are already available for youth

--through the education and employment and training
networks, unions, the private sector? What
specific courses or opportunities are offered by
secondary, post-secondary, vocational and techni-
callcschools, by prime, sponsors under CETA; by
community agencies and voluntary organizations;
by local government, "business and industry?

$
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5) Wham is the quality of se ices provided? The

idea is not to assess part cular service
deliverers but to assess'the overall quality of the
program within the community. For instance/ are
subsidized work experience positions adequately
supervised? Do a reasonable percentage of jobs
have careek potential? Is occupational infor-
mation7and counseling relevant? Does the academic
.credit system for work expe fence (if it exists)
relitly'reflect competencies /gained-on the job ?'

,6) 'What is the degree of coordination between these
services at present? Is there duplication and
unproductive competition? Are youth in need
informed of opportunities and are appropriate

, Opportunities available for referral? Are they
referred on a first-come,' first-served basis or
in/a-way which reflects coordination with indivi-
dual needs?

Specific Purpose, Goals and Objectives

In developing the CETA-LEA agreement, it is important
for both parties to jointly develop specific targets
and accomplishments before the initiation of programs.
The broad goals and approaches outlined previously
should be translated into molre specific terms based
on local priorities and the assessments of local
conditions and preSent offering.

Below'axe some basic questions which should be addressed
in establishing specific program goals for youth:

1) Which youth will be targeted"to receive services?
Are yowth most in need receiving adeauate services?
Are all' youth provided the information nd help
needed for-Career decisions? Are services for the
disadvantaged adequate in the area? Is there need
for more-career information and counseling services
for other students?

;2) What services are needed by youth that are to'be
served by YETP? comparing the characteristics of
youth eligible for YETP to the labor market

17
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realities of the community, what services
should be provided-to accomplish the program
gbjective? Both developmental services for
youth and services impacting the labor market
4i.e., job restructuring) should be considered,

Alternatively, will further targeting make. sense
in the area? Where services are already in place,
the fundamental issue may be whether to con-
centrate resources -onincrea-sing-services for a
relatively small number of youth or broadening5.5_2_,
the access of services to a larger number of
,disadvantaged youth.

Are there sufficient education, training and career
development services in the community to provide
comprehensive services? What are the major pfoblemsi.
that should be addressed in developing or enhancing
a comprehenO.ve system? I.e., ack of coordihation,
gaps in program services, or vast service deficits.

4) Has the.educational system adequately integrated
world-of-work courses into the curriculum? Are
there adequate opportunities for youth.to work
,while'going to School? Are credit arrangements'
available? In some areas,there may be a variety
of existing work op_Vions but too little work-

, related education-lh schools. Elsewhere, e
problem may simply be the lack of jobs. Career
education may be nascent or well developed.

5) Are there alternative education a_pproachesjfor
dropouts? Will resources be adequate to serve
youth if more are retained or returned to school?
Does it make more sense locally to se e youth
outside or inside the classroom? To Swet these
questions it is necessary to also ask why certain
youth in the locality are currently dropping out,
how many there are, and what will "be the effects
of different incentives to have them stay or return.

r
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6) Are the icareet opportunities in the community
being tapped? Do disadvantaged youth,get-an
equal chance at jobs with career opportunities?
Are there identified barriers between school and
work that can be eliminated and are new linkages
'required? Some,communities are luckys"enough to,
have low rates of unemployment, and their emphasis

) might be on assuring access to jobs for the most
'disadvantaged youth-. In other cases, youth may
already knoc4here,the "good" jobs are but the
opportunities are so limited that further job

1,develophient and oordination makes no sense.
Coordination bet w employers and the education
'and employment and training systems may be a

to major concern.

7)- Are yolith provided the information they need for
career decisions? .,Is the career ,information
relevant and the delivery mechanism adequate?
Does the system assure that youth are made aware
of all employment and training options and is
there one reasonable system for rationing scarce_
opportunities? Answers to these-questions will
determine how much emphasis is placed on

Arestructuring or .bolstering the information,
intake and placement systems.

.

8) Does it make sense to experiment with new approaches,
should existing ones be improved, or should expan.-

*sion be emphasized? Innovation may be completely
unnecessary where even the most basic services are
'lacking or where current activities have an
excellent record of success. In a short time
frame it may be beneficial to try a limited number
Of -new approacheS. The concern then is which
possible innovations should receive emphasis?

The aim of addressing these questions, is to try to
prioritize the goals in serving-youth. Community_
values may differ; conditions certainly do.' Vrogr
objectives will reflect this. In one area, the
major emphasis may be on accessing existing pri
)sector job opportunities for the disadvantaged as
part of existing cooperative education efforts. In

19
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another area, Iftriorityligpilasison carer information
for all youth may be more crucial. It is critical
to etermine prioritiep and establish program
p oses,-goals and objectiveg based of those
priorities.

C.' Educational and Transitional Services and Delivery
Agents

Once joint decisions have been made on the direction
of the programs under the proposed agreement `land
relkfariadof services' already available in the
community,. other services and institutional changes
needed to meet the objectives of the,agreement
,should be identified. Questions for discussion in
arriving at new services and ways to deliver them could
include:

20
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1) What are the additional services needed to
carry out-the objectives of the agreement

Who can best deliver these'needed services? In
selectlqg service deliverers,.the prime sponsors
and the participating local education agency
should make every effort to identify and use the
most effective resources available in'the communi-
ty regardless of affiliation, such as, community 4,

based organizations (CB6s), vocational education
_pgen4es, post-secondary institutions and/or
junior colleges-. The critical point here is that
agencies that have demonstrated effectiveess in
delivering the services needed shoulebe'dplected
asproviders.

3) What services will be provided from the new,
resources?,Resources provided under YETP and from
other sources may be used to support activities
and services, undertaken under this agreement.
Some examples of activities and services that
could be useful in developing programs to prepare
'and assist youth to move from school to permanent
employment in the labor market are described
below.

'a) _Outreach, assessment and orlentatipn. Oese
activities involve the recruitment arid %4, .

selection of persons eligible for progm
participation according to established
priority selection criteria and the provision
of information,about the program's goals,
expectations and requirements. In analyzing
these services, an effort should be made to
assuretparticipation of youth df both sexes
from various economic, racial, social, and
ethnic backgrounds, with preference on the
economically disadvantaged.

4

b) Counseling. This servide includes providing
occupational information and career counseling
and guidance in personal development. In the
agreement, the agency(ies) responsible for
this service should be identified. In par-

-ticular, there should be a description of how
6scho6I-based counselors will be utilized,

,

since th6 law requires that the releiiancy 'of
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the career employment eXperienoes provided
must be certifieddv a school-based counselor
for the youth(b, serviced. Qualgications
and knowledge of cOttnselors conderning employ-
ment and labor market conditions sbguld be-
considered and training provided whatever
heeded, Where appropriate, counseling services
to be provided by stiff from, CETA prime sponsors,
ocal-publi y * 1 - - -

other facilities should be discussed.
4110

c) Provision of labor market :and career information.
Effor s for praviding labor market inforMation
to youth (i.e., employment trends-and proictions,
jobs in demand, credentiaLling requirements,
job entry requirements) should be identified,._
incladtms linkages with any statewide or other
effltrts.

d) 'Placement and employment retention services. The
key for program success-for many youth is job
pladdment. In order to- assure that jobs are
available when youth are ready for employment,
it is important that counseling, labor 6rket
information, job development and referral to ,

jobs be closely coordinated. Equally-important
is the retention of the jobonce acquired.
Followup, job coaching and_supportive services'
such as transportation ass stance or day care,
services may be required to nhance job
retention.

Job development and job restructuring. To the
extent possible, employers should be involved
in making jobs more relevant to the
demands of the labor market, the skill levels
of the youth, and'the training and services
available. The development of career ladders
and the restructuring of existing jobs to
create new job opportunities for.youth should
be considered.,

f) Services to supportliteracy training and
bilingual training. This service provides
basic skills in communication for youth
preparing to enter the job market. In order

rft
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to competein the labor market, non=English
speaking youth often need -courses in which
English is Trovided as a 'second language.

g) Career Emploiment Experience., Work experience
arid on-thenja training are key activities
in career employment experience. Although
these activities have been in existence for
many yea f a new thrust to upgrade the

jr
quality f.thehe employment experiences is
de ed 'Particular attention should also
be g en to the quality.of required ancillary
transition services such as career information,
counselirig,, guidande_and placement.

i.Recognizihq the difficulties experienced by

Al

-- youth in the transition from school-to-work,
CETA prime, sponsors. and local education
agencies:should assure that ca re,er employment
experiences (work experience or OJT and
specific transition 'serviCes) are indeed
germane to .the attainment of educational and
career goals of articipatingryouth. Counselors ,

;Pare generally ;sponsible for:.assuring that .

these objective are met.
,-,4m.

A quality Work experience pr gram should
provide experiences that are lexible to' meet
the needs :of the individual s deht. The
work settt'hg should nrovideth youth with
valuable teaining'in attaining and Molding a
job.' Career employment experiences are , ,

particularly valuable when the competencies
derived fpom them can be identified and
-credited to the youth toward the high school
diploma or its equivalent. 1hese'competencies
acquired.tfirough the work experience are not to be
narrowly limited to just skills, but also include
basic academic skills of language and mathematics .

and a knowledge of society and the community.
A special employment and Training AdministratiOn
technical assistance paper on the Awarding o,
Academic Credit under YEDPA provides guidance
on this subject.

O
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The process of increasing the quality of
work experience and on- the -job training
should be discussed by the prime sponsor
and LEA's and objectives set on the types'
of improvement expected. Employing institu-
tions should then be selected that are best
suited to providt these improved experiences.;

4

(h) Skill Training. Skill and job-related training
that is coordinated with an individual's career
development plans and education program may
also be provided under YETP where theyare
not already available in the community. Such
skill training, however, should not be provided
unless it can be related to labor market demands
as well as the youth's career interest, so that
skill training provided under YETP is focused
as much as possible on labor market needs.

*mit include transportation and child care
i) S rtive services. Supportive services

assistance, medical referrals and services,
and other services necessary to assist youth
in realizing the maximum benefits of the
program under the agreement.

D. Specific Outcomes Expected

Neiking together, the CETA prime spoftsors and partici?
pating LEA's should agree on what specifically is

*expected as a result of the 'agreement. The expected
`outcomes should be consistent with the goals established
.earlier in the agreement. The outcomes maybe specified
in detail or outlined gefterally; but whenever possible,
they should be quantifiable and specified by program
component (i.ea, a work experience component would have -
specific expected program utcomes as would counseling
or job placement).

Success in achieving expec am outcomes may be\
determined, in some eas s y co wring planned vs.
actual data, while in o in ances it might be
done through appropriate _esting, personal evaluations
or observations. Quantification of program expectations
permits objective'evaluations of programs and program
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components necessary for program redesign and
knowledge development. Performance criteria help
to set the parameters,for a program operator and .

program component and aid in the, selection and
continuation of deliverers of-demonstrated effective",
ness.

The following list suggests the types of outcomes
t

which might be specified Within: broad nrogramgoals
and how performance criteria might be,fised and quantified.

Objective 1) :2 To enroll a certain number of youth in
the various c mponeAts and activities and to establish
a loading schedule fbr each.

Performance criteria: Seventy percent of
students` enrolled will receive counseling

: Ninety percent of
who participate in-the career employment
component will be placed in initial work
March 1.

al;
services.

all students
experience
sites by

Objective 2): An increased number Of students will
receive high school diplomas or GEDA as a result of
participation.

Performance criteria: -Seventy-five percent of
all students enrolled,will take the GED examina-
tion, earn a GED or graauate'from high school.

Objective 3): An increased numbg of students will? 7.'
receive academic credit for work experience.,

Performance criteria: Eighty percent of all
students enrolled in work experience or on- the -job
training will work in appropriate settingssfor a
sufficient number of hOurs to earn at least ollW-
unit of academic credit.

Objective'4); ,Improvement will birmade in students
attitudes and job, performance based "Oh evaluatibnsby
supervisors, counselors, and teachers.

Performance, criteria: Ninety percent of all work
experience students will earn a favorable rating, '1

from their work supervisor, counselor and/or
teacher.



4,0441E.

Objective-5): There w4 1 be improvement' in then
gdality of jobs and increase in the_numbei*of students
placed in permanent jobd following program completion.

Performance criteria: Seventy percent of-the--
program aompleterd will be placed in unsubsidized

\, jobs following graduation.-

, : Starting salarie4ifor
persons'placed in unsubsidized jobs'will average
$3.00 per hour.

At least 5 perCent more
students will be placed in "jobs after completioti
of thevemester than were placed in the previous
semester. .

Objective 6): The school dropout rate''4nd amount of
absenteeism will be reduced:,

Performance criteria: The dropout rate of
',students enrolled in the component_ will be, at
least 10 percent lower than the dropout rate for
students it grades 9 through 12 in the city.
public schools.

: The dropout-rate for this
componerit'should not exceed 10 peicent of total
enrollmett.c

Objective 7):, There will be substantial improvemat
in the academic performance of enrollees.

Performance criteria: Ninety percent of the
students enrolled will average 1.0 grade increase,
in reading_or mathematics leyel.

A

Similarlykhe fdllowing or other objectIVers could be
set and performahce criteria develwed for each.

J
Objective a): There. will bt'a reduction in juvenile
delinquency rates and police -and court-contacts.

Objective 9): There.itill be an increase in number
of public and private employers involved in work
experience and on-the-job training programs.

objective 10): Students will have greater understanding
of labor market and career opportunities "and *will better

: be able to make realistic self-assessments:
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bbjective 11): There will be ''an increase in number
f students requesting and receiving guidance and

counseling.

4".

s

Objective 12): The.quality of work experience ogramS
will be improved through'better supervision, work
products and'learning potential..

- These examples are for illustration only. Performance
criteria may beestabltshed based on best qp-saaa_as
would most criteria during the first program semester
or year: Program experience in their use will help .

to define the criteria in-future-years".

E. .'Administrative Procedures **

,

'Since the CETA/LEA agreement may be financial or. ton-
f4nancial, the` administrative procedures can vary

Programs, to be operated under Le agreement
must be consistent with YEDPA and the regulationsk.
In a nonfinancial agreement, ,however, the administra- -

.tive arrangements may be described briefly- and .in a
financial agreement they maybe summarized arso with
the details spelled out in a separate contract with
the prime sponsor.. Alternatively, the a 4eement may \.
be mbre sp cific and serve, itself; as a contract.
In the lat er case, the agreeMent should, address the
followi g issues among others:

1) staff re es. The agreement should indicate
t..en r ,al d duties of personnel to i.e.funded. The 4 ,

docume f shOuld make assurances that these persons. are
qualk ied, and would riot have been available ,from 6tAlmms.1
sources of funding. It is important to indidate also
how much ekist4n0 staff will contributeto the program.

2) Budget. Costs,should,be determined for each or a
combination of services proviaed,per each domponent
directly or. indirectly in carrying out the agree-
ment. Each budget should include a line item
indicating costs for each item listed.

Agreements that-are financial could include a
.standard CETA cOntractor's budget for"fundS- to be:

( utilized by the LEA: Any subcontracting by the
LE4 could be reflected in a separate budget. All
limitations'On costs to any participating agency
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should be specified at the time tagreement-is.
negotiated. Provisions for additional or extended
services. necessary but not included in the originai
agreement should be.clearly defined.

The negotiated agreement, ihould be cooperatively
coordinated to minimize overhead without minimizing

.

services to the youth. Linkages with other-community
agencies could also reduce some budget. items thereby
establkihing an(ermaintaining low overhead. ,

3) NMcfdification and review procedures*: CETA/LEA-
agreement should include procedure or its modifyT4.

cation and review recognizing that change may
occur as operation of the agreement progresses
A review .process should be exiten 'vely devel ed,
sd that it will afford the partie agreement
a timely assessment of program operations w'll
give some immediate indication of the need to
modify or redefine obj-ectives, procedures and/or
other operational-components.

The person or persons retponsilk for.sliichrevieWs
should be identified for.each under the

-

agreement. The frequency with h these reviews
11.be done should alto'be def ned. Provisions

hould be made delineating the procedu'reS by which
-modif gptions may be requested, how-the 'requests
may b: submitted; guidelines for recognizing, the

or modification, -and the arrangements through `''N.
ch a modification mad be apprpved.

Financial Arrangements. Critical to..the development
of the joint. agreement is the method by which
operational costs will be handled: The agreement"
should state- the method of payment to all subcon=

0. tractors' covered under he agreement, the' frguenty
by which requests, for."payments may be submitted,
deadlines on the receipt of request for .payment, ,

1

certification statements, requedts.onlost incurred
. &nil:proper- korms to' be used 'in reques ing payment'.

, , ., .

,.'.:
. . \

. ---/
..
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The authorized staff person or agent who will be
responbible for the proper accounting procedures
.for both parties -under the agreement.should be
identified,. Where applicable, and if desired;
directions relative to establishing special bank
accounts should be described.

5) Reporting. The local education agency will be
required to submit certain reportt to the CETA
prime sponsor for inclusion in the management

=f-
- information system. The informatidn should be

delineated in,the-agreemeilt.- However, cause of
the experimental nature of the programs,, it may be

,J decidedlocally.to collect certain ilpormation that
is not required nationally. This sirould be discussed
and areporting pApcedure and timetable' established.

6) PerformOce Assessment. The developmental approach
to an effective CETA/LEA agreement should include
considerable discussion on evaluaitionc. It is
important to-agree upon program dims and to be
ableto evaluate progress in achieving them. .

Evaluation efforts should attempt to identify "what"
is happenihg and to the extent possible, "why"
it is happening as well as the "relationship" of

.these to established program goals and objectives. .

Prime sponsors and LEA's might p vide for appropri-t
ate follow up end measurement of b th long and
short range goals within the agree ent. Program
evaluation is important because'it contributes to4
local program development and over 11 knowledge
about what appears to faork. °
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*V. Conclusion

The elements described in this papr relate to factors
which shbuld be given.consideration in the negotiation of
quality agreements and programs for youth between prime
sponsors and local education agencies. These elements
are applicable to all operators of in-school programs for
youth under Section 346 of YEDPA, either as subgrantees,
contractors or selected operators of in-school programs.
These elements are not exhaustive but Are important aspects
to be considered when developing agreements. All factors
should be given early and se442As consideration.

p.
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I

INTRODUCTION

The Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA)
of 1977 states in Section 355(b):

",The Secretary of Labor. . .shall work with the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to
make suitable arrangethents with appropriate State
and local education officials whereby academic
creditjmay.be awarded, consistent with applicable
State law, by'educational.institutions and
agencies for competencies derived from work
experience obtained through programs established
under this title."

The Congress fully intended that arrangements be made with
State and-local education officials so that academic credit
would be given for the skills and knowledge acquired through
work experience that would deserve credit if learned-through
traditional schooling or in other ways. In referring to
"competencies," the intent was not to limit recognition
narrowly to job skills but also tobasic'skills of language.
and mathematics and to a knowledge of society and how to
assume responsibility in it. The credentials that may be
earned in these programs,of work experience and training will
recognize "competencies" in occupational skills a d in the
areas of traditional education as well.

.

The provision of academic credit for competencies derived
from the various programs funded under the Act is strongly
encouraged. The greatest emphasis in this paper will be
placed-on the'awardjng pf academic credit, to out-of-Vhool
youths for work experience and training programs designed
by prime sponsors or their contractors with local education
agencies (LEA's) under the Youth Community Consprvation and
Improvement Projects (YCCIP) and the Youth Employment and
Training Programs (YETP and by the Department of Agricultun
and Interior for the Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC).
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In YACC, the Departments of Agriculture and Interior, will,
in cooperation with LEA's, work together to develop the
specifics for awarding credit for the competencies derived
from participation-in conservation work projects. It is
expected that students enrolled in in-school programs under
the Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects (YIEPP), YCCIP,
and YETP will receive credit through existing work-study,
career education or other school .programs, particularly
those established under the Experience-Based Career Education
(EBCE) progkams. Prime sponsors and local education-------
agencies are, however, strongly encouraged to expand these
arrangements and to test additional models wherever
appropriate.

The purpose of this paper is to examine some of the issues ,

with regard to the awarding of academic credit. During the
past several years, much attention and debate have been con-
centrated on different methods and techniques for awarding
academic credit.for competencies derived from
out-of-classroom_ experiences. No single metha4 has emerged
as the best for assessing or awarding credit. Therefore,
this paper will merely suggest some of the issues and options
relative to academic credit and identify the resources
available for further information.

I. What are the competencies?

There are many competencies that can be achleved through
work experiences. Different work experiences can be
designed to develop single or multiple competencies and thus
earn credits in specified subject areas. -It has_proven
difficult, however, to equate the competencies acquired
through experience or independent study with the same
qualities attributable to a high school diploma. Of these,
the General Educational Development Tests (GED) is the most
common, but the Competency Based High School Diploma and the
New York Regents Ekternal Diploma Program claim certain
advantages, particularly for adults. Although the
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traditional diploma varies from school to school and from
person to person within a school, in general, a high school
diploma testifies to some measure of competence in the,
following categories, each of which may be addresse4,through
work experience as indicated:

. A. Basic Skills in Language and Mathematics.

Language and mathematic*. skills are the bulwark 'of
traditional education; however, "grade level" has been
repeatedly, challenged as a measure of practical performance.
The Competency Based High School Diploma, for example, looks
less to measures of grade level and more to a demonstrated
ability to reach, "adult-performance levels" as defined by
such practical applications as the ability to appl17 for a
diiver's license or enter into a rental agreement. The local
education agency and the prime sponsor therefore have con-
siderable latitude in agreeing upon diploma requirements for
basic skills measured either'by standardized tests or by
practical applications. Similarly, the agreements can be
expected to vary considerably in the amount of basic skill
learning that is required from the work experience itself.
Often the work experience is only expected to stimulate a
desire t? adquire the skills needed to do a'job well, and
the 'training itself is provided by tutoring or classroom
work. But in either case, language and math competencies can
be viewed as "derived" from work experience.

B. Coping Skills. Central to the ability to cope with
life and work problems area

interpersonal skills--the ability to
interact effectively with a variety of
people (friends, colleagues, family,
associates, btisiness and governmental
emplOyees) in ordbr to obtain information,
transact business, or receive assistance
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problem-solving skills--the ability
to define problems, identify possible
solutions, and choose a course of action;
and inquiry skillsthe ability to,get,
analyze, and use information for diff= ent
purposes.

Dependability, following instructions, work productivity,
making friends and other coping skills -- all are qualities
that are learn in traditional schools through course work,
extra curricula activities, and sports and through other
ways of working together and sharing responsibilities. In
work experience rograms, objective Beatings by supervisors
supported by re rds of attendanceland performance, are
probably the best basis for attesting to at least minimum
levels of coping competence.

C. Occupational Skills. Academic credit at ts earned
for competencies of an occupational nature are an obvious
valid predictor of work peformance for that o upation.

In the'absence of assessment measures of proven validity, the
best available measure of an1/4occupational skill at the entry
level is that identified by the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles. A number of performance tests for measuring;iob
skills have been developed by the vocational and trade
schools, apprenticeship programs; and Jewish Vocational
Service(IVS) work ipample programs, and the national testing
services.

D. Liberal Education "Competencies,!/. These competen-
cies have to do with a knowledge of society and how to deal
with it. They should,along with coping skills and basic
skills in language, pro4de at least a partial foundation.
for later expansion of personal horizos.
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While there are some recently developed measures of these
"social perspective" skills, these are largely untested and
the agreement betWeen CETA sponsors,and educational agencies
with respect to liberaleducation competencies may do little
more than describe the.orientation that-will be provided to
hel the trainee plade the work assignment in a social con-t and to examine his/her obligations to employer, labor
organizations, aria to the community. This orientation might,,
for e3.4mple, be incorporated as an explanation ofthe issues
connected with payroll deductions for health care, social
sedurity, or union dues. The "orientation" to the job
could, however, become a comprehensive liberal education
program if it were to examine in greater detail the issues
of democratic governance of business or labor organizations.
Competency in this general area of citizenship may be
measured, at least initially, by 'simple knowledge tests or
through interviews by counselors or work supervisors although-
neither measurement has much proven yalidity as a predictor
of citizenship adtivities. In_any_casei_thgLidentificationof the typeS'of-CONietelidiiithat can possibly be learned at
any gi en site should be carefully considered. Variabilitycannot e avoided. Some sites will provide much moreopport ty for a:richer learning experience than others.
This fac must be considered 'so that the proper balance of
the amount and kind, of credit that will be awarded to
students is,fair and realistic.

II. 'Suggested' Models for Awarding Academic Credit

CETA prime sponsors and local educational agencies
(LEA's) must agree on whatever procedures are'adopted to
award'academic credit for competencies derived from work
experience in these programs. There is considerable con-
troversy concerning the methods fob awarding credit and on
the meaning of academic credentials. Still, 4 out of 5 high
schools as well as a growing number of colleges, or other
post secondary institutions and accrediting encies give
academic credit for learning thrdtigh expert ce. CETA/LEA
arrangements for awarding credit should nerally look first
to these established local practices.



There are generally three ways to, approach the granting of
k academic credit for work experience. They are:

Program Evaluation for Credit

+ .Credit for Prior Experience

+ Expeiience Designed for Credit

De ending on the purposes, of the programpltese are all
1,,,a4eptable alternative modes of granting edit for w

experience. .CETA prime sponsors and LEA's should exp
the advantages and disadvantages of each as they reac
agreement on the most appropriate 4ot-a alternatives.

Combinations of lternatives might be considered, depending
upon the target opulation to be reached by the program. It
should be pointed-out that none of these methods in any way
implies thedilution of academic credentials or the random
granting of credit for the acquisition of insigrhficant
skilIs. They-db, however, build" upon the needt-of many
individuals who learn better outside the classroom in the
areas of reading, writing, and other basic skills and further .
provide the ,means for learning and maturation in other
skills (e.g., coping skills, career exploration). A brief
'description of each,method follows.

A: Program Evaluation for Credit
lix

In this model, a total program of work experien4e
(work site plus other related activities) is evaluated by
expert's for its ability to provide the opportunity for the
learning of compet ncies. Youth in the program are granted
credit for havi ded the program or work experience
for a length o time (i.e., 1 year at work might be
)tquivalent to -Carnegie units- in academic-subject' areas.)

4
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1. Advantages - This is a relatively simple method
for awarding academic Credit. A rigorously organized work
program can be approved by appropriate local experts in a (

relatively short time, although the program should be I

monitored at-iptervals to ensure that the quality of.the4
learning opportunity is maintained.

2. Cautions - Evidence that particular competencies
have beenIiiFFEa is assumed since individuals normally are
not tested independently for competencies. In the absence
of testing, care must be taken to monitor and otherwise
examine the work experience to assure thgt it is continuing
to provide the skills for which it was designed.

This model is a good choice if the quality of any work pro-
gram can be guaranteed; however, it does not allow for the
assessment of individual competencies to assure that expected
competencies have been learned.

B. Credit for Prior Experience

In this model, an individual is evaluated on specific
or general competencies whether learned in or out of school,
as--tong as they are school-related. Demonstration of comp ence,
w ether by proof or by performance, is the basis for. the award

academic credit. There are already nu*erous ongoing pro-
rams that reflect this. model, such as the credit by examination

offered in many community colleges and dpiversities or credit
given for military experience (Servicemen's Opportunity College).
Furthermore, this model is often applied by employers who hire
individuals either on academic credentials or the experience
equivalent.

1 Advantages' - For older yoyth who have some experi-
ence(s), this method is useful because it awards credit to them
for past performance'or proof that they have learned compe-
tencies they can already perform that are judged to be related
to school curricula. This method of awarding credit for
experience depes on gathering evidence of learning by using
a variety of as assment techniques.
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2. Cautions - The array tec niques possible in
this mode-igqiiiF more sophisticated methodology and is
timeTconsuming. However, beciuse-it relies heavily on
individua assessment, it will permit far greater focusing
of instr ction on experience since these can then be
directed specifically to the participant's individual skill )
level.

C. 1.0cpe.x.i-elice Designed for Credit

In this model possible competencies to be learned
are identified explicitly and an individual student is evaluated
on performance. This model can be closely controlled, and the
learning experience integrated with academic course work.

1. Advantages - Experiences structured in this model
have a specific purple that is clearlsk identified and
related to the individualts overall learning program.
Experiences are carefully structured and designed to meet
these needs. Pre - and post-testing of the individual can
be conducted to verify attainment_ ofcompetencies as.a
result of the work experience.

2. Cautions - Each, work site must e carefully
analyzed to identify all possible compete cies that might
bd learned in the experience so that the ticipated skills
are in fact.acquired. This takes some egree of skill and
time and significapt costs may be involved.

As has been noted, each model has distihctive characteristics,
advantages, and disadvantages. *Si rice the third model,
Experience Designed for Credit, to't me dd e, combines
elements of the preceeding two model i will be presented
in greater detail.
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III. Specif1CCon4iderati n.Ex erience Designed for
Credit

toe

,

iA quaility program in which a 'work e'tperience is
designed for academic credit musts concerned with three
key factors:

4- integration in a total learning program for
the individual;

site analysis;

identification of competencies that might
possibly be learned there; and

4- appropriate assessment techrilques to
,0°

determine
if'the dbmpetencies have been learned.

As indicated in Part I, there are a number of competencies
that may be acquired through well-structured work
experiences.

Although it is not possible that any one work site will pro-
vide the opportunity for learning the varie y of.competen-
cies that are offered through traditions cademic course
work, a complete analysis of the learni g possibilities at
any one site is extremely important in order to assure that
the.competencies can be attained and unrealistic expecta-
tions can be avoided. Management of the Mork experience is
the key in assuring that experiences at the work site are
a ntegral part of an individual's learning program and
that ork site supTrvision is of high caliber. Moreover,
the fu potential. for experiences designed for credit can
only be realized when the CETA prime sponsor.and local )
education agency not only selectively identify existing,
sites but.also actively'develop new sites or revise
existing ones.

,
In:structuring a program for awarding credit for work
experien prime sponsors and LEA's must:

. ,

1) agree upon the objective(s) .of the earning
programs of which the Work experience '11-

,
%

be a part;

<,--------,-., .

.
.

2) agree upon the'irelationship of the identified
competencies to local degree and diploma'
requirements;
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Tr Identify specific learning outco?es or cOmpetencies
that might be learned at the'particular learning"
site;

.

.

4) Establish for proper,documentation of the\experiencg
as a.basis

f'

for awarding credit; ,
a

,

1
.k

It

5) Develop adequate measurement of identified learning -.

outcomes or competencies,according,to preestablished
: "---___,(1 standards; and . .

.
i.,

.

4

clk

.---6)- Develop procedures for recording the learning outcomes
% f or competencies.

...._
.0,

st, , 4
9

Both the prime si!lkonsor and LEA should analyze the numerous
learner coordination4 site analysis andAhanagement functions
that need to be carildd °tit to effectivn, implement' such a
prwram. There.is db.set formula for assigning 'responsi- .

bility for performing these functions because progr
staffing constraints will, require different solution
Both th4. Far Igest-and Appalachian Regional Education
Laboratories havdedone extensive work in anAlyzi these^
functions.

Once competencies have been identified,. assegsm becomes
particulatly important. In ordla to determine her a c
work experience has in factimpart0 the skillsthat it was
selectedoto provide, assessment of the Individual shoUld be
considered, both prior to and,aftew participation. There are
numerous choices that can be made about the most appropriate
t4chni3ques for assessment of the experience designed for
tredit. Because of the wOde variety of knowledge, skilli,
and attltudes that may be desired learning outcomes worthy of
credit,:the chracteristits of several types-of assessment
techniques for the measurement of competencies are described
below:'

A.- Objective° written eliarw. Content oriented tests Up
familiar formats, eltg:, multiple choice, true/fklse,for com-
oletion-ty-f3e exams may be used. bbvious advantaes.of this
type of examination are its ease f administration and
scoring; howeverp'individuals whb avedropped out-ot-schoal,
or are drop-out prone often fin such tests intimidating

, , and they. should there ore be used carefully.

AO
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B. Essay exams. 'Essay exams may be particularly useful
for preventing areas of .4pow1edge in written format
and for evidence of use Of, communication skills. The'
caution cited in "A" above would however.also apply.

C. Perforiance tests. Performance tests may include
TaliaThands on tests it controlled situations or
ObstrUsivOqbservation in natural settings. They
might also include the 'work, sample method, in which
a representation of a task that one might encounter
on the job is presented. Advantages of these types of
tests are their obvious insistence on application of
skills and knowledge. Disadvantages are primarily in
terms of costs and the -need for trained assessors for

/
D. Simulations. Simulations create rea;rerife situations

such as case studies, management games, inbasket problems.
This is a good technique for testing problem-solving and

4 decisionmaking abilities, management and interpersonal
ski,11S, attitudes and., oral communications.. Advantages
are that more complex interactions of skills and attitudes
can be observed. However, difficulties in the echniques
include costs in personal time, fa6ilities need , and theneed to repeat the observations to assure reliability.

E. Interviews; Interviews can be Aructured_or,unstructured
with individuals responding to open -or closed questioning,
or through panel interviews with students intewting
while being-observed by experts. Advantages iMlude
emphasis on verbal communication skills and theme efficiency
of small group testing. Care must be taken to establish
assessment criteria for validity and..cusistency.

F. Ratings. By an agreed upth expeit, ratings are evaluations
by Other a ioksupervisor or a teacher. Checklists and
rating scales can be used to measure skills; attitudes,
and-knowledge competencies. Advantages include quanti-

judgemenis'where it is. difficult to obtain more *
objective measures Of competence, but disadvantages
include tendencies tb'subjectivity and biased rating
behavior. An essential element of managing work experience
programs fbr credit is continuing integration of whathappens on the work site with the learning program.

It
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G. "Self- assessment. Self-assessment refers to self ratings
on detailed performance checklists. To be most useful,
at can be validated with jOb supervisors or.:teathers.

. Product assessment. Product assessment refers to
evaluations of student product(s) against defined academic
criteria. It has the advantage of providing concrete
examples of performance for judgement. Disadvantages are
time and costs involved in:Nconducttng-such-an -Bvatuatilium.

,IF Assessment by Documentation

There are also a number of assessment techniques by
documentation which are used for determining competencies
derived froni experience. The External High School Diploma
Progtam isan example of such a' technique. ,Assessment by.
documentation is particularly useful for older youths who
may have been involved'in activities,where competencies
were learned and for which credit may be awarded. While'

these techniques are used predominantly for crediting,
prior experience, many may be/appropriate for assessing'
experience designed for

maybe
Briefly, such documentation

takes these forms: <.0

1. By Credential.' Where a current license is al
possessed by a learner, it represents evidence that cular
competencies have been mastered. For instance, barbe ng'

and cosmetology licenses can be obtained in New York State by
non-high-school graduates, and is acceptable evidence of
learned occupational skills.

2: By Examination: Through examination, demonstration
of general or subject matter inforMation can be translated to
academic post-secondary course ecuivalents. Commonly accepted -----

tests are the College,Level Examination Program (CLEP)
administered by Educational Testing Service (ETS); tests
used in particular States (New York State Proficiency 'exams,
the Regents External Degree Program); or tests developed by
the Military. Examinations prepared by facUltyfrom a
particular college department can be used, as well as faculty
evaluation by indepth interview. At the secondary level, the
General Educational Development (GED) test is the most widely
accepted such examination.
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IV. Implementation tontaderations

A. 'First Steps

For youth who are not enrolled in a full-time
program leading to a diploma, a degree, or a certificate;
arrangements should be made between CETA prime sponsors
and LEA's for assessment of the competencies derived
from-wo-rk -experience and for the awardfng and 'recording
of the credit that'the participant accrues. The partici-
pant may be considered as being enrolled in a part-time
program leading to a credential, and the credit earned may
be banked toward the award of the credential at dbmetime.in
the future.

a
a

To maximize the opportunities, for youths to earn
academic.credit, the prime sponsor and LEA may choose to:

..

rotate youth through various work experience sites
which offer`, different kinds of appropriate creditable
learning' experience; or

* design the work experiencesj.n stages, so that
'before progression to another stage occurs, competencies
can be assessed and credit awarded or placement maintained
at that phase until the competency is acquired

ThroUgh use.Of the assessment by documentation
techniques or o ers, YEDPA participants may be assessed
for competencies already acquired and credit awarded by a-
local eduCation agency. Thi*, would then make'it possible
to place participants in wor] experiences which will earn,
them the additional credits needed to earn a high school
diploma or post-secondary credits or credentials.

The choice of the most' appropriate model -- whether
program evaluation for credit,. dreait for prior learning,
or experience designed for credit--depends.upon a variety
of factors`to be discussed by.15rime sponsors
Regardless of the choice or-combination of mode that
msy be agreed upon, the factors below should be considered:

Nature of the program and /or work site and the
identification of the possible learning outcomes associated,
with the site;
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3, By Performance. Documentation and evaluation can be
achieved by using experts who assess-skills through watching
the participant's performance (e.g., generator repair) or ."

reviewing products (e.g., portfolios of art work or photography,
carpentry)..

4. Letters of Recommendation. Summaries of field
experiences may be corroborated by job supervisors who
could analyze the specific responsibilities which can be
given academic course equivalents.

5. Crit for Practicuin Experience. Credit can be,
granted for length of service where it is relevant to
some academi,c offerings. Either paid or loluntder work in
areas such as teaching, scouting, nursing, or business
experience are a few examples. For instance, New York
State gives 4 months credit for 1 year of service at any
acceptable activity.

,7

6. Military Experience. Courses and experience given
by the military have beer: evaluated for recommendations for -/
credit. Information is available from the American Council
on Education, Office of Educational Credit,

7. Documentation of On-the-Job Learning Activities.
Credit is given for onsite courses obtained through
business and industry after evaluation according to the
guidelines available from the New York State Education
Department.

The assessmeht techniques described above can be
examined for their usefulness in each model. Each technique
can be used effeqtively, so long'as its strengths and
limitations are recognized. Prime sponsors and LEA's
should also cionsider using combinations of these, techniques.

4 //
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Relationship and articulation of these outcomes
to local diploma requirements;

Costs and time involved in setting up the most
appropriate array of assessment procedures and the short-
and long-term benefits of each;

Training needs of available personnel to administer
and develop such assessment techniques;

Validity and reliability of the measurement techniques;

Characteristics of the youth popUlation to be served;

Establishment of standards for performance that are
realistic, achievable, and fair to the average student;

Identification of who will award the credit; (Some-
'States'permitonly high school=teachers who are credentialed.
in the subject area, be it English, math, or business edu-
cation,, to award sirdents credit in that area. At the post-
secondary level, the issue may be one of degrees as well.as
credentials. In California, for example, community College
instructors must have masters.degrees in their field as well
'as community college teaching credentials) and,

Applicable State laws. -

Also, of significant note is that the learning potential
of a site depends aq much upon the people there as it does
with the functionahocti\vittes-t)f the job, the student
fills. Questions need to be raised such as: -What do the
'worksite staff know and what are they willing to share
with students? How well do they interact with young people?
Were the' individuals drafted to participate ih the, program
or did they volunteer?

Competence eay not.always be measurable, and as noted
earlier, may have to be inferred from the amount of time
Invested in work experience and an agreement reached as to
the opality of the experience. offered. But, where possible,

' competencies should themselves be measured.
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B. The Prime Sponsor/LEA Agreement
.

In developing programs for awarding academic
credit for competencies derived from work experience,
prime sponsors and 'LEA's should develop a written agreement
outlininq their approach. While it can be expected to vary
considerably from place to place depending upon the
emphasis local.agencies wish to .place upon the several methods
for measuring competence and the local resources available
(e.g., experience in working with one or more of these
methods), all can be expected to include s'ta'tements of
arreements on the following considerations and techniques:

> Wherever possible, measurement of the competencies
actually de4ved by the participant rather than by assess-
ment of work experience that.is expected to develop certain
competencies;

.> Identification of measurements and credentials that
will affect employment and advaneement. These should be...
valid predictors of later work performance;

> Specification of minimum levels of competence of
the several kinds required for a credential and identifi-
cation.of-the several means of measurement, e,g.:

a definition of each individual, competence
for which academic credit to be given
whether it is a basic skil , a coping skill,
a vocational skill, or --a-- ore general aca-
demic competency; for e ample, the agreement
might state that acade is credit will be
given for the improv .ent in reading that
occurs as a res of the work experience

sand assyciated traini g.

the criteria by Which competence is measured,
e.g., the agreement might say that competence
will hkemeasured by a particular test or
technique discussed in this paper.
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the gtandards (ordegree of improvement)
reau ed for academic credit, e.g.; the
agre ment might specify reading level or
types of material that might have to be
read in order to meet reauirements for a
diploma for a specified number of school
credits. It might also specify that-aca-
demic credit would,be awarded in increments
for measured progress towards the level
required for graduation; for example, a
participant may have already accrued 2 years
of credit in English towards high school
graduation. Academic credit representing
1 year of secondary school might, by agree-
ment, be awarded for progressing half-way
from the participant's entry level to that
required for graduation.

the, methcid of reporting, e.g., the agreement
might state that within a specified time of
completiori-of experience, the level of
competence would be measured, the student
notified, credit awarded, a notation of the
award made in the participant's personnel
record.

ti

Similarly, for vocational skillsthe agreement ,

should specifythe definition of the skill, the criteria
by which it is to be measured, and the standard of
compete 'hce required for awarding a diploma, certificate,
or d gree. Academic credit would be awarded for progress

1
tows ds that standard as greater competence is derived from
the ork experience and associated training.

V. Conclusion

CETA sponsors must work with local educational agencies
to decide upon the best ways to award academic credit for

'the competencies derived from wor)e experience in these
programs. With the help of planning councils and youth
councils and through cooperatidn between prime sponsors
and local educational agencies, YEDPA can do much to
assure thatthe best of the systems for awarding credit
is instituted.
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Prime Sponiors are further encouraged to pursue
additional approaches for the award of academic credit for
wor experience. Such activities could be an important
p o e sponsor's .knowledge development efforts and,
as such, c be expected to contribute to building an
information base for furthering national policy development.
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WORK-EDUCATION"COUNCILS AND THE POSSIBILITIES FOR

COLLABORATIVE EFFORTSUNDER YEDPA

Office of Youth Programs .
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I. Introduction

The Youth Employment a d Demonstration Projects Act provides
the resources and mand te to help young people make the
transition from school to' work,. For this to occur more

aeffectively, barriers 'hat exist between the education and
the empltilmentnd fling systems must be broken down and
the prog ams dirboth'-of these systems must be better integrated
with the complementary private and voluntary efforts existing
in communities throughout the nation. It is clearly-the intent
of Congress that a comprehensive approach be developed to
assist youth in the school to work transition. Thieis to be
accomplished by imp;ove4 coordination and increased availabi-
lity of- services: -It means that CETA prime sponsors must work
more closely with program deliverers of demonstrated merit -
be they co ity based organiations, labor unions,' educational
institutions or private employers.

Dealing with these numerous constituencies,' identifying gaps
in sery ce and putting together collaborative efforts involv-
ing app priate community resources is no easy task. It is
_time con uming and requires knowledge of the strengths and weak-
nesses o the respective community institutio as wrrl as
requiring an understanding of the delicate balan that exists
in insti* ional elationships within a community. If

CETA /YEDPA to ccomplish the goals set for itf-pri e
sponsors must gin to -find-new and diffe'rent ways of working
with the many other responsible actors within the community.

The purpose of this, paper is to acquaint prime sponsors with
the experiences of a network of communities involved in the
Work-Education ConsortiUM proiect.. The Consortium is
composed of more than thirty local and State groups that have
formed to impfove the:relationships between the institutions
of education and work .within their geographic areas.

Two years ago, he Department of Labor'agreed to give
financial support to these communitiet in order to lear' more
about the potential for and ou4comes from collaborative action.
The experiences of the Consortium communities provide useful



lessons in'how co an ini iate similar councils or
undertake like col aborative eff is kelated,tO youth pro-
gram's. Furthermoke, the experiences of the Work and .

Education ConsortiUm can provide inst4hts into .the dynamicsof school to work transition which will be of interest to
those involved in the implet tation of programs under YEDPA.

The premise on which their efforts'are based is that programs/cad policies concerned A

employment and education can be
more effectively impleme when the institutions re spn-
sible for the various pieces of these "worlds" can rk
collaboratively in meeting Vile needs-of their co nities.
The individuals and organizations participating the-,
-COft-Sbttillt have been brought" together by their b lief thatthey can accomplish more through joint, tion, th n they
could by pursuing their institutiona
tion.

objectives in isola-
.

Work a4 education councils are locally initiated, community
based efforts operating outside the traditional advisory.
structures mandated undef both Ohployment nd education pro-
grams.. Councils are concerned with brin ng'about linkages

, between programs rather than dividing the pie ithin anyone program. Such councils have d onstrat d t a canhave a positive lnfluence,on howcommUnit needs are being
met by diffusing issues of powek and authority on a neutral
turf. Often, rather than operating programs, they are the

. nexus for interaction and infOrmation'exchange.

Ulthough work and education councils are conc-4711with
bringing about_ more productive integration of education and
work throughout an. individual's lifetime, they have focused
heavily on the'critical interaction point when, -youth leaveschool to enter upon their first job in the adult labormarket.

II. School to Work; Transitioh

The period of transition school to work is a particularly
difficult one for yo requiring youth to assume new adult
roles on and of the job and to make decisions that will
effect their future empldyment. The transition proce , which
is unsettling eqpugh from a personal development int of
view, is furthefaggravated by the serious institutional
disjuncturas which make the transition difficult to accom-



plish. these obstacles include restrictive employer hiring
practices and child labor laws; inadequate' youth placement
and counseling services; and ineffective ways of delivering
occupational information for career decisionmaking. Educa-
tional institutions, labor unions, employers, voluntary
organizations, and government create boththe rules and
opportunities for moving from the world of'education to the
world of work, yet in many instances these very institutions,
remain separated from each other to protect their own
perogatives.

The circumstances under which non-college,bound y6uth,
particularly thoSe 'from socio-economic disadvantaged llack-

_)grounds, undertake the p page from school to-wor-k-ar-e----
characteried by pitfall and difficulties. These problems
fall into several basic reas: _ .

Need for improved guali y and expanded opPOrtunities for work
and service experience

° Youth who tOve chool at 16 and 17 ail even younger
are excluded from entry, level,employment,in the adult labor-
market. For ...the most p the work youth do
manage to obtain mostly n "youth jobs" -isnot related to an
education program or a lan for schobl to wOrktransitiOn.

° Desilite tie growi g credibility given experiential /
learning related to clas room education under YEQPA and
otherwise, programs offe ing such opportunities are still
in their infancy.. The i tegration'og non-clapsroom and
classroom learning requi es the development of new*roles and
responsibilities for wor plape supervisors, teachers and
counselors, and new rela i6hdhipe,:between the institutions
of education and work. '

° There are a vaety 6* school based regl&tionsand
practices related to schobrattendtince,-class'schedulOg and
other matters wh h inhibitrapid expansion of experiential
learning programs. Likewise, laws relating to youth employ-
ment are often over-lapping and inconsistent so that school-
officials and employers have difficy4ILimplementing work
experience programs and creating'opportunities for youth ,

'employment.

. )
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Need for im roved hel outh re are
or,_ obtain and retain employment

°- Career, vocational, cooperative and oth9r school based educa-
tionaa pro rams need to be more effectively,coordinated,Wiih YEDPAWarld other loyment and training programs.

o Skill training, 'vocational exploration and other -

educational and employability development programs need to
be planned and operated with closer consideration given to
employer hiring, training and workplabe practices.

Placement services'to frNschool ihtiksraduating
students, with follow -up are insufficient. Additional pro-

, grams to teach job.seeking and other employment related
skills Aped tRbe developed.

° Program staff working with youth need to be oriented
to the world of work.a.

o Counseling seryices, par isularlI for the non - college
bound need to be made more re2575 e to student needs and
more relevant to labor market reali es.

.

Ne ed for Improved an d Expanded CareerInformation Services

o Youth need to know more about the world of work,
employment and educational opportunities and themselves.
Although an ever growing amount'of locally relevant career
information is) available, insufficient efforts have been
made to adapt it for use by students, counselors, and

"
teachers for career guidance and. vocational exploratiOn
purposes.

.

4 4

t
°

. III. Collaborative Efteriences in Consortium Comrstunities,c, .,
communities participating in the Work-Education Consortium

Project have taken seriously the challenge of developing more
effective transition mechanisms fdr,young people. The com-.
munities have found that an adequate rezponse, youthouth
development and transition neegs requires, beyond projacts-
and programs, a forum in which the otherw. e geparate'

ot
institutions within a community can join ogether to plan,
support and carry out school to work tra ition strategies.
They find that collaboration is desirable and necessary
because much of the youth development process is outside the
reach of any single institution or program. They have
identified major defidiencies in.existing institutional

/.
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relationshipsand have be n local collaborative initiatives

which address these issue

Prime sponsors, career eduCation directors, business -

executives, the Chamber of Commerce, community college
representatives as wellbs many other individuals representie4
as many different types Nof institutions have found that the
investment in time./ effort and resources to get wotk and
education'councils off the ground have paid off in a rela-
tively short time ..by helping each of them meet. their own as\

Well as common program objectives.::.

The types of activities which have been enhanced by public-
private collaborative efforts within the Consortium
,communities are directly related to the above problem areas

and respond to the over-riding need for better coordination

and rationalization of resources. Ab#ef review of

the type of.a6iivities engaged in by 0Cation councils
follows whiie,more comprehensive summary of,major consortium
undertakings is appended for your information.

Council. Activities:
0

Creation of career development cleari

o Development of directories and guide
resources.

use facilities.

community

° Surveys and assessments of public and private community
resources for career development.

o Creation of networks of community volunteers for career

exploration programs.

Development of shadowing and vocational exploration

programs.

° Development of worksites for cooperative-education

* and ether programs.

o Generation ofgesupport for high school work experience

programs.

° Development of placement services for"studentS seeking

work experience' opportunities.

o Placement services for the handicapped and youthful

offenders. eF
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° Curriculum .6velopMent for staff training.

o Workshops job seeking and A retention skills.

lfr° Development f Coordinated career information programs.

o Surveys of Projecte0 employer demand for young workers.

o Development of a youth job infprmation counseling and
referral"center4

V. CETA, the Community and Collaborative Processes

Representatives of impo rtant institutions and sectors.of the
community have traditionally been involved-in program com-
mittees, task forces and the like. YEDPA, as other pieces
of legislation haye in the past, gives importance to the
involvement of communityin implementing any effective and
relevant program that serves people. Requirements of in-
clusion of community based organizations, the private sector,

minions and the schools in local YEDPA efforts are an indica-
tion that' botb the Administration and the Congress recognized
that neither/ the FederalGovernment nor CETA prime sponsors
can deal with the problems ofyouth unemployment and school
to work transition alone. The requirement that Youth
Advisory Councils be established is a result of this belief
as is the proposed'Ti -tle VII of1C TA.

In most cases, such pldated bodie gave bee solely ad.crlory
in nature and have ed authority o o - -ness of interest
to generate the funda ntal cross institutional changes
needed to bring about more successful Way of helping young
people move into the adult community..

The approach discussed here differs, in that it touches on a
wide range of programs within a community rather than just e.

one; it involves voluntary action growing out Of the felt
need within a community; and it involves leaders of all' the
relevant constituencies in the community who have the
authority and commitment to bring lebout the needed, changes.

A CETA prime sponsor's participation in collaborative action
with such community groups can serve to enhance the YEDPA
program across a broad range of activities by tieing into

6
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otherwise untapped community resources which can complement
and enrich the CETA4program. These resources may be particu-
larly important in developing strategies to deal with the
non-disadvantaged youth who are ineligible for many services
provided by CETA as well as improving the qua of work
experience opportunities and increasing the ava lability of
job information, counseling, guidance and 'tient services.
In addition, important links with the employe ommunity can
be initiated and nurtured under the auspices of a work and
education council. Thefe are numerous additional waysin
which CETA participation in a collabOrative council'could
assist the prime sponsor in broadening the program's capabi-
lity to meet the .varied service needs of the CETA population:

(U. T4e Council could serve in the role of'community clearing-
house of technical assistance and training resources.
The breadth-of representation on work and education
councils puts them in a pos.ition to help th.lgriime spon-
sor in developing methods of crediting work experience,
carrying out inventories of community education, and
assessing potential'work or service opportunities.

(2) The Council:could serve ,as official or unofficial broker
or enabler of local education agency, private employer,
organized labor and CETA prime sponsor deliberations.
Providing the good offices of the council as a neutral
forum for wording ou such issues as work experience
site opportunities, w e rates, academic credit arienge-
ments and assessment p cedures, may be an appropriate
and valuable-council funct on.

(3) The Council could become -n advocate for expanded
.community awareness and upport of YEDPA and.other CETA
programs. Collaborative council leadership 'in expand-
ing community consciousne s of the need for new youth
opportunitiet and the role of CETA in providing them
can make a substantial difference in prime s onsor
effectiveness.

(4) The Council could serve either as a Youth Advisory
Council or CETA Business Industry Council while pre-
serving its broader mission related to' community -wide
work' and education issues.

(5) The Council could perform direct services under contract
to the prime sponsor in areas such as the follotaing:



/
* Undertaking programs to expand jOb and work experience
site opportunities in the private sect r;

*

* Operating counseling and career exploration programs
drawing broadly on community resources;

* Offering placement assistance and follow-up for full
and part-time employment;

*_Developing and providing information for career and
'occupational choice;

* Providing systematic exposure of counselors and
teachers to the nauxe of work;

* Inventorying, developing and monitoring communiEy re-
sources;

* Developing information programs about child labor laws
for teachers, counselors, and employers.

V. Next Steps

Whether prime sponsors choose to create separate work and
education councils or not, the experiences and concerns of the
councils described here are'obviously relevant to programs
operated under YEDPA. The experience gairied by these councils
is'particularly worthwhile in helping prime spOnsors coordinate
their programs with other community efforts and in overcoming
,barriers to employment for youth through collaborative action
with employers, unions and atherS.

It,is.hoped that the experience of these` communities will
serve to encourage other communities to undertake similar
initiatives and that they will avail themselves of the exper-
tise and insights gained by participants in the Consortium.

'Consortium project experience over the past t years has
resulted in'the.publicabion of numerous techni al documents
focusetngon the local collaborative process. T se documents
generally describe the processrof forming work and education
councils and council methods of dealing with the problems
facing youth moving from the world, of education tothe world
of work. The National ManpOWer Institute's Informa'tion '
Exchange which currently services all of thetonsortium and'
to some extent some SOO additional individuals and organiza-
tions is being expanded during the current yea and is
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available to prime sponsors. These services include: a bi-
monthly newsletter entitled The Work Education Exchange; techni-
cal assistance papers; case studies, fact sheets, project
briefs on exemplary community based collaborative efforts;
and consultation assistance on individual unique local situa-
tions.

Each of the national organizations participatinkin the
Consortium, as well as the thirty-three local a State
groups involved, are eager to work with other interested
individuals and organizations in addressing local needs on
an individual basis.

A series of meetings td be held in selected locations
throughout the country is being planned to bring together
Consortium communities and others interested in exchanging
experiences and knowledge about successful approaches to
work and education issues. .These meetings will be held'
during the summer and fall,of 1978. The agenda fol- each
will address both the interests of communities already in-
volved in the Consortium and those others interested in a
broad range of work and education issues. If you are
interested in joining this network or learning more about
ways to become involved in collaborative action, you should
direct your inquiries to the National Manpower Institute,
1211 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., SUite1301, Washington, D.C.
20036, or the Office of Youth Programs at 601 D Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20213.

a
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Attachment 1

Representative Collaborative Experiences
in Consortium Communities

`Inventorying, Developing and Coordinating Community Resources:

* In East Peoria, Illinois; the Tri-County Industry- .

Education-Labor Council has developed a "Teachers Guide' to
community resources as a result of a survey administered to
potential resource people from the business, industry, and
labor sectors of the tri-county area. ,The Guide, based on
data obtained through the survey, contains information on the
availability of a wide range'of resources including: field
trips and classroom speakers (organized by occupitional clus-
ter), career development films, student interview
opportunities, in-service workshops for t achers; career
information days, andjthe career guidance institute.

The Guide is distributed to all schools within the Council's
service area and to schools and teachers outside the service
area upon request.

* In Erie, Pennsylvania, the EduCation and Work Council
of Erie City and County is nearing completion of a sourcebook
of profiYes of community programs and services in its service
area that relate to the transition of youth from education to
work. The information has been compiled in conjunction with
th'g Youth Services Coordinating Council of Erie County and
the Northwest Pennsylvania Personnel and uidance Association.
Although the sourcebook is.designed for u e by personnel and
guidance professionals, particularly at he secondary school
leVel, it will be available to any interested groups or indi-

viduals.

* The Mid - Michigan Community Action Council in Gratiot
County, Michigan, has assembled a network of 00 Community
volunteers in order to provide a structure for the first-
hiiid sharing:of information on carders and the working world.
Network volunteers participate in one-on3.ong Volunteer/ 4,

student career exploration sessions, group exploratory pro-
grams, economic workshops and employability skills workshops.
They also Serve as classroom speakers and resource persons
throughout the county.

O
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* The Minneapolis, Minnesota Work-Education Council is
currently assessing all programs available from youth serving
organizations and programs in the Minneapolis area. The datacollected by the Council is divided into three categories:
programs rielating to employment tirough occupational informa-tion, exploratio , and counseling; programs relating to direct
preparation for epLorrCtent through financial aid, actual
development of job skills and/or placement; programs relatingto direct job placement.

These programs are further categorized to designatetservicesavailable to in-school youth, and thqse available to out-of-school youth.

The information, in its final form, will be made avail le to -groups and individuals interested in the youth school-to-work
transition.

* In Oakland, California the local Community Careers
Council has established an employer resource clearinghouse.
The clearinghouse data bank presently consists of approxi-mately 700 entries on employer resources available to
organizations seeking job opportunities for youth, with 2,300
more entries to be added in the near future.

a

The clearinghouse will provide a systematic method of assessing
the local businesses for the many organizations trying to assist
youth in gaining job experience.' It is also designed to
encourage a more equal spread of requests for placement
throughout the business community.

* The Education to Work Council of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania has compiled a comprehensive catalog of the city's
career education programs. The catalo4 includes approximitgly100 ?programs administered through the public school system,
programs of the parochial schools (which have not to date been
catalogued), and prdgrams operated by indepegdent not-for-profit corporations which provide career tralning and prepara-
tion for students in various fields.

* In Tullaho , Tennessee a Youth Services Clearinghouse
-.Directory has bee 'compiled by the Community Education-WorkCouncil at Motlo State Community College. The directory

ovides informa on on a wide range of civic, community, acid
ins Citutional s vices available to youth throughout the
Council's seven-county service are. Data is categorized by
the type of service available and the county in which it is
provided. The directory will be used in conjunction with a
call-in telephone clearinghouse for information and referral
on youth services in the area.
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* In Wheeling, ggt Virginia, the Education-Work Council,
of the Upper Ohio Valley has.,prepared a directory of locally
available audio-visual aids featuring information'on career
and occupational opportunities. The Council contacted over
300 prospective community resources (employers) requesting
them to 'nditcate audio-visual aids which they arecwilling to
make available on a rent-free basis to area schools. Twenty-
.three 1 cal firms responded favorably to the solicitation.
Information from thee directory will be combined with the
names of volunteer resource persons from these and other
employers and distributed to local educational institutions
and public libraries.

Expanding and Supporting Youth Work and Service Experience
Opportunities

* In Bridgeport, Connecticut, the Business-Education
Liaison Committee of the National Alliance of Businessmen's
Fairfield County Metro is developing a.program expanding
and accessing cooperativg education opportunities for'local
youth. Rppresentatives of the University of Bridgeport,
the Sacred Heart University, and the Housatonic Community
College are.providing information to local high school
guidance counselors on cooperative education opportunities
available through these postsecondary institutions. These
_representatives are also assisting the Council in recruiting
- business participants who might be able to structure some
cooperative" education programs for students.

The Council holds meetings for groups of both guidance
counselors and businesspe6ple at which representatives of
the cooperative education programs at the three participating
univers s explain the need for, and benefits available
through co perative education.

* n Buffalo, New York, the Niagara Frontier Industry
Education Council Inc. has eskablished A "Shadow" program
in response to a request from the Superintendent of BOCES
for more active business participatidln in preparing high
school students for the Work world. The program provides
an opportunity for vocationally trained high school students
to participate in a one week on-site "shadowing" of the daily
activities .of a practitioner in a particular career. This

Ai...experience aids students in. developing an understanding of
the world of work and offers'them a chance to see how their
vocational training' relates to the actual working experience.
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* In Livonia, Michigan the Work-Education CoUncil of
:Southeastern Michigan in close collaboration with the Livoni4a
Public Schools has implemented a service-learning.program
called "ACTION." ,The program provides opportunities for
Students to participate in research,-advocacy, or direct

_services-which are a direct result of their ,classwork.
Special project goals are to provide opporttnities for
students to participate in a service- learning curriculum, to
develop a Service-Learning Handbook of Activities for teachers
(arranged by subject area), and to expand the knowledge and
insight students hold about their local Community and its.
resources.

* In Seattle, Washington the Seattle Community Work-
Education Council subconttacted with the National Alliance
of Businessmen's.Seattle/Tacoma Metro and conducted a
Vocational Exploration Program (VIP) in Tacoma, Washington
which provided job exposure experience for 83 youth. The
project started with information and idea exchange sessions
to exchawe thoughts between business, labor and youth'serv-
ing orgailizations. Follow-up sessions are planned for each
of the 83 student participants.

4 * In Worcester, Massac husetts the Worcester Area Career
Education Co rtiUm is implementing its policy statement
urging Worc stir area school districts to offer every high
school stud nt in the area an opportunity to participate in
some form f field experience education before graduation.
Implementation efforts have received considerable support
from the assignment of five CETA Title II employees to the
Consortium staff and from the Consort'ium's successful propo-
sal to the U.S. Office of Career Education. Direct
responsibility for"the project is handled by an almost-full-
time cooXdinator who is working'wirth,school superintendents,
school board members, administraters and staffin the
Worcester area to plan for policy adoption in each district
and to develop localized implementation at specific schools.
Project staff are primarily responsible for identifying and
securing the cooperation of area employers, labor organiza-
tions, social service agencies and parent groups.

Supporting YouthzEducational, Training, Guidance and Placement
Activities

* The Industry-Education Council of California together
with the Chancellor's office of California Community Colleges,
and_aioneortium of San Jose areacolleges, business, indus-
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try and labor, has developed the Bay Area Cooperative
Education Clearinghouse (BACEC), a computerized job .placement
service which provides employers a one-stop listing of pros-
pecti/e student employees seeking work experience.

The service identifies students enrol/led in community college
cooperative education programs seeking work, and includes
information on their past job experiences, educational goals
and interests, and special skills%and abilities.

* The Industry Education Council of the State of
California has proposed a project to coordinate educational,
industrial and vocational rehabilitation services and other
public and,private:organizations to better assist handi-
capped youth in reaching their full occupational and-
employment potential. The project is designed to bring the
service agencies into closer contact with employers, hope-
fully leading to more appropriate' occupational training and
greater job opportunities. Public and private handicapped-
serving organizations will also be brought together to
eliminate overlap and allow better exchange of resources.

* In'Houston, Texas a program to improve the occupational
potential of out-of-school youth and youthful offenders is
underway. The program provides: (1). community volunteerb._
to work with the youth for literacy upgrading, (2) motivational
counseling Of youth by education professionals and represen-
tati es of the local business community, (3) counseling to,
adu volunteers o the Big Sisters and Big Brothers organiza-
tions on the import nce of educating and pre ring youngsters
for employment, and ) an ex-offender speakers ram in
which current And form inmates of the Texas Departure of
Corrections:S-peak to st ents at areas schools.

* In western New York State, the Labor Management
Committee of the Jamestown grea (LMCJA) has devebsped and
implemented a training course for local school personnel
which incorporates the concepts of both labor-management
cooperation'and the quality of working life into approaches
for career education. During August, 1977, six local teachers.
were trained with this committee-developed curriculum in a
special two-week program.' According to subsequent follow-up,
five of-\the six have begun to integrate the curriculum in.
their normal teaching assignments. Parts of the curriculum,
are being redesigned based on the experiences of the six
teachers. Plans are to make the course available nationally.



The LMCJA is also updating a Quality of Working Lifkaours
for use at Jaiestow Community College in 1978. This active

i
represents a first tep toward instituting a formal Labor-'
Management Studies rogram at the college.

* In New York City, Open Doors,*a component of the New
York Association for Business, Labor and Education, is
involved in curriculum development and augmentation in an
attempt to make the world:of work-more undersb40able and
relevant to high school students. Corporate, or anized labor
a education administrators are working with 0 en Doors in
the development of a series of publications on ch topics
as setting up a small business, and exploring t world of
work in New York City.

* In Seattle, Washington, a series of semin rs on youth
employment skills is planned by the 'Seattle Community Work-
Education Council to increase the ability of youth in the
community to get and hold jobs. 1 Th# first workshop will
focus on such topictas getting job contracts, identifying
existing skills, interviewing skills, how to keep the job
and get a raise, and the role of labor unions. Participating
youth will be referredtby youth serving agencies represented
on the Council. After the workshop, participant reactions
and su gestions for future workshops and Council activities
will solicited.

* In Tullahoma, Tennessee, the Community-Education-Work
Council site at Mot;pw State Community College has established
a course in,' job peeking techniques for area youth. The seminar
entitled he Art of"Job Hunting" was held.in collaboration
with college's Continuing Education and Evening Division.
Approximately 100 persons, betWeen the ages of 17-21 partici-
pated in the initial program. Course instructors included
several practicing personnel agers. A videotape of the
seminar is at.tailable to schools other. youth serving
agencies.

* In Wheeling, West Virginia, the Eduction-Work Council.
of the Upper. Ohio Valley in conjunction with four- area
colleges, the local school district and the West Virginia
Department of Education has developed a course offerin4
educators first-hand exposure to the business, industrial,
labor, government, service and economic leaders of the
Wheeling area. The fifteen week course includes on-site or
in-Iplant field studies and five classroom workshops. Parti-
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cipants receive three* houts of graduate -credit. Teachers,
counselors, and administrators from elementary, secondary'
and postsecondary educational institutions are enrolled.

The first class of 25 educators was held during the spring
'78 semester. Due '-the high level of interest expressed
by local educators, the course has become a part of the
regular curriculum of the West Virginia University Graduate
School.

Developing Career Information Services

* In Buffalo, New York the-Niagara Frontier Industry
Education Council,, Inc. has initiated a long term project.
to collect and make available to the public materials and
information on'educational and vocational opportunities an
employment trends in wester New York State.

Funded by a grant from the county CETA prime spoils
center will be located at Erie'Communit College in do
town Buffalo and will employ a director'and eight staff
members. A graduate student from SUNY at Buffalo is also
assisting this project as an intern. A mobile van, on loan
from the New York State BOCES, will be used for a
,information center at schools and shopping plazas. TV
effort is designed as a referral and resource center.

* In Charleston, South Carolina, In*ffEers of the
Charleston Trident Work-Education-Council are cqmparing
anticipated manpower needs of major employers wah local
educators' projections ofigkaduates for the nexelive years.
The intent of the project is to aid in the identification
of areas in which there may be future manpower shortages
and to make available information on existing job oppor-
tunities for youth and on the skills necessary to Qualifx
for them. Results and Council recommendations for needed
action will be distributed in the community.

* In East Peoria, Illinois the Tri-County Industry
Education-Labor Councilland the Illinois Central College (ICC)
are working together to establish a Computerized Career Infor-
mation Program (CIP)'-which will provide data concerning
student interests, career opportunities both, locally'and
nationally, job decriptions (including military occupations),
and information on school and colle e pr rams and financial
aid. It is projected that the prog am ill- be available to
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students (grades 8 through college level). within the ICC
School District by Spring, 1979.

CIP was,--da yeloped at Joliet (Illinois) Community College with j
funding support frothe Illinois Office of Education. Prime
sponscirs for' he Peoria and Taxewell CETA Consortia have
approved the Council's joint proposal with ICC to purchase
software and complete a communityturvey of local occupa-
tional and educational opportunities. The Illinois Office
of Education also is supporting implementation of the th-
process'computer program by lending its support to Council
and College activities planned for in-service training of
area teachers and counselors and to the establis t of a
Career Guidance Center at,ICC.

* 'in Fairbanks, Alaska the Education-Work Council
administered a survey to 130 local employers on lob availa-
bility, entry .level positions, necessary training, and
turnover rates in their businesses. In a concurrent survey
of locAl 1976 and 1977 high school graduates, the Council
asked about future career choices and plans for relocation.

( The results inditatA that while most long term residents
Wish to remain,in the area', there is little correlation
between their career goals and the local job outlook in those
fields.

Based on the survey findings the Council is assisting local
school districts to 'establish career education. and work
experience programs in order to train youth, in marketable
skills. 4

!e., The Lexington, Kentucky Education-Work C ncil has
'applied to its local CETA prime sponsor for'a grant to imple-
ment a youth job information, counselling, and referral center.
The center, created to ;serve all youths between the ages of
16-21, will (1) provide local job information, (2) provide
job acquisition skill training, (3) prOvide local employers
with a labor supply of job seeking youths, (4) serve, as an,
advocate for youth employment, (5) actively seek youth Jo
opportunities, (6) infor/m youths of local educational, job
training, and volunteer services available, (7) serve aS"ao.4,.
referral agency for local youth sdrvices, and (8) serve ast.4,'
a model project for other communities. ,

4
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Implementation of the program will begin in mid-April, 197.8.

1F.
* 'In Livonia.; Michigan, the Work-Education Council of

Sdutheaitern Michigan has.initiated efforts to combinthe
statewide Michigan Occupational .Information System (MOIS) with
the Job Opportunities System Project which is targeted at
providing occupat na and educational information to youth
for=local imp entat on in the WAyne County Area. These
systems w- be acc- sed through\the use of computer terminals
placed at various ites throughout; Oestern Wayne County.

--Nnformation on t e job market will be provided to counselors,
placement specialists, teachers, students and out-of-school

,

P/ .youtil and others seeking i4formation;' work experience,' and /or
emplo t4 the Western Wayne County Consortium for MOIS
and thrayne County Intermediate Sctlogl District have com-
bined their resources to develop a MOIS deliverl'system on -
a no e ba is. The prime funding source isthe Wayne
County Of ce of Manpower (WCOM) with the Livonia CET Office

Dillcontributing. The prime contractor for WCOM fu ing
0111 be the Wayne County Intermediate School Distri which
will purchaltand maintain lhe main computer tquipm nt. The
Westam Wa County'ConsoF1aum will allocate the compute
'terminals Tsitesin the Consortium area and will utilize
them in conjunction with other industry /education programs,
to expand the impact on employment,and training options for
the region.
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PREFACE

In FY 1979, the Employment and Training Administration spent close
to4$40 million on labor market information, the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
several million collars more, and the National Occupational Information

Coordinatinf.Committee ((Nift,CC),, jointly funded by DOL and HEW, supported
another $10 million of activities. Under CETA, approximately $10 million
went to state-wide programs of labor market information including career
counseling and information. Millions more are spent annually at the local
level on the prevision of career guidance, counseling and information
services under CETA programs. Career information and related activities
are authorized throughout CETA and complementary eduction legislation,
such as the Career Education Incentive Act, the Vocational Education Act
and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. The dollars associated
with these laws have created a network of community.and school )ased
career information delivery systems.

A nation-wide survey of CETA -LEA agreements under the Youtil EmployMent
and Training Program (YETP), conducted during the winter of 191/8-79 found
-that counseling and the provision of labor market information were among
the transition services offered in at least 80% of all programs. .., The

survey founA that where served, 14 and 15 year old youths were offered
primarily counseling services. ,

Numerous information ,sys ems, guidance and coup-cling programs and
materials have been develope and marketed by theFederal government and
a mYriad"of private commerci enterprises. One of the most significant
of such system investments has ea, the ETA funded National Career Informa-
tion System program which is part of NOICC's overall Occupational Informa-
ties System and soon Will be extended to additional, states under NOICC's
leadarship.

Research in this area is sparse although there is/some evidence that
those with more knowledge about the world of work do better in labor
market terms, at least in the short run. In addition, even though common
sensPokwould dictate that individuals can make better decisions with
increased knowledge, there is no Consensus among experts as to whether

iyou'th use formal sources of information in making decisions regarding
f.remplOyMent, training and education and it they do, what kind of information
.'they waist j-gmi can use _Under the auspices of NOICC we are trying to get

_:-antwers to,some:of_theae itestions. One,atudy using control and experimental
'groups is underway t .teat the impact of a comprehensive career information
and world_a_ ar orientation program on high school youth. The impact of
simtlar.itr*ams, providing a broader range of transition services is

A also being evaluated in separatedemonstration projects.



,Mbst importantly, the National Institute of Education, again under
the auspices of NOICC has commissioned a national survey of how and what
kinds of career information youth are getting within the public secondary
School system. The various methods of transmitting such information will
be categorized into distinguishable career information delivery sy'stems
which will then be assessed on a comparative basis as to their utiliza-
tion, cost, attractiveness, and ability to deliver various types of
information. .

Despite the major dollar commitment in this field, and the numerous
program authorities under which programs operate, counselors, teachers
and others working directly with youth generally are unfamiliar with what
career informatioh -sources are available. They do not know how to effec-
tively lige the information that is available, nor do they understand

other limitations of these information sources or the potential ben fits

kindividual participants may experience by systemmatic exposure to t e
,-- - I,information.

CETA participants and all youth make decisiOns continually that wl
affect their future lives. Their entry into employment, the choices-the
face regarding education and training, and their need to learn mote,abvit
themselves, do not stop while researchers decide on the t-my to
facilitate these processes. Just as youth don't operate with- perfect.
knowledge in making career decisions, program operators and policy makers
are forced to respond to programmatic needs on a daily basis'and to make ,.
decisions based on best judgments and the limitations of resources,avail-
able.

r

The purpose of this technical assistance guide is to provide you r. e

with a sense of what we do knoir about career"decisionmaking and the

delivery of career information with5n the context of emplOytelpt and trainim
programs as well as to raise issues and considerations that should be
addressed by program planners and operators in implementing such prograq,

: within their communities. It is not a definitive document but rather
entry exposure to many of the considerations in selecting and utiliz
career information, particularly for youth.

.
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SYSTEMS OF CAREER/OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

FOR YOUTH AND OTHER CETA PARTICIPANTS:,

GUIDELINES AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR CETA PRIME SPONSORS

INTRODUCTION

The function of CETA is to provide assistance to economically disadvan-
taged, unemployed and underemployed pe'ople in order that they may obtain '

and hold jobs. If CETA is to be effective long-term in meeting these
goals, CETA eligibles must receive training and work experience in an
organized and systematic manner consistent with their interests, experiences
and goals. If CETAeligibles are placed in programs willy-nilly or in a .

haphazard fashion they are denied a basic fundamental American right--the
right to choose their occupation. Obviously, for many CETA eligibles, cir-
cumstances militate against their exercise of optimal freedom in choosing an

occupation. CETA program resources are limited and many of the eligibles
have personal limitationta,which restrict the arxay of occupations from which
,they can choose. Nertheless, they have the right to choose from among the
alternatives available. To maximizekareer choice, CETA participants, like
all people, need some basic understanding about themselves,relative to the
world of work, knowledge of alternatives available, and the ability to decide
among alternatives.

Providing people with assistance in making career choices is a complex

task. A key element in providing good assistance is good career information.
.-IndivIduals-making decisions regarding,lemploymeat,and training opportunities

must have basic job market information. People cannot effectively choose ,

What they do not know. Good career information systems can provide CETA
participants with the vital'information necessary to exercise their right

to choose.

Career dnformatiOn, particularly if Made available through a career

information system, can be used by CETA participants directly or it can be
used by CETA staff charged with assisting participants. When the information

is made available through a career information system, participants can either

use the information to explore career or training alternatives or to gain

specific information needed to make a'career decision. Staff can use a career

information system to assistkindividuals with particular needs. They can use

it to help those with inappropriate choices explore other alternatives, those

with tentative choices decide, and those undecided to explore and choose. A

career information syitem can also be used in assisting clients select appro-

priate training experiences.

Career information, particularly a career information system, can thus

benefit CETA operations in several. ways: (a) it an maximize client choice

within the confines of the CETA operation; (b) it can improve the matching of

cliegps to service offerings thus assuring better use of scarce resources;
(c) it cadireduce the time needed by staff to provide effective career coup-
seling by providing them with near instant access to vital information; and

(d) data in the system can be used conjunctively with other' information to
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improve crucial management functions. While program 1 tations may not
allow optimum training and"p ement choice among all he occupations possible
for any individual client, a TA participants pose sing information on
lob oppOttunities, requirements nd benefits are more likely to perceive
the relevance of training and wo k experiences offered than they would if they

'`did not have the infOrmation. -

'Authorities

Several CETA titles authorize funding for Career Information ottareer
Information Systems. Title I, administrative provisions of CETA, calls for
a Governor's coordination and special services plat( (section 105)', which
includes directives t9.-govide Career information [(6), (7), (8), (11), and
(12)]. These include the development. and implements on of career informa-
tion activities for use by and with disadvantaged ittividuals served by
CETA including youth, in- school clients, the handicapped who are receiving
rehabilitation services, and others who use the services of prime sponsors
and state employment security agenciese Also, the general CETA authority and
Planning requirements for prime sponsors (section 103), include such services
as job search assistance,-counseling and other services. These services may
include career information and career information systems.;

Title II, Part B, Sec. 211 (1) includes reference to the provision of job
search assistance including orientation counseling, and referral to appropriate
employ-meat and training services. Title III, Part#, Sec. 315 refers to the
National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee and its responsibility
for (3) "assisting and encouraging-the development of state occupational informa-
tion systems, accessible to local schools, Including pilot programs in the use
of-computeTECT6 facilitate such access..._".

The goals of Title IV Youth Programs, Subpart 3 (Youth Employment and
Training programs) are even more explicit. Sec. 431-reads:

.

It is the purpose of-this subpart of established-programs
designed to make a significant long-term impact on the
structural unemployment problems of youth, supplementary
to but not replacing programs and activities avail#ble,
under Title II of this Act, to enhance the job prospects
and career opportunities of ydung perao6,, including em-
ployment,*communityservice opportunities, and such
training and'supportive services as. are necessary to enable
participants to secure suitable and appropriate unsubsidized
employment in t' publiC and-private sectors of theivnomy.
To the maximum xt t feasible, training and employ
opportunities afforde der this subpart shall:be inter-
related and mutually reinforcing so as to,achieve the
goal of enhancing the job prospects and career opportu-
nities of youths served under this subpart.

Section 432 (a)`siates: "The Secretary is authorized to ide finan-
cial assistance to enable eligible-applicants to provide empl t opportu-
nities and appropriate training and supportive services for eligible partici-
pants, including--(3) appropriate training and services to support the purpose
of this subpart, including --
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(A) outreach, assessment, and orientation;
.

(B) counseling, including occupational information and career

00111
counseling;

(C) activities promoting education toyork transition;

(D) ,development of information concerning the labor market, and
provision of occupational, educational, and training informa-

.

tion;

(E) services to youthito help them obtain and retain employment;

(H) Sob sampling, including vocational explOration in the public

and private sector;

I .(M) city -based central intake and information services for

y. h;

(N) _job development, direct placement, and placement assistance
to secure unsubsidized employment opportunities for youth
to the maximum extent feasible, and referral to employability f
development programs

(0) programs to overcome sex-stereotyping in job development and

B and D refer specifically to occupational. and related career information.

A, C, E, M,and 0 relate directly to means of enhancing the effectiveness of

career information systems. In essence,, career information and career infor-

mation systems are not only allowable but advisable under the Youth Program

priorities.. Moreover, unlike other'CETA programs, Youth Employment and Demonstra-
tion Programs permit a portion of the funds to be spent for those who are not

economically disadvantaged.

Purpose of these Guidelines

These guidelines have been developed for use by Prime Sponsors, State

Manpower Service Councils and others interested in career planning informa-

tion. These guidelines present.basic'background consideration's on career

information and career information systems. Criteria for evaluating career

information and'the systems which deliver the information are provided. A

careful reading of this document should assist interested_ gencies in selecting

good career information and information systems.

Career Information and Career Information Systems

There are significant difflrences between career inforiation'.and career

information systems. Career information is/any information related to occu-

pations or careers. It'can be found in any variety of media ranging from

*pamphlets through audiovisual materials. On the other hand, a career infor-

mation system consists of more than an amalgam of diverse information on the
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world of work. A system consists of coordinated and interrelated parts. The
best of such systems have at.least three components: (a) an information com-
ponent; (b) a delivery component; and .(c) a user service component. A good
system is built on good informationaccurate,

comprehensive and specific
to the locale. A good system delivers the information in a manner that
encourages use by individuals. It also provides informilktion to a wide variety
of users. And, a good system provides training for those who will use it in
order that its use becomes integrated into the overall mission of the organi-
zation.

A career information system should relate education, training, and other
career information. to information about specific occupations.' It is concep-
tually different from "a job sykem" which is designed to match prospective
applicants to specific job open gs.

While these traditional distinctions between job, occupation and career
will be kept throughout this document, it is important to be aware that
fr-.uently the terms are used elsewhere' interchangeably. Therefore, it is

rtant to look at system content,to determine its focus. A very important
illustration of this point pertains to the developmeht of the National
Occupational Information Coordinating Committee ( NOICC) and theState Occupa
tional Information Coordinating Committees (SOICC's) authorized under CETA
and Vocational Educationlegislation. The concept evolving out of NOICC-SOICCis a broad-base Occupational Information System (01S) in each state which
includes career and specific occupation* as well as job information for the
entire spectrum of users, such as direct participants in the labor market,
labor market intermediaries such as counselors, placement persops, teachers,
etc.,. and planners or program administrators.

THE IMPORTANCE OF CAREER tHOICE

There area number of reasons why career choices are crgcial.and why
good career information is essential to these choices. 'This is particularly
-true for young people. Their early choicee*frequently determine their life
career. patterns.

Career choices.are important on both a personal and a societal leirel.
On-a personal level career choices impact on a person's entire, life. They
impact on where and how a person lives, what that person's non-job pursuits
and leisure activities"aret anH,how he -Or she is perceived by others. Morq,
importantly, career decisions influence self-perceptions, attitudes,
values and beliefs: Specific choices also hive an impact on employment
status. The person who chooses an occupation where anployment'is known
to be consistent and stable increases the prObability of having work, when
others do not: 'Occupational choice may also impact on success or failure.
Since, people differ,in t capabilities, Ooee selecting occupations which
maximize -utilization of.strengths will probably experience a greater degree
of suctesa than those who select occupattins which make heavy demands upon '4
personS1 weaknessesi Ior young people the`choice often times is difficult
since they donot have experienc,es' to draw upon which help identify their
strengths and weaknesses. Occupational choices.also frequently determine'
whether-or nor people will enjoy their work. There are many who believe that
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am'occupation must provide for partiCular personal and emotional needs. If

this does not in fact occur; frequently unhappiness or discontent may result.

On a societal level the aggregate choices peop make determine where

manpower shortages and surpluses occur. When too y people prepare for

occupations which are currently overcrowded, human resources are wasted. Con-

versely, when too few people select occupations where there are labor shortages,
some basic-societal needs may not be fulfilled. .Preparatlen for an occupation

is expensive and, for the most part, publically financed.

In many instances CETA applicants are those who have made inappropriate

choices. Frequently they are or were unaware of opportunities that either
exist or existed at the time when they made choices. In a work oriented
culture such as our own, the failure to "make it" in the world of work
usually has a profound impact on all aspects of that person's life including
their perception of self-worth.

CAREER CHOICE & CAREER INFORMATION

Career choices are not one-time events. People make choices, not a choice.

Career development is integrally related to total life development. This is

true regardless of theoretical orientation. PeOPle may believe that their
career is the means of enacting their self concept or that a career is selected
to meettfalt or unfelt needs.

Effective career choices involve knowledge about self, knowledge about
the,world of work and skills indecision- making.

Ideally, for eff ve career choice a person should know:

. (a) What s/he wants out of life;

(b) what s/he wants out of an occupation; and

(c) what s/he has to offer (or is willing to acquire) for what
s/he wants.

For optimum effectiveness a person also should know:

(a) what ocatfations are available to fulfill what is wanted;

(b) what these occupations require; and

(c) what these occupations offer.

This knowledge of self and the world of work must be Coupled with sound deci-
sion-making skills which-enable the weighing of.pros and cons an allow for

compromise. In addition to the above, there is need to to implement

the choices made; that,is, how to effectively' ocate job pportunities and
how to get a job once located.

;Extensive information is required to enact the procesi described above.

The amount of good information the decision-maker has must thus effeCt the

quality of the decision to be.made. HoWever, with or without good information

people make choices. Research indicates that good information can enhance
the choice process, and can lead to greater satisfaction with the career
choices made.. However, people cannot choose w4at they do not know.

.
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Obviously, good information by itself is not enough. It must be coupled
with knowledge and acceptance of personal strengths.and limitations as well
as clear thinking about the relative merits and significance of thp facts.
Knowledge of career information cannot be effectively.applied without
corresponding knowledge about self. Equally obvious, knowledge of self can.
only be effectively applied to career choice when something about career
information is known.

Career information is particularly crucial for young people. Young
people have need of some career information for both exploratory and,'
decision-making purposes. Those youth remaimingin school need information
to effectively select both careers and training in preparation for thbse
careers. Potential dropouts need information to assist them in becoming aware,
of the alternatives that remain on to them. Minority and disadvantaged youth
in areas of high unemployment need career information to become aware of
multiple opportunities elsewhere. The handicapped need information to become
aware of the full range of opportunities open to them.

-Making career injp
zations at a variety of 1
career desielopment. With
career patterns of you
differ significantl rom

tion available to youth through a variety of organi-

1

ales may have.a positive igpact in pie r r overall

t this information it is not likely t t the
particularly those in the special populations, will
those of the role models in their locale.

This guide do161 purport or imply that good career information alone
will'guarantee healthy career development or effective career decision-making.
Neither does it purport" that a ibodjnformation system can substitute for
effective career counseling or guidance. Most people need professional assist
tance in both learning to better understand themselves and learning effective
decision-making skills. These are vital to sound career decision-making.
These are the crucial dimensions counselors, and not machines, can provide.

.,Good career guidance and counseling, like good career decision-making,
'requires good career information. The newest Dictionary of Occupational
Titles lists 20;000 separate titles. Regardless of the number pf occupations
counselors exploie with their clients, adequate personal knowledge of
all the vital details of these occupations is beyond any one counselor's personal
grasp. Consequently, if adequate career counseling is to be provided, career
information systems are needed to augment the counselor's services.

CAREER/OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION PEOPLE NEED

People have different needs for occupational and career information. Some
people need much information, some people track into career goal very early,
others have no idea what they are capable of doing nohow to go about exploring
possibilities.. The person not knowing whet is wanted out of life needs different
information than the person who does. 'Just as obviously, people have&differents
needs for assistance in internalizing the information they receive. Neverthe-
less,.many people have common information needs.

4
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Generally, people.need to have basic ionformation on.

--40.1%ge

(a) Ole range of jobs open to them;

(b) where and how to obtain hformation about occuRptions; and --/

(a) how to find the job of their choice.

,

Research indicates-that fe4 people are aware a the extensive range
_

of occuL-

patiOns opento them. Likewise, f04 know wheie to obtaifi. good information or

how to appraise its accuracy-deworth. Man more are unaware of the multitude

of factors which should be considered in making an occupational choice. And,

few are knowledgeible-about good job-seeking and getting skills.

This general lack of knowledge about vital occupational information is
true for the population in general-the disadvantaged as well as those people

.

not coming from disadvantaged backgrounds, or suffering from unemployment.

This is especially true of all youth since they have had little opportunity to
gain experience from the world of work. The CET4 applicant population is generally
economically disadvantaged, and suffers from unemployment or underemployment, or

are .youth about to the labor market. Thus, it is highly unlikely that

many CETA7applic s, young or old, possess even the limited knowledge of tI'e

occupatiOtal wor d held by their more advantaged non -CETA counterparts. For

adults, this lack of knowledge about alternatives, openings and employability
skills probably is an impOrtant factor in their failure to obtain adequate-

employment. For youth, this lack of knowledge may prev'ent them from achieving

what they otherwise might.
,.

The needs and benefits of information for youth and adults has been well

d4umented. For example, Parnes has found that ithe extent of a person's information

about ihe w ld of work is positively linked 'tsemeasures of success ik4ehe labor

force. MOIaver, a recent school dropout study in Wisconsin reveals that a

majority of he dropouts said they left school because they could see no relatioli-

Ship between school and future work.- While career *information cannot in itself
makeup for deficiencies in school programming, it can realistically convey
world of Work information both to young people and to school planners and teachers
so that they can better relate education to work. Consequently, career information

-5.en benefit students directly and individually as"well as indirectly. Ilith adults,
% career information can assist them in becoming aware of alternatives that they

might not otherwise see.

While youth and adults have information needs in common, their needs generally

differ as well. Beginning during the ,early teens, young people'are in need of

general information regarding occupa ons for the purpose of exploring alternatives.

This information should describe t occupations, show interrelationships among

occupations, and detail the train g prerequisites for entry. This exploration

period should encompass several years. Once young pEople have completed the ex-

plore ry stage and are at the point of making a definitive choice, their infor-

mati eeds parallel those of adults. At these times, they, like adults, need

sp fi information on all fad'ets of the occupations.

*Good career information, particularly good career information systems, can
meet the diverse and common needs of both youth and adults. However, to do so,

the following kinds and types of information must he provided.:

1Parnes, H.S. and Kohen, A.E. Career Thresholds: A Longitud41 Study of

the Educational and Labor.,Merket Experiences of Y6ung Men, 1 -6, R & D Monograph

16, U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, 1977.
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:1. Descriptive Information About the Occupation
a. ,A description of duties pr tasks (nature of the'work)..
b. A description of special' tools,' equipment, or instru-ments used onthe'job.

c. Identification of other'occupations that have similar
skill or knowledge requirements (skill transferability).Information on related occupations or job, families.

d. Opportunities for promotion. or career advancement (careerLadders or lattices).
Information on hiring channels

(how the job or occ),ipation can.be obtained)..

e. Working conditions.(e.g., indoors or outddbrs, work
week and schedules, and working conditions such as
stress, pI1rsical settings, safety, etc). Informationon the work environment thgt is related to the occupa-
tion (e.g., kind of superxision or people in the work_
situation, organization structure, etc.).

i

2. Requirements of the

a. Personal requirements: Interests, aptitudes, abflities,
and physical qualities that can be related to character-

, istics of the occupation (e.g., requirements for lifting,
working with detail, ability to see results of work, etc.).

. b. Preparation requirements:

gegeral education

2) sdhda-Subjects or courses of study

3) special: tfaining-or education

4) work experience
4

c. Other requirements:
.

1) licensing or certification information

2) inforgiatiaa on associations or unions

3) informatil on examinations that 'may be required
4)n information on specialtrequirements such as citi-

.

zenship,.language, etc. .

3. Economic Information About the Ocepatiia
(

a. The number of workers in the occupation and related data--
industry. employment,

geographicdistributioh, self- employ-.ment, etc.
t.

b. Descriptive outlook information, inc uding projections of
dgmand, supply, relationship between supply and demand,
and factors that affect outlook (tec ological, economic,
or demographic). Information do maj r sources of supply
(e.g., apprenticeships, on-the-job t ining, or specific
kinds of training): Oppprtunities fo certOn groups
(e.g., special Wing programs for mInoritfes, training

,

program graduates, etc.).



a

I

c. .Information and data on earnings (beginning earnings,

average earnings, and ranges)."
,

d. 'Information on fringe benefits (vacations, insurance, etc.).

e. 'Information on costs to workers.(union membership, tools

sand equipment, etc.). 7

4. Related Information Abourtha. Occupation

* a. Infordation on education and training locations. ,

b4 Information on financial aid and assistance.

c. Information on conducting a job search.

' d. Information specific to the needs of special 'popula-
tions (disadvantaged, handicapped, minorities and

women).

INFORMATION TYPES & FORMATS

.
Career information is extensively available today in a variety of types

and formats. ,The formats range from the printed page to audiaVisual'materials
such as video cassettes, films, filmstrips, records and audiotapes. The

National Vocational Guidance Association has developed a system for classi-
.

fying,the various types of occupational information. These include: (1)

Career Fiction; (2) Biography; (3) Single JOh Information; (4) Job Family
InforMation; (5) Jobs in Specific-Business, Industry; or Services; (6)
Recruitment Literature; (7) Orientation---World of Work; (8) Special Groups;

(9) Bibliography; (10) pirettory; -crry -MS-Jot/ace; my Other
Types. Each of these types is briefly described below.

`Career Fiction. An occupational description portrayed through charac-

ters in a short'story or novel.

Biography. Career information presehted via biographical materials
consists of the real life account of a person as he or she-prepares for

and advances in a specific career.

Single Job Information. Caasf.sts of information covering a single

occipation. Usually it consists of an occupational "brief" ofseveral
pages which is presented for exploratory purposes.

Rib Family Information. Consists of information on a field of work

consisting of numerous related occupations such as "classroom science," etc.

Jobs in a Specific Business, Industry or Services. This consists of

information on thvccupations represented in a specific industry, business
or service.

Recruitment Literature. This consists of information designed to'
recruit er attract, people to a particular field or career.

Orientation- World of Work. This consists of information developed

to assist people in making occupational choices.
,

4
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.
.Special Groups. This consists of information specially designed for

'specific groupssuch'as the handicapped, disadvantaged or women.
,

.

Bibliographies. Consist of listings of books and materials dealihg
..,

witr'career and occupational information.
e

' ,

../

,- a
Directory. Consist of_lista of institutns offering education and

_'training for occupations cmicareers.
, 1

.
, Financial Assistance. These consist of sources of information od.
the provisions of 'financial assistance for careerror occupational trainingor education.

..Other Types of'Publications. , "This includes other diverse occupational
.and career information in,71uding,sUch -thing:ik? posters, reports,

. charts, etc.
o

S
i .The great bulk of occupational information is pluvided in printed form

regardless of the media in which it is presented. Some printed materials
are provided on microfilm cards., others on computer cathode-ray terminals-
or printouts but most is presented in pamphlets o oaks. .Regardless,

.\...

;I

most of the printed materials cover the same basic ° pics with the sane
_primary objectives- -to describe an Occupation or group of occupations. Whatdiffers is the order in which items are presented'and the emphasis on parts-

.' culir topics. Beyond the primary objective of description, objeCtives
.

differ accord to producer: Some develop material's-for profit, others
for public r ationa and still othLs to recruit or at tact top candidates
tohe field. These secondary purposes impact on the eiMphasis of topics
preEBated. i 4

.

In additioUopriated materials, there is an increasin; number of "
audiovisual sources of wcupational information available. These include
audio and videotapes, films and. filmstrips. Like printed materials, audio-
visual information generally covers the same topics and is produced for the
salad basic purposes. .Access to these materials is available th#OUgh.commer-

,cial 1endors as well thrOugh publicly bladed programs of capier information.,

---1)
There appears to be some evidene that it is important to,have.umterials

,

.

of several types and 'formats because of the varying interests and ability
-levels of young -people. For example, audiovisual materials have been demon-
strated to attract more idterest'on'fie part of those young people with poor
reading skills: Similarly, the interactive natureof'computerized information
systems with their content and search'flexibility appears to stimulate use

f during the exploratory'proceda.
,'..,

Specific listings of a var ety of career materials' can be obtaided from:
.. .

1(1) State Departments o Education,

e (2) Job Service Offices,

(3)Vocational Rehabilitation Offices,
.

(4) Natiodal Book and IdudatioDel Material Vendors,

.(5) Professional Education Associations, both state and national,
(e.g., American Personnel Guidance Association - APGA; Ameri-
can Vocational Association - AVA; National Career Education
Association),i

a
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45) Labor Unions pnd Business Associations (e.g., AFL-:CIO,
National Alliance of Busineds),-1

.
r -

(7) Existing career and occupational information systems.

e ,

'INFORMATION STORAGE & RETRIEVAL -

The method of information storage directly effects usage. How materials

are stored determines how'they° will be accessed. Materials can be stored or-

filed in a number of ways: (a) alphabetically; (b) Wsubject;,;(c) by, interest;

(d) by industry; (e) by employer (f) according to geography; (g)'by a code
or numerical system; or (h) by any combination of the above. .

Each orthe above methods has both, strengths and weaknesses. There is an

axiom that the more complicated the system, the more likely it will e&11 re

staff to assist others in its use. Yet simple filing systems present,ottier

problems. For example, an alphabetical system is simple and readily expandable,

however, it does not allow for the grouping of related occupations. Moreier,
an alphabetical system may become unwieldly once it is expanded and require

numerous subdivisions with occupations.
7

Those deciding on developing their own filing system or adapting one
of the coded or numerical systems-sflould review the pros"and cons of the'.

different methods. These can be. found 'in any text on the Information Serr
.

vice ('see bibliography).

1

Regardless of what filing, accesls, and retrieval system or system's

adapted orpurchased, it should4 least: (a) be easy to use; (b) be

expandable; (c) be adaptable; andl(d) allow Or ready access to related
occupations, employers and indusries:

's\

As an alternative to developing filing and access procedures, potential
users should consider the feasibility of purchasing an existing system. Most J
systems have a variety of built-in access stFattgies and offer other advan-
tages wHiah frequently offset higher costs.

. .

%

PRdELEMS & 'INNOVATIONS IN STORING & USING 114FORMA ION '' '

'

4,0

-.)
With chaises occurring in the marketplace at an accelerat g.-pacei-an

up-to-date picture of the world of work is cifficult to obtain. ;The Almost

daily advent of new occupations and the elimination of old ones creates

special problems in keeping a traditional library of booksand pemphlet's on

the occupational world current. The time required to develop, print and dis-

tribute printed:documents often results in,their being outdated, before they

are available for widespread use. .Moreover, the sheer magnitude of informa-

tion which- is_gertinent to career exploration and choice has reached such
proportions that normal printing and storage'is becoming less and less

feasible. In adslitioh; printed pamphlets and books must be distributes

widely to be cost feasible.\ This means that the information these contain

must be national in scope at.a time when much of the most pertinent data

needed by Individuals is specific to the locale. 4The above facts coupled
with the .fact /that current prierations are becoming less oriented.to printed
media has led to considerable efforts to proVide alternative career informa-
tion delivery systems.

t
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These delivery systems attempt to solve t he probl cited abvh by
utilizing mpdern ehchnolegical innovations. Norris, Z nand Hatch classify
these technological, innovations into two groups:,-(a) computer /technology;
and'(b) multimedia techniqbee. The multimedia techniques include, those they
refer to as ugaMing" and those they refer to as "IMeChanical Devices.." Gaming "

, includes simulatidn, role pfaying,Jetc. as a means prini4rily of motivating
-people to consider their career development and explore alternatives. Mechani-
cal ,devices include such things as sound filmstrip series, microfilm cards
with waders, and needle'sort systems. Most of tilt mechanic l systems have
been"designeH to promote tither systematic exploratio4 or decision-mAing.

1Those interested, in previewing either the gaming techhiques or mechanical
deviced can usually,obtain sampler materials from commercial publishers Cr
from guidanceend career education consultants with the state educational
agency. ,Manyystate educatiOnal agencies Produce a microfilm needle sort

'or other mechanical system for distribution to state schools.

CoMputer technology piOides.the mostviable technological alternative
to libraries, of books and pamphlets. The computer can proYide: (a) almost
unlimited storage of information; (b) multiple access strategies; and (c)
near immediate accessto'infprmation. In addition, computer technology
allows for interactive us, by clientele thus making the, exploration process
potentially appealing. Computer era' banks also allow for easy modifica-

,

tion and updating. This holds the potential for increasing the 'accuracy of 4
information available to users.

Those agencies which either.have or might btain funding should_seriously
consider the purchase tilqa mechanized or_compute izedaystem-. The cost can
be offset by the adVantagessuch systems provide oth staff and clihntele.
However, since systems differ in merit as well as cost, those considering
purchasing or adapting`should closely evaluate all components of various
systems.

E xisting'career information systems abound under the auspices, of a
variety of agencies both public and private. Commercial vendors have
developed a large quantity of career information materials, some of which
have-been organized into what they callsystems. Other commerical vendors
have developed career information systems which catalog and'retrieve
information. Publicly funded programs for career and occupationally re-
lated information have developed in a number of ways. Currently nine states
have received Dept. of Labor support for comprehensive careen information sys-
tems., At the same time, the Dept. of Labor hasitinded the development of more
specialized systems, some,ot which are known as Job Match and Job Search. Ins
the public domain, federal funding has produced a number of incentives for
career information. Legislation providing fin CETA, YEDPA, Career Education
incentive ct, Educational Information Centers, Vocational Education and
NOICC-S CC's has produced a number of programs.

ile turfmanship and competition in the private vendor 'domain is to be
expeg ed, it is equally existent in the public domain where various programs
opera ors are only cognizant of eir system. On the other hand, there are
also many cooperative working ar angemeats between private and publicly funded
programs as well as,consortiums o publicly funded programs. In'most instances,
these cooperative ventures have proved to be successful and beneficial to all'
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partidipants. Consequently, various kinds of cooperative apIngements should ,

be .axflored beforejtrbitrarily chOosing Or eliminating a ,ate information
component pr system on the basis of who owns it.

(
11

EVALUATING AND SELECTING CAREERINFORMATION MATERIAL

While there is an abundance of career informatiOn available, muchof
it is obsolete, inaccurate og biased. Consequently, before information 4,s
provided to those requiring it, it should be evaluated both for quality and
appropriateness'for the clientele with which it will be Used. Much of the
careei information available has Veen evaluated by committees of the National
VOcational.Guidance Association. These committees evaluate the materials
accordini,to both type and fOrmat. To, assist these.committees; as well ass
others who seek to prepare or evaluate career information, the NVGA has
developed guidelines for the Preparation and Evaluation of Career Information.
These guidelines esablish specific ierl.teria for producing or evaluating the
content, style and format of each type of information: Potential users of
career information should become familiar with these guidelines.

Potential users of materials should, initially pre-screen and evaluate
materials for themselves. Materials that pass pre-screening should then be
further checked by consulting the GA Bibliography of Current Career Infotma-
tion. This bibliography contain the NVGA committee ratings each type of
information. Thig+ bibliography Is published every two yedfs d is augmented
in the interim by ratings published in the Vocational Guidance Quarterly. In
rating the materials each is classified as either: (1) highly recommended;
(2) recommended; (3) useful; or (4) notirecommended.

f -

Criteria for evaluating career information material

To initially screen materials potential users should ask somevery basic
,

qutstions:.

(1) What information is presented?

(2) Why was it produced?'

(3) WhO produced the information?

(4) When was it produced? .

(5) Where was the data obtained?

(6) How was the information gathered?

, (7) How is the information presented?'

t

What? The "what" of production involved liasic issues regarding they
4

content of the inforMation., Career and occupational information can be'used.
for basically two purposes--exploration and decision-making. Information
materials designed to promote exploration need not be as detailed or as specific
as those needed by the person deciding on a job or teaining,program. Nevertheless,

both types should 'contain infdYnatiOn on each of the following topics: (a) '

the mature of the occupation; (b) the work performed; (c) the work setting;

-e*
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(d) potential personal rewards; (e) entry requirements; (f) advancement p
bilities; (0- outlook for future; (h) related occupation; (i) licensing p
membership requirements; and (j, personal qualifications.needed for success:

Why? The "why" of, production deals With the purpose of the information.
Some information is developed for recruitment or entertainment; whilA other 1
information is written to .pkesent relevant facts as accurately as possible. If
the materials were developed with even the secondary purposes of public rela-
tions or recruitment, those-pre-screening the information should check it out
further too make sure that it presents a well balanced and unbiased picture of
the occupation.

Who? The work of scholars is likely to be more complete and to provide -

,more accurate information than, for example, the U.S. Ximy which' may be biased
toward recruiting meWers. The production of occupational information is
demanding work requiring specialists. Materials not indicating sponsors and
qualifications,of those doing the research should be rejected:,

When? "When" is a very important question. Technology can quickly and
drastically change the marketplace and irker skill requirements. deferring
peopleto outdated information could have undesirable conseqUtences. Consequently,
all materials should have the 'date of publication given. Much material that
is in pamphlet or book 'form is already thiee years old by the time it is
published. Materials with a publication date more than two,years prior should
6 either rejected or crosschecked for changes in the occupational requirements.

There? Were the research was done and data gathered are alsd important.
Much To7T7aledinational information is based on research done only in several
metropolitan areas. Such information may be highly misleading to rural clien-
tele. It is important to make sure that if the information, is claimed to be
national in scope that the research on which it was based was national.

How was it produced? How the inforidation'wasideveloped, compiled and
coliectdd is also importani in determining its accuracy. The. methods used in
gartering the data should be provided. The materials should be authenticated
either by recognized experts or by obviously appropriate research studies.

How 'is it presented? Of equal importance is the way in which the material
is presented. If the information is reading material and is to be used for,
exploratory purposes,, the appropriateness of the reading level must be deter-,
mined. Research has indicated that the Neat bulk cf printed occupational,
information is written at reading levels above those of the clientele for whom
the material is intended. Thus, at least one of the reviewers should be able
to utilize a "reading-ease" formula to assure that the materials selected are
appropriate to the reading level of'clienteIe who will use it. The information .

should also be interesting in form. If it is dull and drab it is not likely
to be used. It should. also be free from sex, racial and.white-collar bias.

,

Those working with young people should be particularly cognizant of ,the
C'itical nature of the who, what, where, why and how questions. Young people
do'not have the experience base from which to iadividually evaluate materials
as t)fey use them. Being at an impressiopable point in their lives may lead
many of the young users to build false expectations from biased or recruitment
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materials. To paraphrase a statement Robert Hoppoci once made, "sending a

young person to explore unevaluated career materials is like sending'that

person to a drugstoreeeo fill his or her own preseriptioK"
1

The need to evaluate materials before having young people use them does
not mean.;hai they should be excluded from the screening and evaluation proless.
A panel of young people from diverse backgrounds with differing interests could
be trained in'evaluation techniques. This might help assure the seieqtion

of materials which attract use as well as provide thode involved with a more
in- depth knowledge about the complexity of the world,otrwork.

Criteria'for Selecting Materials

Once materials are evaluated, the next step is selection. The aaency

can select either a diverse combination of materials or a single sollree of

materials. Criteria for selection are contingent upon, the goals, needs,

interests, & budget of.the agency. Each of these should be.considered in

light of the population,do be served. Consequently,.the following criteria for

serect'ion are offeTed only as a general guideline.

The materials selected should be:
/

(a) accurate)

(b) representativei

(c) attractive;

(4) keyed to the interests and abilities of clientele; and

(e) cost effective.

Accurate The major criterion in selecting materials is accuracy.
Regardless of how attractive or inexpensive materials may be they should not

be.used if they are not,accurate. Unfortunately, good career information is

not easy to come by. °Justas unfortunately, poor career information is abun-
dant. Much of the available career information is biased, based bpon poor
research, and outdated. Printed career information, even when based upon the

latest research, is usually at best three yedrs old by the timeit is'available
for acquisition or purchase.

Frequently those not knowledgeable about the pitfalls of available/ infor-
,

matioft are reluctant to purchase information systems because much career
info7ation is provided free of cost. Also, most free career information

J1. Is not free from bias. Much of it is developed for recruitment.or purposes

other than providing the best information possible.

Representative iegardless of the scope of a school's or agency's services,

the materials selected should include representativ oups of occupations:\

Thee should cover the most common occupations in tOorla of work, current entry

fields, add the fields of work, in the locale and region where the agericy or

school is located. Particular emphasis should be given tp assure a balance
be"tween entry...level occupations for youth as well as occupations requiring

advanced education or experience. .

%
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Attractive Appearance,.particularly of reading materials, is an important
factor in encouraging use b)7cliettele.. Materials that are drab, overly tech-
nical or scholarly are unlikely to be?widely used. Consequently, illustrations,
covers,,writing style, size of print ana%so on should be considered when selec-
ting materials. For youFh, the materials should appeal to and identify with
that age group. A.

P

b
Kdyed tO'Interesis Snd Abilities of Clientele If materials. are to be

used with youth, for exploratory purpOses; it is important that information is
included on fhosg occupations which interest, the clientele. Including such
inateiials will assist in attracting uae e4-en if the "interesting" occupations
are not feasible for most of the clientele. Of equal.imBortanZe in assuring
use is the suitability of Materials to the ability-levels-of thp clientele.
If they can't read it, they are'vfhlikely to use it. Therefore, those selecting
materials should have a clear conception of both the interests and reading
levels of clientele.

Cost Effective For most agencies, cost must be a,considation in
selecting materials., However, cost alone should not he the deciding issue., A
wealth of pamphlets and booklets can be obtained at little or no cost. Therefore,
cost should be weighed spinst effectiveness. The dollar cost of a more expen-
sive material may be offdlet by savings in staff time. Likewise, the ease of
accessing information from more costly materials may assure much wider .use by
`clientele.

EVALUATING AND SELECTING A CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM:

, -
As mentioned pAviously, career information systems are more than an

amalgai7oi diverse information on the world oof work._ These systems can be
mechanized, computerized) exclusively books and pamphlets, or any combination
of these. Regardlibs, systems consist of coordinated and interrelated parts.
Good.systems have at least three components: (a) information; (b) delivery;
& (c) userrservices.

Below, each of t ese components is briefly discussed. Additionally, infor-
mation is presented pnn system organization and on limitations of systems. Pre-
sented with the discussion are points whei.ch those interested in selecting an in-
formation system should consider on evaluating the merits of the system.

Information Component

N,

Some systems deliver information in a very gophisticated manna,: However,
regardless of the sophistication of delivery, an information sysiedis only
as good as the information it delivers. Obsolete'or misleating information
attractively delivered do more harm than good. Consequently, the first
thing'a potential user of a system should do when considering adoption or
purchase is, evaluate the information the system delivers. In evaluating the
information; potential users should employ the same guidelines (see above)
they would up if evaluating any career materials. When evaluating information
in a, system, potential .users should take extreme care because it is much less easy
and much more costly to change a system than a book or pamphlet. When evaluating
the information component of any career information system it is.important to
involve the potential users in the evaluation. If youth are to be a primary
'target group, then the information component of any system should be evaluated
by involving youth. in the process.

4
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Delivery Componecst

A good delivery component, whether computerized or not, provides more
than availability for use.' It must also attract use, be easily operable, be
adaptable for various uses and be consistently 'dependable in,operation. Like- .

wise the potential user population should be involved. in evaluation of the
,deliverl system. For example, if disadvantaged youth Are a ma raudlence and
a test run on the system shows it to be complicated or unattiactiveto them, an
alternative system should be considered. In essence' hen, a good delivery sys-
tei is:

(a) accessible

(b) attractive.

(c) user operable

(d) adaptable

(e) reliable.

y

Accessible Accessibility refers to appropriate availability. To rate
high on accessibility a system should:

(a) enable users to use it throughout the day,

' (b) be useable and available both before and after regular
hours,

be capable of being centrally located,

(d) provide for confidential and non-cohdpicimus use.

Attractive Attractiveness refers to the appeal of the system. Attractive-
ness is particularly important for promoting career exploration. Also,' the

attractiveness'af a system greatly affects the attention span of the user. A
system that is attractive to youngpersons will be much more likely to hold
their attentionqor a, longer time. This is especially important when working
with students of low motivation.or interest since their attention span'is often
short and their aencentration isieasiiy diverted. 'To rate high on ,attractive-
tress the delivery system should:

A

(a) be aesthetically appealing,

(b)'deliver information at_a level_appropriate to the
clientele,

(c) deli ery information man intertsting style with
Avis lly appealing print, illustrations and charts.
Pr ing should be legible and easy to read.

4

User Operable User operability refers to the ease with which thesystem
can be used by thole who-have need of the information. To rate high on User-

' opdrability, a system should:

(ardhable users of varying abilities to have access to
desirable information without' assistance,
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(b) provide instructions for, use which essay under- 4

staridable by users.of varying abilities,

(c) irpvide struCtuigd access44ocedures which ,promote
) users' understanding of key occupational and labor
market information,

1 (d) permit 011e user to gain direct assess to desired
specific 'information without being required' to

proceed, through,structured access procedures,

(e) permit the user access-to any information in to
system.

J - /

Adaptable Adaptability refers to the capability and ease witil which the
ystem can be modified for effective use,hoth in a varietebf locals and with
users having different needs. To rate high in adaptability a syStealshould: .

.01

c.

aft

(a) employ more thin one'medium to deliver desired.
informationi

(b).provide the means for int rating the information
with interests, values, Ind abilities,

. (h) permit use both for carder exploration as well as
for career decision-making,

(d) provide interesting legible summarylgapies for future
reference -by users, ,

(e).be expandable & have the capability of being,
easily updated,

KO be capable of being tailored to local needs.

Reliable Reliability refers tothe dependibipty of the 'system. To be
rated high in reliability a system should:,

4'

4s.

4r-40(a) have a.demonstrable record of consistent operation,

(b) use standard equipment widely availlble,

(c) tolerate hard use,

(d) if' an electronic,system,thave a backup system Ito, be
used during "down lime" or updating,

(e)' not require extensive periods of *me for modifications
.or updating,

(f) if meopanical or electronic, have staff available to
assists in soiyingthe system's problems;

.tos

(g) have repair parts readily iand easlly.eailable.
. ) .

I
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User Serviced Component . .

User services are the support service's provided to users by the organizq-
tion or agency which has developed or markets career information in a oystematio:

\____manner, _User services are vital for a number of reasons. First, modt'systems
'can be.used' in a

.

variety of ways either directly by those needing the informa.
,..

tion or by those having responsibility for, assisting' others achieve career
independence. Without training in how to Use the system it is unlikely that
it will be used to its full capaWity.. Additionally,-many counselors and

ob:

oetaff have not had pee-service' training in appropriate use of career

41

forma-
tion with their clientele. Inappropriate use by them may negate mu of the
potential benefits young people can derive froth a gookinforMafion System.
Consequently, at least some of the staff at most agencies or schools need
Assistance in learning how to use career information effectively in helping'
individuals experiencing problems.

. . .,
.

.

User services staff, even of a good system, cannot be expected to pro-
f vide agency staff with fn-depth training in the use of career information.

However, a good user services staff at a minimum should provide; ' .

J

(a) Staff training in use of the system,

(b) consultation on effective ways to utilize Career
information in the organization,

C

(c).orientation to the weaknesses and limitations in
the system as well a.&,strengths and benefits,

rientationsto the kinds and amount of information
youth and adults_can_efferrivety_absnrh_in work
sessions with a career information system, '\

(e), ongoing consultation and surveying of staff and users
to de mine information needs,

(f) sultation with staff prior to,program modifications
or updating,

x

(g) ongoing in-service to staff as modifications' and upda4es
are made.

Organization & Sponsorship

, -

In addition to evaluating the uer servicesiprovided, those interested
implementing Or utilizing the service of information systems should

examine the organizAion sp nsoring and/oi marketing the system. A fundamental
point to consider is the p rpose for which the organization is in the business
or'providing or selling ca eer information.

Since it is costly to develop or adopt a career information system, par-
ticdlarly if computerized, the stability or potential stability of-the
organization ag welas ongoing or p,ojected efforts to improve them
eitd reduce costs should be examined. Questions, to-aik regarding the organi-
zation

liC1) %sit
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(a) How 'is or will the organization be structured?

The organization Aould include representatives of both
producers and' users of career information. If it does
no;.it 1.8-impOrtant to find out why not.

(b) Where is or will the management of the system' located?

if users are to receive.optimal-service4as well as

impact on49liciest the management of the organization
should be Within the geographical region served.

/ . u(c) Does or will the stem have 0 manager or ,director?

4

0

'4*

The system should have a qualified director to provide
,leadership to the system and liaison with member organi-
zations and other agencies. P

(d) How is or will the system be governed?

The organisation whould, have b-_laws formal agree-
meats with participating agencies.

(e) Does
es

or will the sponsoring organization engage in inter -
agenty'cooeeration to maximize quality and minimize c

11.
Cost can bereduced through multiple agency use. Thus, it
is important that the organization is making ongoin
efforts to SOliciinter-agency use.andcoop

(f) H9w ins AF will the sponsoring organization funded3

° Somesyetems are provided with funding through grants
during the initial periods of development. It it;

important *know how long outside fudning will be
provided, .how costs will be affected once funding has
ceased, and when state and local funding arrangements

1 be developed,.

(g), Hot' long has the sponsoring organization been in exis-
tence? Is the organization stable? 'It new, how likely.
Is the organization to be stable?

The length of time an organization has been jai effect
is some measure of its stability. It iscrucial'to
determine whether or tot the system has a high proba-
bility of continuing before investing scarce monies
and staff time.-

.

(h) Does or-will the organization have a broad base of
diverse users?

A broad base of diverse users will help assure continua-
tion of the system. Diverse users can more readily exert
political pressure to continue public funded4systen.
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What is or will be the cost of the system pei site? per
user? Is there a probability that this will increase or
decrease in the future?

Cost per user relates directly to-funding
.

sources, the
Ongoing efforts of,the organization to obtain inter-

.

agency cooperation, and the growth patteri;,Lolihc,sys-
tem. With computerizedisystems, cost per us should

. decrease as tile user population grows unleps.support
funding is'withdrawn.

,Since computerized systems are infinite* more capable of delinring
comprehensive career.information, a CETA prime sponsor, state educational
agency, state rehabilitation agendy or state Job Service.office should con-
sider the above points in relation to the_poteatial for a coordinated -

effact among these agencies. 'The'mddel for-this, the nine carer informa-
tion systems currently funded by DOI", has been adopted by the National Occu-
pational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) as the standard for
future systems' deveNipment. The continuation of this program concept is
a major activity, of NOICC.

'limitations & Cautions
ti

Regardless of how good the information in the system is relative to
other information services, no body of-career infoftation.is completely
accurate. All information is generalkled, it is based on averages derived
from various job. sites im.various locales. Wo'rking conditions, wages, and
do on vary from locale to locale, job to job, plant to plant. For example,
on the whole,.secrItaries,travel less than sslesmen, but in some companies
the converse may be true. Thus, some facts in information systems are only
.relative or normative facts. Other "facts" in information systems are not
facts at all, but judiments or inferences made from other facts. For example,
almost no research has been done todeteimine personality requirements for
specific'occupations. With current tools su0 research is difficult at best.
Yet occupational, information systems invariably cite particular personality
tralteas,imporiant fot certain occupaions. Systems which do not provide
in-service for users and'staff on the weaknesses as well as merits of the
information component may foster misconceptions about the world of work and
thual"subsequently distort the chOice process.

A final consideration in examining systems involves claims made by
the system about stem. If the system professes to be'a career guidance

dr system, or,if cla made that it can fulfill the organization's total
career development poitsibilities, potential purchasers should be iTmeatately
skeptical. Most systems provide good information an& excellent access strate-
gies for those destring'to narrow down career choices. Most systems are weak
when it chutes to promoting career exploration, or expanding the career aware-.

ness df users. In either case, more is needed than information itself. As
stated previously, good career information is necessary'but not sufficient for
goodLeareer decision-making. Decision-making also requires skills in self
assessment and the decision-making process. Assistance in these aspects of
the choice processcannot ,be effectively provided by machines. The same holds
true for career explor4tion.' ...Staff mediation iclasing the system is usually

necessary to assure that users employ'the system to explore and not prema-
turely narrow their choices. This is especially critical when dealing with
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youth since their experience base is small and their decision-making skills are
untried. Staff involvement is essential to avert selection of over-simplified

.decisions vs. a more complicated decisioning procnds, i.e., a Staff person may
be,able to use information to explain the more complicated concept of a career
lattice vs. the student identification of a simple career ladder.

Examining"'Oarious systems using the questions, cited above should enable
,interested parties to select a system to fit their needs. However, if it is
determined that purchase or adaption of an existing system does not fit the
needs of the agency' -it may be possible. to organize and implement a more appro-
priate system. Below is a brief presentation on sOte systems which meet the
criteria cited above as well as some points to consider in organizing and
implementing a new syptem. ./

NA. i

IMPLEIMITINGJORdANIZIk A SYSTEM
I

\

/ Since the early 19701s, the U.S. Departpent of Labor has funded the
develgpment of state-wide career information systems in nine states7-
Alabama, ColOrado, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Oregon, Wisconsin
.AndWashington. 'hese systems compiles, appraise, formaS, and deliver information
that is produced through the efforts of federal, state and local agencies.
Thus, they. deliver National and State and localized career information."--1

each consortium-this information is upd'ated on a regular basis. 411

These consortiums also are responsible for delivering the informati 1

to users through a variety of access and dissemination strategies. ss
"strategies include structured search processes that list ocdupations related

semination of information is providee'through diverse media including at ldast \''4\

to a variety of Variables, interests, values, abilities and so on. Dis-

computers and printed materials. Delivery standards include:

(a) independent u er operability,

1(13, accessibility- -systems should be accessible throughout
the Agency's regular scheduled day, and

(c) varied media must be provided.

Cooperative policy-Making boards govern each systeM. These board
include representatives from producers such as the state's employment service,
the state's education system, local employer and labor groups, and users such
as education, manpower training, and social service agencies. r

Each consortium is required to provide services toagencies using the
system. The user services staff of each system is required to provide training
and trouble shooting for each user-agency. They ar9-also required to publicize
the systems, negotiate contracts with user agencies and evaluate the'delivery
system components.

Agencies in states where consortium systems already exist should investi-
gate:the possibility of joining these systems. Agencies, especially state
CETA organizations And prime sponsors, which are not located in states with a
career information system, maybe able to help establish a system in their
state. The fiist sten.to complete in preparing to organize a system is to
deterMine the needs of. potential user agencies and organizations. Contacts,
should be made with the state employment service, the state department of
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education, offices of higher edu ca ,tion the State Occupational Information
;i" ,,

Coordinating Committee: the State Educatiohal Information Center, other Prime
Spongers, and stale-social service arganizationi such as vocational rehabili- ,

tation. In each case, the best contactpersiin initially is usually the head of. .

' the agency. S/he Can make references to others Ao can provide the specific
data needed with respect to interest in inaugurating a statewide career in-
forma't'ion consortium. Gaining widespread-cooperation is, critical since the cost
of a system fok any stn agency may be prohibit0e. Multiple agency use can
lead to a per dio" wer than that for much less useable information systems.

0
,....-. ,

.

If cooperation seems possible, a second step involves AnZenyoryinSPexisting
resources. 'Critical resources include existing computer and atfier media networks
as well as personnel arready involved in either information development or dissemi-
nation. Inventorying "resources. alga holds, the potential for identifying additional
support and user groups. For example, existing computing, centers often have equip-
ment which is ander-utilized., Computer centers may see providing career informa-
tion as a'means qf adding 03 services and thereby increasing cost,pfficiency.

If developing. a4 system seems, feasible, the next step involves acquiring
1\

financial assistance. At least a year of funding is needed at the onset to
defray start-up Costs as welI.as provide support during system establishment in
user sites. Once esiablitied,,,tiser fees can be assessed to support the system.
Funds for initial development of information systems are potentially available

'from a variety of sobrces.n. Sources4nclude, but are-not limited to:

. .

I.: Coniprehensive'Employment and Training Act (CETA) Funds.
.

a) State and local CE;A. prime sponsors

b) governor's set asides and discretionary funds.

II. Education-Funds -;
lt

-1
'i- -,-

/- a) Stem and,local'education agencies
. )

b) Federal Education _funds
0

1) Administered through the State vocational education agency.
2) Caieestducation office -- fundinkis available at the

-State or'National level.

3) Elementary, secondary, and higher education-funds

The Employment Servicg

IV. The National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC).
discretionary funds and special grant program

NOICC - Career,Information System Incentive Grants.

The Nationa Occupational Information Coordinating Committee
(NOICC) officially adopted the Career Information System.
of the Department of Labor as the'standard concept for
encouragin? the development and use of occupat onal informa-
tion for career choice and job search purposes (the'nine
previously mentioned Department of Labor funde programs).
In adopting this.concept it is the'intention of NOICC to

Icontinue to-encourage the development of-career information
system consortiums in all states through a series of incen-
-tive grants which will be made available in mid-1979. These
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grant will focus on fostering implementation of systems in
staees'which have not alyeady,receil/ed money from the Depart-
ment of Labor for this purpose.

.. !.

SOURCES OF ASSISTANC E

Those interested in either developing or adopting a computerized system
would do well to contact others who have:experience in computezed system
organization and implementation. State directors of t e existing systems
can provide initial .pelp A list of names and addres es follows.

ALABAMA

COLORADO

- MASSACHUSETTS

MICHIGAN

MINNESOT'A.

State-wide information Systems' Consortium Directors
for nine DOL,funded states

Contact Person: -Dr. Charles Graves
Executive Director
State of Alpbams
Occupational Inforthation System '4'

First Alabama Bazik BuildAg.
901 Adams Avenue
Montgomery, Alabama 36130
205/832-5737 /(-

Contact Person: MS: Pine A. Parish
Direat , Colorado Career Info. Systeth
University of Colorado :

Willard Administrative Ceftter, Rm. 7
Boulder,-Colorado 80309
303/492-8932

17

Contact Person: Dr. Thomas Welch
Director

Massachusetts Occupational InformatiOk Syst
60 William, Street

Wellesley Hill, Massachusetts 02181
617/237-2942 t

Contact Person: Mr. Joseph McGarirey

MichigSn Occupational Information System
State Department of Education\
Box 30009
Lansing, Michigan 48909

. 517/373-0815

Contact Person: Mr. James R. Spensley
Executive Director, Minnesota Xiccupational

Information System
Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating

. Commission
670 American Center Building_
160 East Kellogg Boulevard
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
612/292-6900

1 1 0
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OHIO Contact Person: Ms. Deborah Gorman ,

4,

, Chief, Career Information System"
309 Fourth Street
Columbus,, Ohio 432,16

614/466-8987' :

WASHOGTON

WISCONSIN

4

Contact Person: Mr. Elton Chase
c/o The Evergreen State College
Science Laboratorrpuilding 2
#1254

Olympia, Washington 98505 :/

206/86-6740

. .

Contact'Person: Dr. Roger LeMbert
Executive Director
Wisconsin Career Information System
Wisconsin Vocational Studies Center.
964 Educational Sciences Building
1025 W. Johnson Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
608/263-2704 *

OREGON Contact P Dr. Bruce McKinley, Director
Career Information System,
247 Hendricks Hell
University of Oregon
Eugede, Oregon 97403

144o additional states developing CIS, with local resources:

CALIFORNIA.'

Mt. James Stubblefield
Director

Project Eureka
Diablo Valley College
Pleasant Hill, Califoinla 94523

NEW YORK

Dr. Peter Mollo
Offici of Educatidnal Statistics
Board of Ed ion
City of Ne'wk

'110 tivirigston Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201

4

More in-depth consultation, can be'Obtained through the National Occupational
InformationApordinating Committee (NOICC), the Department of'Labor Employment
and TrainineAdministration, of the Association of Computer Based Systems,o)f
Career Information, (ACSCI).

The contactrperson at NOIC6 is:

4

Mt. Russel Flanders
AcpIng,Difctoi
National ccupational information Coordinating Committee,

RivieDuilding, Room 801 (.

400 Maryland Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20202
202/653-7000

a.
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For further information contact: .

Department of Labor
Employment & Training Administration
601 D Street .N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20211

The contact person at'ACSCI is :.

Mr. James Spensley
President
Association for Computer Based SysteMs

of ,Career.Information

670 American Center Building
150.E. Kellogg Bouleyard
St. Paul, Minnesota 55701
612/296-6962-

)

Agencies not interested in adaptihg.or developing a computerized career
information system but nevertheless interested in other types of systems or

'matetials tholild consult guidance directors with state departments of educa-
tion. The state department may have'already developed mechanical or library
matferialg specific to the state. If not, the guidance director Should be

e qassist in locating materials with probable value in th State or
region. These can then be further evaluated for.agency use,

One important topic not covered in any detail abovedeals with techniques
and p'rocedureS for using information with lhdividuals'presenting particular

.career exploration or decision-making,problems. If agency staff plan to use ,

career information while working with individual clients they should-be trained
in,its;propei use. ,The state department of educationis vocational guidance
director can provide pome assistance as to where staff in-service training can
be obtained. Other sources of assistance include staff in guidance depart-
meqs'of colleges andyniverbities or local high school vocational guidance
counselors.

Assistance with information of entrance occupations and occupational
openings in the state cancbe obtained froth the state Job-Service. Each state
Job Service has specialista in occupational research and information development.

1'
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I. SUMMARY OF DHEW/DOL WO

ro-

A. Introduction
.

,

-One of the major goals of the Youth Employment and. .

'Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) of 1977 is to
impibye the linkage between employment, training, and

-education services available to youth. Local educatlon%
.agencies (LEAs) apd postsebond4Ty institutions have
been involved in employment andtraiAing programs. tosome

extent since the 1960%s t4roUgh the Neighbiprhood
Youth-Corps (NYC) in-school And er work experience
programs of the Economic Oppor 'ity Act (EOA), as well
as programs authorized under t e Manpower DeYelopment
,and Training Act (MDTA). YEDPA, however, goes beyond
Auestions orxissues addressed'im earlier legislAion to

' thbse which have not been b'roached'to any signifiCant -

. ( degree .1.eviously, e.g., the development of a partner-
ship.thrQugh special agredments between,LEAs and CETA

/ prime sponsors and the awarding of academic credit for
competencies derived from work experiences gained under-
the new youth programs.

- r .11P1

.- To facilitate accomplishment ofi, this major goal, a
series of five Regional CETA /LEA workshops were can-
'vened during December 1977 and January,1978 for the
purpose of providinj.guidance and information to CETA
prime sponsors and LEAs on their new roles mandated by
the AIWA and in-assisting them'in the development of

. these Yiew institutiona -linkages. The workshops were
designed to aid the fo lationiof CETA/LEA agreements
'as required in section 43(d),(1) and (2) of the. Act,
which governs in-school programs under the Youth
Employment and Training Program t(YETP). Thel law states
that a minimum of 22--fercent of the prime sponsors'
YETP allocation muse be expended for programs operated
through CETA/LEA agreements.

Specifically, the goals of the_ rkshops were to:
encourage prime sponsors, LEAS, and other community
agencies to collaborate in. helping young people;'
maximize the number of LEAs making agieements with .

1 prime sponsor's; provide an environment conducive to
frank exchange of data arid _information between prime

HOPS ON AUTH.
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I

sponsors and LEAs; and.finaAly stimulate the development,
adaptatipn, and spread of better quality career employment --
experiences for dung people, including the design of
projeCts which kirange for provision of academic and /or
' other credentials which would be helpfuljifor career
access and advancement. 4

B. Background

Planning and designing the workshops were carried out
jointly between -the Department of Health, Edu io
and Welfare (DREW) an Department ot' Labor L) . Each.
workshop sannedC1-1/ days. The njor activities
included'four'semina a in the follaiving.areai: Academic
Credit, Career Development, Work Experience,-and
tenting YEDPA: The workshops were held across the
nation in Dallas, Texas; San Diego, California; Boston,
Massachusetts; Atlanta, Georgia; and Cincinnati, O.o.
The Ittendance in ,each ranged front 180 to 242, resulting
in approximately 1,000 prime sponsor and LEA staff
benefitting from the workshops. Except for the seminar
on Implementing YEDPA, each had,two facilitatorsone
representing DREW and one DOL. A series of questions
were designed for ,the participants tb discuss in these
seminars using ti.d Phillips 66 approa This strategy
a small group p4ticipatory model-- rved as an information
Sharing mechanisin for the participants.

C. Seminar Summaries

Following and highlights and
`.

concerns that7were rased
in each Of the four seminars.

ti

'1. Academic Credit. This seminar focused on question's
andprogram designs prime sponsors and LEAs should
addr in granting credit for competencies derived
in programs undsF YEDPA. Overall, it was the
corisensusthat (academic) credit shduld be awarded
to youth in the program. However, it was pointed
out- that the -imard4-Ig of academic credit 4s a-
highly structured activity which is often determiled
by State and local laA. There are approximately
16,000 LEAs and, each one has a different approach
to the awarding of'credit.

-

Academic credit for nontraditionaleducational
,activities is,'an area that has been and is still
receiving much, consideration by educators and.
noneducators alike. It was pointed out strongly'
that this fact must be taken into consideAktion.

122
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Academic credit was generally defined as "credit_
that would be applicable to high school graduation.",

.,It%was defined it the broad sense of the term.
The issue then is under what circumstances or how 140.'

can the awarding of academic creabe Accom-
plished? 4

/What should be the role tlit LEA and

the priij sponsbr in this area? It ,was felt by
most that the two parties would have to jointly
decide on 'this,and that they must consider some
important issues. It is important to note that
any arrangements for credit toward graduation for
experiences4under_CETA should be' integrated into
the structures already established to handle such
programs.. Existing mebhanisms can be adopted.
.YEDPA should not set up separate systems apart
from the educational system.

The rows "felt that there was no problem in
grant n credit-as such, but agreed that the LEAs
must be responsible for attendance and students'
progress. Wherevervrelvhenever credit is-63 be

*competencies must be preidentified and it
was generally agreed that prime sponsors are not
in the position of certping competency.

The competencies required and the kinds of credit
generated should be part'of'the contract between
the LEA and the, prime sponsor. The amount of
credit given for. competencies rests with the LEA.

al school districts het the number of credits
,required for graduation. Evenithough academic
credit, could'be-given, in most instances no
procedures fovproviding academic credit lor work
under YEDPA have been negotiated with local school
boards. Cooperative education, Wok* experience
education, and vocational edudatioA, in certain
areas of the nation, have procedures for granting
academic credit after training, if the .training is
based on an%agreemeht where responsibilities are
described: for' Iocal-educatioh agencies, for
the young person Involved, .and for the prime
sponso,. The emphasis should be on.deVeloping
quali y programs in which certakLcbmpetencies are
developed. If a program can meet such standards,
the awarding of credit sh ld be no problem., If
the(training in Youth Comm ity Conservation and
Improvement Projects (YCCIP) ke-work-type
jobs, it woul*not be suitable for academib credit
and-nd one stituld ekpegt a youngster to receive
academic credit for blean-up programs.

123
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It was generally felt that t,K re is a problem
relating established State and local requirements

kw for acad&mic credit to c petencies that a young-
ster will find in thewor d of work. Competencies
in several States are a matter of law and there is
very little. flexibility in*defining these compe-
tencies. Each group reiterated that it was the
responsibility of,the LEA to decide the credit and
its appropriateness as it applies to high school
graduation, diplomas, or certificates of completion.

In terms of academid credit for work experience,
it was noted theilt some States frown upon simul-

. taneously paying d'ol'lars and awarding credit; thait
is, the schools are opposed to giving both money
and credit for work experience. In Utah, the only
credit that can te given for work experience is
that which is supervised by certificated personnel.

in Alaska, and many other States, the school
districts encourage academic credit for work
experience. These schools do not make any dis-
tinction.between in-school or out-of-school work
programs in terms of giving credit. Alaska is now
taking a look at adapting what is called the "Coos
Bay Model." Dpveloped in Oregon, the "Coos Bay
Model" is one V.n which teachers' are given the task
of going out and looking at particular work sites;
identifying the tasks that.ere. performed on the
job; and applying those tasks to instructional,
areas such as mathematics, social studies, science,
and others. From,that type of assessment'the'
teachers decide to which academic course those
kinds of tasks apply, and how much of the course
offering those tasks fulfill for "credit. !In fact,

0 it was mentioned that the majority of high schools
throughout the natiofnow have some type of off-
campus work program which generates academic
credit for graduation. For those out-of-school
prsons,,some system needs to be developed to link
prime spbnsors, community-based organizations, and

, LEAs so that these youth can earn credit also.

Finally, it is important that youngsters master
the established Competencies: There must be joint
deCisions on who would measure the competency
gained. LEA staff probably should be in control
of the*actual granting of credit. It was brought
up that credit is important in giving experiential

--,programs credibility vis-a-vis students and within
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the educational system. The awarding of cleat
can improve motivation of participants. Also, the
development of.these programs provides a good

/0.- basis for cooperation between CETA prime sponsors
and_LEAs.

ti

2. Career Development. This.seminaf explored questions
dealing with way of improving the motivation,
career exploration, counseling, occupational
information, and placetent of 4101-school youth
under YEDPA. There seemed to be four major areas
which elicited the majority of discussion: 4
services to 14- and l5 -year -olds; involvement of
the private sector; the availability, -quality, and
distemination of career,and occyRational infor-

.

mation; and overcoming sek.steredtykng.

I

It was generally agreed that 14- and 15-year-olds
should receive services provided under YETP. This
age group is generally ready to explore careers,
participate in field trips, and engage in other
activities to increase their career awareness and
development.

Indeed, these types of activities may be particu7
larly useful since this is a key age group in
terms of their transition into high schdol and the
world of work. It is at this time/that many
potential dropouts might be prevented from doing
so at age 16 if they were interested- and motivated
to stay in school. Failure Ito supg-Ort programs
for 14- and 15-year-olds simply 'means paying a
dearer price later.

In- each of the five workshops, concern was ex- _-
pressed regarding the limitation on the use of the
private sector for work experiences because this
sector can and should make key contributions to
these programs. The private sector can be used in
on-the-job training programs and4or "job shadowing"
where students would merely observe the worker on
the job. In addktiorf, business and indUstry
leaders can serve in advisory capacities to the
youth prime sponsor planning councils.and provide
workers to participate in career days *in schools
to tell students about the world of work. Still,
prime sponsors and LEAs desired greater private
sector involvement in youth programs.
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Geer and 9cCupdtional information can be pro-
vided.in many ways---some involving a very sophis-
ticated design---where the information is compu-
terized for example. In other cases, career
resource centers can be organized in school
libraries or guidatCe offices which pull together
occupational information and related services.
These centers can be quite effective, especially
if they are coupled with a strong g 'dance coun-
461ing activity. Career resource c nters are in
operation7min many States and in m y schools.

Several participants were disappointed that-more
States were not setting up programs to gather
accurate occupational.information for schools and

.prime sponsors.within their 'states. There are
eight statewide information systems'currently
funded by the Career Information Service. There
is authdritY under YEDPA and some of the vocational
education amendments for the development of national
,and State level occupational infornelon coordinating
councils.

Finally, in the career development seminars, there
was substantial discussion regarding overcoming
sexual bias and sex role?-stereotyping. Several
groups noted that services to 14- and 15-year-olds
maybe helpful in this regard---that basically
t*hisproblem is a large one involving societal
values and norms that neither the educators or
CETA can combat alone. Emphasis needs to be
placed on giograms of career awareness involving
career exploration and career experiences at an'

: early age. ..The consensus was that Career explora-
tion and transition services designed for 16- and
'17-year-olds may be offered tbo late to overcomi.
and reduce thede biases thai are part of our
.working society. .

0

3. Work Experience. The work experience seminars
focused,on'ques,tions to be addressed in ,developing
prograth models which integrate quality work
experienbe with the education curriculum. Most
viewed work experience anon -the -job training
activities As an opportunity to expand current
cooperative and distributive education programs.
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With respect to this topic, LEAs and prime sponsors
encountered some problems regarding interpretation.
There.seems to be confusion as to what-work experience
is as meant. by educators and as defined-by the

Department of Labor. Further there is misunder-
stading about the terms stipend, allowance, and -
subsidy. It seems that educators are familiar, .

with both'paid and nonpaid work experiences, while
CETA only deals in work experiende involying
financial remuneration. The workshops helped to
clarify some of these terms: 1,

Paying wages for work experience may cause some
problems-for LEAs since they do not pay wages to
all students, but would have to for CETA enrollees.
For example, in established cooperative education
programs, the employer must'pay the youngster
wages. There was some concern that this relation-
ship could be upset if employers decided to use
CETA eligibles in their programs only and not pay
the wages, since the CETA program could provide
these funds.

Two observations were made relative to YCCIP-. It

is viewed as an employment rather than a vocational
training program. If it is to be used as voca-
tional training, the job specifications should be
developed jointly by the LEA and prime-sponsor and
can become the vehidie for determining successor -;
failure of the program. YCCIP remains primarily
an out-of-school youth program; Where there are
in-school youth, or Where youth are attracted back
to school, scheduled are usually arranged for
afternoon or evening work.

Questions were, raised relative to the proposed
rotation of pupils .through various work experience
and/or job sites.

Many work,experience components are not fully
worked out and it was suggested that the following
points be considered in developing them: identify
interest and aptitudes of youngsters and marry
those with placement possibilitiesvhave LEAs
participate in training worksite supervisors;
assure that work experience sites are productive
and that real jobs ?xist---not just make-work
situations'.
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There was genpral agreement that school=based
counselors should be used-to provide testing and
to assist students,in developing a vocational
profile or individual employability plan. Only
through testing and individualization can work
experience or on-the-job training be made'more
meaningful.

Prime sponsors and LEA staff seem to haVe -a mutual
problem in apprecting the capabilities of one
another. It'was agreed that within the system
there are sarutions to these problems. A new

. system for work experience does not need to be
. invented; we canstse what exists and modify it to
fit the c nditions under YEDPA and establish a
cooperativ atmosphere for LEAs and prime sponsors
and the you in the programs.

6

Lastly, the p rticipants sate that within each .

State there a e many_exemplary models of work,
experience, and'these need to be identified and
shared among LEAs and prime sponsors.

4. Implementing YEDPA. 'These seminars focused
on a general overview of the legislation and the
regulations whichgovern titae'new youth programs
with particular. emphasis on the model program
,relationships to be developed through CETA/LEA
agreements. The'seminar was condUcted by a panel
of three individuals each representing a specific
Terspective--that of DOLI, a prime sponsor, and a
local education agency.

Al The DOL Perspective. The legislative
history of YEDPA was discussed emphasizing
the flexibility accorded to prime sponsors
and local education, agencies under ''/EDPA
in developing mandated agreements.

I

irk

stressed that all indications slow
that YEDP }.ograms will be funded through
FY 1979 and t prime sponsor/LEA agree-
ments will exist eyond the current year,
This provides both' rime sponsors and
educators with the o ortunity to improve
coordination and strengthen existing

linkages. The.initial development of an
agreement is not an end, but a beginning,.
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7. A Local Education Agency's Perspective. A
represbiltative of a local education agency

* shared views of YEDPA. The organization, a
private nonprofit corporation formed by

a collaborative of 11 school districts,
'e serves as a gacilitato? and knowledge

broker for programs of common interest
to the member districts. The presen-,'
tation described some observationsas to
tensions pefceived"relatime to peibt

prime sponsor/LEA collaboration.- Briefly,

from the educator's perspective' these
were:

4

- poor past, history of collaboration;

restrictive CETA eligibility in ome
guidelines;

-. lengthy and cumbersome forms;

- funding uncertainty;

4 lack of emphasis on training in

/CETA programs;

- focus of CETii on economicelp
disadvantaged youth;

- lack of sufficient CETA ,

administrative funds;

- poor match of funding cycles between
the prime sponsorfiscal year and
the school year;

reduction-in-force proli4ems in
public schools due to declining
enrollment; and

- the perception or view that YEDPA
contains inherent criticism of
public schools.

Some positive aspects of LEA/prime sponsor
collaboration as generated by YEDPA,
include:

- considerable new funds for education;

- mandated partnership of CETA prime
sponsors and school systems=
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- flexibility permitted in developing
agreements;,

'

- mandate that schools focus on hard-
to-serve youth;

- .opening schools -to -work transition
responsibility to many.parts of
society; and

- the reduction -in -force problem, which
can provide new roles for teachers in
nontraditional instruction.

The presenter concluded With.some remarks
as to needs,and concerns Aor the future.

7; the need for YEDPA programs to be
continued for sufficient time\to
fully determine their effectiveness;

- the need to institutionalize positive
changes within School systems;

- the need to build local support;

- the need to do nontraditional
evaluation beyond "the numbers
gAite ";

- more lead time fdl. planfiing;

- more private sector involvement;
and

- the need to experiment with-a m x
of low-income .and higher-income
youth.

The Prime Sponsor's .Perspective. Two
representatives of prime sponsors presented
their ideas on CETA/LEA relationships.

One presenter discueQd the Dallas experience
in developing an LEA/prime sponsor agreement.
The beginning'of the agreement occurred
prior to the passage of YEDPA, and was the
result of ,a school desegregation order.
Although the agreement was-signed by the
prime sponsoriand the school systems, two
other actors were involved---Community7
based organizations and the private sector.
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The CETA prime sponsor and comMunity-based
organizations had worked very closely : =

together*. Likewise, the school system and
private industry, had also had close working
relatiorishipi. Howeverithese four groups
came together for the first time as a 0

result of the negotiations resulting from
the desegregation order., CETA and the
private sectoetworked together'for the
first time. The fruits of this relation-.
ship were shown in the'Dallas Youth Incen,
"tive Entitlement PilotsProjects iYIEPP) -pro-
posal 4hich included a great deal' of private
sector participation despite severe
lime constraints. The thruit.of thelime

story, then, is that a potentially
explosive situation Was used to establish
ongoing relatignships among the major
segMents of the Dallas community which'

,Serve youth-and which will be continued
under YEDPA.

ir Baltimgre'stHarbor City Learning program
was presented as an example of a prime
sponsor/LEA collaborative_procesS. Harbor
City Learning was created to address
Baltimore's dropout and truancy problems
which had reached epidemic proportions. .
From a needs assessment survey,
Baltimore planners learned that most
students dropped out for three basic
reasons: (1) nonrelevance of the
traditional school curriculum; (2) lack
of recognition .of individual needs_
(class sizes averaging 30 to 50); and
(3) economic pressures. The Harbdr City
Learning program was created to address
these needs.

Harbor City,Learning is a Baatimore,
public high school:operated by the
school system under contract to the
Baltimore CETA prime sponsor. The
partnership between the prime sponsor
and school system has been aided by the
local governmental structure. Both the
school superintendent, who is chosen by
an appointed school board, and the
manpower director are members of the'
Mayor's Cabinet, thus reducingjuris-
dictional friction. Even so, institu-
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tional support for parbor City Learning
has developed:slowly. At first, the
school-system contributed only a prin-
cipal---now the school system contributes.
1 Principal, 2,, vice princip"als, 44 teachers
and several clerical staff--- an--in -kind
contribution of $650,000 annually.
The shoal system rather than the prime
Sponsor operates Harbor City, even
though the funding is primarily CETA.
(Baltimore did not want two competing
school system6.) The Harbor City program
opekates year-round an a tri-semester
basis. The "out-of-school" program
consists of five vocational clusters of
200 students each'and an 80-student
Experience-Based Career Education com-
ponent. Each vocational cluster
contains both .prime sponsor and school
system staff.. Maximum integraqon is
provided.-between academic offerings and
work experience. Vocational offerings
are reviewed by a labor advisory committee
to assure relevance toavailable-private.
sect6r jobs ins Baltimore.

.Harbor City students must be eligible
for CHIA Title I (and more recently
YETP) nd read at a 5.5.grade level
or higher, and be able to graduate within
two years. (Other programs exist for the
functionally illiterate, etc.) Student's
must meet certain academic and department
standards to eemain in the program-and
superior performance is publicly recognized.
(Discipline i!4 handled by a student-
faculty committee.)

Harbor City offers both a regular high
school diploma and a GED. A waiver
was received from the State Department
of Education to offer the GED program
to persons who have been out 9f school
for less than -twd years. Students who
complete the GED program e allowed
full-time work/ experiences ntil the end
of the school year.
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The development of the Harbor City Learniig
program was, not without problems. When
the program was first announced, the local

.

press questioned the soctal justice of
serving dropouts and truants. Finding
the right teachers and administFators was
and is still difficult. Harbor City has
had fogx principals in five years; teachers
who are turned off by the traditional
school are not necessarily right for an
alteulative education setting. Mixing
schoql and manpower staff under a single
director has caused divided loyalties,
the "whb evaluates me, who pays me"
syndrome. The awarding of academ;.c
credit by noncredited, nonschool system
staff required time to; develop_ and the
permission of the State Department of
Education.

N

Collaboration-takes time, but institutional changes

111
can oc . The collaborative process can work;
academ coursework and work experience can te
integrated. Baltimore has seen many dropouts
receive diplomas through Harbor City. The attendance

..,

rate is far higher than in the general school ?
population.

.

In the discussion period, the groups considered a
range pf items, although considerable eNphasis was
on processes and the difficulties-of achieving
changes in short periods of time., It was generall1E--
concluded that the biggest gain that could De made
this year was to get a start either by expanding
quality efforts already in place or by taking the
first steps to develop new ones. The fact that
some prime sponsors had already achieved'creative
and productive linkages served to prompt others tO
recognize, that YEDPA could in fact be a catalyst
for,institutional change.

A number of other issues tended to pervade these.
seminars., First, both prime s onsors and LEAs
questioned who had the "upp .hadd" in negotiations.
To this', there Is.= clear-cut answer. In some
sense, the primd sponsor can specify certain basic
parameters and thus has the ascendent role. The
prime sponsor may require, for ,example, that LEAs
adhetie to certain.limit.ations'it has placed oh
itself, such as the perbentage of funds that might
be available for administrative expehditures.
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The bottom line is, however, that both, must work'
together. Neither the prime sponsor nor the LEA e
has access to at least 22 percent of the YETP
funds without an agreement.

Many,qiiestions were raised about how the pkivate
sector can be involved.--This proved to be a
difficult problem with no, clear answers. On-the-
job training remains the basic tool, since private

`sector wage subsidy is not permitted under YETI)
and YCCIP. Some areas have actir school-to-work
or similar councils. The State of California
appeared to have a particularly well-defined and
productive council. ThN National Manpower Institute
might be able to assist prime sponsors in setting
up.local councils. Some wage subsidy experiments
are being implemented through the YIEPP and other
discretionary programs.. Further, new interest in
private sector initiatives is being generated by
the President. Even without councils, however,
primq_sponsors should at a minimum be involving
the business sector in identifying occupations of
growth in the labor market and in helping develop
curricula that they would find acceptable.

Questions were als aised about how to measure
success. There as no closure on this point, and
it was'obvious t t more assistance is needed in
this regard. The neral feeling was that the
soundest ouantifiabl oals would probably best be
those eased on past experience. De*eloping sound
goals thus appeared to be more of an evolutionary
process.

Finally, a number of concerns were. raised about
academic credit. Some prime sponsOrs indicated
that they felt "caught in 'the middle." According\
to the legislation; they were to make "appropriate
efforts" to arrange for Academic.credit, but this
gave them little clout despite the responsibility.
Several requests were made that the language be
strengthened; it. was indicated, however,- that
Congress' had.delaberatel4 been vague and that any
more stringent language should n6t2be,expected.
It'was suggested that progress in making arrange-
ments for awarding academic credit for'work experi-
ence could sometimes be most effectively attained ,

at the State level.. SOMA prime sponsors, e.g.,
California and the. Baltimore consortium, worked
successfully with the State Board of Education.
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D. Conclusion

Overall, the consensus was4hat the workshops and
seminars 'served a valuable f(inction for thespartici--
pants. They facilitated the process of information
sharing among prim, sponsors.and LEAs and helped each
understand the other's role under YEDPA.,.The partic-
ipants felt that the workshops had provided them a good
beginning in the process of developing CETA/LEA0gree-
ments. Success in the implementOtion of these ffgree-
ments will be tracked by both DOL and DHEW.
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YED?A: OBLIGATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR AMERICAN.EDUCATION*

A

Dr. Kenneth B. Hoyt, Jr.
Apirectorr Office of Career-Edg'Cation

. U.S. Office of Education
7.

I

'Introduction
-- -

Since 1960; the ratio of youth to adult "Unemployment
has remained stable at about 3:1. Likewise, the ratio of
unemployment among nonwhite- youth, as opposed to white
youth,' has remained at about 2:1. During this same period,
underemaloyment among youth, defined as the number accepting
employment at_a lower level than that for WhicNthey are
prepared, has also in-creased dramaticallyr

4' Conscious and,conscientious attempts to deaf with thiss
problem have been.mountet in recent yea s by various parts
of the,. Department of.Labor,.by a variety'o4 community- based
organizations, and by the formal educatio From a
"results" viewpoint, these.efforts have not succee
altering these ratios.' This, of course,does not mea that
good and worthwhile things have-not been learned nor that
youth, in general, have riot received. assistance.' IA

,_,.

... The Congress, in enacting the Youth Employment and '

Demonstration Projects Actof 1977, r ized the past .. .

contributions of these three societal nt§ by including-
all of AileM..in the legislation:. ' In doing sou the Congress'

N asked dgch to: (d) increase the intensity:and Variety of.
their actions; and (b) work together rather. than' separately.
When results-are assessed, tiie--"bottom line" will be the

. extent to which the youth /work /schooling problem has been
alleviated. The "next-to-the-bbtom lin.e" will be the
ext rit tolwhich and the of ectiveriess with which a true

elaborative efface has ben initiated. ,

The_purpose of this presentation is to address respobsi-
6ilities of the formal education'system in this Collaborative. .

kffort. 'Itip batic thesis is, iat, as education discharges .

itt obligations under YEDPA,:e series of opportunities for
needed basic structural changes in education will inevitably

,-. emer4e. While YEDPA, by itself, is not'a sufficient reason
to change:the American education system, ft'xilay well become
a.catalyst° for change.

.

. I

*Remarks prepared for presentation at DOL/DHEW yEDRA workshops
for CETh Prime Sponsors and LEAs in December 1977 and .

January 1978.
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To defgnd this thesis, an attempt will first be made to
specify obligations of the formal education system found in
:the YEDPA legislation. This will be followed by a listing'
of,youth needs to be met' y t.--hcs::1Iaborative effort involving
the education System. Finally, aseries of opportunities
for basic edCbational change growing out of methods required
to meet education's obligations will be identified and
briefly discussed,

-Obligations of Education Found in the YEDPA Legislation

The YEDPA law---P.L. 95-93--:identifies specific obliga-
tions of education in several. places. They can be summarized
as follows:

c-

Title I --Young Adult Conservation Corps

1.. TMeSecretary f Labor is required to work with
the Department of Health;---Education, and Welfare
-to make suitable arrangethents whereby academid-,

i-credit may be awarded )py educational institutions
and for conipetencies derived from rk
experience., (Sec. 804-00). This requirement.
exiSts'in'spite of'the fac*that the formal
education.syVem will not be directly involved,

" in providingnor in evaluating training.

2. -.The-Secretaries of the Interior and Ag4cUltUre .

may make grants to any publikcy'agency or organi-
zation for State and/or local programs funded with
the 30 percent of funds set aside for State and

Llocal programb. (Sec. 80.6(a)(2)). Public educa-
tional institutions qualify for such grants.

.Title II, Subparts]. - Youth Incentive Entitlement ilot Projects

-0*

1 The prime sponsor must provide assurance that
arrangements have been made with the app opriate
LgA that participating in-school youth a enrolled
anareetang the minimum-academia and att ndance
requirements*of the school. (Sec. 327(a)(4)(K)).
LEAs have obvious obligations to supply prime
sponsors with these data under clear agreements.

'2: The Secretary of Labor musty in his report to
the Congress, include' data with} resPect to the
degree to which employment opportunities provided
haye caused out -of- school youth( to return to
.school or others to remain in school. (Sec.
329(3))._ LEAS have clear obligations to: (a)

devise and implement arrangements for out.:-.(4-
ri scillool youth to return to sch nd (b) parti-

cipate in efforts to encoura e in-school youth
to remain in school.
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3. The prime sponsor must provide assurances that
consultation hay been held with public and private
nonprofit education&l agencies including vocational
and postsecondary.education institutions: (Sec.
327(a)(4)(b)). Educational institutions have an
obligation to provide such cohsultatiork.

Employment opportunities provided youth partici-
pating under this subpart may take place in LEAs,
institutions of higher education,. and other kinds
of educational institutions. (Sec. 326(1)). The
education system has a obligation to make avIable
some employment opportunitierTn'r youth enrolled
under this subpart.

Title II, Subpart 2 - Youth CoMMUT14 Conservation and
Improvement Projects

1. The prime sponsor is required to inc ude, in the
proposed agreement to conduct such project, a
description of arrangements made w' h school ,

systems---including school coopers ive programs.
(Sed. 336(b)(1)). Educators have an obligation to
work with',prime sponsors in making such arrangements.

20. The prime sponsor is requited to describe plans
for coordinating the training and work experience
with school-related programs, including awarding
academic credit.' (Sec. 336(b)(2)). Educators
have an obligation to participate in forming
and carrying out these plans.

3. Projects are requires to be conducted im suciva
manner as to perMit, partibipating in-school youth
to coordiiiate-their jobs with classroom instructiop
(Sec. 337(b)(2)). Educat9s have a responsibility
to arrange school schedules---and the school
'day---in ways that make such coordination workable
and effective.-

Title II,,SublArt 3 - Youth Employment and Training Program
. r-

1. The program for in-school youth, under'this sub-
part, must be administered, under contracts with
the prime sponsor, by an LEA, a consortium of
LEAs, or by a postsecondary educational institution.
(Sec. 346(c)(2)). Educators have an obligation to
administer such efforts.

4 ,
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2. The program fOr'in-school, youth may include a
variety of school-to-work transition services for

,-- all youth, ages 1621 as well as special work
experience_programs for economically disadvantaged
youth. (Sec.:345(a)(2)). Educators have an
obligation toTlan for implementing programs
of both types.

/

Economically disadvantaged in-schooryouth partici-
, patihg in thii subpart are to be selected by the

educational institution based on certification
made by school-based guidance counselors. (Sec.
346(c)(6)). Educational institutions have an
-obligation to'perform this selection Bunction
and to"demonstrate its validity.

Not less than.22 peilcent of the funds available
under this subpart must be used for programs for
in-school youth under agreements between prime
sponsors and LEAs. (Sec. 343(d)). LEAs have an
obligation to make sure this 22 percent is a
minimum, not a maximum, and to enter into sub-
contracts with postsecondary education institutions
to serve yout4 in Such settings.

5. LEAS e required to secure funds from .prime
'gpo s for use, In part, to employ additional
sch -based counselors to carry out provisions of
thiso.Subpart. (Sec: 346(c)(3)). Lgh.s-have an
obligation to do so without supplanting currently
employed coungelors.'

6 Special provisions are made to encourage programs
to make'av4ilable employment and career counseling,
topresecoriA4ry youth. ($ec. 348(c)(1)(E)).
EdbsOrs have an obligation to discover and
implement waysof making this a reality.

7. Ten percent of funds available under this subpart
may beoped for work exper,ience programs foi youth
from various socioeconomic levels and are not
restricted.to economically disadvantaged (income-
eligible) youth. (Sec. 345(a)). 'Educators
haviVan obligation to plan for and implement this
section of the Act.

YOuIE Councilg are" to be established under this
subpart. (Sec. 34.6(b)). Educators have ail obligation
to participate in such youth councils and work
constructively with them.

omi

$
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There..are, thus, a minimum of 20 legal obligations for
education specified in this law. When viewed-collectively,
they tell us a great deal about what education is to do, but
very little about how these obligations are to be met.

ClItK

Specific Youth Needs Addressed in the YEDPA Legislation

Title II of YEDPA contains references to a variety of,
youth needs to be met jointly through collaborative, efforts._
of CETA prime sponsqrs, community-based organizations, and 11

educati nal institutions. While education is not solely

I%
responsi e for meeting these needs, it behooves all eduCators
to be awa e of theizr nature. Including both in-school and
out-of-ischool youth, Subpart 1 pertains to needs of economically
disadvantaged youth, ages 16-19. Subparts 2 and 3, refer to
needs of all youth, ages 16-21, as well as certain additional
needs of economically disadvantaged youth. A summary listing
of such youth needs for economically disadvantaged youth
includes the needo:

'

*

Subpart 1:

1. Earn enough
high.school

2.- Earn enough
school (fo

money so they can remain in

money so they can return to high
dropouts)

3. Find ways of re-entering high school (for
dropouts)

4. Discover careerrelated reasons.for completing
high school

Subpart 2:
#

1. ''Earn money while acquiring specific vocational
skills

2. Expand options for vocational s ill training
beyond those offered by the education. system

3. Acquire general employability skills

Subpart 3;

1. Engage in Subsidize4 work experience that .

Will-enable.them to explore career options
and make better career decisions

#

2.. Acquire specific vocational skills

3. Be recipients of transition services called
for in this subpart available to all youth
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Under Subpart 3, a'total of 16 youth needs are identi-
fied to be made availabl to all participating youth, ages
16-21. These, include, f exaMple, the need for

1. CounseliAg, including career counseling

--2. Occupatidnal, educational, and labor market
information of a national, State, and local
"nature

3.- Assistance In making the transition from
school to work

'4. Career exploration in both the public and
_ private sectors

5. Job placement assistance.

6. Assistance in combatting race and sex
stereotyping as deterrents to full freedom of
educational and occupational choice.

These youth needs have been listed for three purposes:
'4-(a) to illustrate that they represent needs alL.,three
partners in this collahorative efforhave been trying to
meet for several years; (b) to emphaaNg that the Act
provides a series of new resources and development of
approaches to meeting these needs; and (c). to .point out once
more that these needs are to be met through a collaborative
effort.

Opportunities for Needed Educational Change

American education cannot fully meet ita YEDPA obliga-
tions through its present structure. Change is needed.
Such change must be planned and implemented in ways con- -

sistent with all basic goals of education and the educational
needs of all students. YEDPA provides, education with
several opportunities for basic change as it seeks to meet
its obligations under this Act.

Opportuglty 1: To plan ana implement ways of utilizing the
ibroader community in the educative process. Several parts

of YEDPA contain provisions for in- school youth to utilize
the personhel and phySical resources of the broader community,
as well as those of the education system,.in preparing
themselves for work. This should be welcomed as an oppor-
tunity to ,use the community as a learning laboratory.
Educators have known fbr years that youth can and do lear
in more places than the classroom, in more wayp than thr gh
reading books, andfrom more yersons than classroom tear ers.
In this increasingly complex society, we can no longer plan
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to duplicate community learning resources within the school-,
house walls. If we can apply such principlesto the business/
labor/industry community, we can also apply them for other
purposes to such qommunity settings as libraries, museums,
art tlleries, an community service agencies. Just as
students can learn outside of the school building, so, too,
can educators. To seize this opportunity would provide
educators a means to implement such longstanding educational

.goals as those found in the extended school day, the dis-
tended school, and the year-round school.

Opportunity 2: To learn about and implement new ways of
awarding academic credit. Throughoutithe YEDPA, repeated
emphasis is placed on the need to find ways of awarding
academic credit for work experience.. Since four out of
every five high schools already do go, there is nothing new
about the concept. What is new is the request'that'academic
credit be awarded for experiences neither supervisedonor
;evaluated by prOfessional educators. On top of this, parts
of YEDPA also ask for academic credit to be awarded both for
basic academic skills and employability skills acquired
through the YEDPA Ixperiende.

s' .4

American education faces serious and inescapable respon-
sibilities both to guarantee the validity of academic credit
anted and for assuring that such credits are appropriate

td count toward graduation requirements. These responsi-
bilities can be met within the framework of the YEDPA
legislation only if planning and implementation efforts in
the arena.of performance evaluation are stressed. Such ,

efforts must move us away from so great a dependence on the
amount of time spent in a classroom as a criterion for
credit-counting and toward a greater emphasis on demonstrated
performance. Resistance to performance evaluation, as a
basis for graniing academic credit, has come both because
some educational experiences defy pure performance evaluation
and because instrumentation for performance evaluation
remains imperfect. If the YEDPA legislation cep serve to
stimulate educators to value, to validate, and to use per-
formance evaluation as a basis for granting academic credit,
a significant step will have been taken toward improving our
entire system of formal education. The large sums of dis-
cretionary knowledge building funds available under ' YEDPA
should help Ireatly.

Ogportunity 3: to provide diversified educational oppor-
tunities for s udents ithin the framework of an integrated
educational system. AV. three subparts of Title II of YEDPA
provide multiple opportunities for special services aimed at
helping economically disadvantaged students. It is a
direction that is eminently necessary. This is not to say

;
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it is Sufficient. We must follow .this same. principle for
all. THIT7tEET represents an opportunity for' educational
planning and implementation long overdue in_American educa-
tion. The principle-under question is what some hAve des=
bribed as the "doctrine of 'fairness" which holds.that, to be
fair to all students, we must expose all to exactly the same
experiences. To those who recognize and value individual
differences, it is better known as the "doctrine of.unfair-
ness"---i.e., as a doctrine that should b abolished A
true "doctrine of fairness" would d hat, assuming a
common core of basic knowledge at what Commissioner Ernest,Boyer
has described as the "basic school" and "middle school"
levels, differing educational opportunities be made avail-
able, in the form of both in-school and community educational
experiences, for all students.. If the YEDPA legislation can
stimulate a basic change in American education, especially
at the grade 10-12 level, aimed at providing a variety of
kinds of "learning to do" and "doing to learn" educational
experiences for all students, it will have made a signifidant
contribution.

ortunity 4: To enhance and protect freedom of career
c oice. Both Title I and Subparts 1 and 2 of YEDPA's Title
II are restrictive in terms of the type of work experience -
and training opportunities made available to economically
disadvantaged youth. The economic rewards resulting from
participation may well cause many such youth to narrow their
consideration of possible occupational choices to those
available under'the Act. To avoid this danger, it is
essential that educators start planning now to discover ways
of helping economically disadvantaged youth whose career
goals differ from opportunities available under this Act

i discover alternative ways of moving toward such career
goals.

Once again, education is faced with a stimulus oppor-
tunity to change, holding implications for all students,
One's career choices profoundly affect the individual's
total lifestyle. Such choices have,,been unduly restricted
fot many youth on the basis of parental occupation; socio-
economic level; occupational stereotyping based on raCO3
sex, and physical handicaps; and, most of all, by inadequate
opportunities tc engage_kn'career exploratioh in the occupa-
tional society itself. With more than seven out of every
ten youth currently enrolled in secondary schools and
golleges currently expressing need for more help in career
decision-making, the time has surely come to consider this
as,a challenge for educational planners and decision-makers-.
The need to plan for and provide multiple opportunities for
career exploration for all studentS is mdde clear by the
special challenges the YEDPA legislation poses for econom-

. ically disadVantaged students. It is a need that must be
met.

I.
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bwortunity 5: To relate educational experiences to later
lifestyle activities cif youth. Title II, Subpart 3, of "
YEDPA calls for school -based counselors to certify that work
experience opportunities are related to.career and educa-
tional goals of participating students. This, of course, is
only the top of the "iceberg" of educational relevancy.
Whether or,not work experience's are related to educational
experiences will, id. reality, depend on the degree to which
the teaching faculty recognizes the need and possibilities
for'doing so. Important as counselors obviously are, it is
in the classroom, not in the counselor's office, mher@mthe
student will either experience---or fail to experience-- -
relationships betweensahool subjects and work experience
opportunities available under YEDPA.

If YEDPA can stimulate American education to move
toward an increased emphasis, in every classroom, on the
usefulness of subject matter in both career and other life-
style activities, great progress will have been made. Such
an effdrt will surely allevNIte such current symptoms of
educational deficiewdy ad loKered test scores, classroom
discipline, and high truancy rates. When both student and
teacher can clearly see the usefulness of the subject
matters the general healthof American eduction will purely
improve. The key person among professional educators is the
classroom teachei. Hopefully, implementation of YEDPA will
reinforce this most basic of all educational' truths.

Concluding Remarks

It is apparent that the YEDPA legislation addresses a
host of you i needs that have been! of concern to American
education for several years. It is equally apparent that,
by calling for a collaborative effort involving other
segments of the community also concerned about such,youth
needs, the odds Of meeting such needs-are enhanced.

The YEDPA legislation Clearly,calls for the active and
deep involvement of professional educators, The obligations
of educators contained in this legislation cannot be fully
met unless some basic changes are made in theSystem of
education. This legislation can serve as a catalybt foe
stimulating such changes in directions hat will enhance the
quality of education. It is an opportuninithat must .not be
missed and a challenge that must be met.
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PROMOTING COOPERATION AMONG THE EDUCATION AND
EMPLOYMENT AND.TRINING COMMUNITIES UNDER YEDPA

Dr. Ttobert Taggart,
Administrator,.Office of Youth ProgFams
Employment and Training Administration

U.S. Department of Labor

It is clearly the intent of Congress - - -and I believe, a
well-directed one---that there be close coordination'. between
the Department of Labor and theDepartment of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare at the Federal and local levels under the
xouth efforts. The Youth Employment and Demonstration
Projects Act provides ttkresources and mandate for such
coordination.

But coordination is a means not ar end*,, and it is
important to firdt determine, and agree upon, goals before
launching any collaborative effortd. In broad outline at
leapt, it is quite clear what Congress ultimately intended
under YEDPA and I think we can agree on the value bf these
aims.

0 First,- the law envisions an individualized, compre-
hensive approach 'to aid outh in the school-to-work transi-
tion. A wide range.of services are to be provided ender
YEDPA in-school programs,, and these are.to be tailored to
thd interests and abilities of each youth, with careful
'consideration of labor market .realities.

Second, the Act envisions a continuity and coordina-
tion of services which does not now exist in many cases.
The idea is to link in-school jobs with summer jobs in a
carefully structured program, and to enrich all jobs with
other types of assistance.

A

Third,, the Act seeks to improve available services.
In particular, it focuselon the goal of making work experi-
ence more meaningful. It was Congress' belief that previous
work efforts had in manycases become disguised income
transfer programs, which did not even provide supervision,
much less career-related skills. Another emphasis is on
improving occupational information and its delivery.

Fourth, YEDPA encourages a ,closer -.e between the
content of education and work programs so that what is
learned at the job site and-in vocational classes supports
and is supported by whatiis learned in the academic class-
room.
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Fifth,-IM-Itet,seeksi to encourage school completion and
to attract youth who have' dropped out backto school to ,

complete their'educations and to secure the high school
credential. 11

,

Sixth, YEDPA hopes to provide every youth with the
information needed to make wise career decisions. The
emphasis on improved occupational information is one mani-
festation. Another is the effort to overcome sex stereo-
typing. Also, there is a desire to improve occupational
gia413,ing.

The Act mandates a number of specific linkages between
the education and employment and training systems in order
to achieve these objectives.

1. Under the Youth Employment and Training Programs
segment of YEDPA which distributes $537 million to State and
local governments, for comprehensive youth services, 22
percent of funds are designated specifically for 4i-school
youth. These funds can only he spent Ander the teens of an
agreement between the'Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act's prime sponsor which administers DOI, funds, and the,,
local education agency. The LEA-CETA agreeggit is a chance
to assess the activities of the schools and prime sponsors
locally, and to try to link them together in a rational
fashion.

2. The Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects,
program; Subpart I of YEDPA, with a $115 million allocatfon,
seeks to test the effects and feasibility of- guaranteeing-
jobs to disadvantaged youth who are in school 03/agree to
return tO school. One issue is whether enough jobs cad' be
created or secured foy-youth who may want them. A second is
the numbdr of job-takers, and", thus, the costs of Entitlement.
It is, for instance, unknown how many dropouts will return
to school if jobs are assured. If youth do return or
refrain from leaving, the fundamental question is whether
this will improvg their future employability.

3. YEOPA.requires in all its programs that academic
credit be arranged where feasiblelor work "experience. This
applies under both YACC (Young Adult` Conservation Corps) and
YCCIP.* The aims are to help youth finish school and to link
what they learn on the job to what they can learn in the
classroom. K

4. Linkages are also mandated in the collection and
delivery'of occupational information. YEDPA provides funds,
to the National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee,
'which will in turn use them to'support State Occupational
InforFation Coordinating Committees. By design, these
bodiers include balan ed epresentatives of education and
labor institutions.

1 50
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In seeking to implement' these specific mandates, the
broader aim of coordination, and the ultimate goal,of better
programs for youth, it is important to recognize some of the
obstacles.

1. The first is, of course, the necessarily rapid
pace of implementation. YEDPA seeks institutional changes
and careful experimentation,-but it is alsd part of an
economic stimulus package. We are under constant pressure
to move as rapidly as pessible. Obviously, this does not
leave time to do all the foundation building and thinking we
would like. Also, the one-year authorization for the programs
does, not help. ..

Ilk

.

2. Second, we are being asked to do many things which
w not know how to best accomplish. This is especially
tru in the Department of Labor where we know very little
abott such subjects as academic credit and in-school career
counseling. But all of us are uncertain when it comes to
such subjects as LEA-CETA'agreements. This approach has
never been tried before except in a few isolated areas.

3. Thirdp we do not have the leverage or mandate to
achieve specific institutional changes. For instance,.while
the award of academic credit is.iandated, there are a variety
of approaches and we have neither the knowledge, desire, nor
authority to choose between them in our regulations. Our
'employment and training system is largely decentralized, and
'we must leave a wide degree of flexibility in light of
varying local conditions. Finally, the money is not adequatd
to provi.e leverage for many changes. Only $118 million of
the first $1 billion is mandated to-Jae spent onin- school
youth under the LEA-CETA agreement. Spread ove-F16,000,
LEAs, this will not buy much in the way of change.

-..---,

'' We do not, then,.see these new programs as the cutting
edge of institutional change. Rather, they are a way of
recognizing and promoting innovative approaches already .

ongoing, and further encouraging linkages which have been
building. The LEA-CETA agreement, for instance, will hope-
fully be a forum fpr thinking through issues of mutual
concern to schools and the employment and training system,
but most of all to youth. In fact, YEDPA is simply another
step in a continuing process; The growth of cooperative
education programs, the work study, and career education
thrusts have already done much to break down the barriers
between school and work. The cross - fertilization of advisory
councils has been useful. YEDPA provides the resources for
further progress down this road.
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To make this work, then, we cahnot.rely on prescripti e

regulations or huge monetary incentives. 'Ilather, we must
rely on good will an4 collaboration based on agreement over
the ends to be achieved,

,a19 Department of Labor is doing
assure this collaboration and we have
tion from DHEW and from organizations

everything it can to
had excellent coopera-
stich as 1Trs.

#..

I would like to mention some of the_specific actions to
date.

1. In th regulations, we have tried to carry forward
the Congression 1 aims without beingo specific that the
procedures bog down the system in rid tape. We have provided
extra time afte the sub ission of the plan for the develop-
ment of an LEA-C eement in order to assure that this
document isnot rushed. One of the controversial issues to
date has been the definition of LEAs which we used. It does
not 'include junior or communit colleges. Our thinking was
that prime sponsors should be forced to at least sit down -

with the public schools ra r than avoiding them by going .

to the community colleges. We are.not discouraging activities
with these institutions and expect that yd.th the other 78
percent of funds these can be financed: But we certainly
want to achieve public school-CETA linkages as a minimum.

2. Under the Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects
program, we ran national competition rather than using the
Secretary's discretion and merely selecting a few demonstra-
tion sites. Competitive procedures are much more difficult,
but we believe they are worth the effort, not just because
they are fair, but because they help-to achieve greater
coordination. One of every three prime sponsors submitted"
an application. While their submissions varied in quality,
almost all reflected inteXaction between the prime sponsor
and the school system==ffiiich more interaction than had been
achieved in the past. Even "if most were not selected for
Entitlement projects, the application protided a planning
Apse for othpr local YEDPA efforts;

3. We have worked closely-with DHEW on a number of
issues. A memorandum of understanding has been agreed to
which establishes a joint working committee, procedures for
identifying and supporting model "programi) arrangements for
.developing and disseminating technical assistance materials,
and agreements to support this set of regional conferences
,bringing the local 'education and employment' and training
decision-makers together.

I ft\
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4. We have sought to use our disc'retionary funds
under XEDPA to further the collaboration process. On'the
broadest' scale, we have set aside $15 to $20 million for
incentive grants to localities for model in-school programs
of the type envisioned lander the YETP 22,percent set-aside.
A precondition for the grant is a workable LEA -CETA agree-
ment. Rather than using the stiak'',of detailed regulations,
We have, therefore, used the carrot. Details on this grant
program will be made available shortly when the dust settles
on current planning processes.

7v'
we are also using discretionary fun s to support, a 7

demonstratibn of alternative career education approaches'
outsid the schools. DOL is working jointly with NIE on
this activity. We are supporting a number_ of work education
councils and providing ,the wherewithal for.other'prime
sponsors to follow the models., .There will be a structured
demonstrationtesting the comp.arative effectiveness of
alternative school-to-work transition service approaches and
delivery' agents. And funds are transferred to NOICC for
improvements in career information d its delivery.

5. - We have sought to let everyone know what we are
doing and why, so that no one is dealt out,of the action
because of the lack of information. Our first step was to
prepare a Program Planning Charter explaining our interpre-
tations and intents. We have prepared a Knowledge Development
Plan detailingthe alloCations of discretionary funds and
what we hope to learn. We-have also prepared A Monitoring
and Assessment Plan and a Technical Assistance Plan, as well
as a continuously updated set of questions and answers
related to the regulations. The Charter was distributed
publicly in September; the other materials were all made
available recently to prime sponsors and to any other

!interested parties. Education groups will be able to secure
them through DHEW. This is really an experiment to see what
happens if you try to plan from the start and to explain
everything to the publid.

*,

Addi-4onally, vie, are preparing a range of technical
assistance material Some of these are a joint product
with DHEW. A, short g ide on academic credit is cur -ntly
available. An outline of the elements of.LEA-CETA ag e-
ments-is to be completed very soon.

you will agree that this represents a .compre-
hensive effort toachieve collaboation between the educa-
tion and employment and training systems. The success of
these ventures depends on several things:
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'First, everyone4,Must realize thdt. we are moving into
uncharted seas. We in `the: Of 'ice of.Youth Programs. will
make many mistakes and we will haveour.blind sRots. I I
think it is important to take these iri,piride.--"likewisel,
tolerance is .needed at the local.level.

. . ,
' Second, we must realize that the current arrangements

--/ .are not fixed in concrete. Congress is trying to discove'
how to best achieve its aims, and YEbPA is not'the answer

.

but rather a knowledge development tool. We should, not` ,,
exaggerate shdrtcomings or minimiZe successes when it later-

. comes toraltering arrangements.
..

Ttird, we ought not gettied up-in turf battles. This
does n5t mean tha education should. not push for every penny
it can get: 2AEW, in-fact, prepared a list of proposed
)oint.vent4re that would have transferred all the discre-
tionary repources.and more. Yet after we cqFefully assespV

nnhat.wa,and was not feasible_, we have managed to pull .
together extremely well.

0
Finalj.y, we have to havo.some.patience. While it is

.tertinly 'appropriate for Congress to ask us what has been
done'to achieve coordination, and to ekpress its concern, w
must wait for at,time=to assess the outcome of_the process.

,1

Overall, however,-.I am encouraged about the prospet
"Me DHEW linkages,have,been surprisingly effective. Se ary

- Marshall.and oter top decision-makers in the beRartffien
Lapor have stressed interagency linkage and are deeplp
concerned t at we work closely withilthe eddcation system.
The response of.the prime sponsors to the Enti ement
competition 'ndicates a willingness and bilitytfor local
education and.employment and training systems to work
together. There will be many problems ahead. 'But I pledge
the best-effdrt of the Departmentvof Labor to make colla-
boration.a reafitY so:that we can substantially reduce the -

barriers between school and work,as well.r.as betweenreducaL
tion and employment institutions.

( 4*
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III. SUMMARIES OF INDIVIDUAL SEMINARS
HELD AT FIVE YEDPA WORKSHOPS
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A. Dallas Workshop (December 12-13, 1977)
I .

*

I

c.1 Implementing YEDPA Seminars

t. NOTE: Because the Implementing YEDPA sessions
1: were conducted in lecture style at all

five workshops and because their basic
content remained the same, the following
composite repact.has been prepared,,
synthesizing the major points of all five
workshops, representing 20 Seminar sessions.

Each workshoponImplementing YEDPA began with a
briefing for participants on the legislative history of the
Act (P.L. 95-93). As set forth in the pertinent congres-
siOnal -tr0,--p-a-Yri-CriggiTtg, MIRA 3-Eks

to meet the critical demand for youth employment, not only
by supporting local demonstration efforts, but also byt
creating immediate job opportunities for unemployed youth.,

The mandate for a collaborative undertaking by manpower
and education personnel was identified as a key feature of
the legislation. Furthermore, the written agreement between
prime sponsors and local education agencies (LEAs) was,noted
as th foundation of its potential success. In addition,
the built-in flexibility in reaching these agreements was
emphasized as a significant contribution, in furthering the
dual objectives of YEDPA.

While stressing the importSnce of a solid foundation
for realizing the full intent of YEDPA, workshop leader
referred to the need for each written agreement to be se
as a beginning, not an end.

Presenters informed participants that all indications
point to FY 1979 funding for YEDPAprograms and, therefore,
continuation of existing prime sponsor/LEA agreements:
Thus, it seems evident that the opportunity exist for
improving coordination and strengthening current linkages.

In addition to Departtent of Labc4. staff, personnel
representing local education and manpoer agencies were on
hand to participate in discussions on Implementing YEDPA.
By offering participants their past experiences as examples,
these presenters provided a well-rounded perspective on the
possibilities that exist in solving the youth unemployment
.rate. Problems posed by the employment situation surfaced
as did evidence that YEDPA,may well act as a catalystafor
educational change.
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Based on many years of experience in developing inno-
vative projects with the Flit.(Michigan) School System, one
presenter offered Dallas participants his ,personal reasops
for expecting YEDPA to have-a positive impact7'

.

With funds supplied by the Mott Fdatation, which was
established forty 'yearb ago bv, a formr President of General
Motors.to support educational--1QnoVation, the Flint School
System, has had an Ongoing,oPportunity to initiate changes
with benefits accruing directly.to school. youth. The system'S
chanceto observe demonstration programs has indeed under-
scored the importande of schools' adaptability in meeting

. .each student "s needs; this is especially so for those
students. whose ducational attainments arelikely.to be
effectively limi e d by economic or cultura,1 factors.

This presenter emphasized that everyone has a right to
. the benefits of the school system. In shaping a new oppor-

tunity for making schools more responsive, he commented,
YEDPA can provide every student true equal access to the
benefits of the educational system and help fulfill that
individual right.

'Fr m a prime sponsor's perspective, one Dallas workshop
present r stated that, although their agreement was signed
by the rime sponsor and the school system, the private
sector and'community-based organizations are7yery_Iiisible
partners ,in their written agreement.

F

The initiative for this full collaboration was a school
desegregation order Prior to YEDPA's passage. Although-
working relationships had existed between the school system
and private industry and, likewise, betWeen.CETA....and community-
.based organizations; it was'not'until the desegregaticin
ordet that the four groups came together as one. When YEDPA
was passed, Dallas was already on its way in establishihg
close relationships amon the major segments of the'community

4P, which serve youth. The ruits of this collaboration were
) -evident not only in the amount of private sector participation

in the YIEPP proposal, b t also in the fact that the proposal ,"
.could be produced under evez'e time constraints.

The implementation of ' YEDPA has. implications for, prime
sponsors and LEAs alike. Past attempts at col,iaboration
between agencies'have highlighted sources of difficulty such
as coordination, communication, and perceived threats to
agency "turf." The fact is, however, that this hindsight
Can benfit current CETAlLEA efforts to recognize specific
problem areas and,address them in their written agreements.
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One presenter was able to isolate some of the issues
that, in his experience, have made, collaboration difficult
in the past, along with those aspects of YEDPA which he - .

feels will foster CETA/LEA collaboration. After presenting
aspects on both sides of the issue, this presenter offered
the following objectives as important to fulfilling YEDPA's

(1) collaboration must build local support and
involve the private sector more heavily; (2)-evaluation must,
go beyond the traditional "numbers game;" (3) experimen-
tation4ith a mix ofboth low- and'high-income youth must be-
encouraged; (4) overall, YEDPA programs must have sufficient
lead time for planning; and (5) YEDPA pr6grams must be
granted sufficient time to fully determine their effective-. .
ness and to institutionalize positive changes within school
systems.

A Case Study

The fact that/some prime sponsors had alreddi.achieved
creative and productiye linkages served to prompt partici-
pants to recognize that YEDPA could in fact be a catalyst
for institutional change. Representatives of the Harbor
City Learning program in Baltimore, Maryland, presented a
case study of how the collaborative process worked as prime-
sponsors and LEAs jointly addressed - Baltimore's dropout and
truancy problems 'which had reached epidemic proportions.

Harbor City Learning it a Baltimore Public High School
program operated by the school system, under contract to/the

'Baltimore CETA prime sponsor. At first, the school system
contributed one principalnow the school system contributes
one prindipal, two vice-principals, 44,teachers, andtseyeral
clerical staff; this amounts to an in-kind contribution of
$650,000 annually. Because the.city did not wish to promote
two competing school s'-stems, the existing school system,
ratlher than the prime sponsor, operates Harbor City even
though the funding is primarily CETA income.

Based on a needs assessment survey, Baltimore planners
originally learned that most students dropped out for three
basic reasons: (1) the nonrelevancy of the traditional
school curriculum; (2) the lack of recognition of individua
needs (class,sizes.averaged 30 to 50); and (3) economic
pressures.

t
Harbor City Learning addressed each of these needs.

First, Harbor City was created as an alternative education
program integrating clas m instruction,with career educa
tion and work experience. Se ond, the Gass size was
reduced td 15 (later increased o ). However, since
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students attend class for two weeks and work for two weeks,
the effective teacher-pupil ratio is 1 to 30 or 36 which is
in%keeping with traditional schools.' Third, students
receive 60 hours of work experience,per month. Allowances_
are not paid for classroom instruction.

The Harbor City prbgram operates throughout the entire
year on "a trimester basis. The "out-of-school" program
consists of five vocational clusters of 200 students each
and an 80-student Experience-Based Career Education component.
Eabh vocational cluster contains both prime sponsor and
school system staff. An advisory committee reviews vocational
offerings and assures their relevance to available private

. sector jobs in Baltimore.

Harbor City prdVides for maximum integration of academic
fern bath , regular

school diploma and a GED.. Students who complete the GED.
program are allowed full-time work experience until the end
of the school year. (It was necessary to obtain a Waiver
from the State Department of Educatibh-T;t6dffer the GED
'program.) ,

To be elible'for the Harbor City program, students
havd to be eligible for Celli Title '1 (and mere recently
'YETP), read at least at a 5.5 grade level, and be able to
graduate within two years. Students must meet certain
academic and department standards to remain in the progralil
Discipline is handled by a student-faculty committee and
superior performance is publicly-recognized.

The-development of the Harbor City Learning program has
not been without problems, althoUgh the partnership between
the prime sponsor and the school system has been'greatly
aided by the local/government structure. In-Baltimore, both
the school superintendent, who is chosen by an appointed
school board, and the manpower director are members of the
Mayor's Cabinet. This, organization helpt to reduce 'juris-
dictional friction.

Even so, institutional support for Harbor City Learning
has developed slowly but steadily When the program was
first announced, for instance, the local press questioned
the socialjustice of serving dropouts and truants. Finding
the right teachers and administrators (Harbor City has had
four principals in five years) has also been difficult. One
important lesSon learned thus far, per.aps surprisingly, is
that teachers who are turned off by the traditional school
are not necessarily right 'for an alternaEive education
setting.

A 15f,
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Some other significant constraints encountered over the
years have included the "who evaluates me, who pays me"
syndrome which, when school and Manpower staff are under a

{'single director, can cause divided loyalties: And finally,
the permission of the State Department of Education was
required in order for.,nonschool stem (noncredentialed)
staff to be able to awkrd academic credit.

While the representatives of the Harbor City Learning
program stressed that LEA/prime sponsor collaboration takes
time, they also reported evidence that institutional change
can occur, that the collaborative process can work, and that
academic and work experience can be integrated. The fact is -
that Baltimore has seen many dropouts receive a diploma
through Harbor City and that, in fact, the attendance rate
its far higher than that within the general school popu-,

By focusing on the process of prime sponsor/LEA colla-
boration, the.workshop on Implementing YEDPA afforded parti-
cipants a well-rounded perspective of the problems along
with examples pf actual operations. These discussions
allowed participants to clarify the process of developing an
agreement as well as to consider their respective roles and

roles of other' community agencies iaprovidin-the
services required.

A number of issues surfaced which received more concen-
trated attention in the three other workshops on Academic
Credit, Work Experience, and Career Development. A sampling
of these included:

Collaboration - In fulfilling the intent .of YEDPA,
both the LEA and the .prime sponsor must be involved_
in fully understanding community conditions___----
especially as they relate to youth sqp.riceS; they
must reach joint agreement on,Nhem-they want.to
serve; and each must identify its role and understand
the roles of the,other(s) involved. Finally, all
must agree on standards/criteria against which
they can judge perfotmance in a mutually construc-
tive way.

The "Upper Hand" - Although in some sense'the
prime sponsor can specify certain basic parameters
in negotiations, neither the prime sponsor nor the
LEA has access to at least 22 percent of the YETP
funds without an agreent.. The bottom line is,qp
therefore,' that both most work together. Impasses
may require a third party'grivolvement such as
the Regional Office.
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Private 4ctor Involvement - At a minimum, prime
sponsors should be:involving the business sector
in identifying occupations of growth in the labor
market and in helping develop acceptable curricula.
While active councils exist in some areas, others
can look forward to the results of some experimental
'wage subsidy plans and the new interest in private
sector initiatives being generated by President
Carter for some'assistance in resolving this

.'' issue.

The Measure of Success - It seemed obvious that
more assistance was needed in goal-setting-end
measuring success. Prpbabl' the soundest quanti-
fiable goal's would be those based on experience
which had evolved over time.

Academic Credit - Prime sponsors expressed mis-
givings about their mandate to make "appropriate
efforts" to arrange for academic credit without
also being afforded theclout necessaky to fulfill
this responsibility. Based on the successes
reported by several participants, however, it was
suggested that progress j_n arranging for academic
credit for work experience might be most effec-
tively attained_at the State level.

00

t 2. Work,Experience Seminars,
.

------ _.--- .

,

------
.

It became clear throughout the Dallas workshop's
four seminars on Work Experiende that integrating community
resources was viewed as an integral component of the imple-
mentation plan. In fact, each seminar identified community
resources as a major contributor and collaborator to YEDPA's
success.

Certain other issues also emerged with some consis-
tency in discussions. These touched on the interpretation
of the rules and regulations affecting work experience t

activities, the initiation and ,carrying out of these activi-
ties, and the role of regular instructional staff relative
to the youths' work experiences.

It was the consensus of seminar participants that
the fundamental goal of full employment for disadvantaged
youth required.commitment from both the business comitunity
and education HOwever, making it work most advantageously
raised several specific issues which received their immediate
attention. Discussions Ied participants to identify several
of these issues to be:
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duplication of job slots with existing
vocational programs,

subsidies for on-the-job training

determinatiOn of responsibilities for securing.
job sites

analysis of the potential learning at a job
site by either LEA or CETA

determination of the priority for placement
in either public nonprofit organizations or
profit-making businesses

formalfV=ation of relationships between educa-
tion and business.,

Several participants expressed concern that work
experience programs would upset cooperative vocational
programs, especially if resources were applied to- subsi-
dizing work stations. In a similar vein, concerns were
expressed that'work experience programs might adversely
affect a youth's educational possibilities and skills
learning potential; that is, they might offer a "watered
down" version,of course content.as a means Of-attracting
disadvantaged students and, in doing so, result in a mass
exodus from the more rigorous_regular school curriculum; or,
on the other hand, they might fail to develop.a rigorous
skills training portion of the program---one consisting only
of menial tasks---and thereby-not develop salaige joh entry
-skills in youth. One of the strongest recommendations for
averting.either-of these possibilities was directed at the
public schools.

There were two aspects to the recommendations for
schools in impleMenting work experience activities. The
first related to the need to strengthen their already functional
work experience programs. It was felt that validated approaches
(such as Experience-Based Career Education) must be sought
Which meet needs that traditionally are not dealt with in
vocational education programs. Secondly, there was recognition
of theimportance,to those participating in the work experi-"
ence programs, of involving the classroom teachers responsible
for ac4ademic areas. This involvement, it .was felt, must
begin Yearly on in the development of the program apd must
aim to, develop a faculty's demonstrated capabilities to
relate courses to thelworld of work with regard .to values,
skillS, and content.

1
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While expression of the need for precise inter-
pretation of YEDPA's rules and regulations varied among
those in the seminars, there was consensus that the regulations
were a source of constraints on start -up time. Agreement
was also reached in calling for clear-cut'LEA/CETA agreements
to identify coordination'of in-school and community resources.

Ellen though participants in the Work Experience*
seminars did not all use the same vocabulary, each had his/
her own insights, ideas, and problem-solving techniques to
apply to the group's considerations. The seminars were seen
as facilitating communication between project operators and
practitioners about common concerns---a goal for the workshop
which the participants reported had certainly been met.

3. Career Development. Seminars

How to best provide the desired "mix"*of education,
training, and work and give young people jobs ndw as first
steps toward successful life-career patterns was the over-
riding theme of the seminars on Career Obvelppmerit. Acknowl-

. edging that ideal solutions,to.youth'unemployment may be
=many years' away, participants felt that their opportunity
for dialogue in these seminars may well have shortened that
waiting Mime.

With regard to the career development aspect of
YEPDA, participants tackled some pressing concerns with the
result that they framed strong statements of agreement on
.certain features of the career development effort.

Discussions highlighted, among other points, the
issue of cooperation. Going beyond the need for cooperation
between the school and the community, which participants
pointedout was explicit in the lawm they emphasized the
need, less explicitly stated, for cooperation among school
people---between teachers and counselors, and academia and
vocational educators: In according equal importance,to this
"cooperation within,"'participants further clarified the
objective of seeking a critical "mix" of personnel for
enacting YEDPA.

Another career development concern emphasized in
discussions was job placement---the visible "payoff" of
YEDPA. This important program operation was understood as
depending critically not only on assuring access to the
maximum number of job openings,'but on achielling quality
coordination and information exchange between schools and
postsecondary Institutions as well as finding qualified,
trained staff to carry it out.
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In the participants' view, the effectiveness of
the placement function directly relatsgto_the availability
of accurate and up-to-date career and IlEcupational information,
including information about job openings. Many workshop-'
participants expressed concern at the lack of usable'and up-
to-date information; several people also expressed particylar
disappointment that neither has the Department of Labor
prograth, which funded eight statewide information systems,
been exp4nded, nor have the States been required to set up
similar systems as a part of their overall CETA responsibilities.

Participants did, however, acknowledge the role
that existing Career Resource Centers, found in-school
libraries or guidance offices, could play if they were
expanded. It was suggested that these centers, which use
existing facilities and materials, could be even more
effective if expanded to job bank systems or depositories of
computerized career informatioh. It was reported that such
centers are operating and are being used increasingly
by CETA clients -.and supported by CETI prime sponsors; once
orgdnized, it-was pointed out, such centers can serve the
entire community in addition to the targeted student popula-

_

Participants,also expressed tVe strong feeli g
that the private sector can and should make krContrtbutions
to the implementation of YEDPA. Precedents e ist for this
involvement--rprograms Ike 70,001,EBCE, Adopt-a-School, The
McCormick PlAth---and both prime sponsors and LEAs should be
familiar with the successes and potential problems associated
with the use of such resources.

It was further agreed that the private sector's
(business-industry-ltbOr's) involvement must be activated in
the planningstages for implementing the Act. With early
collaboration and careful use of.such resources, communities
should benefit from sufficient paid and nonpaid work experience
sites, career exploration settings, and job openings for the
community's youth.

Participants further agreed that ap unfortunate
trend (occurring because of the urgency of the law.) was the
low priority being given to 14- and 15-year-olds. In their
opinion, the failure to support programs for this age
bracket, albeit debatable in terms of short-term gains,
would simply mean paying a larger price later.

'' As diScussions pointed out, many 14- and 15-year-
oldsalready have biased and stereotyped attitudes toward
the world.of work. At the same time, however, they ar_
ready.to explore careers, take field trips, talk to workers,
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and in other ways begin to develop the attitudes, skills,
d knowledge necessary to make employment choices. Partici-

pan agreed that this age group should not be ign ed with
regard to career development efforts.

Discussions highlighted another critical goal of
the Act, one which is intended to pervade every phase from
career exploration to placement - -- reversing bias and stereo-
typing in the yorking society.. Several studies have indicated
that such actiVitiesOtarvearly (as early as the second or
third grade); which means that preventing their continued
reinforcement should be of prime concern to any career
awareness program. It was suggested that extensive use of
role models, advocates, and peer counselors could be very 7,

effective in reversing` this trend.
* -

A -f441a-ii-dsit

Youth Advisory Councils for which the Act-makes specific
provision. Seminar participants agreed that the purpose of
these councils cannot be underestimated. Seizing -the oppor-
tunity to make use of youth's contributions through peer
counseling and tutoring, for example, LEAs and prime sponsors
should find thatiyouth can be an effective constituency for
realizing the Act's goals.

4. Academic Credit Seminars
4

Wm*

As with those on work Experience and Career
Development, the seminars on Academic Credit riaffirmed the
colliborative nature of YEDPA. In unequivocal terms, Dallas
conference attendees agreed4that any system for identifying
competendies; choosing methods by which credits will be
awarded;. and documenting awarded credits should materialize
by joint action of education, business,abor, and other
Community agencie.-1-

- /

It was suggested that initiating a stong orienta-
tion program for the total community would be significant in
the long-run stability of viable youth programs. This
translates to a need for enhancing awareness and involving
not only students and teachers in the planning and mainte-
nance of such programs but alsb parentS, community-based
organizations, and local businesses.

The value of this extended involvement was partic.z.
ularly emphasized with regard'to the validity of credits
earned in alternative learning experiences. Realizing, the
possibility that a youth's school degree, resulting even in
part from alternative experiences, could adversely affect
his/her future employment, participants agreed that total
community involvement is the key to minimizing that possibility.
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The validity of these, credits,'" bertainly, is

.."---further strengthened-by careful attention-to the outlined
competencies and their measurement. 'Participants were in
agreement that (1) to be certified for competency, skills
must relate to marketable ski or skills recogniled as
needed by the labor market wand (2) worksite supervisors
'should be well aware of the competencies to be developed and
understand the system by which academic credit will be
awarded for these competencies. They also advised that each
superVisor be regularly apprised of studentsgress,_

1 ,

The award and use of credits should also meet'.
certain conditiolts: '(1) a system for awadding academic.
credit should be designed to facilitate the award of .the
high school diploma; (2) credit award should be tied to a
requirement that regular grades must not decline during
participation in these youth employment programs; (3) academic
credit should be used toward postsecondary. requirements
rather than toward a postsecondary degree; and (4) academic
credit should be awarded to out-of-school youth.

Given the complexity of YEDPA, the prarfiie sponsors
' and LEAs in attendance felt positive about this opportunity

for exchanging ideas and concerns. And, as a result, they
used this seminar-to develop several recommendations for
co tinuing communication and collaboration. The following

rize the key recommendationsthat resulted from the
workshop sessions: 7.

that a national definition of and guidelines
for granting academic credit should be
developed and written in language that is
understandable to both CETAs and LEAsk,

-e that a full-time staff person from an LEA
,should be assigned as liaison between the
two agencies (rather than overburdening a
member of a,schooli.s staff)

that prime sponsors and LEAs should
collectively and collaboratively present
tq_State. and Federal legislatures problems
and other experiences that could impact on
future national legislation.



B. San Diego Workshop (December 15-16, 1977/

1.° *Implementing YEDPA Seminars

hee the composite report on Implementin4 YEDPA,
beginning on page 41.

2. Work,Experience Seminars

Participants of the San Diego seminars highlighted
two commitments that should prewril in the development of
work experience activities. Fir t, they agreed that solutions

___o,problems should be sought within the existing system to
the fullest extent possible; iffiteaB-of inventing new
Systems of work experience, attention should be directed to
what exists and, when necessary, it should be Modified to

- . -

need to foster the cooperatide atmosphereamOng LEAs, prime
sponsors, and participants in every aspect of YEDPA imple-
mentation.

-;>

Participants dedlared that a,comMon definition Of
work experience would settle confusions which produce
problems between prime sponsors and.LEAs. It appeated that
educators had a precedent for granting credit for'work
experience based agon long-established criteria which they
were reluctant to champ. The consensus of the group,
however, was that these was no need to change this process
but only a need to modify it in order to meet the YEDPA
regulations. As pa Plicipants continued to discuss the
issue, they discovered that the problem was not so muchone
of a wide difference between prime spon'sors and_LEAs as much
as it was` e requiring mutual understanding. 1

The seminar alsoelicited-the point that barriers
to cooperation-land collaboration are directly related to
attitudes; that is, that LEAs_and prime sponsors have a
mutual problem in appreciating egch other's capabilitieq.
Participants suggested thateducAors need to be conikinced
that education must'be.eXtended beyond the school's walls

inand helped to undexatd how the.prime sponsors can assist
in this process.

4 On the other hand, prime spon ois must understand
that LEAs.can solve the problems of dita antaged youth,
given the resources necessary to do so. P e sponsors
should be helped to understand the pressures which have
forced educators to put more efrort into working with the
majority of students and t ded to make them ignore the
disadvantaged students, sponsors should be aware
that they can:be helpful by bei g lexible, patient, and
understanding:

..
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Participants agreed that extending s= vices for' .

assessment,Ldiagnosio, and prescription of stud t, needs 'I can

be a viable part,of the work experience program. f reme-
dial education is needed, career development must g hand-

40Anhand with work experience. ,.C'

of

Although questions were raised which could not be
finally settled in the seminars, participants did take the
view that each State has exemiblary.work experience models
which, when identified, can be incorporated in a process of
sharing experience and expertise to benefit all.

3. Career Development Seminars

%.Certain issues'arose repeatedly in thrgareer 4

Developmeht seminars held in San Diego. Although they were
not unrelated to each other, the main topics discussed'
focused oetransitional services, communications, programs
for 14- and 15-year-oldst, and career guidance and information.

Participants emphasizLed' need for'providing
support for the counselors who.wikk some active responsi-
bility foF the transitional services. ETA ftnds, they
suggested, could be Used in a number of ways to'offer thi4
support. Among the ways participants spggested the money
could be used were to secure aides or otherwise release
counselors from their clerical_ responsibilities; to pay'foi
an extended day, or year on-contract with existing counselors;
or to provide special inservice training for existing
counseling staff.

Any type of transitional services within a school
will require the full support land commitment of the administrator
and staff prior to involvement. A haAtionious add effective
relationship, it was felt, will also depend on the fact that .

all participants working with the program---teachers,
selors, and others should be doing so on a voluntary

basis.

A last point raised regarding transitional services,
was the dare required not to destroy established program% or-.
the relationships.hetween existing vocatio 1 and career
education units within the\school. Perhap the emphasis in
YEDPA shoul4 be to increase the number of areer exploration
sites.

One suggestion for meeting the need for constant
communication at all levels was that funds be,allocated for
workshops to bring together all segments of education 'and
prime sponsors. In the participants' opinioh, misunderstanding

a. 4nd "turf" battles will continue to pose problems and these
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will.ten to increase as other groups, like community
colleges and vocational schqo , enter the program. Since
participants in each session lt that suspicion and mistrust
will continue as long as neither party is well-acquainted
with the other, they advised that an overt effort be made
for cooperation and understanding of each other's problems
and concerns. Without the Ipmmunication that can foster
such cooperation, participa s agreed, students would not
benefit'from the intent of the law.

On the subject of prograth activities for 14- and
r'

\

15-year-olds, San Diego participants expressed the need for
guidelines on the relevant rules and regulations. In their
opinion it seemed to be not only very 'important but also
possible for existing career education exploration programs
to

ji

incorporate the younger age group.

On a final:issue, participants noted the lemma
facing LEAs and 'higher educatjeh'in collecting an using
labor market information. Concern was expressed
composite picture of employmeAt information was difficult
but that without it, j6b placement efforts could m'ss the
mark. This, they felt, was particularly true since id
technological chan4es can make some occupational tr ng
programs obsolete within fbur or five years.

4. Academic Credit Seminars

Participants.ft the San Diego Workshop addressed
the many questions related to granting academic credit for
work egperience under YEDPA. Discussions on these issues 4'
focused on questions ahout the roles of educators, private
sector emptloyers, community-based organizations, as well as
prime sponsors, in reaching critical decisions.

Each seminar opened by first considering a defini-
tion of academic credit; participants generally aqxeed that
academic credit is "credit that would be applicable to high
aphool'graduation." This definition Was understood to be
broader than the idea of academic credit traditionally given
for nonacademic subjects uch as shop or vocational educa-
tion.

,

Participants concurred on the importance of this-
'gariy planning period and any initial decisions made regarding
the competencies that are deserving of academic credit and

the ways to assess them., -{When examples were given of how
procedures are alreadyvorking in some schools, participants
noted the great differeilces Between local and State laws and
the variety of constraint his necessarily places on

r.
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efforts to implemerit YEDPA. For t s reason, participants.
urged careful planning to assure th t competencies are
prekdentified and the types of cred t to be warded are
clearly addressed in the LEA/prime sponsor contract.

It was agreed that credit should be elective,..nbt
academic, and that "make-work" jobs were not suitable for -

credit; Participants also stressed the importance of the
site supervisor's rble in certifying what the student has
learned and in interpreting those competen4es in terms of
credit. BeCiuse of he inconsistencies rega g credit
award from one area to the next, ,participants re ommended
that the Department of Labor set up a system for dissemi-
nating information to all whenever acceptable situations are
w rkedkout. .

The prime sponsor was identified as r ponsibie
r coordinating, the subcontracting activity w a post-

econdary school. It 'was agreed throughout the seminars
hat when subcontracting was -to be done, the prime sponsor
hould contract with the',.LEA, who in turn will subcontract

with the postsecondary institution. In order for this
- process to be.most effective, participants indicated, LEAs

and prime sponsopg' must concentrate on closing the communi-
cation gap between them. One suggestion for doing so was to
exchange-staff between LEAs and prime sponsors and thereby
facilitate an understanding of each other's operations.

Although every ne agreed tha school oards,should
be involved" in academic .c dit decisio s, there re dif-
fering opinions on whethe Or not credit ould b: based on
employer evaluation or at the teacher are appro-
priate activities for credi . Questions of assessing and
certifying students' dompet cies also raised different
possible approaches; these r nged from the use of paper and
pencil tests to employes as monitors.

Performance testing was also discussed as a way of
measuring competencies. While some participants expressed
the opinion that the state-of-the-art of performance testing
leavestmuch to be desired, others felt it is a most appro7
priate technique. Ail agreed, howev9er,v.that performance
testing faced its greatest challexTelih involving the.plblic
sector. The group felt thatthe public sector was the most
difficult'to deal with in terms of developing on-the-job
competencies.

A final major topic considered by the workshop
participants was the "career employment experience." This
discussion revolved around two major agreements: (1) if
career employment experiences were to. be successful, they



must bet incorporated into the traditional school (n a way
that improves the present curriculum) and not represent an
alternative, and (2) career employment experiences must be
related to the student's needs and interests.

participants further believed that such experiences
-should begin earnestly for 14- and 15-year-old students.
They felt that an individu4 training plan,'arrived at by
both the teacher and work site supervisor, would be most
Useful. Such a plan could consist of a series of activities
that would lead the student to the competencies already
agreed upon aswell as clearly indicate the credit that was
deserved. Exactly where the competency is developed was not
a major concerni to partidipants; :the important concern was
that the student master the competency.

.1

participants expressed their concern over the
uncertainfy of funding and other Federal support forthcoming
in the next few years. They also worried that employers
might be opposed to having students at work sites for shoqt
career expldratory activities as opposed to assuming dclre
productive involvement in their work forces. Will educators
be.reluctant to have noneducators involVed in decisions?
Will noneducators be opposed to'having educators intrude in
the work place? These were some of the questions which
remained unresolved when the seminars concluded.

`However, participants did offer some specific
recommendations as they closed discussions. These included
the folloWing:

No The work experience supervisors should be
people wilt.). have the confidence of both
educators and nonedusators so that credit
granting is respectedkby each group.

Teachers should visit work sites to gain
first-hand understanding of how work site
activities and academic activities are
related. ,

Programs shouldimpact on the entire
student body.

Whenever possible, YETP programs shquld
be integrated With existing work programs:
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C. Boston Workshop'(January 9-10, 1978)_

1. Implementing- YEDPA Seminars

See composite report on Implementing YEDPA,
beginhing on page 41.

2: Work Experience Seminars

The Work Experience seminars in Boston brought
together prime sponsors and LEA representing a wide variety
of individual situations promptin the expression of individ-
ual programmatic concerns and concerns with aspects of the'

\overall work experience goals of YEDPA as well. Perhaps
this was best reflected in the queptions generated by the
discussions.

The subject of negotiating agreements with community-
based organizations (CBOs) revealed the range of situations
that can arise in implementing YEDPA. For instare, areas
were represented that have nci strong CBOs and, therefore,
LEAs and prime sponsors are working with private nonprofit
organizations. At the other extrefie, one city has thirteen,
CBOs running their work experience programs;" while some
encounter a problem in determining what group should be
addressed if there is no CBO, others are concerned with how
communication can take place when there are several.CBOs
involved, so that one party is not played off,against

'another.

Concerning the mandate to involve the private .

(for-profit) sector, a suggestion was made that the Depart-
ment of Labor should build.on the experience LEAs'have
had with employers for years through the cooperative work-
study programs.

._ 4

N. ,

Discussions
,

of YCCIP.raised several observe ions
within the group: (1) that YCCIP is viewed as an empl yment
rather than-a vocational training program; (2) that if YCCIP
is to be used as vocational training, the LEA and prime
sponsor should-jointly develop.a "job spec" which can be
used to determine the program's success or failure; and (3)
that YCCIP remains primarily an out-of-school youth°6rogram.
While work schedules can usually be adjusted to accommodate

i

those attracted back to school and in-school youth, th s
program encounters persistent problems with regard to tate
unemployment compensation and minimum wage laws. Internal
problems are createdwhen LEAs are exempt from paying

. .

minimum wages to regular employees but must do so for the
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students. It was also qilaimed that in several States;
unemployment compensation will be paid these young people
upon termination; as a result, the number of posSible
positions an employer could make available is diminished to
provide money to cover payments into tWe unemployment
compensation fund.

With regard to the possibility of YCCIP having an
influence on present school-based vocational programs, there
was consensus that the laOk of specific program elements to,
provide services plus the insufficient openings to attract
out-of-school youth would prove to be major constraints,
such a prospect.

When discussions focused on,YETP, it was found
that, in many cases, work experience agreements had not yet
been worked out. Participants did, however, suggest criteria
that might generally apply; these iftcluded identifying the
interests and aptitudes of clients, matching those interests
with placement possibilities, requiring that work sites-
participate in skills training, and having LEAs train work -
site supervisors.

Questions were also raised relative to the pro-
posed rotation of students through variouswork experiences
and/or job sites. It concerned participants that program
time seems much too short for such rotation, and, further-
more, that such a system may heighten insecurity in already
insecure youth.

Many questions were raised in this workshop to
which answers do not,seem readily apparent. This is.evident
from the following sampl of questions left unanswered as
the workshop-,Concluded:

How doe a prime sponsor interact with nonpublic
schools?

a

What is the relationship of YCCIP/YETP to the
affective domain? to the handicapped?
to youth subcultures?

How does evailUation take place?

3. Career Development Seminars

The seminars on Career Development generated
discussion,of,a large number of resources that have either
been considered or already tapped for use in enacting YEDPA.
Addressing many of the related issues of career development
or youth, participants raised a number of ideas that all
LEAs and prime sponsord could consider applying to. their
individual settings.
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One innovative way describe to involve the priyate
sector was the use of a local consort um of college profess
and local businebs firms. The benefits of such a coalitio
for the students are threefold: (1) testing and real
experience are coupled'to determine interest; (2) enrollees"
are trained in a school setting as well as oh the job; and
(3) by involving unions, students can work with journeymen
in the public sector. with the goal of graduating into an
appreAticeship program. The private sector wag also noted

. for its-job sampling opportunities:-

Similarly, discussions elicited many suggestions
for simulation activities, including interview techniques,
volunteerism, explorer scouting techniques, club activities,
and community service projects. Participants, agreed that
simulation was a positive method to use with s udents as
well as being cost-effective, but urged cautio with regard
to the dichotomy it can produce between actual nd classroom
activities.

Participants suggested that the gap between school
and work could be closed by assuring that counselors become
more knowledgeable about diagno8tic testing and employment
services; just as important, they felt, was that orienting a
work-bound student should not fall to the counselor alone,
but should be an'integrated effort on the part of the
teaching faculty. (by integrating work-related needs into the
curriculum), counselors' supervisors, 'and CETA staff..

The role of LEAs was also discussed.' Specific
responsibilities accorded the subcontractor were believed to
include: .

transmitting information to studdnts

orienting students toward career goals

. verifying the eligibility of youth enrolled

coordinating the activities of counselors
and teachers in outreach assessment and
drientation.

The fact that schools have limited, involvement in
job placement activities, prompted participants to emphasize
the need for developing linkages with YEDPA.

Another point raised with -regard to job placement
was'the_need, At least as the program stabilizes, to increase
the number of non-income eligibles.
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Participants furtheragteed that legislative

41

changes may be needed to furthei clarify ctivities and
programs for 14- and 15-yearolds. Exce t for the level of
sophistication of programs at the occup tional level, partic-
ipants-'did not feel there were significant differences in
career exploration for 14- and 15-year-oldi and the older
ages. For 16- to 21- year -olds, career exploration should
include counseling, the development of job-seekplg skills,

0 integration of work skills into thelcurriculum,. and an
attempt to eliminate racial and"sex stereotyping. It was

)

suggested that mobile 'vans could be used to carry career
exploration programs to outlying areas..

It was apparent that participants had found a
number of approaches in attempts to combat sex stereotyping.
Some had fo/id it useful to supplement YEDPA activities with
the efforts of local and State Equal Opportunity Offices and
Human Rights Commissions. Efforts ihitiated'by funds
($50,000) earmarked to create an Office on Women in each
State under the Vocational Education Amendments, were also
discussed as possible resources. Finally, it was noted-that
proposals written as part of the RFP (Request for Proposal)

process can be used to identify innovative approaches to
addressing the elimination of sex stereotyping.

a

4. Academic Credit Seminars
.

Educators and employment /training personnel, meeting
in Boston were' of one mind on the overriding prerequisite
for successfully realizing YEDPA's academic credit mandate:
the key to resolving issues of credit for work experiences,
they agreed, is the prior relationships established between
prime sponsor and educational agencies. ,,This premise seemed
particularly cogent in light of the confusion arising in
some seminars due to lick of information and differences in
terminology.

Participant learned that problems elisted because
of their different orientation to issues related to acadekic
credit award. Fo example, in the education sector, work
experience is a eneral term used for students participating
in work-educatio programs; the labor sector view is that
work experience s that which occurs for out-of-school
persons, while c eer experience is that which occurs for

those still in-s hool. A similar difference exists with
regOd to work activity supervision. Generally, it was
found, the education sector has great concern for close
supervision in a work-education program, while labor does
not. This difference portends problems in evaluating the
ward-of academic credit.
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. The evolving concept of academic credit was endorsed
by all participants as contributing significantly-t6 the
quality of programs for youth. Having agreed that credit
has a primary impact on an individual's per,sonal development,
participants strongly urged the development of a process

r. whereby the individual can accumulate or "bank" credits.

10

Open nd continuing dialogue among those in the
libor and educa ;:ion sectors involved in YEDPA was not under-
stood only as need at the local levels. Boston participants
also identified the importance of a Federal-State partnership
for relating quality education and training to CETA. In
fact, participants concluded with one recommendation they
felt would better define the new direction of joint efforts;
they suggested that perhaps CETA could bd changed to CETEA
(Comprehensive education, Training, and Employment Act).

e



D. Atlanta Workshop (January 16-17, f978)

1. 'Implementing YEDPA Seminars
*

See composit,.report on Implementing YEDPA,
begirihing on page 41.

2. Work Experience Seminars

The Work Experience seminars held in Atlanta
enabled LEAs and prime sponsors from Regions IV and VII to
address their acknowledged need for more open communication.
In addition to exchanging both ideas and concerns about
their respective and mutual roles, participants shared their
views on several aspects of implementing quality work
experiences.

SeVeral of the LEAs present expressed their
specific concern over agreements with prime sponsors which
are essentially nonfinancial. These LEAs made it clear that .

they wanted to participate in meeting YEDPA's goals beyond
just providing the school-based counselors who refer partic-
ipantd to the prime sponsors.

Both pri sponsors and LEAs agreed, however, that
they are prepare to provide the full complement of transi-
tional services otwork experience,activities. ,They Con-
curred that the e services would probably be concentrated in
the areas of remedial education, employability skills, and
job survival skills. All participants expressed the need to
assist community-based organizations in operating YCCIP and

. YETP programs.

Although a consensus existed among LEAs thatthey
intended to provide GED and skill training for CBOs, there
was likewise a consistent problem expressed in their awarding -'
academic credit. LEAs explained that in many areas, State
and local laws prohibit them' from awarding credit unless
they are the sponsoring agency. (In one case Yeported,
YCCIP participants are allowed to test for up to six months
of the LEA's regular two-year training program when the
YCCIP activity is releVant to the training provided by the
LEA.]

Images of what work experiences would "look" like
were,also shared. Most of those present felt that only
through testing and individualization could work experiences
or on-the-job training be meaningful; there was general
agreement that school-based counselors should be used both
to provide this testing and also to assist the student in
developing a vocational profile or individual employability
plan before using any services under the Act.
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While sae expressed their interest for Work
experience to be available on a rotation basis, other partic-
ipants hoped to see a ladder concept,used wherein a student
explores all aspects of a job cluster, beginning at the
'bottom of the cluster, and building to the area designated
by a combination of interest, testing, and counseling.

In a ana topic undertaken by participants,
.concern %as express at the.failure of DOL/DHEW to earmark
special funds for staff training. With both prime sponsors
and LEAs viewing work experiences and on-th2.7job training
activities as* opportunities to expand their current coopera-
tive and distribUtive education programs, as well as to try
out new and innovative approaches, there was a mutual request
made that allocations for staff training be considered in
anywfuture funding.

3. Career Development Seminars

Participants in the Career Development seminars
,

covered...a 'wide range of topics and applied a basic problem-
solving Spproaph to specific issues such as improving career
guidance -wand counseling programs and implementing career.

\developfilerit activities for 14- and 15-year-olds.

'While stating that-little career guidance is being
done at the 'postsecondary lever, participants agreed that
ongoing programs in career exploration, career guidance, and
other transitional services are in place in many school
systems. Peer counseling and, the Living Witness program
Were two approaches mentioned as examples of how career
guidanceican be provided to secOndary students. In the
latter approach, business and industrial leaders visit
schools to discuss wdrking world realities with stude.ts.

Ohe problem that participants raited.with regard
to career guidance and counseling concerned the preparation
and training of counselors themselves. Training, it was
felt, should encourage and enable guidance counselors to
spend more time with the noncollege-bound students tharPis
evidenced now. Secondly, the queStion was raised whether
typical counselors have adequate work backgrounds themselves
which would qualify them to relate the real w ?d of work*to
students. Such lack of experience may explain why some
counselors don't feel comfortable i roviding vocational
counseling.

Participants alsoi...sWared some ideas in use that
can ease these concerns. For instance, in some school
districts, youth tutor youth. Additionally, some States
have established laws requiring the use df occupational
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specialists. An occupational specialist is a person who
specifically devotes 4s/her time to providing occupational
information to students: It is not necessary-for this
person to hold a college degree; what is -important is that,
he or she has adequate work experience and can relate to

students effectively.

Another issue discussed which raised several '

common problems within the group concerned the relationships
of eer development and work"experience. Although- agree-

ing t at 9n-the-job training both compleients and enhances

caree development for youth, participants mentioned local
legal restrictions, limited job possibilities, and the
_difficulty in finding public work experience programs that
correspond to vocational education activities as major'
barriers to maximum coordination of these two YEDPA thrusts.

Participants highlighted the following advantages
offered students by on-the-job experiences, many of which
they felt would act to instill in youth a more positive
attitude and long-term view of their persofial career decisions:

the employer acts as the training station

<2:-\
they offer an ideal situation for learning
work habits (e.g., punctuality) and developing
interpersonal skills so essential to job
success

they provide the opportunity for explorinq
a career

they are real, situations, not classroom,
simulations

students are more* motivated and feel pro-
ductive when they can earn a wage.

The groups felt that low priority would probably
be given to activities for 14- and 15-year-olds.by virtue of
YEDPA's mandate to employ, those in the 16- to 21-year-old
bracket. Many participants pointed out, however, that
schools can still initiate any number of ways to serve-thb
younger group, including extended day activities and training
that provides employability skills by including 14- and 15-
year -olds in carper exploratory programs and even setting up
business/industrial visitations for them. Participants .
agreed that 14- and 15-year-olds should receive basic skills
and in-school vocational training. ,-,
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, In some cases, 14- and 15-year-olds can be employed
in certain occupations and for a limited number_of hours a,
day. Participants, suggested, however, that Federal regula-
tions limiting those hours should be changed to accommodate
any State law (e.g., Florida) whiCh allows 14- and-15-year-
olds*to work at least four hours-per day.

Participants expressed common frustrations in
realizing the potential of private sector involvement in .

YEDPA. Contributing to this problem, they felt, are the
regulations which seem to discourage any significant co-
operation with the private sector. One 'Of the key mechanisms
identified for developing private sector involvement was the
use of advisory 'committees.

Similar to.the ways in which advisory committees
can increase and imptove relationships with private business,
advisory committees were identified as keys togaining in-
creased local support in combatting sex stereotyping and
strengthening job placement efforts. Although,, in the case
of efforts to reduce sex stereotyping, films, slides, and
brochures can be helpful, advisory councils offer a direct
link to effortsbeing-made'in the work world (.g., by
unions, joint apprenticeship committees, etc.). It was
further suggested that sex stereotyping could be effectively
combatted through the use o resources from local women's
groups and the development good teacher in-service
training on this issue.

In addition to advi ory committees, it was sug-
gested that job pladement effo is could benefit, by estab-
lishing job bank procedures and, in larger school districts,
by hiring job developers.' It seemed that currently prime
sponsors are doing most job placement tasks but that there
is a need to explore the assistance of others:

A

A final issue addressed by the Career 'Development
participants focused on the usefulness of State laboe market
information to be collected under the Governor's Youth
Program. Participants indidated that although State employ-
ment.se-rvices and some prime sponsors can be helpful, in
providing that information onmployment opportunities,
every effort should be made famdevelop reliable and compre-
hensive information sources to project employment opportuni-
ties and provide specific information for job requirements.

4. Academic Credit Seminars

ionsOne of several overall recommen ions resulting
from this workshop was a strong suggestion that (especially
with regard to academic credit) YEDPA should aim to supple-
ment existing instructional programs ratherthan,supplant or
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duplicate them. While discussions led to consensus on
similar resolutions and on areas requiring joint decision-
making, participants seemed to,have concentrated their
attention most on delineating the separate roles of CETAs
and LEAs in awarding academic credit.

In ddfining the responsibilities of prime spon-
sors, participants saw a specific role of theirs to be'
coordinating youth employment efforts with local labor
unions. Otherwise the suggestions made applied more to
prime sponsors' responsibilities in involving LEAs. For
example:

involve local and State education agencies
in the plans relative to academic credit

- invest in LEAs the responsibility
competencies and supervising work

charge LEAs to determine a method
fying Competencies for credit

allow LEAs to carry on training efforts even
if their "hands are tie by statutory
requirements in awak ng acildemic credit.

The suggestions for the LEAs' role further ampli-
fied, their responsibilities concerning, academic credit,
award. Participants identified LEAs' responsibilities as
ranging from matters of student eligibility to identifying
and certifying competencies deserving of credit, and assuring
that award of academic credit cad be linked to exiting
courses. Fupthermore, LEAs were thought to hold respohsf-,
bility for ,(1) providing an avenue fokacademic credit award
for-in-school transition services and. (2) assuring, that CETA
enrollees' can be awarded the same amount.of credit as is
awarded other students.

As a result of clarifying these agencies' .seTerate-.
roles, participants were in a better position to delineate
the areas of joint decision-making essential to YEDPA's
success. These included the need to agree to a system for
awarding credit that correlates with job-related instruction; ..*
to establish links with community-based organizations for
awarding credit to applicable out-of-school youth; to 4'
identify subcontractors collectively; to decide upohit j
maximum time limit for academic credit award; and, finally,
to maintain suitable agreements for work experience that
specify the responsibilities of!Students, parents, employers,
and schools.

r verifying
xperiences

for certi-
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While addressing many important aspects.of academic
credit, participants completed their discussions with several
questiods still unankwewd. Many acknowledged that they
were unclear-On the precise definition of academic credit
and that further definition and uidance for its interpretation
was necessary. In addition, pa ti iparrts felt the need for
further understanding on issues in ved in*the following
questions:

Wh is the le or de4rep of involvement of
business/i4 ustry and union gioups in the

. awarding at academic credit?
-

SIn what ways can State educatioh accreditation
4pequirements be modified to make It -permissible
iko lirant credit for work experie:lce (where .

applicable)?

'a

s

t

Shovld academic credit be awarded for work
erience that has no significance in '

. attaining skills necessary to adequately
maintain on-the-job'progress?

16-1- .

.
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E. Cincinnati Workshop (Januery 19-20, 1978)

1. Implementing YEDPA Seminars

See the composite report on Implementing YEDPA,

beginning oft page 41. 4

2. Work Experience Seminar

In their discussions on workdexperience, Cincinnati

participants focused primarily on the contributions made by

community-based organizations (CBOs) and the private sector.

It was apparent 'that the degree of cooperation

between LEAs and CBOs varies considerably. In some cases,

it was, reported, CBOs conduct only the out-of-school programs

While LEAs conduct only the in-school programs; in some

areas, CBOs are also involved in providing some transitional

services-. It was generally agreed, however, that CBOs may

have better contacts with specific community groups which

need to be served and can also act as youth advocates fqr

in-school students.

11

Although participants concurred that YoUth Councils

when properly, utilized, should offer considerable assistance

in fostering interagency linkages, few participants could

report examples of this having yet occurred in their areas. N.

Participants could regfort, however, that a'variety of commul

nity agencies have been helpful to YETP yopth in providing

information on and finding them employment; in addition to

CBOs, employment services agencies, mental health agency's,

and children's,services agencies were named.

There was a general feeling that YCtIP,partici-

pants will be more productive, for employers even though YETP

seems to offer more work experience opportunities. 'One

reason given for this feeling was that employers are in-

clined-to view YETP participants as part-time help and so

only. expect limited productivity.

In communities where LEAs axe already mak g wide

use'of both public and private employers to Provi occupa-

tional training,and work expertences for youth, par kcipants

urged both YETP andYCCIP directors to work closely with

LEAs in expalading services. While,participants did not feel

that YCdIP waar yet, influelnc%ing changeslItn LEAs' vocational

education programs, they agreed that this was certainly a

cgoal tvoursue.
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When partrcip:rits discussed the rotate i hod
for providing work experience opportunities, some ix d
feelings were. expressed. Although some felt it was an
effective method, others felt it posed fotmidable problems.
In addition to the-'creation of immense clerical problems and

- prohibitive transportation demands, it was pointed out that
employers and other employees find the constant movement of
students into and out of jobs a nuisance.

3. Career Deve1opment Seminars

The major concerns raised in the Career Development
seminars in Cincinnati related to the transiti al services
and other in-school employment activities of P. The key
to a successful program was identified as m ing the match
between these activities, the needs of the tudents, and the
employment demapdsof the community.

participants discussed their idea on providykl
the necessary career information and nurture g positive work
attitudes. They agreed that theie goals depended on achieving
a balance in identifying good resources and findipg work
sites forlee youth.

Depending.,,on their design and sophistication,
career information systems can be put to use in a variety of
ways. Job-related career information, participants noted,
could include information on different careers, their
etbation and/or training requirements, and opportunities
f r job entry:. It was pointed out that, in addition, data
on local, tate, and national needs; supply; and demand were
available f om larger oinformation networks. Where this
informatio is not yet,developed ors.synthesized, parti nts
expected that the councils set up under YEPPA an
Vocational Education Amendments Would prove to be extremely
helpful.

.1

.Career information can be, obtained directly as
well. Participants listed career resource centers, youth---

councils, and representatives from busines's and-industry as
sources that should be explored., They also agreed that work
simulation and- field trips. were excellent sourcep of direct
expostie to careers, particuTarly for 14- and 15-year Azlds.

/ --'

, Participants agreed that,'Mogngeaing and guidance
had to be emphasized iri*.arl7pro4 -.

.

.

Tinally, an overall concern was expressed among
', partici/Ants abopt;the limitAtio s tlat exist fot using the
private sector.in ddveldbirwor sits the major question
related to the diLfidulty a b ,laneTearal rules and
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regulations. ,After much discussion;lpaliticipants agreed
that careful planning and close supervision should make
private sector involvement possible: They als felt that

tprime sponsors can be very helpful to LEAs by uggesting
activities in and approaches to the private sec r which,.
comply, with the legislation.

4. Academic Credit Seminars

The Academic Credit seminars discussed the "how"
and "why" of academic credit. The answers to theSe questions
reflected a majority opinion, if riot the ungtimous opinion __

of all'2-00 Cincinnati participants.

The consensus was that academic credit was very
important td the success of students and the YETP prograN
It was agreed that the process for establishing credit
needed the complete cooperation of individuals and agencies
involved.

The rationale developed for the importance of
academic credit could be characterized by three words:
motivatibp, credibility, and opportunity. Both prime
sponsors and educators believed academic credit for work
experience and related programs was important to students,
especially those who were-experiencing difficulty in earning
enough credits to graduate from high school. Participants
also pointed out the fact that many jobs require a high
school diploma rather than a GED certificate.

In addition to being a motivating factor, academic
credit was seen as an important source of'credibility---
promoting the program's acceptance by the community, the
school, students, and employers. Participants agreed that,
gaining approval forwirta4emic credit would represent proof
that the students in the program had .truly worked and
learned: However, ,hey strongly advised that YEDPA should
not create an alternative educational system, but rather an

- alternative within the educational system.

Thirdly, academic credit toward the high school
diploma was acknowledged as crucial tO Iuture opportunities.
While admitting that a diploma does not assure employment,
participants noted that it is often used as a major criteria
in sorting out potential employees when there are more
applicants.than availab,le jobs.

4
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In discdssing "how" credit is.granted, participants
found that decisions varied but could reside with either
State ox local education agencies. Usually, credit toward
graduation depends on three,requiremehts: (1) schools must
approve and sometimes operate the for-credit programs; (2)

the prograth must consist of a skecific number of "clock
hours" of instruction; and (3) the instruction must be
certified by the appropriate agency. Participants recom-
mended, however, that SEAs And LEAs must be flexible in
establishing credit requirements to assure maximum support
for participating YETP students.

Two final recommendations were also made. These
further reflected participants' opinion on how credit should
be granted:

Schools mdst be involved in the planhing
and development of programs.for whicn, credit
will be granted toward graduation: This
request for credit must be made prior to the
initiation of program activities.

5
Credit should not be restricted to work
experience programs, but should Warude the
basic skills, c eer guidance and."exploration,
job skili-traini , and other Components of a
comprehensive you aining program.`

A
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Conference Overview

"Keep one eye on the universe, and one eye on the sparrow." This. was Dean

Paul Ylvisaker's advice to the more than 800 people who gathered in Baltimore

September 26-29, 1979 to talk about youth and the institutions involved in

bringing than into adulthood. "Workplaces and Classrooms: A Partnership for

the 80's" was the last and largest, of a series of conferences sponsored by Vice

President Mondale's Task Force on Employment. The Task Force is charged with

making recommendations to the President and Congress about the future of youth

legislation,-especially'the billion dollar Youth Employment and Demonstration

Projects5%ct (YEDPA).

\ Ylvisaker explained the universe and the sparrow: "The world of the uni-

Ale --- of forces and systems and policies. The world of the sparrow - of the

to-one, the roughed up, rough-necked youngpersop that you see out of work."

Following two days of catousing, and sweeping, sometimes bitter indictments of

institutions, especially the schools, th&e were.flashes of division at this

meeting to promote partnership. Yet.the spirit of the,conference and the mood

of the people present on Friday afternoon reflected unity and optimism. How

could this be?

Perhaps it was the mere presence on neutral ground oflarge numbers of

people from all the major institutions: CETA, the schools, community organiza-

---tionsr, and-significatntly, the privatie. sector,.--One;erson from Houston commented:

"You know, sere are about 30 of us here from my city who work with youth, yet,

most of us'never met before. I,never knew how many resources were available."

Oz maybe it was the setting. Baltimore's handsome new Convention Center,

with scaffolding still hugging the outside walls, was a visible sign o -'he

progress the city is making in, its economic and social revival. Physidatly, the

Center kept people together between sessions in informal talk throughout the

comfortable lobby area. ,

But above ail, it must have been the realization of common experience and

shared goals. Regardless of the institutions they represented, most of the

people at the conference would agree that be most important result of their

work has to do with the one-to-orle interaction between young persorrand adult

the world of the sparrow. Yet we became so entangled in the' world of the ,

universe --in policy debates, competition for funds, paperwork we lose sight of

the -oommon goal which makes our labor worthwhile. Ylvisaker's metaphor helped

rAmt matters in perspective.

The Major Addresses

Conferees heard Reverend Leon Sullivan of OIC warn that "we are faced with

a youth unemployment crisis that is becoming so dangerous that failure to act

now to end it can turn crisis into disaster." Reverend Sullivan, with'charac-

teristic focefulness, called on the President and Congress to make the employ-

ment of unemployed youth a priority equal in-importance to Mid-Eastern peace,

ratification of SALT II, detente, the energy crisis, and curbing inflation. .
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He too urged that we.J.cok at the world of the sparrow: "We must always go back
. to the fundamentals of the individuals lying behir4 the numbers. We must

remember that these young people are not statistics, but are 'individuals' an*
must be seen and dealt with as .such."

Fran Kenneth Clark copferees heard a no-holds-barred ind ctment of public
education in the nation's centers. AccOrding to Clark, e. key factor in
the cycle --- of unemployment, underemployment, %elf e depe ency, deteriorating
housing, intolerably inefficient sanitation, naighbo squalor, inadequate
health services, infant mortality, self-destructive alcohol and drug abuse, and
mindless criminal and delinquent bellavior --- is the criminally inferior educa-
tion in the public schools to which deprived children ate relegated." Many con-
ferees, a majority of whom were educators, did not appreciate or agree with the
message and challenged it heatedly in ovestipn and answer periods and at the
i.varicus symposia. I\

4

From the Administration, the audience heard very clear signs that.the federal
corimitment to promote youth employient was not about to diminish. Secretary of
Labor Ray Marshall lamented the "grouting permanence" of youth unemployment, and
pledged to continue the positive programs created under YEDPA. He blade a cm- ,

mitment to all youth, but stressed shpt federal resources will tontine to be
targeted to "those most inlneed: the economically disadvantaged, the handicapped,
the adolescent parent, the young offenders, the high school dropout, the poten-
tial dropout..." He also called for.much great involvement by rural 1schools
in the job training efforts in their carnunities

Domestic Policy Chief Stuart Eiiensta ke to a packed Thursbday_noon
luncheon, reviewing all the activities of the Task Force. Flanked by a head
table of corporate, educational and political leaders, he focused his remarks on
the expectations of employers and challenges facing the schools.. He referred to
the series of round tables the Task Force held to he the views of large and
small business personnel managers and...educators: "They told usthree things.
1) personnel managers want to hire kids who can read and writer 2) personnel
managers want to hire kids who have already developed good work its; 3)
teachers want bo play a role in .designing any new education program before t
arrives in their clasSrbom -- unannounced and often ininvited." He.conc ed
his =ilk asking the private sector to "assume the responsibility for youth
employment and training it accepts in other industrial democracies."

Some Firsts

A number of fitsts happened with this conference. For Baltimore, it was
the first conference to be held at its new convention center, now being.completed.
Baltimore had been chosen not crily as conference host, but also substan planner.
The city's record for forging CETA-public schools cooperation, the repo of its
Prime Sponsor, and the availability of "model programs" 10 be visited were e
reasons the Vice - President's Task Force cited for choosing Baltimore as host city.
Irr running the conference, Baltimore adopted its own "community as school" phi-

; V
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losophy, pperdmg its work and education programs to the conferees, and treating
then to.events.like the opening dinner at the B and 0 Railroad Museum, and the
Thursday evening (weather: perfect) Crabfeast at the fast developing, beautiful
inner harbor area.

For the educators who attended, there was .first even before the major

sessions began. Following the Wednesday evenin greetings at the railroad
museum by Assistant Secretaries Mary Berry (HEW and Ernie Green (DOL),.the edu-
cation groups held tee first caucus of the oonf rence.* Seated side by side and

in support of a common statement were practically every important national edu-
cation group, including th often warring National Education Association and
American Federation of Teadhers. Albert Shanker, AFT President, Who was not
scheduled to speak until the final Saturday morning session, was present to pre-
side at this meeting which, although it began after 10:00 P.M., was attended by
well over 200 people.

For the Task Force, the Baltimore conference was its first meeting at which
all the institutions and constituencies involved in youth employment.programs
cape together in significant numbers. Prior conferences --- on the inner city,
special populations, and community organizations --- had been plawed for smaller
more limited populations. But this meeting, planned for only 500 lirterest in
the conference far exceeded the planners' expectations) hid significant repre-
sentation not only from the education and CETA communities, but also from the
private_sector and community organizAions. The private sector representation
is especially noteworthy, with,some 50 officials from large and small companies
actively participating and adding workplace realities'to the proceedings.

The Agenda

"Workplaces and Classrooms" took nearly 'six months to plan. Conference
planners, working from tTlaltimore Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources, wanted
to assure two things: t all the key groups were represented in substantial
numbers, and that the major speakers and the symposia would have the opportunity
to openly explore together the.many issues and approaches which have emerged
after two years of experience implementing YEDPA.

Five major sessions were planned to follow Wednesday evening's opening dinner.
For the fitst four, a major speaker would be followed by a series of symposia-,- -

forty -two in all. The moderators and panelists in the symposia included many

of the "key actors" in YEDPA: heads of the, intermediary agencies which operate
demonstration programs; )cey U.S. Office of Education and Department. of Labor
figures; foundation staff; community and community organization lea0ers; Congres-
sional staff; state and local officials concerned private sector leaders; prime
sponsor staff; educatOrs, including administrators, teachers, school board members,

and youth. Nearly one of four of those attending the conference participated as a
symposia Panelist.

*The text of the three caucus statements appears in the appendices.

1
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Drawing from the experience of prior Task Force conferences, every attempt
iwas made to open the symposia to their audiences, so they too could be heard.
This goal was also responsible' for allowing lots of time for people to mix and talk.
Lungheons were scheduled to take two hours; evenings were free save for organized
'dinners fOr all participants. The informal agenda --- allowing people with dif-
ferent perspectives to get to know each other in a variety of stimulating settings
from the transportation round house to the Control Data cocktail party at the
"Top ofthe orld" was as important as tte one printed and includbd in con-
ference materials. e.

The conference, experienced three unplanned (at least by Baltimore officials)
caucuses. Each daucus --- the educators, community-based organizations, and
Hispanics --- issued a paper. These papers,contained considerable substance, and
were not adversary statements. In fact, for the most part they are informed and
conciliatory, and suggest commitment to coopbrating in new attempts to form partner-
ships for youth. The exception (which is dealt with at length below) is the notable
difference between educators and almost everyone else about the nature of the stan7
dards'set for personnel, programs; and youth.
- ,

Conference sessions Ii III; and IV were closer to "the sparrow, the world of
the small." ,Specific programs, populations and golutions were examined, mostly by
local leNT1 people. More than 50 local programs from around the nation were repre-
sented on the panelg and at the Information Exchange Room at the conference center.

Sessions II and V were intended to look at the "big picture;" -the world of
the universe. Number II focused On institutions and participants were asked to
make recommendations About which institutions should be doing which thiags, and
about how local resources can best serve youth. A summary of the Sessi II
symposia is included in this report. %

Session V, which concluded the conference, was)lield Saturday morning. To the
surprise of Ehe'conference planners, more than 300 people remained, to weave together
the three days' proceedings and present a "sense of the confeience."
7 . -4.

7 William Spring of the White House Domestic Policy Staffs moderated the last
session. He was joined by James Vasquez, the Superintendent of Schools in San
Antonio, Texas; Robert- gart, Director of Youth Programs for the Department of

r

UZI
Labor; Albert Shanker, President of the American-Federation of Teachers; Marion
Pines, Director of Mayor's Office of Manpower Regources (Baltimore Prime
Sponior); and Richard Conner, a Vice President for Control Data COri6oratioh.

Spring began the session by idehtifying areas where there was obvious con-
sensus, and those'areas where there was not. Springls perceptions came from the
major addresses, timmaries prepared by recorders of each symposia, and, of course,
his own broad, experience with schools and the employment/training system.

Areas of Agreement

There were many areas of agreeMent among conference participants which need not
be elaborated here because they are evident to most people who work with-"econord-

,
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cally disadvantaged youth. Youth unemployment is a severe problem in this and

other 'modern industrial nations. Despite dropping birthrates, tl.problem will
not diminish in proportion to the drop in youth as a proportion o the entire

population. This is true becausd of the projected growth in minority youth
population, especially Hispanics. ,

So there is consensus that there is a severe problem of great numbers of
youth not in school and not working. But how best to attack that problem is

not so clear. Still, conferees agreed on the following important approaches:

1. New partnerships need to be made; existing ones should be bolstered.

Reverend Sullivan was most eloquent in communicating this message. He told
the parable of the young boy'trapped in a hole with a series of adults coming
by, each offeringa rope to pull himself up. But each rope is too short. Only
the boy puts the logic together as he cries, out: "Put your ropes together and

let them down to me...",

Paul Ylvisaker made a similar, direct appeal to the audience: "We'll never

get budgets big enough or bureaucracies large enough to equal the problem. I don't

see any alternative to partnerships. We are all in the game together and we might
as well look at each other again with the view of that one person we are going to
help, with the idea that we can put our energies and resources together. And while

I can understand the politics of the game, that we begin to divide into caucuses
and guilds, I have no sympathy for the turfdan which stops us from doing our job.

Partnerships- have toterthe answer."

The Vaious daucus statements reaffirmed this commitment to partnerships.
Fran the carmunity-based organization statement: "We recognize the legitimacy

of the presence of other, actors in the policy formulation process involving youth,.
such as educators, administrators, unions, private businesses, and local units ,7-\
.of government... We support the idea that we must have new partnerships which

involve all of the above."

At the various symposia, the mechanics of local level cooperation were dis-

cussed in great detail. The most important form of cooperation must take effect

at the local level. Federal policy, especially YEDPA, should provide dollar in-
centives for collaboration at the local level, according to Session V panelist

Marion Pines. Such incentives will reward those already working together, and
411 encourage action in areas where there is little movement tP d collaboration.

2. The- rivate sector must be recruited as an active partner:

Of the forty plus symposia, none was more heavily attended than the two which
dealt with private sector linkages. A conference of mostly public sector people
wanted to learn more how. to link their effagts for youth to the workplaces which

provide 80 per cent of all jobs. Conferees agreed that the new .Private Industry

. Councils, though slow in getting rolling, are a significant step in the 0.ght

direction. Department of Labor efforts to encourage youth entrepreneurship

projects alTo.received suppoq.
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Perhaps the boldest and most promising recommendation came from Dean Ylvisaker.
From his seat on the Board ofDirectors of two corporations he is very much aware
of the provision in the tax laws that allow corporations to make charitable contri-
butions up to five percent of their gross sales as a tax write off. "Currently,,"
he pointed out,,"about two billion dollars emerges from less than one percent
contribution. If corporations were to go up to five per cent, we would release
,another eight billion dollars for the kind of enterprise. that we are talking
about )here."

1
Session V panelists were, however, cautious about expecting too much frock the

private sector too soon, They urged patience and continued searching for effective
incentives for private sector participation. There was considerable discussion
of the efficacy-of targeted tax credits for youth hiring, and ways of linking youth
programs to local economic development. More immediately, there was a call or
better communication of the sucsuccessful private sector efforts already underway-4--

3. The national, commitment improved education in the basis skills must be
reaffirmed.

However harsh meth Clark's message may have seemed it had the effect of
,forcing the conference to look closely at the job which schools are doing to hold
loung people and teach them to read, write and,ccmpute. His view --- that every-
thing else we do will be lost if we can't teach young people the fundamentals of
comunication --- put much of the burden back on the schools.

In its statement, the education caucus offered very specific reoomendations
about federal policy supporting the teaching of basic skills. The first,reoam--
mendaticn was for a "major new initiative for the junior high arid high schools, 4
modeled after Title I, ESEA." (Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act is by far the largest federal education program and targets funds to schools
serving low-income populations. Most funds go to elementary schools.) Another
education caucus proposal suggested creaticn of.Employability Grants Apr Coctinuing,
Education, similar to e Basic Opportunity Grants available to the college bound.

r
This way, the non -coil

&
e bound would have educational opportunities for job

training and basic ski . In effect, the education groups were,asking for mare
resources W. teach basic skills, indicating a willingness to do more with a popula-
tion which has not received sufficient attention in the past.

Addressing basic skills deficit among Hispanic youth, the Hispanic caucus
in its statement made note of the severe drop-out problem of- 'Spanish-speaking youth
and recommended that language proficiency (or its absence) be included as a tar-
geting criteria under YEDPA. The statement called for the ing of bilingual/
bicultural programs "as a method of fostering the academic ievement" of

. Hispanic youth.

It was evident from the conferences many references to "basic skills develop-
ment," that this area has become more complex and that many more constituencies
are now interested in redefining "basic skills."
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4. New and revised federal legislhtion must maximize local flexibility and
minimize paperwork.

YEDPA is a patchwork of programs each with separate reporting requirements
which drain local officials'' administrative resources and program energies.
Throughout the symposia, examples of consolidation of programs were presented,
showing, in effect, ways to "get around" the morass of federal programs in
order to serve young people in a more logical fashion. Prime sponsor officials
at the conference were especially forceful in their pleas for consolidation of
legislative proposals from the federal level.

Issues Without Consensus

Three days of detberations in Baltimore did not result in any blueprints
describing the nature of the desired partnerships. Everyone could agree that a
great deal of discretion must reTin at the local level; that each institution
should lead with its strengths. ut translating this consensus into a new law
and regulations won't be easy, especially in light of sane remaining areas of
difference:

1. Performance standards and certification

1 7.bi, The cOnflict tween the schools and other parties involved with young
people's transition to adulthood was most apparent over the issue of standards.
for performance and certification. Who should set standards for youth in programs?
How should they be measured, and by wham? Who. is "qualified" to work as teachers,
counselors and administrators?. Who makes the decisions?

The education caucus statement issued Wednesday evening took a fairly "hard
line" on these issues:

."Programs involving training that are run outside the school
systems should require staff and other standards equivalent
to those of the public schools in the prime sponsor area.
Local education agencies should have sign-off rights on all

.

training programs for school-aged youth."

The community-based organization caucus, responded in their statement:

"We appose any resolution that would in effect give the school
board .the power of signing/off on any,CETA funds on educational
training. We oppose the resolution requiring CB) personnel
to have the same credengals as local education staff."

At the wrap-up session Saturday morning, the issue came up in sage lively
repartee between Marion Pines and:Albert Shenker. But the_discussion was good...,

natured and the parties were by no means intransigent. As they4ntered the realm
of teaching and testing basic skills, Shanker had everyone laughing as he read
an article about Iraq, where all citizens must learn literacy or be imprisoned.



. Thedssues around competency testing and cerformance have been hotly
debated within the education community for the past two decades. 'It ,is becoming
clear that these tools are now being.used as management strategies by the
employment and training Community as well. It is likely that the dialogue
surrounding these issues will be Cbntinued,:for the forseeable future.

2. Employability development

It would seem that the matter of which institutions,should perform which
services is not so complex. Basic skills teaching obviously is theprOvince of
the schools. Job-related shill training and work experience, then, are a CETA/
CB° functions. But'lwith the recognition that basic skills instruction must be
an integrated part of job training for youth, a number of conflicts arise.

In several of the Session II panels; conferees rioted that the schools ,tend
to take a rather narrow view of basic skills. There is no generally accepted
policy within the schools that "Three R" instruction should relate to subsequent
work experience or job training. Although the "career education" movement is
strong, teachers don't necessari y see instruction in job behaviors, filling out
job applications, and 'the like as their role. Thus, this "employability develop-
ment" role falls through the 'cracks.

$ ,*

Alternative schools recognizeirOe problem, and integrate work experience
and classroom instruction in the basic skills. But there aren't enough alter-
native schogol programs for all the young people who could profit from them and
the issue of who sponsors and credentials alternative schools-remains.

3. .Incentives for collaboration

The 22 percent LEA set-aside provision in YEDPA has strong support. Its goal
of encouraging collaboration; has been achieved. However, several suggestions were
made that more be done to assure that activities stimulated as a result of the 2
percent clause are more innovative and employability related. But how can the

, lessons learned Fran this "set-aside" experience be applied to new legislation?
Should the percentage go up, down, or float? If there is new money for basic
skills/employability development instruction in the Elementary. and Secondary
Education Act, should it have aH2A'percent clause for a prime sponsor sign off?.
A-Private Industry Council sign off? Should 'the Department of Labor hold dis--
cretionary funds for allocatidl to prime_sponsors to leverage their commj.tme
to collaboration? There was clearly no consensus among the conferees on
questions of the mechanics of collaboration incentives between LEA and

-Similarily, tti4te was no consensus about the mechanics of incentives to
encourage private sectorlowticipaEion although, as stated previously, there was
consensus on the need for a variety of such incentives. Mere are mixed reviews
of the hvact of- the targeted job tax credit program now in effect. And even
though it is generally accepted that minimum wage laws discourage youth hiring,
a subminimum wage law has strong and effective labor oppos4tion. A middle ground
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suggested at the conference might be a youth "training stipend" at less than /
minimem wage for the time young people spend in classroom and other job-related
training activities in preparation for private sector work.

In summa ry, then, the donfere nceTroduced very clear consensus on the
directiOns new youth legislation should take.' The debate in the months ahead
will fdcus on the mechanics of accomplishing the partnerships we all seek..1,The
Baltimore conference created the momentum for a debate without rancor .4. a con-
structive discussion among concerned and involved interest groups. It is hoped
the momentum will be nourished.

1
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Welcoming Address

Ernest Green

:Assistant Secretary of Labor

It is indeed'a pleasure.fcc me to be here tonight, because the education-
work linkage will be a 'most impertaat factor in determining the future of youth

employment. the Vice President's Task Force is achieving a sharp focus on that
future, 'and is bringing youth employment problems to the attention of Many
people whdse cooperation we will need in developing a coherent policy for the
1980s.

It is a particular pleasure to share the kick-off of this facet of the
Task Force's work with Mary,Berry,pthcs@ expertise and enthusiasm have been much
in evidence as we havecdoperated closely together in recent months. We will
continue such cooperation, because it is only the latest phase in a productive,'
long-term relationship between our departments, and because thp groundwOrk'we
have laid in two years of mutual effort under the Youth Employment and
Demonstration Projeits Att is already producing many specific and promising
results.

ThiS mutual effort has taken place cross a wide spectrum of activity.14.s
. .

you know, 22 percent of the funding.for Youth Employment and Training Programs,
the largest cxxvonent of YEDPA, is mandated to be spent on n-school youth, but

act nding for this purpose has more than.doubled that perOentage. In

a ition, we have cooperated on school -to -work transition projects, the granting
academic credit for work experience, linkages between Job Corps centers and

the schools, career information and technicaX assistance activities, appren-
ticeship programs for high - school seniors; upgrading summer prograps and '

integrating them with' year -round efforts, alternative education approaches, and

&variety of demonstration projects. To date, our .r,o4cseration in these areas
resulted.in unparalleled advancesLin teamwork among the schools, CETA units,

.ittis private sector, and community groups.
-

.NA.0
For example, substantial progress has been made right here in Baltimore in

our entitlement project, the Youth Act's largest demonstration effort and indeed
one of the largest. demonstration efforts in the Nation's history. As you know,

Baltimore is one of the seven large areas where we are exploring the guarantee
of jobs.to lad-income young people who are in school or, will return to school.
The nparly $38 million which will be spent on this program in Baltimore.by June
of next year-tiaS already reached more than 14,000 young people.

_ 1.cti

1; .. \
I dm extremely-proud of the way Baltimore has responded to the challenge

which entitlement resents. Its dedication and flexibility have enabled i to

come up with sensible solutions to unexpected problems and to strike a g

balance between admi stering4large program and providing individualized
.4

vices. The emphasis on'small retail establishments near bu's routes as potential
)

employers is parti arly noteworthy.
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The city school system alone has provided more than a thousand alternative

learning opportunities, and has'werked very closely with the Mayor's Office of
Manpower Resources to come up with a variety,of nontraditional educational
arrangement's. Together with city and state government and local colleges a0d
community-based organizations, concerned citizens here are caning up with
creative approaches toward preparing young people for the week force -- and'I
cite as evidence that fact that one-fifth of the enrollees in' the city's
entitlement program had dropped out of'school for a semester or more.

t

our

Sere and across the country, of course, the problems which brought ut
massive youth effort are still a millstone around our necks, and we m st use

this conference both to remind ourselves that this is so and then to redo le
our cooperative efforts.

We havebr...tt.--t:tnlemployment down and increased employment fer both youth
generally and minority youth particularly, and the Youth Act iebehind much of
the improvement. But the 16.5 percent unemployment, rate foi youth generally and
the 30.7 percent rate for black youth are still way too high, and we still face
the fact that more than 700,000 young people have dropped out of high school in
each year of this decade. Unemployment among drop-outs, as you know; is twice
as high as among high-school caipleters, and this problem is particularly severe
for minority young people.

What does all of this mean in terms of how to proceed'in our struggle
against Youth employment?

. /

First, I think it means' that we.must recognize that area-wide Problems
call for area -wide solutions. The "ale in *Surburban" is beccming rapidly more
pronounced as the problems of urbanization are increasingly becoming area
problems not just city problems.

--- i .

Second, it means that we must do out best to ensure that every young per-
son is armed with the basic educational tails necessary to function in the world'
of work. This is especially inportan as we move to involve inceeasingly the
private sector in our efforts. -

. _
If we have fallen short on basic preparation,frorp une to time, pertlaps

it's becitite we sometimes falter .beneath the weigh' t of task. We have set
universal education as a national goal, and duringlthe st 15 years; the drama -.
tic increases in the number of minority' youngsters staying in school speaks well
of our purpose, as'does the increase in college graduates among,minorities.
Fifteen years ago, there were fewer than 500 black graduates. from southern
colleges. Today, there are more thare1Q0,000,

_.,'
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Unfortunately, we have not been as universally successful with quality as
we have been with quantity. The unemployment rate for black oo],lege graduates
is about the same as the rate for white high school dropouts. Fully 'one-fourth
of all students entering secondary schools drop out before graduating.

And my discussions,with school rincipals suggest that thousands more have
dropped out, although they remain on e offibial rolls. These facts albne--and
thefe are many more like them--couns that we give the utmost attention to this
week's discussions on linkages between Iducation and employment.

We will need training and education programs as diverse a the needs of
youth' in differing age groups. We will need to provide more exposure to the
real world of work, and to training for jobs that will enjoy a place in future
labor markets. We will need to assess the value of alternative schools and
their role in:the school-to-work transition. And in doing all of this, we must
realize the limitations of employment program when compared to the possibili-
ties of our educational system. A child spends a dozen years in school before
he or she seriourAy..erters the labor market. If that young person has not been
properly educated for employment in 12 years, it is foolharay to expect that a
federal program of on the-job-training can accomplish the task in 12 months, or
12 weeks, or sanetiines even less. Therefore, we must focus on how to enhance
the vi,a1 linkages between the 'worlds of education and work.

As we gain such a focus, we will be ensuring that the well-estaiilished
framework for linkages becomes much moce*than just a framework. Already, as I
have indicated, great progress has been made, and I are optimistic about the
potential ford our partnership in th days ahead.

Various HEW-DOL studies have irmed our forward movement. They have
shown, for :example, that the Youth Act has tremendously improved communication
between the -CETA systeeand_the schools -- in sane cases actually providing the
impetus 4or communication. In addition, it is reaching -- Through its YETP
component -- many youth who would other wise not have been served.

Now, this week, we can cane up with realisti r4commendations for lowering
youth unemployment over the next decade. We can reatly help to determine, with
far greater accuracy, what level of public job cre tion will be ncessary.

With a recession at hand, that question is one which criesfor an answer,
*especially when inner-city and minority populations are the people most criti-
cally hurt by recessions --'and there have been four of them in the past 25

, leers. In such an atmosphere it becomes essential to focus on what constitutes
an appropriate ntix of private and public job creation.
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How can we target cur resources on indiVidual roues, and areas in

greatest need? How can we integrate new approac wi current efforts? And
how can we assure that public sector jobs are productive jobs, so that they
don't discourage those who hold them or invite criticism from those who, have
always fought against them?

qpr effectiveness in answering these,qpestions will.largely determine the
success of both this Conference and our future policies, because employment
policy-makers are not blessed with the latitude which others enjoy. In our ,

nation's search for energy, for example,.ag important as that is, we think
nothing of spending millions of dollars to drill a hundred dry wells in ordpr to
find one which yields oil. Yet in our search fot programs which will turn
millions of lives from desperation to dignity, we seem to enjoy far less
patience from the public. k

I hope you will att therefore, in the next few days, to strike it
rich in the policy sense voting your energies to caning up with practical
solutions. With this apprpadh, I'm sure we can be confident of a top-flight
product at the other end of the pipeline on kturday.
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"HANDUPS FOR AMERICA'S UNEMPLOYED'YOUTY"

0k
The Reverend Leon H. Sullivan,

Chairman of the Board
Opportunities Industrialization Center of America Inc.

As we gather "to respond to'President Carter's YoUth Initiatives and to the
invitation of Vice President Mondale's Task Force on Youth Employment, I come to
warn you, and to warn the nation, that we are faced with a youth unemployment
crisis that is becoming so dangerous that failure to act now to end it can turn'
crisis into disaster, and to call upon the nation to declare war.on youth
unemployment with every resource at oursccmmand.

We are hearing these days more and more about disturbing problemsfacing
the nation. We are all aware and concerned about the energy problem, and the
effects of rising energy prides on the economy. We are alpo concerned about
the problem of rising inflation and the way it affects us all in our pocket-
books, and in our everyday way of life. Ve are concerned, toot dbout our inter-
national problems and aboht the future of America as it relates to developments
in the Middle East, Eastern Europe, Latin America, Africa and the disturbing
news of spreading instability in many sections of the world; but as great as all
pf these problems are, none of then overshadow,'orare as great in importpce' to
the future of this country than the growing unemployment, primarily among the
min9rity youth of the nation, and the extent to which'it can, in time, destroy
the social fabric ofour democracy.

I have recegtly co mpleted a 60,000 mile journey across the country, to the
far west, the .southwest, and the great -cities to'the east and the north, to see

,,first hand the extent of unemploOnt in our nation, and what I have seen has
disturbed me more than I can adequately describe. I saw growing clusters of
young people on the street corners of our cities, as'I have not seen since the
days before the great riots of the sixties. These young people, mostly black
and Hispanic, by the hundreds and hundreds of thousands, are idle, frustrated,

.not knowing what to do, themselves, or their time, and becoming more and
more angry and incorrigable, believing America does not care about then; and I
say to you here, and to America, that something has to be done to put these
young people to work) in a productive way, or we will have trouble in our
streets and in our cities, the likes of which we have never,seen.before.

As I rode through those streets in cities and towns and hamletS, I saw, not
Only the growing numbers of unemployed youth, but also neighborhood after
neighborhood, and community after community, that looked like bombs had fallen
on them, homes and buildings too great to number in indescribable disrepair,
many vacant, and many being lived in, and many literally falling dawn. BlOck,
after block, and section after Section, I saw the urban vital centers of9America,
bombed by poverty, and unemployment and drugs, and crime, and disillusionmegt,
and fear, with no national program of any significant proportions even in the
planning stage, to my knowledge, to do anything realistic about the situation.

I come to tell you that what is going on out there in our cities and in our
streets today is frightening. Take a walk, one day through the inner sections
of your own city, and see for yourselves. So, I have come to Baltimore, today,
to sound an alarm.bo us here in this Conference, and to America, that the red hot
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coald of ditrupticn are smoldering,'aiid to make an appeal that we declare war on
youth unemployment in America, before youth unemployment declares war bn America. I

come to sound an,alarm today, and to call, the attention of the nation to do
something of massive propoctionli, about the unemployment4oroblem that is growing
among our untrained, idle and retless youth, before a chain reaction of

.

violence erupts that could tear our cities apart.

We still have app a year, or maybe two, to do something about they
problem before it ge s out of hand, but we must begin to act, and we must begin
to act now. Tomor will be too late. . . v' . . .

'6
.

Therefore, I am cal ring on the President, and the Congress to make the
employment of our unemployed youth a major priority for AMerica; equal in
importance to the Middle East Peace, Treaties, equal to the Salt II Negotiations,
equal to our Detente Relationships with Russia and China, and equal to our conr
cernobout having enough oil, stopping inflation, and balancing the budget. A

If we do not begin to deal witfi the problem of youth employment, as a natiorlal
priority, in time, the disruptions, in our streets will destroy our ability to
act and deal with our other domestic and international problems. 0

Already, the increasing numbers of crimes, rapes, robberies, extortions-and
murder cases attributed to youth is beyond belief. The horrors.depicted ir
newspapers and tiblevision, of roving bands of youngpeople.assaulting and
mugging adults of all ages, especially senior citizens, are happening now and are

. but, a beginning of what is to cane. We are in trouble; and ordinary plans for
legislation`will not get the job'done. Ordinary task force recommendations,

1 despite the best of intentions, will not get the job done. We need extraor-
dinary legislation, targeted to the problems of the youth and the poor, and an
extraordinary mobilization of all the resources of the nation to turn the .

situation around. We need an extraordinary commitment and involvement from the
government beginning with the President and the Congress, and through every level
of the government, state, county, and municipal; and a commitment from the pri-
vate sector, udinesses, large, medium and small; as well as churches, labor
unions, educational institutions, community based organizations, service groups, .

and the interest, concern and support of the American people. We need a comPre-
hensive action oriented, coordinated youth employment policy tiwat gets where the
young people actually are,' and that really works.

We need an all out effort.. We need to "declare war" on tft sources of this
trouble. 'We need to declare war on joblessness, hopelessness, racial prejudice,
and despair that are all a Raft of the mounting unemployment youth tragedy; and
we need, as Americans, to do it together. .

A boy was walking through a field one day, when he fell into a hole along
the way. The hole was deep and dark. The boy called out for help; "Someone

(help me," he cried. A man passed by with a rope in his hands. He, let the rope
down to the boy, but it was not'long enough. So he stood there with his rope in
his hand listening to the cries of the boy. A second man came by with a rope im
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his hand, and let down his \rope to the boy, but it was not long enough, so the
man stood there listening to the cries of the boy. A third man dame by with'a
rope in his hand, but his rope was mot lonvenough. And.the three men.,stood
there with their pieces of rope listening to the cries,bf the boy. The boy
looked up, and seeing_the thtee men qdhding there with their, pieces of rope in
their hands, cried out to then "put your, ropes together and let them down to me."

4

P
The unemployed youth of America are crying out to us in government, crying

out to us in industry, crying out to us in our educatioinal institutions, crying
"aut.tourt in our community based organizations, crying out to us in our churches
and our unions, crying out to us: "putjour ropes togethe± and let them down to
me."

This is my appeal to you. Let us put our ropes together and .et them dpwn
to the unemployed youth of America that they might climb up by Aheir own self
strength to independence, self-dignity and a better way of life.

I am aware that-this Conference has assembled sane of the leading edurat-ori.
and employment and training policymikers in the nation today. I am, _therefore,
asking us from the ference, in an historic effor -t, to initiate an all out
nationwide campaign o mobilize the resources of America, as never before, to
help our youth gain skills, and j , and hope, before it is too fate. Let us'
gpt behind the President. Let us get behind the Vice President. Let us get tlTe
job done.

(It is a job that must be done, and it is a job that can be done, and if we
work together, it is a job that will be dope.,

No one can do it alone. The President can't do it, alone. Congress can't
do it alone. No alb can do it alone. No organization- can do it alone. Not
even,OIC cart do it alone. (I know you are surprised .to hear- that caning from
me.) Indeed, I am' proud of OIC's record, and what we have accomplished, and our
aims and goals for the future. We are in 150 cities, and we have trained
,500,000 Americans and put them into jobs, and we have declared our own war on
youth employment and havegcommitted ourselves to take one million young people
off the street corners of AmeriCa and put them into skill oriented jobs in the
next four yeats: Yes, I am proud of our record, and what we are doing, and what
we will do. But the job ahead is larger than-any one organization, or two orga-
nizations or ten organizations can handle.,'There are.more-than 3 million
unemployed youth who need help now, and something to do to occuloy their minds
and)their time, now. OICwill want to,play a major role, because we are there
where the people are, but none_of us can solve the problem alone. It is deep
and vast: B t, working together, we can get the job done.

We n a united mobilization as great, or greater, than that in the days of
the Civ Ian Conservation Corps. We must see thb need as a national emergency
that r ires the help of us all.
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In this effoct,ithese must be a multiplicity of approaches to meet varied
needs and individualized assignmeas. Some youth need community-based recruit=
ment, motivation, and training; sane need alternative edbetion settings; sane
need sPecialized programs, desighed specifically for specific cages. A way must
be found in every community, to be of, assistance to,all youth, who are in need,
whatever the nature of ,their p9oblems,or the depth of their despair, or the' ,

extent of their anger, cc desperation. What wedo must also help rural areas,
particularly in Appalachia and the Deep South, where there is widespread depri-
vation and grOwing unemployment among blacks and whites.

In this effort,' it is imperative that we rethink' how we 108k at ,people. We
must realize that the creation of jobs and better training oppoAunities, though
critically important, will not be enough until we begin to think of persons as
"individuals," rather than "clients," "Partitipants," or "placemegts".( We must.
always goback to the furidamentals of the individuals lying behind the numbers,
aqi realize that youth vary, and must be helped as "individuals." We must
remember that these young people are not statistics, but(are "individuals", and
must be seen and dealt with as such.

4

tiy experience in dealing With the young people in my church and other ways,
tells methat young people need more than anything else, "confidence:" It is cri-
tically important to build moral fiber, dieracter,-and belief in self and

opconfidence. Many of the y, people face extra barriers and problems and need
sustainment. They have bee turned off and even made hostile by society. They 4

cannot ride through on good fortune,:zechuse many of ,them have not had the bene-T---:-
fit of good fortune. Society has not been kind to mcgt of them. Therefore,
special fort is needed to teach youth, and particularly black and other
mi rity yeo belieye in themselves and to realize that in spite of the
ban caps, they have faced through theik, lives'that they can make it if they
try, confidence. We must also motivate. In even the most negative of circum= \
stances, in Order to create stability, we must motivate. It is hard to doe but
it can be done.

I know, because I have seen it done hundreds of thousands of times. Young
people can and want to feel a sense of participation in a cause, and to be
positive about themselves, and they want to favorably impact others. Whatever
we might think about them, I can tell you from experience, they want to'believe

,
in themselves. If we encourage then, we will be surprised what they dian,d0.

Therefore, we must stress in our programs and in the development oCCur
plans ahead motivation, motivation; motivation. Motivation is the key factor
in the development of successful achievement. Motivation without concrete
action can only be .temporary, but action is not possible without motivatioci.

'1
.

It is essential, also, that we get the ccpmitment and the partcipetibn of
busineks. To the greatest extent, the necessity:of debling with the youth,
problem min each community must be sciitto employers; useloyers havd the
jobs and employers must be convinced of the value to th it community, and tb

4
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themselves, of putting disadvantaged youth to work. Call it Selfinterest, or
call it anything else you will, but the businesses of this nation:must realize
that the survival of the free enterprise system depends upon a working, earning,
and prodUctive citizenship.

As one who has close contacts with business, I know that one of the major
concerns of employers is,the'undependability of youth. They want predictability
and willingness to stay on the job. It is important,- then, to,4lp prepare
youth, prior to the job, to whatever extent possible to meet the demands of the
workplace so that they will not experience failure at the offset, and so that
the eMployer will not became disillusioned at the.beginning, and thereby spurn
the hiring of other young persons.

A cempaign must be-launched across America, region by region,, state by
state, and community by community, that will give every employet in the land the
incentive to. help with jobs for youth, encouraged by the use ofjesignatdd tax
credits for hiring the youth unemployed, and by the desireto help strengthen
their communities and to help the nation,. aid as important as all, to help build
their own businesses.

We mustAdeal with our schools and the classrooms. The quality of edu-
cation in America .ib pock. It must be improved. In our cities, we are pro-
&Icing a sq-cond and third generation of young people who cannot compete equally
inn the employment market place. Their communication skills/are so poorithey
b.:TLC-mot read, and their computation skills are so low they cannot count' and
this, at a time of ever advancing industrialization and automation, in a world
that requires competence and training and the ability to compete as never before.

If we do not begin now to massively revamp the educational process of
America so th our children, and particulary our minority youth, can meet bon-
temporary s ial and employment needs, ail; urban schools in our kndUstrial
cities wi I fall further into shambles and racially polarized breeding grounds
for crime:

In ,my view, if wedo not move toward the revamping of public education now,
to net the needs of the times, educatkon, which in the truer sense should teach
a child to learn, and to be productive, and'how to live with others, will become
even more of an illusion and thg number one tragedy and failure of our democra-
tic system.

. . /

.In-the schools of America, we need a renewal of dedication to the, education
and motivation of pupils by teachers, administrators, boards of education, and
a commitment to produce the best education that can be provided for each individual
child. Much that is happening in vast numbers of classrooms in America in the
name of education is a mockery, a disgrace, and a ripoff ofrtaxpayers
and worst of all, a ripoff of the-stpdents themselves. We must deal with the
problem of public educ "on and Trust close the holes in the classrOan dikes, or
five years from now ill/be six million out of tChool unemployed youth,
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and ten years from now ten million out of school unemplciyed youth, Creating,
chads across American and'paralyzinq the,nation. The time to act is now, with a
revamping of oui American educational systems, particularly in our urban centers,
to stem the tide and cicse.the,holes in the dike before it is too late.

And we must oonc6ntrate on the ending of racial discrimination with
employment of workers. Racial discrimination in job opportunities in America is
still pervasive. We will never deal with the %liminatiot\of. youth unemployment
among our/black youth effectively until we deal wih the elimination of racial
discrimination in job opportunities effectively.' Barriers against'black youth
are still up across America, and these barriers must cane down.

4
V

There istso much mare I cduld say, but time will not allow, so I ask. of
this Conference, that we "study ways and meanS'and strategies on how(we can work
together to help, our youth, to give them'not,handouts, but handups. Ap the boy
in the hole. cried out for a handup, let Us dec e an all out war on youth
unemployment 'and rally the nation to give handy to our young unemployed people.

I call on the President, who has alre5dy indicated
.

to me his desire to do
all he can in the wal on youth unemployment, for "handups" I)call on the
Congress to produce the strotestilegislation possible, targeted to the,yo4th
and other hard core unemp).oylient reds of this nation, for handups. I call on
the businesses of Ainerica, latge, 'medium 'and small, for job opportunities and han-
dups. el call on the service groups, and civic Organizations and the churches of
AmeriCa for handups. And I ,call on the American people totaot put the youth
aside, saying they do not want to help themselves, but toWach out as volun-
teers and in any way they can, to help out youth with handups of encouragement
and a desire 64 help them stand on their feet.

f
And together, together, together, let us start now to work with-what we

have in- prime;- am we have in, place, the-OIC's and Other CBO's of demonstrated
effectiveness we have in place, the skill centers we have in place, the PIC's we
have'in place, and other. institutions we can use that we have in ,

place.e.Ttget4r, Together, we will be ABLE TO PUT CUR YOUTH TO WORK, CLOSE THE
HOLES IN 'atewbriT,S, AND TO INSURE A BE -TER AFRICA, AND A BETTER TOMORROW FOR

\,/ 21'6
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Irl.DeVelopmentaf Needs of Youth

Moderator: Diane Hedin,.Associate rector, er for Youth

Development and Research,- Universit of Minnesota,

St. Paul, Minnesota.

-Presenters: Piatrick Moore, Director, Mid-Williametteyalley
Manpower Consortiuni, Salem, Oregon.

MarrJanePalcmaki, Pennsylvania Edudation
Association, Collegeville, Pennsylvania.

Central Questions.

4

(a) Is adolescencetoo late to make signifidant changes in behavior
and values?.

,

(b) What do the differences in deVelopment across the eight year age
spaNfrcm 14,21 imply for appropriate policy?

.Surrrrary

, .

AdolesCence is a,period of growth and development during which signifibant
changes can take place in the values, attitudes and'behviors of an individual,
according to the .panelists. Zrhe'best predictor of an 18-year-old youth's future
success is his'or her level ofd emotional and ntellectual maturity, not academic
achievement or even early school exper,i.ences. Adolescents need programs

designed do help them mature. .

% ,

Acrossithe eight year span of adoleseende, opportunities must be provided '
for youth to explore new ideas, options and behaviors. These services need _(-:-

to be age specifiC-a.4 to be sequential in nature. TO develop essential self-
confidence, youth need to be challenged, but not overwhelmed. Job placement,
while appropriate for older youth, would have to be tore limited and more care- .

fully structured for younger youth. ,

. . . 6 .
,.

While supporting the idea that remedial actions are often necessary, the
panelisis suggested that it would be more apprbftiate and effective -,to work with
the'strengths of each youth and to build upqn accomplishments. Youth crust be

actively engaged in the learning process. The basic skills should include
decision-making, problem solving and exploring so el problems and Itsues.

k

Conc expressed that programs are often designed'tOsrtee4 the deeds of ,

iDstitut thee than the needs of youth; Policy and program leaders should
.
firgt ice e needs of youth and then decide which institutions should pro,

"'vide appropriat services. - ;, '
,..

While urging increased federal, support for youth eMployment programs, the "r)

panelists rejected the idea of a national "prescription" for programs. The

federal govethment should set goals and objectives while the loCal officials
determinedapethods and procedures. Evaluations should,00ncentrate op program ,...

effectiverfts more than on dollar accountability and should keep in mind that:there

are individual kids behind each'statistic.
,
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Modetator:

Presenters:

1.2 Discrimination

GWen Mikel Remy, Department of Sociology, Georgetown
University, Washington, D.C.

Meldon Hoilis, Special Assistant to the Assistant
Secretary of Education, DREW, Washington, D.C.
so

Charles Warfield, Director; Cperation Push-Excel,
Chicago, Illinois.

Central Questions:

(a) 'What are the causes of e higher rate of unemployment
black and Hispanic youth?

(I), What kind of programs are needed bio breakdown existing
barriers?

StzrznarY

among

The key ement in discussing employment discrimination, accordiv to the .

panelists, is hat happens to youth before applying for a job. By th 4time a
minority youth eaches 16 or 18 years of age, systemic 4scriminati has

.severely impacted him cr.her and drastically limited career e choices.

Discrimination not only limits employment opportunities for minority y6Ti
but also severely.damages self-eSteem. This, in turn, leads to high rates of
drug use, violence; crime and teenage pregnancy. The depressing cycle con-
tinueS,,further lessening job prospects.

'Too.helppveropme the effects of discrimination, the panelists urged that '
-programs begin at an early age and concentrate on building self-esteem snd
raising expectations. Panelists called,for a flexible approach and the use of
persons who relate well to youth including sports and entertainment figures.
Yo0th training and counseling programs should take into account long range job
projections. Panelists also supported the use of incentives to encourage
greater cooperation among the institutions searing youth.

Since discrimination is systemic it is difficult to point to anyone insti-
tution or individual-or design specific programs to overcome barriers.
-Instittitions have done little to raise the expectations' of minority. youth.
Moreover, the inferior education provided for most minority youth effectively
Close higher level career choices. When minority youth manage, ddspite the
obstacles, to qualify for college or advanced Mining, they tend to be steered

intonto low-opportu4ty, relatively law paid career,paths. Despite a
ten year surplus of teachers, for example, blacks are heavily enrolled in
teacher ecTication programs and underrepresented in law, finance and science
courses.

The panelists expressed concern that the use of credentials based on tests,
required courses, and previous expereinces effectively bars minorities froth many
professional and semi-professional jobs.

rI8



_Moderator:

Presenters:

I.3,HighR4sk YoUth

.;*

Kenneth Liebeitoff,-Clinical Psycholcgist,.Montpelier, Vermont

IM= Piodzeleski, Office of J&ienfle Justicetand Deliriguenqy
Prevention, Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.

James. Turanski,'Executive Director, The Dcor; A Center of
natives, New York, New York.

tentrai'W . .

. "'"

1. What special barriers to employment4eateciPby court records,

educational failure or other social or personal problems?

r

2. ,What are the eiments of successful programs for dealing with high '

risk yputh?

4
SumrristrY, ,

r

ArvieiouS cycle exists connecting failure in schools, unemployment, drug
use, criminal activites, teenage pregnancy and other anti-social behaviors. One
out of eves ten inmates prOciped by the Chicago Department of Corrections is
totallTilliterate while the average reading level is fifth grade. The majority
of teenage mothers, many in junior high school, dropout and find it extremely:
difficult; if'nat iipcssible, to secure employment. Yore than forty-five percent
of the ninth graders in New York City will not graduate and will leave school
with Ainimal skills and job opsortunites. Employers are .adverse to hiring high
risk youth for fear of being "ripped-off",and, as a result, the youth have
litt1 recourse but to turn to illegal mans of sUpport.

A comprehensive -approach is absolutely necessary if the cycle is to be bro-
ken.' POcgrans sucti as The, Dcor provide services ranging from leisure time acti-
/itei through medical care and drug, rehabilitation to job counseling and
placement. Where it is not possible to house, all services under one roof,
inter-agency coordination and referrals should be encoulaged.

I

Prcq;ar4 should be carefdl-not * isolate high risk youth fran their peers.
This..may require a relaxing in the income provisions of the various laws.
Moreover, it is important that youth be involved in the planning and organizing

programs partly to make ,the programs more responsive' to real needs, but also
to give the youth a. sense of worth and practice in decision making.

. ,

In addition to helping ,individual youth, the panelists stated that efforts
must be made to change the attitudesof scciety in general and employers in par-
ticular. Highly structured and superised job placements in the private 1sector,

. subsidized by the government, were offered as a workable strategy. ,

I
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Moderator:

Presenters:

1.4 Adolescent Parents

Vera Casey, Consdltant to the Office of Adolescent
Pregnancy ,rOgrairs, Di1131, Washincjton, D.C.

Janet Fqrbush; President, JDF Associates, Washington, D.C.O

Lois White,, Principal, Laurence G. Paquin School,
Baltimore, Maryland.

Central. QuestiOns:

(a) eWhat is the nature and extent of the problem?

(b) Mat kind of services are necessary for the adolescent parent?

(c) Cihat'are the elements of a successful program?

S urinary

The overall rate 'of teenage pregnancy appears to hVe leveled off, but
the number of 13-15 year olds who give birth is growing. For most
young parents, both mothers and fathers, pregnancy is a crisis
situation for which they are often unable' to cope. The youth often
drop,cut of school,, get inadequate health card, know little about the

parenthood. The youth seem to have alistic educational and job

facts of pregnancy, and,are woefully
th

prepared for the demands of

expectations.

.1
Services available to adolesc4nt parenti are inadequate, according

to the Panelists# While 1500 communities offerstme help, few can give
the comprehensive services that are needed. Thee level of federal sup-_,
pori for preventive or supportive services is much too low.

Adolescent parents need'oomprehensive services including health,'
education,.daY'care, parenting information. and employment services.
erhaps. more importantly, they need to know how not to become pregnant
and to have access to the means of birth control. In an area of
conflicting values and enormous need no institution acting alone can be
'sufficient.

In developing policies and program1,-the panelists urged that
choices and options be kept, open.' In Baltimore, for example; a mother
can choose to attend a special school or regular public school particularly
in the,ateas of health and employment. The age of the parent must be kept
in mind in/designing programs: Finally, the panelists urged thatNif the
parent is to proVide aolequate tare forthe child or to get work, services
must continue'after bitth. .Day care facilities are particularly important
along with parenting classes.

6
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1.5 Rural Youth'

Moderator: Larry Buboltz, Director, Rufal Minnesota CEP, Inc.

Presenters: Rufus Abernethy, President, Maryland State Foundation Education
Association, Baltimore, Maryland.

_rRobert_Landman, Assistant Director,Offite of Policy, Planning
`and Evaluation, Community Services Administration, Washington, D.C.

Donald Nall,;--Te cher, Owensboro, Kentucky.
4

William Ne
Migrant Land

Raleigh, 'NoN,

CentrarQuestions:

Director of Planning and valuation
asonal Far workers Association,
Carolina. °

(a) What barriels to education and employment are unique-to rural youth?

(b) What are the elements of a successful rural employment program?

LELIN
1

Rural are with one .rd of the total U.S. population, face many of 'the
same problems I ban s. Poverty rates are high and unemployment and
underemployment s us roblems. Many youth have severe deficiencies in
reading and mathematics, often have little motivation to improve themselves,
and, where motivated, have few opportunities.

In 'providing employment and education services to youth, rural areas have
particular problems. With relatively few' jobs in the immediate area, youth must
either be transported lorig distances or placed in residential programs, Not only
does this place afinancial strain on institutions, .but also places the youth in
a difficult position. The desire_for work .is in direct conflict )with the desire
td remain in a canfortable settii with friends and family.

The panelist agreed that much greater attention must be paid Eoi the rural
areas. Educational services should be upgraded so that youth can compete for'
more jobs. Options'should also_be provided for the youth Mao wishes to remain
in a rural setting. Several programs have had success in helping rural youth
beCome sMall, independent farmers, for example. , I

Flexibility should be built into feder al programs so that local decision-
makers can adapt programs to local needs. By relaxing 'incase eligibility
requirements, for example, sponsors have been able to serve more youth and to
keep the program locally based. \ N,

Ii4ral economic development t also take place, according to the panelists,
if there is to be a major redu ion in rural unemployment. Improving transpor-
tation, for example, would pr ide jobs in the short run and help economic growth
in the long run. Plans for c growth shTuld reflect both the farm and
non-farm economy of rural area

221
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1.6 Inner City Youth

Moderator: Kathlyn Moses, Director, Urban Education Project,
USOE, Washinqton, D.C.

Presenters: Leon Finney, President, The Wbodlawn Organization,
Chicago, Illinois.

,Santee Ruffin, Director, Urban Services, National Association
of Secondary School Principals, Reston, Virginia.

' #

Phyllis Wiliams, Chief Manpower Planner,

Mayor's, Office of Manpower Resources; Chicago, Illinois.

Central Questions:

(a) What special barriers to education and employment do inner
city youth face?

(5) What types ofsservices and programs show promise of helping
inner city youth?

(c) How different are the problersof inner city youth from the
general social problems of the urban disadvantaged?

Summary

Urban youth, particularly ih the older cities,are oorly served by
existing institutions, according to the patielists. For a variety of reasons,
including limited resources, lack of public dommitment, racism resulting in low
expeCiations of teachers and adminittrators, urban public schools, with few
exceptions, have prOvided a totally inadequate education for the minority poor.
The employment and training system has, in most cases, been alle to provide
little more than temporary, dead-end jobs or token apprenticeship programs.
Employers believe urban youth will not perform well.

Programs Serving youth in urban areas
motivation: Panelists en hashed the need
tatigls for youthoand to provide them with
cement
reinforcement.

,

must first deal with the question of
to set reasonable, but high expec-
consistent and realistic reinfor-A

options must be opened to youth. Woodlawn's Hyde Park Career Academy com-
bines academic excellence with career 'skills development. Youth develop a
cluster of ma9etable skills to build upon in further academiC instituions or in
work.

Work experiences, parti ly in the private sector, can help to motivate,
youth. When youth pee a conn ion between school and work, or same utilitarian
meaning to what they are studying, thpy are more studing, they likely to be,
moti4ated le

Because so much.depends on attitudes and these are usually well, formed-high
school, the panelists urged support for programs that begin with the ten to
fourteen year old. If the child gets caught in the "underground economy" and
the world of drugs at that ages it is extremely difficult to remictivate him or
her in high school.
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1.7 Bilingual, Bicultural Programs

,Moderator: Josue Gonzales, Director, Office of Bilingual Education, USOE,

Washington, D.C.

Prebanters: Juan D. Solis, Director, Nat(onal Center for the Development of,

oi

Bilingual Curricula, Dallas, Texas. .

.

Central Questions: o
1. What are the special problems of Hispanic and other

linguistic minority youth in learning basic'sktIlt?

Has the'nation'S experience in bilingual education
proven helpful?

3: What specially focused employment and training programs
have been successful? Why?

Surmnary

Schools have not and arenot meeting the needs of Hispanic youth.
According to one presenter, the schools are so biased and so inade-
quately educate youth for Wham English is a second language that it surprising

that any of the South manage graduate. As it is, the dropout an unemployment
rate among Hispanic youth is ly high.

As thd demographics of the nation change, the need to make the schools more
responsive will grow. While theitotal school population.will drop, both the
number and percentage of Hispanic mouth will grow. While the nation as a
whole hasf an average age of 28, the average age of Hispanics is 20 and may be
dropping.

There is no conflict, according to the panelists, between bilingual and \
bicultural programs. Youth need'to develop their self-concepts and self-respect
if they are 16 learn, and this can only be done in an atmospheie that is sen-
sitive to and respects their cultural background. Bicultural programs help to p

,develop self-confidence and self-respect. In addition, however, the youth will

Ipve to cariete in a job market tEat demands "standard" English. Spedial
programS and services are needed tohelp youth learn to read and write English.

, -'. . ..
. .

The panelists stated that programs should hot track Hispanic Youth into low
paying, dead-end jobs. -Moreover, it is,essential,that more Hispanics get

:

'involved in medicine, law and the sciences. Counseling, better education and
financial support will be needed-ifthis is to be. accomplished.

1 4

One of. the difficulties involved in serving Hispanic youth is that the
number of bilingual educators has not kept up with the growth of Hispanic youth.
Panelists urged.that schools, take affirmative steps to hire Hispanic teachers

and' alSo re teachers.
,

-Concern wa expressed that Hisphnics may come in conflict-With'other
minority groups and women as they compete for scarce jobs. Unless new jobs are

created, programs centrating on individual developMent will ultimately fail.
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1.8 Demogr a of Youth

Moderator :' Joel Lee, Legislative'Assistant,

I(

Mayor's Office of Manpower]Rdiources-
Baltimore, Maryland..

Presenters: Gilbert Cardenas, Economist and Senior Fellow Brookings Institution
Southwest Border Regional.Commission, Washington, D.C.

David Swinton, Senior Research Associate, The Urban Institute,
Washington, D.C.

Central Questions:

(a) Is youth unemployment simply a product of the baby hcal,
Will demographic changes take care of the problem?

(b) What are the projected changes for the decade ahead?
Is the size of some groups growing while others decline?
What difference will this make? /

Summary 7

The panelists agreed that the size of the youth population both absolutely
and relatively in relation to other age groups will become smaller throughout
the eighties. The drop will be most significant for-white youth. The size of
the black youth-cohort will diminish somewhat more slowly. The number of
Hispanic youth will, however, increase dramatically and may make the.Hispanic
'group the largest minority population in the country by the year 200D.

The panelists felt that an overall decline inlAhe size of the youth popula-
tion may have a limited, if indeed any, impact on rate of youth
unemployment. Rather, the panelists stressed that the overall health of the
economy is the most important determinant of emirate of yodth unemployment. -

Consequently, they recommended expansion in the aggregate number ofjobs
available as the best strategy for reducing youth employment: Expansion of the
supply ofjobs can occur through either general stimulus to the economy or
direct job creation efforts now evident anda-CETA.\

K.

Even if the economy improves and the supply of jobs increases, the pane-
lists warned that Other chahges in the labor force participation of women - the
extension or elimination of mandatory retirement ages, and the influx'of
immigrants - may reduce the impact of job expansion on the rate of youth.
unemployment. The panelists were in agreement that inequities in the distribu-
tion among minority, Hispanic and inner-city youth should,he
addressed by targeting federal fiscal resources.

The panelists noted that youth unemployment affects sub-groups'of youth
differentially. FilDres for Hispanid youth show higher unemployment rates than
for youth as a whole. Youth residing in the inners -city and rural areas are also
far more likely to experience unemployment. These disparities seem to persist
in spite of increases in the educational attainment of minority' and inner-city
youth. The panelists felt thdi these data suggested a continuing trend of
institutional discrimination.
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1.9 Basic Skill in Education

Moderator: Barbara Jackson, Dean of the College of Education, Morgan State

University, Baltimore, Maryland

Presenters: Francis J. Knott, President, Henry A. Knott Remodeling Company

Baltimore, Maryland
1

Antonia Cortdtb, Vice President, New York State United Teachers

Uni4 Albany, New York

Central Questions: 8

1. What are the basic skills? How are they changing?'

2. What -'the different institutions working with youth

-do to encourage the development of basic skills?

,Summary -

The central question to be asked in discussing basic skills, according to
the panelists, is for what are we educating youth: Aidefinition of basic skills

that emphasized only the three "R's" or specific job /training would not only
fail to help make youth employable, but would also fail to prepare them for

Veir roles, citizens, consumers, or familTmembers.

Basic skills are not absolute, according to the panelists, but musebe
defined somewhat in terms of the contemporary society and economy. With 80% of

the new jobs opening in small firms, particularly in the service areas, it would
be a mistake to emphasize only the needs of large, manufacturing firms. Changes
in school populations, particularly in terms of the language backgrounds of, the

students, may demand that different skills be emphasized.

The panelistsragreed'ihat the most important-of the basic skills are in the

areas pf values, and attitudes: EMployers are more concerned that youth have
.learned to make sound, basic'judgments, understand and accept the value_Qf work,
are dependable; than they are that youth have pe'rticulat job skills. As ihe

value of the work ethic changes, schools and employers must develop new strate-
gies if there is to be a productive work force. A

What should be emphasized in basic skills education also depends on the
type of youth and where he or she is in school. Different services are needed

if the youth is in school, part-time in'school or has droPped7Out. For sane

youth with very low 'skills, long term, intensive basic skills education is
necessary; for others, Specific training in how'ao apply for a job may be the

basic skill that is needed.

Particularly in the area of attitudes, the panelists agreed that there is
%little difference in expectations between schools and private sector'. It

school personnel enforce general rules of punctuality, attendance, neatness and
decorum, they will also be developing in youth the basic attitudes needed in a

job.

The panelists urged greater cooperation between schools and the private
sector. 'At the local level, in particular, each'instittition should, at the very
minimum, let the other know what it is doing. The federal government's role

should be to suppOrt and encourage cooperation at the working level of the
school, family, and local emPloyer, bUt not to mandate.
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I.10,Employability

Moderator: Rosalie Tyron, Executive Director, Advocap, Fon-du-lac, Wiiconsin.

Presenters: Jennifer Scheffield,'President; LineagraphCorporation,
Houston, Texas.

Arlene Reed-Delaney, New York State Board of Regents, Albany, N.Y."

'Central Questions:

1: What does employability mean?
4

12. What can each ,..the institutions do to develop employability
among youth?

Summary

*--- -For youth with specific caree5,,ioals in the professions or crafts
employability is a relat ely easy term to define operationaLlyand;could
include the numtei of yens in school, types of courses taken, specific
experiences or skills. r those youth, however, who have vague or non-existent
goals and who can be expected to change jobs 'frequently, the concept of a
employability is vague and operational dlfinitions difticult.

ells agreed that to be employable,' youth must be able to read:
write-and earithemetic, nbt so much because these skills will be used
on. the joh, that they are essential to functioning asindependent adults.
Employability also involves a set og attitudes and behaviors including belief
that work is important, that one should support oneself, and that employers have
a right to pUnctual; honest, appropriately dressed workers in return for a fair /
salary. ,Finally, the panelists agreed that employability must include sane
knowledge of the appropriate job market and the ways'and means of getting into
it. .

Even if employability.cannoebe defined exact*, much can be done within
the-structure of sooiety to develop employable youth. Since employability is as
much an attitude as it is a set of skills and since attitudes develop early in
life, the family. is the primary institution for developing-employability.
Children who -haVe employed, productive adults as role models will themselves
become productive adult citizens.. ribAsekp a future employable work force,
immediate attention must be given to findingjobs for adults today.

The .panelistc agreed that schools should take a more active'role developing
employability. There was a general feeling among the panelists that schools
have lost momentum, and need additional support and encouragement to become more
effective: ?

Some of the staff In the CET& systemrighó deal with youth might be adver-
tently teaching poor work habits and atitudes. The panelists felt that it was
essential that the staff examine their own attitudes andthen, as much by per-
sonal example as by'words, set appropriate goals and behavior expectations for
th17clients.

2mpioyers could help develop employability by raking entry level jobs
learning experiences. ,.,This requires close super scion, recognition of good work
and opportunities for advancement. incentives suld be provided for this, par-
ticularly to small businesses.
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I. 11 Changing Nature of the Workplaces

Moderator: John Coleman, President, Edna McConnell Clark Foundation,
New York, Net; York-'

Presenters: Anthony Harrison, President, ExaCta Servicqs, Birtingham,'Alabama

Mark Roberts, Economist, AFL -CIO, Washington, D.C.,

Central Questions:

1.. How will present and predicted changes in the wQI.Kplacts

'affect youth employment?

2. What kind of an "employee-preparation" Syttem is needed
to help youth adapt to the changing conditions of work?

Surrrar y

Among the cc4urring and predicted changes in the workplaces noted the

panelists were an increase in service relatedIjobs, a decrease in uring,

a gr h in the number of small firms, a reduction in the rate of 9rc th o

entry evel jobs and a relative hardening of traditional career paths.. The

effec e varied. Service industries and smell 'firms require persons capable

of perfor ng y,t4sks and able to relite to people. With entry leVel jobs
difficult to et and not likely to lead to promotions, youth are apt to get
discoUraged and drop oft-of the system.

k

If employment is to haye meaning for youth, the panelist agreed that,

despite changes,,the workplaceS must provide a sense of accomblishment, respect
and confidence from and for the boss, a feeling of-security and an opportunity
to participate in,,,some level of decisionr.makin9. These can be provided, not by
changes in technology, but by changes in job preparation, management and on the
job in-service programs.

Youth must be given realistic counseling about thejob market in terms of

-1

e-types of jobs available, location,and prerequisites. Since it is neither'

/kely that youth will hold one job for their entire life nor is it d irable

that options be closed, youth should be provided with diversified s lls
i°1Pstraining as well as help in setting career goals. Since jobs are ikely to be

in service areas, youth need help in learning how to deal with people, how to
dress and behave appropriately. It cannot be taken for granted that a high

school graduate will know 1-)w tb take and leave phone messages, for example.
Some youth may need a typosheltered" workshop where'they are 'gradually
given greater responsibilitie0.

In terms of job restructuring, panelists urged that ways be developed to
link entry level jobs to career paths. TO decrease employee turnover, jobs
could be made less routine by giving workers more diversified responsibilities.
The federal government should provide incentives to business to adopt sane of
these reforms, panelists stated.

Panelists urged greater linkages between schbols and the private sector.
Firms, particulafly smaller ones, will ne4d sane type of. tax incentives to get

mote involved in job training.
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Jofi TRAINING FOR MINORITY YOUTH:

THE GAP BETWEEN THEM SELF-PERCEPTION AND 'THE PUBLIC EXPECTATIONS

KENNETH B. CLARK \
PRESIDENT

4 C CLARK, 41RPS, CLARK & HARRIS,
NEW YORK, NEW YORKi

In the early 1960s when I assumed the responsibility of directing the'
planning stage of the Harlem Youth Opportunity (HARY00 project I tried to °cur
municate the following operational premises to the, senior staff!

That attempts to ..ntrol juvenile delinquent a depressed community
in isolation fr. attempts, to remedy thebotal pattern of Social and
personal pathol. which pervaded these neglected canntnities would be
an academic and moral .hoax, and downed, to failure;

- That a key factor in, the cycle of unemployment, underemployment,
i welfare dependency, deteriorating housing, intolerably inefficient sani-

-04
tation, neighborhood squalor, Inadequate health services, infant mor-
tality, self destructive and drug abuse, and mindless criminal 4'
and delinquent behaviorwas the constant factor of criminally inferior
education in the public schools.bo which deprived children are
reltgated; -t.

, . l.
- That inferior and inefficient education imposed upon low income and

minority children in the public schools of depressed urban areas robs
-them of the ability to compete academically with more privileged
children, limits their ability to profit from serious job training
programs, and thereby dooms them.to unemployment, employment as menials

--' or to venting their frustration in various forms of anti-social behavior.

Given the validity of the above premises, itwould follow that realistic
attempts to provide the type of training which would prepare these, neglected
young people for a constructive role in society would have to start with an
,effective program to upgrade the quality of education provided to these chilciten
in urban public schools. This is pivotal, but it_is not easy to obtain.

4

In seeking, to understand and remedy this most Serious domestic problem, one

iftediately confronts-a_critical component of the topic which I agreed to
discuss at this conferenc e, namely, the institutionalization of public expec-
tations. In the case of deprived minor4ty youth, the *peCtation of the educa-
tional institutions-fran the e4inentary grades up is negative. 'These children
are the victims of negative stereotypes. Educational personnel, with notable
exceptions, tend to gerceiye them as uneducable. The youth are labeled as problems,
either flagrantly or euphemistically. By flagrant labeling they are said tig.joe

inherently inferior, inherently aggressive and, therefore, discipline problems.
Euphemistic labeling takes the form of explaining the low academic achievement
of these children by such terms as cultural disadvantage, broken.hcmes, no books
in the bane and inadequate nourishment.
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Whether the,a priori labeling of these children is direct and flagrant on
the one hand, or subtle and euphemistic on the other; both types of labeling
have the same negative consequences. They function as self-fulfilling prophe-
sies.*They.provide7the basis for- suqh forms of educational neglect of -these
children as traoking, lowe1ir4 of the basic educatiOnal standards, and
explaining.away)the intolerable academic retardation of these children igterms
of the negative labeling., The role of the school and its personnel as lIntru-
ments in the chronic perpetuation of educational inef4piency, as indicated in
the chronic and vasive academic retardation of minority,children, is masked
by the,smoke scr n of these self-serving explanations.'

The fact rerains that there can'be no really serious,, relevant and effec-
tive job training program for these educational casualties until there is a
major upgrading-of the efficiency and quality of education provided for them in
the_uxban_public sCbools in deprived ghetto areas. These, young people cannot be
trained within economically acceptable ranges of funding for other than the most
menial jobs. Realisticob training programs designed to upgrade their 'Skills
and facilitate their-entry into the primary labor market must first compensate
for any and all deficiencies in the basic academic skills of reading, arith-

_

metic, written and oral communication. Experience has demonstrated that, this
can not be done by perfunctory remedial programs.'

It is the judgment of this observer that severely educati y damaged
teenagers can be prepared for sweitiic job training, prograMIS cmy if they are
provided with-aakintense preliminary educational program. This basic educa-
tional program must take whatever tle is necessary to bring these young people
up to the required levels of readings arithmetic and communication. Such a
program would be expensive, since thg majority of inner city low income minority
youth would be in need of this supplementary education. In addition to the
high peroentage,of these young people who drop out of school, the majority of
those who continue through the last year of, high school are academically
ret., ded. Only a small number of these young people attending inner city
sc ols appear to be academically:undamaged and are able to compete on a
staer& pore privileged youth for jobs, job training and apprenticeships
in sk -11 occupations. This is a basic factor in the disturbingly high percen-
tage of unemployed minority youth.

The percentage of these young people who are unemployed and underemployed
will increase as long as the public schools whioh)they attend are permitted to
be criminally ineffidient* The number of these young people who will not be
able to profit from existing job training programs-7or wbo will relate to such
programs with cynicism, alienation and as merely another opportunity for an
tnstitutional and personalhustlewill increase as,long as our educational and
other social institutions regard them as expendable: The gravity of this ,

problem in its social, econoup and hum!) dimensions can best be understood in
terms of the fact that these young people who are educational casualties who
are 'functional illiterates are fully aware of their predicament. They know
that for them public sChools are not ladders of upward mobility.' They resent
being blocked and rejected, and they become bitter and frustrated.
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pike 'other human beings in oar affluent society, they share the positive
aspirations and the desire for upward economic mobility. Black and dark skin
Hispanic youth begin their consciOus life with the same desires for positive
self-esteem. They-want to achiea They, too, would want a work experience
4#hich would_provide them with s espect and the symbols of status and incl.?...

pendence which they believe other Americans enjoy. The aspirations of these.
young.people are determined by the same social forces which influence the
aspirations of mtddle class Americans. They are subjected to the same media
exposures-=the television progtams, movies, magazines. Early in their lives
their self-perception is molded by positivedespirations. It is reasonable to
believe that they desire to play.a constructive role in,society and reap the
rewards in positive self-esteen

i
and personal stability.

But this normal quest fbr positive self-esteem and a socially acceptable
self-perception is blotitedupd frustrated early in the lives of these rejected
young people. All too sconNthey learn that the society. as a whole--the schools,
other social and governmental institutions and, indeed, even the churches-does
not expect them to achieve. The youth learn from their experiences that these
institutions, reflecting negative public expectations, do not respect them as
human beings. Their struggle for positive self-perceptions comes in conflict
with the realities of inferior education, poor housing, inadequate sanitation
and pervagive human and community degradation. This conflict is deep and
inescapable. It is sometimes conscious, but for the most part, it remains
unconscious.

Whether conscious or not, the resulting bitterness must express itself in
sane form. Some of these young people internalize their desperation and seek
escape either by passive acceptance of their negative status, or by self-hatred,
or through drugs. Still others seek to mask their bitterness and frustration by
pompous and grandiose pretentions. Probably the most tragic reactiohs to their
negative predicament are found in those young casualties of society who seek to .

fight back and salvage some mcdicum'of self-esteem through anti-social behavior.
These young people act upon the assumption ,that they have nothing to lose. They
become cynical and engage in thoughtless, non-rational,acts of violence. They
create the scare headlines concerning crime in the streets of our cities ---and
they are defiant. It is questionable whether job training pr6grams can benefit
the youngsters who have already internalized society's negative expectations
pd, therefore, have become passively or actively self-destructive. It is more
likely that a well designed job training program, backed by the'necessary educa-
tional remediation supports, could salvage a higher percentage of those young
people who seek to mask their conflicts and frustration by grandiose pretense. .

At least these young people are continuing the struggle to salvage sane part of
their positive self-esteem. One man assume that it is possible to provide a
reality base to their fantagi9 anq wishful thinking through a serious job
training program.

Marginal young people who have already resorted to flagrant, or subtle forms
of anti-social behavior tend to see all of society as a hustle. They maintain
an adversary relationship with all social institutions and th4ir agents. They
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seek to protect what is left of their self-esteem by,taking the offensive
against a society which their experiencetells.them expects nothing of them.
The public used their anti-social behavior as justification aid reinforcement of
the negative expectations. The schools suspend them as disciplinary problems,
-"-Ng! churches have no contact with them. Their families generally are not strong
enough to counter their anti-social behavior. Law enforcement. agents and the
courts become increasingly punitive in their attempts to protect the society
from the spread of their criminal behavior. The cycle of negative public .expec-
tations, rejection, neglect and, the anti-social struggle for self-esteem is

reinforced--and for these marginal youth, the dpcle has not yet been broken by
any job training program so far devised. On the other hand, a civilized,
democratic society cannot give uplon even the most anti-social ,of its you*. .

They are not expendable.

What are Some of the practical implications pc this analysis of the_ gap
between the self-perceptionthe desire for positi4e self-esteemr-and public
expectations or public ambivalence toward these minority youth? What are some
of the imperatives essential for the development of a serious program designed
to bring these young people into a constructive contributory role in the
society?

A serious youth development, youth training program must meet at least the
criteria:

It must understand the extent to which past rejection and dehumanization
have damaged the human beings who are to be helped. These harsh facts
cannot be masked by euphemisms and double talk. Nor can the victims be
blamed for the negative symptoms of theievictimization. It must be
based upon the rationale of seeking serious remedies for past victimized
status. It must beclear that these young people are in need of this
special training program because the basic institutions which should
have prepared them failed to do so.

- A serious job training program must include an educational foundation
which will provide these youth with the basic academic skills of
reading, math and communidation.nepssary to be effective on the job..
Whatever the time and money necessary to do this,, it must be done--even
while duplicating the public schools. If this is not done, the specific
job training program is doomed to the status of a cruel hoax.

The young people who are being trained for Jobs must be.trained for spe-
'ific jobs which are available. These jobs must contribute to a sense
of personal achievement as a basis for realistic positive self-esteem.

- Previously rejecting institutions and decision makers must be made to
understand that a serious program to salvage the casualties.of past
rejection will benefit everyone since it will be the basis of social
'Euxi,eccnorric stability for all.
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Session II -

dination, cooperation, collaboration: Do these terms still have real
meani in our pgp.icy debates? Or are they, as Paul Ylvisaker suggested later
in the conference, merely the rhetoric we revert to when we realize thatkthe job
is too big, the countering forces too strong? Do we, confronted with
overwhelming tasks, call for better "coordination" as the solution, as the glue
to hold our efforts together, hopingvthat this patched-up whole will exceed its
component parts, or at least shift the blame for our failures?

, Following Dr. Kenneth Clark's rather controversial address, eleven dif-
ferent panels gathered to discuss the roles of various of the institutions which'.
aff46t young pegplels growth and-development.lEzRth pan-el WILIO-E the points of
view of represenEative panelists from educat' n, the CETA system, clommunity-
based organizations, the dmployer community and from youth themselves. Each
followed the sane format, looking for insights to the problems of coordination
at the national government level and at the local level, with a specific focus
on the so-called "school to work transition".

Whiles both cynical and over-optimistic views abounded, realists prevailed,
'with several excellent'`discussions of current and possible institutional roles.
Several cautions were offered to the advocates of institutional cooperation.
One cynic warned that "an institution tends to get interested in coordinating
AA other institutions when the former lacks money and hopes to get it from the
latter". Or, thought still another, we might divert our attention from the
immediate problems at hand by focusing on the process - coordination - rather
thereon the objectives or product of what we really do.

After panelists,had-staked out their respective territories, much of the
discussion in the eleven symposia got down to the nuts and bolts of coordinating ,

youth activities, especially at the federal and local levels. The freedom and
creativity allowed by diversity tends to penalize young people towards the bot-
tom -- school dropouts, offenders and minority youth that CE MA is designed to
serve. They need thee,, safety net of a comprehensive and responsive set of coon--
dinated services. Thht 'schools and sdhool personnel acknowledged that need was
reassuring to some community-based and CETA organization, people, since many had
come to the conference questioning that commitment by educators.

Generally, it was conceded that each institutional party to the youth ser-
vice enterprise tended to have unfair or unrealistic expectations of the others.
Joint efforts would require, sane suggested, more empathy for each others' par-
ticular view of the world and a better ability to transcend differences and seek
common approaches.

. Several general'points of agreement, as well as contentions emerged from
the afternoon's symposia. While none stayed strictly on the agenda topics,
headings are generally helpful for presenting areas of common understanding, and
of difference.' 4'
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The Federal Level

The federal government, according to the panelists, is a better advocate of
coordination than it is a practitioner, though same note was made of the efforts
between HEW and DOL spurred by YEDPA. But the separate federal tracks -- juve-
nile justice, employment and training, education -- result in fragmentation at
the local level, (for the disabled, add rehabilitation to the equation). And
while attempts to increase the number of youth jobs, social security.and
minimum wage laws reduce the number of jobs youth can expect to get. Local
cooperation is made harder by federally-instituted fragmentation.

One panelist asked Only this fran the feds: "Collabor4ion should start
out at the federal level with consistent, cohesive policies,' but specific roles
should not be rigidly set. Flexibility is needed to evolve linkages that fit
1rra1 rppabilities and needs." The word "evolve" iSimpertant and if n youth
legislationtequires coordination (e.g. through incentive funding),
insist that adequate planning time be allowed to design lccal,collaborative

'efforts.

Specifically in the designing of new or renewed youth legislation, panel,'
ists and participants alike had specific ideas. There was general support for
the 22% provision of YETP, though some educators would like to see the propor-
tion rise, and sane CETA and CEO people would like similar sign -off and, joint
planning provisions in federal education programs aimed at the same population.
There was also support for the general concept of incentive funding, ulith or -

without a 22% tag. Conferees also called for longer term funding, Citing the
uncertainties and low morale caused by the present year to year system.

In addition to asking federal policymakers to take local concerns to heark
in designing the -Tied YEDPA, local officials in the panels put the burden on
themselves. Local people, several agreed, need to take an active agressive role
with Congress in the design of the ,Dew law, and with DOS, in the writing of regu-
latiops.

Prime Sponsors and LEAs

To understand the potential for and barriers to collaboration, itas impor-
tant to comprehend haw different LEAs are fran CETA. The most important dif-
ferences described by participants in Session II were:

CeLk has relatively narrower goals, serving a specific population and
preparing its clients for jobs. Public schools have both broader goals and
serve anyone who enrolls. (Employability training, many conferees noted, is not
a universally-accepted public schl goal. If it were, the schools might do
more.)

CEiA is perceived as being volatile and unstable, characterized by ever
changing priorities and resources. Schools are stable (if troubled) institu-
tions with relatively greater staff and program continuity.
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- CErA is a fe&al system, with policy and dollars coming frordWashington
albeit with considerable local power and direction. Schools.are much more a
state and local affair, With federal programs and money a marginal, though
important, part of the picture.

'Achieving collaboration between two such disparate institutions is clearly
not an easy matter.1' Repeated references were made td the "spirit" required for
effective cooperation. ("Institutions do not work together; people do.") In
places where the spikt exists, it has taken strong political leadership at the
top' as well as a desire t5 better serve young people.

Several panelists noted that among the institutions to be discussed, the
states were conspicuous by their absence. State government, with its discre-
tionary resources and broad goals, can play a lead role in rationalizing youth,
services. Although their le within CErA is limited, state government has con-
siderable per in eStablig75ing and enforcing priorities for th public school.

It was clear to most participants, that - given, even minimal federal coor-
dination - even simply less prescription - the key to collaborative success was
local initiative. Numerous examples were citied of local people - CErA and
school alike - initiating dialogue, joint planning and coordinated programming -
often despite long histories of dispute and noncarmunication between !nstitu---
tions.

Carinunity -based Organization

. There was general agreement on the legitimacy of a role for amity -based
organizations. There was less agreement among participants over precisely what
fprm that role should take. Clearly CMOs were accepted as a legitimate
neighborhood-based agent'of the recruitment and outreach, training, and support-
ive service components of the CETA system. MOst'agreed thatc0180s play a

significant role in the delivery of employment and training services to young
people who are out-of-dchool and out-of-work: The areas of greatest difference
were found in the discussions about alternative education for school-aged youth.
At the same time, nearly all agreepl that long-term institutional arrangements
needed to be found for the provision of basiceducational services of young
people who have left the "mainstream" system. What those institutional arrange-
ments might be was an issue which, to put it mildly, did not achieve consehsus.
Many educators argued that the schools should claim exclusive responsibility for
providing basic, vocational, or alternative education since the schools have
nationally recognized performance standards and creditialized staff. Therefore,
they generally leaned toward the vies that any alternative education programs
sponsored outside-of the school system should require an LEA sign-off. CBOs
argued that it is unrealistic to award schools the presumptive role i serving a
dropout population that has already demonstratively rejected the sc '.is as the
appropriate institution to meet their particular needs. These y can 'only

gleam in an atmosphere free of the institutional rigidities - A tificial cre-
dentials, that are perceived to characterize public school systems. Despite the
lack of consensus, there are many encouraging local examples of LEA/CHO part-
nerships, including a SER sponsored project in which arrangements have been made
for non-creditialized SER staff to spend time tn the schools providing a variety
of counseling and individual services to youth and their parents.
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The Private Sector

Several noteworthy suggestions were made about the involvementof the pri-
vate sector. The most important was the-need to set up a single and direct
federal and local relationship! In the past,,even'well motivated companies have
"gabbled" in employment prograns fCc youth, with snall:efforts scattered about,
leaving little lasting effect. Business is confused by the alphabet soup of
government programs which Come and go, before tffey can be comprehended. Many
participants urged that considerable support be given to the developing Private.
Industry Councils, since they appeared to show some promise of providing the
continuity of a much needed focus for local efforts. Many school personnel were
learning about the PICs for the first time and urged that a better job be done
of making educators aware of the potential of this new initiative.

Panelists familiar with recent YEDPA efforts urged more serious federal
considerati9n of experiments $th different forms of wage subsidy in the private
sector, particularly dealing with SSA, UI, the credits and bonuses.

The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit was cited by several panelists as the best-
kept'secret in the federal-arsenal for dealing with the private sector. If this
initiative were going to be genuinely tested, companies were going to have to
learn of its existence, and the federal government must devise a simplified pro-
'oedural method for enhancing its use.

Finally, several participants foreshadowed Paul Ylvi.saker's later poirit
about the potential of private industry to make more'thp a token contribution
in financing programs. Several model programs initiated by private firms were
described, and an argument generally agreed upon for the private sector to
become a more thorough partner in the enterprise, ?ether than simply to be seen
as the end7goal employer of the products of everyone else's work.

School to Work Transition

Several concrete recommeridaticns emerged about improving- the` school bo work
connection. Many conferees expressed support for beginning careen exposure and

'even work expefience at a much earlier age -- 12-15 -- and cited examples of
successful middle and junior high programs. The "ounce of prevention" cliche
applies.

Educators suggested that the employment and training system could learn
much from the new emphasis in schools on "individualizing traction. For
example, under P.L. 94-14, all handicapped youth must have Individual Education
Plans, carefully constructed and carried out. 'Some localities have taken this
step further and created Education and Employment Development Plans, potentially
useful tools in assessing both student and program progress. Yet the potential
benefits of individualized Economic and Fanployrhent Development Plans must be
weighed against the potential dangers, of creating a system that is impractical
to implement on a massive scale, particularly in-urban areas. More often than
not, some claimed these individual plans became an end in themselves, which does
'nothing more than create expectations that are difficult to realize. In any
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case, most agreed that specifying lear Ling goals and how they will be measured
can give programs the learner focus they too often lack.

s'

There was strong support for continuing to broaden the counseling services
available to youth: That the schoolS alone cannot do the job is clear.
Community agencies help fill an important gap, and the ranges of counseling
available to youth need to be br dened. It is not likely that the college
placement counseling emphasis the schools will change very quickly.

A very serioius phortcoming of training prcgrans was identified as the
abseice of good'jobiplacement services. Here too, the schools are not likely to
play an active tole, so other agencies, must fill the void. The New Private
Industry Councils were suggested as alcentralizing (coordinating) possibility.

In the most general terms, conferees called for a "sequencing" of services: ,

Which institution offers a service is not so important. What is important is
that the appropriate service is available, and that.each institution knows how
to direct a young person to that service and knows how to track and follow-up to
assure that )he service was provided, and the bridge is crbssed to the next
step.

One final suggestion for improving current services deserves mention.
Youth need to be consulted more often and in comfortable settings to determine
their own needs. The rhetoric of Mouth participation in YEDPA far exceed the
reality. Until we believe that young people have something important to say, we
probably will not be.very good listeners.
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yopi EMPUDINERT SERVICES:

ACCOMPLISIOWTS TO DATE
6

F. RAY MRSHALL

SECRETARY of LABOR

As Secretary of Labor, and before as an economist and educator, I have been
deeply concerned about the problem of youth unemployment. We are no longer
talking about a transitory %Tent. In the past, we expected young people to be
unemployed frequently, but to find steady work as they matured. Through the
1960's arid 70's, however, we'have seen a growing permanence to this unemployment--
young people coming of age without ever holding a steady job, staying mostly
unemployed during their young adulthood, with a. futuie-seemingly-fereelesed.

At the heart of the problem is a cruel paradox: You'can't get work unless
you have the skills and education. And you can't get the skills and education.
unless you get work. In an economy which demands ever-improving skills from its
workers, that paradox is likely to grow -- unless we strengthen programs
necessary to teach young people the skills they need.

Fortunately, we've made considerable progresS`already. Since President
Carter took office the economy has added 831 million new jobs. Many of those
jobs have gale to young people, especially young blacks. After several years in
which the number of young nonwhites working actually declined, this number has
increased by 17.5percent since early 1977. We've reduced overall employment
from eight percent to six percent.

The stark reality of youth unemployment* remains with us, however, par-
ticularly for disadkantaged and minority youth. In August, teenage unemployment
was 15:7 percent; for nonwhite teenagers, it was 32.5 percent.

In the last feW years, we've recognized the strong lint between
joblessliess and schools. For a variety of reasons -- including that it costs a
lot more now to keep a family going -- the number of employed high school stu-
dents has doubled in the last 15 years. Z'bre than half of the teenagers in the
workforce are students. So,4we must recognize the in-school dimensions of this
problem.

0
And we know the severe unemployment problems of school dropouts, The

unemployment rate, is twice as hig6 for dropouts as for high school graduates.
The chances of being unemployed within the first two years of dropping out of
school are one in three for all teenagers and one in two for nonwhites.
Clearly, the need has been bo keep students in school, and while there, to pre-
pare them for the job market,

The Carter administration has already taken steps toward helping y for
the job market. One of the Unsung successes of the last three years has been
the historically unprecedenthd expansion of employment and training efforts for
youth, and the creation of strong linkages between education and work:,
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These accomplishments are especially notable in comparison witn the recent
past. After a heavy emphasis on youth in the 1960's poverty programs, public
attention turned elsewhere in this decade. Year-round employment and training-
opportunities-for youth actually declined, even as the youth population grew
dramatically.

By 1977, the situation had deteriorated to the point where dramatic action
was required. This ca with the, enactment of the Youth Employmentina
Demonstration.rojects Act (YEDPA).

The act set in motion a massive job creation program for both in- and out-4.

of- school youth. In its first year,, Fiscal 1978,._ it created over 230,000 jobs
and training positions -- doubling the numbft of youths served in 1977 -- and
surpassing in one year the total ser in .two ,and-a-half years of the ear on
poverty. This also accounted for nine-tenths of the employment growth for
nonwhite teenagers and, for two -fifth of that for all teenagers. Moreover, one
quarter of a million of those participants in YEDPA programs were students.

YEDPA did- re than just alleviate youth joblessness. This initiative
forged a between education and work while significantly increasing the
quality rycuth programs. It enabled that the Department,of Labor to join for-
ces with proponents of career, vocational and cooperative education and others
who were working toward many, of the same goals, not just because of legislative
mandates, but also because of truly common interests:

rhe Labor Department and HEW promoted year-round programming and the
integration of education and work-related activities for in-school youth not
bnly in the YEDPA programs, but in the Summer Youth Employment Program and Job
Corps as well. We have helped to improve the quality of local programs by
encouraging. schools to grant academic credit to participants and by placing
greater emphasis on the developmental aspects of YEDPA Programs. For examp4,
the Fairfax County, Virginia schools now have a program for dropouts and poten-
tial dropouts that grants credit ,for work experience and upgrades basic and job-.
seeking skills. In Livonia, Michigan,. three community colleges work with an
area work-education council to link disadvantaged young people with both educa-
tional and employment opportunites.

In carrying out legislative provisions, we have increased the leverage of
state level agencies in facilitating CETAr.edu tion coordination. We have also
jointly developed numerous technical assis e guides on specific education"
isspes, as well identifying successful s of cooperation.

/'
In areas where legislative mandates already overlap, or are complementary,

the two departments have used discretionary fdnds to encourage local CETA and
education programs to Combine funding sources and consolidate operations. The.
objective is to coordinate and use current resources more effectively.
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We've encouraged exemplary,in-school programs for oounseling, acada.Tio cre-
dit, private Sector participation, youth involvegifit, services to high risk
youth and the handicapped. Over $30 million have gone for exemplary in-school
programs.

Other incentive programs have promoted links of CETA with vocational educa-
tion, with past - secondary educational programs, and with upward 8bund, as well
as in support of local work-education councils.

We've also used discretionary funds to give us a better understanding of
what works and why. The largest and most broad ranging of these is the Youth
Incentive Entitlement Pilot Project, a congressionally-mandated demonstration
program to assess the impact c4 a job guarantee on school retention, return and
completion. In addition, we t4bted such options as the Gl Biii approach for
CETA participants, using the apprenticeship system in schools, and increased
involvement of community based groups in a school-to-work transition beginning
in the junior and senior years.. We are studying career information activities
and their effectiveness in helping young people make the transition from school
to work. We are also testing alternate instructional methodologies in a large
scale educational improvement effort'under the Job Corps.,

#
Many of these experimental and demonstration projects and incentive pro-

jects have yet to bear fruit. We have, however, begun to sort out'fact from the
false issues that have sometimes distracted us.

As a start, we have reached consensus on the following tasic principles:

First, youth employment and education are integrally related, and any
policy Mlich addresses the job needs of young people must address work and
education comprehensively.

Second, we must recognize the developmental stages of young people,
must work with then in different ways depending on their maturity
'readiness to benefit from these interventions. Fop some, relatively short-
term transitional employment or skill training may be appropriate. Others
may need longer-term learning, activities.

Third, we must ensure that all young people get the chance t&-develop their
capacities fully to compete in the labor market. But we must also target
our services on those youth most in need -- the economically disadvantAged,
the handicapped, the adolesdent parent, the young offenders, the high
school dropout, the potential dropout, in otBft words, the person, who, for
a number of reasons has been denied access to education or has otherwise
not be adequately prepared.

Fourth, to achieve this, we must keep improving the capacity of the CETA
system to provide employability deVelopment assistance, and the education
system to provide basic skills and intensive career training through voca-
tional education. We should ensure that the Federal/State Employment
Security System and Apprenticeship Programs focus renewed emphasis on
youth. And we must continue to provide special assistance to geographic
areas with severe economic and social problemg.
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Fifth, we must expand efforts with the private sector, employers and
unions.

rt

Finally, we, must continue to join forces with community-based organizations

and other institutions that have the demonstrated capability to work with
youth in need_of assistance.

We can all be proud of the enormous progress we have made in the last
'several years toward these,goals. The challenge now is to build on this base to
improve further our services. With YEDPA authorization expiring at the end of
F.Y. 1980, we have the opportunity to put our experience to good use and to
Strengthen cooperation.

Youth employment and education proamming calls for a unique partnership
of local, state and federal interests pulling together. With creativity and good
will we can knit these interests into unified assault on the problems of youth
employment and employability development. Institutional communication boils
down to individual relationships based on mutual trust and respect. These can-
not be legislated or mandated with regulations; yet without them we cannot move
ahead.

,Practitioners like you know has to develop workable Solutions to problems
that hinder program implementation. This creativity borne out of necessity
-.should serve as the basis for needed legislative and regulatory reform.

This meeting, then, should help us both assess the lessons of YEDPA and
other work and educatioi efforts for youth; to learn better what is happening
and what works at the local level, to reach some consensus about policy diree,
tions for the 1280s, and, most,of all, to continue the collaboration between
the education dna work ccurnittees.

in
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.III. 1 Entitlement,

Moderator: Beneta'Burt, Assistant Director, Governor's Office,
Jackson, Mississippi

Presenters: Linda Harris, Manager, Research and Evaluation,
Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources, Baltimore, Maryland

William Koloff, Director, Youth Incentive Entitlement Program
Detroit, Michigan

Ernst Stromsdorfer, Vice President, Abt Associates,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Central Questions:

1. What ,has been the impact on the school systemsi Has attendance and

retention-kr-proved? Haveyoung-peacia-re-enrolled because of Entitlement?
When will formal research be prepared with definitive answers?

k

2. Is Entitlement serving the population,it was intended to serve?

3. What led to the trend toward "enrichment" programs and alternative edu-
cation for eligible drop-outs? What has been successful?

There is a great interest in the Entitlement Program as a model of the
direction youth programs should take nationally. Although the program was
forced into a too rapid implementation, administration has now stabilized and
preliminary data is now available. Younger students, i.e. under 17, are taking
greatest advantage of the program. About one-fourth of the participants 'come
from families receiving AFDC; 75 per cent participate in sane form of public
assistance. In the cities, the rate of black participation in the program is
high. Males and females are represented in roughly equal numbers. But the
"bigger" questions of school retention, job placement and follow-up are not yet
answered, and answers should not be expected too quickly.

.

Panelists noted several features of the Entitlement Program whiCh are of
..,>great interest. One ip the opportunity for subsidized worksites in the private

sector, the only GEM program in which this is allowed. Although most entitle-
mentjobs are in the public sea-tor, panelists noted the potential of linking
with the private sector, and favored expansion of private sector involvement.
Panelists also discussed the evolution of "enrichment" and alternative education
programs which became crucial to attracting drop-outs to Entitlement,

There was a feeling the Hispanic populations are not well enough represented
in the current entitlement projects, though this may be attributed to the
geographic location of the seven major test sites (Baltimore, Boston,
Cincinnati, Denver, Detroit, Mississippi, and Seattle). Some sentiment was
expressed for using achievement as well as income as criteria for acceptance
into the program, thus allowing participation by low achievers who do not pre-
sently meet income test.

One aspect of the Abt ,studies of Entitlement will be examinations of the
distribution of time between the workplace and academics under the present'
Entitlement guidelines.

V
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Mddeator:

Presenters:

.Ceptral Questions:

*O.

2 In-School Exemplary Programs

C. Benjamin Lattimore, Executive Director, Youthwork Inc.,
Washington, D.C.

Fred MonacotDirector, Student Placement Programs,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

/

Richard Spe'es, Vice Pcpsideat for'Public Affairs,
Western Region, Kaiser Althinum, Oakland, California,

James Webster, Consultant, Summer on the Mbve Pircgrani,
Kaiser Aluminum and Allied Chemical, Oakland, California.

Phillip Yourish,'ProgramDirector, Independence High School,
Newark, New Jersey. *

.

wet

1. What factors contribute to successfUl Youthwork
Programs? 0-

2. What institutioAal changes have accurred'as'a
reqult Of)MTA/LEA relationships. Can programs be
institutionalized?

Summary

Youth can help themselves if they are given a structured environmedt, held
-responsible for they actions, 'are treated as mature indiv4pals and are taught
realistic job skills add rigorous 'academics. "Phenomenal" Ilbsuit were reported
by programs such as Kaiser's Summer on the ,Move when youth participated in

..demanding work-education program.' While outhunderstood that tailure to
perform adequately would mean dismiss-al. 90 received intensive, suppor-
tive help,

If youth are'to become productive members .of society, the private sector
must be involved with the schools. In planning programs the panelists stated
that industry should be involved -free the beginning. While large corporations:
can afford to initiate and"suppoq-employment programs, smaller firml',4ey need
financial incentives from the government. The panelists urged, however, that

,the federal government's role be one.of support and not domination.

Flexibility both within and among institutions is a key to success.
Schbols.such as Independ4we High School which-are relatively.frefrom
bureaucratic red tape'can design programs that meet the" needs of an individual. .

t. Willingness td merge funding to use the resources 'of the.entire comunity
' are also essential,

Whild the panelists stated that all institutions'mbst be involved if youth
unempldyment is to' be solved, they stated.that'besic skills is probably best
.done Ili tchcolsand job training 'in the private sector. Each institution must
-tie into the other, however. , .

....-J
.

.. ,

Rigid. targeting often destroys the possibility of success actor to the
panelist. Programs work best when there is a mix-ot-Youth in terms . income,
_motivation and achievement level. -Some changes in the present legislation
should be, made that encourages such ixing..
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111.3 Private Sector Linkages

Moderato#: Graham Finney,Corporation for Public/Private Ventures

Presenters: Robert Feagles, Travelers Insurance Co., Hartford, Connecticut.

r Rudy Leonardi, Open Road, San Francisco, California.

Millicent Woods, U.S. Chamber of Carmerce, WashingEon, 1).C.

,Central Questions:

1. Under what circumstances are large and small private sector
employers likqly to hire disadvantaged youth?

What can government do 'to improve the access of youth to pri-
.vate sector eaFloyment?

3=s-
3. What are the key linkages between private employers and educa-

tional and. training programs in the employment of disadvantaged
? youth?

T panel representatd a cross section of-pep/e invO1 d with attempts to
promote greater, involvement of the private sector in employment and training of

youth. The obstacles are many, above alt., a lack of information anong private
employers about ex tinsi incentives for them to train and employ youth..

_Structural obstacles uch as the minimum wage ltws and various benefits' program-

which make youth unat active employees wre also discussed. ,.

There was considerable discussion of two of the most prominent incentive

programs: on-the-job training contracts and the targeted job tax credit program.
Both were seen as problematic for large and small employers alike. Modifica-
tions are needed in OJT brograms in order to simplify paper work and other admi-
nistrative requirements, and to take into account the special training needs
which youth have, especially their lack of basic skills. The panelists felt
that too much emphasis has been placed on working with larger employers, and
efforts with small& employers nay be mote -successful.

Although efforts to link the private sector with the schools, such as the

11 "adopt a,schcol" program in many cities, are few,. panelists stated that
employers filld it easier t work with the schools than with the employment and

training system. *

. Ways of combining public and private resources were discussed at length,
'including the creation of small busineses which are profit making and serve as
training sites for youth. The new Private Industry Councils were viewed as the
logical.body to coordinate such efforts as wq..1 as efforts to link these train-
ing programs with.local plans for economic development.

The Conflict between business,' rather clearcut objective of making a pro -

fit, and the schools' and MA's "human ser ce"goals can only be overcome
through seeking and testing incentives for e privdte sector's active par-

rticipation:- A variety of incentives.must tested, and information about their
successes and failurip has to be ocumuni ed.

The oammitment to greater private sector involvement is now reflected ih

the PICs and Title VII of CETA. We are just beginning these efforts, and it
wiilitake time for them to have any major impact on problems associated with
youth unemployment.
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4,02m1, Moderator:

z7k Presenters:
7gr

Central Questions:

111.4 Residential Approaches

Kit Cartwright, Director, Los Angeles Job Corps Center,
Los Angeles, California.

David Carrsco, Director, El Paso Job Corps Centel!.
El Paso, Texas.

Jerry Oettle, Diiector, Breckinridge Job Corps Center,
Morganfield, Kentucky.

VP
1. How is a residential experience different from

a community-based experience? Is it more
effective for..ghEping performande and
attitude?

_ _

2. What alternative educational curricula are
provided?

Summary,

As the initial CEO effort in the War on Poverty, the Job Corps has becane
the most successful Department of Labor program, according to the panelists.
Almost 40,000 disad''aritaged, generally hard to reach. youth are served each year
in a residential setting. Dropout rates are comparatively low and placement
rates high.

Residehtial approaches are successful for a number of reasons. For some
youth it is an opportunity to get away from disruptive and negative home and
community environments. For others, it serves as a transitional step from
dependence at home to independent adult living. For all, it neans.a 24-hour
experience which requires a serious'decision on the part of_the youth.

%lie comprehensive approach of a residential experience helps reinforce
positive behaviors arld attitudes. Work, academics, and home life can be-\-
integrated. The group spirit helps reinfofbe the individual's commitment.

The panelists warnedtbae,there is a danger that Job Corps might be viewed
as 4 "dumping grounds" brthe schools, or as an alternative to a punitive insti-
tution. While'the panel stated bet Job COrps could serve troubled youth, they
urged that'it be considered a viable option for all youth before they are in
trouble. Moreegeniive recruiting could help broaden the population served by
Job Corps.

Panelists urged that regular meetings of National Center. Directors be held
to encourage the sharing of successful strategies and tactics.
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Moderator:

III.5 Career Education and Experiential Learning

Kenneth Hoyt, Director, Office of Career Education, USOE

*
Washington, D.C.

Presenters: Walter Davis, Director of Education, AFL,CIO,

Washington, D.C.

Bea Forrest, Warren's American ORT, Evanston, Illinois..

.Rayma Page, Chairman, Lee County District School Board,
Fort Myers, Florida.

Ebert Wise, Assistant Director, Education, Home, Community
and Work Program, National Institute of Education,
Washington, D.C.

Central Questions:

Summary
4

a eapialy changing economy where most people will make several occupa-

ti. anges in their lifetime, it is essential that youth be equipped with

gen employability skills and attitudes that will give them maximum flexibil-
ity and adaptability. Such attitudes and skills include basic academics, work
habit, decision- staking ability, knowledge orIERter options and ability to
humaRize the workplace for oneself. Providing these skills is,the goal of

career education, according to the panelists.

1. How can institutions better prep+ youth for
careers?

2. How should community organizations and private
employers interact with the employment and
training and the educational system in pro,
mating career education?

. .

Longitudinal programs, beginning in elementary school, are necessary to
develop theskskills. These programs Host involve the entire.educatibnal

syi not jut vocational education teachers, and must be }.inked to the

resour of the loCal, state and federal comiunity and governments.
.

The
,

panelists stressed chat there are two types of job experiences for
youth which should be provided, depending on the need. of the individual. For

those wtth clearly defined career goals, specific entry level skills training or
intensive experience with one job may be appropriate. For those less sure,

career development jobs ich provide a variety of experiences and encourage

carr awareness is more r appropriate.

Programs providing work experiences for youth must be well structured,

"cording to the panelists. Sites must be evaluated in terms of learning .objec-'

tives including the development of academic skills. An adult learning coor-

_, dinator must be continually invoLyed with the you who develop, assessment

procedures based on,the,individuald6oals of the th.

Career education programs work best when the resources of the Altire ccar7

munity are involved. Not only does this provide more resources, but it also
makes it possible to provide more enriched experiences closer to the reality of
work and to reach youth in various settings.
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nxiderator:

Presenters:

III. 6 .Vocational Education

6

Daniel Dunham, Deputy Ccermissioner, Adult and Continuing
Education, USOE

Gene Bottoms, Executive Director, American Vocational Association,
.Boslyn, Virginia-

Phyllis MoCure, NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund,
Washington, D.C.

-t
George Quarles, Chief Administrator, Career Education, New York
City Board of Education, New York

Central Questions:

1. Occupational skills training: who should do it, in what setting, and
at What stage of aloung person's education?

2. Studies have cited vocational education's difficulties with access for
low-income, minority, and handicapped youth. rIs this a fair assessment,
and can changes be expected?

3. What new directions are seen for vocational education in the next decade?
What legislative or structural changes will be necessary?

Su: mary:

The Vocational Education Act has one more year of authorization and Congress
will have to turn its aftention thereafter it finishes reconsideration of
YEDPA. Many of the issues are the same, and one panelist suggested delaying
YPA reauthorization for one year so that it and the Vocational Education Act
could be considered together. Everyone agreed that, greater coordfhation between
ChIA and Vocational Education as needed at the federal, level, and the YEDPA
delamecommendation was the firmest idea about he it might be accomplished.
Panelists stated that YEDRA has already caused much greater communication be-
tween the two arms of government, and supported the 22 per cent mandated CETA/LEA
linkage YETI'.

Much of the symposium focused .on the questiorrof, geting of vocati nal funds.
The de-rand for vocational education has never been tronger, indicativ of the
desire for "careerism" among youth at a time when the economic future s not
seem bright. But the training resources do not currently exist, especia in
urban areas where demand is very high.

Panelists also debated the role oftliasicskills, with some questioning pres-
ent federal policy which is more generous to vocational training, but not very
generous to the teaching of basic skills. Given employers frequent -refrain that
all they need for job success is a young person who shows up on time and can
read and write, the debate over the mix of academic and vocational skills_ is
likely to continue.

Panelist discussed shortcomings in the present vocational system, especially
programs dealing with sex equity and job training programs for handicapped.
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Moderator:.

Presenters:

III.7 Community-Based Organization Programs

EOith Phelps, ZeationalExeDirpctor,GirLsLelubs_of,
America', New York, New York.

Chris Bogden, Executive Director, COIL PREP,
Baltimore, Maryland.

Robert Jackson, Program Manager, OIC Career,Intern Program,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

f

.

Central Questions:.

.

1. What particular skills, insights, or contacts do
CBOs bring to.the problems of education and job
preparation? What other services do they perform?

2. Are there especially successful models of CB°
collaboration with schools?' With local CETA
systems?

(

3. How, at the federal, state and local level,
should CEOs by integrated into the partnership
of Norkplaces and Classrooms"?

Surrunary

Althdugh great variety exists'among the community -based organizations, the
panelitts agreed that they involve all elements of the local community, cdtting
across traditional institutional boundaries to achieve a common goal and are
often responsive to the people of a particular section of an urban area. While
many of the CEOs serve economically and educationally disadvantaged youth exclu-
sively, others serve a broader spectrum.

CBOs provide alternative delivery systems that have been particularly
effective in reaching potential and actual dropouts. The youth do not associate
the programs with schools where they have experienced repeated failure. CBOs
can usually be more flexible than traditional institutions. While the programs
emphasize basic skills and job placements, long term erdployabilit and career

development needs are also met.

Despite their contributions, CEOs are generally treated as adver ies

rather than partners by LEAs and, often, by prime sponsors and are not included
in the policy and planning process. Some panelists stated that CBOs should

--Save sign off rightd,on prime sponsor agreements and that a set asideNfor LBOs
be mandated.'

Panelists agreed that stricter accountability proceduies are needed. Prime

sponors should see that what is supposed to happen, in fact, does happen. While
federal guidelines are necessary, Congress should seek the advice of local
groups before writing legislation. Whatever standards are legislated, should
provide for local flexibility and involvement'of the community. CBOs rejected
the idea that their. personnel be required to have the'same credentials as LEA
staff.
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III. 8 Alternative Education

Moderator: Jack Wuest, Coordinator, Alternative Schools Ne'twork,
Chicago, Illinois

Presenters: Elaine Gelinas, Director Ecro Triple E Program,
Brookline, Massachusetts

Irving Hamer, Headmaster, Park Heights Street A decoy,
Baltimore, Maryland

Al McMahill, Deputy Director, Employment and Economic
PolicyAdministration, Boston, Massachusetts,

Central Questions:

.

1. Should there be alternatives within the existing public school system,,
or alternatives to the public schools, or both?

2. Which youth are best served by alternative education?#=

3. What are the program components that contribute to the success of
alternative education programs and how can they be adapted to meet the
needs of other communities?

Surtmary
,

. .

This symposium focused on the features of alternative education which prove
successful.with youth who have not succeeded in the regular high schools, and
described two relatively_large alternative school-_systems, the neighborhood-
based Chicago Alternative Schools Network, and several conmunity-based *
organization - operated alternatives which are part of the Boston entitlement
project.

Several philosophical Points were made regarding how youth should be treated.
"Refrain from 'changing' youth, and instead, understand them." In the case of
the Alternative Schools Network, the schools' goals include community develop-
ment through youth involved businesses, clean-ip projects and experiences with
problem solving.1 _

Relations bjtween non-LEA alternatives and the public schools were discussed
at lengehf In top, for example, there are several precedents for the schools

orgranting'credit or Classes run by CB0s. Most youth in alternatives, however,
are preparing f ,the-CED. Other political factors were discussed, including
maintaining good kelations with CETA and the IBAs, and building a constituency
for the alternative projects.

\ .

The rest of the discussion dealt with the fact6rs which make alternatives
work. Panelists discussed the characteristics of successful adults who par-

, ticipate in leadership roles in'alternative settings: firmness, sense of humor,
pragmatic.altruism. They noted the absence of training progrImS for teachers
and counselors who want to work in alternative settings. For a full discussion
of these factors, see the summary of Session IV. 7 which also focused on alter-
native schools.
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Moderator:

III.10 The
4

Role gf Post-Secondary Institutions

Joanne McDonald, Program Officer, nand for the Improvement
of Postsecondary Education. USOE, Washington, D.C.

-Presenters: - Tbrrey Stroud, Coordinator, Peer Influence Project,

LenOir.Community College, Kinston, North Carolina.

Arthur Thomas, Vice President, Ar..demic Affairs,
Central State University, Wilberforce, Ohio.

Central Questions:

1. What has been, is and should be the role of
postsecondary institutions? 1

2. Is there a role in basic education for post-

secondary institutions? Who should be served,
and with what kinds of programs?

3. What kind of funding is needed and how should it
be distributed?

Summary

Ccumunity colleges have traditionally served local students by preparing
then for jots in their local communities. Over half the minority college grad-
uates are from community colleges, which have traditionally been more student
than academically oriented, and have never teen afraid to teach stodents what
thgy need and want to know in preparation for jobs in local communities.

There was general agreement that there is a role for tasic ed cation in
postsecondary institutions in providing "generic skills," that is, skills which
make youth more employable. Mbreover, many believed that academic credit should
be offered for work experiences. Several pointed to the need for special
programs for the aged, career changers and welfare recipients, and for special

transitional programs between high school and college as well as between school
and work. The conceptof the "middle college," such as in Baltimore, which pro-
vides training. in basic skills, financial assistance and counseling, was
suggested. The Peer Influence Project at Lenoir Community College was cited as
an exemplary program providing tutoring, vocational exploration and work
experience.

One point made forcefully is that community colleges, like rany other
institutions, want to be aTIOwed to apply directly for cETA funds. They want a
full partnership with mime sponsors with direct and separate funding, rather
than'a set-aside from prime sponsor funding such as LEAs-have.

Postsecondary institutions also want funding for existing activities, and
point to the fact that many institutions already have programs related to work
experience and the disadvantaged and minority populations. Ways should be found
to supplement such programs without Supplanting thed.

Programs should be developed, many suggested, that would allow C30s, LEAs
and industry to explore ways of establishing cooperative mechanisrs to reduce
institutional barriers to public'school Involvemenein youth transition to
work programs. These barriers include school attendance laws, geographic and
transportation barriersiand employers' attitudes toward young workers.
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Moderator:

III. 9 Statewide Coordination Programs

Joan Wills, Director, EVTP, National Governors' Association,
Washington, D.C.

Presenters: Joleen Durken, Supervisor, CETA Education Linkage Unit,
Department of Education, St. Paul, Minnesota

Deborah Neff, Special Assistant for Manpower Services, Office
of the Governor, Wilmington, Delaware.

Joyce Walker, Youth Coordinator, Department of Eocacmic
Security, St. Paul, Minnesota.

Central ''Questions:

What standards shOUld be used by states to
determine "guidelines" for academic credit?

2. What mechanisms should be used for awarding cred-
it for occupational skill training?

3.11gow can states be helpful to local. CETA prime
sponsors in the development of alternative educa-
tion programs for high school dropouts?

4. Does CETA inoome-targeding inhibit coordination
between schools and CETA? Whit is the role of
the stated

summary

Under YETPA, five percent of the funds are set aside for the governor's
use. 'These funds can be effective in encouraging state and local cooperation
and leveraging additional funds from the state legislatures, according to the
panelists.

To be successful, the states must create an atmosphere of cooperation
avoiding any hint of partiality toward schools or prime sponsors. Such simple
tactics as housing the state bureaus of employment and training and educe-
ion together help to increase understanding and eliminate status. fights.
Rather thanieetting specific guidelines for awarding academic credit, states can
create an atmosphere that encourages schools to award credit for job experi-
ences. Distributing written descriptions of successful programs and how-tp-do-
it packages encourages participation.

In setting up advisory' councils, states should insure that all institutions
are involved from the beginning. It is particularly important that the private
sector be part- of the planning prooess.

\.

Joint funding -of work-education projects by the school/ systems and CETA
encourages coordination and more active partic_ipatipn. It would be better for
state personnel to show bow this could be done encourage the legislature,
to increase resources rather than to:, mandate such actian. States can mobilize
"clout" better than local personnel.

Panelists pointed out that chapge and cooperation take time. Time spent in
the early stages eliminating stereotyped thinking, learning each othk's
language and jargon and articulating goals pays off in long term cooperation.
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111.13. Community Collaborative Councils

Moderator: Richard Ungerer, Director, Work Education Consortium Project,

Natiopal Manp6Wer Institute, Washington, D.C.

Presenters: Robert Robinson, Executive Vice-President, Negro Trade Union

Leaderhip Council, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Ann Ross, Director, Lexington Education Mark Council,
Lexington, Kentucky.

Henry Weiss, Executive Vice President, Industry Education

Council, Burlingame, California.

Central Questions

1. How do local councils differ?

2. How can councils maximize local resources?,

3. What should beibhe role of private industry, school systems,
and trade coup c ls? Federal government?

Summary

Councils Should be viewed in of process and not simply specific out -

comes. Collaboration and ccoperatittake time, but the establishment of a net-
work of services will do mach to meet,, the needs of youth and to ensure

institutional cooperation.
\ 2

. Because councils are local they Can and should reflect the wide variation
.

in cannunity needs, resources and interests. In Lexington, for ex4ple, the
council began because community leaders believed it was important to raise

public awareness about the problem off youth unemployment. In other areas such

as Burlingame, private industry leaders, concerned that youth were not prepared

for jobd, initiated the council. Some Cotncils get involved in specific

training; others serve as information exchange oenters. ,

c

The panelists agreed that the variation in the councils should be main-,

tanned. While the federal government may ned to give financial support, it
should not mandate the form of the councils nor prescribe what they should do.
CETA money flowing to the councils should kept as strings free as possible,

according to the panelists.

Although variation is important, experi has taught that full par-

ticipation by-the private sector and unions t= essential if councils are to be

successful. Where business leaders see ate advantage in participating in
youth employment programs,.they will give ac ive support.
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SESSION IV

YOUTH INITIATIVES: PUTTING WHAT WB

KNOW INTO PRACT1E
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The Universe and the Sparrow
Paul N. Ylvisaker

Dean of the Faculty
Harvard Graduate School of Education

In introducing me today, one piece of credibility was not added: I

have been fired from a job. While Commissioner of the Department of
Community Affairs in New Jersey, we did some outrageous things, not least
was to,prepare legislation to change state land use regulations to get rid
of snob and class zoning. When time came for the next gubernatorial elec-
tion, six Repub4oans got up, each following the other, and said "if there's
one thing that we are, going to do, it will be to 'jet rid of Paul Ylvisaker."
That's the only campaign promise I thihk that has ever been fulfilled. I

was given three days notice, two days pay and hit the streets as a con-
sultant. I hope that makes more credible some very simple things that I
want to say. I care really, I, suppose, responding to another call: an old
fire horse that's got to go to a fire. In the cynical, passive seventies,
any sign of life of the positive quality. I sense in your assembling today

. is going to grit me running, even if, as we all know, it is to lead to an
assault on the American Treasury.

I came here not to join necessarily that assault, but to join the
spirit which I hope will continue to motivate it. I see this conference as
working,optimistically and importantly, at an appropriate scale, on a very
substantial public issue. I'm not put off by the usual syndrome of getting
the money first and then figuring out what to do with it. Nor am I put off
by the evaluative mode whiCh says not to unleash these programs until we
really know what should be done. You ka64 how long we would wait. My own
formula is to seize.an opportunity and then, as quickly as possible, try to
make sense of that opportunity.

One thing that has disturbed me, however, as a warrior from the past,
is the discontinuity with which these social interventions are pursued.
Maybe that's healthy. But as we' wa h sequence after sequence, a program

oliX2c
starting with new names given ew mayors and new governors and new presi-
dents, we also see a very dis derly and destructive side, leading to many
of our current problems and skepticism. .

- ,

*I confess I am skittish about coming to this meetingofor several
reasons. One is the topic: "Putting what we know to work." -If somebody
were to put to work what I know, I'd be the'first to run like hell. Partly,
it would be that I know too many gloomy things and partly that a lot of the
things I know just wouldn't work. A.lot of thingswould not make sense. So
I come here with a good deal of modesty, and I also come a little bit.skit-
tish because in this last decade it has been not really given to me to be a

,

battling warrior on the front lines. During 4epublican administration,
we were old faces from the discredited sixt

p
stereotyped as the ones who

messed up the scene. We tried and nothing worked. Quietly I watch how that
credibility is returning. When we remember what fantastic things were dcrz
in the sixties - wild and woolly though they may seem - I have no apologie_
for what was attempted. I think future historians are going to say t'-,3t '
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decade, I hope among continuing other decades, helped release and liberate
the human spirit. I am also skittish for the simple reason that not working
with and knowing names and numbers, I must watch out for generalizations.
If you can't recite the current alphabet of agencies and if you can't call
out the legislative sections by the number, you may be. in trouble.

But, my skittishness has most-to do with extracting humane results from
insti tionalized missions and politicized combat. That arena is the real
wor we're living in. It is a reality with which we must contend, would
ar if we are to be successful in maintaining and advancing h
digs y, we must keep one eyeota the universe and one eye on the sparrow.

ern dominates my thinking past even the universe he prop -
er1 ribed. I'm told he came to Swarth:lore College once along with a
number of other Nobel Laureates. Although he was not to be the principal
speaker, the President of the college suddenly thought he ought to ask
Einstein if he would like to speak. The President said "Mr. Einstein, we
are honored by yourppresence, would you like to say something?" And
Einstein got up and said "No". . Realizing that might seem ungracious, he
quickly got up again and said When I do have something to say, I would like
to say,it at Swarthmore." Ten years later he wrote and said I havp °

something to say, and Swarthmore gave him an occasion to say it. In many
,respects, I wish I had the,grace and humility of that man, but ask me to
talk and I'm programmed to say yes. Let me, though, with Einsteinpeak in
the perspective bf two worlds. As you recall, he made incredible but some-
times almost pathetic efforts to develop what he called the unified field
theory, the total explanation that would embrace the logic of the small, the
behavior of electrical particles and, at the same time, the great forces of
gravity, the world and logic of the large, the universe. Try as he could,
and the New York Times would occasionally cover his newest - "Hey, maybe I
did it" - he would later realize that what he had was a tautology worked out
in formdlas and that still eluding him, was how the logic of the large fit
with the logic the small. Four or five dimensions of other worlds have
been dis ered since Einstein and still scientists are as puzzled as ever.
They can not explain how those logics live together. My own guess is, they
never will. The logics do-exist in .e..rLsion. And the tension. of the two is
really what gives strength to life, and will be an eternal mystery to all of
us. If there is resolution, it is how we as spirited humans put life's con-
tending logics together.

I am going to speak in the framework of those two worlds, talking first
of the larger universe - of forces and systems and policies and then the
world of the sparrow, of the one-to-one. The testing question, the haunting
question that all who work on social problems must constantlycask themselves
is "does'Ehat single, may be scared, roughed up, rough-necked young person
that you see out of work really benefit by all of the systeMatic manipulation
and political games that,go on in that larger world above?"
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FirSt, let us talk-about the large. Since SpUtnik, we have been
talking about the shrinking of our world. Paradoxically, the new perspec-
tive given us in 1957 has really expanded our world and increased our
problems. That whole universe,'once so distant that it could almost be.
ignored, is now in our livingroom. Watching televidion, I sometimes wonder
- "My God, can I take the pain of seeing the pboblems of the world in 20
minutes every night, the boat people, the tragedy in Vienna, starvation,
death." Everything, everywhere -- its pains, its imponderables, its
melancholy -- pours ouupon our consciou,sn4ss.

When we look ,a5 an unemployed youth, at .e single human being, all of us'
have become so sophisticated that we confront the entire field of forces
that create his or hei partigular predicament. The kid growing up in
Detroit, Toledo, Gary, or wherever is caught in an obsolescent industrial,
manufacturing order.

Whole regions of the country, once alive with vibrant, powerful com-
munities swept up in the growth-of thPmanufacturing era of the 19th and
20th centuries, are showing signs of obsolescence, as a new economy, largely,
of services and communications, develops` elsewhere, peiticularly in the
south. I think of the plight of the blacks who left the obsolescent agri-
cultural plantation economy of the south only to get trapped into the next .

obsolescent phaseof the economy, the manufacturing belt of the northeast
and the mid-west.

_Look at_tliis kid and you -see immediately, the nstitutions in whidh
he is placed, none of them really performing, many 0 0-em becoming obso-
lete. LoOk at the individual and you will see the of is of the redistri-,
bution the world poc4er._ As power moves to oil producing nations, that
kid and his mother can no longer pay the fuel bill at the end of the month.
Then look at the tangled web of equities that are involved. What will hap-
pen to the feelings we have for the rights of blacks as the Hispanic pres-
ence grows more tremendous? How will we handle our developing sympathy,for------
the Hispanics and their predicament as refugees from other societies pour
into and repopulate our older cities. This web of ecuities is producing a
strain in our international and ethnic relations. BlAcks are now on the
West Bank, raisi the question whether we have been fair to Palestinians at
the same time that feel the great tug in affection for the Jewish people
and the State of Is eel.

Look at that kid, too, and you are going, to see the impact. of the

plannedirecession in which people deliberately, and probably wisely fan the
"`-1--,-of view of the stability of ylis economy and the need to keep infla-
tion down, have slowed the economy and cut out hundreds of thousands of
jobs. Looking at this unemployqd.youtb, you will also see him or her
swamped by the arrival of new job seekers: migrants - illegal and
legal, and displaced persons; women fihalW getting their fair share of
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working opportunities; and even the newly unretired. (With inflation, Who'
can afford retirement?) This kid has to deal with all of this_newiCom-
petition. , :, ,.

When ydu ldok at that kid, you also see the irresistible temptatigAs
..t poured on him by television and,,the.materialistic consumer oriented economy,

. .

. Whether or not'the kid has'a jobk,...qior she has got to be something and not
only that; to feel satisfied while ing pushed moie and more ty4a "society
of instant gratification'' to get it now. That kid is going, obviously, to
be tgmpted into a network of illegality or hustlerism to_get what he or

45
eK

'

,shear no tatter the means!
.

, When we see individuals struggling iip the web of lag forces, it 4s
6, quite'easy to understand why the seventies have turned.sophistication into

passivity. Today, our topid could 10.11 be - putting what we into inac-.
tion. 'But the alterEative.that attracts me in this setting 1. the feeling

..of the present: "c}amn it,we've got to start somewhere." are moving
Itgain, moving against the odds of this complex set of forces; ile
striving at this meeting, and later in drafting, amending arrfecting
legieAption,we have no alternatiAkbe to start leveraging these larger
forces, to work. .o these problems at scale, hoping to i. h force with equal.
force, multiplying budgets in proportion to problems, gingepositioning

'and res4aping institutions so that they are."up to the'

'
V5For, better and for worse, I reid the signs of scal this, the

biggest of all social intery ions undertaken during 'f- otherwise passive
and cynical decade. On the po§itive side I vge and hear not simply among
this cofigregation of theforemitted but amodgiall segments of society, an
understanding of a large view of the and its causation.

' I have read with repe5.t yourmaterials on the cau4es of_ youth_
unenApymentOhey are sophisticated without being, defeatist._ I am
reassured by your readiness.to deal API systems, complexity, ground rules,
and a'beginning willingness to say we can't work it out completely within
the system; that the system is going tp have, to adapt. Lord, how different
.these discussions are from the ones that I remember in more simplistic days
of social-reform.

.

411;
0%

On the negftive('Side, I am disturbed by our cons I join it,
tegptation to translate social probl into self interest. And let's con-
fess it: working on social improTamen turn out in the end'bobe per-
sonally profitable -- even when pens gain is not a calculated intention.
The cadre of social piers who created sane, of the poverty programs got
together about ten years afterwards. I can still -see the old buddiei at that -

reunion in 1972 or thereabouts. Evetlione. seemed pretty well dressed and
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prosperous, but each in turn despaired about what was happeting under Nixon
and what had befallen the poor. Finally, one among us rose to give ah
amiably satiric summation: "Let's toast another decade of social failure
and-personal success."

Again on tiv negative side, what I have seen,and heard today is the
language of thelarge and the pretentious. Somehow, when we go from the
world of the small to the world of the universe we use latinized, dead words

we "finalize," we "coordinate." I have to stop a minute with coor-
dination. That is one word that I have used myself and regret and repent:
If you really look at coordination,_it's astatement that says -- we've got
an impossible job so let's cover it with verbal glue. It doesn't really
came together, so we ink it out witboOke word coordination.

Fran another point of vie#, if I were the kids of this world, and
looked at 750 people here, abot#t ready to coordinate, I would run like hell.
I think freedom in the United States is often in the cracks. Where the
fractures of the system are, somehow we find our elbow room, our flexibi-
lity. Again I'm retreating to the logic of the small. Let me stay with the
logic of the large.

The logic of the large is real. It has a legitimacy of its,cwn.
think it's best - that free - for -all, that goes with the power plays in

Washington, and the state capitals and the city halls and among institu-
tions - when it ensures, as the framers ofithe constitution in a notable
federalist paper said it would, a stabilizIng process of checks and bal-
ances. It guarantees that none of us, while struggling for our particular
piece of the universal action, distorts or dt#nates the system. Validly,
we live with and use the large to gain leverage -- foi we aid not as human
beings ever able to frame budgets big enough or bureaucracies large enough
-to equal the problems presented us and the forces working against us. We
are,at our best when we're working at, jujitsu; q4-25 we can leverage and
redirect powerful systems and ground rules so that the net product begins to
be something offer than the wastage of our youth. We are all obviously
attracted to that game, or we wouldn't be here. And we come with our own
principles, our own prejudices, our own self interests.

It's only fair that, as an educationist br as an educator or whattver
am; I share a few of my own preconceptions on some of the down-to-earth

topics you are discussing at this conference.

-Let mestait with Proposition or Prejudice Number one. If, in a period
of shrinking budgets and resources, the nation should decide that youth
emtoloyment is to be a priority, I for one am going to cheer. If we must
concentrate limited resources and choose from many competing claims, as to
where to begin ari effort to improve the human condition of this country, why
not start with youth unemployment?
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Set..:anu proposition:' I see no alternativie to partnerships. First we .

are all in the act; our several energies are not enough; and working at odds
with each ether, we'll batter rather than better these single human beings

to help. While I can understand the politics of the game,
'that we begin to divide into caucuses and guilds and so forthp'I have no
smpathy whatsoever for a turf war which stops us from doing what we're sup-
paned to do. Partnerships have to be the answer; complementary behaviors
that stem from a self - disciplined memory of the human beings who await our
help.

My third proposition is based on my awn experience: partnerships are
best when they play to the strengths of each"rember of the parTnership,
where they give some security of role. Where the role of each institution
is respected, each can contribute its full potential. Let me add, however,
if these institutions are supported in their designate'd rOleSithey Must
also be held accountable. Each'of us and each of our institutions must earn
what we get in this partnership. Only when each contributes his or her
strength, can weaknesses be minimized. To use a figure of doubles in ten-
nis, if my backhand is weak, I sure want a partner with a good forehand at
my side.

Fourth, as an educator,-t-hope that any kind of legislation keeps
. schools involved and accountable. I would not, either at one extreme, give

schools money without their having to fight for it and prove,themselves or
at the other extreme, exclude them from the chance to prove themselves and
to grow with the challenge and theeopportunities. If there is a prime role
for the schools, it should be in teaching the basic skills. They ought also
be involved (although not unilaterally because I don't tr)yst/eVen my own
cldn to use that power without sane monitoring) in the matter of awarding
and "banking" creditS for educational purposes to provide some measure of
quality control. The last thing we want is to subject ki01;to incompetents
doing basic skills training. On the other hand, basic ski :MET training, is
going to be carried on in many different ways, by different moojes and with

different spirit than ever before and educators will have to show, far more
flexibility, sensitivity and ingenuity than is evident in much of their Work
and-basic skills.

I would also like to see the schools and the'eduaationalAystem par-

ticipate much more aggressively and imaginatively in the definition of the
future, in scanning trends, so that instead of lagging constantly with an
inertial bureaucracy, schools begin.to move, to show entrepreneurship, to
catch up, to create, to Invent. Schools should have an adjunct role
obviously in job-related training, but frankly, are not well suited to that
particular task. When I became commissioner responsible for CEO and job
training in New Jersey, I learned one thing (and it's been confirmed as ftve
raised my awn four kids and watched other neighbor kids) and that is that
training for job-related skills had better be immediately related to those
jobs. Maybe the schools can participate, but only when'reaognizing that job-
related skills seem to be taught best when the young person realizes he or she
is within reach and in the environment of that job.
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It is extraordinarily
Ak

important that a partnership be established with
the private sector thodgh something in my mid-west and populist spirit has
usually made it easier to recommend an alliance with the non-profit private
than the profit-making private segment. Having recently joined cn two cor-
porate boards, that bias may be fading; I've probably been co- opted.

Theivate sector represents something vital and necessary. I have .

seen it in my own son who has, with consi able back-breaking effort, deve-
loped- a lawn-naintainance-business cf-h' Her-used-to "goof-off "-wheni
tried to get him to_,work. He now has ix kids working for him, complaining 1

that kids these ys don't cork like they used to. There's something valid,
tough, strong, ous about a, producing enterprise that has to meet
the test of the mark .t and pr es, in many respects, the discipline all of
us will need in the-n t 25 y s,-especially as more individuals and
nations demand and get their air share of the world's benefits. Our
schools can learn from ine and our youth can profit from that .

partnership.

I senselhowever, that the partnership between business and the rest of
us in,tbe public sector has a lot of missingirrs. I wish I were closer
to the everyday world of bus' ess so I could erstand why the g ps exist.
I talked to one businessman you this morning and was impr with what .

his firm has done in a tough -mi
problem. We need,nore such entr'es, the building of bridges between two
conditions -- the culture of thcs who have the explicit mission of improving
the human irrespective of profits and the culture that accepts the discipline
of the bottom- line, hopefully not irrespective of the human condition.

ed but innovative way to work on these

Sts

There is a mischieimus side me that would like to tweak business
into working more energetically building this bridge. There is a provi-
sion in U.S. tax lbw that permits corporations to dedgct charitable contri-
butions of up to,:five percent of their taxable income.- On the average',
corporations now give less than one percent or about'2 billion dollars. If
corporations were to go to the full five percent, another 8 billion-ao3lbrs
could be used to support needed social programs. President Johnson once
commented to corporation executives: "Hoi4 acme you guys who hate
Washington, keep sending money to vs in taxes when you could keep it and
give it away yourself?"

Ways must be found to encourage corporate giving. Perhaps we should
jexamind what is happening in Minneapolis. A corporate culture is developing
that has induced about fifty firms in that community to give the full five
percent.
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I would also encourage the framers of any legislation designed to
encourage corporate giving to think of ways to tease the flow of corporate
and philanthropic money into channels that would create greater local flexi-
bility and independence than governmental money normally allows for.

foundations'in such cities as Cleveland, Kansas City, Pittsburgh
*and Philadelphia have done remarkable work as independent forces/ par-
ticularly when they hire sensitive and capable staff. Complemented with
greater corporate giving, they would constitute a powerful alliance that
could make a difference insolving the problem of youth employment..

Even though I have urged the contribution route, I would really prefer
a harder route. I wish busines4in its profit-making mode would see that
21tting unemployed youth to work is an investment in human capital and is
worth the extra of d trouble.

I would also like -to see the partnership affect the curricula of the
chools. What is needed is not so much changes in specific courses, but the
2evelopment of the capacity of the school system to talk to kids early about
what thS economy is like, what their life is going to.be like and give tbem.
the confidence and competence to cope with a rapidly changing job market.

I would also like to see that partnership help schools, colleges and
co-minity based organizations do a systematic job of evaluating economic
-:.nditions at the loyal. level. The local circumstances vary from the sun-
-J'elt to the northwest. Conditions in a service community like Boston or
washington are one thing,,and are quite different from those in the predomi-
ately manufacturing cities of Toledo and Gary. More importiptly, the part- .

nership can help find suc&ss.and leverage points. Where is something
'appening? At the local level, how does one feed on that happening? On a
largef scale, bow can all of us, but especially the schools, anticipate major
movements and trends. Th technology, we have been told, I think by Sar
Levitan, that computer programing is already out of date. When you look
at the use of the micro - computers, the video'discs, and so forth, you begin to
7r'S the tremendous impact of communications technology in this country and in
th world. I know the Chines2, with when I have dealt recently on educational
:roblems, are thinking about leap- frogging the traditional style'of institu-
`ionized education and moving to electronic modes of ccomunication to reach
the masses at lower expense. It's interesting that now with the chip, it is
pcssible for third world nations to begin thinking about investments of this
kind and possibly to pioneer,beyond our convention. But there are other
trends that schools should anticipate. For example, the migration of south to
north from poorer to richer areas, is very clearly going to.make this a
bilingual nation within 25 years. The Hispanic presence, the Carribean
presence, The Third World presence will repopulate our cities, will dominate
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much of what is done"in education. ,TWenty-five percent of our high school
graduates Lm the next ten years will be minority. Can tenure, for example,
survive as an educational practice if in so short i span our schools and
colleges are to shift responsively to that social trend. Educators must
also be willing to accept on equity grounds, targeting, to go for priority
people, places and situations. We ?1st refine our purposes.

Finally, in this world of the large, we need to experiment. We do need
venture funding. That was the purpose originally of the Community Action
Program and the flexible funding that program symbolized. That's also the
genius of philanthropy in America. It's what we all want: "glue money,"
discretionary money for which we are given latitude in use, but are hdld
accountable for results. I know what happens. to that kind of money after
awhile -- the temptations to abuse and4then to strict control are chronic --
but it is precious money. SarehbCrvTe-ayjhE-bicEeabre-f.iifiEEcget.her an
honest set of institutions and processes by which the different elements of
this partnership can take on new ventures without filing innumerable forms
and waiting infinitely for consent. I wouldn't leave the states out of this
business. I say that, not simply because I was once a state commissioner,

nor even just because, as econcmists are telling us, states are going to be
the ones with surplus funds. Don't stop at Washington. Move on those state
capitals. States must be involved because they have responsibility and can
exert tremendous leverage. .

.

Now let me move from that world where we talk about forge and leverage
a partnerships and imamate things, to the world of the small. Eesprte
he minute character of the world Of the one- to-one and of the sparrow,

despite the tragedies that we live with in thcit world,..and the disappoint-
ments as' one deals with individuals, it's in that world that I really
recover my sense of optimism. There one sees displayed not simply tragedy,
but the human response to it, the tenacity with which the human being makes
the possible out of the impossible. When the news.is reported by'the media,
we are given a surfeit of tragedy because that's newsworthy. We do not see
or, hear what follows: the will of people to live and to make something
better of a bad situation. But it is that power of .the human being in the
small that seems to me, in the final analysis, to make sense of a world', only

Kafka could.have created and policy-makers seem so often powerless to deal
with. 4.

. ' b ,

...

The power of the human being in the small has been forgotten in the two
jiimensio analysis of many evaluators, in particular the "naysayers." The
tragedy f Coleman and Jencks is that they fostered a dialogue of the
negativ : 'Schools don't count" became a dismal chant. Thank God, educa-
tion researchers and writers are now looking at schooling with an eye on the
small rather than an impersonalited aggregate. One of this 'new breed is my
colleague, Ron Edmunds. In his search for more effective schools, he has
found evidence in Michigan and now in New York City that a school can work
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and produce in the worst of environments and against the odds. There is no
reason, therefore, that schools should not be held accountable foc
accomplistpg what up until now could too easily be shrugged off as in-

f"
possible: Another group of researchers headed by Michael Rutter have
published the results of an intensive study of inner city London schools.
In their book Fifteen Thousand Hours, the authors state that their investi-
gations "clearly showithat secondary schools, even after taking into account
their intake (emphasikadded), varied Considerably-with respect to their
pupils behavior, attendance, exam success and delinquency by factors of
five and six to one...We may conclude that the results carry the strong
implication that school can do much to foiter good behavior and attendance
and that,_even in disadvantaged areas, schools can be a force for good."
There is no question that this research transcends earlier and, I think,
deficient studies. I think this-is what Leon Sullivan and those who are
deeply engagerwith minority communities have been trying to say: the job
can be done if there is the will,to do it. It is the spirit that has to be
reiabd-and knoval-iiia-dfiffdrEiface any brIfiegaTza-raEi-sociarengineering
does any good. If the-power and money now being amassed in youth legisla-
tion doesn't play to that spirit, it is a waste. We all know the agonies in
this world of the one-to-one. I expect that is what accounts for all of us
fleeing from it. I once taught kindergarten; it was too tough. I went on
to third grade; they drove me nuts. I went on to eighth grade, couldn't
deal with the kid in the back row who kept reading the newspaper and
ignoring the class. Got tortwelfth grade; they weren't even listening.
They were scuffling their feet, waiting for the dance or ballgame. I

figured lid get, to colle4e. It wasn't banntil they bean revolting. :1

went on to graduate school. Kind- of like it --more coaraacent. But what I
particularly liked was lecturing on the circuit and making policy. From a
distance, we can manipulate the universe as we flee fran the complexities of
the minute.

In the last analysis, it is a supporting role that moves young people ,

into what a job really represents, which'is acceptance of oneself and accep-
tance by society. Once we have moved our youngsters to that stage, they are
ready to support others still in the trauma,of personal insecurity and
joblessness.

At this point, I am inclined' to institutionalize that thought and recom-
mend a community -based counseling program separated fran the schools. With
my own kids, whenever I found a good counselor, he always seemed in trouble
with the school system; his virtues in his role became liabilities in his
joB. But turning an insight into an institution creates its own problems.
It is inevitable"that any counseling service that starts out independent
sooner, or later will `generate into its own problems, its own insensitivies.

And we return again to the province or the spirit -- a world of the one-to-
one where a successful encounter with a single young person in trouble and
out of work begins in trust, thrives 'on love, and depends on personal advocacy.

APAre.
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I would like to close by talking for a moment about one such encounter.
Two human beings are involved. To this point, their journey toward hope
doesn't have a damn thing to do with programs or policies or appropriations
or bureaucracies. It's just a story ,of A teenage woman of black and
Hispanic parentage struggling inside her own family with psychological ten-
sions that lead her to scream at night over some hidden triuma.that may
someday come out and evaporate. She somehow has known she has undeveloped
potential, but hasn't knpwn how or where to express it. She hung out within
noticing distance of a Boston musician. The musician, in the Black tense a
brother, spotting that potential in her, treated her as a sister. When he
had to leave to do his thing in Los Angeles, he introduced her to a black
woman, ten, fifteen years older who had long ago gained-her own sense of
sblf- and social acceptance. The two became older sister-younger sister,
with a commitment a lot of people couldn't understand. "Why, older sister,
are you wasting your time with that street child? She is going to go back
to _the street -- you know it."' Well, on her first job, younger sister
didn't show up, got fired, the whole syndrome. Gradually, however, she
began to understand that she couldn't afford "taxi fever" -- i.e. taking the
taxi back and forth, chewing up her whole day's wages. She couldn't go on
spending like that; she had to budget. Older sister never loaned her
anything unless she sensed that failure to do so would be devastating.

After two or three jobs, alight turned on within the younger woman.
The episodes of screaming at night became less frequent. Not only that,
but she began to spot those crises in advance, and in anticipating them, to.
gain self-control. Just recently,: With'jdb and persona life going well,
she got pregnant. The man involved is not the person she wants as a husband

she prefers to go it on her own. And'she wants the baby. Older sister,
teeing things differently, said well; what about an abortion? No way. No
way. Younger sister doesn't believe in it. 114 there is sanething else
which I don't coppletely understand, a kind of a wish in her for fulfillment
or identification, whatever it is, a feeling that she is becoming important
through her pregnancy.' A lot of us said, there goes that relationship. But
older sister won't let it go. She said "when I make a relationship, that
relationship stays. If I love, I 1pve. You do not discard people you love
even when they disappoint or disagree with you." And so they are working it
out now. The young woman has enrolled in a course preparing her for natural
childbirth, determined to become a good mother. She discussed her situation
with her employers. They like her and will give her a four month maternity
leave. Past that you know the conventional question: "What happens after
that?" "Gal, where are you going?* "Don't know, but I'm getting there."

Now I don't want to claim that we.are going to solve social problems
entirely on a one-to-one. You know what's got to happen after that
pregnancy leave; she'll need day care and medical aid and a lot more if
she's going to make it "on her own*. Sd older sister and all the rest of us
who live in the small will have to join and do battle in the large -- we'll
take on that whole system of policy and fighting and combating to make cer-
tain younger sister gets the services she needs., One eye on the sparrow,
yes., The other on the universe:
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We're talking at this conference about employment. I just kind of
hope, that as we go into this next stage of legislation, where the world of
the large predominates, it's not our jobs bvt the job of that young woman
that weget excited about.
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rya Benefits of Coordinated Planning

Moderator: Richard Thorpe,. Director, City of Manpower Programs
St. Paul, Minnesota

Presenters:

Central Questions:

Surrhary,

John Gist, Deputy Superintendent, Baltimore City Public
Schools, Baltimore, Maryland

Robert Ivry, Manager,'Youth Services, Mayor's Office of
Manpower Resources, Baltimore Maryland

1

Ron Finnegan, Director, Center for Youth Employment and
Training, St. Paul Public. Schools, St. Paul, Minnesota

1. What local political structures and local
. leadership facilitate employment and training

and school system coordination?

_______2,...What_ane_the..szosts and benefits of joint
planning?

3. Is there potential for long-term cooperation and
reform where needed? Is,there an opportunity
for institutional change?

ts_

Coordinated planning between schools and the CETA system can substantially
increase the effectiveness of both institutions and, by eliminating duplication
and costly turf fights, can reduce overall costs. Joint planning can also act
as a stimulus for institutional change and can be instrumental in attracting
outside money to the community. The more groups plan together, the more they,
will understand each others problems, perspectives, goals and language.

Success depends on involving all institutions as full partners. In
Baltimore, Har6or.City Learning is jointly funded, staffed and operated by CETA
and the LEA. In St. Paul, the school district is involved' in the administratiel
and managempht of the CETA programs.

No particular political or governmental structure is necessary for success.
In Baltimore the Mayor appoints the heads of both CETA and the schools, while in
St. Paul, the school board is independently elected. Aggressive leadership,
continuity of staff and capful4 structured procedures are essential and mutual
trust between the institutions is the key.

Codirdinated planning must be based on local initiative and needs.
Partnerships seen.to work best when they begin as a dialogue about a caution
problem. In Baltimore, high dropout rate and high unemployment was the issue,
while in St. Paul, it was the influx of minority groups. Mile the federal
government can provide incentives, it..should.not mandate.

Local cooperative planning cannot CR/ergo:me limits of the law. While there
is considerableagreement, for example, that 12-15 year olds need help,
most of the funds under the Elementary And Secondary Education Act MIEW and
qv. go to younger or older youth. .
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Moderator:

Presenters:

44,

IV. 2 Experience in Attempting Educational Reform

Robert Schwartz, Atsistant Director,' Program on Law and
Management, NIE, Washington, 21O.

Edward Meade, PrograM Officer, Ford Foundation,
New York, New York

William Hall, Super intend,entt-New BrUnsl,qick Schools, 'giew Jersey

Central Questions

1. Have the federal dollarS intended to change schools reaped lasting benefits?

2. What are the characteristics of reform efforts that have worked, and how
can success be measured?

3. What are the effects of declining enrollments on `efforts to reform secon-
dary schools?

Sirrnary

Several federal education programs are "degogstr like YEDPA and the
panelists attempted tb take the experience in ed on and sort out the lessons
which might be applied to new YEDPA Leg'slation. tudies of progr like Title
III of ESEA show that the amount of mon , is not ntportant in
affecting change., Two factors are: the relationship between the adult closest
to a.young person and that young person; and the r f Ncommitment tothe change being attempted. Other factors are fa too (e.g. the need for
strong and continuous leadership), but local commitment and teacher-student
relations are the key.

Panelists were very skeptical about the federal government's ability to dic-
tate local change, and see great waste in federal education dollars intended for
change. They referred to the "leaky faucet": much of'the funds is siphoned off
through various administrative level; long before reaching the level that
counts: student - teacher interface.

Another lesson from educational reform is the difficulty involved in
"replicating" a good program.. The notion that "models" exist, can be tested and
then spread, is false. Local commitment cannot be spread from one place to
another.

Educatibmhas less experience in "targeting: gpnds, with thb exception of
the large Title I program for the disadvantaged. (Even Title I funds schools
with disadvantaged populations, not individuals.) Given YEDPA's emphiiii-ZR-the
disadvantaged, much work needs to be done to help teachers understand this papa--
lation which is griming in most urban and same rural school. systems.

Where reform has occurred, a long term Commitment existed from the funding
sou?ce. One year funding hardly gives enough time to get the program on its
feet and merge federal and local goals. The uncertainties involved with all
CETA funding hinders successful implementation.
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Moderator:

Presenters:

IV.3 The Job Corps Experience

Barry Argento, Project Director, Educational Improvement Effort,
Team Associates, Washington, D.C.

James Daniels, Director, Mississippi Job CgiwsCanter, Crystal
Spring, Mississippi.

Charles Mallar, Deputy Director, Mathematica Policy Research
Incorporated, Peincetcn, New Jersey.

Al An caewicz, Manager, Education Program, RCA Service Company,
Camel New Jersey.

Central Questions

Summary

Job Corps has had significant succem in helping minority disadvantaged
youth achieve employability.: Although expensive compared to non-residential
programs (costs range from $10,000 - $12,000 per year) analysis indtcates that
benefits exceed costs.

Part of the success'of dob.Corps is attribuAhle to the "ethos" that is
developed in residential programs - the feeling of being a member of a group
with full time commitment. Small size, participation of youth in decision-
making, and the enforcement of andards are important in establishing and main-
taining this ethos.

Job Corps has shown that s verely educationally deprived youth can learn
basic skills if work is individualized, growth is rewarded and there is some
connection to the rest of the plcspn's 11,fe. The integration of basic 'skills,
career exploration and work is one of th¢ strengths of the Job Corps.

Panelists recommended that Job Corps centers continue to be co-educational
and that some provisions be made for adolescent parents and handica pped youth.
Some participants suggested that Job Corps mix residential and non-residential*
youth, but others stated this could dilute the effects of the program.

1. Has Job Corps been a.success? What measures have -been used to
evaluate it? Is it cost effective?

2. What conditions are required for successful imovatiolls?

3. What has been learned about, basic education for Job Corps
enrollees?

4. What should be'the role of residential training strategies in
the overall spectrum of program options? Should there be more?
Fewer?

5. Should there be morOor less emphasis on *dentirapproach?
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Moderator:

Presenters:

IV.4 Young People Doing It Them'elves

Mary Conway Kohler, Chairman Of the Board, National Cocvission on
Resources for Youth, New Yo ,/New York.

Peter Kleinbaird, National Coraissicn on Resources for Youth,
New.York, New York.

Janice Priest, RAP Roan, White Plains, New York.

Sean Hughes, Westport Youth/Adult Council, Westport, New York.

r
Central Questions:

1. Do youth perceive the same problems that adults perceive?
Cari they offer perspeotives whith contribute to policymaking?

_
2; How can youffLpicifuc-tiieliWEiCipate in planning progriiii for--

themselves? In carrying out and evaluating them? What are the
barriers to participation and how can they be.overcome?

strrmaxy.

The session focused on the barriers, to effective participation of youth in
policy and planning. Panelists noted tHht there is a real difference between an
"advisory" rble and true participation. The young people on the panel described

-- the projects they are involved, in: the Youth/Adult Council on which youth play
an egdal role with adults frail varioud local government agencies; and the RAP
Room, one of many excellent peer counseling programs tiorywide. Other suc-
cessful projects in which young peoplb work effectively as counselors in the
areas of drug abuse, health, and sexuality, were described. Youth-conducted
-.suOeys\of the accessibility of services to the handicapped were also described.

.._,

.
Both panelists and audience cited the need for materials and on-site '?

assistance in facilitati ng effective_youth participation. Kohler and
Kleinbaird of the National Carmdssion oiliPesources for Youth Shared their

experience in providing such assistance and Showed sane films of youth working
in day care centers and teaming up with welfare Enters to do housing
rehabilitation.

The most difficult barrier to overcome for more effective youth par -

ticipation is the attitude of adults who too often don't believe that young
people can work restonsibly. Some ways of dencnstrating the valuable things'
young people can do were discussed. Youth can participate if a supportive
environment is established and youth are trained in how to express ideas and be
active participants.
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Presenters:

IV. 5 Linking Economic Development & Youth Programs

Valerie pOpe Ludlum, President, San Bernadino Westside
Community Development Corporation, California

Ted Small, President, Private Industry Council, New York City

Tom Rodenbaugh, Associate Director, Corporation for Youth-
Enterprises, Washington D.C.

Central Questions:

'1. what should be the realtionship between local
economic development and school- to-work tran-
sition programs?

2. How can national policy be shaped to foster
local development and similtaneously serve
better the employment needs ofyouth, par-

_ ticularly minorities and disadvantaged?

Summary

While it was clear that youth employment depends on local economic develop-
ment, panelists asserted there may be a conflict between the two.--Training and
employment, some claimed, are,"program oriented" and limited," while
development is "product" oriented. Others suggested, hbwever-, that the conflict
maybe more perceived than real. Some stated that the creation of jobs is not
what is needed, but rather better training and a better match between jobs and
skills is required. Others pointed out that both-skills training and jobs are
needed to meet the problems of youth employment.

The role of private industry and local private industry, iiS are
centrally important, many believed, in bringing together the lic and private
'sectors and in providing guidance for training youth and adults for future jobs
which will actually exist.

The panelists pointed to what they believe may 1 a shortcoming in many
'existing CETA programs, that is, such programs are often oriented toward
"service work," rather than toward industrial jobs which are or willtbe
available. -The San Bernadinc_Westside Community Development Corporation was.
cited as a positive example. ItLtrains perians in such fields as housing reha-
bilitation, use of solar energizes, and electrical and 'Plumbing repairs.

The problemsCof minorities and the disadvantaged, it was stated, will not
tically be served, however, unless special provisions are made for than in

ucation, trdosition programs, and industry. Economic development and jobs
alone are not enough.

It Was suggested that companies be required to submit employment impact
statements, indicating the types of jobs to be'created, the types of workers
needed and how people should be'ix-atned for future jobs. Others, however,
suggested industry mightily less than enthusiastic about what they might
feel to be "more red,taPI1P

4 11
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Maleiratcr:

IV. Attempting Local Refo With Federal Money

Ann Michel, Consultant, Syracuse
Syracuse, New York.

iversity Research Corporation,

Presenters: Vincl"Cama, Director, Office of Federal
Syracuse, New York.

State Coordination,

Alice King, Director of Operations,"Office of Federal and State ,

Coordination, Syracuse, New York.

Lionel Meno, Superintendent of S5Occis, Syracuse, New,iork.

Central Questions: *

1. How does-current,4federal poliv help or hinder coordination av-
the local level?

2. 'How do federal policies and administrative procedures enhance
or inhibit local experim entation and'-adaptation?

3. at are the necessary conditions for affecting local educa-
tional reform?

Sumnary

With a long history of instituti cooperation and a system geared to
securing federal grants, Syracuse Has significant success in implementing
youth employment programs. After describilp particular experiences, the pan-
lists offered some generalization. a

A cardinal principle that should be kept in mind wheett;e federal govern-
ment attempts local refoiM is that rigid mandates from "ow hiqh" do little more
than arouse hostility and opposition, the panelists unanimously agreed. If
change is to occur the federal government should articulate goals, establish

guidelines, provide incentives, but allow for local flexibility and experimen-
tation.

The panelists also asserted that a!'system of strict accountability must be
established-if 'reform is to occur. Local officials may need help Insetting up
and maintaining an efficient management system, especially if new institutional
arrangements are requirep4'

Institutions should be encouraged to function in areas where they have
expertise and not establish something.new for the sake of newness. In Syracuse,
schools provide most of the bas skills education while CELA provides job $
training.

\

Sufficient,,attention should be paid to e process of overcoming opposition
to reform and establishing communication. Even where local officials share Com-
mon goals such as reducing youth unemployment, their traditional behavioripat-
ternsl values, priorities and established relations often stand as impedimenta
to change. Time-spent in articulating specific goals,responsibilities and pro-
cedures will pay off in long term cooperation and consequent improvement of ser-
vices, according to the panelists.

9,
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INt)7 Future Directions for,Alternative Education

Moderator: Richard Graham, CAultant to the Field Foundation,
Washington, D.C.

Presenters: James Lytle, Director, The Parkway School,
Philadelphia, PlOnsylvania

Adria Steinberg, Academic Coordinator, The Group Sthool,
Cambridge, Massachusetts

r/Central_25stions:

1. What are the characteristics of alternatives which are working,
including size,- facilities, staff, political support?

2. How will other issues currently faced by public education affect the
potential growth of alternatives?

3. What ought to be the long-term mission of alterna ve education programs?

Reform of the "mainstream" of education? Permanenb service to par-

ticular populationS?

Suirnar

Panelists agreed on'the features which makealterna :';fork: small size,

separate facilities, the creation of a sense of commun active participation

in decision-making by youth, lots of individual attenti d integration with
the ccamunity, expecially through work experience. .-

Most of the discussion was directed at alternatives which serve drop7Outs
and near drop -outs. Countless examples are available of cooperation between
CETA and an LEA for funding and support. The largest scale example is in .

Baltimore where the Harbor City Learning Program was developed by.the CETA
office, but most staff are certified personnel officially employed by the ,'''.

schools. .

/

Program success, it was pointed out, does not guarantee continued funding,
and alternatives need to walk the fine line between total institutionalization
(e4g. being taken over wholly by the school system) and independent survival.
Even if they remain independent, alternative schools, can become rigid less

responsive to the youth. Panelists urged alternative school people to org
active constituencies for support.

There was a consensus that policy makers involved with YEDPA are now fully
aware of how impoitant alternative education is to the success of yOuth CETA

programs,,but there is still no consensus about how to maintain financial sup-0 port of these alternatives.
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I11.8 The Change in Policy Towards Handicapped Youth

Moderator: Lisa Walker, Directd, Project for the Handicapped
Institbte for Educational Leadership
Washington, D.C.

11
Presenters: Dorothy Coleman, Coordinator, Baltimore Maryland, Division for

_Exceptional Children, Baltimore'Public Schools, Baltimore, Maryland.

Judy Heurnann, Deputy Director, Center for Independent Living
Berkeley, California , .4

Central Questions:

1. What are the new laws entitling "handicapped" youth to training and how are
they being implemented?

2. Vow can.work disincentives in current benefit programs be overcome?

3.

4. HcW can the Programs operated by rehabilitation, eduda ion and the CETA
systems be coordinated at the local level?

What are the pgreqpisites to job training needed by handicapped youth?

Summary

New legislatiepn in education, rehabilitation, and CETA appear to open
significant new fob training opportunities for the disabled and handicapped,
including those of school age. But panelists expressed concern that despite the
existence of laws like Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, change is slow and V
the new laws are not sufficient. -The attitudes of the public, and especially
attitudes of employers, must change.

Employers need much mor
They need technical assi
to accommodate the handica

information about training disabled individuals.
concerning job restructuring and job modification

Lable concern about the present methods f iden-Panelists expressed consid

tifying and assessing the skills of handicapped youth.. Fairer and more
constructive diagnostic 'awls are needed.

Consistent with the "independent living" philosophy of organized disabled'
people, handicapped persons must be included, in much greater numbers in the
administration and staffing of programs designed to serve them. Similarly,
disabled people must be included in much eater numbers in the various advisory
groups required in funded programs.

Panelists pointed out that the.families of disabled youth are very important
in 'their'impact on jqp training programs. New and better ways of involvin
families, especially parents,.need to be explored.

Fiscal constraints should force the various local agencies which relate to
the handicapped to form logical networks to improve the quality and continuity
of services. The schools, traditionally isolated from other agencies, are now
required to help provide.unified services.. But change has belErt.slow.
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Moderator:

Presenters:

.9 Facilitating Change rider YEDPA

Gregory Wurzburg, Executive Director, National Council cn
Employment Policy, Washington, D.C.

Bonnie Snedeker, Research Consultant, Oregon.

Central Questions:

1. Under what conditions do CETA prime sponsors and LEAs need to
work together?

Ir
2. What factors encourage cooperation between CETA, prime sponsors

and LEAs and what factors discourage it?

3. What should the federal government do to foster CETA/LEA
cooperation?

Summary

miupth of the discussion flaked from the work underway by the National
Council on Employment Policy studying the effects of the 22 percent LEA
agreement required in the Youth Employment and Training Program. Wurzburg
directs that study and Snedeker is one of the regional case 5todylresearchers.

Many examples of successful collaboration were cited, pointing out the
vast differences from locality to locality. The need to allow local flexibility
was stated repeatedly--the federal government cannot be overly trescriptive.

Several obstacles to successful collaboration were reviewed: the.3ifferent
funding cycles of the schools and CETA, including different fiscal years: the
uncertainties involved with CETA funds; the different standards for employment
of staff; CETA's targeting on the disadvantaged; and the differing account-
ability systems.

But the clear successes in many areas, urban and rural, prove that these
obS4 acles can be overcame when there is local good will, sufficient time for
jqkint planning, and leadership. There were suggestions that YEDPA should allow
filt greater time and resources for joint planning. Under present circumstances,
the LEA need only sign off on the 22 percent agreement, indicating- consent but
not necessarily a real role in planning.

YEDPA seems to be creating a kind of "third system" which is neither
schools nor CETA, and often take the form of alternative schoo run, in many
cases, through community organizations. These alternatives are appropriate for
many youth who can't succeed in a normal school settings, but the exacerbate the
differences between the schools and CETA. The most successful alternatives,
both in terrrs of performance and staying power, are thode which accommodate the
differencesw , often through joint staffing.

Activities funded through YEDPA have expanded opportunites for.00llabora-
tion, have focused the schools' attention on drop-outs and near drop -outs, and
have begun to clarify some of the confliCts between the schools and the
employment and training system.
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TV. 10 Comprehensive Youth Planning Under CETA

Moderator: Evelyn Ganzglass, Education Specialist, Office of Youth
Programs, Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.4'

Presenters: Gerri Fiala, Serildr Manager, Technical Assistance and Training
Corporation, Washington, D.C.

Kristine Tomesch, Senior Plannetris County Employment
and TraininclAdministration, Nbcristown, New Jersey.

Central Questions:

1. What are the potential advantages of 1con-
solidated, year - around and multi-yeaf planning?

2. How can program evaluation improve quality?

3. How can the employability development of youth
be evaluated?

Summary

Comprehensive year long and multi-year planning can lessen and even elimi-
nate many of the obstacles of successful youth employment services, according to
panelists, including fragmentation of programs, uncertainty of funding and the
inability to provide systematic services to a youth oll4to track his or her
progress. Nine prime sponsors have been given the opportunity to experiment
with such planning..

Using a series of pre-tests and post- tests, the prime sponsor can design a
variety of employment experiences based on the changing.needS of the youth and
to measure progress. Because the sponsors are certain of funding for a two-year
period, relatively long-term contracts and work plans canbe signed with the
youth, stating goals and expectations, not only in terms of skills and behav-
iors, but also,attitudes and values. Emphasis.can be placed on designing a
plan for an individual rather than finding existing .programs into which a youth
can be fitted.

Because discrete, short term pcogFams can have only limited effect on an
individual, they can be evaluated best in terms of numbers served, cost, effec-
tiveness,tiveness, or acquisition of specific skills of a client. It Tricking the progress
of a youth over,a period of time and through a number of pr rams, hyaever,
permits evaluation of youth emproymeneservices in terms of ndividual ._

growth and'develoment. '

Comprehensive planning allows prime sponsors, with Citizens Advisory
Councils, to design programs that meet local needs and maximize local resources.
Comprehensive planning can eliminate duplication, reduce- start -up costs end
insure continuity of programs and experiences. Such local6ontrol can reduce
paperwork and red tape, and lessen the time lag between planning and implemen-
tation.

Ways must be found to share the experiences of prime sponsors. Panelists
were concerned that with local comprehensive planning each prime sponsor may
have to "reinvent the wheel."
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.4 Youth EmplOyment: The Agenda For the Eighties

Stuart E. Eizenstat
Special Assistant to the President

Thank you, Mayor Schaefer, I am delighted to be here in Baltimore for this
the Vice President's Task Force Conference on Wbrkplaces and Classrooms.
Baltimore, under your leadership, Mr. Mayor, has.shown a dramatic capacity to
draw the public and private sectors into partnership for urban revitalization.

Secretary Marshall tells me that one of the reasons he recommended
Baltimore for this conference was the exceptionally strong partnership you have
between education and employment programs.

I asked him who the partners were, and he said "The CETA prime sponsor and

the local school committee."

"Sounds good," I said, "who is the priMe sponsor?" "The Mayor," he said.

"And how is the school committee chosen?" I asked.' "Mayor Schaefer appoints

them," said Ray. "Now, there's a man who knows howl to form a partnership," I

said.

,The Vice President, who has led this Task Force over the mpnths of its
efforts, very much wanted to be here with you today. As you probably know, he
also has a very strong interest in the Administration's proposed new Department
of Education. The Department has passed the House and the Senate. It has been

approved by a conference committee, and that committee report approved by, the

Senate. Today it faces its final, and mast difficult test on the floor

of the House. So the Vice President is working right now on the vote to
establish, at long last, a Department of Education.

The Carter Administration is proud of its record on youth employment. We
have increased resources for disadvantaged youth fran less than $2.5 billion to
more.than $4 billion, through such programs as the Youth Employment and
Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 and the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit.

Under the youth legislation, we have reached out at tie local level to seek
a major increase in cooperative efforts between schools and local employment and

training programs. This conference and the experience of those of you attending

are the fruit of this joint effort by the Administration, the Congress and

program operators all across the country to come to grips with the problem of

youth unemployment -- which I consider the most important social challenge of

the next decade.

Under the youth legislation, we have served 700,000 young people. We have
created some 250,000 new year -round job and training opportunites.

Of the funds spent to date, $700 million has been spent on education
related activities with the largest share through school systems.

The result has been a decline in minority youth unemployment fran a rate
that was once over 40 percent to about 30 percent. Even more encouraging is the
over 20 percent increase in jobs - annincrease of 127,000 jobs - for minority

young people.
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For the first time in yeas; there has been a sharp increase in black youth
labor force participation rates.

You are gathered here as part of what I behave to be one of the most par-
ticipatory public policy endeavors. The Vice President's Task Force on Youth
Employment has traversed the country. This is the fifth conference that has
been held with a total attendance of over 1,000 people. They have net with
program operators, school people, community organization leaders and young
People from coast to coast.

ti

- In Birmingham, Labs Angeles, Houston, Chicago and Hartford, we have met in
roundtable discussions with local businessand education leaders.

- Members of the National Football League Players Association, on behalf of.
the Task Force, conducted interviews with young people in 18 cities so that the
voice of youth could be heard.

- We've net frequently with professionals and officials from every field of
concern with this subject.

S.

- We have asked leading academic experts to hell; us analyze the labor market
problems of youth, and the effectiveness of existing programs.

From all these people, we have sought advice and ideas on what works and
what doesn't, andawhere we should go from here in this difficult field.

Our errphasis today could not be more appropriately placed. We. are talking
about a choice -- a choice of the deepest and most fundamental kind -- a choice
between stunted lives and an equal chance, a choice between decades of welfare
dependence and a life of productivity, a choice between the shredding`of
America's covenant or keeping the covenant with millions of citizens.

Our country has faced that choice in the past and has not fully net the
challenge. Today we face it again, and today we must choose the proper path.
The President and the Administration will not repeat the mistakes of the past -
we will take the right-path. Our society will, be judged by how wetreit the
disadvantaged among us, nbt the privileged.

The time could not be mare urgent or more propitious.. Two decades ago
young black citizens sat ai lunch counters throughout the South and refused to
leave until they might be served like anyone else. It took five years of
struggle --five diffic t and painful years in which thousands marched and sane
died to get a law ed which said that all could eat at those lunch counters.
It. took a year mor to get a law passed which guaranteed to every citizen the
right to vote. ese laws were two hundred years late and a bare minimum at
that. . ,
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But fifteen years after the marching stopped, and a dozen and more years
after cities burned from the heat of rage at the remaining deep economic and
social injustice, there are young men and' women who still can't eat at
the lunch counters not because they ar barred legally fran entry, but because

they cannot find a job,.

There is a deep and bitter irony in all of this, For during the same
period when we declared war on poverty, black teenage unemployment was creeping
up up and up, year by year. When the Supreme Court said "separie but equal"
was a sham, and Linda Brown could attend school with white classmates, white
teenage unemployment was 12 percent and black teenage unemployment was only
slightly higher -- about 16 percent. Now Linda Brown has children who are prac-
ically grown up, and white teenage unemployment is still about 12 percent --
ut black teenage unemployment is almost three times as high.

We have already lost at least one generation, and we are on our way to-

losing another. John F. Kennedy once said aTising tide lifts all boats. We've /
learned that a bouyant econany. does create jobs and uplifts most of us but has
left in the sea of affluence islands of hopelessness and despair. Any street ' 44

corner in Harlem or the South Bronx, in Watts or East Los Angeles, shows the
results of our nation's neglect.

I want to talk about the eighties and its challenges in youth employment

areas. II? a sense, we in America have led a charmed life over the past 100
years --with.the notable exception of the Great Depression. We spent our early
nationhood thriving and expanding along with industrialization. And we enjoyed
a post-industrial adolescence of even greater growth and affluence -- right up
to the mid 1970s. Each decade was brighter than the last. We were growing

- expanding - progressing. But today we stand on the brink of a new era. We've
abruptly moved fran an era of abundant and cheap energy to one of scarce expen-
sive energy. This will have profound effects on our rate of economic growth.
The employment landscape has changed dramatically too -- especially in our

central cities. Smokestacks have given way to golden arches as industrial
employment has given way to a service economy.

For most of us, getting used to these changes is difficult. For many young
people seeking work, it's proving impossible. 'Since 1974, high minority youth
unemployment has remained a per.manent condition of the labor market. What youth

unemployment now represents, in the ironic words of an expert who spoke at one
of our White House seminars, is "the residue of three and a half centuries of

social progress."- -

There are a tragically high number of youngsters left behind as the job gap
between the affluent and the poor widens. It would take 120,000 jobs for
Hispanic youth in poverty areas to,bring them abreast of their counterparts

among non-minorities. For black youth in poverty areas, the number is a

staggering 645,000 jobs!

) ir
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In education, the numbers reveal the same inequities. More than 165,000
Hispanic youngsters of graduation age would have to be kept in. high school in
order to close the education gap. The number for b).acks is over 270,000. How
we address this problem will be one of the preeminent challenges of the 1980s.

Let me say some ping /about these fundamental shifts:

First, we live in a Po6t Industrial Economy. In 1949 George Orwell wrote
his famous novel 1984. While we have maintained and adAnced political freedom
in these 30 years, much of the technical world Orwell prophesied is already true
and much of the rest is around the corner. We live in a 4orld which is tech-
nologically many generations ahead of where it was in the_forties. We live in a
world of fast food restaurants and self-service gas stations; a world where the'
Post Office is developing electronic mail and banks are planning to replace cash
with electronic fund transfers- and 4 world of white collar job growth and an
explosion of technologically-based occupations.

This post industrial economy has two important.consequences for youth
employment:

o job growth in manufacturing, where entry level positions lead to
good paying positions later, has declined while job growth in ser-
vice industries where there is less upward mobility has increased.
The Department of Labor estimates that between 1974 and 1985 there
will be a total of 58 million job openings of which only 12.5
million are in blue onliAr jobs and 45.5 million are in white
collar or. services jobs.

Lo the n of jobs in. the labor market which are open to people
)" wi a high school diploma has declined significantly. In

195' the percentage was 34 percent; by 1970, the number had fallen to
9 percent.

r

The labor. market facing young people in the eighties is more demanding,
more technological, more service-oriented.

Second, there is a drastically changing composition, to the Youth Labor Market.
We live in a society which has already been transformed from the picture that
many of us still carry with us of Robert Young and Jane.Wyman in "Father Knows
Best." The notion of the "American Family" as a working father, a non-working
mother and two children in school already applies to only 1.4 percent of all
American families.

In the eighties, we will continue to see major demographiq shifts that will
transform our society and its-institutions: We will see a continuing expansion
of women in the labor market. In World War II when women were actively needed
for jobs, 36 percent of women of*labor force age had jobs; in 1970 it had only
gone up to 40 percent a year ago it was 48 percent and today its 51 percent
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We will soon see a decline in the total number of young people in the labor
force as the Baby BooM becomes the Young Adult Boom. But the number of minority
teenagers will continue to grow. Perhaps most importantly there will continue
the dramatic increase in the number of,Hispanic Americans.

Demographers tell us that Hispanics will be our fastest growing minority in
the eighties. The median age for Whites is 29, for Hispanic Americans it is 20.

The decline ihhe total number of young people can mean more opportunites
for minority young people - if they are prepared.

There is also a geographic problem. Whereas white teen unemployient is
fairly equally distributed between cities, suburbs; and rural areas, minority
teen unemployment is very heavily concentrated in'urban areas.

Third, the challenge of basic education in the eighties must be met. When
we were sitting down to try to get a grip on youth employment and education in
the eighties, we knew that there were two groups of people we must talk to:
personnel managers and educators. We wanted to make sure that we spoke to the
people on the front lines. The private sector personnel managers who control 80
percent of the jobs, and the educators who try to teach 100% of the young
people.

At the series of roundtables we spoke to 100 small business personnel mana-
gers, 100 large business personnel manager and 100 educators. They told us

'three things:

1) Personnel managers want to hire kids who can read and write. .

2) Personnel managers want to hire kids who have already developed
good,work habits.

3) Teachers want to play a role in designing any new education
jp program before it arrives in their classroom -- unannounced and

often uninvited.

Our challenge for the eighties, in my view, is how b?-neetteirthree
objectives.

These statistics ought to serve as red warning lights for_all Of us:

o 25 percent drop out rates from high school for blacks and 40 percent
for Hispanics.

o . 90 percent literacy rates for white kids, 17 years old, but 59 percent
literacy rates for blacks of the same age.
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We face a.problem in the Eighties. Teachers will, have more rasponsibilites
placed on them, not less. School boards will be under more pressur4-from tax
payers to explain the 'doubling of per pupil costs and empty classrocos, not
less.

Principals will be facing more parents who are more active and more -
interested. Parents will be.facing.principals who are more harrassed. Young
people, if my kids are any indication, will be watching more television, not
less.

But if we all continue with business as usual in the eighties, we may lose
generation of America's young people. We know progress is being made

all ac ces the country.

o We have learned that young people seek work and can be employed in
large numbers in vital, important tasks for their cammunittes.

o In Baltimore, when part-time jobs were guaranteed to poor young
f people in the entitlement area, 8,800 youths were thought to be
/ eligible. To date over 13,000 have been enrolled.

o And from Los Angeles, where Ted Watkins has young participants
restoring homes moved out of the path of a freeway and relocated
in Watts, we have evidence of young people working hard and
contributing.

o School and CEPA prime sponsors can work together-to help young
people complete their education and get jobs. In 1978 over $700
million was spend on ETA education programs. There are many

4. examples - in Boston, in Albequerque, in St. Paul, and all across the
country.

r
o Dropouts who want to comglete their education often won't return

to the schools they've left. The new youth programs are providing
.alternatives.

. In Baltimore, Harbor City Learning is operated jointly by
the schools and CEEN and has been nationally recognized
for its educational curriculum for dropouts. Students
aged 14-19 are offered two weeks of work alternated with
two weeks of education.

-- The Career Intern Program (CIP) is a model alternative
education program first operated by Leon Sullivan's OIC in .

Philadephia and recommended by HIE for replication around
the nation.
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o Key to the youth employment problem is,greater involvement of the
private sector. We've learned that while financial incentives
help, they aren't enough. Employers must be personally involved
in the development of programs. We believe that the Private Industry
Councils, established in the 1978 CEPA amendments and funded by
Congress this year, will provide a way for organizing private sector
cooperation with schools and the employment and training system.

o 8U we have also found that employers expect young workers who can
r ad, calculate and are ready V work.-

As we begin bo shape the Administration's major new youth initiative for
submission Congress next year, we will keep these principles uppermost in our

minds.

First, we most 'recognize that although poor white youth need help, the
problem is disproportionately acute for minorities. It Is minority youth who
suffer most from poor schooling. And it is clear that the ugly Spector of
discrimination contributes all boo greatly to exacerbating the problem. In this

era of tight budget resources, we must target job funds on those individuals and
communities in greatest need.

Second, all,our programs must recognize bow many young people have deep and

serious educational needs. It is imperative that those who now read at the
third or fourth.grade level -- and there are all too many -- can receive all the
help they need, even if it takes three years or more to get what it takes to
compete in the job market. Local schools - vocational schools and community
colleges must be 'helped to meet their responsibilities to provide basic educa-
tion for all American young people. It is crucial that we use every appropriate
educational resource in the community bo reach those who have already dropped

out.

Third, the value of_combining schooling with work, or work with schooling, as
the vehicle to attracting and holding the interest of younorpeople should be

*accepted without reservation. In Europe, large numbers of young people begin
working part-time while still in school so a job is waiting at graduation.

Fourth, the key role of the private sector must be acknowledged and
pursued. The private sector must begin to assume the 'responsibility Nor youth
employment and training it accepts in other industriakdemocraciet.

In designing programs I believe we have learned from experience. We have

learned to be more select imp, more flexible in considering solutions. Where we

often painted with broad zealous brushstrokes in the sixties, we nowIegdire

a finer hand. And nowbere is that approach more critically important tb success
than in the fight against youth unemployment.
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We must capitalize on the ingenuity of local business, local program opera-
tors, and community-based organizations. But none of that can happen -- none of
it -- unless we include the local school as a partner in the bargain. )EduCation,
is and always has been the thread that keeps our social fabric Intact.

We cannot resort to finger pointing or charges that one segment of the
society or the other, or the government is the cause of our failure. We all
share a collective responsibility. We should, instead, point to a future of
cocperation, an era of partnership between the schools, the government, and the
private 'sector. With that kind of cooperation, that kind of partnership, we can
accomplish much.

We can look at enriching school resources so that basic skil.s
help can be provided high school students. 4

With cooperation from the private sector, we can assur
that youth can find work at the end of employment training--
instead of finding an empty promise.

We can help vocational high'schools, community colleges and.post-
secondary vocational schools be the places where yotIngsters in
need of remedial education get a second chance.

The need to form a new partnership between government; the private sector
:and our-schools is urgent. With thousands of young people out of work, we don't
have time to-sit back. We need to act before another young person is denied an
equal opportunity to approach the starting line. We need to move while there
is still time, if we hope to enter the eighties as a more mature and equitable
society.

There is unfinished business in our nation crying out for completion, demanding
labor that youth can well perform.

I am confident that we can cove that long last mile. Fox 4 are the
try that raised itself up fran the depths of depression. We are the country

that overcame the ravages of war. We are the country that won through the dili-.
;once of teachers like Martin Luther King the rights that Should never have been
denied a single man or woman. And I, for one, believe that we will be that

4*country again in the fight to employ our nation's youth.

We must not pay the at of inaction in the increased oust of welfare and
crime and ruined lives. We' will strive together for the answers that ensure
that youthful hopelessness is never a bill that comes due in Amerida. I pledge
that this will be a personal priority of mine, of the Vice President's and' of
the President of the United States. .4*

'11

a -1.-
Now let's all move fran the good words of this conference - to even Settet

actions and deeds.
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SESSION V

POLICY AND PRCGPAM OPTIONS'

tO

..

Convening five outspoken, nationally known experts in the, fields of educa-
tion and employment and training to discuss policy and program options is a
guaranteed recipe for an exciting exchange of ideas. Under the incisive but
humorous leadership of .ill Spring, the final session of the conference on
Saturday morning ur- the overall cooperative spirit of the conference,
while making icit remaining area's of differences.

AREAS OF AGREEMENT

Youth unemployment is a serious problem.
4

Amkpryicut speakers had stated, Bill Spring reminded the participants that
youth4Mwrgioyment may be the most serious domestic problem facing the nation in
the 1980s. The social costs of leaving youth autside the mainstream of. society,
meas ed in terms of wasted lives, unfulfilled dreams and'such anti-social
behave r arug abuse and crime, cannot be exaggerated: Each of tht panelists
asser at all institutions have a responsibility to, alleyiate-the probl5m.

(

s

2. New partnerships are needed; existing ones should lip bolstered.

up.

lists agreed that the resources, including personnel, mon6y and
connections to the community of any one institution, are and will remain
woefully insufficient to solve the problem. Partnerships which play to the .

strengths of existing institutions.can reduce cost and, increase effectiveness.
Panelists furtlier agreed that local communities must workout the details and
mechanics of cooperation, although they differed on the role the federal governr-
ment should play.

3. The private sector must be recruited as an active part*.

The private sector provides a type of "reality testing"( the efforts of
educators and employment and training people. The panelists were cautious about
expecting too much, too soon, however.. As Dick Conner pointed sut,'business
leaders need totkimincentive fonactive participation in youth employment
efforts. For ramcfirmst the federal government would, have to provide such
incentives in -the form of tax credits.or other monetary offerings. Unless youth
come reasonably trained, however, such incentives are insufficient..

'4. The national commitment to improve education in the basic skills must be
reaffirmed.

ghat youth\Aeed to read, write, compute, be able'io make thoughtful deci-
sions and understand their co equences, and hre,the skills to function in
complex, post-industrial socie y was beyond challenge. To bring youth to an
acceptable level, panelists reed that a vastly increased commitment on the
part of the federal and state governments is necessary. New funds are desper-
ately needed for services to the 12-!1 yea# olds. 4-ar
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In a humorous, but ironic tone, Al Shanker quoted from an article about the
O mandatory literacy program in Iran. Adults learn Otead or are fined. While

wine might question the motivation of the adult learners, Shanker pointed out
test sakes do improve.

Panelists and participants pointed out that special programs must be devel-
op ed to serve the needs of language-minority youth. As James Vasquez stated,
given the fact that schools*,have labeled language-minority youth as "slow",
"retarded", or "cyltvally.backward", it is a wonder that any Hispanics graduate
from high school.

5. Standards are important. I
i`

Recalling Ylvisaker's comments that basic skills education by incompetents
would be disastrous, both Marion Pines and Albert Shanker insisted that dispens-
ers of public funds must be held accountable. The form and role of the federal
government in establishing or monitoring the needed accountability system was
subject to disagreement.

6. New and revised federal legislation must maximize local flexibility.

A nation with almost 500 prime sponsors and 16,000 local school systems
cannot and should not impcse-unified, rigidly controlled policies or procedures.
Both CETA and schools have traditionally been the responsibility of locally
elected officials. The panelists agreed that this local control is a duce of
strength and should be maintained. Successful program activities are filllarge
part attributable to local leadership, local experimentation and local
goodwill. .

7. Youth initiatives havehad success.

Robert Tagger pointed out federal youth programs have had "significant suc-
cess in keeping Oreturning youth to school settings. Entitlement, for
example, enrolled more youth than expected,' suggesting we are underestimating
the scope of youth unemployment. .Youth deemed incorrigahle,iave completed
equiyalency or regular school while earning a salary. The many innovative
models showcased at the conference speak for themselves. One major challenge,

14Chowever, is the difficulty of replication. *

ISSUES WITHOUT CONSENSUS

1. Performance Standards and Certification.

The conflict between'schools and other parties inwlved with young people's
transition to adulthood was most apparent over issues of standgEds of perform-
ance and certification. Marion Pines asserted thateclitlandards can and
should be high and that Baltimore has alwayt requir its subcontractor.,
to state. and achieve mutual1/4determined performance objectives.

4:21
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Shanker stated that loCalandards often an "mushy standards." He
further argued that ikschools ate to be held' table er national tests
such as College toards;'Nsimilar standards should be t o cerA staff.
Panelists also disagreed about the validity of perfo tracting, and the
use of tests to measure educational growth. Shenker asserted that while one can
honestly measure growth in specific skills such as typing, tests are inadequate
and subject to-Manipulation in more general areas of education.'

2. Employability Deyelopment

While panelists agreed that it was primarily the schools' responsibility to
educate youth in the basics and employers in specific skills, there was some
disagreement about. the content or identification of what is basic. Conner _

Stated that while employers are willir to give technical training, they often
assume that youth know how to take messages, write memos and understand
insurance forms. Shenker countered by stating that schools have too little time
to teach such specific skills.

Moreover, Shenker questioned whether it was appropriate to award academic
credit for work experience- a statement challenged-by the other panelists.

3. Incentives' for Collaboration.

While panelists acknowledged the positive results emanating from the 2
percent set -aside under cerA, they disagreed as tojts future. Shanker ied
the the CErA/LEA agreements should be mandatory ad! financial and, in fa
s d be_ircreased, Ifscbcols_had more molicf,...he rpaconed,_they could
better job. Pines favored a "floating" set-as de from a national discretionary'
pot, that would be used as an incentive to leverage local funds for.greater
collaboratioh with LEAs, criminal justice systems, social service systems, etc.
Pines also suggested that one way of increasing private sector involvement
would be to give review authority to the new local Private Industry Councils for
new federal money to secondary education for basic skills /employabilitydevslop-
ment. Such educational plan and program review authority by "outsiders" di not
gain universal acogptence by the educators.
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HISPANIC MMUS POLICY POSITION AND RDOCMENDATICti
TO

THE VICE -PRESIDEM'S TASK FORCE

yourm EMPLOYMENT
11.,

SEPMWER. 28, 1979

Recognizing that an increased sensitivity and awareness of Hispanic issues
have been articulated by key speakers of this conference, the Hispanic Caucus
alho recognizes that this sensitivity and'aw neps have not adequately been
translated into Federal policy cc legislation._

As Stuart Eizenstat emphasized in his oomments, Hispanics are the fastest
(pawing minority group with the youngest median age. Thus, specific needs of
our ccmmunityrcan no longer be ignored. Our collttive failures to address
these needs Stave led to the highest dropout rate tionally as well as
staggering ttmployment and underemployment figured.

These concerns have led us to submit a number of reccamendations. These
recarniendations should not be viewed as an effort to divide cannon minority con-
cerns. Thg mere fact of growing numbers and past inequities requires specific
programmatic and legislative remedies. We offer these recommendations as a step
in that direction.
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REC(.110IDATIONS

ENTITLEMENT

If the entitlement programs are expanded, efforts should be made to target
these programs to geographic areas, with significant Hispanic populations.

TAPGETING

As stated in the current legislation, youth programs should be targeted to
those groups mcst in need. The special needs of racial and national ori-
gin groupstWho have historically been excluded from equal participation in
the labor market because of discriminatory hiring practices mustb
addressed. Criteria fcc targeting should includgtgeographic zones,
literacy rates, unemployment rates, language proficiency, dropout rates,
and other artificial barriers to employment.

DATA GATHERING,

The Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics must .improve its
employment and educational data collection on youth in general and
Hispanic youth in particular. Unemployment statistios for Hispanic youth
should be compiled and published on a monthly basis rather than on a quar-
terly basis.

YOUTH PLANNING COUNVIIS

Youth Planning Councils a not working as eftelctively as they should._
Community-Based Organiza ons should actively participate in the Youth
Councils. YPCs should id the barriers to youth employment. These
Councils should take more of a planning as opposed to adViscry-role. They
should have sign-off ability on the Prime Sponsor's Annual and Master
Plans. Comments from the Youth Planning Council should be attached to
grant proposals as a requirement for funding.

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

English as a Second Language should be emphasized as a aOgram strategy to
Mtetsthe needs of the "limited English-speaking."

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Funds already authorized fcc Bilingual Vocational Education should be
fall.y'appropriaieq Special attention needs to be given to research and
curriclaxmLdoelOPIment in Bilingual,Vocational Education.
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMMT

A national conference sponsored by the Office of Education should be held
to; develop strategies for the development of Bilingual Vocational
Education programs.

.SUB-MINIMUM WAGE

A sub-minimum wage for youth should not be implemented. Such a policy
would negatively impact Hispanic youth due to the high dropoutiand pushout
rate from our educational institutions and the early age at which they
enter the labor market.

INCENTIVES TO UNIONS
--

We recognize that apprenticeship programs are perhaps the best-entre into
trade unions which have traditionally excluded adequate number of
Hispanics. Contract incentives should be developed to increase recruit-
ment of Hispanic youth into apprenticeship programs. Unions should be
expdad to reflect racial and ethnic compositions of labor market.

PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCILS

Private Industry Councils should be more responsive to Ccumuni
Organizations, and Hispanic and -other youthk\
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EDUCATION TASK FORCE ON YOUTH POLICY

REIMNDATIONS

";hat follows are a number of basic recommendations on 'which uajor education
Y,organizations agree. While they are formulated in terms of general points
..Felated to specific legislative modifications, these might well be changed.

I. Major New Initiative For The Junior High and High Schools, modeled after
Title rvESEA and using a concentration formula that would provide for
targeting on areas of high unemployment.°

chief Purposes:

*, emphasis on basic skills -- the academic skills of reading,
Writing anTtccmputation that are key to employability

prOVision,for supportive services including counseling and
placement services

* specialized deducation related to job preparation; career
education

limite53 'b5in-school, school-age youth

characteristics:

ocnoentration formula targeted on areas of high unemployment
-t

t .4,:forward funding
-

Special Programs Using Exemplary Models, a new section could be added to
he Vocational E4tatIon Act that would encourage school systems to develop

.:110T,4reograms_iiimed at youth-of a Variety of ages. School programs would
)maRe an effort to reach youth who had drooped out of school, those who
never .graduated, and dose who need basic skill training but are beyond
tht61:age; Programs funded would he targeted too areas of ligh
unemployment. - -

purpose '7.
4

,
7-

.

,t .9z..eation Si dountering and p- lacement office that would be run
e

/' $ by '.SCPppl

=.:1! ",ceatilivdf.W.11S tenterS run byTiChool syste-rs which would
,/ ',&ncentiate'civemplqiaEality-gkills agreed by both

,. /- epployerg. ern eductatorq-

;::SiApport lor:sipperi.64d prgrams, for on-the-job training
t"1.4caudinci; ft",ffgart-Ple; pAppeTative education

, ..

,/ . ..
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support for job skills training, i.e., vocational education

support for speciarmer programs (100% federally funded)
concentrating on basic skills, job preparation and work
experiences

support for basic,skiIls for out of school youth

support for exemplary alternative school and work experience
models to be identified

characteristics:

targeted on areas of high unemployment

forward funding

for in school as well as out-of-school youth, including
drop-outs

III. Employability Grants for Continuing Education. A new section Could be
added to the Youth Employment and Development Projects Act which would give
special grants to non-college bound youth who meet qualifications for CE'TA
programs in terms of income and age. These sums would be comparable to the
sums of federal money now offered to college-bound youth through federal C
grant programs like the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants program. They
would be available only to youth who have finished high school or who have
droppeCrout-but.are beyoncitia §Tadildfifi§-age.

chief purposes:

grants to enable youth to obtain high school equivalencies
(only available to those over the age of school graduation)

* funds to enableyouth to pursue educational qualifications
tied to job promOtion -- the career ladder concept,

to make funds available for use in community colleges and
technical schools

to coordinate fund distribution through the school system

other characteristics:

* available only to youth who qualify by income and age to take
advantage of the CETA youth system
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only for yoUth who are older than school age

* forward funding

TV. Changes and Incentive Affecting the 22% Provision of the Youth Employment
and Training Program Title of YEDPA. Local Education Agencies should oar-
tinue to receive"the 22% set-aside, and there should be no changes to
broaden recipients of these funds. Consolidation of training programs for
school-aged youth is advisable, and the 22% set-aside should apply to such
a consolidation. An amount of incentive money ishould be added to.this part
of the program which would give school systems added amounts if they use
their 22% funds for the types of programs listed under part II, Special
Programs.

4
chilf purposes:

to maintain support fqg education- related activities using the CEEk
delivery system with (improved efficiency

to encourage school systems to develop better ways of using funds for
mod er programs

V. Standards and Restrictions. Provisions to upgrade the standards of CETA
supported programs should be added to legislation, as well as requirements
for increased accountability and data collection. Thd decentralization of
the existing system has rade it impossible to have a clear picture of

,mtelber_gr not federal funds are actually being put to good use.

chief purposes:

programs involving training that are,run outside of the school,
systems should require staff and other standards equivalent to
the of the public schools in the prime sponsor area

* *lal education agencies should have sign-off-rights on
training programs for school-aged youth

CETA youth programs should be accompanied by a';iatar eva-
luation and accountability systems at least as comprehensive
as those provided for in federal education legislation

* all public service jobs'for structurally unemployed youth
----ghOuld have an educational component
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CCM:UNITY-BASED POLICY POSITICN AND RECCRIDATICN TO
THE PRESIDENT'S TASK FORCE

ON YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

Mr. Chairman, since the 1960's, citizens groups have been involved in
wort ng in local communities to bring aiNit positive change for the constituen-
cie that they are mandated to serve. In this regard, we have fought to seek
redevelopment..We have. been at the cutting edge agitating and mobilizing
resources- to change the direction that this country takes with respect to its
disadvantaged. Citizens' groups, which include families and youth, i.e.
Community-Based Organizations, must'have an active role in the setting up of
national and local priorities withresp4ct to the substance, methodology,
resource allocations and implementation for youth employment, training, and edu-
cational programs.

In this regard, we recognize the legitimacy of the presence of other actors
in the policy formur

businesses, and local units of government. As such, we
process involving youth, such as educators, administra-

tors,.unions, priva

support the idea that west have new partnerships which involve all of the above.
Yet', we are adamant that citizens' groups (CBOs) be included as full and equal
partners in the policy formulation proCess as previously stated.

lf
We affirm the tight of citizens to help themselves. As such, we recognize

the need to continue and expand youth'employment, training, and educational
Programs to be operated directly by CBOs. In this regard, Carinunity- Based
Organizations must have the right.to design their programs.

It is for this reason that we want to take this cccasion to make sure that
this,conference gives full recognition to CBOs and our right to participate in
youth employment, training,.and educational programs. Therefore, we offer the
following policy recommendations:

- That the CBOs would support collaboration and cooperation with
lccal.school boards and local school districts for the improvement
of the quality of education of the' schools in .the district.

- That CBOs be ncluded as a crucial provider of CETA services espe-
cially thcs related to youth through all titles of CETA.

- That CBOs have the right to determine their own criteria for those
persons who shall be hired to staff the CB0 programs for YEDPA
(Youth Employment Demonstration Project Act).

That we oppose any resolution that would, in effect, give the school
board the power of signing off on any CETA funds on educational
training.

- That we oppose the resolution requiring CBOs' personnel to have the
same credentials as localSeducaticn staff.

0
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That we support the 1977 CETA regulations that established CBOs as
critical partners in the policy formulation and progrard providers
for youth employment and training programs,, We wish to advise this
conference that we did not come to our basic policy decision hesi-
tantly but rather engaged in deliberationson TAUrsday, September 27,
1979, with 22 representatives of organizations, local and national,
that Gould be commonly termed citizens' and/or CBOs. The organiza-
tions include:

Neighborhood Center Day Care Association
National Yquth Work Alliance
National Cchincil of La Raza
SER -Jobs for Progress, Inc.
Cities -In- Schools

.G ater Hampden Task Force on Youth
N rth Central Youth Service Bureau
Urban Initiatives
Alternative Schcc1S Network
Casa Del Sol
-National Urban Indian Council
Association for the Advancement of Mexican Americans
Open Road
U. S. Student Association
Georgetown UniVersitp--_-_S_ociology_Department-

National League of Cities .

Center for Independent Living
Institute of New Cinema Artists, Inc.
Puerto Rican Youth Public Policy Institute.
San Bernadino West Side Community Devel t Corporation
T.W.O.

Coil Prep
OBECA/Arriba Juntos

.We reaffirm the need for a national coalition .for CBOs such as that devel-
oped during the tittle Rock Youth Conference and assuch-have authorized the
formulation of an organizing committee. In conclusion, we seek only equality
-ind the right to include the citizens that are to.be affected by and through the
youth programs in the process for program deyelcipnent.andrprcgram implemen-
tation. We extend our thanks in partnership with others who feel that the busi-
ness of educating and training our young, people is everybody's ,business
including CBOs.-
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WORKPLACES

&CLASSROOM
A Partnership for the 80's

YOUTH POPULATION AS A PE'CENT OF TOTAL POPULATION

Age 16-24, 1954 to 1976 Actual apd 1977 to 1985 Projections
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SOURCE: Bureau of the Census

The proport n of youths in the total working-age population (aged 16 to 2a)
has reached eak and will be falling between now and 1985: The.decline in
the proportion of teenagers has already begun, while the decline for 20-tc-434
year-olds will not occur until after 1980. Based on past relatfonsnips, the
decline in the share of teehagers in the population may reduce the teenai:e,
unemployment rate by something less than 1 percentage point by 1980, and ty
pernaps another 1 to 2 percentage points between 1980 and 1985. The decline
in the share of youths,aged 20-to-24 between 1980 and 1985 will reduce the
unemployment'rate for this groups only slightly (less than 0.5 percent&ge
points).

At least two caveats must be added; both tend to mute the favorable affect
of declining numbers of youths_on youth unemployment. First, the trena in
the youth labon force participation .rate has been clearly upward and some
further, though more moderate, increase seems a reasonable expectation..
Second,, the number of nonwhite youths, whose unemployment /ates are suntan-
:Lally higher'than those of white youths, will continue increasing relative
to the number of white youths. ,
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GROWTH OF YOUTH iPOPULATION BY RACE-

Ass 16-24, 1954 to 1976 Actual and 1977 to 1985 Projections
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The supply of unskilled workers seeking entry-level and part,-time jobs has
been increased by the demographic bulge. in the number of both nonwhite and
wpite youths and by rising labor force participation rates for adult women
and white teenagers. To a significant degree, these groups of workers em-
irate for the same types of jobs. Because of discrimination and a relative
lack of training, nonwhite teenagers, have fared worst in this competition.
The projections indicate, however, that while the number of whites 16-to-
24 years of age will peak. in 1980 and decrease thereafter, the number of
black youth will continue to :increase.
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Unemployment Rate by Age & -Sex,

Percent of .efviliact
labor forms
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''Fo'r some groups,-unemployment in the last twenty years 'has consistently been
much highe'P than that for others -- in good times as well as bad. Thus, the

unemployment rate for white teenagers nas toe;nained three to .four fimes as nign

as rate for male adults, while tne unemployment rate for blalck teenagers
has been approximately double the rate for white teenagers. Currently, un-

employment rate fdr black teenagers is approaching three tines .t.he rate for

wnite teenagers. in addition, rate% for all groups but nonwhite teenacers

snow a downward trend.
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TEENAGE UNEMPLOYMENT
by race and ethniatity ,

(1:et Quarter 19710

15.7%

White

22.1%

42.5%

Hispanic Black
HISPANIC Includes
PUERTO RICANS,
MEXICAN AMERICANS,
CUBANS' and others

oTHIeettac dicers.

.

There are substantial differences in unemploymen within the groups of Spanish-
origin youths. The data suggests that theoinemploymenl rate for Puerto Rican
youths tends to be quite close to that for black Youths. While still higher
than the average for all youths, the upemployrint rate for Mexican-American
youths seems to be much closer to the average for. all youths. Finally,
Spanish-origin youths of neither Puerto. Rican nor Mexican descept,.such as
Cubans and various Latin Americans, had an unemployment rate lower than the
average for all youths.

Some of. the reasons for the above-average unemployment among most groups of
Spanish-origin youOs include educational disadvantages, language birriers,
discrimination and location. Ln addition, a significant number of,Mexican-
American youths are emp yed as migratory farmworkers--a sector of the economy
that has high frictiona and high seasonal unemploym4nt.

Source:

League,
"Quarterly Economic Report on the Slack Worker," National Urban

Report No. 11, First Quarter, ,:une,*1978.
,
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The Chance of Being Unemployed for
VariocA Youth droups in 1976
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CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES OF TE .ENAGERS

. Agek16-191by Race, -1954 to 1977
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A comparison'of unemployment rates only understates racial differences"in the
labor force status ofS,ouths. Labor forte participation'rates.of nonwhite
teenagers have shown a long4term downward trend, and they are substantially
below those of white teenagers. In addition, the gap between the two groups
has increasAd draMatically since 1964, At that .t,ime.the nonwhite labor -force
participation rate was approximately 40% and the white rate was approximately.
47. By 1977 the white labor force participation rate had increased to flmost
60t while the nonwhite rate had dropped below 40%.
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Disaggregated Labor Fore Participation
Rates by Agel*Race & Sex 0970-1977)
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Much of the reason for the black fiilure to gain ground economically is
revealed by "disaggregated" labor force participation rates, which shoW how
many of the potential workers in-a given 'group actuallYtave jobs. In. no age

category for either sex his the trend of this rate favored blacks over Whitds-
In a few categories,_the rates have run essentially parallel; in most, whites
,have gained more or lost less than blacks; and in some, including those for,
males under 25, the trend has beep down for Ilack.1., up for whites. (Based on,..

eboL r Dept. data, which 14mp all nonwhite races. Blacks account for about /

2% of this category).

-

Source: Black Enterprise, June 1979..
%

Source: Black Enterprise, June 1979..
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Who's Losing Ground?
knployment/Populaticin Ratios Over 25 Years
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Unemployed Youths
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FROM'FAMILIES. BELOW POVERTY LINE ,(1977)
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The percentage of unemployed youfht Horn:families below the'poverty,line was
three times higher for nonwhites than for whites-in 1977.

SouTce: Rogefeller Foundation, Conference on Youth Unemployment

Contrary to the popular opinion that teenagers work-primarily to have "pocket"
money, in 1969-770 14% of black teenaoers workingbelowthe minimum wage level .
were primary wage earners for their families. AS another-indicator of links
between family poverty and youth unemployment, black.family poverty was 90% -

higher. iryamili?s with tAmpl6ed youthsthan in thosefAmilits with 'employed
youths. '
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_Focusing on the Heart of the Problem
.

.,-- The Location of Youth Unemployment Q.

1978

F

60.4 . . r

I

Urban , Suburban
....kr) 0 Percent' of 'Total Pdpulation 16-24

B Pericent of Unemployed Whites' 16-24
Percent of-Unemployed blacks 16-24

O P4rc.ent of Unemployed Hispanics -24

,

, Non-metro

/Source: Bureau of Lazo: StatIstics: 1978 Annual Averagese
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NON -WHifE with 1-3 YEARS of COLLEGE
VERSUS .

WHITE-HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

23.2%

WHITE & ATTENDED L
LESS THAN
1'2 YEARS

WHITE HIGH SCHOOL
GRAQUATES

WITH NO COLLEGE

0

(

Ifteo.

Nonwhites with 9ne-to-three years of college have higher Unemployment rates

than whites for all categories. The effects of discrimination are especially
apparent considif.ing that nonwhites with this levellpofeducati.onal attainment ,

have higher rates of unemployment than white high-school drop-outs.

t#
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Unemployment by- EduCatioh' ancrRace

Percent
(%).
V

40

30

. AGES --16 to 24' (October 1976)

=WHITE NON -WHITE ri0.3

NOT ENROLLED IN SCH00). ENROLLED iN SCHOOLit

20-

10,

N.o Unemployment r as are highest for high school
drop-outs, especially fornonwhites. ' y

. ,o Nonwhite y uth unemployment rates are higher than those of whites for allcomparable 'ucation categories except the college graduates group.o In some cases, increasing:levels of educatibnal attainment result in lowerrates of unemployment. This is true for whites, but for nonwhites the unem-ploymentyrateis actually slightly higher for those' with 1-3 years'of collegethan for those _who are high school graduates.
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ENROLLMENT TRENDS FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SeHOOLS'IN THE UNITED STATES.
1960-1974. AHD PROJECTED FROM 1975 T0-19901

4
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Trend

__
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____ ____
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S'oli---li ----1
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19604969
.

1983-1990

19701982

32.497#.

29.521

36.677

. 36,797

33.871

29,475

4.305

:.

4,350.

-7,202

13.2

.144

-19.6
.

1960-197;

*

1976-1990

-.016119 .

kr

15.339

15.367

11,8/6

5.679

-34463

56.6

.

-22.6

Zs), po 'Projected figures are based on Series 11 f the U.S. Bureau of tWt Census,, .,Po , .
f

, , * ,

1111%.torical enrollment data li for tot 1 public and non-public regular day schools.

SOURCES. See Table 2.1. Also: Natl. 1 C ter for Education Statistics. Projections offeluostkonal Statistic* to 1983 -At lliashington. D.C.:
U.S. Gov4Vdment Printing Office, 1975), T bie 3 and,National Center for Education Statistics. Projections of Edimational Statistics to 1980-81.Table 1. > .
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Services provided to reduce the
problem of high school dropouts
include ems:dins. scsdernic
assistance said personal services.

See Table 3.14.
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Federally Funded Services to Dropouts
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The Im i*ct of Federal Eipployment,
Tr. g, and Education Effort,

increasdidedUandon
fundipgI000 000)
Increased employment
indtralning,
funding (000 000)
Increased.entatimente
in CETkpribgrams

Service years (006)
New participants (000)z.

FY 1976 1977 1978 1979

58,222

56,08

58,958

56,877

981
2,716

S10,554

S10,784

1,46!

3,358

512,135

S11,29

1,544
3m2

. 1976 1977 .1978
Increased employment
among Minerity teenagers

Wack:(000)
,.

586' 495 557
Hispanic (000) : 371. 412

Lower teenege '.--/
V Nuncmployment Q6.9',' 15.4% 16.3%

Lower minority teenage .
uncrnpfoynt

Mack 37.1% 38.3% 36.2%
Hispanic 23.8% 22.9% 20.6%

S.(

. .
Sources:

1.1

`1976 data-for blacks and' Other

ry

(

Unpublished tables from Office of Edtication, Educ tion Division' EZW
Training and Employment Function-504, Pari 5 of a President's Budcet
1980 Training and Employment Special Analysis, C.
Employment and Cnemployment in 1978, Bureau of Labor Statistics
Employment and Tvaining Report of the President, 1978
UniiUblIshed data, .Bureau of Labor StatistIcs
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Equaliking Opportunitips:
Closing the Job Gap-for Poor Youth \

Whites T6-24
in non- CA./arty areas

1978

0 . .20

.641
4.64.:* I

.30 .40

Whites 16-24
in poverty areas
:::::*

-Hispanics 16-24
in poverty areas

4.

4,4 . 4' 4.?: .`

.50 0 p.80

Job Gap:
:::.569 14 8 0

. Job Gap -

.454 118 600/'':::::::: *:::::

Black's-16-24
in poverty areas

Job Gap

420 .30 .40 .80

Employment/Population Ratio
. .

2 Employment/Population Ratios
03 Jobs necessary for parity with white youth in

now-poverty areas

t

Source: 13urr.au of Labor Statistics, 1978 Annual Averages
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Equalizing Opportunities:
Closing the Job Gap for You

1978

Total 25-54.

Hispanics 16- 4 Total Job Gap

Enacts 16-24

r

.3b

Total Job Gap

f
.4662 693,0004682,000;0800

- .40 .50 .60 Jo

Employment/Population Rptio

71 Emplt(yment/Populafion Ratios
E Jobs necessary for parity with white youth'
ea Jobs necessary for parity with total 251,54

I

. lb
Source: Unpublished estimates from the Bbreau of the Census,' consistent

independent controls for current population surveys
,"Employment and Unemployment During 1.978,1,. 4 "*. Bureau of Cat=
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Current Policy

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A
At.

One of the hallmarks -of- the Comprehensive Employment and Training*
Act has been its repeated emphasis on linking local CETA prime sponsor
employment ancitraining programs witrother.local agencies. The vari s

mandates for collaboration have produced few results, however, for 1 ck of
mechanisms to facilitate the process ofi or of incentives sufficient to
overcome the obstacles to cooperation. .

J
The Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 includes

the usual exortations for collaboration,"especially between CETA sponsors
and local education agencies. Buff. the Act also includes a specific mechanism
to spur it: a provision under thgeouth Employment and Training Program
reserving 22 percent of each sponsdr's formula allocation to be administered
under the terms of an agreement between the sponsbr and the local education
agency (agencies).

The importance' of the YETP 22 percent set-aside'cannot be over
stated. It has set in motion the forces necessary for genuine collaboration
between the eduCation establishment and the employment and training
establishment. In isolated instances, usually.where schools and CETA offices
were already working, together, alternative education programs and other joint
Ventures are thriving.

The. 22 percent set - aside appears to be necessary, but it is not
sufficient for collaboration. for the most part, the rdsults of CETA-LEA
collaboration are uncertain, formal agreements notwithstanding, because,
there are considerable impediments, to progress inthe collaborative process.
AdminitratiVe and substantive differences between the two.institutions stand
in the way. Aonfinanctal incentives Cot the removal of distncentives) are
necessary along with more substantive guidance with regard 6o program models
and institutional roles. So far, there is no definite policy or set-of
mechanismi to move the tentative CETA,LEA'partnerships beyond their present
stage.

rn the final ,analyss, collaboration between the manpower and
education establishments can be successful only if tt is accepted at the
local level. The challenge ts coaxing along the two disparate parties.
-Cases of healthy CETA-LEA partnerships. as well as cases'in which ,there are
chronte.ill Yeelingp between CETA prime sponsors and local educators bear out
the conclusion ihat financial incentives along are not sq44icient.to push .

the collaborative programs already established beyond the rudblentary stage,.
or even sustain the prOgress achieved so far. Because of theAdministrative
authority that local CETA sponsors have to the Department,of Labor, they

N can be "won over" by way of the normal prime sponsor channel. But because.
kcal schools have no accountability6to the Labor Departpent and little
accountability to the U,S. Office of Education, the route for influencing

331



them must be less direct. They nl,y cannot be coerced. Instead, models °.

for policies, prograMs, a aboratioh are needed. If-they can be used to
convince local educ about the importance'ofiemployment and training
programs'foryout , the validity of'a role for them in those initiatives,
and the feaSibility ofxdeveloping those roles, perhaps their cooperation can
be won. CETA prime sponsors, however, are not the ones to provide LEA officials
with information or guidance. While they are applying the outside pressure for
change in schools, the4are not equipped, nor do they have the standing in the
'education community to direct such change. The objective then is to utilize
alternate channels for influencing local education policymakers.

The Next Step

The U.S. Department of J.abor'is already relyingspn the cooperation
of educators in a number of interest groups apd associations to identify
exemplary employment and training programs based in schools and models foi.
collaboration between schools and BETA prime sporisors. Tp Department has
also undertaken a number of joint programs with the U.S. ffice Of Education
in implegenting and evaluating YEDPA. The leadership in the Office of Career
Education and Bureau of Adult andNocAtional Education has been especially
cooperaZive; endors'i'ng the concept of"CETA-LEA partnerships and using the
access they have to local schools lo providerideas and encourage progress.
Additional measures and a clear articulation of some current ad hoc policies
seem necessary though.

1. BeCause institutions seem most subject to tange in response to
pressure initiated from the outside and endorsed on the ffiside, the Department
of Labor ought to continue its strategies of relying on education groups that
already support a manpower-education partnership for youth`, -to persuade
other educators.- %

2. Changing institutions by a ding on new functions is probably
easier than changing them by adapting old unctions to serve new purposes.
Although the U.S. Office of Education is cooperating with the Department of
Labor in supporting tfhe new initiatives under YEDPA, there are education
laws already on the tipples t4t cp serve some of the same purposes as YEDPA.
USOE ought to review Ithplementatitn of those laws and determine wh(ther they*
might be implemented differently to better complement YEDPA.

3. A common complaint in the education community isthat educators
(with he exception of vocational educators) were not consulted duiing the
development of YEDPA. Debate skipped the question of'whether education
should take a role fin employment and training programs, in favor of the, -

matterof defining how education should be involved.

Because educators ftel EDPA was_doneto, tAtm, it still lacks the
whole-hearted support of even the,Washington educatioNstablishment, to
say nothtng of,other educators around the country. The single most feasible
strategy for coalescing support bf the education and employment and training
institutions around a single purpose might be to create a shared vested
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interest between tjvm by developing neOr legislation through a joint process
involving education and manpower interests.

- ,

.

4. Because of the federal character of traditional employment and
training programi and the relucpnce of the federal government to take an
iactivist role in local educciop affairs, the notion of CETA,-LEA linkages
may pose' something of a dilerry, for pOlicymakers concerned with maintaining
the autonomy of ,local schools. But since LEA cooperation in YETP is optional
for schools, pQLicymakers should not adopt the'qternative suggested by
some educators o'f giving LEAs unilateral authority over YETP set-aside funds. .

*This is because where sponsors ,ha abdicated authority over theset-aside,
the resulting school programs frvue tly have been conducted without regard
to,overall YETP Program objectives r other CETA youth programs. A lack of
prime sponsor authority in these cases has reduced the effectiveness of
YEDPA dollars and, more importantly, provides little incentive or pressure

the programs dhools provide or improving their services to

21
for changihsj

economically disadvantag youth.
..- .

.

In order to assure the independgnce of LEAs, owe , while giving
them a piece of the manpower pie, it might be desirable funnel a portion
of what would otherwise be prime sponsor allocations down to the local level
by way to ed ration agencies, and require LEA officials to administer.
that money un e terms of an agreeMent negotiated with'CETA sponsors.

a

5. Whatever the respective roles that CETA sponsori'and LEAs may
take in jointlysupported local education/training/employment "gYsteMs" for
youth, the development of such systems will take time. National policymakers
ought to take this into account in establishing objecttyes,and timetables,
or expectations will outrun what is feasible. r,

lke

t

S
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INTRODUCTION

ro

The Youth Employment and Demonstrattm Projec Act of 1977
(PL 95-93, Title III) is the federal governments most re ent response to
the -crisis of youth unemployment. Itis an%dd-ok to CET butOncludes
provisions that present a marked departure from vast federal manpower
initiatives. One of the. mOst important features of the 1977 legislation is
its emphasis on tying local manpower programming for youth to the system

public education. Both the Youth Community Conservation and Iiiiprovement
Projects (YCCIP) and the Youth Employment and paining Program (YETP) call-
for development and rtfnforcement of linkages betWeen a community's
employment-training(CETA) organization and its local cation agencies
(LEAs). More significantly, under YETP, a minimum Of 22 percent of each
local Sponsor's allocation is reserved to be administered under the terms

. of a prime sponsor-LEA jointly-approved program for employment and training
services,"

L.

S.

,

Although the notion of mixing education wittitemployment and training
is neither radical nor/novel, collaboration between schools and manpower'
agericies has seldom come easy. Coaxing lualmanpower administrators,
though not simple, ts_a faifly direct peaess4 thanks to the accountability they
have to the U.S. Department of Labor. But convincing officials and teachers.
in LEAs- is aliother story. Numerous conditions and influences affect the.
posture of LEAs towards joining education and'manpower services for YEDPA
eligible youth. Some of these grow out of school'$91icy related, for
example, to length of the school day, credentialing efstaff, the award \,

of,academic credit, or out of experience schools have had serving economically
disadvantaged youth or underachievers. Other factors affecting LEAs'
potture towards linking manpower and education grow out of a complex network
of influ nce exerted by interett groups with their 'often conflicting
objecti es: programs and procedures.,. The-Se various influences are complicated
furthe by a less tnan.tidy network of governmental interests (federal;'-il-fte
and local), the,many professional organizations representing one or.another
specialized.constituency, the internal organization of a local school system,
and its constiAuenciesin the community it serves.

. From evidence collected o far in case studies conducteI by 4the
. National Councilion Employment Policy on implementation of YEDPA, it is
clear that the 22 percent set-aside-for CETA-LEA agreements i9*a _useful
starting point for improving Alationships between local CETA sponsors and
schools, and for developing ins itutional complementarity; but that alone
is not sufficient for obtaining the level of results demanded by'existing
program goals.

It is the purpose of this report first to review the progress that
local CETA Sponsors and LEAs have made towards collaboration, and then to
offer some strategies for improving the durability and long-term usefulness
of the jpint CETA-LEA ventures. In order to achieve the second purpose of
this report, it is necessary to identify and analyze the diverse influences
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that bear on public schools as-they establish procedures and make policy',
and to persuade them to support an expanded school role in yout) emploYMent
and training programs.

The presumption of this report is that in )rormulating policy, schoo
administrators look beyond financial incentives for their Policy cues. Federal
and state laws, regulations and guideline', 'and their accompanying legislative
histories, of course, are important. But so too are the platforms, statements
of belief and objectives of professional or political national and state
organizations,,and professional journals, reports, and research. More direct
approaches involving workshops, seminars, lectures, or clinics for local staff

Jf

also shape local policy.

' This analysis starts with a review of prime sponsor-LEA experience
under YEDPA so far. It then investigates the systems of overnance under
which LEAs operate, the less formal'networks bf'influence on them, and the ,

part they have,p yed in advancing YEDPA goals in local sch ol systems.

METHODOLOGY

The analysis of early Prime sponsors and LEA experience Sunder
')11, YEDPA -YETP in particular -- is baed upon the first three parts of a fOur-

part evaluation conducted by the National 'Council on Employment Policy of-:.
EDPA implementation in 37 CETA prime sponsorships. The implementation,,hudY

includes extensive discussion about CETA-LEA agteements, the mechani,cs
of local change'and the difficulties encountered along the road to collaboration.
The findings most-useful for this analysis are in the second and third
implementation reports, August 1978 and March 1979' respectively.

Data for the second part of this repent-analyzing channels of
Influence to local schools'other than CETA sponsors, were obtained

wo froM a number of interviews, meetings and "mini-case studies" conducted
in the Summer and Fail of 1978. .Interviews were held during July, August
and September'1978 with represer\tatives of those national educational
organizations or institutions which previously had taken actjon to stimulate
or reinforce linkages between the education community and the, employment/
training community, or were in a position to influence the education
community to do so. The organ44ations represented in these interviews were:

-- American Vocational Association (60,000 vocational educators)

American Personnel and Guidance Association (42,O00, uidance '
and counseling specialists)

-- National Parent-Teacher Association'(6.5 million membership)

--. National School Boards- Association (16,000 local school
districts)

-- Council of Great City Schools (28 largest urban school systems)

4
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'-- 'Air*ican Association o School Administrators (204000 Members)
\

_

/Institute for Educatio al Leadership

...-' \ , .

.-- Aniericap.j4deration eachers (2,500 locals)
i . \ \

-- American As'sociation of ommunity an4Aunior Colleges
(925 communty college m bers of Ore. 1,235 existing)

-- National Mipower Instit te, Work-Education4Consortium
(33 communi ies)

-- National Governors' Assoc ation (all states)

I .

.

=- _National Conference of Sta e Legislaturet (represents
7,690 state legislators)

-- Council of Chief State Sch

-- National Assoiation of St
.57 state bbarlis) ;a

4

of Officers (all states)

0 Boards of'Educatibn (51 of

-- Office of Carler'Education, U.S. Office of Education

-- Bureau of Vocational, Occupational f# Adult Education,.
U.S. Office of Education

4

"Mini -case study" Visits were ma
the Maryland'State Education, Agency and to
and the Ohio Education AgencY. The commun
with the expectation that universal or def
formulated. Rather, the objective was to
a small number of school systems in order
complexities of the mechanicS of CETA-LEA
achieving.that on a grand scale. The conc
the national pictur=e, and might be regarde
with further research or issues that ought

\de to the City of Baltimore and
Springfield and Columbus, Ohio,
ity vislts were not undertaken
nitive strategies could be
p the local leverage points in

o pro94de:some notidn, of the
ollaboration and the size, of
lusions are merely, suggestive of

Imainly as hypotheses for testing
to be considered in the process.

of policy formulation.

A
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WHY MIX SCHOOL AND WORK?

One of the mostimportant features of YEDPAis the provision-
reserV'ing a minimum of g2 percentkof each prime sponsors allocation under
the YoUth Employment an Training Program tobe administered under the terms A).
of #n agreement between the spontor and local education agencies. The
'provision was included in the law in the hopes that it,would)provide an
incentive for schools and CETAsystems.to work together. 'Ita the words of
Senator Jacob davits, eco-sponsor of the provision:

... competition between prime sponsors* and local
education agencies has been the rule, while
cooperation has4een the exception. .There is a

.need to nudge these two competing systems closer .

__togetherso_thet the_in,,school-labor-force-can-be
served in a more efficient ,and, sensible-manner.'

Citing the Senate-report on YEDPA, he added:

The Committee:telieves-it is essential that cooperation
take place between prime sponsors and local education
agencies in providing employ ntiopportunities,and
training andsupportive services for youths enrolled
-in-school. In'the absence 9f such linkages, in-school*

- youth may continue to be served bly two eparate and
competing delivery systems which'bif cate their labor
.market experienceat a.critical sta of their
trapdition between school and work.*

The Depar ent of Laborwillingly.adopted as one of its objectives, the tying
together o education and CETA, but expressed 1 tone of caution:

... 1 e, mandate fora local education agency
- (LEA-CETA agreement will not by itself achieve
educational Peform or-a significant res4ructvring of
service delivery systems in most cases.We tO it
as 'a way to make the education and manpciwer Itlapps"
sit down and talk together about their probtg
prqgress, and aims in dealing with youth.**,

0A
, :Not willing to put'all 'its,eggs ih one-ibasket,.:the Department

provided discretionary money to support a number of exemplary in-school youth
job programs and stressed ties between sponsors and LEAs forLthe purpose of
awarding academic credit under the Youth Community ConseiwatTon and

*Congresskonal Record, Senate, July-21, 1977, p. S- 12558..

**Oyfice oi'Youth Prilams, (A.S.- Department of Labor, "A Planning
Charter for/the Youth Employme t and Demo motion Projects Act of 1977,"
August 1977, pp. 7-8.
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Improvement Projects (YCCIP). The Youth,InO6ntive Entitlement Pilot Projects
.YIEPP), an experimental initiative testing whether.a guarantped
encourages youths to stay in school requires, by virtue of its .design, so;T.-
degree of cooperation between sponsors and schools. But cooperation under
YCCIP is occurring generally where sponsors and schools were already nettiNn
along. Under YIEPP, some degree of cooperation was necessary for sponsors
.to survive the stiff competition for the limited number of YIEPP grants.
Furthermore, less than 4 percent of all sponsorships were awarded entitlement
projecti.

The first intertsting'question then is not whether schools and prime
sponsors can work together; there a?'e always the exceptions. to prove they
can. The question is, instead, can such cooperation be encouraged across
all 'sponsorships, even where there is no history of cooperatiok between
schools and the manpower cammunity? .0r, more to the point, how effective
haS the current 22 percenfl'set-aside under YETP been in encouraging local
schools and CETA prime sponsors to work together? A second question is, if
other strategies are needed, what might they be?

IS 22 PERCENT ENOUGH?

The education establishment is, by-reputation, a rigid and inflexible
one that some critics say changes only slowly., But the last two decades have
demonstrated that public schools are not totally isolated from changes in
the rest of society, and that they can respond to policy emphases coming out
Of Washington as different societal needs have appeared or as findings from
research dictated better ways of accomplishing existing.goals. In the post-
Sputnik era, science and math instruction were upgraded in order to help
put America's technological research and,development on a par with that of the
Soviet Union; sex, drug and alcohol-edticatiOn, counseling and guidance

services, and career education have all been responses to more recent concerns.

Unfortunately,.the.public schools, by and large, have.not shown
much predisposition to participate.in youth employment and training despite
more than 15 years of coexistence with local programs. But at least part
of the reluctance to Change can be attributed to the fact that the changes
implied in the calls fora .greatOr educatiOn'role in the employment and
training administration have not been coming from within the education
establishment, but from outside, frequently as part of an explicit critici
of-public education. And while there are ample precedents for important
changes in American public education there are really no precedents for
change as controversial/as that-eThniodted in YETP being forced by agents outside
the education establishment.

Evaluations of the-iniplementatilon of YEDPA, nevertheless, show
that YEDPA is contributing to some change that appears necessary, but is far
from sufficient for long-lasting and useful institutional-change.

YETP in particular has succeeded in shifting -the- immediate focus
of debate among local educators from the question of whether education should
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play a delibecAte rol- in enhancing the employability (1,1f youth, to what

.
,

.

that role shouTdbe. This does not mean that educators have ecided that
employment and training can mix 'with education. Local educators are now
engaged in initiatives that try the mix, though. The implication is that
when and ff the first debate is resumed, it will have more bacis'in
experienpe than conjecture.

In the first year, there has been a record of some success and
really.no instances oT outright failure among the 37 prime sponsors examined
by the'YEDPA implementation study sponsored by the National Council on
Employment Policy.

0
. ,

Cooperation between prime sponsors and local schools is not an
'untried concept, and in many areas; there is a history of joint efforts Oat'

predate CETA. There, YETP money is paying for work experience components
added oh to carder awareness And-Skill training, and in some instances, is
providing money for extra staff in the LEAs or for)liaison staff-between
LEAs and prime sponsors.

Most prime sponsors, however, started with no established links.
Before YEDPA they and the respective local schools operated in relative
isolation in spite bf their supposed common interest: preparing youths for
adulthood. The effect of YEDPA in these areas is more noticeable and,

___Agence, more dramatic. Virtually all prime sponsors succeeded in signing
agreements with the local schools. But, many-of the initial l-agreements
were not thought through in the crisis climate of implementWon, and reflected
more the aspirations of some enlightened individuals (and the rhetoric of the

' epartment of Labor) than feasible prospectives for action. The hasty,
id- semester start of the first year programs did not provide adequate
portunity for them to be properly implemented. The prevalent pattern

for the, second year of _programs in the 1978-1979 school year was to simply
continue the first year designs.

--, Even with a second year for extending programs under CETA-LEA

agreements, local CETA sponsors and LEAS are almost certainly not going to
be able to put, in place the kind or quality .of collaborative programs
envisioned by thd architects of YEDPA, because the process of getting the
two systems to work together requires more than an orderly planning and
implementation period. The process requires solutions to some fundamental
problems that underlie attempts to collaboration, and time for local planners
to find alternate routes around major barridrs. -0 .

Pulling The Systems Together

The process of pulling togetherlthe education and employment and
Araining tnstitutions is occurring.in two phases. The,first is one of
administrative detente and the second is substantive collaboration. In the
familiarization process leading up tofadministrative detente, CETA sponsors
have been-trying to live down bad local histories of manpower-education

0.
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relations or the more general problem of a bad CETA reputation, and then
i, *getting pasta the frictiont caused by procedural differences between the two

"establishments. Thanks possibly to its separate.authorizing legislation and
the fact that considerable resources are earmarked for local schools, YEDRA
was-not perceived by m6st.schools as another CETA program or add-on to pre -
CETA youth frograms. 7his was an achievement whose significance should not
lild'Undereitimated since it appears that a large part of the objection some
local educators have had to mixing manpower and education has re4Tly been
an objection to working with the manpower establishment.

7

_ Procedural differences have contributed to more serious chronic
friction. The fiscal year for CETA sponsors starts in October, while for
schools it starts in September, January or. Jul . This mismatch plus the
accelerated, patchwork style of CETA planning w ich frequently is not complete
until dayebefore tholkstart of the new year (or- ven after the start of the
new yea-T) -have-made it difflcult f-or schools-to engage in-long-range strategic
plans...Another point of friction encountered in planning for the 78-79
school year programs (but not encountered in./7-78 because of delayed start-
up) was uncertainty over funding levels and some doubt about whether changes
:made in,the bask CETA legislation would also affect the youth programs.
CETA-LEA collaboration in, the first year of YEDPA also was hindered by its
late, mid-semester start-up,(January-March 1978). While these were one-
time or only occasiona-I problems, CETA's comparatively brief history has
been riddled with periodsof funding uncertainty, constantly shifting'
priorities, and changing regulations. The instability that this has built into
the CETA system is not likely to be corrected overnight and is bound to

' present.a chronic source of friction in CETA-LEA relations.
0.

Another mismatch between local schools and CETA systems is in their
networks of accountability. LEAs ate accountable to local boards of education,
perhaps some other local officials, and state education authorities. CETA
sponsors are,also accountable to4ocal officia.ls but usually not the same
ones as schools, and the U.S. Department of Labor. The procedural difficulties
caused by these two separate systgi having to clear their actions with
'their respective authorities can 6ause delays and be a serious hindrance
to a long-term stable relationship.'

In the process of achieving a4ministrative detente there has also
been a number of differences between CETA systems and schools that can,

'- perhaps; best be attributed to the two institutions being at different
stages in the bureaucratib aging procesS. The education establishment is
old compared to almost any other public institution and ancient compared to
the CETA system. Cireer structures,"administrative models, professional
interest groups, and credentialing standards are firmly in place. Tradition
and established procedure§ are resistant to major changes. In short there is
an'institptional identity and -- more important4y -- continuity. The CETA
system is a.stark contrast.

Manpower,did not emerge as a governmental policy area until the
early 1960s. -The Manpower Administration in the U.S. Department of Labor,
which has been the focal point for all federally supported manpower initiatives,
was not established unti1.1963. It has been the only permanent fixture on
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the employment andithining landscape in the relatively brief time since
then (it did changkits name to the Employment and Training Administration
in 1975). The present network of CETA sponsors has been in place only since
1974. The hybrid manpower field has a fluid literature and lacks consensus
.on the most basic paradigms. Local expertise in employment and training ,

affairs is more political and managerial than substantive because grantsmanship
and outguessing Congress and the Department of Labor are prerequisites for
survival. Substantive know-how is useful but not indispensable because so
much of local policy is made in Washington.

The local CEtA systems are also unstable organizationally. They
have frequently attracted talented and capable administratbrs, but have been
unable to retain them in the atmosphere of fiscal and programmatic uncertainty.
The lack of opportunity to formulate,local policy and the frustration of
having to respond to the whims of Washington effectively reduce incentives
for creativity ant excellence. The consequent high staff turnoverbefide
complicating the challenge of day-to-day management virtually erases
institutional memory--- Though local institutions, CETA offices are entirely
federally funded; They have fared well financially, but their reliance on
federal money and chronic last minute uncertainties over their budgets have
undermined their perceived staying power to the point that some local offices
are seen as being perpetually on the brink of collapse.

The marked differences in the character of, he LEA and CETA
bureaucracies inevitably present sources of friction. While there are
sufficient instances to demonstrate. that CETA sponsors and LEAs can work
together, in fact the bureaucratic differences create friction that can
provide convenient pretexts for either partner breaking off collaboration.
Since there are,intuit4vely appealing reasons for the two systems to
collaborate,,however, the question is whether the substantive differences
are sufficient to rule out joint effort : If they are not, it seems that
if there is a will4ta work together, ere can be a way.

In the second stage of the process in which local schools and CETA
sponsors, begin working together -- that of substantive collaboration -- there
appears to be less pervasive points of friction between the two systems.
Some are based on misinformation. out to the extent others are based on
attitudinal differences, they can pose systemic obstacles to complementary

"'systems. Initially, a few educators voiced concern that CETA's emphasis
on job placements would encourage that system to push youths out of school
into jobs. In fact, the expressed purpose of the legislation is to encourage
youths to stay in school 'and both the Department of Labor and local CETA
administrators have taken steps to remove incentives that might entice
youth to drop out. There have been no substantiated reports of students
leaving school to take YEDPA jobs, and so thatlssue has subsided.

Targeting employability services by income has not subsided as an
issue. Although CETA administrators, as a rule, are locked into restricting
services to economically disadvantaged youths, school administrators object
on substantive and political grounds. They do not believe family income is
a reasonable predictor of need for e*loyability services, and they ate
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`'accountable to a constituency that is much broader than CETA sponsors' and
therefore less tolerant of provisions that reserve services for only a
few.

The emphasis on serving the dropout population now, as in the past,
is another point of contention.. The CETA system and its predecessors have
traditionally served dropouts, blaming, schools for failing to adequately
serve kids who did not fit the normal mode. Some.local educators are
objecting to YEDPA now because programs are designed to "recycle" dropouts
back into regular'channels. One principal complained that "... the very ones
that had been kicked out used CETA as a way to get back into the system."
Most educators, though, do not apear adverse to making another try with
dropouts. The controversy aris ! in the debate over what constitutes effective
alternative educational systems for those persons.

The most heated CETA-LEA controversy has been over the award of :
academic credit for work e:p:c 1pelence or eloyability development training.
Some local dtscussions hav tered on the question of whether credit for
employment-related experience devalues or deemphasizes credit for academic
areas. In states where seniors must demonstrate basic competencies to
graduate, teachers sometimes object to any sohoOl experience that detracts
from preparation for those exams. There is also a question of whether local
educators can make policy regarding the award of credit without specific
state mandates on the subject. These debates have frequently, however, beep
used as smokescreens to conceal the real issue: the turf question of who
decides what is creditworthy experience; schools or CETA sponsors? Educators
see the certification process as properly a school role. Employmentand 4
training personnel concede that it is appropriately a school responsibility,
but then go on to criticize schools for being too reluctant to support
activities involving credit and more to the point, unwilling to make an
extra effort to establish education alternatives for YEDPA-eligible youth.
In some areas where credit is awarded for work experience or career awareness
training,,observers note educators providing no more oversight than sponsors
had proposed, but a share of the YEDPAIlie has succeeded in buying their
cooperation.

NI of the problems encountered in the CETA-LEA relationS is
unanticipated, insuperable or irreconcilable. They may provide credible
pretexts for inaction, however, where local sponsors or khoolflee not
inclined to cooperate because they do not see the value in it or know how
to do so.

It appears that'the 22 percent set-aside under YETP has been
effective in encouraging local schools and CETA prime sponsors to app ach
one anpther. A linkage between education and manpower has, to a ee, been
formalized. But, if the CETA-LEA linkages are to progress beyond "administrative
detente," there has to be more substance. built into them. While the
developments so f4r do not preclude that from happening.-- indeed a cooperative
posture is a prerequisite to a truly productive relationship -- the strategies
for making it happen are not so apparent.



CEP-LEA activities may acquire substance over time, but the
likelihood of it happening, the value of the content, and the pace at which

develops are all problematical. These. uncertainties are inherent in any

attempt to push together_at the local level two establishments that have
vastly different superstructures or administration, statutory authority,
political constituencies, institutional history, program objectives, and

client groups. The peculiar need is for a strategy to coax collaboration
between a federal system of prime sponsors operating manpower programs for
youth and a state/local system of schools providing education for youth.

The Department of Labor is Ole to steer local sponsor programming
into conforming somewhat to'the Department's objective of better CETA-LEA
relations through itt''regulatory authority 'and power over the-purse. DOL

is also providing to sponsors a degree of technical assistance anq information
about how CETA-LEA agreements can be set up and what they might look like.

The Department:-hoWever;Ahas no authority to push locaT schools

alone, and very few options for pulling them along. The 22 percent set-aside

under YETP q.the only real incentive, but DOL alone is oot equipped to
develop the technical assistance or program modelstthat educators need.

. Even if it were, the DOL-prime sponsor channel As hardly an effective conduit.
Local educators are not incljned to take the word, advice, or assistance of
employment and training experts without the imprimatur of and collateral
inputkfrom the education establishment.

J
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EXPLORING ALTERNATIVE CHANNELS TO LEAs

The need for a collaborative effort between the employment and
training and'education establishments at levels other than the local level

is necessary if local CETA-LEA programs are to work. This need was foreseen

in the legislation which includes provisions that both require and.encourage
cooperation between manpower and education autrrities at the state and

national level. - 'Five percent of the total Y- ' allocation is available to

governors for providing, among other things, labor market and occuRtional

information to prime sponsors ,and schools. The Adt also autharizes-the
Secretary of Labor to carry out innovative and experimental programs that
feature cooperative agreements with federal educational agencies. The 1978

CETA amendments further encourage manpower-education linkages above the
.local level 1),,,f increasing the allocation to state vocational education

authorities, to, in part, increase coordination between vocational education

and.CETA establishments. The amendments also reserve a portion of the
governor's allocation to be used .for coordinating the activities of state
manpower services and state education-agencies. To understand the potential

utility of these provisions, it is useful to know something about the
education establishment: its forMal structure of governance and its informal

channels' for influence.

Local Governance

The heart of the public elementary and secondary education

establishment is some 16,000 school districts in fifty states. Local public

school systems are governed.by school boards, and managed by superintendents.
In most instances, school board members are elected by the voters of the
community they serve, and are independent of the other local elected officials,

mayors or County commissioners, for example. School districts also usually

enjoy independent taxing authority. The lack of a common authority over
local education agencies and other local political bases, which typically
are the CETA sponsors, make' compatibility less than automatic and cooperation

sometites an heroic act.

Springfield, Ohio offers an extreme case of diffused authority..
Schools there are independent,of the rest of local government, and vocational

education is administered separate from the other education programs.
Nonvocational education is handled through the city school sAtem which

reports to the Springfield,board of education. Vocational education is

handled by county joint vocational schools which are supported by the
Springfield Public Schools and other LEAs in Clark County, and administered

by a county board of education.
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The county joint vocational school has traditionally.been involved
with county manpower program initiatives through CETA Title t contracts, with
the county CETA office. Most of the services under those contracts have been
for adults, however, and the prospects for pting the vocational services '3
for YEDPA-eligible youth ar not promising The JVS has a long waiting list
of student applicants and he JVS administratorsrprefer to select for enrollment
youth who do not have basi education deficiencies or other difficulties in
school. Enrollment of YED A-eligible youth'in.JVS is unlikely also because
the County's in- school -YETP program istadministered by the city school system's
career education office. 4 further hinder cooperation between any city
school YETP actiy',es ed JVS; the city school liaison with JVS is not in
the career educatielW fice. sk

Although the Springfie4d city school system has established a strong
CETA-LEA program with the area prime sponsor, top level support within the
'schools has been only ewarm. The superinterldent is Wary of.too close a
relationship with the prime sponsor because administrators in the sponsorship
report to the county-government, and he does not want" the schools accountable
in' any way to the latter.

The degree of cooperation that now exists between'the Springfield
city school system ardne-.Clark County CETA office is'no mean accomplishment,
given the potential for conflicts within the education system serving residents
in the county and the fact that the.school systems and the CETAoffice are
accountable to different authorities. The success in this instance, under
conditions that seen almost to be designed to thwart cooperation, an be
attributed tthe willingness of the two parties involved. The p e
sponsorship is a relatively small' one with really only two levels f
decisionmaking. It is one in which the youth coordinator has, the confidence
of and ready access to the ,sponsor's top administrator. Through conscientious
management ind a low-key style of doing business; the sponsorship has also
managed to tay relatively free of political pressures from the couqty-and
been able to,operate as an independent agent. Before the advent of YEDPA
the sponsor staff had worked with the Joint Vocational School and so the
staff was receptive,to the YEDPA mandate for collaboration with schools.

The single most important factor contributing to cooperation on
the pirt of the schools ,has been the presence of an energetic and imaginative,
career education coordinator responsible for conducting the city.school.'s
demonstration career education prbgram funded with state career education
money. Through his own efforts, he kept "abreast,of YEDPA as it evolved
and was already roughing out plans for school involvement by the time the
sponsor received notice of its 1978 YETP allocation. The fact that some
higher-ups in,the Springf' d hierarchy were receptive to the notion of
ni,:ng e-hool and CETA also 1ped immeasUrabl

Columbus,Qhlo they case in which the schools and prime
sponsors report to different authorities. Yet despite the fact that there is
less fragmentation on the education side than4is found in Clark County,

CETA-1,EA relations under YEDPA are less than cordial.
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The history of manpower-education relations in Columbus has been one
of conflict betpieen a combative, talk-oriented manpower agency and an
education agency that has kept a distance from manpower programs for South,
but does not appear unwilling to cooperate: The Columbus CETA offid& seems
to be locked into a management policy of Minimal change, and under the hectic
YETP implementation conditions,iwas almost paralyzed. To the extent there was
an identifiable policy for the YETP 22 percent set-aside, it was to resist the
involvement of the public schools.. In both 1978 and 1979 the prime sponsor
practically forced nonfinancial,agreements upon the local schools that

' assured only a token role for educators. These have been in lieu of the more
substantive role originally proposed. by the schools in the YETP proposal
they submitted for 1978, but which the sponsor rejected for being unresponsive 4
to the problem of youth and because the schools wanted more autonomy than the
sponsor was willing to grant.

In a relatively small proportion of cases, mayors or other chief
elected officials have direct authority over school board members and/or
school superintendents. When this occurs, the chief officials' line of
authority can be exercised over both manpower and education offfe-faTS-7-Not
surprisingly,when the priorities of the chief elected officials include
linking emplOMent and traininginitiatirs to education, the importance of
mechanisms fostering cooperation between CETA and LEAs fades, and administrative
and substantive differences cans be minimized by for8ed agreement instead of
mutual agreement. But even this structure of governance nnot guarantee
harmony or totally productive CETA-LEA relationships.

Baltimore Is one of the minority of chqol systems in which the
school board is appointed by the mayor; th oard, in turn, appoints the
superintendent, Under these circumstances, both the city's manpower administrator
and chief school offictr receive their policy guidance from the city's top
executive. The mayor 'policy with respect to youth, employability; and
education is that schoolssandthe manpower agency are expected tp work together
towards the. city's youth manpower problems. To the extent there is
significant effort by the schools today, therefore, in addressing youth
employment and training needs, It is felt to be influenced in large part
by the fact that the mayor ord(red it.

Without that unified authority, it does not seem-likely that the
Baltimore CETA sponsor and the LEAs would-have worked' together as well as
they have. Perceived school r&istance to providing.for the educational needs
of dropouts led the mayor to place administrative ppervison'of one major
alternative education program for dropouts in the hands of the manpower agency.
Under. this arrangement, the schools provide teachers for curriculum development
and instruction, but the teaching staff is accountable, in part, to the manpower
agency. Employment and training programs for the in-school population have
been organized within the school system's vocational education departmatilk
The manpower agency cooperates :in developing work experience slots for CL
eligible youth in the programs.1 In addition, skills centers 'are being
instituted in the schools, but''.oversjght responsibility goes to the mayor's
manpower and economic development representatives.
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In other communities, where there is no single policy authority
over CETA sponsors and LEAs, cooperation does occur, as, for example, in
.Springfield, Ohio.' Thee impact seems to be lessened. However, the
permanence of change is uncertain, and the pace Of change may be slower.

Other Influences on LEAs

Local governance is not the only factor Impinging directly on LEAs,
and indirectly on prime sponsors. There are less structured influence networks
at work that school administrators find at times to be no less compelling
than formal authority. Even in Baltimore which by most measures,,seems to.
have achieved effective involvement of local schools, and where there is no

.lack of formal guidance, local job markets and employer attitudes have a
powerful influence on the role that schools take in manpower programs. The
highly competitive industrial job market \in downtown Baltimore attracts
jobseekers from the city as well as from the growing Baltimore suburbs. In
this climate, the schools admit that theywcream" in the selection and placement
of work experience students; in order to demonstrate the qua\lity of student
the schools can. produce and b6t out the competition from suburban schools.

There is rong suggestion that schools which have developed
productive linkage h-the business and industries of their communities'
are better able to mount successful youth employment programs, particularly
as work experience, cooperative education, and job placement.Are concerned.

a
- .

In Baltimore, there has been a history of highly visible involvement
of industry with schools since civil disturbances in Baltimore in the mid-
1960s. Following those disturbances, several business leaders in the city
who were concerned about the role the private sector.. could play in improving
life in the city, formed a group that started taking a critical look at the
schools and offering suggestions for improvements. Significantly, the schools
proved receptive to the criticism and to making changes.

Since it was established, the group representing both employers and
schools has served as an umbrella organization sponsoring prbgrams to up-
grade reading and arithmetic instruction, cosponsoring with the Maryland
Council of Economic' Education a project to assist teaching principles of
economic education, underwriting a program to give all children greater
awareness of the world of work, supporting a computerized,.individualized
learning project. The group and some of the corp/ ations it represented also ,

/I
participated in a dropoyt prevention program fun ed,with Elementary and
Secondary/Education Act money". More recently several Baltimore businesses
have taken part in "Adopt-a-School," a program in which' individual
'corporations have developed cooperative relationships with nearby schools,
and provide assistance in such activities as counseling, serving on
vocational advisory committees, and providing opportunities for work
experience, cooperative education and oq.er job placement programs.

4,
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em01:y1rs for a number of. reasons. For one, industry is not telling the
Schools have continued to be receptive to the partnership with the

schools how to teach -- that is recognized as the schools' responsibility and
expertise. For another, industry has assisted in finding jobs for students.
Furthermore, industry has stayed out of.the political arena where education
priorities are set.

The linkages developed between Baltimore schools and businesses may
be an important part of the foundation for the more recent C TA /YEDPA program
initiatives. The concept of combined academic/work programs was tested and
successfully applied by business and schools at their own direction, before
YEDPA. The businesses saw economic gains in investing in education and
training of students who would eventually find their way as employees into
their plants and offices. The schools saw educational gains and the potential
for more "relevant" education through contacts with a larger world outside the
school building.

LEA ties to industry in Springfield and Columbus, Ohio, are, less
formalizedand,gomprehensive than they are in Baltimore, and observations
are certainly less conclAive when it comes to judging the impact that local
businesses might have on LEA policy regarding school and work. In both areas
the vocational components are, of course, sensitiVe to placement pportunities
for graduates. But since the interests of local businesses appear o be short-
term, extending only as far as getting trained workers at minimal c st, the
only real influence they have is in encouraging schools to select the best
qualified youth for participation. This simply reinforces a bias popularly
attributed to ational education, against serving "problem" youth, and it
does 'notprod the .vocational educators or other educators in the directiop of
more cooperation with prine sponsors. If anxthing, the situation militates
against it.

,

One Model of Vocal Influence

The three ingredients that seem to be most important in determining
the way the Baltimore business community has influenced the school system
are a mutual perception of objectives, -that serve a common interest, a
flexibility and willingness in the business community and the school system

4
to undertake cooperative efforts, and time. These ingredients are important
to keep in mind when considering the impact YETP can have on public edUcatioq

/because they might be seen as the components-of an effective model for long-w,

ri

term:influence on a school system.

Assessing local CETA.sYs'tems in terms ofAhether or not they can
influence local educators in the same way, it appears that YETP has some
handicaps to overcome. Maybe the most important one is time. Sustained
relationships seem to be a prerequisite for changing LEAs for two reasons,:
First, because rapid change canndt be accommodated, and second, because,
sustained interest seems to be an indicator of-commitment for which short=
term funding and forceful rhVoric are poor substitutes. If the propensity
of national policymakers for frequent shifts in manpower policy, and their
impatience for quick results is any indicator of future 'patterns-, there
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appears to be little likelihood that YETP can Oovide the basis for a
long-term relationship between LEAs and prime sponsors.

_It is also not'clear.that the commitments of CETA prime sponsors to
develbOrng CETA-LEA linkages reflect genuine local sentiments. YETP money
is federal, not local and its purpose is seen to be supporting federal
objectives which do not necessarily correspond to local objectives, and are
therefore, not necessarily compelling.

Strengths that CETA YETP administrators have in their favor are
flexibility, and adaptability. The program allows, sponsors the opportunity
to implement a wide range of possible activities. But this can perhaps be
parlayed better into a strength for dealing with LEAs not by CEtA sponsor
innovations, but by sponsors being permitted to go along with innovative
projects developed by schools. There are two barriers preventing that from
_happening> though. The first is one of accountability for the YETP money;-
some sponsors are reluctant to loosen their grip on money if they still are
ultimately responsible for funds that may be misspent. The second problem
is more one of turf, like the one seen in Columbus, in which sponsors are
unwilling to enter any relationships in which they do not have a strong
upper hand. There, the CETA system is.thwarting what meager influence
employment and training policies can bring to b public schools.

State Level Influence on LEAs

In the formal scheme of things,ifocal education agencies are
actually creatures of the state. They exist at the sufferance of the state
and have taxing authority, policy and administhtive authority given them
by state.constitutions.and laws. But, by tradition, LEAs have evolved as
relatively autonomous units and the amount of actual influence that state
education agencies,.state school superintendents, and state boards of
education have on them is not as.great as the form41 hierarchy might imply.

11

.State edudation authorities are,not effective leading dramatic
departures from established policy-and the status quo. They are not in a
position to force unpopular policies on unwilling local educators, Although
they can lead some policy change at the margin and provi4e technical assistance
Ito help local schools along, they are not equipped nor inclined to direct
state-wide policy overhauls, especially with regard'to something as controversial
and ukcertain as YEDPA and policies for school participation under the YETP
22 percent set-aside provisions.

This does not imply that the role of SEAs"has necessar4y been one
of disinterest or inaction. It does jingly that state education agencies
cannot be expected realistically to be agents of sweeping change in public
school systems...

-

'
\\

..._,

The two states studied for this evaluation present polar examples
of the-Ybl'it-that states have taken in providing leadership with respect to
the role that LEAs ought to take in local YETP programs. Ironically, the

he.
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local results of the state level efforts, although not absolutely conclusive,
do not seem to differ remarkably.

The'Maryland State,-Education Agency (SEA) has taken an active role
at the local level dissemihating information about YEDPA and encouraging
LEAs to cooperate with CETA sponsors. Two months after enactment of YEDPA,
,the state education agency appointed a department-wide task 'force, which
together with the State Manpower Planning Office, sponsored a meeting for LEAs
and prime sponsors on YEDPA and stressed the need for strong linkages.between

. the two. The heads of the education and manpower agencies also signed h -

letter endorsing CETA-education cooperation, and sent it to all CETA slonsors
. and LEAs in the state.

At the state level the SEA has taken an active role tying work and
education together. The SEA itself was appointed prime sponsor for the
alance=of-State.CETA program, and the SEA educational coordinator for CETA
training sites on the state manpower planning council. Although the SEA
ap.. ed task force completed its charge after several more.meetings, a,
SEA representative continues to contact prime sponsors and, when asked;
provides technical assistance.

Aside from .the state-level impacts of its, activities, the.impact
of the state-EttraTin'agency's Nhusiastic support,is uncertain. Virtually
all local CETA sponsors in Maryland successfully negotiated agreements with
local.schools. But virtually all prime sponsors in all states concluded
CETA-LEA agreements with and without the help of state level administrators,-,
and in Maryland, Baltimore city schools concluded their agreements with no
help4rom the state. In the few cases where sponsors and LEAs had serious
difficulty, the SEA provided outside encouragement and assistance until an
agreement was reached. But, even in Maryland with its active state support
for YEDPA, the state level education and manpower administrators have
cultivated a restnained policy of providing specific guidance and help only
when requested by local officials. Consequently, it seems that the state
level education office may be providing useful assistance in the-yea§ wherd
schools had already accepted the basic policy of linking\CETA and schools.'
But because of the receptive posture of schools in those areas, it seems
safe to assume that sponsors and schools would have achieved some degree of
success in implementing joint efforts even without assistance from the
state. On the other hand, LEA officials who had already decided against
cooperating with CETA sponsors would not have invited the state education
officials in to provide assistance anyway.

The attitude of state level administratorS fn.Ohio.stands in
contrast to what has been happening in Maryland, Neither the state education
agency nor the state office of manpower development took much initiative
in announcing YEDPA to local schools. The SEA's own involvement in CETA'
appears to have been nominal. Except for some level of funding for the
independent career education-pilot projects the state is.suppOrting and a
brief announcement (but nodis currian) aboiit4YETP at a state school
superintendents' meeting, the state his provided no policy guidance with
regard to linking schools and CETA sponsors." The only steps taken-in the
15 months -following enactment of YEDPA !wer'e the appointments of an 'SEA
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representative to the state manpower council, arid an employment and training
representative.to theestate education,council.

In Springfield, the only case observed.in Ohio where an LEA actively
'pursued collaborative arqngements with the local prime sponsor, events
proceeded indepeikent of any appreciable state role% The only state involvement
that might be identified would' be the state support of a pilot career
education project in the Springfield school system. The career education
office has been the focal point for the LEA-CETA,interface, and since the
office would not exist without the state support, an indirect state role ,

might be inferred. But, at best, it has been a very lilifited role. Despite -
the interest of the hate in supporting several career education pilot.
projects, there has been a distinct lack of state leadership in providing them
with technical assistance and certainly not state pressure guiding the content
of local career education activities. The state career education administrators.
were - silent with. regard to how local career education projects might interact
with'YEDPA, or participate in,CETA-LEA agreements.

The Ohio state education agency provided little gOidance in the first
18 mon s of YEDPA to local adqinistrators interested in developing policies

' with r ga-rd to the award of academic credit for rk experience or
employability,development classes offered under Y I he absence: of
explicit state guideline; on the subject, LEAs were re uctan ahead
on their own in awarding credit. In the second year, however, -,EAs,
such as Springfield; have established. modest provisions for aw ding credit,
but only for classroom experience. There are plans fdr the'st fato establish
a number of pilot programs in local schools for,the 1979-1980 tchbol.y0ar,
to test some models for the award of academic tred t for wprk experience:
Those models are expected to involve some vari f the present regulations.
which require school staff to monitor and emaiu udent work_assignments.
The-Marylan state-education-agency-fs7:mOre-Wil g to relax the rules
governing t award of academic credit for work experienCe; thanks to pressure
from YEDPA.interests inside and outside the SEA. But.even In Maryland.it
seems.likely that SEA endorsement of :the credit for work polity.espoused
in YEDPA is more likelyAo manifest itself as a relaxation Of current ru
and not affirmative action to encourage/061 educators to award credit for
YEDPA w ik experience.

-

The'-Federal Presence in Education

t:
' Because education has been,.by.tradition and as interpreted in

_constitutional law, a matter reserved ultimately to the states, the federal
role in education has been supportive and.supplementalx first as a statistics
gathering ageRCy, then- as'axesearth and demonstration agency. Only to .

the past few decades has the federal gb;iernment attempted a-moreactive role,
stimulating-state systeins to advance the-quality and 'equality of their.
education through a variety of economic incentives. More recently, the
courts 'have lent a-degree of. enforcement authority to the .federal educatifir
presence, largely in connection with pursuing equal educational. opportunity.

.
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The federal government, however, continues to tale a backseat to state and
local-authorities in formulating educational policy. As a result, except
in the arena of equal opportunity (including compensatory education), there
,is no definitive national education policy. The federal government's program
interests are generally added on to the state and local priorities.

Furthermore,Waltigh federal education expenditures run into
bilfitns of dollars, they pare small in comparison to the state and locaT
resources -- only about '8 pekent of total education expenditures. Because
of the-primacy of state /locaul authority in public education, HEW is reticent
to exercise enforcement power,-and because the federal dollats are small
relative to other revenues, local education agencies do not feel much urgency
to be- responsive to the wishes of the federal bureaucracy. This becomes most-
apparent when one observes the wide diversity of programs offered by schools
and th &Widely varied .priorities they assign tO them..

./ . ..."

Diversity of education programs from community.tcicommunity is
hel4 dear., for political as Welil as educational reasons because schools are

Ayhen to be socializers, bringing the values and aspirat s of the young .

closer to those of the communitylwhich supports them. I was primarily for
this reason that'today-, twenty -fie years after the Brown decision, the
issue of school deseyegation has.not yet been totally resolved. It is no

wonder, therefore, that even if the federal-education establishment had
gone full speed ahead supporting local CETA-LEA collaboration, it could not
have much action.at the local level. But', at least initially, the
education establishment -- the federal part included -- was not inclined to
go full speed ahead in supportof YEDPA because it was not consulted in
the ptocess of YEDPA authorization. Hence, there was little reason dr
opportunity for the Office of Education to formulate policy to go hand-in-
hand with the Department of Labor's implementation efforts.

In fact, however, %,...in the months after, YEDPA was signed into law,

the USOE showed some willingness to go along_ on.a cooperative basis with
.Laboi. Department's Office of Youth Programs. Judged by the standards of

4 cooperation that existed between 0E.and DOL before YEDPA, the cooperation
betweemthetwo agencieshat exists now is something of a breakthrough..
The mere lack df hosiltility between Labor and the vocational education office
in OE would have been an improvement over the usual relationship that has

_existed. But the:positive interest in collaboration and joint activities
that the Office of Youth Programs has undertaken with the vocational
'educators and career'educatofs in OE is unprecedented in HEW-DOL relations
centering around CETA.

What the U.S., Office of EducationiiiDOing Undit YEDPA

--Federal policy in support of Y PA was initiated with an August 1977
memorandum of understanding signed j tly.by the Secretaries of Labor and
Health, Education end Welfare, to work together in a number of ways, including
establishment of an interagency coordinating panel. HEW was to "seek
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to ensure the involvement of local education agencies and-organizations in
the operation of youth programs ..." by developing new education and work
models for dissemination to local school districts and CETA prime sponsors,
and working with the Department of Labor on models for awarding academic credit
for work.experience. HEW also agreed to assess alternative education systems
already, in place or sponsored under YEDPA, and help establish and evaluate
community and state level councils for encouraging collaboration between

. schools and employers.

I, carrying out its responsibilities under this memorandum of
understand g REW has Already engaged in a number of projects with DOL
including j t evaluations of CETA-LEA agreements, and is utilizing its
channels to ,ocal officials to encourage cooperation between vocational
education, career education, and post - secondary education components, and
local manpower administrators implementing YEDPA.

USOE has been quite cooperative in adding YEDPA activities to
its established workload. But achieving_change by adding on new responsibilities
is not the same as achieving change by dilltnfadaptations in old responsibilities.
The education establishment in HEW might'be able to leverage some of its
influence under legislation other thar.OEDPA to support closer cooperation
between education and preparation of youth for the world of work.

A review of current education legislation on the books provides
some ideas for the potential access that the Office of Education has to local
educational administrators, and more importantly, the existing overlap in
'purposes and objectives between this legislation and YEDPA. The laws now
in force already establish program activities similar to, or at least
consistent with some of,those encouraaed.by YEDPA. They also establish
precedents for income targeting provisions and steering education services
to pupils not usually well-served.

While the44ent of USOE authority over school districts is
constrained by statute and tradition, existing legislation permits USOE to
provide incentives through regulations, and awards of particular discretionary
projects for state and local education agencies to pursue some of the
objectives of YEDPA. USOE can also influence state education agencies
administering federal formula funded programs.

The Vocational Education Act of 1963, Title I, Part A, Subpart 1*
(Formula-funded with state authority)

- Sec. 101. Purpose: to assist /aateS7 to extend,
improve, and where necessary, maintain existing
programs of vocational education, to develop new
programs and to provide part-time employment
for ,youths who need the earnings ... to continue
their vocational training on a full-time basis ....

*Emphasis. added
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- .Sec. 105(a)(15). Any State which desires to
participate in programs under this Act ... shall
establish a State advisory council ... and shall
include as members one or more individuals who
represent the State Manpower Services Councif.....

Sec. 107(a),(1). /State five-year vocational
t education planesFaly ... set out criteria ...

for coordinating manpower programs conducted by
[CETA prime sponsors/ wAth vocational education
programs assisted under this Act ....

The Vocational Education Act of 1963, Title 1, Part A, SObpart 2
(Formula-funded with state authority)

M

r,

Work Study Programs

Sec. 121(a)(2). Employment under 5tate-funded/
locally operated work study programs/ shall be
furnished only to a student ... who is in need of
such employment to commence, or continue his
vocational- education program ....

Cooperative Vocational Education Programs

Vt. 122(e). /State- funded / locally operated

cooperative national education programs-7' shall
include provisions assuring that priority for
funding cooperation vocational education programs -

" thrdugh local educationllagepcies is given to.areas
that have high rates of sdhool dropouts and youth
unemployment ....

The Vocational Education Act of 1963,- Title

fl

(Forma a-funded with state-authority)

',.. t pecial Programs for the Disadvantaged

14 4

, Part A, Subpart 4

- Sec. 140 . .../T/o assist them in conducting
specia programs ... to pay the full cost bf
,vocational education for disadvantaged persons.

The Elementary and econdary Education Act of 1965 (as amended 1978),
Title 1, Part A, S bpart 2 (Formula-funded with state authority)

0'

Grants for Local Education Agencies in Counties with
Especially High Concentrations of Children From Low-Income ,

Famines

- Sec. 117(a). Mo provide adctional assistance
to local educational agencies,i ounties with
especially high concentrations of,children from
,low- income families

,
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The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (as amended 1978),
Title III, Part r, Youth Employment (Federal discretionary authority)

- Sec. 3'41 a . The Commissioner shall carry out a
youth emp oyment program, the purpose of which. '

shall be to prepare children to take their place
as working members of society.

- Sec. 341(b). ... Support activities to
(3) enhance job-opportunities for youth in
coordinating educational activities with youth
employment activities, particularly those ...

under CETA; (4) encourage educational agencies
and institutions to develop means to award academic
credit for competencies derived from work
experience

The Career Education Incentive Act (Formula-funded with state
authority)

_ .

- Se=c. 3. Purpose: .... LT/o -assist States and

UETeducational agencies and institutions of
post-secondary education, including collaborative

_.,arrangements with the appropriate agencies and
organizations, in making education as preparation"
for work ... a major goal of all who teach and
all who learn by increasing.the emphasis they place
on career awareness, exploration, decision-making
and planning ....

_Sec !Icag.1). --mak ing_paymentsto local
education agencies for comprehensive.programs

(A) developing and implementing comprehensive
career guidance, counseling, placement and
follow-up services ...

(0) developing and implementing wok experiences
for students whose prim6y rpose is career
exploration ....

Post-secondary Educational emonstration Projects (Federal
discretionary authority)

- Sec. 11(a . LT/o arrange ... for the conduct
of postsecondary educational career demonstration
projects which

(2) have unusual promise"of promoting.posi-
secondary career guidance and counseling
programs,

(3) show promise of strenghtening career
guidance, counseling, placemeni753 follow-
up services.
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It is evident that there are many channels through which the Office
of Education can influence schools fo align themselves more closely with YEDPA,
without direct pressure, but by providing guidance ffor LEAs that want it.
As it is-now, though, there fs no unifying federal policy holding together
the abundance of federal programs LEAs now operate. In community visits to
Baltimore, Maryland, And Springfield, and Columbus, Ohio, there were no
instances in which school systems had orchestrated their full spectrum of
federal education resources in order to target on students needing employment
services. The YETP set-aside was used as an additional entity, or new, ?
independent programt were mounted with career education funding (although in
Springfield, this was state rather than federal dollars) or other vocational
education funding. ,It appeared that the concept of combining funds from
several other federal authorities and building a program that, in toto,
addressed the problem of youth employment in a comprehensive way, had not
been Aevelopgd; such a model certainly had not been implemented, at the state
or local level. It seems that under the various authorities that'already
exist there is high potential for meeting those needs, with or even without
the 22 percent set-aside. Such an approach could provide a base of funding
that is contained within the education eStablishment,ris somewhat more stable,
and has the added attraction of being identified as an education progr'am. 4104

4

As a rule, the''e is 'a large gulf, however, between the potential
and the actual utilization of existing legislation and USOE authority to serve
some of the federal objectives embodied in YEDPA. Naturally, change requires
time. But the danger is that even with time, the establishment in USOE,
as, in the states and LEAs, will not embrace the same priorities as the
Department of Labor (regardless of the memorandum of understanding between
the Secretaries of the Departments).

It is misleading, however, to treat the USOE "establishment" as
a monolith. Indeed, it is capable of taking an aggressive role on certain
issues regarding education and manpower. Career education is a case in point.
"Career education" is a nebulous concept which its advocates describe as
embracing all those activities and experiences through which one learns about
work. It is visualized as beginning early in life and continuing throughout
it, and taking place in and out of schools. Within schools, it is not
intended to be treated as a separate course of study, but is.integr ed
instead within all subject matter courses. It differs from vocationa
education, which is more often associated with structured course instr ction
leading to proficiency-in specialized, occupation-specific skills.

The career edupation office in CISOE, with only some $10 million
191, and little, or no direct federal authority over state or local ed4cation
agencies, managed to spur thousands of school districts toward comprehensive
activity inthe name of career education by dint of energetic leadership,
effective public information tactics, effective technical assistance, and
judicious use of its limited dollars teiinvolve diverse constituencies outside
of the schools which, in turn, could persuade the schools to institute
program efforts in which they were interested. Similary, it has been
aggressively pushing the idea of collaboration between schools and CETA
prime sponsors in the interest of better preparing youth for work. The
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-vocational .education function, on the other hand, with federal outlays of
approximately $750 million and considerably more legislative authority,
appeared during the first year of YEDPA, to have resisted encouraging its
professional constituents to address priorities like youth employment, -thus
failing'to make significant policy impressions at the local level. Only
during the second year of YEDPA and after a change in leadership did,the
office responsible for vocational education articulate an affirmative and
positive policy encouraging closer local cooperation between vocativial
education and CETA youth programs. But a change in leadership in the
Washington vocational education bureaucracy does not necessarily reflect a
deep commitment there; and is hardly enough to assure a cooperative attitude
among the diffuse, decentralized, and well-entrenched vocational education
establishment. This is espeCially true when many in that establishment see
direct conflicts betWeen their prime objectives (serving employers) and
YEDPA objectives (serving youth).

The Role of Professional Associations and
Other Educational Interest Groups

There are pluralistic forces affecting local education agencies,
each exerting a limited amount of influence. The federal and state governments
exert their il

stfluence,

in part, by dint of the money they bring. But there
are other influences which are also interesting to study because they wield
influence witnbut money.

As a longstanding profession in American society, teaching has
become organized in ways that represent numerous interests of-its
practitioners. Professional societies have been formed to advance the

00
subspecialitiet within the teaching field, both by academic subject matter
(mathematics, art, etc.) and by positions generally found in the organizational
hierarchies of school systems (school board members, school administrators,
teacher unions, etc.). State oriented organizations also exist to support
the interests of legislatures, state administrators and even governors.

From interviews with representatives of 16 .organizations and other
education experts:it appears that these national organizations and their
state affiliates have potential for promoting educational program policy.
Furthermore, reacting to the reality of YEDPA and ready money, a considerable
number already are advocating a more active role for their constituencies
in some of the CETA-LEA collaboration activities. Almost all national
education organizations publish information for their members, ranging from
periodic, informal letters or newsletters to monthly professional journals.
Some of the latter reach as many as 50,000 subscribers, Word about youth
employment has already found its way into a number of these publications
(e.g., the Community and Junior College Journal; and "Dateline Washington,"
the newslettervofthe National Conference of State Legislatures), and in
some cases, more definitive material describing program models has been
disseminated. In much the same way as their publications may develop greater
awareness and better understanding of CETA/YEDPA among their school
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constituencies, so may the meetings of these organizatioils, which can draw
thousands of members, become a forum for information dissemination and
attitude change. Some associations, for example', have already devoted parts
of programs or entire workshops to YEDPA and how i an be related to
education.

The variety and number of ad hoc program of arts mounted by the,
various national education organizations serve to re ce a belief in the
interest and potentialtof these associations in furthering LEA-CETA linkages.
While some of.these may be self-serving, a number already have promoted
positive action. The American Vocational Association, for example, conducted
three conferences at which vocational educators learned about CETA /YED/
models they could apply in their own school systems. An American Personnel
and Guidance Association position paper dealt with better coordination
between in-school and CETA, counseling which, in New York state, resulted
in collaborative conferences between representatives of both groups. The
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges conducted a survey'
of its member institutions to determine how they were, participating in CETA
and what they would recommend in order to improve opportunities'for
part4eipation. The National Association of State Boards of Education is
trying to determine what educators can do in the implementation of YEDPA,
and is also working with the National Governors' Association documenting
models for award of academic credit for CETA-work experience. The 'Council
of Chief State School Officers has formed special committees, one on the
youth-employment act and another ,on career education.

Achiaging Change Through Informal Networks

The network of education interest groups and professional associations
can be no less potent than formal channels of authority created by systems of
governance. Indeed, because common interests rather than imposed authority
hold the groups together, there is good reason to believe these organizations
can be even more influential than formal channels of authority in changing
attitudes among teachers and education administrators. Unless and antil
employment and training- objectives can be squared with the self interests of-
all the players, however, the federal emphasis on closer CETA-LEA cooperation
will be running against the will of crucial players.

YEDPA architects almost certainly erred when they failed to consult
adequately these facets of the education establishment. This kind of error
is predictable and understandable in the source of developing hybrid .

legislation such as YEDPA because, invariably, one camp takes the initiative
and it cannot be expected to know-'all the members of the other camps. 'But,
the exclusion hai been costly. Educators have felt that YEDPA was "done to
them",by manpower policymakers trying to tell them how to do their jobs.
Begging the question of whether educators should have any role in a national
employment and training 1-57611-5for youth, YEDPA put local manpower administrators
in the position of specifying how educators would be involved. The YEDPA
architeCts may have also erred-Tor just took a calculated risk) in failing
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to recognize the lack of influence the federal CETA and educati on-establishments
could wield a,,t' the local level, and the necessity of enlisting the support
bf the education interest groups and associations as an alternate route for
getting word to the local educators.

Saddled with the chore of implementing difficult legislation made
more complicated by its one-sidedness, the U.S. Department of Labor discovered
rather quickly the importance of getting the education interest groups and
associations involved. The American Vocational Association, the Council
of Great City Schools, the National Association of State Boards of Education
all are receiving support now from the Department for a variety Of, activities
that include identifying model employment and training programs involving'
schools, models for CETA-LEA cooperation, and CETA-LEA linkage issues on the
local agenda. At least for the time being (while the money holds out) these
education interests are adopting a more conciliatory stance with respett to
mixing education and manpower programs, and are coaxing their respective
constituencies as quickly as they can.

1'
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,CONCLUSION

It is apparent that rapproachment between the education and manpower
establishments is not likely-to .be quick, easy, systematicor consistent.

Because of'the access that the Department of Labor hp' established
with top leadersh0 in the U.S. Office of Education and a number of education
associations and interest groups, the superstructure of the education
establishment shows signs of chapging. But the signals have to be read
cautiously. Education leaders can put YEDPA on meeting agendas; issue
statements of support for closer CETA-LEA relations, and adopt a conciliatory
stance towards youth employment and training programs. But they do not
necessarily reflect the sentiments of their constituencies and certainly
cannot deliver the support of those constituencies. Furthermore, much of
the support of the education establishment has been coincident with technical
assistance contracts and interagency agreements that hiVe channeled resources
to educators to take on new responsibilities to- encourage closer education/
manpower ties. It is not clear what would happen without those additional
resources -- whether manpower programs for youth are sufficiently high.
priority that educators would displace activities supporting more traditional
causes. In short, epth of commitment of even the Washington education
establishment is not arent and certainly not guaranteed --,yet.

But a' lack of depth of commitment now-does not rule out joint
interests and concerted action by the manpower and education hierarchies.
In fact, in a relatively brief .pan of time ,r YEDPA has produCeda broad
coalition of initial interest. That is needed now is time,for that interest
totake, and some follow-up policies that will foster conditions to permit
the interest to take.

Top level conciliation between manpOwer and education interests
does not assume-peace at the local level. Before productive CETA-LEA
partnerships can be formed locally, schools and local educators must make
some substantive and administrative adaptations. Difficulties caused.by
mismatched planning cycles, funding uncertainty, the issue of academic
credit, and the introduction of labor- market related classroom programs can
be gotten around in time. The changes are not radical and all that is needed
is the chance for the newness of the programs to wear off and for administrators
to make adaptations in the way they do business. But there are also some
more fundamental changes that seem necessary before large numbers of schools
take an active role in employment and training programs. The income targeting
provisioni of YEDPA are-emerging as the most serious impediments to CETA-LEA
cooperation. So far, educator resistance to targeting has been manifested
in objections on substantive and. political grounds. School offic als object
to targeting jobs and employability development-s6vices to econo ically
disadvantaged youth because economic status is not seen as a vali or
reliable indicator of labor Market services, and because exclusion o some
youth from labor market services' is hard to defend in an institution ith
as wide 'a political base as that of schools.



a
Targeting provisions seem to pose a more'fundamental dilemma for

educators, however. Public,education has traditionally been geared to
identifying student deficits and measuring achievement in terms of academic

-criteria. YEDPA is built on different premises and, in order to be successfully
adopted by schools, requires changes in basic education attitudes. Even

without the income eligibility.criteria, there would be problems because
YEDPA; requires schools to view a wider spectrum of student capabilities than
they traditionally have.

As with the minor administrative changes, t e fundamental changes
require time and patience. More precisely, they req ire subtle but constant
pressure in the form of advocacy for change -- from nside and outside the

. education community -- and Steady access and expollire to innovative education
programs and administrative models that appear effective with regard to
employment and training objectives.
5

Because of the-relatively extended period of time it will take for
joint CETA-LEA strategies to take_hold, the proverbial plea for more
stability, continuity, and predictabdlity in CETA -- or at least youth
programming -- beComies more compelling than ever. Progtss in CETA-LEA

relations must be cumulative. Yet that is difficult wheN the terms of
CETA-LEA agreements are uncertain until two weeks before programming is due
to begin, budget levels are changed in mid-stream, or CETA staff are constantly
turning over. Strategically it is difficult wherfhere is doubt about the
durability of a national policy encouraging closer ties between education
and manpower.

Of course, the plea for stability in CETA is chronic; but even a
stable CETA system would be no-panacea. Other factors affect collaboration
betweeh prime sponsors at schools. Given that one of the important YEDPA
o.)ectives is to change the way schools do business with respect to providing
employment and training services for youth, an inevitable question is who
should'have authority over the money used 'to buy change. Shduld the money
continue to be administered under the joint authority of schools and CETA
prime sponsors, or should in-school programs under YEDPA be handled
exclusively by the educators? The costs of the first strategy (now in
effect) are already evident: friction between* the two establishments and
competition for the upper hand in deciding what programs are acceptable.
But while the benefits of the second strategy might be more peaceful
relations between CETA sponsors and educatdrs, the costs will almost
certainly be excessive loss in efficiency in getting CETA sponsors and
LEAs to work together, and in getting LEAs to incorporate employment and
training objectives into their overall mission. This would be because
increased isolation between the two institutions -- schools and local
manpower administrators --_would be inevitable without the joint cETA-LEA
agreement, a, device that creates however artificially, a very real, joint
vested interest.
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IMPACTS OF YEDPA ON EDUCATION/CETA

RELATIONSHIPS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL --

FIVE CASE STUDIES
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An Overview
C

.4

The Youth Employmellit and Demonstration Projects Act
(YEDPA) seeks to improcre cooperation and coordination
between the education and employment andt training
systems in order to better integrate work and education,.
to improve the quality of in-school programs, to encouragp
school completion and, to ease the transition from school
totTork.

Under the Youth Employment and Training Programs (YETP)
section of YEDPA, which provides funds to Comprehensive
Employment and 'raining Aet Unnuo prime sponsors

' throughout the country to provide comprehensive services
for youth, specific linkages are mandated. Not less
than 22, percent of the funds allocated under YETP to
each prime sponsors is to be usetfor prdgrams for r'
in- school youth under the terms Of agreements between
prime sponsors and local educati9n_agencies. Further,
the law states that no program of work experience for
in-school youth Shall be supported under YETPunless
there is an agreement which shall "set forth assurances
that participating youths will be provided meaningful
work experience, which will improve _their ability to
make career decisions and* which will,provide them with
basic work skills needed for reqular'employment."

The regulations further delineate this mandate by defining
LEA's and outlining broad pa;ameters for the agreements.
The local education agency is defined as "a public board
of education or other public authority legally constituted
within a State for either administrativecontrol over,
direction of, or service to public elementary or secondary /-
schools in a city, county, township, school district or
other potential subdivision of a,Vte."

..

Sincee these agriTentsare a new institutional 4eature
and the format is not specified in the law, the regu-
lations leave considerable flexibility, Prime sponsors
with more than one LEA have the-responsibility fol. allo-
cating tfuncis among them. The prime may work with only
fie; or sevxl LEA's independently, or a consortium. *-

The agreem may be financial or nonfinancial. 4.
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The format foe the agreements'is relatively open-ended.
They are todescribe activities( services, and delivery
Approacties, to 'guarantee that .there will, be no sub- e
stitutionjor existing funding, to assure that job
informAtion, counseling,guidance and platement slr-
,vices are ,provided faith any work experience activity;
and where possible, to provide -a policy framework for

.

_,..
the awarding of academic credit for competencies derived

-1 .
.

from work experience. A techhical assistance guide, was
prepared to suggest some possible considerations and . A
elements, for CETA.?LEA agreements. This was the result

, of extensive cons ltation with educators and officials
,-in HEW. To provide an incenti e for cooperation, $15

- million' of YETP discretiondrir 111 0 were aldo setteside
.. ,

..

.

for competitive grants to prime s .. nsops.for exemplary 0

in-school Programs.
,

, The'eflectiveness of YETP in promoting_ coordination -and'-

.
.

cooperation at the local level-betweewthe education,and
employment'and training systems, as well as YETP'p-iAbact

A in-school progrhms, are being_ assessed from a number
.of perspectives:

1. lalETP and YCCIP pj4rams'are being studied in esam
of, prime "sponsor areas on a continuing basis.. L TA
relationships "are a major foci2a.00f the case studies.
These provide descriptive and analytic inform ion
covering-4,r!an6e of.local conditions. .

A.staLfied sample of fiscal 1978 LEA/CAA 4 ments
are being assessed to determike 'their Content, to
develop a model agreemen formate.

3. LEA /CE'2A relations are being analyzeT'under studies
being contracted by HEW in'co4dination with DOL.

4i Linkage problems will 4e assessed the National
Association. of State Ydards of Edu n under YEDpA
funding.

To'supplement these assessments and to uovide detailed
information in a timely fashion, the Department of Labor's
Office of Youth Programsdvd the Department of Healt

.sk.

Education and Welfareq's:Office of Education partici .44
in onsite review of `CETA/LEA programs in five 19 .t1. ns.
Site visits were conducted in April 1917, 8..months of er
the signing of YEDPA and approximately 4.months after
:program startup. Sites of Varying program quality were
selected to look at whNp happened with respect to develop-

. ment and implementation of youth programs pursuant to CETA/t.
LEA a eements.' The major questioAwas why somecommuhities
were successful and others were not in promoting institidnal
change..
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Based on the very limited reviews, global comments cannot
be made with validity, and the following surranary o
impressions and findings mist be considered ve entatime:

1. In the five areas studied, YEDPA has contributed, to
improved CETA communication with the public schools.

e. In some cases, YEDPA has provided the impetus' for
the communication. Even in cases where relationships
were alreadywelgeptablished, linkages have'been

_intensified. Pot= months after program startup,
many of the initial apprehensions about the lever-

, 'age, role and impact of pkime sponsors on school
programs had subsided.

2. YEDPA provides a great opportunity the education
and employment/traifting communit' s to have substantial
impact on the quality of edugaition and training for
youth. In the small sample rgviewed, sevellal prime
sponsors had made or at least7initiated significant
improvement in program duality, based on'cooperation
and coordination.

0

3. AA might be expected, the berativeness of previous
relationships, the size of the community, and the
degree of prior preparation contributed to what
happened in the development of CETA/LEA programs.
It appears that smaller communities where staff
on both sides were familiar with each other and y
where new program ideas had been developedbut not
implemented, generated!the more innovative. programs.

Mk"

4. The lack ok time for comprehensive planning and prograni
development affected most sites. Haste affected the
city of agreements and programs, There Nue delays
in the implementation of efforts which departed from
traditional policies. 'There has been an evolutionary
process in the months.since YEDPA's implementation.

0

5. YET? is reaching students who would not Otherwise be
served. The case studies suggest that existing in-
school programs linking education and work would
`sometimes screen, out all disadvantaged youth and
certainly do not reach the universe of need. The
ability to hire additional school counselors and staff
has contributed to the ability of schools to offer
services to additional youth, particularly transitional

'services for students who are not college-bound. Of
course, the overall number of disadvantaged youth
being served in in-school programs has increased with
the advent of YETP. Most school officials would like
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t6 see even broader, coverage of these students.

6. Program regulations hinder the broad exposure of youth
to private sector joblopportunities. Most schools
offer some vocational training and work experienCe
programs for students. Some states even require that
schools train students in a skill before graduation.

'Many of these existing programs utilize the private
sector, but if they-do, they frequently "cream" from
the eligible population tb find youth most likely to
be accepted by private employers.. The private sector
usually offers greater opportunities for placement
after graduation. If work experience is to continue
for in- school participants, more consideration should
be given to opening up private sector work experience
opportunities under YETP.

7.- The areas of academic credit; scheduling, extended
school day, vacation and graduation requirements
deserve much more attention., Many opportunities for
youth are missed because of administrative restraints.
Because of the wide variation in State and local
school administrators and principals, it is difficult
to generalize except to-suggest that much more could
be accomplished if school regulations were rela ed.
In many instances, it appears, that school princi Is
O d staff ate not certain about legal requirements,
Particularly academic credit for work experience and
can do more to encourage and institute changes which
would benefit all students:

8, Generally, most school and prime sponsor officials
felt that more money was required to meet the needs
of all deserving youth.- Lodhl education agencies
felt that the 22 percent setaside limited their
ability to negotiate for funds. Other prime sponsors
wanted greater flexibility inuse of' funds. While
a setaside of some amount appears to be useful in
facilitating cooperation and coordination of programs,
it has some limitations.- It seems that LEA's must
demonstrate effectiveness in program implementation
to be in a position of greater bargaining levekalge
with prime sponsors.
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The case studies which follow proiide insights into the
types of dchahges which are occurring at the local level.,
They 'represent the results of 2-day sitowisits by 1ttwo
membei team--one from the-DeRartment of"Ttalth, Education
and Welfare and one from the'bffice oT Youth Programs,
department-of Labor. In all the sites, a standare inter-
view instrument was used. There were interviews with CETA
and LEA staff at all levels, particularly school officials
involved in career information, alternate education programs
.and occupational training, as well as vocational educators.
Worksite supervisors and participants were also interviewed.
The aim was to distill a variety of perspectives'on local
developments and to assess them from an interagency view-7
point: Not surprisingly, there is a great d -1 of
variability within and between sites. Ho -'er, there is
no question that change is occurring, -t it is substantial
in some cases, and that it is in th- rections,desired
by the authors of YETP.



1. Providing the Impetus for Major Change:
CETA/LEA Youth Programs in Houston

-The Prise Sponsor and the Local Education Agency

The city of Houston is a major urban area of 1.2 million
people with a relatively low overall' unemployment rate of
4.5 perceV. However, the unemployment rate for minorities
is 11.0 and for youth it is almost 30.0 percent. A larg
Mexican-American population resides in Houston as well.

Over the past several years, Houston has experienced tremendtqls
growth and development.. Approximately 1,000 new comers arrive
in Houston weekly.' To date,.no major steps have been taken to
curb this population expansion.

Within the city of Houston, there are 5 good school klistr-Icts.
The largest is the Houston Independent School Distri-t (HIlat,
which has the only contract with the CETA program for IEDPA: '
The other 4 school districts North Forest, Spring Branch, ..,z
Aldine and Aleif -- subcontract with Hisp for 20% of thc MIL
program funds. The total school age youth population betwe,
the ages of-16.-21 is estimated to be 161-,006. Of-this tot0;
90,000 are youth-unattached to the school system and 71,006

*to/ are in- school students..., The average daily school attendance:
is 85 percent. In addition, of the 161,000 youth, 34,000 are
considered poverty youth and a total of 43,500 are below 85%
of, the lower living standard. Therefore, nearly 30% of the
high school age youth are eligible to participate in YEDPA
youth programs.

.1
. Ar

Prior to YEDPA, the schools and never contracted with the
city's CETA programs. Nevertheless, the schools were
subcontracted portions og the Title I, VI and Title III SPEDY
programs from the Neighborhood Centers Day Care Association,
the major prime sponsor contractor. The city's FY 1978 YETI:).

' $468,867 i contracted.to the local eduCation agency for
allocaeiorras $1.7mill-ibn-crf which-about 28 percent or

in-school youth progrAlts.

The Neighborhood Centers Day Care Association (NCDCA) has been
the major contractor .for CETA youth programs over the past
several years. NCDCA is & local public min-profit agency
which provides centralized intake, assessment and referral .

services. for all CETA programs. There are currently tour
satellite centers throughout the city which will operate
during the ummer months. In addition to the'intake, assessment
and referral activities, NCDCA also provides for most of the
supportive s rvices and is the contracting agency for most of
the youth work sites and training.
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During FY 1978, the CETA Title I ptogram served approximately
750 in-sctiool youths, provided training and support for
adjudicated youth offenders through the Gulf Coast Trades\ Center at approximately $30,000 and funded a skills center
through the Houston Community=College at about ,p712,000 -
$200,000 from CE'A Title I. The Youth Employment and
Debonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) provides services to an
additional 1300 louth - 100 in YCCIP, 366 through the
CETA/LEA program, and 816 in other YETP components.

i:
y

The HISD has demonstrated creativity and foresight in its
implementation of educational programs4or youth. Over the
past several years it has developed a complex of 49 magnet
sehools-which enrol-Igifted- and talented studentd and
students with special needs from throughout the city. The
magnet schools specialize in academic and vocational'areas,
e.g., High School_for Performing and Visual Arts, Community
As a School, High Schools of Engineering Professions, High
School for Health Professions, and Ongoing Education School
for Pregnant Girls. Also, HISD in 1974*opened its first
altdYnative school: fir potential:dropoutS, Contemporary
Learnin% Center. This school offers an individualized
success-oriented learning opportunity for youth who are not
successful in the traditional school mode. This is the -

framewor,k in whic4 the CETA/LEA relationship began.

Description of CETA/LEA Agreement

At the time of the site visit, the CETA/LEA program was
operating under an interim non-financial agreement signed

.

on January 26,* 1978. The agreement provided for the develop-
ment of an alternative education program for 200 potential or
recent dropouts ...rbetween the ages of 16 to 21 years, transi- ,

tic:mai services tO x.00 edditional students and 20%'of this o

number Of slots for the 4 other school districts operating'
in the city. These transitional services included

,

occupational information, career counseling and placement ,.y
services. Academic credit was to be provided for work
experience in the alternative education program and provisions
were to'be developed for credit to youth in the Youth Community
Conservat.on and Improvement Projects (YCCIP).

,

The agreement under negotiation with HS4D is a financial one
which specifically relates to the alternative education
program. It,details the goals, objectives and outcomes of the
in-school program as well as describes, the alternative school
concept.
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The alternative school funded through the CETA/LEA agreement
is a jointly funded project with CETA, HISD and the Department

o Human Resources (DHR). The major goal is to coordinate the
delivery of social, educational and employment services needed
to keep youth in school and ultimately prevent welfare

dependency. Each of the 20(3s-students. will have a work/study

or individualized instructional plan and a social services
treatment plan.

The 2 major components of the program are an educgtional
program and a work/training program. Each student will spend
a half day in the competency-based, individualized, success.
oriented, vocational education program. Ta'lored training
modules based on the vocational goal of eac student will be

used. New modules will be created and test d as they are
developed and existing tested ones will be tilized to the
extent possible.- The instructional coor td5r will be

..,rgpponsible,fOrthe development of modules.

'The second half of the day will be spent in a vocational
education program or a work. experience based on the experience
and interest of the individual. The Contemporary Occupational
Training Center (COTC), which services youth other than those
in the alternatiVe school, will be used for vocational

education. The skills training center offers training in

food services, printing, general construction, general auto-
mobile mechanics, building maintenance, small engine repair,
office duplicating machine repair and welding. Work experience

sites will be developed for 'interested students by the

occupational coordinator. Independent process and product
evaluations are planned.

Process of Reaching Agreement

As stated earlier, there had Aen no previous agreements be-
tween CETA and RISD. However/ HISD participated in CETA
Title VI,-Title I in-school and Title III summer programs as

a subcontractor to one of the prime sponsoi's contractors.

. In addition, the chairperson of the prime sponsor planning
council was the HISD representative. Nevertheless, HISD

was reluctuant to contract directly with CETA because of bad
experiencet under Model Cities there the school was left

"holding the bag".
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In September of 1977, the HISD and CETA began conversations
pursuant to requirements in YEDPA. A non-financial agree-
ment was negotiated at that time in order to,begin the YEWP
programs and to permit time to negotiate a financial agree-ment. The non-financial agreement was not signed until
January of 1978 because of city countil delays,in--approval.The city council. delays were due to the election of a new
mayor who, because of illness, was not able td convene thecouncil.

In Apiil, at.the time of theite visit, the financial
agreement was about ready to be signed. While there was
agreement about the overall thrust ofthe CETA/LEA agreement,there were many details to be worked oat.. The concept ofthe alternative school,had been developed as a $10 Million

. proposal to the Department of Human Resources (DHR). There-fore, the financial arrangements had to be determined,
coordination with DHR had to be finalized as well as minor
details connected with restructuring to meet the requirementsof YETP. In January, under the non-financial agreement, staffwas hired to begin setting up the alternative school. At thetime of the visit, approximately 40-students were enrolled.The program will be funded at approximately-$1 million Vith
CETA contributing almo'st $500,,404 -- the remainder comes fromHISD and DHR.

To date, th., relationship appears tp be working out well.

Program Observatirms
,

While there were apprehensions initially on the part of HISDabout contracting with tETA, the schools saw this as an
opportunity to serve more youth through interagency cooperation.Both agencies were serving essentially the same constituency.Aoth'agencies had limi ed resources. The alternative school
was-a concept which ha deMonstrated merit. Therefore, both
agencies plunged will 1-141y into the relationship.

The Houston school,distrlct appeared to be. quite progressive.
At the highest ievels,'there was concern and interest in the
program by CFTA and HISD. The alternative -school is a programwhich may bVcrIme a model for other school systems throughoutthe country.
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The area of academic credit is still a source of some

contention. School_ officials do not encourage credit for
work experience and appeared to be uncertain about exactly
shat'the local and State laws required. It was clear that
'work, uerience is not normally substituted for formal
trainiWg. While schpois will not initiate the provision,,
of credit for work, it appears that an individual may .r)

.request credit from a school,,take a competency based test
and be awarded academic credit. School officials appeared
to be interested in the area and may be willing to support ri

it if proddedto do so.

,The HISD was amenable also to working out some of the
administrative concerns which normally cause problems,
i.e., extended school day, vacation time, credit and gradu-
ationrequi*ements.. Because- of.---the_ foresight And concern of

'school officials, the alternative schdol will operate on a
quarter system, teachers will be paid for a longer day and
students may graduate with a legitimate high school diploma.

This.program is exemplary in its involvement of other agencies.
The Neighborhood Center Day Care Association, a community 0

based organization, is responsible for intake and initial.
client assessment and referral. The Department of Human
Resou es will develoP the social services plan and provide
appr riate supportive sertices. HISD will be responsible
for o r 11 administration, teachers and facilities and CETA

will pa for most of the staff salaries and supplies. This
pooling of resources makes possible the alternative school
for 200 potential and recent dropouts.

Issues and Impacts

In Houston, YEDPA certainly contributed'-to the development of
a relationship between the schools and CEYA. In addition,
hadYETP funds not been available, the alternative school
probablrwould not be operating at this time. The proposal
had been submitted to the Department of Human Resources with
little success and CETA had not been considered as a podsible

. source of funding by the school district.

The school district is receptive to-chdhge. HISD is committed
to the certification of all jobs as relevant to the students'
career plans...pey are willing to consider development of
procedures whic,yill make it possible to award credit for
work experiences: .'A major concern of HISD is that the 22%
set asite be eliminated because they feel they can secure

more funds without it. Because of it, the.CETA prime sponsor
thinks in terms of 22 percent.- According to school officialb
More and better programs can be developed with more money.

4
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2. Putting It All Together:

Worcester In-Schoo/l Programs

The Setting

Worcester is a relatively small city in Massachusetts with a

population of approximately 500,000. The CETA,prime sponsor
is part of a Worcester manpower consortium, whin includes 13
other towns indaddition to Worcester city proper. The Worcester
manpower consortium is part of the City Manager'sOffice of
Planning_. Intal_Y DRAT unding available to the prime sponsor

is approximately $650,000.

There iswa Director, Assistant Director and four other full-
time professionals running the operation.

Worcester received a YETP and, a YCCIP -grant totaling $409,938

and $238,899 respectively. The students served ranged from
the potential drop-out to ex- offenders. The target group is

basically ,in- school (YETP) and out-of-school youth experiencing

diptakerttes with thejlaw (YCCIP). There are four high schools

in Worcester served ty the YETP1)rogram..fAn additional four
high schools located in the nearby\towns (part of the consortium)

are being served as well. The YETP program serves the in-school

youth by placing them into public sector jobs, providing counsel-

ing, skills training, and academic credit for work experience.

The Worcester .Community Action Council acts as the community
based vehicle to operate the YETP ptogram. The CB0 supervises

the counseling and instructional staff in preparing the youth

for work and study.

'Nature of the CETA/Worcester SchoolsYETP

One hundred percent of the YETP funds have been allocated to

serve in-school youth in programs designed to enhance the career
opportunities and job prospects pursuant to the agreements between

CETA/and LEAs, Every enrollee in the program will require employ-

ment and training services to act As a catalyst fort continuing .

their education. All employees (enrollees) participate in career

employment experience. The Worcester Prime Sponsor designated

two community based prganizations of demodstrated effectiveness as

service deliverers for YEDPA:
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Another concern raisedby the schools was a need for more"brick and mortar" money. The alternative school is housedin part of an elementary school. They feel such a facility/should be in a separkte loCation because of potential 2problems between the teenagers and elementary students.There may, however, also be some advantages such as thepossibility of youth tutoring youth programs or other programsserving youth, e.g., recreational programs for the elementaryschool students.

The prime sponsor,was concerned about pladement activities
on the _pert of the school-s.- There are- placement, specialistsin each high school (approximately 30) but most are heavily.
involved in work site selection, leavirig little time for jobdevelopment and placement of graduates. The prime s
feels that more emphasis should be placed on the Gila ent ofgraduates into permanent jobs.

The schools and CETA expressed an interest in steater involve-
ment of community based organizations:UBO) in tra --either through arrangements with the public schools or opri-etary.schools. The hopeii to expand the number'ofprovi ersof training activities. Some resistance is exAt9Ced from t epublic schools. It was refreshing, nevertheless, to see theinterest in greater involvement of community-based organiza-tions.

Neither the schools nor CETA expressed much interest inon-site technical assistance from DOL or HEW. They felt theyhad the technical competence in program design and administra-tion. Their interest wes'basically in the sharing of program `information nationally regarding what was occurring in otherlocations.

Houston demonstrates one possibility of what can be
accomplished 'when the education and the employment/trainingcommunities work together. There was general concern,
enthusiasm and competence exhibited by staff'q,both agendies.
The relationship is one which has potential for growth.

.9
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1. The Worcester Community Action Council Woject
Transition). Project Transition was allocated $401.,938 of YETP -

funds to provide career employment experience opportunities for
240 youth in the target community.

2. Youth .Opportunities Upheld, Inc. (Work TEC Project).

aet us.
Work TEC was 4/loclid $238,899 of YCCIP funds to serve 119 youth
with ex-offenr g

, -

The LEA agreeniept, was signed by the Worcester prime sponsor and
representatives of 13 consortium towns and cities, covering both
component parts of the local YETP program and providing suc4
services as initial recruitment and selection to the awarding
of academic-credit.-

YCCIP

The Worcester prime sponsor allocated funds to implement the
Parks and Recreation/Worcester. P lic Schools Educational
Conservation project. The p 'ect was designed.to serve 50 youth
from the consortium area who.are out-of-school and experiencing
extreme difficulty obtaining employMent. The participants are
economically disadvantaged; the average reading competency is

ers;t1lfbelow the sixth grade; half of the enrollees are off
are welfare recipients; 40 percent are minorities; all :ve

expressed total dissatisfac ion with the'academic world; a have

demonstrated unsatisfactor ork habits and records; and e ge

proportion of the females a unemployed heads of households and
unwed mothers. Every enro 1 e in the YCCIP program engages in an
academic component whereby he or she receives academic credit and

a Grade Equivalency Diploma (GED) tough the Worcester public
schools adult learning center. Alt ugh a formal LEA agreement
was not mandated by YCCIP regulations, the Worcester prime sponsor
in an effort to facilitate the awarding of academic credit for all
participants entered into such agreement, The structure of the
agreement was as follows:

'1, Background statement;
2. An assessement of existing youth services;

3. Program purpose;
s4. Resultsand benefits expected out of the

program which inicludes.goals, objectives,
and evaluative statement;

5. Administrative procedures detailing the schools....
and CBOd responsibilities for* supervising and
adminidtering the program; and,

6. Additional provisions.
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Process ofpeveloping the C TA/Worcester Schools Agreement

The LEA agreem6t was final zed after extensile meetings between
prime sponsor and school pe sonnel. Although the only had 10
days.to 4rm up the agreemen they had been meeting in prepara-
tion stion for le programs, ahead_of time. A primary.factor

ted the agreement was that the principles had known
each otheAlin other circles and had built a relationship that
was cordi-al and understanding.. Even more helpful was the fact
that the YETP and YCCIP programs'were very similar to proposed
programs supported by some key actors in Worcester. The YETP
program was-conceptually promoted by the education and work
council which had come into existence two years before .YEDPA.
The YCCIP program was conceptualized -by a.schopl counselor and
parks q.nd recreation supervidor a year befordrYEDPA legislation.
Now_with;the-influx of dollars, these ideas came into fruition
andithe conceptual and manpower requirements be) begin the effort
were well underway.

The CETA manpower agency was familiar with the individuals
mentioned aboVe and were.brought in early when the YEDPA program
was announced. Adjustments were made- to fulfill the objectives
and requirements of YETP and YCCIP, but the conceptual design
previously developed remained intact.

Program Observations:

2
A big factor was the.quality of personnel. The CETA director had'
'savvy and was a longtime advocate of employment and training
programs for the Worcedter community. He exemplified the New
England reanner of doing things, methodical and sensitive to local
coMmunity'desires and needs. The Assistant Director in charge of
youth programs was meticulous and made very 'sure that every
statement was fully understood and-clarified. The rest of the 1

_staff reprebented different walks of life within the Worcester
community. The program officer was a minority person with exten-
sive experience in CETA programs throughout New England., The
budget officer was a young aggressive product of Wdrcester who
had work experience with correctional programs.

The school personnel were equally'high,quality. Both the District's
aaeer Guidance Counselor and Director of'Counseling and Guidance
had aogreat deal of experience with work experience' programs.
The Career Guidance counselor ran the non-pay cooperative education
program for the district. He was able to guide the development
of the YBOPA progiam to fit into the school structure and processes.
The district director ,for coun'seling and guidance represented the
concerns and fears of the superintendent in establishing a program
that would award academic credit for work experience, but hp was
amenable to compromise.
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The largest problem in the school's eyes Was sdheduling., How
were they going to schedule kids for classes and-work, given
the number of hours required by the district and the State,
for attendance? They recognized that seniors would-be the'
easiest group tow With in termsof scheduling,* but
juniors and freshman who e marginal could use the

assistance-even more. Early intervention was advisable.
They were able to work through this problem by calling two
long and arduousmeetings coordinated by the prime sponsor

in consultation with school personnel, education and work
council members, and community based personnel involved in

youth/school programs. The picture looked quite rosy on the
first day-with some apprehension about when all this co- -

operation would come to a halt; when the real story would be

told. This really never happened. With the exception of

some minor disagreements with the education and work council
over how far reaching, these programs could be, cooperation -

among the key actors was astoundingly good.

The counselors involved in the YETP program mere young. and %

idealistic. They were supervising the YETP participants at
the worksite arid worked with the school counselorslat the

school site. ,The counseling ratio was 2 for 25 stuaents.

This is almost an ideal counselor /student ratio that is not

typical of most -school districts. The counselors from the
CEO (Project Transition) had devised a careful plan to keep
track of their students. .rf a student did not show up for\
school they did not get paid for the number of hours,missah
l'his was agreed upon by the student and the counselor thrqta9h4(

a learning contract that was signed. before the'student was;'

ac epted into the program. The contraCt was enforced.

T e director of Project Transition reported to the executive
d rector of the Worcester Community ,Action CoUncil. The two

ad a very good relationship'. The bxecutive director was an
old-time poverty program fighter, who had Worked with
community projects.for many years in Worcester. The director.
of Transition was a young prote414.9f the executive director who

believed in the effective role of community action programs
in meeting the_needvof the poor. The relationship between
the Exwutive Director of the Community Action Council and
t e Difector of CETA was cordial. But the undertone of the
relationship was one of tolerance. In other words the
classical rift between the community' agency breaking new
ground versus the perceived rigidity of the funding agency

. (CETA) existed. But it was a working relationship. A

central theme with the community-action agency was how can

we link up with other CETA- rograms to support the YEDPA
effort.- This was encograglhg. They were seeking guidance
from CETA officials on this. el

4
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YCCIP school coordinator and the parks and recreation
supervisor were delighted with YCCIP and YE because they
had long proposedosimilar Concepts. The echo representative
certifi&I the youngsters in the program with th= school and
verified the attendance of the YCCIP participants in the adult
learning center. The teacher in the learning center was
honest in his approach with the students by telling them
that the central purpose of the YCCIP program was earning a
wage. The participants worked at'three parks supervised b'
foremen of park employees. Thirty hours4 we on the jobs
with a two week orientation and 10 hpurs per/Month instruction

-,was the core of the program. Class instruction was' basically
remedial with coping skills taught, such_ as reading to pass
driving tests, obtaining sociaT security bards, and opening
up a bank account. The park supervisor (parks and recreation,
director) was supportive of the program and discussed llow well
the students got along with other park employees. Youth
involved in parks projects demonstrpted a great deal of

. enthusiasm. The youth were expected to learn recreation
scheduling, grounds maintenance, and safety.

Project YES is the YEA' compon t direfted b6 ex-offenders.
The project provides counselM d instruction in consultation
with the schools. A school couns or certifies and verifies
attendpnce and acts as the conduit t grant credit. GEP's
are given at the end of the yeare. The.instructionds in
basic skills -and relevant- materials ark used to motivate the
studentd to read and write. The average reading level of the
participants is 5th grade. -TranSpOrtation is provided by
way of reimbursement fot bus -or cab fare. Some of the students

, are still wards of correctional institutions. The institution
allows the student to leave the premises to work arid attend
the school project. For instance, a young male who had a\
history of encounters with the law worked in a nearby State
-institution for the mentally disturbed as a groundskeeper. He
was learning from an old hand (15 years)* the horticulture
trade and attended classes at ProjeCt YES. A counselor, job,
developer, and a teacher were all involved in formulating
is plan. The youth was congenial, shy,, and somewhat taken

aback with All the attehtion he was getting. The plan
appeared very comprehensive and costly.

Issues and Impact
lk 0

0
there is much to be saidNabout smallness The-CETA people
knew many, of the key actors in the scho s, CBO's, correctional
institutions, and the Economic Development Agency. This was
a central feature in the LEA/CETA relationship; namely prior.
working relationships that laid the foundation for YEDPA. A
second feature was that there were community organizations
that had experience with the target groups with which YEDPA
Was concerned. _Thete agencies had a series Of projects and

yexperienc6s that served as ajoundation for the YETF,and YOCIP
prograps* ? 3 86
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A third ingredient was the lity of the schools to build
upon their cooperative work'experience and work study programs
to serve as a model for the agreement reached between'CETA
and the LEA. Interested personnel from the schools saw this
as a golden opportunity tolorins into fruition many of the
untested ideas and concept discussed through the years.

Fourth, available fUnding was the key, but there is no
mechanism to begin to institutionalize the programs. This

is.a flaw with YEDPA. There needs to:be a strategy on how r
local communities could use the start up funds to develop
new programs and then institutionalize them.

CETA was tied into all the major aspects of the social,0 Alitical, and economic life of Worcester. This is a key
to developing working relationships with CBOs and hools.
They understood-the constraints schools faced a were willing
to work with them.

4

Sixth, the vocationatschools were not involved with YEDPA.
This is due to the 'structured way in which they r In
Massachusetts, vocational schools are exclusive tT ng centers,
where graduates are guaranteed jobs. Consequentl e
admission into these schools is highly competit low
income students are at a disadvantage in qualif for entrance.

The impact of YEDPA is essentially that the youth now play a
central role in the city's development through training and
employment opportunities fostered by CETA and YEDPA. Youth 2
Care being focused upon in a serious way.. Schools are
delighted to receive the help from CETA in locating jobs and
proffioting the need to finish a high school education and post
secondary school entrance. But the issue for Worcester will
be, can they foster such programs without Federal help?
Worcester must develop some institutionalization strategies
that will take resoyrces from the schobls, CETA, YEDPA, CBO's
and other agencies/interested in curtailing youth unemployment

*and delinquency.

GM
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3. Achieving Collaboration in Minnlesota BOS

Institutional Strudture

The Minnesota governmental system has,a rather unique
organizational structure which has significantly shaped
LEA-ETA relations in the balance-of-state. In 1969, the
Minnesota legislature enacted the Regional Development
Act, establishing 13 sub-State regions fol planning and,
coordination of programs. in criminal justice, land use,
transportation, economic develOpment,,employment and
training, health, and housing. Each Region has a Regional
Development CoMmission (RI5C) consisting of county and
municipal officials. The Balance-of-State comprises
eight of these 13 regions.

Each RDC has a'CompIement of paid staff, including a
Manpower Planner, one of whuse principal functions is to
serve as the'staff arm to the Regional Manpower Advisory
Committees (RMAC) which correspond in composition and
function to.CETA advisory groups at other levels.

In Minnesota,, there are 437'school districts. Over.200 of
'those 437 are located within the '54 counties which 'constitute
the Balance-of-State. In addition, there are two kinds of
educational cooperatives in Minnesota; both are regarded as
local education agenci S. The first type, called

) Educational Cooperative Service Units (ECSU) are mandatory
planning cooperatives e ablished by State statute. There
are nine in the stat . he second type; called Regional
Interdistrict Councils ( C's), are voluntary cooperatives
and are focused on specia, el4ication; there are approximately
40 in the State.

The BOS has 14 field offices called CETA Centers .(CETC's)
scattered throughout the eight regions covered by the BOS.

In FY 1978, the BOS operated five programs other than YETP
specgically targeted at youth. These were the:,

irmjTitle In-School Program--Aime providing employment
opportunities for youth who are enrolled. in school or
who are planning to return to school duxing the next
reg lar school term. The program serves 3,163 youth at
a st of $758,818. It was estimated that'approximately
alf of.Title I funds served youth in FY 1977.

J
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Summer Program for Economically Disadvantaged Youth
(SPEDY)--Aimed at 14-21 year old yoUth. The program serves
2,453 youth at a cost of $2,561,644.

Governor's Youth Program--Similar to SPEDY serving 1,454
economically disadvantaged youth at a cost of approximately
$1 million.

.

Summer Youth Recreation Program--Providing recreational
opportunities for young ople aged. 8-13 who are from
economically disadvantage households. The program serves
2,040 youth at a Cost of $46,077.

Youth Community Conservation Improvement Program (YCCIP)..--
Serving 81 youth at a cost of 018,146.

Youth Employment and Training Programs--This program serves
an additional 1,728 youth at a cost of $1,798,911. Of this
amount, approximately $1 million goes to in-school programs.

There is a history of strong commitment to and financial:
support for public education throughout the State. The
State Department of Education is active and traditionally
plays a strong part in technical assistance and guidance.
Career education has been given high visibility within the
state during the past eight years. Approximately three-
fourths of the secondary schools in Minnesota are covered
by vocational cooperatille centers. These centers were
started in the mid 1960's under the auspices of the RIC's
to give schools access to vocational training facilities
they could not support on an individual school basis. Youth
attend such centers two hours a day.

Minnesota has an excellent system of 33 post secondary Area
Vocational Technical Institutes which offer Adult Basic
Education and GED preparation intaddition to a large numbe*
of skill training programs.

Minnesota is also one of eight.states funded by the Department
of Labor to establish and operate a state-wide computerized
career information system. Although Minnesota Occupational
Information System is only 3 years old, it seems to be widely
used throughout'the state by educational institutions an4
increasingly by CETA,
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Communit Action Agencies have traditionally been involved
in operation of.youth programs under Title I. In most
of the sub-state regions, ark agreement has beeh reached to
turn in-school programs over to Community Action Agencies and
out of school programs to the CETC's.

In summary, Minnesota has a unique administrative structure
for decentralized governance and an impressive combination
of strong education, manpower and-governmental institutions
willing and able to work,together.

Process of Reaching Agreement

News of YEDPA implementation policy was eagerly sought by

the education- establishment. The Minnesota Department of
Education, in particular, took the initiative to prepare
itself fo a strong role in facilitating the implementation
of the Ac . Community,action agencies also were ready'
to play a major role. Each group geared up to insure their
"piece of the action."

By the fall of 1977, it was clear that competition was
developing between the CAA's and CETC's and that RMAC's,
RDC's and the State Department of Education were all
interested in becoming involved. BOS decided to,leave
decisions on who would become program operators, what the
in and out of school mix would be and other design questions
to the sub-state regional level. The only parameters set
by BOS were that only the poor would be served and that 35%
of the YETP money would be reservad.for out-of-school
programs with CETC's,the exclusive operators of such out-
of-school programs. Since by law .at least 22% of the funds
had to be allocated to in-school programs, that left 43%
of the funds to be distributed between in-and out f-school
programs at the discretion Of thd RMAC.

BOS required that each RMAC choose one lead agency for the
in-school program and that the agency would then contract
with those LEA's whose proposals were approved and
accepted by the RMAC. The contractual relationships that
resulted were triangular with the selected CAA or CETC
subcontracting with the LEA and the BOS executing non-
financial CETA-LEA agreements with each of the participating
LEA's. The administrative arrangements for all of e sub-
state regions included in the BOS are as follows:



Geographic Out-of-School
In-School
YETP Program

Number of

Participatitg
megio. area mix aerator A:ent LEA'S

1 NW Minnesota CETA Centers CAA: Inter- County 2 RIC's Compr
r

(7 counties)" (Crookston and Community Council 22 LEA's
Thief River Falls)

6W Upper Minn.
River Valley

Montevideo
CETC

Prairie Five
CAA

0 ,

(5 counties)
A L

.. ,

6E' Kandiyohi,

Meeker, McLeod
and Renville

Willmar
CETC

Willmar
CETC

15

Counties '

7W Central Minn. St. Cloud Tri-founty 5
(4 counties) CETC CAA;

7E E. Central Mora CETC Lakes & Pines CAA 4
Minn.

. .

(5 counties)
i

8 Southwest Mn. Marshall CETC & Marshall CETC g 42
(9 counties) Worthington CETC Worthington CETC

9 South Central
Mn. .

New Ulli CETC

Mankat9 CETC -

Minnesota Valley
CAC

19

(9 counties) Fairmont CETC

IL

10 Southwestern Owatonna CETC ' Two CAA's: 3

Mn. Rochester CETC - SEMCAC
' (11 counties) Winona CETC - GRW

All CETA-LEA agreements and sub-grants were signed by February.
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Youth Employment Education Unit

The first FY 1978 grant made by the office of Statewide CETA
Coordination, Department of Economic Security using its 5%

money was to establish a Youth Employment Unit within the
State Department of Education for the purpose of serving as
a catalgst to improve CETA-LEA relationships and to provide
technical assistance and suppOrt as appropriate. Since the
Unit was established in August 1977, it was able to help in
facilitating CETA-LEA agreements by sponsoring a series of
workshops for LEA's (one in November and 11'in April) and

k making joint visits with BOS staff during the negotiation and
start-up period. In addition, CETA-BOS consulted with the
Unit staff in developing the model agreement used throughout
the BOS., The Unit has also worked with various eacher

!
associations to try to overcome the reluctance o teachers to
accept new roles under experimental learning pro rams such as

YETP.

The Youth Employment Education Unit is funded at $109,000 and
when fully staffed will have a director, three professional
staff including two curriculum specialists -- one for career
development and one for basic skills, and a program specialist
who will concentrate on issues related to-academic credit,
staff credentials, financing and other issues of concern to
local school districts. Staff for the Unit was instrumental

win developing a policy on how work experience. programs effect
state aid financing.

a

The Governor's Office of Manpower, BOS and State Education
staffs all indicated tremendous enthusiasm and support for

this Unit. Local school administrators and others interviewed
eft that the Unit served a useful function in information

isharing and institutional brokering to get CETA-LEA cooperation

off the ground. An important challenge for the Unit will'be

.; to develop a strong technical assistance capability that will
be non-threatening to either side and supportive of their
mutual interests.

7

Program Improvement
OMB

The CETA Director's assessment of the impact of YEDPA on the
quality of the in-school program being operated is that the
legislation and regulations forced the development of a more
comprehensive youth program than had existed before. However,
he believes such programs would have developed anyway over
time4since substantial CETA resources have gone to schools

over the past years.

a
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Although rETA staff was not happy. with what they considered
lack of flexibility in the program, they were Pleased with
the general improvement, in youthprogramm±ng since the
implementation of YEDPA. For instance, the quality of work
sites has improved underYETP with work sites beirig developed
outside the school getting. Because of the maintenance Of
effort provisions under YETP, program operators have tended to
upgrade their Title I program along with YETP implementation.
It was expected that this cross-over effect would improve the
quality of worksites under the SPEDY program.

Several people commented on the benefit of the Career Employment
Experience which includes counseling and suppoitive services
along with work experience programs. "Under*YETP, schools have
been able to use various sources Of funds creativelyto develop
more responsive comprehensive programs.

Academic Credit-Staff Licensing

Stdte policy on academic .credit is that it may be given for
experimental programs if the credit is needed by the student.
Credit may be given in programs where the coordinator or teacher
has a vocational education license. If less than one hour per
day is spent in the community, no such special license is re-
quired. Usually, credits are given in elective areas, but for
one YCCIP program referred to previously, the state gives both
elective and required science credit for participation in
the program.

No major change in policy, such as giving credit for experiential
programs across the board will likely be considered until school
administrators get a better feel for the scope and longevity of
programs, such as YETP.

One Alternative School program in the state provides a good example of
how ,the awarding of credit has strengthened the,program and
helped sell the concept of alternative education to the local
school board parents and other students. The standards for
obtaining credit are so stringent that no one considers the
program a free ride. Studenta in this program spend four
periods per day in the olasdroom and work 15 hodrs per week
within the community. Credit for the classroom component is
given on the basis of productive time spent within the class-
room at a rate of one credit for each 120 clock hours. Students
can get up to two cre its per school year for the work
experience component. The summer program does not grant any

\I school credits.
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Private Sector

The limitations of public sector work sites in rural areas
were evident in visits to both northern and southern Minnesota

sites. In Region I, public sector job sites are limitethio
schools and a few social service agencies. The original
Region I YETP plan proposed to subsidize private sector work
werience in conjunction with the Work Experience/Compregen-

- sive Employment ,Program which is Operated by the schools.
Since such a program was not approved on legal grounds, the
in-Ohool portion of YETP was cut from'85% to 45% of YETP funds.

Staff believed that public sector sites did not provide the
necessary occupational range for career explorations. Work
experience opportunities developed in Region 10 include a
secretarial job in a militAry-recruiting office, custodial
work in a national guard Amory, and work in a coffee house
run by a community agency. Since both Regions visited are
heavily engaged in agridulture, there was an interest to do
more in agricultAgal fields but no opportunities exist in the
public sector.

Career InformatiOn

Both Region I and'Region X have invested substantial resources
in career guidance and information services because they feel ,

it is important to help young people in rural areas to obtain
knowledge about opportunities for education and employment
outside their immediate geographic area.

In Region I, 5% of the YgTP funds went to the University of
Minnesota to operate a Career Awareness Laboratory. The
laboratory will act as a resource center for the entire
area to train counselors and teachers, provide staff orientation
as well as provide direct counseling and information services to
youth and others needing career guidance. The intention is to
establish a network, of counselors in schools throughout the area
being served who will be able to use the center on their own,

N._refer
youth and provide career guidance services in schools.

It is hoped that the Employment Service will provide place-
ment services. The laboratory will be tied into the state-wide
MOIS program and will use a variety,Of,commercial systems.
Two impressive career guidance centers exist-in Region X,
one associated with the Area Vocational TecNnical Institute in1
"Red tang. YETP youth are benefitting from these centers as
parbrof their progi'am.
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Financing

ftWith generally declining enrollments, school districts-were
worried about the impact of YETP and other community-based
experiential learning programs bn their state financial
support (ASAD).. 44,

The State Department of Education policy developed is that up

A
to three-hours per day of the six rep red for state funding
can be done outside the-classroom -7 .e pOlicy also recognizes
time spent in'programs which are jointly funded with education
such as YETP.

The Alternative School'program will be financed through
regular educational funding within the next two years. Ih
this year, YETP funds are being used to piy the percentage,
of operating costs over and above the state aid received

..becauqe of increased attendance. It is anticipated that in
FY 1979, YETP will pair only for the lapse time while class-
room attendance builds up to full enrollment or the break-
even point for each lass/teacher situation.

It would ppear at the desire to maximize average daily
attendan e in order to get more state aid would'be a major
incentiv to interest schools in participating in a program
that encourages dropouts to-return and potential dropouts.to
stay-in school. The issuer is much more complex in that
school funding formulas require local .dollars to match state
funds. In some eases communities do not have the resources),
to pay,for expanded education programs: Furthermore, small,
relatively:poor school_districts are reluctant to institute
new programs with federal of other tunds =less they feel
confident that the additional services can be maintained over
a period of time without creating an undue burden on their
tax*.dollars, -They do not want totbuild up _expectations and
get people used to services which cannot be absorbed into
106.31 budgets."-Because of YEDOA's original one-year
-authorization, the long -term funding issue reM41n# and is. of
concern especially tomaller,*conservative towns. One'RIC
passed a resolution that no program would 6ontinue past
federal Anding:

The other side of the ,coin is that YETP money has bee used
to finance needed programs and serve youth such as dropouts
who could-not be served under existing education resources.
The program developed is limited by the insufficient staff,
that can be supported by program dollars. At the time of the
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visit, three Title VI nded counselors worked on the"Iritle
I and SPEDY programs. They, could not reasonably be expected
to perform all of th required functions under YETP as well.
No other in- school staff wasavailable. An application for
an ExeMplary In-School grant was submitted in an attempt to
get funding fot year-round staff to work with youth.

Lastly, an.important issue to schOol administrators, particularly
in northern Minnesota, is that it isdifficult to justify build-
ing.up a new,rand.to'some extent"nonessential" program while
basic services and staff'are being cut back., In Region I, it
was therefore.convenient to add staff.and resources at the RIC
rathei than the local school district level.

Community Attitudes
he

BOS Minnesota encompasses, fo the most part, small towns
where everybody knows everybo else. "Problem youth" and
"problem families" are known to the community,,so a program
geared to work. with these populations can easily become
negatively labelled.

The Austin Alternative School' program is actually a small
program option with the school. The concept of a separate
program for such youth with special needs met with substantial
oppOsition by the school board and, teachers. Teachers felt
threatened and the school board was worried about drawing
youngsters out of the regular school program as,well as
reluctant to face financing such a program in the future.
Nevertheless,- the Board was faced with a relatively high
schooldropo4 rate compared with the rest of the state, and
declining .enfollments.

The Vocational Education Director for the Austin Public
Schools can be credited with bringing about changed attitudes
in Austin by working,with the school board and staff to
assuage their fears. At first, the school board established
an Alternat ve School Committee to study the proposal. The
Board finall decided to go with a program to serve 15
youngsters who had been out.of school at least 90 days.

Those teachers who had voiced, greatest opposition to the
program were inclui-d in the committee to select youth for
the program. Three ull-time staff people work with the 15
youth in the program. The program was small enough not to be
highly visible, yet wo got out among staff and Students
that the program was no easy. Parents and teachers have
been happy with changes is the behavior and attitudes of the
students.



Next year, the program will be inciuded ip the School Board
program, receiving greatly re4uced'support by CETA. In
addition, the 90-day dropoutperiod will be shortened and an
evening option included.

In Region I, staff indicated a problem of:developing.work sites
for youth ho have a bad reputation in their communities.
Lack of fr sportatiop and long distances between communities
contribute o the problem.

Institutional Change

The governmental structure and the long experience of various
sectors of the ,community working together provided a fertile
environment for collaboration in resplonding to the"chalienges
of YEDPA. One person interviewed in Region I suggested there
was no problem in working together because there was mutual'
trust in the quality and reliability of programs being
operated and a shared faith in the competence of the public
officials in their communities.

In Region X, the same cooperative spirit was evident.. Unlike
in the noith,"where schools and community service agencies
have/Cover the years, been forced to worlc together because
(4 scarcity of resources, geographic and' other considerations
of scale, the southeast has had mare opportunity3to develop ,

separate education and eMployment*nd training"liystems.. One
individual who has worked in the focational education system
fot years had never worked with iOarvi,dualshe has !het as 'a
result of YETP.' He made the poipt';that 'now that he has gotten
to know kindred souls working in,keIated but, /p to now;
separate areas, tie will continue,tp *work with'them whether
.YE,TP continues or not. He summea,it up by_saying "Institutions
-don't collaborate, people do."

The CETA DirectOr was confident that significant change would
be taking place within schools and in the relationship between
CETA and schools because of the fair an pen=prceess bf
communication an-working,together that w s started as part of ,

YEDPA implementation. He gives credit t State Education
agency Youth Employment Education Unit for leying an,impprtant
facilitative role. t

-u
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4. -Negligible Impacts: The

Fairfax County, Virginia, YETP Program

Background

The economic situation in Fairfax County is good. The un-
employed rate ie.approximately 3.5%. Housing construction
is expanding. Major corporate headquarters are increasingly
being established in the County. High .level jobs are

'available to those with skills. The County population .s

predominately white. There is a growing black population
and a significant number of Vietnamese. Most of the Work-,
ing population in the.county is employed in the District of
'Columbia and the public transportation system is designed

. for commuting to and from the District. Travel within the
County via public transport is difficult. .

The Title I CETA program has sponsored a large English
anguage program for the foreignborn which is operated by
the Arlington School pistrict at their Northern Virginia
Training Center. In addition, CETA contracts with the
Fairfax County School System are to operate a skill training
program, primarily for-Ithose over 18 years old, at Fort
Belvoig. The Army provides the facilities. Remedial
education is provided as needed in this program.

Since NYC days, the -FAirfax County Schools have'operated anf
'in-school work experience program and a summer youth program.
Both programs providejobs within the school system, mostly
in maintenance, food and clefical serices. The program
has not changed much since it was started in-1965. The pro-
gram is aimed at low income youth who need money to stay in
school. Since the number of CETA youth within any junior or
senior high school is low, numbers of youth in work sites is
low and supervision.and personal'attention is good. 041the
prime sponsor's assessment of the program is that it per-
petuates race and sex bias in work-site placements and that
not enough job skills are dev44pped, but that the program
is honestly run and the participants have real jobs and
good work experience.

The Fairfax County School System operates comprehensive high
schools in which both academic and vocational curricula are

; ou
available. Each school has at least selErocational programs
such as automotive repair and cosmetolo r schools have
special programs which are available to youth from other schools.
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Each high school has several cooperative programs which
combin ssroom work and work experience. Students on

PrOgrams ge't credit for their work experience. A
rather unique program is offered-at-a-COnatruction site
where youth are gived.academic courses by certified teachers
at the work site. An evening apprenticeship program in
the building'trades is available to adults. This program
is sometimes used as an alternative to daytime programs
for in-school youth who are undei 18 years of age.

A Career Education law was passed in the state legislature
requiring each student to have a skill when he or she graduates.
There is also a requirement that placement services must,b
available,within each high school. Since about 70% of hig
school students in Fairfax County go, on to college, job
placement and-development of vocational skills have not
been given high priority. The Career Education emphasis
does seem to be mating an impact on academic curricula,

'counseling and guidance programs. There appearto be a
genuine interest in infusing the educational program for
all youth with career awareness.

The CETA dii.ector and school officials both indicated that,
it was difficult to relate the CETA or YETP in-school program
to the school operated vocational, cooperative and career
education programs because of the conservative nature of
the school system, particularly, the teachers involved in
thest programs. The CETA,program is used to supplement the
school, offered programs by offering work experience
opportun'ties to those who do not qualify for cooperative

ecause they do not meet to prerequisites for u.
°grams. CETA serves predominantly 14-16 year olds -

its/hoist p, too young for do-op programs, special education
_.students and slow learners.

a
a 'of the Prime Sponsor-LEA Agreement

agreement, signed March 20, 1978, is between Fairfax
ty and the two school systems within it, represented by

the Fairfax County School Board and the City of Falls Church'
School Board. The agreement specified that the LEA's will
provtide 56 students (53 in the Fairfax County Schools and'
three in the City of Falls- Church' Schools) with work
experience at mites within the school systems. The agree-
ment is for.tife period January 1, 1978 to September 30, 1978
at a level of funding of $61,484; this amount is 25% of the*
total CETA youth budget of $245,000. .
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Administration of the program is by the Faitfax_County
Schools and ,$11,3,46 of YETP funds are-eallocated for the
salaries- of a program-director and' one assistant._ The
budget also specified _$5,614 to hire a part time person
to coordinate placemehtlateivities. Wages to-youth
participants account foi the remaining $44,524 of the
bUdget.

Services specified.-in the a -ement in addition to work
. experience indlude caree quid ce to assist youth in

-making mor-e-informe. ccupati al decisions.career,and
:job information, rk orie tion, and -supetvision at the

cre t is to be provide& where work;
exp iiiiee-is'applicable to the student's school curriculum,
Ski 1 raiding ia4specified as an important component of

-----tharprOgram,old where possA.ble 60% of the youth' are to be .

provided skillitatpingi in the construction trades-(15%) ,

automotive rep r (10%), data processing,(200t warehouse ,
management (5%), and food. service (10%). -However,,the
agreement clar fied that the primary objective Of the-pi-4.1.
gtam is "to re' f ce poditive work habits and job readines
skills tormake e transition from school to work a'smoother
process.4

,4
Reaching the ETA -91...1Agreement

The process for reaching' the agreement was very straight-
lorward and based almost entirely on the relationships that
existed 'prior to YEDPA: The prime sponsor called Fairfav
County Schools, and Falls Church.Schools to a meeting to dis-
cuss the YETP 'provisions. Falls Church has a separate echo
system having previouely separated from the Fairfax system:'
Although Palle Church had, its own' prograM Ideas, by populatto
it would be entitled to only 1 or 2 slots. It was decided
that only one CETA-LEA agreeritnt would be signed and that ope
with filrfax County% Falls, Church would get a minimum of t4ree
slots. frOm.Fair.fax County.

Since the prime sponso;-"priTarriy interested- in -skill
training and programs lekaing to direct placement in'un-
subsidized employment .and since youth unemployment is t
considered a __crisis in Fairfax, there was little usiase
for expanding the in- school program as operate y the Fairfax,
County Schools. The prime sponsor, therefore, decided that
only 25% of the YETP funds would go to the in-school program.'

The prime spqnsor'requested that e Fairfax Scheol develop a
program above and beyond the Title program which would (1) up-
grade opportunities, to develop acquisition OT lifetime skills;
and (2) improved placeffient services. There was no argument on either

9



srde but due to a misunderstanding, neither side 16o up
the agreement until the lastroment.' The_px- inserted
targets for each of the five new occupational areas developed

- under the'YETP program'to encourage the schoolisystem to
generlte worksites.

The general lack of concern 56r the in-school program is
illustrated by the factiarat-the CETA director was not aware
of modifications made to the agr ement after the signing.
He is also not .concerned with th slow rate of implementation, /'

because he feels he could better use the money if-the school
system does not reach the slot levels,under the,agreement.
The CETA director would have liked the school system to
come up with something more innovative but felt that there
was not enough time and the amount of money was too small
to interest the schools.

to
"CETA director felt that he

had very little leverage to change the school's program
particularly because of the political tension that exists
between the County government of which he is a part and
the elected school board.

Observations

At the time of the visit, approximately 30 youth; were
assigned to work sites within the school system. This
was considered good progress by the LEA, given the short
amount of time available to plan and implement the agreement.
Because it was decided at a later time to set up a summer
program under the agreement, the number of participants dur-
ing the academic yeai -was reduced to approximately 40, the
remaining slots to goAto summer participants.

No counseling, career information, or career planning
.

activities were in operation although it was reported*tnat
career developmpnt materials we'e being bought for CETA
youth. The coordinator for placement activities hadnot
been hired, but an-individual had been identified for the

. position. It was learned that this person would be,responsible
for identifying work sites for the in-school program rather
than placing program leavers in unsubsidized jobs.' It was
reported that no participants were receiving academic credit
for work experience.

Identifying work sites was considered a.,challeng4ng ask
by both the CETA and LEA.staff. The CETA Directo considered
the upgrading of.the quality of work experiences to be the,
most important contribution the YETP progritm could make
to CETA youtWrograms. Ihe LEA was attempting to open

f.
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al,p new opportunities for work experience withi the school
system, but saw this b g done through a slow d st dy
effort. Students Ae- re rtedly placed in work ly
where supervision is based on a personal comnitmen by _he
site supervisor, and the process of gaining the cooperation '
of potential work-site supervisors is slot4-moving.

The public transportation system in Fairfax County was cited
by all as a severe constraint on creating new work experiences
since a yOuth has to have a car to travel to many work, sites.
The school system does. not seem able to finance travel to
and from sites in the absence of public transportation.

Issues and Impacts

In the main, the immediate impact of the YETP funds is to
increase the number of students who are receiving subsidized
work experience. It is not known whether the work skills
and attitudes of the participants are being affected, but it
is clear that MP _youth arekreceiving no speCiAl treatment
beyond the work experience itself. It is also clear'that
these YETP youth would not be getting the benefits they do

receive in the absence of the 22% set aside for in-school
programs,

The YETP Clunds have not had any noticeable impact on the
school sydtem it -self, such -aa- in- iaising the-question-of
special' career planning classes for CETA youth or rhising
for further consideration the criteria for awarding credit
for work experience. These questions will probably, not
ar se as long as the more urgent tastt is to find job sites

tita youth to be.placed in them. Program leadership says
ey would like to innovate, but in .their eyes there is no

time or money to do so.

p
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5. Bupiness As Usual:

Los Angeles CETA/School Programs

Background

Four CETA programs serve in-school.youth in the ty of Los Angeles.
Title I provides n.,0 million for some 1200-1300 ,youth
slots in eight skills centers that receive bdth CETA and
Vocational Education Act (VEA) funds. Approximately .

$2.8 million of this amount goes to students;Vphe rest
supports skill training for out-of-school youth. Title I
funds also support employment and training services_for
in-school youth that are provided by other community-based
organizations (CBO's). The remaining three'programs are
under Title III: The summer youth'program (SPEDY) which
provided 14,500 jibs for youth in 1977 at a cost of
$11.7 million, and two programs under the new YEDPA
legislation, namely,'the Youth Employment and Training
Program (YETP I which provided 1800 slots in FY 1978 at a
cost of $6.9 million, including $1.5 million which was spent
under an agreermiht-with_the Los Angeles Unified School
District (LAUSD) -- 22 percent of the total --, and the
Youth Community Conservation and Improvement Projects Program*
(YCCIP) whic4 provided 200 slots in FY 1978 at a cost.of $1.1
million.

Approximately 20 percent of all Title I funds are targeted on
youth and are administered by the CETA Youth Services Office.
With the exception of YCCIP, students constitute a substantial'
proportion of the youth served by these programs. LAUSD has
three separate contracts or financial agreements with the
Youth Services office - Title I, SPEDY, and YETP. Inasmuch
adsome students in Los Angeles attend school in another prime
sponsor's jurisdiction "r., Los Angeles County, the Los
Angeles City prime sponsor also has a contract with the LA
County school system4to provide services to 75:of its students..
LAUSallo has a contract with the State Board of Vocational.,
Education, which administers a 5 perdent setaside from Title I
of CETA.

m .

LAUSD is a large urban.school district with approximattly
138,000 high school students and some.34-36,000 graduates.'
per year since 1973. As high school enrollments have de-
cliAed during the lastf5 years, the proportion of dropouts
has dedlined also. In 14.76, the attrition or dropout rate
was 22.9 percent compared to 25.0 perce t in 1972.

4
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Almost 8 percent of Los Angeles high school students
participate in a school-arranged work experience program.
Of the 141,041 who participated in these programs in 1977,
9,488 were involved in cooperative education with private
employers, 955 re Working'for LAUSD and paid out of CETA
funds, and 598N e attending continuation school work
components. Many ther students work during the year, in-
cluding some who get paid with CETA funds administered
through some CBO's.

..."'

The school-arranged programs are run by work expedience
coordinators who are found in every high school. Some work
experience coordinators supervise the regular co-op program
in the private sector, while others supervise the CETA
students working for 'LAUSD. CETA students working in CBO's
are occasionally counseled by the work experience coordinators.
Their efforts are supplemented by some 30 work experience_ %I
advisors who attempt to locate and develop worksites for
students, as well as assure that the work experience obtailpd
has educational value. Fourteen of these work experience
advisors are assigned to the CETA program,. wh.le 16, are
assigned to'the regular cooperative (private Lector) program.

Work experience credit tower graduation is grAtited'only
when the work experience is a ranged an supervised by school
representatives and is satisf ily p rformed by the
"students. Students must be regularly enrolled during the

.

session for which credit is granted, and they must attend
related (career oriented) instruction in order to obtain
credit. Fifteen hours of related instruction are scheduled
during each semester. Vocational work experience enrollees
who take training in the same for similar) field as their
work experience are exempt from the special related
instruction class. All YETP clients must take. the related
instruction Class,,which includes some career orientation
and personal assessment.

Nature of the CETA/LAUSD Agreement and Program Under YETP
's --- _

Ttid.pntract betweerithe" sty of Los Angeles and LAUSD for
YETP 'funds serves-- e LEA agreement required by YEDPA.
Ig FY 1978 LAt*- received $1.5 million, an amount equal to
22 ercent of-the total YETP funds allocated to the city.
These funds allow LAUSD.t provide career employment experi-
ence and auxill'arY transi ion services, including occupational
ter ngl.training and c eer guidance and information. All
of th auxilIary servic s must serve students participating
in the ork experience program.

- -
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Officially, the schOols'and the CETA youth office only had 3
days to, do the planning for the.CETA/LEA agreement under
YETP. The LAUSD work experience office was notified by the /
superintendent that the district would get 22 percent of
the YETP funds'going to Los Angeles, and a proposal had to be
developed right away. Though the work experience office was
notified late in the game, the school district headquarteis
kept itself informed during the process of developing the
regulations by telephoning ETA's Office of Youth Programs as
well as education lobby groups in Washington, D.C. Unfor-
tunately, he quarters staff did little to relay thus
informatio tc) the work experience unit that ultimately had
to prepare he YETP proposal to CETA.

Aside from some last minute input from the Archdlusi
(parochial schools), CBO's made little contribution to the
planning process. Similarly the Youth Council, which is a
subcommittge of the-Manpower Planning Council, did meet to
consider YETP, but they did not have enough time to make any
substantive input. However, it should be noted that the
Youth Council, which was formed under SP-EDY and aligMenTeT-
under YETP has been one of the most active Qommittees of the
Planning Council. In fact, it continued to meet even while
the Planning Council was without a chairperson.

Given the short.time frame to develop a proposal, it was
fortunate that LAUSD had had long experience with MDTA and
CETA, being virtually the only school district that the city
had.to deal with. The. NYC program had operated in the

aschools for 13 years, and there werlk already Title I ana* °4'4.
SPEDY contracts between CE%A and LAUSD. With this back- , `*4
ground and short time for planning, it is no wonder that what

0.-

LAUSD proposed to do with YETP funds was quite similar to what,/
,it yas doing with Title I and SPEDY funds.

The only planning probl.em experienced by the schools, aside: .:,' 1

from the short planning period, was the fact that the
minimum wage was, increased to $2.65/hour, making it necessary
to reduce the expected number of participants. Planning ". ,
problems experienced by the CETA youth office were thate
(1) there was uncertainty abopt the interpretation of mires ''
regulations, making it necessary td avoid the tegiontl Office f1

and contact Washington directly, and (2) there was po.eime ' 7
get appropriate input from CBO's, the Youth Council,.'or evert

the City Council. Perfunctory approval was given becausv
there was nothing else that couldbe done.

4. "-
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Program. Observations

Both the CETA youth office and the work experience staff of
LAUSD saw YEDPA aS an opportunity to expand work experience
prograts-that were-already in place_for in-school and out -of-
school youth. Despite the fact that some 2500 more yauth
-Could be served with the additional $6.9 million, both
organizations felt it was a "drop in the bucket" and that
much more money was needed to address adequately the youth
employment'. problem.

Not much attention was paid by either organization to the
quality or career relatedness of work experience under YEDPA,
despite the law's intent to address this. There were several

-reasons. Both-the CETA'and school people were frustrated at
not .having sufficient time for planning. The school's wqrk
%experience-staff hardly knew what was in YEDPA, other than it

_ Was'Appeparate lime-item in the budget, and the CETA youth
,prOgrama staff felt so overworked and understaffed.that they
dxd not have the time to do serious programming with the

, 'selhogls. CETA staff were particularly irritated with the'
:in f.Creaeing-number of programs that required additional

-
._ pa..rvtore ltq get grants) but withinsufficient increase in

. ,

:Otagf.1.1he"CETA people felt that it was politically impossible
.abr..ds41EhhOid'-'the722 percent setaside from the schools; the 1

".-('10ality:argundents- (for withholding the school funds) just
e
e. would not wash idt03.i.eiaer the City Council or the Mayor.

FirtheeAkehipg th CETA hand was the fact that for all
.PraCtcalPUrposea there was only one scholl district to deal

';$. 'with-. hence -the possibilityof having several school
e% Osttivis-cdfdpeta for scarce YEDPA funds was not an option,

'For 'the above raasonstthen-the CETA/LEA agreement was more
- ,gomplianchati a- lann-4ng:documeAt. YEDPA during ,its first
# year, ad liftle .mpa t.on-:-_tile,-quality of the work experience.
Spending toneyllas thermary_ goal

'Ttaaronali SCA00;. poU4,16r*Tafding academic credit was
' *2rhoth¢r,importan't.reS,son'fOr_theZrather_bumdrum type of work

''"experience offei-ed:"."§eat tIme" or attendance is the' primary
crl.terion/fOrgetting credittoward.graduation, whether the

%..>/:xstudent Orina work setting. Students in
the vorlc,!:experleric% r;p2.4earillgt oredit for reporting to work,
regard /WI of the tyge.of woik. CO-op students in private
.industrY;ftlafdatain erect :t fcsgiorking in McDonald's (fast
',fos*V-seritipe),"or )41 a,ban)c,,and'itudents paid with CETA funds
AAn,44,,brOtt-fo LAUSD property. There
:4016-419 rem6 4tA tvork-exgerierice must be related to the

r that_competehcibs derived from work ex-
Ubatted:t.-o.a.tept for the purpose of



obtaining credit. Thus far, YEDPA h s not affected these
practices, other than to require to students paid with YEDPA
funds obtain at least 15hours'of (career-oriented) related
instruction.

Academic credit is one area targeted for attention in the
next fiscal year, according to the local CETA Youth staff.
CETA wants the schools.to explore new ways of providing
academic credit for competencies derived from work experience
and.to be more selective about the kinds of .work for which
credit will be given. Furthermore, the CETA staff is
interested in having the CBO's work with the Schools to
provide academic credit for work experience obtained by both
students and out-of-school youth.

I
Fortunately, the schodls already have in place a procedure
called _"individual study" which could be utilized more to help
students obtain credit for work experience. The student under
this program can develop his or her own work experience program,
including self-employment, and convince a teacher and career
advisor that he or.she has learned something worthy of academic
credit. The teacher helps the student organize this ey,perience

and _provides the needed academic supervision. The career
advisor would be the sthool's 3iaison with -thestudent' s
employer.

In addition to expanding participation in individual study,
the provision of academic credit for competencies derived
from work experience would be_facilitated by some revisions in
California State law.

to
present law stipulates that credit

can be proyided only to enrolled students by a certified
teacher. Out-of-school youth cannot get school credit for
work experience. The establishment (in law)'of some
alternative dredentialing procedure to allow students and non-
students alike to get school predit fkr,competencies they can
demonstrate, wherever they weke derived, would be desirable from
the standpoint of implementing the academic credit provisions
of YEDPA.

Dpite the rather poor quality of the work experience offered
to many of the students and the fact that academic credit
practices have not been changed to improve this, CETA school
relations are perceived to.be positive. During the early
years of CETA, school personnel, who were irritated at having
less influence than they did under MDTA, participated much

less in CETA than they, do now. Prior to 1976, only one CETA4
employee waS assigned to school programs. Today, CETA has 3
contracts with LAUSD (Title I, SPEDY, and'YETP) and some 6-7

professional staff to administer the in- school program.

OR*
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Both CETA _ 42J1,1 be delighted to expand these
progral:s an_; ,,,i;% more .jobs to youth. However, both
groups Lell,,vc tn.4 t:lo,passage of Proposition 13 to
limit pi,)p_tty tar.' will frustrate any attempt tq%expand
because of.the laabtlity to obtain sufficient perioRhel for-., $

supervision. .

One CETA dministrative practice that may contribute to the
isolation of the schools from the rest of the complunity is
the requitement nit to permit a contractor to subcontract.
Schools must spend their CETA funds on students and school
personnel dinctly. Students paid out of CETA funds are,
considered os employees of LAUSD and work under the super-
vision of 1,1%,SD staf. They cannot contra&t. out certain
services and 'outh jobs to community -based organizations
(CBO'S).in the no:-)-profit sector, and for insurance purposes,

Y by decree of the superintendent's office, they cannot even
place students in w-Jrksites other than those under the
,aegis of LAT:5r. The rationale for this is to avoid lawsuits
that may result fercm student accidents or behavior while work-
ing on the i'77:.-c-A-,silized). LAUSD payroll.

a.
Two other factor which limit the capability of the schools .to find jobs fogL'ETA-eligible youth are busing and thd dis-
tribution (J. CETA slots into 6 labor market areas. Because
of thet17e lost in ,tting bussed to and from school, many
eligible students cannot get back to their home neighborhood
in time to participate in school-arranged workexperience
that n9rmally takes place in the afternoon. Nor can these
bussed students work'in the neighborhood of,their schools
because of a City Council ordinance requiring CETA 'slots to
be allocated '.A-1.: to those individuals who work in the same
`labor Tarket.area where they reside. Even if such an ordinance
we not in ,_:fec-t, bussed students wou clstill facetthe problem -

of how to *get h--;-.( if they worked in t ternoon. .

To.get oat of .his uilenma, school personnel su ested
(a) abandonin; th.- ro' :uirement to work in the e labor
market ar,1 wh,r.--- )--le resi.des, (b) extending the 'school day
to permit w.)-,1 -i,..sr-ince in the ;morning as well as in the
afternoon, -,;L:1-:, in t,,rn, would enable work expei-ience
students to :_elk their academic classes in the' afternoon, (c)
providing tr,r.srmtion funds to bussed work experience
students s----, ':.-1--,-1 ::f : could get to and from work, or (d) providing
more flysll. -,- =-nlil,.s to pick up students at different
times. '-'1' ','-t, -"ice personnel were not terribly
optimisti (,- s;p:_,-,rtivi, -_about changing the labor market area
lirrequirf; ;,, --: »pi oxtra funds, for student transpor n.

The a11)cati7)n f siots by labor market area presents yet
another py.,b; planning, namely, the provision of jobs
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to you .that need them the most, particularly during the

summer. ome areas like Watts are continually oversubscribed

with more youths seekihg jobs. than the number available
gh,CETA. Other areas' like the San Fernando Valley have

to coot around for eligible youth to fill the slots.that
hav been a/Mcated. Occasionally, unused slots will.be
returned to the CETA office for redistribution, but-by the
time this happens, employers have already made their summer
hiring decisions and cannot take tin more eople. Because of
the political advantages accruing to City ouncilmen (e.g.,
showing, constituents their ability to get ederally subsidizedconst

)

jobs for the distkict) it is unlikely that the allocation of

slots by labor market area will be discontinued.

)
.Issues and Impacts

.

In Los Angeles, YEDPA has not had much impact on the
schools, other than to expand the kinds of CETA-supported
work experience programs that were already in place and

to provide more follow-up and jobs for 12th graders. The

schools freely admitted this but indicated they had no

time for planning and little information about YEDPA itself.

Moreover, they felt program quality would have been improved
if there were more dollars for supportive services and
supervision of students engaged in work experience. School'

personnel indicated that they would do better planning and
supervision if there were less Federal,paperwork and

administrative requirements. Two suggestions to cut down

on these were'to (a)write two-year (rather than one-year)

contracts with CETA, and (b) allow all students to be

eligible for CETA - supporiad work experience. ,In Addition

to lessening the time and effort spent in recruitment or in-

e, eliminating the economic criterion fc# eligibility would

r move any stigma from participating in the program'while

,p obably not changing in any significant way the types of

students currently served. Also, school personnel felt that%

all students, regardless of their family income, could

benefit from work experience. Moreover, they felt that 9th

and 10th graders dhould become more involved in work
experience programs, inasmuch as these may be instrumental

in preventing dropouts.

The major impact of YEDPA on the CETA organization itself

was to increase their workload and staff. The Youth staff

vigoroutly disagreed with,separate categorical programs

under CETA and saw no reason why YEDPA should not be
consolidated under Title I employment and training programs.

Consolidation, they felt would decrease paperwork and hence

free them to work more closely with the schools in develop-

ing programs.



fie

Boththe CETA prime sponsor and the schools felt their
problems could be solved by more money and*staff.- CETA
personnel wanted more Federal dollars to provide their'
own technical assistance to schools and CBO's.Despite
their favorable impression of the DOL/HEW region work-
shops on YEDPA, they were n4 terribly excited about the
prospects of getting more to hnical assistance from the

. Federal Government. They did, however, feel the need to
do more traveling to conferences and demopstration sites
and desired funds that .would support such travel.

Neither. administrative nor community participation --
arrangements were influenced much by YEDPA. CETA's
linkages with the schools were well established pr to

, YEDPA and a youth subcommittee of the Planni ouncil
was already functioning before the requ ent under YEDPA
to establish a Youth Council.-

In sUMmary,,other t roviding-more money and-jobs, YEDPA
was not view a new opportunity by either the CETA.or
schoo rsonnel. There was little effort or desire to be

ovative with respect to creating quality career-type
work experience with academic credit, mor were there any
concerted efforts to im ove management of the prograley

I

invIolving other teachers o volunteers. A variety of eason5
were offered why things cou n't be any differentthat the
"system" just would not permi new structures, that there
was.too much red tape, and tha other,institutions would not
respond. In short, CETA.and s hool staffseemed comfortable

the current arrangements. DoiI anything different
just did not seem-to be worth tneir effort.' _
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INTRODUCTION,

Education is.one obvious and pervasive function of government.

However, the provisions.under which education is governed are less

ob;ious. A broad,gecleral mapping of the structure of educational

governance is offered with the hope that it may be particularly useful to

those who need or want to 'interact with educators-- The

4k:

specific governance structuresdescribed include various sOilk, and local

:t.Pft
governing bodies, for example:. the State Board of Educationthe Chief

.

-;44

State School Officer, the local school distridt Board of EducatIon and

the Commission on Higher Education.
JoN

As a preliminary to-a description of the different governance.
7.,

:structures, we 11 outline the types of educational decisions that are

made by the different- levels in these sttuct es. This will be followed

.up through an example showing the process of policy formation at the

state level which leads to implementation at the local level. It is

hoped that it thig:Way we will assist people in understanding the

decision-making-process and access points in the education structure.

Section I of this report; the mapping of education al governance

structures, focuses primarily on state and local levels and on public

eaucationat the eleMentary and secondary school,ievels. The federal

role is not and cannot be ignored; in. the mapping it 43 accepted- as.a
a

powerful and legitimate inflUence on educational decision-making at both

state and 1pcal levels. The governance of 'higher education is also
A

417
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a. desCribed, but in less, detail than for the elementary- secondary level.
4

f

The principal, levels of educational decision-making in, a state are:

State Board of Education

Chief State -School Officer, and"

Local School Board'.

.

Their broad areas of responsibility are the hollowing:

4

State Boards of Education are the policymaking and planiing

oversight bodies for.the state school piogram. They have broad

.
./

t . .-
.

'of- the public schools and-the state education agency. The

areas in phichethey have responsibility.in the Schools include:

policy formulation authority, can determine administratite

level policies and adopt such rules and regulations as are

necessary to carry out the resl)onsihiiitiee assigned to them by

the constitution and statute's of the: state. They exercise

general supervisidn over the- schools'. and are commonly required
,

to recommend the governor and legislature the financial needs

w.

1., foundation aid vrogradis,

2. certification of professional pe4Unnel,



3. school standards and curriculm, including minimum

1

spmpetency and graduation standards,

4. district organization.and reorganization,

5. building, and sites,`

, 6. federal assistance programs,

7. transportation of pupils,

8: vocational education, and

9. vocational rehabilititation.
l

State board members are either eiected'or appointed-by the

governor to their' position. They are lay persons who serve on

the.Board on aNxoluntary basis. In 41 states the State Board

of Education functions as the State Board of Vocational
4

, -Education. t

Chief State School Officers are the chief administrative

officers of the public education system ofthe states. \ In 18

states they are elected constitutional officers of th? state,

in 27 states they are appointed by the State Board of Education°

and in 5 states they are appointed by the Governor. Where

#
he/she is elected, they serve as the chief executive officer

of the Board: the chief state school officer is resp Bible

V
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r carrying out the policies of the Board or seeinbhat they
. A

Are executed by division head's of the State Departm nt of

Education. They have general supervision over and management
. . cc

of all public school funds provided by state and.federal

'governments. They organize staff and' administer a State
.4/

Department of Education with the division's And departments that

are necessary to render the maximum Service to public education

in the state. The 4tle.of this position may be one of thet.
1

1 If , 7-
' following:: Chief State School Officer, State Superintendent of

1

Education, or Commissioner of Education.
.

.

A

Local School Boards are theigoverning.body ot a school.

district. They operate within the legal framework of. the State

constitution, and.statutes, and state board and state

department Hof education policies and rules and regulations.
-

They operate and control the local schoOl district within those

4restrictens. In .carrying out, their responsibilities they

may: 1) employ a,superintendent of schools who executes and

administers board policies; 2) prescribe standards of conduct

and scholastic achievement; 3) employ teachers; 4) establish

school tax levies where authorized.by law; and 5) adapt

,policiesforthe overall efficient operation of the school

district. Local board,members, like state\board members, are
14t.

.."* lay perms. At the local level, however,...they are always

elected to their positions.
14.

t..
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In addition to questions regarding the responSibilities of

- state boards of education, a. question is sometimes rai d as to

whether, the different governance structures impact,the policy

influence,of a state board, This is of particular interel in

the two cases: (i) where the state board of education and the
ea

chief state school officer are both elected; and (ii) where the

state board of education is appointed by the governor, and in

'turn appoints the chief state Achoolofficer.

Only two studies have atteipted to examine this area,

a

Sroufe sin his 1967 study titled, "State Board Members and

'Education Policy" and the 1973-74 ,study of Roald Campbell and

Tim Mazzoni, Jr.(, "State Roney Ma

a Comparative iknalys-is. "
.

for the Public S6hools:

Po

The Sroufe study foun4 some 'evidence, although not

statistically significant, that state boards' who had the power

to hire and fire a chief state school officer appeared to be

more influential.' The,Campbell and Mazzoni te'nitate study

provided statistically significant.fidings on a' range oT

factors which demonstrated that thdse boards which had the

power to hire and fire the chief were 'more influential. Their,

study was not able to demonstrate any statistically- significant

findings as tb the greatfr influence of a state board,

regardless of how they were selected. TherefOre; the more

influential boards are the ones which:

421
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es

'select jlheir chief

have broad legal authority

.emphasize non-routine items on their board a&endas

(emphasize policy, legislative, goal and priority

0. #sstiing).

ti

On the basis of NASBE's experience, we can not see any

differences between state boards which are elected or
4

appo4nted.- Wq.if see significant differeptes based upon the

board's authority over the chief state school officer. there

are many instances where an elected chief andthe state board

work well together. In these instances, each aide has had to

work at ad develop mutual respect. Unfortunately, there have

been several oases where the elected chief and the 'Boar have

simply'not gotten along. In these instances, the policy,

process virtually stopped.

We will take the example of a state policy in the area of

high school graduation requirements to d'esciibethe roles and

responsibilities of state and local agencies and org.anizations

i9 the development and implementation of this polity. At the

state level two bodies, can set policy regarding high school

valuation requirements - the legislature andthe state board

of-education. (See'following chart.) The state legislature 4

may requirethat certain subjects such as state history and

pysical education be include-oe r that certaf/ n units of

.
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.
instruction in such areas as alcoholism, smoking or economic

. . . ..o 0

education be included. Most often this. comes 4. bout becaue of

the influence of single ,interest const,ituency groups. High

school graduation requirements estabii by state boards

. nearly always specify the minimum number of courses or 'units of

instruction in which are required. These units are divided

into coreunits' such as english, mathematics and 'physical-

education, and elective units. The particular definition if a

unit is specified in the State Board of Education policy, e.g: ,
9

nuaber,of hours of classroom instruction. At least this

minimum numbe tiftitdof instruction must be offered by local

schools in order to receive their state apportionment of

funds. /-

After. /the minimum standards are seWby the State Board,

the State Education Agency develops, clarifying statements or

rtilei to _accompany the Boar policy. nose statements or rules

outline reporting requirements,' specify the state's approval

process and specify the bast's, if 'any, for exceptions to the**

Board' s policy.

4

ift

I0
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.- State-level

q.

Sources for
Policy.

Local -level

ti

DEVELOPMENT AND 114PLEMENTATION OF STATE POLICY
ON HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

State

Le islature
State Board'

of EdUcatiOn

Devtlopment of poliS by,
State Board of Education. .

Influences
Policy

-Development of clarifying
statements, monitoring role
and technical assistance="
by State Department of
Education.

1,
Expansion and/or Acceptemce

of'state standards by local <
school board.

Implementation. of standard- s

by local school district.

4

424

ss.

State Board of
Education
standards for
mini,. program
offer ng
required' to

qualify for
state appor-
tionment.
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The agency also provides-technical assistance to schools

in areas related to the policy.

..

/ The established minimum course offerings and the minimum

/ ) graduation. requirements set by the state board must beI,

An{

implemented by,the local school board. However,

is free to go beyond these requirements in specif

cal board

additional units for-high school graduation, and usually does.

The local standards for graduation, which incoeporate and

usually expand on state, standards, are implemented by all the ,

high schools within the school district boundaries.

Each individual high school within the school district

/,
boundaries has a variety of options they may offer to students

working to met the high school graduation credit requirements.

f
The individual building prinaipal may or may not have

4e
,discretion to approve these options depending upon local board

policy. Credit may be gained in the following ways:

A
1,0

student may stay enrolled in one school until he/she

graduates;
'

strident may transfer credits from'another school;

-0 student may obtain credit from a community college,

university or vocational/technical center through an

agreement with the /high school;

425
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I

from any program offered /through an intermediate

service unit (ISU) cooperative*;

. *

from correspondence causes approved by the high

school;
4

through summer school causes;

4 through work experience programs approved by the high

,

school;

through independent study approved by the high

school;

fhtermediate service unit (ISU) has a variety of roles and functions.

These may differ from state to state bpt in most states their purpost

is to serve the school districts in whalever way the districts

determine. Services, technical assistance, coordination or program

administration/operation are determined through an agreement between '

the school districts, rd, the ISU. Thel
7

ISUs have no authority

to establish addit nal graduation requirements but they could offer to

coordinate a program 4-1 several school districts which would meet the

rr

standards.

Not all states have ISUs.. They have emerged ovee'the last 10 years

and have largely replaced the county superintendent. However, some

states do stilA have a county superintendent. Individuals should'

'consult state statutes to determine the role, if any, fthe county

superintendent in their state.

A-f6 3
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, In addition to the formal governance structure, policy is
.

influenced by pntilic interest groups and community groups. At

the state-level,the state board and the legislature are

,influenced by the following irOups:.

. t teacher, parent, administrator, school_ board

....II'

asgociatiods;

O. subject matter interest groupti;

side interes groups;

labor and business groups; and

s.' ethnic and minority groups. I

At the,local level, local school boards are Influenced by all'

of the local affiliates of the above groups sand a variety of '.

../
local community groups. The rule of these-groups.cis described,

. /

more .fully in'Part1-of,this report.

-;
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FEDERAL-STATE-LOCAL RELATIONSHIPS -

Education, in the United states is a prime example of the working of

Grodzin's "marble cake", federalism in which all three levels )0f.' .1
4

government"provide legitimate and necessary contributions. Education is } .

a state iunction, since',ft -fs not one of the powers'specificaily assigned

to the federal government in the U.S. Constitution. That document

contains no Mention of education or schools, Historically, however, the

.federal government has considered education to be of national importance,,.

and an abundaRce of legislation affecting education has been passed to

'enhance the "general welfare" or to assure the "commpn 'defense" of the

nation.

s'
'Yet education remainsessentially a state responsibilty, even with'

4

4,increasing bomber of federally-funded Categorical programs which are

implemented through the states' governance structures. Outside of these
`,..

fedeially-funded programs:

, ".. the legal basis of the stag's
P

rime* in educational decision-

/ making is no longer seriously challenged; state governmental

(-structures have almost total, authority. Five structures can be
4.

identified as potential wielders of -power in setting policy for,

schoot ls: the governor's 6t4cei the state legislature; the state4

education agency; the state board of education'and the local school

bOird."1

I Russell W. Meyers, "Educational Governance," The Imperative of
Leadership I,' (rational Association of State Boards of Education, 1975),

rt
p. 7.
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.,, . \
,.,'

the pfocess used ta 'develop educational policy preeably do not
..,

. ..

differ from other governinental functions 'so far as the roles of the
.

. _, ..

Governor and the state legislature are concerned. However, educat idn is .

unique in several ways:
(

. i .t. ,

4 ' I. There is a separate system of governance and admi istration

e

which is concerned only with education, and... a

2. 'ElementarY'and secondary education as a state responsibility is

a

delivered. through a decentralized systep of local school

districts,` each with its own governing board:
9 , .

1 A j . ,
It is thisfseparate state educational governance structure which is

mapped firSt. .

STATE STRUCTilRiS-: ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
ft

The Ameilcan federal system has not produced unifogmity,among the

states, nor was this its intent. A quick lookiat the educational

)

governance structures of 50 states attests 'o this diver/ sity.
I

if .

Ten different categories of State educational governance structures
'

.., can identified.. However, three of these, ten categories-apply to

, nearly three-fourths of the states. These strucEdral "models" reflect

.

variations -in answers 'to two related questions:

1. How are the Chief$State School-Officer (CSSO) and\the State

Board of Education (SBE) members selected?

. 0

2. What are,the structural relationships httween the Governor, the

SBE, and the CSSO?

I
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9.4

Model I (1' states =). The first model, to be examined suggests'an

influential role for the Governor.and basic responsibility of the State

- Board of Education (SEE) for,educational governance (see Fig .1).

Education is one of the-Many governmental functions for which the

Governor, as chief executive officer of the state, is -,reaponsible.

However, in reality the Governor's direct roles tends to be limited to the

initial appointment of SBE members who "become the primary authority,
. .

within the state's educational governance structure. Note the "w thin .

.
-k

. ,I -c<7
. . k

the - educational governance" modifier., The legislature retains broad

responsibility for setting all state'poltcy, including ed6cation. The

SBE functions as the primary-.authority within the legislature limits, but

t.
the SBE along with others,-"intcacts".with the legislative as the

legiflature establishes'these limits., ,
. -

The Governoe.s ability to influence educational policy through the
4

process.
:-- ,

appointment tends to be limited by two-44p-ttiS: '('a) SBE members
-

._.

general aye appointed for overlapping terms so that, the GoVernor
7 ) ...

appOint minority of, the board at any one ti'e; and (b) SBE members' '

dr

terms al.e generally longer than that of the dovernor who aPpoin s them.

4\the 15,states that operkt under.Model I, only Minnesota and ,

khode Island Sik,members serve less than five years. Five states provide

five-year terms, five have six-year terms, one has an eight-year term,

and in two others SBE members are appointed for nine-years.

Model I is interesting in that it recognizes education as a

.vgovernmental function and provides the GoVernor with a eignificantyhrough

limited role in theoprocess. At the same time ft provdes a logical set

431
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FIGURE I
I

STATES:

Alaska

Arkansas**
Connecticut.

Delaware'

Illinois
Iowa

Maryland
-Massachusetts*

Minnesota *. **

Rissouri
New Ramp
Rhode Isla
South Dakota * *St

Vermont =,

W#st Virginia

OP .

MODE': I: GOVERNOR;-STATE BOW OF EDUCATION (SBE)

a

= ELECTORATE

elects

GOVERNOR

appoinls -

3

CHIEF STATE
SCHOOL OFFICER

S

*also has .a Satre ary of Education
**with approval by the GOvernor 4 ,

***with approval by 'the Governor and Senate a

* ** *with approval', by the Secretary of Education
-.
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of relationships within the-specific iwernance structure. The-SBE,

appointed by.the Governor, becomes the 'prirelary authority in educational.
4 .

policy. The SBE also appoints the Chitf State.School Officer (CSSO) to
r

. ' . -

administer both that policy and the State Education Agency (SEA), the

adm\inistrative apparatus of educational governance. In most Model I

.

states the CSSO serves at the pleasure of.the.State Board, and this 4

emphasizes both the SBEs primary responsibility fogr education and the

ationship between policy-making and administration.

410
.Model'II.(11 states). The Model-II SBE-CSSO relationship is the

.

same as in Model I, i.e. , the State Board appoints the Chief, but

Model II minimizes the Governor's role in the formal structure (see

Figure:2). Inthis model, State Board members, are elected--inste - of

appointed by the Governor--tisUally through a partisauelection4 = ltrough

four states provide-for noti-partisan-elections. Of t e II tes which

operate under Model II, SBE members in six states serve for four y

in fkur states they serve for.six years; and in one,_the erected tern'is
.

,

t
v

eight years:- In all but one of these stapes (Texas) the CSSO serves #t 4:
* . ,

,
.

. ..,,,,

ithe_pleasure.of the Board rather than for a specified term. -

11
.. .

.
.

(..i.

Model II suggests a more populist apprOach to educational governance'

than does Model I, though both clearly establish separate governance
. \ ,

structures for education. the elected board prdcedtges in Model II

. ,

indicate a more dirdct role for the electorate and a greater .'

,. . \.,.
v ,

po/iticization
*),

of the educational decisiofi-making process than is"found

in Model L
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FIGURE 2

O

.4

MODEL ELECTED STATE BOARD-45E APPOINTED CSSO

24.

ELECTORATE

cl

elects

GOVERNOR

$. '

STATES

Alabama,
.Colorado
'Hawaii

Kansas
Michigan .

Nebraska
Nevada'

New,Mexico*
Ohp
TeXis
Utah

1

STATE BOARD OF
EDUCATION

appoints

11%

CHIEF STATE
.SCHOOL OFFICER

* Also has _a Secretary of Educa.airr..
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ModelIII (1Z states). Model is a substantial departure from

tbe formal SBE-CSSO superior /subordinate relationship assumed under the

two. previous models (see,Figure 3). In Model...III, the CSSO is elected,

usually by partisan ballot, and almost always for a four-year term. On

\\'
. the other hand', the elected Governor appoints SBE members,i31aat'often to

.,

staggered tei-ms of five years or longer.

Thus, at any one time itis not unusual In at least eight of the
a.

states operating under Model"III to have both the Governor and the CSSO

elected for terms of equal length and both withifome formal, legal

cespOnsibility for education. They must also work with an SBE to Vich

the majority of members was appointed by a...previous Goyernor (or

Governors).' On are surface, Model III seems to negate the SBE -CSSO

superior/subor relationship and t establish two distinct and

legitimate s IITC'S of educational leadership in the state--the elected

4 > 10c

CSSO and the -
ppointed SBE.

Model IV (5 states). ThArty-seven of the,50 states shave eduPetional

e

governance structures.repreiented by one of the three previous Models.

Two other closely-related models need to be examined briefly because they
.

illustrate a relatively recent developthent in edlication, as yet too

'slight to be called a trend,. n

Model,IVemphasizes the Governor's role by bestowing on that 'office

the power to appoini both the SBE members and the C$S0. (see Figure 4).t
in three of the five states, the CSSO serves x the pleasure of the

Governor,, but in two (New Jersey and Pennsylvania) the CSSO's terms

longer than the Governor's. In four Of the five states, the SBEmembers
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FIGURE 4
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-are appointed for terms of fite years or longer. Extended terms far SBE

members and the CSSO seriously limit what, at first glance, would appear

to be considerable gubernatorial influence on educational governance.

Other Models. The Campbell and Mazzoni study2 suggested an

alternative structure called -the=-Basic Centralized Model " -in which the

CSSO would be a member of the Governor's cabinet .and would serve at the,

pleasure brthe Governor. There wouli no,StE. At present, no state is

structured on this model although Wisconsin has no State Board but does

ofe an elected `Chief.

In Models I-III, 'several states (Mhssachuiettst New Mexico, and N4

South Dakota) were ide&ified as having a Secretary of Education as well

as a CSSO and An SBE. Pennsylvania and Virgina,Model IV states, also

have a Secretary of Education who serves as a cabinet -level official

under the Governor. Together, these five states are differing examples

of what Campbell and Mazzoni identified as the "Secretary of Educ ation

Aproach"3 to educational governance, which is illStrated Lo .Model IVA

(see Figure 5).
J. 44

This Mel does not repieeent,precisep any one of the five. states.

The roles of the CSSO and the Secretary vary depetyling on he state. In

some the Secretary has primarily a coordinating role, with the CSSO

.

appointed by the SBEk. LT several others, the Secretary has a more

2 koald F. Cal and Tim L. Mazzdni, Jr., State Policy Making 'fo r
the Public Schools; (Berkeley: McCutcherk, 1976.)
3 Void,p. 324.
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authoritative role, with the CSSO and the Board somewhat subordinate in

authority.

At'presatt, thilrole,of the Governor, acting through the Secretary

of Education, remains'unclear. Where attempts have been ;lade top

centralize gubernatorial influence in educational governance the SBE has

nonetheless been retained, and thus,at least the semblance of an

educational governance structure distinct from the general state

governance st) tune. More time will be required to assess accurately

o145.the results f the emergence of the Secretary Education model.-

;

The remaining stats (7) do not fall into any of- the above

categories. in two states (Florida and Mississippi) the SBE is composed

of certain elected officials including the CSSO. Wisconsin has no State

Board 6f Education for elementary and secondary education but does have a

state board for vocational education. In Louisiana the S4E is composed

of eight elected and three Governor-appointed members, and thk CSSO is

elected.' in New York and South Carolina, the legislatue appoints the

SBE members; in New York the SBE appoints the ctso, but in

South Carolina, th' eCSSO is elected. Washington is-unique in that the
, .

.

SBE is elected by the local school.diitriet boardeaf educatiOn, but the

CSSO is elected at - large.

G
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FIGURE 10
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A Word of Reservation.' Assignment of states toithe model categories

.ha,-been done for discussion pdrposes. The groupings mask differences

within each of the models regarding the powers and responsibilities of the

SEE, the length of the term of appointment or election, the number of

members on the board, and other potentially important variables.

Further, assumptions made may not hold true in a particular stalk..

This attempt to generalize about state educational governance structures

should be considered only a starting point; persons who seek to become

involved with the governance structure need to examine carefully the

structure of that specific state.

The review of governance structures for elementary and secondary educe

tion suggests that, in most states, the Chief State School Officet and

members of the State Board of Education hold influential positions in the

formulation of state education policy. These persons, tether than the
A A

governor or state legislators, may be most interested-in and responsive to

CETA programs.

0

t
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STATE STRUCTURES: HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

:If the previous discussion of governance of public education in.elemen-

-#

tary, and,,secondlry'schools appears to be a bit complicated, the governance

patterns for higher education become a veritable jungle. In most states

higher education has two distinct 'components --the community or junior

college system of two-year institutions, and the system of four-year and

griduate- level, colleges and universities. Often there is a statewide board.

.for the,cbmmunity college system and another for the four-year institutions.

. Further, these boards tend to be about equally divided between coordinating

(advisory) and governing boards. Not all states have statewide boards for

community colleges and several use the governing board of one of the four-

year inst tions As a statewide board, or as the governing board for one or

more co unity colleges. Generalizing about the governance structure of

higher e tion is most difficult.

Mil l.4, in L976; wrote that every state had "some board or commission

and staff. . . which is responsible to some degree for higher education in

the state."4 But the governance pattern

is considerably more complicated than the status of elementary-

secondary education among the state where with exceptions, there is

usually a state board of education with a commissioner or superinten-

dent of public instruction as its executive officer. If by "Boards of

Higher Education" is meant boards parallel to boards of education that

are responsible for elementary-secondary education,l'and have at least

analogous powers ih relation to higher education, the parallel at best

will be only appropriate and the differences are likely to be far

greater than the similarities."5

-.,
4 Richard M. Millard, State Boards of Higher Education, (ERIC/Higher

Education 'Research Report No. 4, 1976. Washington, D.C.: American

Association for Higher Education, 1976) p. 4.

F 5 Ibid, p. 5.
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Assuming that thiereporewill be read primarily by people involved

with CETAand that.the junior / community colleges have g'nerally responded

quickly to developing programs for the CETA-population, the, junior/

'community college governance structure maybe of particular interest.

Commuhity colleges are largely a post-World War II developmeiN

They tend to be viewed, as broadly related to yet distinct from_the

four-year colleges and univeglaties. "They were and are in most cases

more closely related to local communities and are designed to melt local

community needs: In the majority of states community colleges-receiv

tax funds from their local communities as well as from student fees and

frod state government."7 In a few states, however, they are almost

totally supported by state funds, and in nearly all states there is a

statewide board or commission with some degree of responsibility for

community colleges. However, that degree of responsibility varies

greatly as do the method of selection of members and the length of their

terms., J
_ ...

. .

There are several factors)Which have contributed to the involvement

of junior/community colleges in CETA programs. These includwejta) the

orientation of a community college which is job preparation where over

half of the enrollment is in occupational programs; (b) each college has

a division of community services which is responsible for responding to

community needs by developing and organizing programs which are

self-'supporting and of a non-credit nature; (c) these divisions have the

7 Ibid, pp. 26-27.
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authority to initiate programs on an as-needed basis, with approval from a

dean and do not Shave to 14ceive state approval or governing board approval

as de courses fa credit. This latter situation usually takes at least a

one-year lead time for program implementation; and (d) the Colleges..with an

) institutional-level board tend to be more flexible in program implementattbs

than those with a stawlevel coordinating or governing hoard.for'both

community colleges and four-year institutions.

A 19/5 Education Commission of the States report? identified:ten

6
states with "Central (State-Level) Agencies" serving as coOrdiniting or

governing boards for only community or junior colleges. Another fiftagn

states had such statewide agencies with responsiAily,for both the community

and the four-yeai colleges and universities. Further, nine states had

"institutional goVerning boards" responsible only for the junior/community

.colleges in the state. The remaining' states had individual boards loreach'

of the community colleges, or several boards with responsibility forkjunior

and, senior higher education institutions, or no community colleges. Table 1

summarizes' these statewide agency governance structures.

-4

7"Survey of the Structure of State Coordinating or Governingioards and
Public Institutional and Multicampus Governing Boards of Postsecondary
Education--As of January 1, 1975, "Higher Education in the States, Vol. 4,

No. 10, 1975, pp. 297-352. .
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SUMMARY OF GOVERNANCE/COORDINATION OF
COMMUNITY COLLEGES: 50 STATES

1. CENTRAL (STATE-LEVEL) AGENCIES:

FOR COMMUNITY (junior)"COLLEOES,ONLY: 4 States

ARIZONA:'

eLINOIS:
YLAND:

EGON: ice
TEXAS: Coo

B.

State Board of Directors for Community Colleges
Illinois Junio College Board
State Board for Community Colleges

tate_loard
ating Board, Texas College and University

tem
AAA

FOR HIGHER EDUCATION, BOTH COMMUNITY cju4iOr) AND 4-YEAR
(senior) INSTITUTIONS: 9 States

'Board

Board
Board

Board
Board
Board
State

Board
Board

ALASKA:
GEORGIA:
HAWAII:
MAINE:
MONTANA:
NEVADA:

UTAH: '01

WEST VIRGINIA:
WISCONSIN:

C. HIGHER EDUCATION
EDUCATION IN THE

ALABAMA:

FLORIDA:

.IDAHO:

IOWA:

MICHIGAN:

MISSISSIPPI:

NEW YORK:

NORTH
CAROLINA:

KANSAS:
PENNSYLVANIA:

RHODE ISLAND:

of Regents, University of Alaska
of Regents, University of Georgia .System
of Regents Univ.ersity of Hawaii

of Trustees, University of Maine
of Regents of Higher Education
of Regents, UniVerpty of Nevada System
Board of Regents
of4Regents
of Regents, University of Wisconsin

IN AN AGENCY ALSO RESPONSIBLE FOR K-12
STATE: 12 States

State Board, of Education

State Board of Education, Division of Community
`Colleges
State Board of 'Education
State Board of Education (junior., but not senior
institutions)
State Board of Education
Division of Junior Colleges, State Department of
Education
Boar of Regents, Universatty df the State of
,New York

State Board of Education (junior but not senior
institutions)
State Board of Education
State Department of Educition
Board of Regents .for Education
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II. INSTITUTI6AL LEVEL

A. 7 COMMUNITY (ju

ScALIFORNIA:.

COLORADO:

Nor

4
BOARDS: MULTICAMPUS: 14 States

CONNECTICUT:
.DELAWARE:

MASSACHUSETTS:
MINNESOTA:

2 VIRGINIA:
WASHINGTON:
WYOMING:

or) INSTITUTIONS ONLY

Board of Governors, California Community
Colleges

State Board for Community College and
Occupational EducatiOn
Board of Trustees, Regidnal Community Colleges
Board of Trustees, Delaware Technical and
Community ;Colleges

Board of Regional Community Colleges
State Board for Community Colleges
State Board for___Community_Collegel.:

'State Board for ComMunity College Education
Community College Commission

B. FOR BOTH JUNIOR

CONNECTICUT:
KENTUGKY: ,

LOUISIANA:

SOUTH

CAROLINA:
TENNESSEE:

VERMONT:

AND SENIOR INSTITUTIONS:

Board of Trustees, Univ'ersity of Connecticut
Board of Trustees, University of Kentucky
Board of Supervisors of Louisiana State
University Agricultdre'and Mechanical College,
and Board of Supervisors of Southern University
and Agricultural and Mechanical College

Mard of Trustees, University of South Carolina
Board of Regents, State University and Community
Ccglege System
Boardoi. Trustees, The Vermont State Colleges

C]

III. NO STATEWIDE OR MULTICAMPUS STRUCTURES FOR COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY COLLEGES IN STATE): 11 States

ARKANSAS
INDIANA
MISSOURI
,NEBRASKA

NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY

NEW MEXICO
OHIO

OKLAHOMA
OREGON
SOUTH DAKOTA

COLLEGES FOR NO

1
* SOURCE: "Survey of the Structure of State Coor ilating or Governing

Boards and Public Institutional and M ticampus.daverning
Board of Postsecondary Education--as o January 1, 1975,"
Higher education in the States (Educatio Commission of the
States, vol 4,.no. 10, 1975). The classi ication of a state
as either a Central (State Level) or an Institutional Agency
'is' that found in the publication with the exception of Alabama
State Board of Education as an institutional level agency.)
(p. 318).
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Table 1 can easily give an irkiaprate and simplistic picture of the

,

governance of community colleges. First, the range of responsibilities

assigned to statewide agencies is great - -from a loosely defined
,

"supervisory" function with a modicum of authority, to total governance

,/withl'fullfledged authority ,to enforce decisions. Second, in many states

each community college has its own_ institutional govetning boird. -Theses

local boards-tend to act much like the local elementirysecondary school

boards do in4Otlations'with the state. The copcept of local(control is

not limited to the K-12 schools.

One.must not rely too heavily og organization charts depicting
.!^,

.

relationships,Wween community college strue,tures and Other governmental

.

structures. It is absolutely essential that individuals seeking to

w _

influence a local community college program identify the governance

structures under which.that specific institution functionsboth in

reality as well as on paper. _ Generalizations about governance structures

are helpful only as a starting point.

STATE STRUCTURES: VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Vocational education governance structures appear to be similar to

those for elementary and secondary, but that appearance is deceiving. In

the first place, vocational education emerged from 'netl.onal policy, and

major decisions in this field have continued to be made at the federal

level. States function more like administrative units in governance of

vocational education than they do in governance of either

elementary/secondary or higher edutation. We will briefly tikce the

area.development and changes in federal policy in this area. Federal

455



legislation supporting vocational e4ucaton_regresents the oldest of the

federal grants-in-aid -programs beginning in 1917 with the Smith-Hughes
3n A

,Act. The. orientation Of vocational education has changed markedly through

legislation during the fifties, sixties and seventies. Until 1962, there

was no focus on any population subgroup in the legislation blik(kather

programmatic emPhasie
4

Dulling the sixtieir attention was focussed on youth with special

needs who had academic, socio-economic or other handicaps that prevented
s.)

them from succeeding in a regdlar high school program-- The

legislation therefore specified that these programs should respond more

effectively to the needs of these individuals. However, there was no

provision for targeting funds to this group. Legislation in 1968

established setasides for special populations such as the disadvantaged
a
and the handicapped. Again these groups were singled out because they

could not succeed in the regUlar vocational education prograuNithout

special educational assistance or a modified vocational education

program. Between 1968 and 1976,'a new population - those restricted by

their thlish-speaking ability - was'added to the other groups for

special vocational education training. In 1976, ircaddition to

emphasizing the need's of the already identified targetpopulations,

several new groups were identified and additional emphases placed; these

included:

New groups

women
. -

American Indians

C1
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.10

drOlaced homemakers

youth offenders and adults in correctional institutions

new emphases

elimination of sex bias, sex stereotyping and sex

discrimination,in vocational education programs.

The legislation also iaillates the state level agencies and

council to be responsible forreceiving, pl ing and distributing

federal vocational education funds within the states. Any state wanting

to receive these funds must designAte a'state board to be the sole state

agency responsible for administering the programs. In nine states, there

is a separate State Board for Voca onal Education. In the remaining

states the State Board of Education serves as the State Board for,

. Vocational ,Education.

,Colorado

Indiana-

Kentucky

Montana

North Dakota

STATES WITH SEPARATE STATE BOARDS

FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Oklahoma*

South Dakota

Washington

WiscoAsin

* (State Board for Elementary and Secondary Education plus an

additional seven members)

-
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InvariabrY; 'the. Board assigns these administrative responsibilities to

the State Education Agency (SEA). The staff specifications, their

responsibilities and minimum budget allocation to carry out various

sectlons of this legislation are outlined in the regulations

Thntgislation also mandates the establishment of d state advisory

council for vocational education (SACVE). The functions of this

include:

s' identification of state vocational education needs.

identification of state employment and training . needs.

7

commenting on reports of the State Manpower Services Council.

providing technical assistance to local advisory boards.

The local advisory boards must be established if the local education

agency (LEA') receives vocational education funds from the state board.

' The formula for distrUution of theSe funds is very detailed but special

weight is given to- two factors: 1) the relative financier ability to

provide needed services, and 2) the relative concentration of1

lowincome populations in the LEA's jurisdiction.

The.states are allocated funds on a formula basis. From this-.

allocation, 15% ofikhetotal must be spent on postsecondaprograms, 20%
7

for disadvantage &population and 10% for the handicapped poulation.A,FroM

the remaining amount, 80%, known as its biric grant, may be used for

,purposes stch as vocational education programs, workstudy programs,
'

cooperative vocational programs,, energy education prograMs, stipends

,and'placement services for students who have acute economic needs which

r
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cannot be met by other programs, and day care services for children. of

persons enrolled in vocational schools. Although the list of'allowable

programs, services and,activities is much more extensive, through a

single basic grant, the states may determine their own priorities for

funding;

The refraining 20% of-the-state-t-s--allotation is used for program

improvement and supportive serviCes. Of this percentage, a miniTum of

20% must be spent on guidance and counseling services.

It is seen, therefore, that Vocational Edudatism and CETA have

similar administrative systems: estabkilshment of State-level Advisory_

CoUncils and local advidory councils; development of five-year and annual

plans targeted populations but flexibility in service delivery, options.

LOCAL'GOVERNANCE OF EDUCATION

The previous discussion focused on statewide educational governance

structure, recognizing the position of legal responsibility assigned_ lO

that level of government. Historically, this legal responsibility has

been met through a: highly decentralized systftm of local school districts4

and the4radition of local control has been strong in the vast majority of

the states. The result has been'that education policy, has often been

set much, if not more, by local school districts as by the Governor, the

SBE; ,and. the CSSO.

Education policy within a state has both a state and a local

component. State policies, whether formulated by the legislature, the-

SBE, or by regulatiCihs developed by the CSSO and approved by the State

,Board, become policies for all school districts in the state.

4(

4 ti
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However, these polcies are implemented by personnel at the local district

The degree of implementatiOn tends to vary widely among

-r
districts.

Local policy, on the other hand, is policy formulated by local,

school boards within the limits established by state law. Personnel,

building facilities, and curriculum policiee, tend to be left, fargely in

the hands of local school boards. State policies do, however, impinge on

-.../
, local decision-making through mandated programs, budget limifitions, and

`specific'prohibitions against certain kinds of policies. Tenure,..for
,

.

k,
example, is one example of limitations frequently placed on local school

district personnel policies.

Currently, there are just under 16,000 separate school districts in

the United States. All states, with the exceptionof Hawaii, are

organized into such local districts '(Hawaii schools form a single school

diStrict). The range in the number of.school districts in the states is

illustrated below.

NUMBER OF ,OPERATING SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1977-78*

STATE NUMBER OF DISTRICT

Nevada_ '17

Maryland 0 24

Alaska 51

Louisiana 66'
Minnesota 439
New York- 746

Illinois 1,021

California 1;042
Texan . 1,123
Nebraska 1,167

*NEA Research Memo, "Rankings of the States, 1978"
(Washington, DC National Education Association, 1978) p.I1
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Elp of ilitse local School districts/has a governing boardcalled

the Board of Education, the School Board, the School Trustees, or similar

i
titles --with fair broad powers delegated to it by the state. Theses

loards areinot autonomous; they are part of thisiate education .

governance structure, with powers, duties, responsibilities and

limitationi prescribed in varying degrees of, specificity by state laws.
obs

or
Constitutions.-

.(
s.

\

.

/

Local boards are most often elected, though Er few districts have

.4 ."
.

appointed boards. Election is usually .a non-Partisan basis. Generally,

anyone can' be eligible for ,a school board ection. in,

. qualification for school/board members is that they are qualified voters

of the state and the school distriCt .1.n which they reside. Sbme states
..,

do add educational qualifications, o r&itiire c erecter references

/

7-/... -

./( is largely a non-paid office which, in many districts, consumes fairly
, .

large amounts of the members' time. A few districts do halielmid,board
... -

-,/,/ . .

of education members.
0

4

t khey are freeholders and2rt r they are either payers or parents.

School' board members can be elected blo.represent the district

at-large, or a specified part of the local district. Length o'f....,,p<ms

vat, but overlapping terms are almost Provided. School, board membership

461
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In terms of boundaries, there are several kinds of local districts

the United States. Most common are school districts that are not

'geographically coterminous with other local governments. In most

Southern and Southeastern states, however, the county lines /serve also as

istrict boundaries.the schoo

it6 --both georgraphically

in other parts of the country.

Consequently, these districts tend

and in number of pupil;-t-hri districts

Counti'districts also regularly encompass

a number of cities and/or towns, though.large cities are often organized

aswfichool districts independent of the countrwide pattern.

,/

Figure 12 illustrates tiii,typical governance stru6ture of local

0') districts. t

Theschool board is the*legplative policy-makillbody. The board's

broad powers inaluae selecting and appointing the superintendentwho is

chief administrative officer of the-local dist'tict. 'Central office and

individual building adMinis;rkf r are other important persons in the

admin trativi structure.

Technically, the board sets policy and the superintendent is

responsible for administering that policy. . In reality, the distinction

between policy- setting and administration tends to become murky. Many

careful observers oelocal school' districts have concluded that the

superintendent and other administrators play powerful roles in suggesting

and recommencing policykto the board. In a number of instances, local
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FIGURE 12
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boards are seen as legitimizing policies that are formulated and

recommended by the professionsl educators.

On tbakRther hand, there are many instances in which the board

participates id administration. -For xaTple, appointment of central
/ . ..

office and local building administra ors most commonly requires official

'board action, even when the superintendent has made the selection without

previous consultation with the board. Further, it is not unusual for

board members,to influence or'block administrative appointments.

6

Similarly, individual board members in some districts become advocates

for a. particular educational or curricular program and school personnel

have been known to respond to this board member interest even when the

boad as a whale has not reached a formal policy position regarding it.
4

e zippeal of "local control" is not limited to the school district

blips relatiopship with the state. Many people, both lay citizens and

edp6ators, are strong advocates of local control, even at the building

leVel. For a variety of reasons, most districts operate with

eonsidera le administrative discretion decentralized .to the local.

buifdivg level. Consequently, the activity of interested parent and/or

other group- tenda to hav# varying degrees of effect on the

dmiWtration and programs of individual school buildings.

It is reported that the French Minister of Education once told a

41'

visiting scholar that he could look at his watch and know what was

thappening at that particular time in every cladsroom in France. Few;tif

any, local school district superintendents in his country would dare

even faintly suggest such centraliiation, with' any expectation that they
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would not be contradicted by what was happening-in two adjacent

classrooms in one elementary building.

It is relatively easy, then, for individuals or groups to influence
4

local school district policy and programs. This is particularly true.

when the interest of the group is consistent with t ather broad, 5

prefesd belief of educators that children and youth are the primary

clietits of the schools. The local school district is not always ready to

receive new programs and their advocates with open arms. However, the

fact remains that in most districts the policymaking4dministrative

processes present a number of access points from which the educationar

governance structure can be influenced. These access points differ from

district to distyict, but they do exist.

fI
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SUMMARY

a This section of the report has outlined the education policy

structures which exist in different states. The forms of state-level
S

educational governance were described together with the local boards and

school districts. Given the thrust of the CETA Amendments of 1978 and

the practical arrangements which have developed between CETA Prime

Sponsors and certain levels of the education syste!, descriptions were

Also given of the vocational educatiod system and the cpmmunity-colleges 4114

at the postiecondary

Part 2- CETA-LEA Governance Issues es detailed information on the

role cif these different levels, i.e., te boards and local boards in ,

setting the staniards in specific issue areas and providing the framework

for them to be carried out.

110
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PROFESSIONAL INTERESTGROUPS

Previous examination of state and local school district governance

of education has focused on the formal, legal bases of structu'es. Both

,
the state and local levels provide for lay g verning boards and

administration by a professional educator. 1Some researchers are

interested iv the extent to which professional educators actually shape

or influence the policies enacted by lap-controlled boards. The power of

)1

.

adminstrative recommendations to the local school boardi; aspect of ',

that researceopeation; the influence of professional orgaiizations on

statewide policy is another.

Professional organizations do have an impact on both state and.local

education policy. The impact may be more direct and observable at the

state level, but local school district policy Is not immune.

Professional organizations,, like all other special int4rest groups, can

assume either advocacy or blocking postures regarding particular policies

or programs. Persons seeking to inflence education by working through

these groups need to be aware of the e4stence of these organizations and

to be familar enough with them to know which are likely to be attuned to

a particular interest and which are likely to be opposed to it.

TEACHkR ORGANIZATION AND UNIONS

Depending on the individual state, two large, general-membership

teacher organizations, can be found--ono4ffiliated with the National

Education Association (NEA) and the other with the American Federation of

'Teachers (AFT), an AFL-CIO affiliate. The strength of these

organizations varies from state to state, but they do influence policy
.
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as inimical to vocational education particularly helpful in their efforts

to work with-the schools on CETA prograTs.

ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

Most states have at Est one, and usually several, formal

organizations of school inistrators. Commonly found are the state

equivalents of the American Association of School Administrators (AASA)

which appeal primarily to the superintendents and other centralloefiCe

at

administrators. As apart of, or separate from such a statewide umbrella

group (example: CASE--Colorado Association of School Executives); there

are usually individual organizations for elementary, junior high/middle,

4
and secondary school principals. .

In addition, in many urban areas a regional organization for

administrators may also exist--less formal and barely structured, but

'definitely influential. These go under a variety Of titlesisuch as

"Metropolitan Area Superintendents Round Tables," "Metropolitan Study

Coundil," and "Area Administrators," to name. a few. These small,
f

geographically compact administrator groups are particularly useful to

CETA personnel in clarifying for, and gaining program support from, a

limited number of influential administrators in a comfortable setting.

SCHOOL BOARD ASSOCIATIONS

There is a National School Boards Association (NSBA) which is

.

concerned primarily with the interest, responsibilities and powers of

local school district boards. As with the teacher and administrator

groups,'a state association of local school boards operates, quite often

effectively at botOthe state and.local levels. A strong statewide

4
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school board association can have &mendous influence with the 'Governor,

the legislature and-the SBE. -1,n some instances, advice from the state

association to a local school district board is all that is'lleeded to

move that local board in a particular direct

The existence of a single state assoc tion for lc:teal school boards

is most helpful to other groups seeking to influence educational policy,

as the state school" board association constitutes a single organization

to win over to advocacy or neutrality. This is in contrast with the

competing teachers' organizations tNEA and AFT) and with the

administrators' organizations.

4
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. ',FINANCING PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Money to operate public schools comes 4rom three sources-- the

federal government, the state, and the local school district. The amount

contributed by each ofthase three governmental lefgr:-varies-from state

to state, and from district to district.within'a state.% According to the

National Center for Educational Statistics, the federal government

provided 8.3%; the states 43.3%; and the local school 'districts 48.3% of

the costs of all public elementary and secondary education in 1976-77.

Since 1977, theritave been dramatic shifts in several states from

local to state funding. Brought about by court rulings and tax

limitation referendums or legislation, nationally the state level now

4,
contributes over 50% of all local school district funds.

*Local school districts have limited lexibility in the use of

caosciaerhle money. In the first place, federal money is restricted to

specific or :categorical" progray. Second, education is a

labor:intensive operation and in most districts between 80 and '85% of he

district budget goes for personnel,salaries. Third, the amount of money

that can be collected locally is limited by local taxation of property,

and by the statutory limitations on budget increases impOsed by some

State legislatures. .Finally, the total amount df money the state makes

available to local school districts varies from year to year. The state

legislature and not i:he local school district determines how and how much

money from state (rather than local) revenues is to be used to support

education. .State legislatures are sol4rical bodies; and funding of

education occurs within a political arena.
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Local district money comes primarily from the local property tax.

Statearcney comes from other sources such as corporate, inheritance and

a
sales taxes, to name but a few. Generallly, but not as consistently as

the' local school districts would like, federdl education money is

funneled Ow° the state education agency rather than directly to local

districts. (pants are usually made to. the state, and then distributed by

t tie state a ng the local school districts on the basis of an

apportionjent formula which is consistentiwittlIthe intent of the federfi

/

A frequent criticism of fedirallyzaupported programs voiced by both

state and local officials is that the amount of federal money provided

initially to support a particular program frequently diminishes over

time, and the states and local districts are lift with the responsibility

of providing the money necessary to continue what they consider to be a

federal program. The result is Often an apparent reluctance to embrace

immediately every federally-funded program, particularly if these are

administered by other than education.agenciess This may explain the

initial resistance on the. part of. state and local education

representatives as they consider involving the schools in implementing

CETA-Youth Programs..
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Four specific issues have consistently emerged as problem areas as

CETA Prime Sponsors and local education agencies work together developing

and implementing piograms for CETA-eligible youth. These are: curriculum

requirements, guidance and counseling, graduation requirements, and

professional certification stands*. We have, therefore, put these

concerns in the form of questions and presented charts which respond to

those questions for each of the fifty states. The information is

ther ( fore intended to assist'persons who are dealing with-these issues in

their state._ The questions-i the following:

,1..-Witeia."-akes decisions regarding curriculym:requirements?

2) Who makes decisions regarding guidance and couseling programs?

3)- Who determines graduation requirements/performance standards?

4) Who determines personnel certification/licensure standards?

What are the general requirements?

Charts recently published by the National Institute of

Educationl° answer these questions for the elementary-secondary level

on a state-specific basis". These charts are reproduced on the

following pages. Postseconday governance charts are not available.

I. +.0

10An Introduction to State Legal Standards for the Provision'of

Public Education, (Washington, D.C.: Department of Health, Education and

Welfare, National Instituto,of_Education, 1978); pp.24-4,03--39, 84-91,

100-105. Reprinted with permission of NIE.

PReaders asked o check this information since it is understood

changes have oc erred since this data gathering.
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In all s
by the state.
state to state.
by the state.
Lags must still
specific legal
must offer cour
states contain
left to tha dis
number', content

mucultm

tates the_local school district must -offer a curriculum prescribedThe degree of control exercised by the education agency differs fromIn most states a local district must offer the curriculum devisedIn those states where districts retain some discretion, courseoffer-be chosen within state guidelihes. Oftentimes the'guideline is arequirement that the district must observe; for example, all schoolssea in American history and government. 'The statutes of nearly allsuch requirements. In states where the choice of course offerings istritt,--it is often limited-by state board guidelines regulating the, or quality of the'courses.

Some states provide that a district must offer a specified number of courses.se directives of the state education agency arusually requirements for accredi-tation. Sanctions for noncompliance could include nonrecognition of the district orschool and/or loss of state aid.

Description of Headings for Chart on Curriculum

Local SelAction of Curriculum - the local district selects its curriculum offerings
on the bdsis of the extent of authority delegated by the state.

1) Determihed'bv State - The state decides the requirements for curriculum
in'the public gthools. It acts through its legally constituted executive
authority (usually the State Board of Education) or through an independent
committee established to make decisions on curriculum.

2) Within State Guidelines - The state promulgates guidelines which the dis-
trict must follow when i selects its curriculum.

Program Specifications

'kl) Minimum Number of-Required Courses - The school must offer the stated
number or required courses to comply with the standard.

2) Minimum Number Of Electives- The school must offer the stated number of
electrva courses co cosupsy-m-s.ththesSandard.-

3) Requirement for Accreditation - A school must offer the,required,number
and subject matter'of courses is order to receive of maintain its accredi-
tation status.

4) Bilingual Education - The school program makes provision for bilingual edu-
cation. Such programs are either mandatory (M) or discretionary (D).

Sanctions for Noncappliance - The local district faces loss of aid or accreditation
status if it fails to comply with state standards or devise satisfactory course
offerings of its own.

Curriculum - fo otes

(a) Massachusetts - on request of parent or guardian.

(b) Michigan - if guidelines for implementation are met.

(c) Minnesota - school submits 4etailed outlines for which curriculum guides
are not available to commishioner.

(d) Rhode Island - mandatory-if 20 Or more pupils register for.it.

-(e). District of Columbia - Superintendent of Schools.,
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Stitt

CURRICULOR CITATIONS

Statutes tegui'ations

ALASAPA 516-8-28

ALASKA ss1L,t4.200; IL 30.400- A3;.*10 14.090
ARI2ONA 10541021 -- 15.1022, 15.1057 R7.2-306(0
ARKANSAS 560-117

CALIFORNIA if5121C -- 512-13: 51220 -- 512:7; 52161 84311

COLOAA00 5522-52-105; 22-32-105.5; 22-24-102 -- 22.24-112;
22-24-109

2224-0110 -- 2224-K-1.15; 22202-5-5.01 --
22202-f-5.0E

LONNECTIZUT 5510-4; 10 -15; 10-17a

Lit.A4ARE 512216/Ia/

nammi,

GEoula

Na.All

.55230.030); 233.0'61

532- 65,7(a)

52.-12

RoA-6.22

A30-510

1C.A.110 Sa3-11 R401.1

ILLINOIS 327-1

INDIANA 5520-10.1-5-1; 20-10.1-4-1 - 20-10.1-4'51
20-10.1-5.5-2

IOWA

CANS'S

1257.25

5172-1101; 72-6105

522-5(71-10).; A1I3

R670-3.5

Cfan1CKT

LOUISIANA

5156 iipt

117-125 SwIletin 74i, e, le; 64

nAIhE 31102 ss.16; 116

NARILANO Art. 77 855

NAS:ALNOSE-TS' Art. 69 5): Art. 71 513

010.q:.An

M1.1MCSLTA

55360.1264: 360.1153

55126.07, 121.11 CO.; 4 - :ZS) 46(0)

nISSIS$100' 537-13-1 Sulleton 17', p. 2: -- 2:

N.SSCORS 5161.092
5 C55 53 -343(, (C)(; '

PONTAnA

NERRASAA

17!-7503.1

579-312 514-E72 14 -02

NEYA04 5325.110

NI. JO.SE.'

%Ey AMC:

fitA:34
5577-2o2, 77-23- -- 77-23-6 A73-21

.60. YON; 5320

NoATN CAROL /NA 1115-11(10

CP II. Sac. 100.1

AZA.0001(5)(e); ..0106
PORT!, OARCIA 515-29-00(4)

Apoio.stra:Ive NaN1.41 1573. 0:. 134,
140, 156, 157

OHIO 533301.07(d)
53301-37 -02

%..1110n.I.- 511-103 efluel S.lietIn for Etteartary and
Soconoary SCA0011 pp. 30. 35.53

OR .0ft 5126.051

FCNNSFLvANiA, 55:1-2103; 15 -1512

RN002 1SLANC 5116-1.,-.. 16-12-6

R611-22-221

R5.24

Stancares or *ft04t Islane Elementary
enlaces,

SWo CAROLIRY. 52:.45(3) 843-432; 843'234,1 545'235

SOUTO DAKOTA 513-6-3! R24:05:06:01

TENNESSEE

TEXAS

OAP .

5549-1501; 49-1502

501.24: 2).45re

S53 -14 -1

Rules. AeoulialomS and minimum Stanosres.

157647, p. 51'52, 33'05

Policies, 2306.7. 3222.1 -- 3222.3

0:ao State beard of lei/cation Carrieulum
Plans 1975.61: Policies. froceeures.
Practices 11576). pp. 5, 1) -- 19

116-50 Reference .anual e' State 6oere of ieues:ion
.n veemont., :L. 1), 21

11R01111A. 522-215 Reoplat1oos e' State 6oare of Eeweson in
Voretria. D. I

.AS/040TON 526A-04.120 R160-16 p. 6; R160-56 0.1

:CST VIRGINIA 516 -2-7

iS2,ONSIN 5120712 Pi 13.0.

1.).0rINT, 121.1-10 CM V, Sec. I
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GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING PROGRAM

4 ort°

Most state education agencies htwe established regulations concerning guid-

ance and counseling programs for school districts. A guidance program is usually

designed'to assess and support the individual student's academic, 'social and voca-

tional needs. In many states both elementary and secondary schools muse have a

guidance program before they can become accredited, although some states require that

only secondary schools have such a program.

frequently the state establishes a pupi:.-to-staff ratio as par: of the accredi-

tation requirements. "The average ratio for these states is approximately 450 students

to with full-time counselor in secondary schools and 600 students to each counselor in

element*ry schools. Many states require that guidance personnel be cettificated.

(For greater detail see chart on Certification Requirements by Job Titld.)

Normally, a state education agency which reouires schools to have a guidance

program will also establish requirements specifying the types of services tnat

must be made available in the program. Only a few states to not set any program

requirements. Approximately one-third of the state education agencies require the

'school districts to establish a testing program and keep records of students' progress.

Many state's regulations specify that any guidance program must provide persons who

arttrained in giving career counseling. Only a few states require that guidance
programs provide a guidance library for scudept use. Nine states require that the

school or school district employ a staff psychologist.

'479
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Descriptionof headings for Chart on

Guidance and Counseling Program

. _

Statute or Reeulation - Guidance and counseling re:,uirenents specified on this char:
° are covered by statutes (5) and/or regulations (R).

Musa Provide,- The state requi (11) or recommends (D). that' each school
.

district provice'a gvidaneit program.

Recuirement for Accreditation - Elementary or secondary schools must have a guidance
anc counseling program $exore they can be accredited.

Staff Reouiretents

1) Mandatory Certification - Any school with a guidance program must employ
certizicatec counselors.

2) Students/full-time Counselors - Elementary and secondary schools must adhere
A to a -certain ratio 07. StUOCZtS toeach counselor. For states with different

levels of accreditation the student to counselor ratio varies with each such
level.-

Program Soecificitibns

1) State.Atoroval - A school s its a plan for its guidance program to the
state education agency beg e the program can be adopted.

2) Testint Iirogram - Th counseling office administers standard intelligence
tests, :teeing tests or'other aptitude tests.

3) Cumulative Records
'other pertinent Lni°
individual student

4) Career Guidance
guidance.

5) Guidance Library

6) Provisions for a
may employ a star.:

7) Other - The state sets

The counseling office keels test scores, grades and
rmation that can be used to assess the progress of the-

counseling office is equipped to provide career

A guidance librz is available for student use.

vcholoeist - As a art of the guidance program the school
cnolog.st.

ther program, specifications.

Guidance and Connseline Program - footnotes

(a) California - mandatory guidance program only for continuation educations'
programs.

(t) Connecticut - vocational guidance

(c) Maryland- pupil services, 3%16 as guidance.and counseling programs, nay
be found in Principles and Standards: Public Secondary Education in
Marvland, not received before the publication c: thLs study.

(d) Nev Jersey - program focuses on special education and the disedvaptaeid.

(e) South Carolini - grades five through tvelve

(1) South Carolina - amount of time spent by counselor at school dependent on
school population.

1
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GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING PROGRAM
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_ ______ ____ _
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SIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

Normally it is the state education agency that specifies the number of credits ,

needed for graduation from high school. Most states require that a student earn
between 16 and 18 credits. State that have organized their high schools to include
only grades 10 through 12 require completion of a lower number of credits for gradua-

tion. In some states students must pass a standardized test in addition to achieving

the required credits. Tour states, in regulating graduatio requirements, give their
local board the discretion of adding courses or credit rev, irements in addition to

those set forth it-te statute.

Description of Headings for Chart on

a High School Graduation Reouirtments

Total Credits Reouired - A pupil must earn a certain number of credits before he can

graduate.

Totaltlectivei - Of the number of credits required for graduation, a certain

number .s elective.

Pass Standardized Test - The state requires that the pupil pass a standardized test

Berore sae/he is awarced a diploma.

Local Requirements Option - The district board may'impose additional requirements

Tor gracuacior

<

Hirh School Graduation Reauirements - footnotes

(a) Colorado -,18 units in 6-year schools; 14 waits in grades 10 through 12.

(b) Colorado - tests may be given at the discretion of school district boards.

(c) Maryland - high school graduation requirements are located in Principles and
Standards: Public Secondary Education in Maryland, not received before tae

puosication or this stuay.

(d) Minnesota - at the discretion of the state board.

(e) New Jersey - credits calculated in semester hours.

(f) Utah -.credits must be earned in grades 10 through 12.
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
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RICE SCHOOL GRADUATION RLQUIXEMENTS MATIONS
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GENERAL TEACHER CERTIFICA=ON

In all but two states, ertification for teachers is a specifically enumerated
prerequiiite to employment. Th re certain general recuirements concerning indi-
vidual qualifications that are.usi..ally necessary for such' certification. More than
half of the states have character and health recuirenen:s and slightly less have citi-
zenship and age requirements.. Only one state, Florida, has a, residency requirement.

Those states which have examination an /or experience requirements usually
provide that they are alternatives to the axis ing certification requirements. They
are generally in lieu o4 ce--444--tion require en:s rate_ than in addition to them.
In order to maintain one't certification, more than halt the states require the
teacher to continue her /his education.

Most states list a undergraduate degree as an prerequisite to certification.
Meetly half of the states have graduate degree requirements, although there are often
coupled with the provisions concerning dronzinuing education. Many states also require
a recommendation from the degree granting institution. Sixteen states have student
teaching requirements and an additional ten list student teaching as "authorized".

Authority to promulgate certification standards generally rests with-the State
3card of Education. A few states, however, provide for the State Superintendent of
Education to either share that authority c: exercise it entirely. In only two states
does_ tp Depaarmant ofEducatton bear this responsitiliF. -Fourteen states grantt this
authority to other designated bodies such as Certification Advisory Committees.

Most states have provisions for permanent and probationary teacher certification.
. Slightly less than half the states provide for temporary and emergency certification.

About half tf the states provide for substitute teacher certification, but only ten states
have "professional" teacher's certificates.

Almost all of the states provide for suspension/tevocation procedures with at
least minimal dte process guarantees. Most of the states are party to. the Interstate
Agreement on Qualification of,EclucatiomaI Personnel. In addition many states have
ether reciprocal agreements for the recognition cf. out-of-state certificates.

Description of Eeadines for Chart,on General Teacher Certification

Statute and/or Rezulation - All general teacher certification requirements specified cn
this cnart are covereo by statutes (S) and/or regulations (R)

.

Prereouisite to Employneat - Certification necessary for employment as a teacher

1) Charlc:er - A person must be of suitable charatter t8 be certified.

2) Health - A person must meet ptedetertined health standards.

3) Citizenship - Applicants must either be United States citizens or have
oec-ared taeir intention to become citizens within a prescribed period of tine.

A) Residency - A provision exists concerning the state residency of a person
tor certification as a teacher.;

5) Ate In order to be granted certification one must fulfill an age requirement.

Exam Reouired -'Examinatton for certifica-ion is required to and of itself, or in lieu
cr experience or ocher certification requ rements.

Experience Required - Experience require for certification, or nay be cepted as an
certification requirements.a,.ternative rot an examination or other

Continuinz Educaticon Recuirements - pr visions requiring cCntaing education for certi-
ficate holder.

Decree Recuirements - Undergraduate/
granting .inscitutiop and/or student eachint experienci required for certification.

4aduate dezrees and/or recommendations from degree
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Promulgating Authority

l)---State-Board of-Educatirn - StalBoard .has-zhe authority, to promulgate
certitication requirements.

2) State Sunerintendent of Education - State Superintendent has the authority
to promulgate certitication requirements.

3) Devartment of Education - Department of Ba_cation has the/ authority to
promulgate certification requf.remencs. ,

4) Other - Ocher designated bodies have promulgating authority concerning
ce","cation requirements_

Trues of Certificates

1) Permanent - Certificate granted is permanent in status.

2) Probationary - Initial certificate is for a probationary term.

3) Temmorary Temporary certificates are available.

4) Emerzencv Certificates nay be granted in emergency situations

5) Supervisory -*A certificate for superrision is available.

Issuint Body

.10

1) State Board of Education - The State Board o_' Educetion'issues certificates.

2) State Superintendent of Education - Stafte Superintendent issues certificates.

3) Depart-cent of Education - Department of Education issues certificates.;

4) Other - Other designated bodies issue cer-'4 cates.

Suspension Procedures - Provision exists for suspending/revok_ teacher certificates.

Reciprocity

1) Interstate Agreement - State is a p to the Interstate Agreement on
Cita.Lificazywcs c: Ecucational Pe_ onnei.

2) Other - State has ocher types cf reciprocity agreements with other state(s)
.75Flie recogtition of a teadher's qualifications.

General Teacher CIrtification - footnotes

Cciotado, Neu Han- shire - examination may be taken as an alternative.=(a)

(b) Colorado, 71crida, Washington - Experience ay be used as an alternative.

(c). Kentucky, Mississippi, Virginia - discrecionaSy.

(d) Minnesota - experience required for renewal.

(e) Georgia continuing education provided.

(f) Utah - examination. optional.

(g) student teaching 'requirement =ay be waived.

(h) Maryland, Nevada - student teaching pe=micted.

(i) Pennsylvania - stookfint teaching as an alternative.

(.1) Oklahoma - for more than 20 days.
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GENERAL TEACHER CERTIFICATION
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EXISTING CERTIFGATION REQ .5r5wv5 e JO! TITLE
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Teacher L CAIN' Inc Handbook (1576) -

5 11 13 17. 15 22 31-52, 52-52 55 611

491)
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0

.

GENERAL TEACHER CERTiFICA71.0* stTAT10NS

S at t Statutes

ALASAmA 516-23.1; 16-23-7 --
16-23-16;_ 16-23
16-21-2. 16-21-

ALASKA 04.20:010. 14.1 .020:
16 :20.620 -- 14.20.650.

AA1ZONA s512-23-1. 15-2)); 1).102:
t47-208- 11c1-9;

p8-KANSAS 55604205; 60.1210; 60-114;
80-1208. 6-113. 80-1228 11.

0A6 1r-O*wfic 44335; 44320;
443341 44255:t 61335:
642.80: 64450 " 44467;

COLOkA

CONNECTIC01

4425T-44332; 44253:
442.547-64225; 44202;
1.4213r 416244: 44420 --
44437 -. 1250e
5512760-102; 022-00-,101.;
2260-107; 22-60108;

*L..2260 - ICS; 222105:
22-2-113

XesvIatiOns

...AAC 05.060; .AAC ;2.010;
4AAC 42.030% 4AAC 06.050;
4AAC 12.020; 4AAC 12.;-070;

4AAC 12 045
47...401;
17-2.201(61

*5505: 6027; 6050; 6053:
6033: 5931; 6011; 6620 --
6624; 553); 5941 5550;
5532; 5522: 6000; 6058;
5530; 4630 6656: 5920-
5920.8; 6006; 5551; 6075 --
6o47. 6670
2202-)-0.01; 2260-R-1.01;
226 -1.06. 2260-1-2.01;

0-1-2.02; 2260-R.1.07;
260 -1 -3.02; 2260-8-15.0:

2260-1-2.06; 2260-R-2.07.
42260-R-3.03 -. 2260-1-1.05;
2260-X-1.0; 2260-R12.0;
2260-1-110 -- 2260-0-112

S2":".14:: T0'450:
10-1454; 10-146R; 10-166c

At0. 1*-2; 10-144-7:.
10- 146 -3; 10-146.4;
10^146,-54; 10-14.6-57.
10-146-9

4ELAwARE 551092; 4313; 1202; 1230;
1203. -3204 Let 14 68213

FLCA1DA 11231.02; 231.14: 231.1/
231.03: 231.031; 231.20;
250.2511: 231.15 -- 231.16;
231.2E: 232.021; 24L.05
244 11

8b.c....01. G... .2
E-4.31; 6A.-6.37

GEORGIA ii32.655k: 32-101E: 32-1534.
32.-6fc. ;2-1019

sIA6AI Si257-M1.; 256-2 257-4;
25-7-11- 297-13. 315.1 .. 11 c1

450-1110; 50-1011: 50-11
10-120. 50,113

1-0,Ame 5533--513; 33-1203; 33-1202:
33.1206:-31-1203; 33-114;
33'1208 33-1210; 31 -6104
-31.4+05-

ILLIN01.6

MC/PA/ic

5311-1; 14-03, 3.'06.
24-1-; 21-2.1; 21-3 --
21-5; 21-7.1; 10-21.1;
21-13r 21-23; 21-1C.2;
71-10 2.1 6. 21.1V I
5520-6-1:3; 20-6.1-3.2;

2p..1.I.4;
1. 20.; I.:1

5

5629 I; 26C.27; 26.: --
-260-ri07 257.10: 260.6;

-250-:-.111 174.1E; 264.10; 284.1.-264.20

35; 301.;: 306.1.15. is,

6: 30:3 6; 301.5.3. IS. 1

301.3.7; 12; 301.312; 301.3.14

h21.26; 13 21A): 13-2

KAhSAS )172.13101 72-12.3: 71-1392;
72 -1388; 72 -7513; 82 -8505;
77 -1183' 72-5412

AEN;LCKY 55161.020. 161,040;.161.030;
161.100; 161.025; 161.780;
161.124

s70-3.4057); LiC-5(257);
670-14.5(257); 670-14.3(257),
670-13.1(257); 670-16.4; 670-16.5(257).
670.17 6 -- £70-11.5(257):670-14.2(257).
670-14.6 -- 670-14,7(257):670-13.8(257):
670-13.13(257): 670-11,10
67.14 11(2571. 670-14 670.1L.1(251).

15i-1-it; 5, -i -i; 51-1-5; 51-15-1.:,
/1-1-3; 91-4-(01-1-14; 91-1-12:
51-1-19
740 KAA 20:005; 704 KA4 20.030;
704 KAR 20:015; 704 KKK 15:040;
704 KAR 20:020: 7o4 KAR 20:060;
704 KAR 20:065; 704 KO 20:065-
704 KAR 20:070; 704 444 20:090;
704 4A& 20:120; 704 KAR 20.100;
706 KKK 20.210: 706 KAP 1.1:I60

492



1

tet Statutes . 'ecvlartont

1.01,1S.lhol. 5517:413, 17:412:
17.411; 17,430

..% .
.

.

Louisiana Stancards for 8,:a:e Ce,t-
Ification of School acrystnt$ .

Eu I i et . n 1746 (1576) it; 3-4, ,

.c..-10.'111 :,.. 12-1k. It ;,. 16-1E
v ;. 21-22: VI ;" 26-30:
1 c 1

--hi 771/::. I72e; 1731:
1051. 150 .2: 1751;
C4' 21211.11022

.

. 9
.

.

.

TAAYLAND A,t, //Sec; 11b1; 110,

lit 27. 16 108A -108c
.., i',3.0t.01.01, .5.0c.C, 07.

11 oE CI c:. 13 of 01 0.
-....5SAChuSiTTS Cn 71 53:4., 3o: 5

.51;

Cw 6°C5. 651.' 3-1 et sea
Ai-111; Ao-11/: ;611. -.!.

niCnIlSAM 553c.. 1233; 300.4-o3;
36C1533; 380.1531; .

38201010; 380.1532:
' 388.1371

.

.

4350 1105, 3!0.1123, 350 ;)5: --

350.1156; 350.1133; 35p.)105.
350;1:24; 350.1132; 350 1113 --

750 h145; 390.1121 -- 350,1130. .

32. 1143 -- 190 1144 .

KihR2SOT44. 55123.05: 125'05;
M171174: 121.11;
11 7S2 125 of

Itacrit. L'Ct,SIMC O614C:COR 115/5::
(8);

(a) (1,

Ch 11.

P. SIA, 11. (ii; 7(A) 14f

5 (A) (11 (A) 01- 5 (A) 1!)

Leculat..ons for Teacher =e,t,.(lcat.oh
EvI1e:in :190 - CHI, A.D.E.7,;
L,E,C,D,E,G; Ch IV, A,I.

liSSiStIPP: 5537-15-,o; 3/-5-5,
17-71-15; 87-11-17;

. . .171e-11; 3773'21; .

mo.o7-3,-,..57
rISS00.1 ,. 1476-8.0:1; I6o.011;

Te5.T91; 168.121;
168'C71

>C5A, 50.-.10, ,..5e dv-o0v.01C:

5Cst 50-340.010
.

.

nCli-aliA --AP5-6001; 75-6004;
75;6006; 75-6002;
75=612111; 75-5707,
-751-6001: 75-56071
75=6010 - .

.

,

nat-2.6021-56050; n8-2.1C :J-Sit040.
48-2.10(1)-51040; 46-2.10(2)-I1050.
4E-2.10(10)-50100. 45-2.10(2)-SI0C3C-
- 4E-2,10(24-S10050. 48-2 :',.,.. -

510140, 4E-2.1001-51060, 68 211":,-
Sl,0, 46-2.10(1E)-7,10i60 -- 4! 212'E1
-s10200

h'IanA)AA ))79-1233; 79-1240;
79;117.06; 75-1247.08;
751-767.11; 75-332;
1791:1717-.07: 7'5-1247;05;
79-1294;49-2701;
79-T247.09 -= 75-1247.10--

.

e.'-tikr, 2I-t.3/: 1.1-E). :1-11/
21-(15): r (1.2i; 2 -(96) -- 21-141/,
21-175) - 21-(S6); 2)-(501 - 2";.:.
21-(75) - 2I-( 21-(65: --
21-15); 21-(66) -- 21-(65), 2,-(46) --
21-(45); 21-(87) -- 21-(65:, 21-'15).
2'-(:4,- 71-1341. 21-(41., 21-(kS,

h24.04. 55351.0901 351.055;
391.020; 385.080e- 38.090;
351.720 -- 351.340;
141 ISO 741 3!F, 161 265

hey,,o,,;eeoner e- ' ra-,c- 't:. 4..C'
(.57,) -

T. ...-5,148 t5ll5.39, 106,11; 10A.A,
200--(21

.

kccyl:., c, if,. 5, ; ,c )'2

R00921.1: 115100 2, 4001.75,
R0042;

r.

'SIC= 2

hEw .iASts' -11.0A:26-.6; 0 4:2-6-2:
11A777-2:18.1.1 "11
161.:E-39

.

26-1;
18.4776-1; ISA; 5-16;
18A:v-38; 18A.6 )5:
111226"4; 1SA:2 'S;

' '

I5A135.9; !A;26 \l0; .

' 18A:21-8; 18A:26-11

,

Aa;11-:.. -- 0-1,-9.2, e....5,,c.
6-41-5.11; 6.11-1.1E, 6:11-3.31,
6:11-5.1: 6:11-5.2: 6-11-3.21.
0.4.1-3.16, 6:21-55. 6 11-'1 5: -- .

6:11-62; 611-7 46. E.II.4.,

6:11-4.4; 6:11-1,.6. 611-47.
6:11-3.22: 6-11-3,3; 6,11-3.: ..
6.11-3.i. 6:11-3 32

rff.. mOitC ii-77-6-14; 17-6-7: ..,

77-2-2; 7/.-6-19

,

l',7-7. 51-1: 1-1.-2: 72-.; 7:-3.
63-3; 71-24: 71-26, 71-, 71-2,.,
71-26; 71-27. 72-4; 71-17. 6.6-.1

72,16; 74-6: 77-1; 74-7; 74-6.
71-19 /.

ei.4 701tr. .11 Art': e1130041. 3009; 3006;
36611' 3018; 3030; 3007

. Art. 52-A52590
, Art, 5232537, 2565-o; 2566

art 27 2$6ob J

410.32; 59,e; 60.2(1): 10.16 --
80.17: 60.2(5). 80.,.1.: 8: S: Sc 6.
80.7: 80.2(4), 80.36; 23.4; 80.6

(

m04Te CAKtONA 55115-1,2; 5--F-51;

.16-143; 115-160; 115-15 :

lu.tt. 115-131

,
k2h.0209; 2r.6203; 2,1.1,02; .

2)1.1705; 2h'.0207; 2)1.0206.
2X.172.): 2M.0201. 2W 1706

hOKTft D1.1.01A 5115-30-11; 15-90=01;.
15-36-07; 15-47-40 --
15-k7-421 15-21-09;
15-36-15 -- 15-36-17; '

15-47-28; 15-47-30

Acn.nt:rative nsnuil for morth
Oaeo:, Scnoois (15751'- 6.56,9S,

(

132, 160, 10

0r10 Ii3315.30; 3315.2-2;
3319.26; 3319.24;
3319.28: 3319.05; ,

3319,21; 3319.31:
- _1319 15' 3715 42

...

'
,

,

41190.35-0.; 1301-31-03. 332.-.,-0e
. 3301-21-10, 5301-21-12. 1301-31- .

15; 3301-21-44, 3301-21-0. 7351-12-
21

' ).---'..-r--
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State Statotts AesvIsi:oot

Cr.404:-.4 1160101; : -1164. 6-108.

6 -103; 6-126; 6-105.
1-104, 5-1I'. 6-125;
6-120

fvfle::, for ar.c

Seconta-s - t 5-

341.144;
342.120; 342.140;

,

342.580; 342.125:
342.135: 342.165;
142

4)51-15.20); )01022-2)3: Se1'36-005

,2.4h4t..1AhlA

4400! iS44N1a

1f1c.1201; 12-1202:
21-2108: 12 -1252;
11-1105; 11-1225;
12-1.204; 12-12051
12-1255; 12.1211;
i2-;2.±6)24-2401 1 -- 2401 3

-1 1-10-11 ; 16=11-2;
16-1-4; 16-1-5;
16-11-4; 16-11-5

445.1c; 51.34. 45.7.: .5.04; ;; 1.:
51.33: 45.67; 49.61; 49.72; 45.51;
45.51..45.82. 45.81; 1.9.11 -- -5.53:
45.62: 45.13; 45.21 --
45.52; 45.64.1 -- 45.64.8; 45.61.
40 ;1. 44 65. 49 1"
Star:carol for AporOva. inc 4ctreo-
itatjon of Seconder.. Schools or 4nocie

Islenc 11507) - 0.0.15
Standards for Rhode faiehe cleoentlay
Sehoo:t 1477.06 -

CAWCONA 21371;
21-372; 2145; 21-
400

Art. 300-00 -- 45-65
A-t 17543-207: 43-206

41:1:1M 0AACI4
13-42-2;
11.42-3;
13-42.9
11-42-1g

13-42-1;
13-42-4;
13-4-5:
13-42-17;

R24:03!o5:01; 4:04:0,:06:
24:02:01:04; 24. :02.02.03:06,
24.02.05:06: :02:02:01,24.02.04:01,
24:02:04:01; 4:02: 24. 02:03:10;
24.02-01-05

72r142SS2: 5545-20
45-1302:
45-1301:
45,-1234;

45-1255:
45- 1233:
45-1241

45.1204;
45-1203:
j5- 1236;

25-105.

A-I, 2-10, A-II. 0

554.1/e. 43.034.
13.044; 13.037:
13.032; 13.019.
11.311; 15.034:
I C36 13 040.
13.046; 11.26;
11 00

40524-4-y4- 444.4i _6245: i2,01.:,

6202. 6206; 6204, 6203: 6212. 6208
Ar6203.1: 6205; 6105. 6202. 6203.2.
6108. 3204. 6:12. 6216

$152-1-i1; 53-2-16;
53-2-15; 51-2-22:
53-2-17; 53-2-1E;
55-2-24: 55-49.1;
c1-2-20
5516-1e52,
:6-2041: 16-1695

4eretocit menus. toe 1;a:e aza-c
e' 8.1.u:tat:or, 1157;1 cP V'i,

Or V a .101
Vt,40.14 ,222-204; 22.-245;

22 -202; 22034E
neou.ations cr toe,toa.e tc.ca: c-
oi :be Coft440 n.t4ith Co
0). ti t 1

.145.144704

:111 V144141.

`*1

55a9 A.62.010.
:8A.20.140;
28..67.020:
28A.20.005;
28A.03.030;
254.70.160
28R al 012

ir

d4.160-40-200: 100-80-202:
;E0-60-210J 180-60-510. 120 -60-550.
1E0 -60 -215; 180-10-610:,160-60-217.
180-60-260: 120 80-285. 163-60-600
ISO-So.15s; 180 SO-256; qc-60-256.
180-80-310

11.0^-:-
;5.1..3:3; 1/4.-2-5:
164 -2-6: 184-5-6.
tIA-10E.1

Yl.etri) Pitt, ft. ...tt.syre

L. 153. 291
A. 5210; 5110

.15CONSf1. 11118.15; 115.25;
115 2E 115 46.

0157. 0 C

f121-.1-1-7; 2:.1 -14,
21 1-175. 21 1-1

1131.1511; 31-1522
31'1531; 31-1533: 31-1801

Pi 3.01; 3.00.; 3.10

1145. Cm III Cr 1:11., th 111 21...

Cx III 18. Cm
m XVII .0; R...). n-.3.2:

A11..C; A3.0; 1-4.0
License II. TSAIS
license 111. TSAIS
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( coat'd)

STATE STATUTE

..-

AIGULATIOh

FOSS1SSIPPI 4f37-5-73. 37-9-27 CY V; CY II; CM 1 ;C. 0, IV Sp; CM 11 Sr,
. iliC, 04 Is!

:55.0:J1' 11;...; x siz .,SSeJfa 411-

Cons.,,,,-,c^

::!,,k )4-34.0.. :::A. 1:4-1.,..01C; :S.). ,..

220 120. 59CA 70-7,2 12: 58:R 5.7,-100-04
4.00.Ah.. )05-5;012 ;3-5302. h.o-2.10 (101 - S10120: .o-2.10)101 -

75 -6002 510150: 48-2.10(E) - 910750: 48-2.10(10, -

c 510110: 48.2.18(34) - 518520; 482.12(3°.
S188301 48.2.10(10) . 510130; 48.2. 28,48).
826780

NO.RASA.. 4579-331. .7-1..z5. ,.....
A21-051 -- 2104i; 421-tot: X11-t20,;

79-311: 75-1233 R21-(7) 43-(5); 45I-(7): 821-(61-64):
A11-(24;

mElimo. mo:..o.".. 307..290, . socnor Cteti.iCALiOA Requirtonnts t157.

365.300: 39/.110:
. P. 2,3.700-20

141. 0)0

NEW hAiSriAl , 5$106:5. 1o6:11 40011.1 11520: 00.:5 ill; 0047551111
00602 511

,1E+ :EASE. ifloAt ii-ii; 161: 4otli.7.50; 4:11-10 -n; 6:11-50-2; c:F1*7.45:

39-9; 124 :4L-3. 6:11-10.4; 6:11-10.2: 6:11-7.53; 6;11-12.14:

.
114"15-2; 184-4-16 6:11-7.52; 6:11.7.55; E:11-11.1: 6:11-12.11,

6.11-12 If. 6.11-17.20
ftcy nEXI:C 5f7-C-i.2, oo- 4 -C121; 70-19; 72-1: 6.5-4. 2t.29: 4:..;;

6-1.2; 77-11-6 67-1; 71-24: 71.26; 71-29: 72-4; 72 -3:
- 71.2fi i4 .5 ... Ac.L. 74 .2...14..- 71-2

0.:r Y065 Art. o153,..43 nc0;n: 00.3; 04.2 of..1c- o0.19; 37.6:

Art-, 5152577

Art. 52S:575
80.5: 80.23; 20.33

/

Art. 15447704 .

Art. 74305
Art. 9344022

1, :705Fc4
mO4Tm Cleo)... )51.5-39: 119-:39.9 . bi .5001: Is 024:; lh :Ce:1C; 2., :02.C:

2x .0221: 2x' .1306; 2x .1306: 2x .1702.
2X .0900; 2N .1000. 2X .1300: 2X .0210:

4
2X .1112: 2N .7206. 2x .721S -- 2X .02I7.

,..., 2)1 1201 -- 2Y 1211-

moat', cARcTA 1513-.4-73; 15-22-02; vai Aoc4lat.ons - 0. iCt. 101. 172. 10 :; 174 --

)5-7.2-02. 1..,-45-03. II:: 114 --- 115. :3: -- 133, 160 ,

1: ,.2:

,x-sv

f"

sl»; .... 3319,0:.
,

31 :2: 673: IC 7319.
4;34.-41-0r: :301-41-01: 33v.-.1-34,

3301-21-05; 3301-21-16: 3301-91-09.
181. 1319.088 5501.15.01; 3301-21-17 -- 330I-21.25:

3501-21.12 -- Z301-217.11 )301-41.0;
4A,..,0.0 m.., )5.-105. 3-102, t-ilo. Royois:Ions - r.i2. -22. 25. 15. 5:. ..

4-101, 13 105. 1210.273; 45, 54, 55, 0, 62, 70, 80
14.11 6-12,

CIRE,70N 5):5e..,5 542.125. . A5c1-2 -050. 561-'3-205. 531-15-210.
3,-5.771. 342 155: 581-37 -005 -- 5E1-57-050
;42 120

PERmSTanAn.- ».,-..0!. 10-165*; 1.+5.c1.1: .5./7. .69; .9.1c1. 9.10.,
14-1207; 21-2108.

4.
48-.807: 19-1906;

. 51.34; 49-6.31: 49-6.51: 53.23
..-

14.4471 11.1102

Am0k-14,..0.0 w0-:-10. 13-54-o Art. v Scrtoo1 ,esonncl :. 3 -5
2ducati7c-77:5775747-ac 0.0-cr.," (75771-
G. 0

4
CducttIc Pm:vie, for Very "woe Children
19e5i -p. 6.10
AuAllAry School ersceinc! (1563)

sCjIm .^.....i44 252I-05.5. 41-290.12: 'Oz. ) -205: 43-43 1
. Tr=603: 21-295.12: Art. 1 543-205; 43-211

21-682 ' f

MAN 04.A7T.
.

F.2'.;02 031in, In:02;05.11; 25:02:03:11;

24:02: :23; 24:02:03.20; 24:02:01:25:
21:02:02:01: 2:02:03:04 -- 24:02:03:06:
240.02-03-21- 24.02:02-02

TENNESSEE 41.9-103: 45-220: 1 5;-1-0: 1 46-9tc1: II it.-3tji

49-1235: 49-221:

ed,' L9-1235: 1.9-2305
14-612 ke.2302

.

YEW 531l.51: 17.0; 13.039. PO 1Y01.1: 37144: 6210: 3712
11 N.' t5 016. 21 LC AP .. 620 2. 6206 1'7' -- 2542

47Ah 53-3-1. 53-6711:
53.2-15; 53-19-1:
C7-18.2

YtoviCih, 1yio4:1. .0 -J01, fi- in i$ $ C. -53
2946; 16-213 Lone R. me Coals for Vocational Lou -

cation .r. VermOnt 05701
i ,

VIRuihIA . )322.22.44-2L. .2-41/.5e :CM 0512, 13: C.}. 3 s 111 . 4.

CM 15 5 o. 54: CX 22 (III P. 84
CM 2! 5111 a 101

WAS-ill/473h )04A.:1,350, 201.56.117; .1-4 40-00-20- -- :AC-le.:-c0-3:15

221.35.070 vAc 180-81-015 a.. vAC 180-64-125:

VAC 184-44.0501 VAC 1E12-80-247:
VAC 180 -84-560; VAC 180-80 -260;

VAC leo-k-m 6147 18,0-80-2.5
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R.

/
(cool.o)

I.

STATE STATUTE . REGULATION

VEST VIRGINIA
vISCONSIA
cxGrANG

Si16.-3.1; IS-L.2. 16-2-20
3$11-i Et Fr5.c! tIe tt.

ktk IXE III- 5110
At, IC 3 16 3 Ol. Io D5 It 1(.r

tA itt EA; CA II( S9; C' III 4c.
CH III 16

DIST. Oil COL $),iiltii; &. .t10.1 110.3: 11.2; 12.5, 14.k,
1457.5(f)
Llc. I TSAIS

IX .1

VIII "
111

XIV "
"

XVIII"
" XVI " If



EXISTING CERTITICATION REQUIREMENTS ET JCS TITLE

In sItgatly less than half of the states. the stace.superinten nt and her /his
assistants must,be certified. n nearly all states regiona. and loca uperintendents
are required to be cv---"ed. This is also :rue for principals and assistant principals.

In almost all states, specialists (i.e., psychologists, counselors, social
workers, etc.) are required to be certified in order to work in the public schools.

In most states teacher; are recuired to'be certified in the specific areas, i.e.,
pre-school, elementary, junior high and secondary education, in which they intend to
teach.

Special education and vocational education teachers in most states require
cer-4 -cation to teach, whereas fewer chan'half the states require bilingual and .

adult education teachers to be certificate holders. Only six states require compen-
satory education teachers to be certified. More than half of the states either
require Cr authorize teacher aides to hold certificates..

Description of Headings for Chart on Exiscine

Certification Recuiremencs by Job Title

Stature and/cr Rerulation - All certification requirements specified on this chi:: are
ccverec by statutes (S) anc/or regulations (R).

Administrative Officers

1) State/Assistant State

2) Regional/Local Superintendent

3) Principals/Assistant

ProfessionalfSpecialists

Superintendent

Principals

Required to hold

[-
c tificace

Required to hold certificate

Required to hold certificate,

Required to hold certificate

2)

3)

4)

teachers -

Psychologists

Counselors

Social Workers

Others

General Areas

I.

1)

2)

3 )

4)

Teachers -

Pre-School

Elementary

Junior High

Secondary

Special Subject Areas

1)

2)

. 3)

4)

5)

6)

Szecial

46ational

Bilingual

Compensatory

Adult

Aides

a

.z-
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EXISTING CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS BY JOB TITLE

STATES STATUTE REGULATION
STATE

SUPE1-.
INTEu:ENT

ASSISTANT
STATE

SUPER-
INTENDENT

REGIONAL
SUPER. .
isTENoEhT
EDUCATios

LOCAL
SU0ER-
;NTENGENT-
EDuCATIoN PRINCIPLLS

ASSISTANT
P:twricatt

ALASAAA S

e
. X A I A i A I

ALASKA S 1 A I I .

AhlIONs S I A t

ARKANSAS S I I 1 1

CALii0AAIA ' 45 I A I I I I I
COLOAADO S F A I 1

_
1

CoNhEctico S I A 1 ..- A A I

DELAvASE I s I s 1 I

S

If LC,. I t:I I I i 1 I I

tGEORGE/ 1 A , X A

mAWAiI I 5 . 1 I 1

IPS

1

IDA.° I S I K I I I X k 1

1.,,ACIS S I A 1 I I I I I I I
INV sAhA I 5 rh I 1 r I I I 7

TOW. I S I I I I I I I A A . I

KANSAS I S I A 1 1 A A A 1 1 1 I
AE+IucKA I S 1 I I I I I I
LouISIAAL- f I I I I I 1 1 I I I
AA Ih. i S I K' t 1 x

.

. 1 x 1

NAAYLAh. , .5 I 8 I I I I t t : i I d TT

NASSAE4USETTS I 5 I i t .
1 : . 1

211011.1A/. I S la 2 I X 1 i I I 1 I

MINNESOTA 5 1 A I I I 7 I I I I I

AIISISSI,2/ I S I A - 1 7 1 X I 1 1 I :

NISSOuRI' I 5
i A I I

:

I I I I I
MONTANA I S I I I A I I I' , A r i I I
kESKASAA I S t A r z N 1 I 1 s 2 I 1 ; I

NEvAOA I S 1 2 I I i A t 1 . . I .

kir.: .4.6Sp..:
o S t 1 I 1 t I 1 I I I 1 t :

NSr JERSEY S 1 a I z I : 1 1 1 I A
Al4 PEA1:0 I S t A I I 7 s I I I I I 1
Mt.' ox& I I I I i : I 1 X I : :
NOATM CAACOALI ! I A I i -

I : o 1 1 I I I
IljAIM OAACTA I i I a I 1 1 z 1 I 1

ONO 1 S I A t I : I 1 I I I i TR- 1
O<LANO^A I i I ) I X i I I I t I i 1 .7

OfsEtiOA I S 1 i o 1 f z r 1 1 I I

AENNSYLvaNtA I S I I 1 I/ I I v 1 I 1

1.0: ISIANC I S I I '. I ....X' 1 I 1 I. 7 I :

5:A7T CAKOLIMAI S t ' i I 1 I 1 I 7
SOU., EURO.: I I i I 1 I I I I I I

TENNESSEE 1 S r 'X I i 1 I I I X I I

TEXAS I S i I 1 I I I I I ....... I - I 1 .

Jo.. I S I * 1 X I o 1 I t I

YtAnCho t 5 A a X t t
.
. 1 I I I

YI..IMIA 1 S 1 X I q 1 I I I 1 1 I

.ASmIKG.ph I S t a t I I I I I 1 I I

wS. vt8Gtk.4 S A z z .
t

.:SGOKSIN I s ) A 1 1 t z . 7 1 I 7 1

:70.ING t I 1 X I t I I I I I

:1ST 1:.7 EC. S I 2 I I
.
. r 1 I I I

k* BecuLatActs no: races celcre coupletim of the study.
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OTHER ISSUES

Some additional questions in the working relationship between
Prime Sponsors and LEAs identi&ied by the project advisory A.ommittee
were:

/
1) Who'makes accreditation decisions? How can an alternative

education program be accredite4? 4

?ill

2) Who authorizes establis ent of GED programs?
3) Who makes decisions re arding the usp of a'sehool's

.,

, resourees? Who decides whether or not a school cap. be
used as a worksite?

4) How are funding decisions made? wili makes them? What are
the funding cycles?

Although state-specific data are not available, the following
general information ma/ be helpful. .--

Accreditation. ft general, the state board of education sets
minimum standards for local schools regarding elementary-secondary
currculum offerings, teacher certification, teacher-pupil ratio,
number of school days per year, etc. Failure to meet these minimum
requirements could mean nonrecongnition of the school district
and/or loss of state aid. Similarly, post-secondary institutions
must meet the minimum standards established by their governing
.boards. .

In addition to meeting minimum state requirements, many schools
opt to ripply for accreditation through one of the ten regional
accrediting associations such as the North Central Aesociation of
Colleges and Schools. Standards for accreditation are generally r
higher than the minimum requirements established by the governing
board, so accreditation enhances the prestige of the school district
or post-secondary institution. Individuals seeking accreditatfon
for an alternative education program could apply to the regional
accre iliing association in their area.

General Equivalency Diploma (GED) GED programs are authorized
by the state board of education upon recommendation by the state
education agency. The SEA also monitors GED programs.

Use of School Resources. The local board of education tnd
the local superintenden4 and building principal are all involved in
making decisions about use of school resorces at the
elementary-secondary level. In post-secondary institutions, the
governing board and school administration are involved in these
decisions.

Fun Ong. The state board of education, through the state
educatioh agency, distributes federal and state education funds to
local, districts. The amount to be received by each district depends
upon such factor as: total number of students attending, number of
handicapped and/or disadvantaged students attending, and whether or
norschools meet minimum state board standards. Funding cycles vary
from state, to state. State post-secondary schools receive state
funds and Set tuition rates through the state legislature, with
recommendations from the state post-secondary education board(s).
Alumni contributions are another revenue source. Governing board
and administration decide how funds will be used.

is
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4"

Summaryt The final section of this report has presented
information on four specific issues related to CETA/LEA
collaboration for the *fifty states. Less detailed information has

4 been given for other questions related to this area.

4
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a.

S."

Introduction

The of the outh Employment Demonstration Prbjects Pct in August

of 1977. mar new era for school sl*ens nationwide. By congressional

`mandate, loc..a76(2NYL prime spalsbniwexe to work with local education

aqEci4s in the planning and aelivery of connanity youth employmegt services

to teens ages 14 to 21. Tbe purpose of the Act was twofold: to assist

.4

age youth in the transition frcrn education tocatic. to promote

local institutional collaboration to that end. It is the intent of tbis

a
provide an infotbal review of the.adtivities wbich:tpis piece

tiOn his stinulated within the turban education communitY,to

Through its Department of Labor funded Youth Employment Assistance Project,

4211!

Thetouncil of the, Great City Schoolt, a 'tion ofirwenty-eight of the

.largest urban school systems nationwide, has been abl4 to work with its

,
member distrigtp in their iMpleMentation of YouthEmployMent Training

g... , ,,

/Program isurrently, CETA, Title IV A, 3) during fiscal year 1979.

- Consequently, the experience kit-doh forms the basis of the ditcussion to
Y--

follow shall be theirs, with the Atlanta, Chicago, Dade:Cbunti, Pittsburgh

and PortlAd systems bi 'ghted in the profiles-Which form the body of

. .
this document.

04.
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Although YBDPAwas signed into law in hu.gust of 1977, imPlementation of

the programs it authorized did not begin at the level of the local prime

o sponsor until at least January of 678. Mbst sgbol systems were not

involved in the planning process until the spring of that year. In=

w
adequate access to prograroninformation and dasire on the part of both

LEA and prime sponsor to, begin program services as rapidly as possible
k s s

inhibited ektensive planning exercises. Instead, YEIP programs we

ire

put

in place largely on the sc ls past experiewle:- .Neighborhood Youth Corps,

summer jobs programs, and vocational programing formed in most instances

the ncdels for program design and provided the institutional for

service delivery. lb the . extent, then, that time constraints initiMly

inhibited implementation of the law, its institutional impact was somewhAt

delayed. However, one benefit was,,immediately evident. Additional .

resources were made available to provide jobs to teens otherwise toto

bridge the social barrieth to employment.

And yet, there were certain local developments which the new law 4mediatky

stimulated. lbbegin with, the Congressional mandate that prime sponsors
1 )0

spend at least'22% of their YETP-allocations by Sulx:ontrict with local

educational agencies broughbe-to-face city goverfirents and schools

Whichin many instances, had had minimal CoAtact in-the-past. The need to

arrive at LEA -prime sponsor agreements forced the two parties to discuss

their respective priorities; it-served, too, to bare mutual prejudices and

misconceptions. Simpld differences in internal operating zocedures were

of necessity clarified and codified:- In short, imperative to negotiate

created with it a need to tomunicate -- to explore differences in institu-
N.,

ticmailkassumptionsi procedures, and objectives: By no means was the process1.

without conflict;* but progress was_made in ,the very act of Confrontation.
*. 0

I i,

.,
.

4.

a
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The benefits which were to make themselves apparent over the year to

follow were several. The disparate langua6e and values of the education'

and manpower unities would become more 1.rehens' le to each, and

11therefore allow for improved negotiations. In 'se ci 'es where city

and'school staff turnover'had broken old NYC ties, fresh working

relationships between city and school administrators would begin to

develop. And, the need,to rationalize and codify school operating

procedures for primieibonsor negotiations would better prepare the LEA

to enter into agreements with other local agencies.

Aside from the improvements in institutional communication which the

legislation promoted, it spurred several immediate changes in the

. 111;

delivery of school-based employment services. The e-requirement that

schools design their services to meet prime sponsor specifications

resulted in heightened attention on the part qi educatols to a traditionally

manpower-oriented set of concerns. Incorporation-of occupational interest

and aptitude testing into piogram intake services was one result. InCreased

4efforts to coordinate program training and job sites th local manpower needs

was'another. Nbre attention was devoted to work.site development tha) had

fornallyle" case under NYC and the summer jobs programs. Although .

requirements for program participation were restricted technically only by

income, in many instancesprime sponsors and LEA's together sought to meet the

intent of the law by targeting program services to the drop-out prone and those

with special employment nx3s. The result was better outreach mechanisms to

insure the enrollment of those .Who might benfifit most from YETP participation.

And, the 'interest of prime spQpsors in the award of academic credit for.YETP
.

r

work experiences geriNW LEA' reiriew of the practice.

. .
. f, .

But tp.d sChool cilanges'prOmate# 4;.CEDPA wetrvID:y"no means only extetnally
...

!, imposed. ".11; the progess,61 titeparinq to administer the programs funded bypress
' . - s'at

.
,. . e.' I

'. .509
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the new law, r's were affOrded the opportunity to reN516 their efforts

with the."higb risk" population YETP was to serve, and by virtue of th

law's employment objectives, to consider the role playerrlithe larger

communal environment in these youth's inability to cope with the school

experience. In effect, the schools were led to explore'the relation of

their students'4education and employment needs, and to consider new types

of services which might be. provided to meet them.

Clearly, support services would be needed before attention could be devoted
.

to improving participants' academic anO.rocational skills. Therefore, in

A
developing the supplemental services authorized under YETP tErinprove student

"employability", schools brought educational expertise to bear on an array
I

of manpower concerns. Assessments were -4" of the social and informational

needs handicapping the program's target on rr AII successful school

and krk participation, and the results were innovations in curricula and

counseling. Implementation of the YETP prcgrms, then, prOvided schools the

opportunity to reconsider and respond to the needs of a population traditionally

'underserved.

The school-based employment programsahich resulted from this decentralized

national initiative are of course diverse, but some generalizations can be

made about thierin. In nearly all of the programs traditional work experience

is complimented by some mix of counseling and classroom services designed

to develop participant "jObr-readiness". Assistance is provided students in

improving Self=concept,otivation, and intarperganal skills; developing

awareness of the social requisites associated with success in school and

work; ,examiAill the relation of education and work; exploring occupational

options, and beginning,personal and Career plannirig.,

. 510



The design of in-school YETP programs depends in good measure upon the

clientele the programs serve. Where schools and prAm sponsors have

attempted to reach special populations -- the drop-out prone, 14-15 year olds,

the handicapped, or the bilingual -- counseling and curricular services tend

to concentrate primarily on the developmental, motivational, and social needs

of students; .YETP becomes a pre-employMent experience. Where, hofever, YETP

income eligibility reguirebents constitute the only restriction to program

participation, the program tends to serve a population considerably gore

"job ready", including numbers of vocational and college-bound students;

the experiences which YETP provides in these'instances ranges into the

realm of pre professional internships. In some areas, a set of graded or

sequential services is provided to allow for participants' ecauptional

growth; but in most cases pressures to start up programs have not allowed

for this degree of specialization.

. .4

The determination.of-who amo the studeis eligible to enroll in MP the

program actually serves depends on a number of variables. A specific' concern

on the part of the prime sponsor or LEA administrators involved with canning

the program may result in the selection of a specific target population and

the establishment of the appropriate outreach services. In those school

f

A
systems where career education plays a vital role, efforts are generally made

to involve younger.stUdents. Community interest may be directly reflected

program planning, particularly in the area of services for the bilingual;

or, commuaity,pressure may inhibit targeting efforts beyond the minimum

A income .restrictions embodied in the law. The presence of an Entitlement

program (CE96A, Title IV 1) generally relieves the worst of the, pressure to

area jobs, thus allows for the development of more enriched

710



services for specific populations.

In the profiles to follow, the YETP programing efforts of five urban public

school systems -- specifically, Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Dade County (Miami)

Chicago, and Portland -- will.be examined in order to provide an overview

of the types of school -based initiatives YEDPA has promoted. The five

systems have been selected from Council membership as a representative

sample of such efforts. Each profile will trace briefly the context in

which implementation of the program"proceeded, and then focvs on a particular

aspect of program development in which the system has distinguished itself.

In Atlanta, the le of counseling in the YETP program is considered; In

PiftWourgh um developed specifically for YETP participants is
A

profiled; in Dade County an example of a coordinated YETP-voc4ional education

program is discussed; in Chicago a YETP- funded private sector vocational

exploration component is contrasted with the schools' public sectoOPPP._

program; and in Portland the role of city-school collaboration in of

MEM programming is explored.

The concluding section of this monograph considers the extent to which

et
concerns of YE7P's authorizing legislation have been met in its c..bpolrbased

" .

implementation. The experiencqp of the Council's 28 riteither urban schba

districts form the blgis for a short analysis of YETP performance in- the .

areas of: program administration and staffing; CETA-voca
el:VIC:41dr)

coordination; targeting of program services; income eligibilifycr4eriki

work site development in the public and private sectors;.counsaring 'mid!

, ,
'arkcurricula; the award of work experience credits; post,p;i910o* placene04'arkt,

..,.!
. - /Z

follow -up; participant outoomcg; and local institutional doordipatim. ,Ellk
,



fhe observations, recommendations for future program development ini4Hatives-%
_

-are Appendik-A provides program data on the YETP projects discussed in

the body of this document; Appendix B provides basic demographic data on the

ity school systems profiled; and Appendix C provides background information

on The Council of the Great City Schools.

.61
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TETE MAMA IN-iCHOOL YEW PROGRAM:

THE COUNSELING INIERVEtVICN

10.1.

Ina recent talk with agroup 61 Manta high scho& students, Dr. Curtis

Henson, Assistant Stverintendent for Vocational Education and Special

__Seryices, took an informal poll of his audience's perceptions-of the job

market facing the upon graduation. A show of hands revealed'nearly half

the group of the opinion that an hourly wage of $3.00 was good pay. (Few,

however, were equally enthusiastic with the $5,000 a year he demonstrated

16,

a $3.00 an hour wageto yield) By his estimate, 95% of group believed

there were too few jobs in Atlanta for them. His statement that a count of

want ads in the Sunday paper revealed over 2400 employment opportunities in

the Atlanta metropolitan area generated little response from the students.

Issues of skills training and employment opportunities 'aside, the, attitude4

of this group of Atlanta teenaOrs,is.tygcall-of that of millions of ,other

515'



school-age youth in cities across the country. Dor those youth who have

never been able to find work, the job market is viewed with suspicion, if ,

not outright hostility; for those unemployed youth who have had difficulty

performing in school,'this ignorance is compounded by a conviction that, like

school, emplaimmtwill provide the occasion, for anOther experience of failure.4 o .

It is this-attitudinal barrier which, the Atlanta in-school YETP program

attempts to bridge.

When notice of the availability of new CE youth employment monies was first Ak

received, the Atlanta Public Schools began planning a project based on its

'long history of work experience programs. Since the advent of the Neighbor-

hood Youth Corps, program in 1965, the system had operated programs of the NYC

model, drawing on a number of fUnding sources, includin4 CETA Title II. Every

summer since '65 APS had managed alaiwe portion of the city's summer jots

program. But as much as past experience had prepared Atlanta to-design and

administer the new YEW& progrkil; it also suggested the need for several changes:

.First, the program was to'he concentrated. An informal rating scale was

established to rank Atlanta High schools based on AFDC, attendance and

adhievement records. Eight, high schools were thus_ selected to participate.

Second, program services were to be targeted.. An initial plan 'prepared by

vocational staff was turned &t an by SurirSn'tenient Alonzo Crim on the

objection that it Served thelsame.kids" again. At his urging guidelines

were established to select for the "high risk" or "drop-out pronatstudent
- I'

not receiving any special program or coun4eling services.
a.

Third, NYC and SPEDY experiences pointed APS staff to be needed for revising

program objectives and intensifying services. Glided by theilittiage of, the

law, objectives rerating to school- and jobrribadaness were established, and

plans for intensive counseling 'Oes developed to reach them.

7 516
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,The Atlanta in-school YETP program, then, is designed to address the needs

of the eleventh grader who exhibits the characteristics of a potential .drop-

out and/or poor attendance. The population served may be

depicted as follows:, all of the group meet program income require-

ments --- their iamilies' annual income is at'or below 85% of the Living

/

Standard. Enrollment priority is granted to those students who are children of

or are themselves single parents, and to AFDC recipients and public housing

residents. While the gro6P is near evenly distributed between males and

females,, it is 98% black and 2% will . Five percent of those participating

are handicapped, mentally or physically.

Putting the data aside, a more suggestive profile of the participants may be

drawn. Tile Atlanta YETP student is displaced -7 at home and in sahco1.0

Participants' ,family situation's are frequently unstable. Severe ,financial

difficulties often result in parental pressure to drop out or stay out of

school to work or to care for younger siblings. And, school experience provides

students little in the way of emotional compensarion. Instead,' failure to.
4 .

participate and to perform has isolated these students from any conceivable

measure of school support. A:ranter of participants enrolled, in the program

with grade point ges of 0.0; many had attendance records of,25%.

Beading deficient' inhibit than Liman effort to reinvolve themselves in
le

,

classroom activitieA; and little to no support'has been ed to assist

them in,confronting home and schoog. difficulties. Experience has taught these

teens to see themselves as failures in an adult world and there is. little

reason for them to adjust their personal expectations and behavior to any

or end.
4'

TO meet the needs of this group of students, the City of 4ttlanta and the

Atlanta Public Schools set YETP progr6 objectives of the following order:
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1) To improve participant self-concept so as to improvemotivation

to peform in school and on the job;

2) TO dicmstrate the relationOf performance in schbol.and work

and to emphasize the behaviors required gpr success at each;

3) To improve awareness of social requisites in dress and demeanor,.

to develop interpersonal skills,,and to provide assistance with

basic carrrunication and computation skills;

4) To stimulate intLrest in career exploration and Planning; and

5) TO prepare,students for post-graduate life, by providing guidance

in job application and counseling for continuing education.

Inmediate program goals established were to improve participant attendance

and self-ccncept (ate evaluated by an instrunent prepared by APS',research

division).

9N) achieVe the 'established objectives, Ia. and prime sixInsor4sdetesmined that

more than the traditional part-time wark experience would be needed.

deeds was made to . . supPlertental programs servic, to participants

,_

in the foithil of intensive . , for a 1611.1111,*1 of tai, hairs a week. Given

,... ,

.

',-4 .
the 450:l ittrient-counselor r tio in the, Atlanta Pub4c Schools, .it was felt

that the prograx; woad have.to

effect real change in:thd.'lives of its students. A tentative ratio of thirty
, ..

student?to one full tine crnnselor was established.
s

its yen special counseling services to'isle
:t,'

A desire on .the part of the city 6o keep program overhead to a minimum effectively

dismissed the possibility of using regplar APS guidance counselors or teachers

to staff the pregiarn. Young paraprofessionals would have to suffice:AM

eciministrator from the central office with a baacgrdand in Ccrrounity Education

was chosen to direct theyrogr6m. At his'initiative'applications for counseling
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positions in the school's Title I program were turned over to the pr

of the eight Atlanta high schools chosen to participate. With guida±e from

the director, the principals made their own staffing decisions. In this manner

the program sought to insure the individual school's commitment of staff

resources to the counselor chosen to work withits Utt students.

The counseling_pgovided participants in the Atlanta program constitutes --

after the wages themselves -- the most significant aspect of the.YEIP inter-

vention. A look at the counselor-student relation, then, is necessary to an

underttanding of the program itself.

Tb begin with, the young men and women chosen as counselors in the Atlanta

program are specially suited to comprehend and respond to their students needs.

Although all are coilege graduates, most have backgrounds similar to their

students'; and many in fact grew in the same Atlanta neighborhoods.

Consequently, they have a realistic understanding of the emotional and

sccill conditions shaping their cotmseleesa experience.

4he YETP counselor at Atlanta's Roosevelt High School is a native Atlantan arg

is a graduate of nooseVelt herself. She has held counseling position in NY

(".;°
cher and in a Falderal,.and the Urban.Corps, has worked as a substitute

ti

Bureau of Prisons Reservation Halfway House. Ms. Rene Sams describes her

counseling philosoi;hy as Pempathetic". She views her role as supportive,

working to improve her students' image of themselvep so that they will begin to,

set and strive toward personal goalatAffered the cautioning adage "If it

ain't broke, don't fix it". In her own words, she seeks to provide her students;

,/

"self-confidence, self-worth, independence, stability, encouragement, and

support". Ms. Slms estimates she spends 25% of her time,develoioing a rapport

with.her students; 15% doing family counseliw; 20% providing for academic
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tutoring and information on continuing education; and 40% discussing job

experiences, exploring career options, and providing applicant guidance..

Descfibing the worksites she had developed for her students, she characterized

them as "cradle jobs" and stressedothat her main interest was in providing

' success experiences and support,to her clounselees;

YEW counselor Eston Hood has worked as a substitute teacher, as Community

Director of Parks and Recreation, and on an urban developmentproject. Hood.

describes his efforts with his students as sequential: improve schodl

attendance, then improve self-concept and motivation, and finally concentrate

on academic and work performance. He describes his bole as "interventionist"

-- giving "life" to "kids who don't have", who are "hungry, food and

clothes, education and self-respect ". Recalling'his first interviews with the
k

students, he noted that only a few could articulateany "interests". He

proceeded to place his students at worksites by ability -- relying on his

estimate of cannunications and interpersonal skills, in particular. In

developing worksites he sought environments which would gently acquaint his

students with the demands_ofthe working world and build their selfrconfidence

because, as he explained, "Really they can't do anything at first".
r-

As the remarks of these counselors would

chosen to provide an expos6re to

seen to suggest, )PS worksites are

work. ,These public sector sites,

include schools, social service agenciei, day care=facilities (where nalo

students with young children are often placed), and recreational centers.

Supeivisors chosenfrequently have backgrounds in education and the social

services; all can be described as having hUmanistic concerns. work

at mininun wage ten-hours a Week during. the schthol year and twenty during the

'summer. Regular student progress reports` are required of each worksite I

supervisor and are reviewed by the counselor aria student together. Students
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receive five, credit hoUrsfor,each quarter's w6rk ience.

Student respanse,to the YETP program is marked. Participants who formally

attended school on an infrequent basis, now average 87% daily attendance' at

school and at work. The APS pT- and poet-testing of attitude and school and

.work performance showed gains in a number or critical xeas. Supervisors

indicatedimiirovement in 14 of the 16 areas tested, particularly with respect

to students' "Punctuality" and "Attitude toward work assignmamts" The Students
C

themselves perceived their greatest gains to be in the areas of "Willingness

to assume responsibility" and "Willingness to follow routine procedures ".

Most importantly, counselors and teachers report dramatic changes in their_ A

students' outlook on themselves, an improved sense of self-worth which has

produced interest, initiative, and a more positive stance toward school.

APS administration is impressed with the performance of its YETP program to

date. incipals of the high schools indhich it is based are,supPortive of the

aprogr foror the simple reason that it has reached many of those students whom

, .4,

,their traditional services have failed. Positive comments tend to address the
,

attitudinal changes - YETP has wrought.

still has a room to develop.
!

Butthere is consensus that the Prograr

r

Curtis HenSon,Atlanta's Assistant Superintendent for Vocational and Bducation

and Special Services, describes the program's success in the following terns.

The rromy_eign04, the job responsibilities, and the individual support YETP

prouad contribute to the positive attitudinal changes evidenced. In no

,the program has demonstrated its ability to prepare students for

4;i0for work. But the YEW experience, be notes, is not structured

_Sufficiently to provide siuderits the marketable skills which will enab3te them to

earn something more than minimum wage upon graduation.:

A
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Discuss,ing Atlanta's other work experience offerings, Henson contrasted the

system's traditional cooperative education programs aridtheYETP program in.

thr&. respects. First, coop work experience, requiring of its students some

prior job skills for the initial placement, is structured specifically to build

upon them. -Second, the academic c*edit offered for coop work presumes that

such worn experience is complimented with classroom skills training. Third,L

coop.work experiences are largely obtai6e4. at private sector sites, while

YETP placements are restricted to:the.public domain. It is in each of theseA

respects that he believes YETP needs to learn from Cooperative education
1

to enrich its offerings so as to effect not only the attituitnal adjustments-! 4
S

necessary for locating and maintaining employment, but the skills development

required for obtaining an entry-level job with growth potential.

Admittedly, the current restrictions to YETP private 'sector placement and the

differences in CETA and school planning calendars present significrgt obetaeles/

program developnent along these lines, but Henson maintains that there is

room for adapting YETP to the coop model. He is now considering 1) the addition

of a class in work experience and12) better scheduling of related school training

'torcornplinent s work experience.

, His long-range view of the optimal development of Atlanta's new yETP program,

however, is sequential. The terms ,of the initial intervention have been

successfully establishedoby the program in its current format. What is re-

quired, in Henson's opinion, is the developlent of graded programming -- to

assist participants in making the initial adjustments to school end work

successfully and then to provide them with an opportunity for occupational

grOwth. ibe objective of such programming would be to make the YETP student

not only job-ready, but to equip him with saleable skills. Atlanta's YE'L'P

program currently se6es au eleventh grade population. If its services were
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extended to tenth graders as well, Henson anticipates that the program's current

mork:elperience intervention could form. the basis for significant academic

and occupational growth -- for a population otherwise ill-prepared to take

advantage of the-system's considerable training capabilities: More ambitious

t

YEW proOramming,,then, would entail 1) advance scheduling of vocational courses

.for those enrolled intheir initial YET work experience; 2) the provision of

, special support services to assist YETP s:tudents through advanced work; and 3)

the development of aaaitional graded YEW work sites to compliment student's
I

progressive development of vocational skills. If the intervention were under-

taken early enou*.YETP students could conceivably be prepared for regular

enrollment in coop courses, and hence engage in regular part-time employment .in

the private sector prior to graduation.

4

7
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THE PITTSBURGH iN-SCHOOL YELP PROGRAM

CURRICULARCULAR ON

The Pittsburgh Public Schools undertook to respond to the'employment needs of

its sl.Ipleults long before YETP monies ever reached the system. librk experience

offerings in.the Student Placement Section of t1e Division of occupational,

Vocational and Technical Education are rich and varied. During thg 1977-78

school year, OVT served and placed a total of 7,081 students w1 earned over

7 million dollars in wages, largely in private sector positions.

Thearrival of-the new YETI' iTionies, then, provided Pittsburgh's Occupational

Staff with an opportunitytg design a progrdm for a populational, students it '1/4

considered undeiwiled by the While ,the Pit stem prlided.

r.

an array of c options
1
to those students havpv ted vocational`

inthrestS, it, needed an organized experience for the se/erelyralienated -- those

Atudqnts,whose apathy or antagonism had disposed them againpit'school and work.

In practice, the_group was a familiar one to tha system, *lig.:isting of students

ti
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with poOr grades, minimal reading skills, low attendance, histories of

disruptive behavior in the schools, and, frequently, records:with the juvenile

MP...challenge 'lay in designing'a'progranWhiCh would address the

attititudinal problIg handicapping these students so as to re-engage their

interest in sehoOl and work. ,The paid work experience the system now could

offer under YETP was conceived' to be crucial to the intervention. Bdt is order

t take fulliadvaritage of the cpportunity,the COT staff arranged to compliment

it with a specialized classrdan curriculum and counseling. And because

resolution of attitudinal probleins was conceived to be necessary but not
.

.sufficient to post-graduate employment, the program was designed to f69ction

as five month introductory phase to the system's mote specialized vocational

offerings.

Pitttburgh's'YETP program, then, meets the needs of those students not yet

ready for traditional vocational instruction or private Sector placement.

.7he five month,wrk experience it)rovides functions to introduce the student

to his on capabilities and to stimulate Self-assessment and planning. It

introduces students to acre

or

le standards ofibehavior in the business world

and,to the expectations of employers in a context where incentive is provided

to respand'to such standards. The success of the program can be measured by
",

the fact that of the 500 drop-out prone students. who participated during the
'N. N, * y,

1978-79 project year, only 4% drppped out of school; the drop- -out rate for.
. .'

the compaxable age cohOrt in the Pittsburg 5 system is 27%.

Pittsburgh's YETP program is well supporbidigithin the school system and

without. The Board -of Education has demonstrated its coamitment to employment

concernsby taking the singular action of appointing a vcaonal educator to

manage the school system. SUperintendent Jerry'Clson began his teaching career

in vocational educatiion, and dillected Pittsburgh!s Occupational,, bcational,

4
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and Technical Diiiision before assuming the superintendency. Olson in fact

initiated

``ninny

of the Division's programs and has been an avid "supporter of

YETP. Oor equently, the Division Director and YETI coordinator have significant

access to the superintendent, and thus ti,,the resources of. the school system
^

itsekf

OutSide the school system the program EaVoys the full support of'the CET,

prime sponsor - the City of Pittsburgh - which approved its YETP proposal

without significant mcd,ification. the quality of.the school system's relation-

ship with the prime sponsor is evidenced by the fact that it is given ,carte

blanche to design and operate the'program, and to do so is provided nearly

50% of the prime sponsor's YETP funds (over twice as such as the mandatory

22%'set aside). Schbol system administrators attribute STAY's high funding

level -t (1)104fte city4confidence in schools performance based on previous

e
experiences in subcontracting employment programs, and (2) its

that the size Of the school system ows it to operate sUch progra more

eeffectively ma efficiently than can 1 tractors.

The YETP programwhich'PittsbUrgh staff has named STAY, Special Training and

Assistance for Youth, serves students having special woblems adjusting to the

traditional school setting, and therefore a history of poor school performance.

Most could be characterized as "high risk" or "drop-out prone"; may in fact

Nave d.rapp d out of ,school in the past. TWenty percent of the progrdm's

'participants haveobeen identified as emptionally or phYbically handicapped.

Students are 'recruited into the STAY program through several channels; they

may be' r,rred by a teacher or prinCipal or counselor in their hcme school,

sent by a parole officer in the juvenile courts, or identified by one of the

program's several = A.rofessionsi. field service aides who scan student files
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ipt....s6garch of low-achievers with special problems. Each of the aides is

responsible for two high schools and generally handles up to 37 students each.

11,113 students' are placed in non-profit and public s jpb sites by the

program's field service aides.. In placing students the aides assess each

individually as to the amount of responsibility he can handle and the degree

of supervision will need. Any expressed career interests are then used to

determine tthe plademerit. In same instances where students have harbored

extremely negative/ attitudes toward scbool,-staff has placed than in relatively

uninteresting, ,low-skilled work settings f..o,shock them-into an awareness of the

typ,-,! of employment they can expect without further education or training. Where

stients suffer particular littTicaps, special educaticqtherapists supervise

a' 4% support their praoirmnts at the work site.

The work sites vary and in ude unskilled clerical positions, and placements

in -the recreational, jani iial, child care, food serves, automotive,

merchandising, health selpices, date processing, and carpentry fields., A
-) .

corrunity ve-dia center provides jobs for students who, are interested in 0

journalism, printing and photography. Many students becoMe care club

leaders in their high'schools ih their chosen field of interest.

But,°the YETP work experience provides only one of the three types of learning
*

.4
experiences offtred STAY students. OVT staff hai organized two weekly class-

.

room exercises to compliment the job experience and develop the basic social

survival skills students will need to provide for themselves; after graduation.

e teacher is hired on a part-time basis in each of the thirteen }high schools

th students participating in the program to teach the classes after sch8Ca.

All YETP,classes maintain a 10:1 student to teacher ratio: The instructors

r are selected on the basis of their background and denbnstrated rapport with

4

students.
4
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The first of the classomactivitiesin which STAY stUdents particip7te is a

4roup&unseling session which addresses working relationships in col and on

the job. Bather than imposing an alithRritative structure on the discussion,

instructors are encouraged to let the students counsel each other. Participants

take turns relating their reactions to specific situations they h*.,grico9itered

on the job; teachers defer to other students' for analysis and commentary. Thd

exercises are designed ito raise"participant awareness of the social interactions

which characterize the working world, and to better prepare them to respond to

such situations successfully.

the two hour class which STAY palticipants'are reqted to attend once a week

after school features a curriculum developed specially for the program.

Organized by a project staffer with extensive experience ik counseling

.juvenile delinquents, the curriculum reflects her considerable awareness of
.

thetypes of practical infogation and skills STAY studints may lack. Topics

addra.sed range from applicant guidance to consumer and credit education, and

include:

- Using the want ads

- Completing job applications

Merrharrlisg job talents

- Pc:korai/xi at job interviews

46,

- Employer attitudesand vallms

- Qualities necessary for successful job performance

- Dealing with personal feelings on,tbe job'

- Exploring the occupational. clusters

- Zientifiingone's career interests and pursuing them

- Understanding tha social.seckirity systeM and benefits

- Filling out a Social security application

4
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- Filling out a Wh4t Tax exemption Form

- Basic Nath -and PersOnal 'Budgeting

- Zobney.and Banking

- Shopping for Credit, acid Loan Applications

- Life and Health Insurance

How to shop car insurance.

- Begistering to Vote and How to use a voting Machine

The materials used to familiariZe studentsmith such topics have all been

gathered from Pittsburgh's local businesses, banks, and social services agencies,

and therefore have a clear aactical appeal for the students. While the

curriculum is graded by language ability to allow for indi4idualized instruction,.

a core of vocabulary and concepts has been isolated for common instruction in

the theory that corTrehending certain specialized language (such as "spouse ",

"dependents", ';exemptiOns" and "principal") is a requisite for social

self-sufficiency. Students are also assisted in becOming are of the

impressions they make on others; mock interviews are staged and video-taped

to allow students to experience the interview process and to evalUate their

.

own performance.

k.

The clear practical value of the classand counseling session constitutes

their main attraction to students. Significantly, the method of instruction

employed in each places.the weight of responsibility on the parti7dpants

selves -- demonstrating the rolgof self-evaluation in becalulig elf-sufficient.

Taken together, the STAY work experience, counseling and curriculuM are organized

to introduce students to the "rules of the employment. game", Maving the

decision as to whether or not to play to the'stieents themselves. Most, in fact,

do, gradUating the program in five months.
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Dor those

comitrrent.

_mop

private

and' r

extend themselves, the Pittsburgh Public Schools makes a similar

STAY students receive top'priority for placement in an elertentary

. ApproXimately 50% of STAY students are Plaoedinpert-tiMe

sector jobs in. this program,. with an increase in both woring hours

The "schools' expectations of the students increase

commensurately; they are encouraged to take vocational offerings related to

their jobs and c.reef aspirationst and to demonstrate a growth in-job skills.

Supportive counseling` is continued throughout the prograM.',_,

Po

150

1 graduating Seniors, the Division offers a School-to-Industry Program

'oh students meet and interview with p...resentatlyes from approximately'

area businesses fortfull&tide posi . Approximately 2200 student's

icipated in 1978 from, both vocational and general education backgroUnds.
e:

e
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Ta DAZE J.1JI'7T IN SCHOOL YETP PROGRAM:

COORDINATION MITH VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

-

The Dade ty Board of Public Instruction serves 27 municipalities

cOntained thin thecountsl's jurisdiction. The school_ age populition

numbers 236;000 li.d.th a diversity of etbnio_groups represent9d, 31% of

which are gisppnic. irpallXied within the 'county limits are rural-, sublIrben.

and)xdaan areas,...Betspomdingbo the employment needs of county's econanicallY(
disadvantaged,' then,, entails work with the migrant farmer as .weLl as the inner-

city welfeufig recipient.

A

I
The Southern Florida Employment And Training Consortium, mime sponsor for the

Dade qounty manic palities, has worked closely with the scliool system in

developing its g delivery system. 'In an agreement fOrgbd under the7--

PICAFTocoami, the mid-sixties, the county built three area skin centers

which school staff naoopetate with CUM Title II and III funds. Both 6o01.-

aged drop-outer and adults Are served by the Centers, wtabh offer programa

4
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ranging from '(ED preparation and Adult Basic' Education} to prevocational and

employability skills training and vocational instruction. A special program

is offered tcrmigrant workers and theif school-age children in which prer

A.
vocational instruction is used to teach English as a secondilanguage.

"-
The passage of YEDPA provisled theil-asairre-sforECEPf to address the,emplcy_nt'

needs of the emnrmically disadvantaged among its awn enrollees. A commitment

shared by school and county to training specifically for the development of

Tmmketabie'skills resulted in a decision to build the new in-school YETP:,.
N. ..,

program in'th.context of the school's' existing cooperative education system:

As ls.c-ammonly the case in a large public school System, tie Dade County Pubic

Schools tes a host Of "coop".or work experience programs which match a

half-day oti skills training with 'part-time eppioyment in related private sec or
.

_fields' Coop programs traditionally recruit theit students° in a selective

fashion to insure that they can-be successfully placed in the private sector,

and upon progren carpletion, locate unsubsidized fulltime employment. Partici-

pation of 11th and 1.2.th gradeps in the coopprogram, then, requires of an
,

applicant a reasonable degree of career articulation, a demonstrated level of
Jr

successful school performance, and-the employability skills necessary for an

iiMmediate placement in the private sector. These requirements are characteristic

of the ccoperatille educatiOn delivery system throughout the country, and so

uniformly ccnttitute a barrier to the participation of the population YETP is

designed to serve -- those students with a marginal commitment to school and

a commensurately low level'of claSsranremformancella few articulated

career and little awareness of the performance requirementg
, I

associated with employment.

4at unlike many schodl systems urf4h chose. to implement separate,progranydng

_
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Trade and 'Industrial tafiction, and Home and Amily Education:* Nearly,85% of

for their YETP participants, DCBPI and its prime sponsor made the decision'

to coordinate YETP and regillak vocational programming rather thanrseparate

them, on the theory that only a coordinated system could insure at high level

of skills.traiping for CETA pa ti.cipants. Consequently, YETP studePfig were to

be recruited system -wide (approximately 65% of participants had no vocational

-training prior to program enrollment), and their enrollment in a coop program-

was made a prerequisite to YETP participation.
01.

DCBPI!S vocational department offers a range of training/work experience

, options to the newly recruited students, including Business Education,

Distributive Education, Health and Public Service Occupations, Agri-Businesg,

participantzchcoseto'enroll in these programs on a full time basis -- ini,effect,
r '

to concentrate all sChodl instruction in a chosen occupational area four hours
-

a' day. The remaining 15% of enrollees, commit themselves totake_at'least one

hour of training a day. After paTticipant income eligibility is certified by
4

the county, YETP's small central staff provides an orientation to the new
1

enrollees con6is g of 1) interviewing and skills assessment for theyurpose.

; 2) an overview of the special social services offered by the- of job pla

°Minty-and school systim; and 3) an introduction to.a cluster of job-readiness

v
concerns and the dissemination of a curriculum-of employability exercises which

participants are to Complete during the year with the assistance of their

111, regular coop instructors.

The task of public sector work site development for YETP participants was

'undertaken by the program's central staff in tandem with thdtegular coop

staftto insurethatYETP particippnt placements would oomplineritClassroom

skills training, and approximate as closely, as possible the experiences of

regular °cop students employed in the private sector. The professional talent.b
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instiuctors'weie reflected in the rapjA development of YETP es

in a host of publiic endprivate non-profit sites in over 75 facilities.

Program participants currently work 20 hours a week in hospitals and health

clinics; youth counselir4agendies; universities and public schools; federal`,
.,.

state, county, and municipal Offices; public transportation and law enforcement
' *

.. .

. -
. . *

agencies; communitY action groups; and day care centers. Coop instructors
,.

.

maintain regular ,contact with participants at the job site as they would any

other coop student; apd work site supervisors are asked to submit participant

..

cations twice a ;semester. a P

% ,
.' A

t.

1 HAling decentralized its program operationi ii 23 high schools and an even--'-
. . .

greater number of vocational programs, Dade's YETP staff recognized the need

0
for specialoupport services to ensure that its YETP students, once.recruited

into-coop:programe, would function in

instituted a gystem of internal checks

tkm successfully. They therefore

to monitor student progress. Visiting

indicators sudh,as supeilOor evaluati

the program's central staff can support

'work sites on a randmbasiS and using

attendance, and classroom performance,

-.
,

regular coop staff. selectively, directing its energiet to those students -
!.- ..-0-

having difficulty adjusting to classroom or work site demands.

tion
,

of AP into Dade's vocational education delivery system seems
,

The

to be woring quite successfully. The benefits are several: i.ar using regular, .

Dade staff for instruction and work site monitoring, YETP maintains a

relatiimly law overhead and therefore can serve a larwir number of students.

Moreover; the involvement of regular coop staff in the program functions to

intrbduce them to the needs of population with Whom they formally-had little

interaction: Finally, the students involved in the program benefit not,onik

from the actual work experience provided them but from the opportunity to

develop specific, marketable skills. With support from program. personnel.
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and coop instryciors, the program recordedii.significantly high positive

ee
,

. .

.

.temmination rate in 1978 -- placing 75% of its graduating seniors in fulltime

education and traiing.employment and post-

.

In addition to the 331 YETP enrollees which 161CBPI serves amongst its on

students, the School, system provides tr g to almost 2,000 clienti enrolleS

in programs operated by the numerous ty -based organizations with which

the South Florida Emploment and, Training Consortium subcontracts. Migrant'

workers, displaced homemakers, and young black and Hispanic drop-outs are

among those who receive five hours of vocational instruction_dAily in the

schools, in addition' to the counseling, work placementmand transition services

provided to them by the CBO's.

Aware that the employrent'needs ofthe area's population Venain'great, DCBPI
. ,

iccurrentlzInvestigating means by'whiCh it can enrich the resources it has

to offer its students --through coordinated efforts with tharea's private'
.. *

,,

employers. The Board has recently sponsored a series of walking tours of
. ,

private industry in which Superintendent Johnny Jones, his top-level vocational

.1

staff, and representatives of the Dade,COunty.,Chanber of Commerce participated.

Factory sites in-the-local electionics and gaiment:industrywure.tioUred, and

their Personnel managers interviewed to determine the employment.nelcias'of the

industries.

community

the benefit

A114ance

The tours were sponsoredby Dade Partner's, a school-sponsored

rking on a volunteer basis to coordinate loch/ resources for

school system. Dade Partner's is also planning an &player's

thrOugh Which it hopes to provide students a program of prifttelsector
owl*

vocational exploration to compliment school -based career education programs,

and the school system's vocational perSonnel a program df industry - sponsored

staff developnentexperienoes.
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'HE CHICAGO IN-SCHOOL' YETP PROGRAM

YET? AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR

As a major urban school system, the Chicago Public Schools has

Of employment progranOing dating back to the turn of the. century. In

adition

addition to its full calipliment'of vocational and cooperative courses,

the system has sponsored an apprenticeship program with area joint

apprenticeihip councils, since the 1930's. Recent years have seen. the

creation of Career Development Centetrs, offering interested Chicago stUdents

week -long explorations of private sector sites of their choice, as well as

1

the organization of area technical centers designed in corMultaticalwith

relevant labor and management interests, who have made Specific hiring

commitments to their graduates.
9

4

. Implementation of federal Itkork experieme programing in the CbiCago

Sohoohas run its course fromMINA and NYC to CETA, Title II. The programs

as implemented have differed from the system's own training efforts in terms,

of their expluSive reliance on public sector (rather than classroan orA
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private sector) training sites. COnsequentlY, when the notice of the new'Or
4 1

YEDPA dollars reached' the systemei the possibility of building classroom

and private sector activities into a YETP prograp was immediately explored.

The City of Chlago-, as yr:hie s1S6nsCA expressed confidence in the "system's

YETpplanning initiatives, and embodied that commitment in an agreement to

hire' credited Chicago Public Schools profesgionals to staff the

, program (a move significant for the.expense.eni'aaled5.

With city Support ior the develOpment of a supplementary class, CPS began

the planning exercises in consultation with its Careei Development Centers,
a

selecting a-Systall-widetprolam staff in the process. The involvement'of

LEA personnel from vocational and career education to regular guidance and

teaching staff brought to the planning exercisea variety of CPS talents and

resoUrde;.

relations,

Th6product was'a standard group counseling las

applicant guidance, and career exploration, but, significantly,

one well-situated within the school system. Its teacher-counselors are based
Smile

in participating' students' home-schools; consequently; they can provide their

studentS a host of-additional counseling and academic resources through their

network of professional relationthips. The involv t of Chicago's Career

Development Centers inCETA planning resulted in 'a continuing association- .

between the two prOgrams. The Centers provide YETP onTgoing staff development

and arrange week-long private 'sector explorations for all interested YET?
.'

perticipants.

7he group counseling session which chioago's YETP students attend two hours
- .

weekly has proven to be a significant addition to the traditional federal work

expeffence program. Problems at the job site addressed before they result

I:in conflict; the relationship between school work performance is better

ow.
0
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demonstrated to students; and their needs for person4., academic and

occupational counseling are more. effecti ly'identified and met. ''

By,$)ompariSon with the dgelopmeqt of a classrodm curriculum, the expansion

of the CE TA program intothe private sector proved (administratiVely)Ifer

more difficult to negotiate. A genuine interest in the elleriment, shared

by both prime sponsor and, LEA, dispersed, with what rrght have been a source

of insuperable obstacles. Nonetheless, establiShinglan administratively

feasible privpte sector component, in technical compliance with YETP

regulations and in terms satisfactory to erga employers and unions,

presented a ponsiaerable challenge. Would the addi4on'of private sector
-

experiences to the YETP program significantly after itsirrpact? It was. th

interest of city and school administrators in this question which carried

project from the planning to implementation stages.'

Wbrking with approximately half of'i enrollees,.those closest to high

school graduation, the Chicago Public Schools designed A VocaEional ExploratiOn

program which differs in several critical respects from YETP pudic seer

work experience offerings.
5

1 t

Wthile YETP counselors develop public sector sites by, of a Simple training

agreement specifying the,conditions of the student's tenure at such a site

in terms to which both student and employer maybe held, development of the
,..1

program's private sector sites requires a considerably more specific agzt.

Such an agreement, drafted by the Chicago Public Schools and the City of

Chicago, Wused at every site, to insure'nsure that students present do not engage

to any substantial degree in profit-making activity,;rand hence do not

constitUte a subsidy
/
to any employer or threaten the jobs of any regular

employees.
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The private sector training agreement used by the Sicago PUblic"Schcols

Outlines in several pages a training curriculum for each student. The

training agreement details the phases of the business to be observed, and the

various relatedgurpetenciesto be mastered. Employers are required to assure
.$'

that each YEW student will tour several phases of operatioi at each:site,

and that during each phase they will engage in task rotation to ure

broad exposure to the business. Tp a_limited;extentstudents, may engage in

"hands on" experiences, performing specific tasks until mastered. BA, a

majority of the eXploraticil is simply that. -- an observatioh expetience:

hbrksite deyelopment inborth the Diblic and private sector is carried out by

the Chicago Public.Schools staff designated to work with the program.

Public rites are developed in a host of federal, state, municipal,

and school f ilities, la as in non-profit organizations. With the

-guidance of the coopera ive education staff employed by the program, private

sector sites.are developed in small businesses and rtcal branches of major

corporations, in occupational fields ranging from toorana calidy-Mnufacture

to merchandising, labwork, and dentistry. At each private sector worksite
4

wbereumiOns are present, the program's counselors discuss 'the tap program

and the terms o eac4 stJudent placement with union membeis,-and obtain their'

support before making any placements.

Chigg9't YE'L'P students, work in the private sector 15 hours per ueek and in

the7public sector 12. All participate in the group counseling session 2 hours

'per week, and receive 4piogram tra4ning allowance equal to the minimm wage

for aaf hour, of involvement. While the actual working hours of the public
(7-

sector participants are.ilightly shorter than those of the private sector.

"students, their expdrience more nearly approxiMates that of an entry-level

,fob; working assignments and responsibilities are constant, and cohsequently,

542
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the specific work. skills acquired are more'thoroughly mastered. And.yet,

4

the advantages of the public sector work experience are matched if not

exceeded by those of the privatevector exploration. Students in the

(private sector are afforded a,genuine learning experience. They receive

constant supervision.and.nay innOigate and sample many more phases of,,

business activity at a given site. Moreover,,the,,very yariety of private

sector Worksites tends tl enable staff to provide students work experiences

which are better correlated with their interests.

P
Despite the hours of negotiations required to implement the private

sector component, and its continuing administrative burdens, both LEA and

prime sponsor remain supportive of the project. Fundamentally, they continue

.4

to support the project for its long term benefits, particularly in the area,

of placement. YETP studentsAin the private sector are offered additional part-

\4.

time hours and full-time empgDynent after graduation at a rate several times

higher than are their peels in the,public sector. Employers, initially

dubious of the abilities of the.teensPlaced with them, end by investing

significant amounts of time in their training and actively solicit their work

after graduation. Union menkers, initially suSpiciolis, if not hostile, toward

YETP youth in th9ir midst, end by "adopting" them and sponsoring them through

apprentirechip programs inf the skilled trades. City and school YETP

administrators,point to social gains beyond

accrue to individual participants placed in

the specific advantages which

the private sector. Tlsitive

impressions YETP leaves with 'labor and management interests help dispel,the

prejudices, which createtrzemployment problems ior.disaavan ed and minority

you#1. .The program works in thelarget sense of open doors to future employ-1

Anant for other teens.
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THE POMAND IN-SCHOOL-YEW PFCGRAM:

124ITIATIVES` IN cm-sorac, oxuABORAnal

a

'Ale passage of YEIPA did not create city-soft:01 collaboration POrtland;

rather it refined it. The cattraitrrent of city, schools, business; and

labor to jointly address the youth errployment problem predated the passage

of YEDPA; the new law, then,, was -to build upon a foundation of strong

relaticnships,and effective wogramming.

In a series of developments dating back to the late sixties, th6 City of

Portland and the Portland Public Schools had given top Priority to the.

emplotrent needs of the city's students. With the phase-out of NYC, thp

.city had entered into a ncn-
,

in- school uncrk experience

a

ial agreement with the schools to provide

under MIA, Title n. It also sought

support f 'PoFtland'd business and labor groupS; the result was an

Repair Project in which city youth were to gain carpentry

*v.
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experience renovating the hares of the elderly and the disabled under,

supervision of retired carpeqtry.uniol memberS.,

the Portland Public ichools, fOrits'pattt und +ek an 'examination of

tion and initiated a fulifscale curriculum

infusion effort, grades T ; ,through 12. working from the assumption, that

effective school-to-work tianqitions'depend on a developmental process
ft,A

begun in early childhood, PPS' integrated career awareness activities into

for grades K-6, planned career exploration

the concepts of

the regular academic curricul

eXPeriences for grades 7 -10, ak\organiled groups of cluster curricula

providing career preparation for

teachers, guidance counse/ors,

this new teaching responsibility.

ales 11-12. Academic and vocational.

mipport staff were prepared to assume

f

Given this well-established interest 1.51' youth employment on the part of both
$ "\

tes embodied in YEDPA did- not cause
city and schools, the collaborative

Portland the difficulties they had in a

of the new law provided both parties an

the efforts of the preceding years.

localities. Haaever, implementation

rtunity to reassess and restructure
r

In building its ne:/youth programs, the City of Portland took several steps

to strengthen its relations with.the schools. The former NYC director for
the Portland Public Schools was hired by the city to direct its EDPA

programing efforts. Marvin Rasmussin, PPS'Edrector of Career Education;

was given a seat on the Planning Council. A decision was nade to allocate

33% of Portland's YIWP dollars to the LEA, and to pass on with it responsibility

for the operations of the Emergency Home Repair Project.

In the process of preparing to negotiate piogramming for the new C:ETA monies,
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the schools undertook a reassessment of its management of work experience

programs over the past years. In that these offerings had their origins in

the anti-school sentiment of the 1960s and were initially conceived of,as

alternative education experiences, little attention had been devoted to

formalizing the experience. Work experience coordinators based in the

Portland high schools had developed worksites, placed; and cOunseled students

since the days of the Neighborhood Youth Corps . But as the coordinators

functioned in, relative,isolation, work experience offerings tended to lack

structure and direction.
)

As a first step, sin and his Youth Coordinator Gary Tuck explored

means by which additional school-based resourcestcould be developed for the
4

coordinators. With support from the City's Youth Coordinator, Pasmussin and

decided to relate participants' job experience to classroom career'

awareness exercises by means of a Career Development Plan (CDP) which each

student would develop togetheY with his teacher and CETA coordinator.

Developing such a plan would serve to unite the efforts of ,teachers and

coordinators. It would provide critical information to guidance

counselors assisting students lischeduling.future courses. Most importantlye
i-

reviewing the exercise on a yearly basis would provide students an occasion

to articulate personal interests -- at work, in school, and at play -- and
r

to begin planning for the future in terms of them. The, merits of the exercise
e

were such that Pasmussin and Tuck decided te-.make the requirements of all

Portland students in work experience programa, grades 9-12.

Seqpndly, Portland's programmatic commitment to career education as a

developmental experience was reflected in its YETP planning process. A
4

decision was made to work with a younger population than had traditionally
t
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been enro led,in work experience programs. Dealing with, fourteen and

fifteen year olds could serve both preventative and exploratory purposes.

And, in' fact, two of the YETR projects which, at the schools' recommendation,
.

the city funded, were targeted for a junior high population and assumed those
ti

Iroles.

The first, CatCh II, predated YEDPA and ha its origins as an environtrental
11

awareness pioject funded by Office of Education in 1972. Using the original

project site in the nearby rainforests ,of Larch Mbuntain, PPS decided to

build the ecological awareness project into a work experience program for

14115 year olds h difficulty functioning in the traditional classroom

setting. By taking these i7oungstersirt'of the school two to three days 6

week to work o recreational improveAnts at,the mountain site, 'Catch, II

ve the opportunity to interact with theitin a new environment.

At the work setting, vocational and employability skills instruction could be

integrated'with a program of ecological awareness designed to improve the
7

youngsters' motivation, social awareness, and self-concept. An academic

compomntwatadded, with the, stipulation that it be, taught to small groups

in alternative settings, with an dirphasis on individualized'instruction.

Language and math skills were to be addresied with exercises designed to

improve job surVival skills and occupational awareness. The program

developed reflected Portland's conviction that success in school and work

were closdly related, and that the performance patterns for each were ,

@.4ablished at an early age. By working WriN young teenagers in non- school

settings, Catch II would attempt to address a
r
chila's attitudinal problems

at an age when they might itill'be reversable, in an envirar6ent which

allowed sand even encouraged0Thavioral change.

40Sartf.
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The impetus for the secon4 junior4tigh age project Portland Was to fund

lay In a study of, vocational enrollrients requested by Portland's black

comminiy. For scene years, black high school'students had been receiving.

skills training ats.a rate considerably ,helow.their share ok the total.school

population. In an attempt to respond to" the findings of the study, the

oortland Public Schools considered using its state vocational monies to

fund vocationalploration experiences for 9th and 10th grade minority

studen? so.as to give them a better idea of the training opportunities the

system offered: But state law limited the use of vocational funds to 11th

and 12th graders. YETP "dollars provided Portland with the'resoiirces to

4

tackle the problem.

No middle schevols sere paired with Cleveland High School, a secondary

school offering training to 11th and 12a graders in a variety'of

.occupational clusters. Two hundred students were selected to participate

on the basis of counselor recommendation. Regular classroom experiences-at

the middle school level were organized td rileet specific career awareness

objectives,land three:day explorations at the high school site were planned

to coincide with the classroom curriculum. Workingwith the Inititute for

AlPublic Affairs Research, a local, c.ommunity service clearinghouse whose board

of directors consists of-Portland' ducation,4xisiness, and labor leadership,

PPS arranged to supplement the career exploration project with a variety of

private sector resources. Class field trips to businesses and industry in
4

the area were organized, and a varietyof speakers were'invited to discuss

their occupations with student's. Through' the resources,of the clering-

. .

house, individual participants were provided ."hands-on" expiorAtions at

private sector sites of their choice. The oombination of career-enriched

classroom exercises and" alOwal hands-on experiences,-reinforced by the

.549 1
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development of individual career Plans, has worked, 1461 personalize the

Issas of career choice for these, students. A large_percentge of
1

group participating in the project in the 1978-79 school year has reledted to

enroll in same program of, vocational training in their eleventh grade year.
;.

As discussed above, PPS has been...ale to provide its highlSchool students
,

4

general work experience under a non-financial agreement (Cr," Title II) with

the city since 1975. /iiie city's decision to turn over management of the.
A ,

'' 4 .

Emergency Home Repair Project-to the system nowprovided it with another source

offjobs for the economically disadvantaged to integrate'into its career

luster programming. 4 AS the program originally served high school drop-Outs,

, e
decision.was lade to pontInue working with'the drop-out population but to

add to the project an in- schoo) In-schdol yopth work twenty hours

&week repairing and rehabilitating the bones of Portland's I'm-income

Plaeriy andhanai side by side with the high school drop-outs who
I

work'fulitim on the grogram. /They are supervised by five journeymen

carpenters, and in the course of the year are expoied to over thirtysoarpentry

fields. Nearly all of EHR's graduates interested in continuing in the trade

'have secured ctry=related positions, and a good number,have entered
4 f

apprenticeship, thanks to.the training and support provided them by th4

union members supervising )iheir work on the program.

What accounts for the diygrsity of youth employment programfting in Portland,

4/por for the degree of institutional coordination supporting it? The question

is asked frequently of the city's leaders, and each provides. an answer
A

/
reflective of his particular cerns. In fact, 'self-interest is a concept

commonly employed to accoun for the phenomenon. RepresentaTes of the

Associated General Contractors and the Carpenter's Locai are qUick to point
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out that-a gr&duate from the Emergency Home Repair Project is more valuable

to each of them than Ills peer from the genera], high school curriculum. City

Officials and school administrators make frequent reference to their

conOituents -- the Portland parents. And yet, further explanation is
eft

needed to acGant for theent to which representatives of these diverse
4

And commonly ,parochial institutions define4elf-interest in broad rather than

narrdwly dompetatiVe terms.

Vocational Advisory Councils and CBTA Planning Council committtes figure
"7-

prominently in the cussions of,Portland's community ldadership. Rep-

xesentatives of the foui sectors - business labor, education, and city

government - serve on clusters of such committees, and a small groiap of

individuals in varying combinatio seems to account for them all. Strong

personal relationships are in evidence as representatives of competing'

'sectors speak to eacli other; the personal ties work to bridge institutional

,

differences. ,The same men who negotiate business agreements by day play .

baseball by night. They have learned each other's personl styles and

concerns, and take special care to respect that even where professional4

idifferences are involved. And as a concern for youth.seems to be cne issue
t

which unites them all, this personal comradery translates into institutional`
,

collaboration when youth employment programming is at stake.

r-.

While the bonds amongst the representatives'Ofvvarious sectors are infordel

and personalized, the fo 1 structure of their:ielationships is accorded a

high degree of respect by each ,a the actors involved. By no means would they

suggest that friendship alone accounts for Portland's ability .to coo;Oilate

the community's resources,into effective youth programming. Rather, personal

bonding has eased the process% Effective'structuring of institutional
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4
relations and resources is primarily responsible for its success.

Key to this structuring process is the organization of,a high level of

comMunications'rween inipitutions. The City of Portland and the Portland

PubliOSchOols together give concrete recognition to this need for coAtnications
A

by jointly fundirg a city- schools iiaison positionl currently filled by
f

Youth Coordinator Gary TUck. Fran his vantage between Portland's education

andmanp7perS Tuck shares = foll ightb into effective prime

,sponsor-LEA relatibns.
I

Mistrust on the part of city and school personnel is often based on a pauCity

of accurate information, Tuck argues; therefore, repreSentativeS of both,

agencies Must meet frequently to establish a common frame of reference

youthprograms. In such meetilWri
-

4

,1) Differences in educational philosophy must beestablished and

for'

explored. Such discussion must identify the divergent as=sumptions

. of eachagency-about the needs of the youth to be served, and

.identify the different gbals each agency has committed itself to

Sue.
A 4 e

2) Each agcy must Seek understanding of the methods the other bas.

used and can use, practically, legally., ynd politically. By

joint examination gkithilosophy, goals and implementation strategies,_

oomman.groundce*

3) Through discuss

be estdb hed where none was thought to exist.

and preliminary exploration of possible joint

endeavor's, candor will produce an understanding of the

limitations each agency faces in designing and implementing

pxogiqms., Such limitatioms1*be political; they may involve

factorsa# pe 1 or operating procedures; or, they may arise

ti--) 0 I
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from conflicts With priorinstitutidnal cbilimitments.

4) Finally, having rpched some ominlonLground on philosophy and

goals and having determined the inherent institutional liMitations

faced, both agencies can assist each other b5Sharing the most common

aspects of their operations -- both procedural and programmatic.'

From this base of common information, cooperative ventures are more effectively

developed and managed. Stistaining them involve6 formalizing and'documenting

operating procedures. Finally, careful delineation of mutual responsibilities

4

is regnisite to the maintenance of good institutional relationi. If the

initial joint prolvamming effort is manageable in size and proves successful,

Tuck maintains, its very success will provide the foundation for future and

.-nore ambitious undertakings.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE URBAN IN-SCHOOL YETI, PROGRAM

OBSERVATIONS AM RECCMENDATICNS

14.

4

Having reviewed the experiences of five urban school systems in developing'

Youth. Employment Training PruyLams, it should prove bluahre at this point

to broaden perspectives. Addressed in the following pages are soma

emgntation'in the 28 cities

of Great City Schools, as well

observations of in-scho61 YETP program impl

which make up the nentexship in the Council

as project recamEndations for future progrgm development initiatives.

*
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fJ Administrative and Staffing Strategies

e4_

Thy location df YETP administrative responsibilities wi a school system
AP ,

tends to exert a significant influence on the type of pr am serviced

provided and the populations YETP.serves. Where vocational educator

administer the program, particiP6t,work experiences' are more frequently

o

curplimented vocati classroom training. The program

deance,s itictlf bore with the devpl -.t of specific occupational skills,

and leis with the development of so-called employability skills. As such

an orientation would suggest, the populations served by the programs are

the work-ready. .Cut-reach tends to follow patterns common to the existing

vocational educatian delivery system: the students traditionally under-

recruited in vocational programs minorities, the handicapped, girls

interested in non-traditional careers, the 14-15 age group, the bilingual, and

,

the severly school-alienated -- tend to be underrepresented in affiliated YETI),

programs.

Where, however, YETP administrative responsibilities come to rest with

individuals whose primary reporting` responsibilities lie with LEA federallS,-

funded program officers or the prime sponsor itself, outreach tends to

conform more nearly to the structurally under-employed and drop -out prone

interred to be served by the program's authorizing legislation., Counseling

and classrOoft activities are designed to develop job and social survival

Skills rather than specific, saleable vocational skills. The program

experience, taken as a whole could be characteiized as work-preparatory..

Thisariphasis reflects the needs of the pdpulation served; but it also

. .

reflects the isolation of the program within its parent system. Without

do
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,/

specific institutional ties.to LEA personnel in counseling and vocational
L.

training, the YETp program is less able to tap existing'schcol ,jesources --

particularly the training capabilities of the. vocational staff and its pro-.

fessional job development experience.

An.e4ually critical variable in YETP program administration concerns-the

degree of4centralization of program services. The in-sohx>1YETP programs

:adopt a variety of staffingpatterns, but may_ be considered in terms of

a spectrum ranging from highly'centraliZed to dedentralized. Centralized

programs generally provide services froria base in special quarters, staffed

with personnel hired solely with program fuilds (in general, given pressures

to maintain low overhead costs, young paraprofeaaionals). From such a

centrally-based site, program staff develops and monitors program work'sites

and provides classroom instruction and counseling to students throu6hout

the district. Contact with regular LEA personnel is minimaland the program

makes itsinpacton the students alone -- without significantly altering

any oth4k aspect of the school.4rifiroirent.

On the other end of the spectrum are those programs whose services are

decentralized throughout the school system. YETP administrators coordinate

the activities of staff based in individual schools. Such personnel may be

newly hired with progra; funds. More frequently, such prograT staff is

comprised of regular guidance and teaching personnel hired on a part-time, after-.

hours basis or donated as in-kind contribution by the schools,whese students

are to be employed on YETP-subsidized jobs. The advantages of the decentralized

model are several: "YETP services can be concentrated, enriched, and more

closely tailored to the academic, personal, and occupational needs of the

individual participant. The proximity of the YETp counselor to the students'
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full-time teaching staff allows closer coordination/Cf efforts on his -behalf.

The counselor's professional affiliation with the school renders him bettei

able to engage the efforts of other specialists in the buildihg on behalf

of the YELP student :4 whether they be other counselCrs, psychologists,

reading specialists, academic tutors, or regular teaching staff with wham

the student is familiar or has a good rapport. But, most significantly,

the involvement of regular school personnel in the delivery of YETP services 14,.,

insures an informal, but em4ipntly practical fortn of Staff development. The

more frequently school-based personnel engage themselves with the employment

needs of YETP students, the more likely they are to incorporate those concerns

in theirbwork with regular non-YETP enrolled students.

The flexibility allowed in local YETP planning is a major strength of the

KOgram, and hence, consideration of community implementation strategies should

result in few federal policy directives. 'Rather, the values of examining

patterns in local program development lies in their implicationsdons for p am

institutionalization.

The latest federal y6uthlemployment initiative has vitali7ed a'donqern too

freqUently overlooked by urban schools now burdened by ever-increasing

social responsibilities and rapidly dwindling fiscal resources. YEDPA pro-

gnawing has engaged the attention of urban educatori;.but has yet to Win an

institutional commitment from theM. Issues, hoWever, are beginning to emerge.

'lb what extent can urban schools assume their student's employment needs as

a regular educational priority? 'l what extent can YETP's

,curricular innovations *de models for serving other s
a

motivational, academic and social handicaps? What implications has YETP for

and

ith similar

the existing vpcational education delivery system?
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If in fact Operbeloma with, the new YETI) programs does offer. answers to such

questions, it is for educational leadership in the nation's large cities to -

identify them. Without superintendency and board involvement, the in-sdhca

employment prcgrarrs can have but a Limited inpact ion the large systems ,in

which

J.

are operate:I.
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system may wess. In same instances the low level,bf career articulation

which characterizes YETP studentsisfused to account for the failure to'

train. In others, the misalignment of the school and CETA planning calendars

is identified as a major barrier tOlthe counseling and scheduling necessary

to make vo9ational training a regular componerit of the YETP expeApnce.

.

While obstacles to CE7A-voc-ed coordination are real, they are not insuperable.

The compatability of these separate delivery sYstems:would be greatly enhanced

with but a few structural adjustnnts and4supported local planning. Clearly,

the coordina4on44;rooess will require a realignment of the CETA planning

calendar to better rresh with that of thesschols. Just as critically, key

vocational and superintendency level administrators must.te 'engaged in CETA

planning at the local level to coordinate resources and develop coherent

strategies f4i7Negrating CETA and. LEA programming. To compliment coordination

efforts at the local level we propose federal action in the following order:

1) We would recoment joint DOL-USOE guidance and support for LEAs

attempting to implement YETP in sequential relation with existing

vocational education programming.. If YETP is in fact su

as an interiiention -- in effect, as a pre- employment experience --

then its services shoUld be directed to student populations still

young] enough to take advantage of their syStems' vocational training

services!(particularly cooperative education's private sector

placements) before graduation from high school. Just as importantly

federal Support should be directed to preparing the voc-ed system

to more frequently and effectively serve,YETP's "ditadvahtaged,

high riak populatic9" -- by investigating the types of academic and

counseling servicesfrequired tq support such populations through the

'vocational training system.

JI
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2) Vocational funding in inner city Systems is insufficient to meet

,

student training demands, or to upgrade existing staff, facilities,

and equipment to fleet current market conditions. DespiL language in

the Vocational Education Act specifying fundiilg support for areas

of"high unemployment", stafe(;intinue to fund Urban and suburban

areas on a per capita basis with little _regard for differentials

in uhanploynent Xates.and in training costs. We recommend that

reauthotization of the Vocational Education Act include an u4an

or high unemployment concentration factor, and that some portion of

the revenues generated by sudh a factor be earmaIrked for targeted

spending in conjunction with regular YELP formula monies.

.4%

e
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Targeting Program Services

LEAs and their prime sponsors have in large successfully translated the

Mandate of the YEPDA legislation in their recrUitmen f YETP's student

perticipants. The program's income-eligibility guidelines, established

by the authorizing legislation as 85% of OMB's Lower Living Standard, are

closely monitored and consistently adhered to in program recruitment. In

most lOCalities a concerted.effort has been made to enroll the drop-out prone

student to which the authorizing legislation sp. frequently addresses itself.

Criteria involving attendance, achievement, and attitude are generally,

establiShed and communicated to teachers and counselors for use in identifying

«-

those disidvantag is most in need of program services.

But while in-school YETP programs have successfully developed services for
o

the program's norm population -- economically disadvantaged and drop-out prbne

high school youth -- less attention has been devoted to serving youth facing

special barriers to employment: the handicapped, thp bilingual, the ex-

offender, 14-15 year olds, and those students interested in non-teditiOnal

careers. improving YETP program recruitment. and services for such populations

is possible in the near future, if the programs build stronger ties with LEA

in-house specialists in these fields.

A) Services for Populations with Special Needs:

Linkr.,geb,need to be developed between in-sci4 YEq10 programs and those for

the bilingual, the handicappef, and the ex-offender. Large city schools are

already equipped with specialists qualified to provide employability skills

training to such students. And, in faSt, where YETP.. job development and

565
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counseling responsibilities have been tuned over to their divisions,'the marriage

has worked well. The barrier tacoordination efforts seems primarily to be

one of ignorance; prime sponsors and vocational educators are frequently as

poorly informed as to the capabilities of these special divisions as they are
#!

of the' needs of the students .they serve.

E) Junior High Programming:

YETP's junior high programs in drop-out prevention and pv-vdcational exploration

highlight the opportunities which high school presents to students who are

still young enough to take advantage of them. In those systems where4unior

high programs are operative, they have proven to be extremely successful --

both in detering dropouts and stimulating students to begin thinking and

acting in career terms. (

And yet, to date, only limited attention has been directed to the 14 to 15 year

old population which CETA speafies YETP may, serve at the Secretary's discretion.

Ample attention is, however', devoted to the 16=21 year old population -- both

the drop-out and the drop -out prone. We submit that in develaprrental terms

these students are one and the same. Most urban school systems identifythel

transition from ninth to tenth grade as the critical juncture for earl school

leavers -- in short, the point at which most studentd drop out. Clearly,

more attentions needs to be given' to identifying potential drop-outs at an

earlier age and to providing them YETWaccumseling support and paid work
4 _ 6

experience incentives while renewal is still possible.

We rgcommend that YETP be amended to include services for 14 to 15 year olds

as a regular dimension of its programming. It 'is our thinking that such an

effort would be well oompli4nted by academic and cou(meling resourdes from

ESEA (Elementary and Secondary Education Act) Title 1, a program whose current

funding levels almost uniformly tend to limit is services to grades K-6.

517
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C) Counseling for Non-Traditional Careers:

Finally, there exists a considerable degree of sex bias in the delivery of

YETP services. While the,male to female ratio seems to ruin nearly equal in

most programs if not in fact favoring female participants), the Counseling,

training, and job placement offered by the in-school programs, does little/

in the way of preparing girls to enter non-traditional careers. In fact,

more support for non - traditional career training seems to bed offered tp maid

than file participants. Girls in YETP programs are, for the most part, guided

into the clerical, nursing and child care fields. EXceptions to this. pattern

seem to fall into either of two categories. When programs recruit solely on

the basis of income eligibility, female college-bound students are accorded

tgeatment more nearly like that of their 1e counterparts. The only other

significant exception to this pattern of sex-stereotyping arises in the .

presence of federal projects, specifically funded to counselpyoung women as

to their opportunities in traditionally male fields.

WO recommend that the prevalence of sei-stereotyping in YETP career counseling

be reviewed and redresied in clear regulatory terms. Discretionary funding of

demonstration projects an .1 stryctured fiscal incentives for operators of regtirl

formula-funded mograms could be used to support such a federal initiative.

N
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Income Eligibility Criteria

YETP's income eligibility requirements established by the CETA legislation

as,85% of the Lower Living Standard, are strictly adhered to and closely

monitared by LEA program operators. Informial assessments undertaken by the

Council's urban school systems indicate that their allocation of.V1P funds

allows them to serve only a fraction of those eligible under the current

Naptheiess, concern is frequently expressed as to the severity

prograin's income requirements.

In the first instance, the relatively higher cost of living in urban areas,

when nth an inflation rate which exceeds annual adjustments to the

Lower Living Standai-d, works to push urban YETP populations dangerously close

to welfare leVels. A homogenous program enrollment of teens from public

assistance families clearly works to the detriment of_YETP's social objectives.

Incorporating urban and accurate inflation factors into the income guideline

would serve to ameliorate the problem.

Secondly, program administrators are aware of large numbers of students, in

great need of YEW services and in a positi6n to benefit significantly fran

them, whose family income places them just out of reach of the program. while

the law does permit that 10% of a program's funds be used to enroll "non-income

eligible" students, the, research design stipulation attached to their enrollment

acts'as a disincentive to such recruitment efforts. Three recammendations

frequently offered by program operators to redress this problem are: 1) a 10%

general enrollment of non - incase eligible students; 2) a 10% enrollment of

.569



economically disadvantaged studentS who do not precisely meet the progr'am's

incase guidelines,: but manifest sane special employability handicap; and- 3)

an all 10% Variance ir) the certified incase leve of rograrn participants

taken as a, group,..

OP.

se

So-

4.

So,
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Ubrk,Site Development

Program worksites are generally carefully developed to insure that they

red. Nearly all programs have implemented some system of

to secure commitments from employers as to the experiences they
.

will proide program participants. At a minima, progran'placements provide

job-readiness experiences for students -- suggesting to them the types of -

responsibilities and skills holding a job entails. In sum' systems consider-

able attention is'devoted to structuring YETP's work experience to allow for

task rotation and job sampling, and hence some degree of career exploration.

In nearly all programs,:work Ixpetiences,are correlated with any carLer

?".
preferences expressed or,aptitOdes demOnstrated by students. Most YETP

job sites, however, demand only low, entry-level skills and are selected
#.<

primarily to improve p'articipant's self-concept, confidence, and attitude.

Consequently, -job sites tend to be located in familiar settings (schools,

1

day care centers, and hospitals) in close proximity to students' neighbor-
.

hoods rather than in unfamiliar deownown locations. Supervisors are

generally'chosen for the guidance and support they can provide their charges.

There are bl-scliool, YETP programs whose placements differ significantly
r_,

from pattern, demanding skills ranging up to those of preprofessional

internships. -These tend, however, to be those which recruit participants

solely on the basis of4YETi income eligibility criteria (rather than in

terms of attitudinal need),anortherefore serve large numbers of vocational

and college-bound students whose'attitudeS, skills and prior experiences

equip than for a more sophisticated walk experience.
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It is difficult to determine whether the low level of skills demanded of

most YETP participants is in accurate reflection of the capabilities of the

students the program serves; or whether it.in fact represents an under- %.

04imation of their-potential. In any case, program operators are almost

,without exception constrained in job development activities to the public

and private non-profit sectors, and this in itself limits the options for

YETP students. Side by side with regular cooperative education programs

which place students in regular part-time private sector employment, YETP

wcrkgite development does seen quite oontrained.

410

YETP regulations do permit two types of program activities in the private

sector. However, both are considerably more complex to administer than is

regular public sector wor.k experience; and the additional staff time

(and hence overhead costs) required acts as a disincentive to their devel-

opment, even when prim sponsor pressure does not. In a few instances,

on-the-job training components have been instituted for small groups of

program enrollees. On- the -job training involves develOping individualized

training plans with private sector employers; the employers pay

participant wages on the stipulation that they will be reimbursed 50% of

the cost in compliance with the agreement. Another private. sector option,

the:Vocational Exploration'Program, is more infrequently implemented.

VEP allows participants to work inthe,private sector on a fully-
,

subsidized basis provided.that they "shadow" regular employees, engaging in

vhands on".experience at a ndninum. As implemented the VEP program usuaqy .

requires a.specially constructed curriculum and the rotation df work site

assignments,

Aware of the political factors militating against a full-scale expansion of

CE'I'A youth programs into the private sector, We submit that a limited development

5.? 2
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, of private *sector resources for the YETP programs is in fact feasible, and

would imeasurably benefit the program. As currently drafted, the regulations
V

'outlining the Vocational Exploration Program and On-the-gob- Training present

options at once procedurally complex and technically ambiguous, and hence deter

both prime sponsorsand LEAs from utilizing then. OJT requires the drafting

- 'of contractuall?aining agreements with individual employers, and the development

of separate accounting and payroll systems tor reimburse employers for the program's

50% share of training costs. With a 100% training, subsidy, VEP sidesteps the

legal 4nd fiseal obstacles inherent in the administration of an OJT component,

but requires instead a disproportionate investment of staff time in the

development of the required individualized training agreements, the monitoring

of worksites (for purposes of program compliance rather thah participant counsel-

(

ing), and the individual curricular adjustments required in most cases by prime

sponsors to.ocmpliment worksite activities.

In,a f ces where such private sector components have been implevented,

outcomes are rema;kable. .EMployers are sensitized to the needs and capabilities

of students wham they otherwise would have never considered hiring. Union

Leclesentatives, initially suspicious of the YETP participants, end by "adopting"

then, and in

afthrduat
4$.

are hired At

sector.

y instances sponsoring then through apprenticeship program

Ion. And most importantly, students placed in the private sector

a rate several tlres higher than their YETP peers in the public

several times more YETP staff time is,utilized to place .and

maintain students in YETP private sector sites, than .is used to place their

4 counterparts in the public sector.

t
We *ouid strongly 'recommend that the VEP option be'reviewed and clarified to

provide program operators options that they can efficiently administer, and

45
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adtinisterwithoUt fear of legal reprisal. VEP's current curriculr require-

ments are simply too complicated to implement given the student- to-staff

ratio maintained by most programs. The training agreements which VEP requires

(to irisure the limited participation of students in profit-making activities)

is actually in practice a valuable exercise for work site, development in both .

the public and private sectors, so long as it is not overly specific in its

A simple training agreement specifying the phases of business, activity

to bee &ored (work-observation) at a given site, Amd'the related skills to be
0

mastered (work-participation) d be used to place students in the private

sector in a' fashion in which they would present neither a subsidy to the

employers nor a threat to the unions involved. Moreover, the VEP option could

demands.

v
bellmited to a rikaxtrum of one-third of a s.given program' participants (for

instance, those closest to high school graduation) se asp to maintain a pre-

dominantly public_sector cast to the program nationally.

OJT on the other hand, presents such technical, legal and fiscal problems in

its administration, that it is only feasible where small numbers,of youth are

concerned. We would suggest an alternative to the contractual training agreement,

one whick would be more feasible for the urban school-sized program to operate.

If efficiently administered, the tax credit concept provides a much simpler

arrangement for sharing wage costs with private s'otor layers thah d OJT's

direct reimbursement format. Training agreements:, developed and moni by

YELP staff'bouldbesused to certify empibydis of YETP-Students for a tax

equal to 50% of wage costs, like that offered by the Revenue Act of 1978 for

:Zsof school-certified cooperative education students, and economically

taget.: youth 18-24.

u2.1
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YETP Counseling

The counseling provided for in most of the in-school YETP programs ranges in

degree and kind, but is frequently pointed to as the most significant aspect

of the intervention after the wages themselves. Given the severe shortage of
.

counselors in most urban school systems, the additional staff funded by YETP

is in a position to provide program participants personal attention they are

often in severe need of, but have never before received.

Pressure on program operators to keep overhead to arminimam frequently

necessitates the hiring of young paraprofessionals to,counsel"yETP participagis,

rather than regular LEA guidance or teaching personnel. The paraprofessionals

re handicapped by their lack of familiarity with the school system itself, but

otherwise seam quite capable of the task before them. At issue is not-highly

technical occupational forecasting, but in most cases fraternal counseling.

. .

While the counselors discuss
0

the work experience with students and provide

then with information as to educational and career choices, their most significant

role involves building participants' self-confidence, helping them articulate

interests and aspirations; and asking them to begin planning for themselves.

A significant resource overlooked in the YETP counseling process, is

the-parents of the student participants. While parents are contacted for

liirpOses of e?tablishing student income eligibility and for punativeloctiOn

associated with poor program attendance,, they are rarely engaged in a positive

manner for the support they may provide participants in pursuing their career

plans. Program models for parental involvement in YETP need to be investigated,

the findings disseminated to sponsorships, and Support provided for their

implementation.

575
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Curriculum.

Aramtex of school -based YETP programs have sponsored the developMent of

specialized curricula to net the assessed needs of their ipants, TO

an impressive degree the classroom activities have elicited tk enthusiastic

pertic'pation of enrollees. The information on job application, work-

relations, career planning, and handling such necessities as taxes, credit

shopping, and voter registration is clea4y of particular concern to stud

and its instru

ents;

ction provides a good opportunity to improye participant

language and meth skills. Moreover, the YEP classroom'experience seems to

provide an effective demonstration of the relatiOn between education and

employment, translating students interest in their YETP work experience into

a new perspective on the, significance of their schooll performance. -1.

--

The challenge, then, would seem to lie in instituttonaliing these curricular

innovations so that their benefits can be extended to a'- larger population.

Where regular teaching staff is employed to provide YETP instruction, this !

is happening on an informal, basis. Needed, hoWever, is an organized curriculum

infusion effort. Specifically, LEA administrators responsible for systemr

wide curriculum and instruction need to meet with YETP staff to acquaint

helves with the program's achievement6 and its potential benefits for the

general school population.

576



Academic Credit Vs. Academic Canpetency

The issue of awarding academic credit for work experience, while hotly .

debated in many communities, seems not to have seen a major issue for large

urban school systems, where the practice of awarding school credit for

experiential learning is well established. Debate therefore has tended to

involve the number of credits to be awarded for YES participation and the

conditions attached to their award. The academic credit issue Nzi:ten

provided schools leverage with prime sponsors hesitant to commit program

resources to the development of a YETP classroom curriculum. The interest

of prime sponsors in the award of credit for work experience has in turn

sparred schools to reexamine their own accredation policies and to consider

arrangements suchAs the award of credit for established competencies. Thic

most serious objection raised to the work experience credit is that it is

offered as a substitute for basic skills training to just tte students who

can least afford it. Such an objection is generally. countered with the

(reasonable) argument thathe reduction in class time which program

participation exacts is balanced by the,gains in academic and career motivation

which it produces.

However, the relation of employment and basic skills conpetenCy.takes on a new

dimension in light of the \growing use of high school exit exams. Without an

active commitment to academic ccu p tom, YETP's-practice of awarding academic

.

credits, for work experience is a collision course with that of the minimum

competency exam. Youth employment programing which exhorts students to remain

in school and awards than credit toward graduation without sufficient attention

to mastery of reading and math skills will in the near future produce high sdhool.
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graduates without diplomas -- but with certificates of completion, degrees

witlzhwill effectively mark them as functional illiterates

Given the increasing popularity of the exit exam (nineteen of the Counal's

twenty-eight urban school, systems will have them by the early 1980s), immediate

attention should be devoted to the role of basic skills training ii\ YETP

programing. YETI) islork experience has already deMonstrated its ability to

improve students' school attendance and motivation; YETP's Soib-readiness'

classes providan effective context in which to teach ",business" English and
*ft

math: 'Federal leadership is now required to insure that YETP programs and

basic skills.remedial efforts-be closely coordinated at the to ,level.

N
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Post-Program Placement/Follow-Up

TO date.insufficient attention has been directed to the development of

effective transition services for clients leaving YETP programs. Prime

sponsors are by and prge concerned with monitoring the delivery of regular

program services; few have funded extensive placement efforts to serve the

program graduate. This lack of concern is reflected in the design of

school-based programs, which tenolto offer little organized support to

students once they leave the program and begin looking for unsubsidized

epployMent. In some Imstanceg prime sponsors and LEAS have negotiated

positive termination rates (post program placement into full time employ-

ment, post-secondary education, or training) of 60% 80%; but such

programs do not include funded staff to assist students in their job-

search efforts. Consequently, the positive termination figures reflect

to a considerable degree the experiences of students who plan to continue

their education, and the non-positive termination figures reflect the

experiences of thoserwho must or have chosen to seek work. In many instances,

the negotiated terninationtates are unrealistically high for the population

the programs should be serving, and consequently have the effect of

encouraging program operators to recruit selectively for "successful"

students.

It is imperative that more YETP staff (and hence dolla) resources be

directed to post-program placement efforts. job-search and continued counseling

support must be provided to participants after program graduation to insure

that YETP's gains in employability skills are translated into actua employ-

ment opporttmities.

A source of fullz-time staff support would cldarly assist students in their

A

rY
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-job-searCh efforts. YETI* ttaff are particularly suited to the4pask, as

they are in a good position to educate' potential employers both as to the

-experiences and training a Amp graduate willsbring to the job and as to

the fiscal advantages available to the employer hiring him. The eligibility

of employers hiring YETP graddates for substantial tax credits (Targeted Job

Tax Credits, The Revenue Act of 1978) is law; it is not, however, common

knowledge.

Nor it the initial placement sufficient. YETP graduates should be provided

a counseling resource to which they can subsequently return for jcbmainte-

nance and renewed job-search support.. The rapport which most participants

develop with YETP counselors insures their willingness to make use of such

services; it is .up to the.prograns to provide .them.. Tole sure, costs'per-..,,

participant increase with such on-going services; but if YETP is to be

truly effective in attaining its goal of participant self-sufficiency, it

Rust be willing to pay the price. Post-program placements, and not program

,compliance, should be the yardstick used to measure YETP success.

Beginning this year, the4new TITLE VII Private Industry COuncils will be

operative. Their relation to CETA youth programming has yet to be

articulated. A crucial role which they -mold well. fill would be that of

Rershalling community private sector resources to meet YETP youth as
y
they

graduate from school.
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Participant Outcomes

Nearly all in-school YETP programs report impressive gains in participant

school attendance patterns. Attendance during program participation tends

to average 80%-90% for students who, prior to YETP enrollment, attended school

only infrequently. Inthose programs where pre-and post-testing of specific

attitude and job performance criteria is undertaken, YETP participation has

'been shown to improve self-oanfidence, initiative, and the abilityto relate

to authority figures. Anecdotal reports by work supervisors, teachers, and

counselors consistently point to significant gains in self-concept and

motivation; and school and work performance shows marked improvement. Job-

.
readiness and career awareness seems to improve significantly with program

participation.

YETI', then, seems to be a success as a pre-employment experience, building

the attitudes and awareness necessary for entry-level emploxgrt. What the

progyams do not seem to'do on any consistent basis is to build spedific

saleable skills, nor secure actual, rion-subsidized employment for students.

TO improVe program perfotmance in these areas will require (1) better

coordination of program services with the schools' existing vocational

education resources (2) funding for full-time YETP staff to Lsisrstudents

with tip- transition from YETP to unsubsidized employment. Key to the program's

success, however, is the support of private sector labor and management

interests. Fiscal incentive and political scion strategies must be developed

at the national andlocal levels for the program's gains in youth employ-

ability to be translated into actual youth employment opportunities.
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Institutional Coordination.

The YEDPA legislation directs prime sponsors to coordinate community youth

employment efforts through its plamairIglpnd funding !Allocation functions.

As sponsorships are most frequently local, municipal, or county governments,

they are necessarily subject to pressures which tend to politicize rather

than ratigralize the planning and funding processes. In large city situa io

the visibility of government and ''tight organization of political

constituen4esgublGats the funding process to virtually insurmountable

pressures. YEDPA subcontracts are parceled out to satisfy various voting

blocs, with little attention devoted to avoiding duplication of effort,
4.0

building economies of scale, or maximizing upon existing,institutional

capabilities. The result is a multiplicity of programs with little dialogUe

among them. And without leadership or fiscal incentive to collaborate,

carpeting institutional interests, having A° tradition of cooperation,

are naturally disinclined to build one.

Exceptions to this pattern seem to reflect local political conditions and

traditional institutional relations. Where LEAs are political subdivisions

of city government, coordinated city-school efforts are naturally stronger;

and leadership from the prime sponsor is more likely to produce joint 4forts on

the part of schools and other community interests. Where city and schoo staff
. ,

turnover is low, institutional alliances, developed to implement prior federal

youth employment initiatives, may form the basis for the new YEDPA prograMming

efforts. The-presence of an administrator with educational ience in a
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sponsorship or union leadership position tends'to facilitate cooperative

efforts with the LEA. And those LEAS with strong vocational programming

and good labor and management representation on their vocational advisory

councils tend naturally to.generate private seetor resources for YEW career

explorat4y experiences.
*

But loo collaborative initiatives, while emerging, are still rare. Urban

YELP programs tend, on the whole, to be independently operated. The issue

of out-of-school youth is a case in point. Urban school systems, how almost

wiformly sustaining declining enrollments, steadily Close buildings and-
.. -1.-

release staff. With proper funding they are equipped to provide cost.-

1fective, professional academic and vocational instruction to returning

outs in largenumbers. Comunity-based organizations and the national.
L

volunteer youth services frequently pack the staff, facilities, expertise '

and accreditation to provide for their- clients' academic and occupational'

,.."training needs. But these same community groups are in a much better position

to provide effective recruitment and counseling than are the Schools. And yet,

in citrafter city, LEAs and CBCs are funded to provide separate programming;

and neither knows what the other is doing.' The result is more expensive and

less effective YEW programming. Similarly, the competition among schools,

CBO's and community colleges to win funds for their various client populations

results in a diversity of programming, *hen coordination would provide YETP

services of enormous benefit to the-tcver-aged dr6,clut with good reading and

math skills.

Improve111d youth programming requires that the highly politicized condition of
.

the prime sponsor delivery system 'e confronted; substantial fiscal incentives

must be provided for sponsorships to marmite coordination and for competing
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institutions to collaborate. .

.' Al

This atmosphere of institutional rivalry conditions relatlions between city

. at- :

manpower and.educators as well., 'The city-school relationship 1s-further, 4

aggravated by its ,inequity. The City has afthority ler the disbursement

of YEDPA funds; the schools not only have no authority,gbut have no pollticaf

(constituent) leverage with which po negotiate. The development of LEA prime

sponsor agreements most frequently reflects just that. institutional ateglaity.,c 1

Urban LEA agreements rarely ex*1- 'the legal minimum set aside of 22% gnd tend
.

-.,9?..!%0 .
.

to embody Manpower dispositions as program design and staffing: Only

infquently is an atterpt made to solicit the advice of educational leader-

,ship in program planning. More frequelly,_the negotiations process produces
47 4

. .

a considerable degree of counterproductive institutional friction.

CC.
effect' on urban -in- school YETP programming is detriman th in the

shortond king run. PressUres to hire less,costly non-cr tialed staff,

intense monj.taring and changing reporting requirement, impositions of

deciSibns as to program content and services are the and allitird.

qt.

to isolate YETP-programs within the parent school sy The problem is

compounded by the.differential,ir:1( aridTchOol,Calendars which insures

YETP's exclusion from system wide planning efforts, and by the low levels of

programrfunding which insure YETPrs low priority, to superintendents and

board members coping with budget planning exercises involving hundreds of

millions of dollars. In consecuence, the programs are less than optimally

46.

coordinated with otkner school services. The develogent oLAsupplemental

vocational and counseling services for YETP participants now depends-in
_ -

large measure upon theoprofessional contacts and political.accumen of the

'AC
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individuals designated to run the programs, rather than any systematic plan.

In short,-the failure to 'engage top-4evel admIhistrators in program planning

and to utilize regular academic and vocational personnel to staff the programs

militates against their ilistitutionalization --'denying the programd access

to system-wide resources and denying students ineligible or unable to par-

ticipate in than access to their curricular and counseling innovations.
-0

Clearly, attention needs tobe given to restructuring the prime sponsor-`

LEA relation on more equal terms -- to mo positively and extensively engage

educational leadership and lay in you employment efforts. Responding

to this concern, sources within the labor community have suggested redirecting

3
LEA funding through the states. Urban educators, however, are less than

sympathetic to the suggestion. The SEAS have proven historically unresponsive

'to theeneeds of city schoolg-GEA funding patterns will amply illustrate.

'Despite the high concentration of unemployed teens in the nation's cities

and the higher cost of serving them, state vocational funding continues to

flow on a per capita basis to urban and suburban systems, if not to favor the

ltter. In the conviction that YETP programming should remlnlocal in thrust,

city schools would choose to work with city government, with whom at least

reyc share a common socio-economy, than rely upon the states.

It is in this light that we recommend 1) 9at consideration be given to
,

*
increasing the LEA set-aside to at least 40% (a political initiative unfeasible

for individual urban sponsorships) and 2) that schools be directly funded with

autonoirly to design their awn programming, subject `to common YEW regulations

'and the scrutiny of prime sponsor monitoririg. All funding in excess of the

set-aside wouldbe sought in tbe'competative grants process currently in place.
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High teenage unemployment will continue to plague the nation for years to

come. Any resolution to the youth unemplOyment problem clearly fnust involve

the private sector; but progress on that front will reqUire the combined

effOrts, expertise, and resources of the education and manpower communities.

.....)4,

The common cause which should unite education and manpower, as well as the

institutional differences, which continue to divide them, are easily recounted.

Mare difficult to articulate are the terms of an education - manpower alliance

persuasive enough to elicit,a commitment fiats private sector interests.
,:.

Experience with the new CETA youth programs, however, points clearly to at

least one requirement: the relation must be one of equals.

(

Insofar as the barriers to.youth employment are social, combined institutional
,.

turket

talents are required to provide teens with the a

%itudinal,

academic, and

occupational competencies needed to face the job . Insofar as the

barriers are political, combined institettonal suasion is required to create

the climate for local change. TO rise to this challenge, we submit, requires

an education-manpower partnership of institutional equals. Only when

education and manpower leadership come together on common footing, to explore

the probleM and together design strategies to meet it, will they be in a

position to effect social change of the dimension needed'to confront the

youth employment :problem..

4
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PREFACE

During the months of June, July and August of.1979 the Office of

Career Education of the U.S. Office of Education convened 10 regional

conferences for educators and CETA personnel who share responsibility

for Youth Employment and Training Programs. The conferences were to
4

address programs for in-school youth who qualify for participation

under proVisions of the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects

Act of 1977, now Title IV of the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act Amendments of 1978. A

Kirschner Associates, Inc., was awarded a contract to conduct .

the conferences and to prepare this report. The regional conferences

were intended to illuminate and to help interpret what was being learned

from three other parts of a comprehensive examination of CETA/LEA colla-

boration that Kirschner Associates was carrying out for the Office of

Career Education. The three other parts are:

a report based upon a natidewide survey of the agreements- '

between CETA Prime Sponsdrs and local educational agencies,
a *survey largely carried out 'under the direction of the state
coordinators of career edutation;

fifteen ni-conferences at each of which five representatives
of CET rime sponsors and their five counterparts from the
school systems shared their experiences in dealing with the
agreements they had reached together;

.

nine site'visits to programs at had been cited as exem-
plifying in some way the collab ration that was to be sought
between a CETA prime sponsor an a school system. These were
projects that were also thought to illustrate both tAltbenefi
that CETA programs were deriving from existing programs of
career education and also the ways in which CETA funds could
used td enhance career education.
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f
to be discussed reflected the recommendatibns of the persons who attended

the 15 mini-cOnferences sponsored by the Office of Career Education for

CETA personnel and their counterparts in education. The topics chosen

were those that had been selected as issues of highest priority by the

mini-conference participants. Appendix C describes the method by which

the topics were chosen and the recommendations for organization and

conduct of the regional Conferences. A complete list of the persons, Who

attended the regional conferencei is presented in Appendix D.

A meeting to plan the regional conferences was held 4n Washington on

.February 26, 1979. Thetwenty -one people listed in Appendix B agreed

upon place, format, agenda and categories of invitees for 10 regional

meetingsto be held in June, July and early August of 1979. The topics

".,14.

The regional conferences were held in Boston oh June 1 and 2, 1979,

in Dallas on June 7 and 8, in Atlanta on June 14 and 15, in New York on

June 22 and 23, in Philadelphia on June 28 and 29, in Kansas City on July

-5 and 6, in Seattle on July 19 and 20, in San Francisco on July 23 and 24,

in Chica4o,94 July 26 qnd 27, And in DeFer on August 2 and 3.

Four groups of three workshops each were held over the one and

one-half day periods. Confereescould attend one workshop in each group.

There were two opportunities to attend two of the workshops; one was

held both in the morning and again in the late afternoon of the first

day, and the other,was held in the afternbon of the first day and again

in the morning of the second. The two repeated workshops had these

topics:

Authority and Responsibility in LEA/Prime Sponsor Agreements

Fitting YETP into the Education System

The topics of other eight workshops were:

Understanding LEA/CETA Agreements Under YETP

4 YETP, the Private Se tor, and Community Based Organizations

(CB0s)
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Prime $ponsors and LEAs - Differences in Philosophy and Goals

Serving Special Populations Under YETP

Resolving Fiscal:1Year Differences between LEAs and CETA

Work Sites and Work Site Supervision for YETP

Selling YETP to Educators

Evaluating YETP Programs

the conferences had tplOo goals:

To share with state and local career education coordinators

and with.CETA'prime sponsor staff some general information and

specific tethodsfor joining career education and YETP to the

advantage of both.

To initiate cooperation between state and local career education

coordinatOrs and CETA prime-sponsor staff in,dev4oping-and ,

1
. \

carrying odt YETI' in-school programs which share the goals of

career education,.
. ,

Invitations totle conferences were issued to the Chief State School

Officer and to the State Coordinator of Career Edncation of each state.

The State Coordinator of Career Education was asked to send an invitation

to the superintendent of each school district within the state. Kirschner

Associates sent invitations-in bulk to each coordinitor and, by phone,

made arrangekents to cover the cost of tailing.

LOters detailing the nature and purpose of the regional conferences

and lancouraging participation of CETA prime sponsors and LEAs were sent

to they Regional Offices of the Department, of Labor, to the Regional

Off ",Ss df the U.S. Office of Education, and to each State Employment
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and Training Council, along with a request that these be.widely distrib-

uted. Conference announcements were sent to educational and employment

organizations that publish a newsletter or have some-other kind of infor-

mation dissemination network within a state. Announcements were also

sent to the persons who attended the mini-conferences sponsored by the

Office of Career Education.

k>.
A total of 1485 perSons attended the 10 conferences, or an average

of 149 persons at each conference. A number of those who were invited

but could not attend have requested a copy of this report. Those. who

came did so at their own expense or that of their agencies.

Participants included representatives from 49 states: 499 LEA career

education coordinators, 474 local and state representatives of CETA, 62

representatives of career education in state agencies, and 225 represen-
.

.tatives from other organizations interested in YETP programs. In addition

to the 1,260 participants, 225 observers from the U.S. Office.of Education,

Chief State School Officers, and the Department of Labor were present tq

observe the presentations and'the interaction of the participants.

Each workshop was designed to begin with introductory remarks by a.

convener follovied by brief presentations-by a pai of workshop leaders,

one speaking-from the point of view of a Local Educational Agency (LEA)

and the other from that of a CETA primiNponsor.

Each workshop presentation and discussion was tape recorded

--over 175 hours Of recording in all. The tapes provided the
t

infoimation from which the reports on each workshop were developed.
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INTRODUCTION

The workshops at the ten Regional Conferences on LEA/CETA Collabor-

ation for Career Education -under- YETP have brought to lighe'both exem-

plary and alarming aspects of collaboration. The conferences elicited

' information and highlighted problems that other examinations of,collab-

oration have missed. The regional conferences complement the three other

components of a four-part examination and analysis of collaboration

between CETA and the schools and, in-particular, collaboration that

affects career education. The Office of Career Education conceived and

carried out all four parts of the project: the 15 mini-conferences, the

48-state survey of LEA/CETA agreements, the ten regional conferences, and
4

the site visits.to nine projects which exemplified collaboratiOn.

The regional conferences were intended not only to provide an

indication of the state of CETA/LEA collaboration nationwide but also

to convey to the conference participants informationthat would enhance

cooperation, particularly between' state and local career education

coordinators and the CETA personnel who have much to say about whether

the Youth Employment and Training Programs are to extend career education

and benefit from its experieftce. A follow -up study of the perceptions of

10,percent of the participants and of designated workshops observers,

indicates that the workshops, to_ Alt. remarkable degree, succeeded in con-

veying the information that the conference participants needed in order

to make local policy decisions. The workshops also'gathered information

that could have profound effect on policy decisions at the national
4

level.
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In all but two--of the workshops, the topiolluestiOns thit were

suggested in the workshOp.Sgendas led to discussions that are summarized

in the woriShop reports. The report of Workshops I and instead present

abbreviated project descriptions with numbered.notations!where the

presenter's 'statements bear most directly on-the topic questions.

The conferences dealt with both positive and negative aspects of

collaboration, as the werkshoi'repprts that follow will indicate. The

summary and conclusions section which follows the individual workshop

reports emphasizes the problems and the solutions that were suggested in

the workshops. It develops conclusions that are based not only on the

workshop report7but also on material from the three otherparts of the

Office of-Career Education Project.

The regional conferences produced ample ev e co ora-

tion between CETA prime sponsors and state and local eduCational Ag cies

that is sought by the legislation. The conference d c sions-pointed up

contradictions in the intent of CETA law and regulations, contradictions

that have the effect of encouraging collaboration to carry out one

purpose of the Youth Act but, because of limitedfunds, contravening

another pbrpose. The law reqpires (Sectiqn 436(a)(4)) assurances that,

to the extent feasible, Youth Emploiment and. Training Progams will be

coordinated with activities conducted under the Career Education Incen-

tive Act--that is, coordination of YETP with programs that would, by

making career iduca#on an early And continuing part of the regular

school curriculum, reduce the need for intensive catch -up programs for

,poor youth when they reach their late teens. The Youth Act also is

intended to foster demonstrations that CETA funds, when added to state

and local educational funds, con produce educational alternatives that

will give youth in their middle teens a second chance at the education

they need to get started in society..,
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In the reports that fol ow, there are examples There collaboration

leads to compromises that ap ar fully consisten\with both the letter

and the intent of the law. Th 'are other examples where CETA and

school officials hale reached greements that appear contrary to the

intent oythe law and, in same stances, actually contrary to the letter

of CETA law or Aulations. Th conferences help therefore to identify

,Changes that are needed in the p esent law and regulation's or the need

for programs of_technical_assista ce to help carry out the law. The

regional conferences, along with he findings of the other three parts of

the Career Education project, alsoindiCate the'neAl for other legislation

thatwill give greater support, in the elementary and secondary grades,

to youth who are not now finding di ection for their lives nor for the

careers they will pursue..
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WORKSHOP A

UNDERSTANDING LEA/CETA A6REDIENTS UNDER YETP

INTRODUCTION'

The Workshop conveners opened the sessions by citing the basic

questions, outlining the procedures for responses and discussion; and

evoking contributions from presenters and participants which are sum-

marized below.

The topic questions for Workshop A tended to produce responses

predominated by examples, experiencesand critiques of CETA youth

programs and other employment and training programs. The responses
.

tended not to directly address the problems of developing agreements

nor did they lead to resolution of troublesome is i(volving LEA/prime

sponsor agreements. For example,there was lithe di cussion of ways

that CETA prime sponsors could, hold LEAs accountable r individual

educational plani-or for certification of work assignments as consists

with the overall educatidn of e'student. Issies of specific concern to

LEAs in agreements, such as the role of edUcators in CETA Youth Councils,

methods of negotiating for 22 percent or more of YETP funds, and ensuring

the role of schools in providing transition services, also did not.

receive much attention from conference participants.

54
AL

A large proportion of the discussion in Workshop A was devoted to

clarifying the purpose Of YETP- in-school programs and the roles of

schools and prime sponsors for those ,participants who were unfamiliar

with CETA and YETP. Many examples of program designs were offered as

illustrations of what can done under YETP.
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DISCUSSION OF THE QUESTIONS,

1. WHAT IS CETA AND HOW DOES' IT WORK?

The 'Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) authorizes -

and funds programs of training, subsidized employment, job placement, and

services for eligible applicants. Although most 6ETA funds go to adults,

the focus is shifting toward youth. In the words of the Albuquerque CETA

director, it makes more sense to spend coney on youth than to spend it on

"the same adults over and over again." -

yprp is part of a larger CETA demonstration/program, the Youth

Employment and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA),./enacted in 1977.' On

the one hand, noted the oonvenerat the Boston Conference, YgDPA reflects

a feeling in Congress that education has failed tofepareFiCuth for the

world of work. On the other hand; as the CETA prebenter at the Denver

Conference - acknowledged; YETP allows CgTA prime sponsors .to correct the

failings of previous programs which tried to address the youth unemploy-
,

'went problem without input from education. Several participants pointed

out that earlier CETA youth programs fell short 'of their goals becausp

the academic needs of the youth we not considered.

The intent Of CETA is to provide training opportunities to anyone

who haseezperienced difficulty getting employment due to (1) lac of

training, (2) physicalormaetal handicap, or (3) other significant

barriers to employment. Thelast includes the economically disad-

.Aintaged, jouiful offenders, minorities, high school dropouts, and

1Seenage parents: For YETP, the economically disadvantaged are defined

as youth, aged 14-21, From families earning 85 percent or less of the

lower living standard income level as determined by the Bureau of Labor

Statistics. (Other CETA youthprograms seta different income eligibility,

requirement.)
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inimum of12e percent of'YETP funds gust serve ind-school youth

ams that are designed to enhance eir career opportunities

anA job ospects. CETA prime sponsors and local -ducation agencies (LEAs)

must enter into written agreements to carry out these programs.

The legislation and regulations for YETP specify that the intent

of the programs is to prepare both in-school youth /nd dropouts for

unsubsidized employment. Participants noted that since the Department

of Labor has come to realize...that more t an Work experience is involved

in this preparation, it/has turned to the schOols, through LEA agreements,

for educational assistance. Several participants noted thlt local

educators with questions about CETA should contact' the person in their

state education agency'who has been assigned to work with CETA prime

sponsors and programs.

LI

2. WHAT IS,A TYPICAL PRIME SPO' R ORGANIZATION? WHAT IS A TYPICAL
LEA?

A prime sponsor is an identified unit of gpvernment serving a
'population of 100,000 or more. It may be a single unit, a consortium of

several units (generally counties), or Balance. of State (adminidtered-by
0

the Governor's office) Aress%too small to have their own prime sponsor

have an incentive ,to form a consortium rather than participate in Balance

of State, noted the CETA presenter 0 the Kansas City Conference, because

more funds are available to designated prime sponsors.

Workshop A presenters tended to see their own prime sponsors not

as "typical" but as unique in some'of the followingways: Although

Albuquerque constitutes a ciV-county consortium, Albuquerque Zs the on

city'in the'county. Ths Denver prime spoon r was thought by its repre-

sentative to be unique because it will no longer operate programs, but

only contract for and monitor them. CIRALOG, the Central Iowa RegionlIX

Association of Ldcal Governments, though a CETA prime sponsor, was not

created specifically for CETA; it operates a variety of programs sup-

ported by 26 other funding sources.
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In'fa'ct, cities, counties, multi-county and Balince of'"State

prime sponsors were all represented at Workshop A. Wnat prove&tof

interest toeparticipants was the variation among' the local education

agencies (LEAS) with which t operated.

An LEA may be a local school district, a consortium of such

trrctst or a state educatij agency. In Vermont, the State Depar ent of
_ -

Education is the LEA. In Tennessee, by contrast, the State,Departmentof

Education-oontractS,with the Balance of State prime sponsor to repiesent

90 counties .and then subcontracts to School districts as LEAs.

I
Prime sponsors whose areas include dozens of school districts

genetallyblack sufficient funds to develop programs -with each individual

district. In this situation, some prime sponsors have agreements with

selected_dittzicts on the basis Of competitive propo ais developed from a

Reqpest for Proposals. Other prime sponsort hatve sole source agreements

with selected districts.- If the prime sponsor wants to provide services

to all school districts, as does C/RALOG in central Iowa, its LEA agreement

may be with an area education agency that becomes the service provider

for the schools.

3. WHO IS INVOLVED IN YETP PLANNING AND- IMPLEMENTATION?

Institutional linkages seen to be a- key factor in successful prime 0

sponsor/LEA planning. In Somerset County, New Jersey, the prime sponsor's

advisory council includes educators as well as community orgthization

and labor market representatives. A participant in the Boston Conference

stressed the need for LEAs to be represented on such councils. In

Minnesota, a youth Employment Education Unit was set up in the State

Department of Education specifically to help educators and CETA work

together.

According to the CETA director in Albuquerque, joint prime sponsor/

.*--LEA planning for YETPis carried out more smoothly when the number of

(s.
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participating units is smar/and when there is continuity of key people

involved. The Alpuquerque prime sponsor deals with the.single school

district. The mayor, who formerly was director of the Comprehensive

Manpower Program, favors putting money into t in the hope that

emphasis on youth employment training will reduce the later.need for

adult 'manpower programs. In Vermont, the State DepartmeAt of Eduoation,

which runs most CETA youth programs,

State summer youth programs. An LEA

key to ood workingorelationships is

has long been involved in Operating

representative from Iowa says the

an active career education advisory

committee. In Des Moines, such a committee has been functioning for

eight years.. Further, the LEA contact in Des Moines also chairs the

prime sponsor's youth advisory board and serves as a member of the

Balance of State Youth Committee.

'Participants in all the WoAshop A sessions stressed the need for

early planning. In c ntral Iowa, the-Youth Advisory Commiye, wh h

YETI) regulations re uire tall pride sponsors to establish makes e rly

program recommend tions to theeight7county prime sponsor.- The Somerset

County prime sponsor in New Jersey made a similar report.

a

In discussing how early the LEAs can be brought into the planning

process, a common compla was that prime sponsors tend to issue Requests

for Proposals that reach t e schools during the summer when few schools

have staff to respond. For ample, in DeKalb County, Georgia, less than

' 30 days was available to put together a proposal. .The%result was a

delayed contract, a program of lower quality, and less credibility fdr

YET? with the schools. One participant suggested that LEAs subscribe to /.

Capitol Publications' Manpower and Vocational Education Weekly, wiliCh

would provide the schools with program iniormation in advance of official

notices from the Department of Labor Re 1 office and the prime

sponsors.

The Vermont prime sponsors reported that they dev4top a broad

plan for the State, then solicit proposals in keeping with the plan and,'

Jif necessary, modify their plan.
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-The Northern Colorado Consortium prides itself on longstanding

relationships and credibility with schools that permit it to'develop

a comprehensive career development program and then sell:the program

to a superintendent apd a school board. Some prime sponsors, as in

Dakota_County, Minnesota, simply .furnish school superintendents with

copies of the regulations and let them design their own programs.

Workshop A participants made the following additional points related

to YETP planning and implementation:

)
In Tennessee, most LEAs are prevented by statute from

using local or state tax money to support federal programs;
-funds can only be 'shifted between federal programs.

In approaching school principals to promote YETP, it is

Af
best to meet with them singly rather than in a

f
oup,

cautioned the LEA presenter at the-Denver Conf ence,

since a single negative person can turn others against a

program. .

.
.

After dealing with principals or superintendentst prime

sponsors should contact the person responsible for career

education in each school) it is often difficult to detel"

each school who the appropriate contact person is.

LEAs should establish a single person as their oontact, or
Liaison, with the prime sponsor.

Advance funding would help the planning process, as would
the alloWance by the Department Of Labor of an indirect

oust factor similar to the one HEW allocates.

Prime sponsors have a set of grievance procedures which
LEAs should use before appealing to a Department of Labor'

regionaroffice.

4. HOW DO YETP GOALS COMPARE WITH -LEA GOALS, PARTICULARLY IN CAREER

EDUCATION? (WHAT ARE SOME OF THE MECHANISMS ADOPTED TC.MEET THESE

GOALS?)

There was general agreement among Workshop A participants, CETA

representatives as well as educators, that YETP programs should be
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designed to either tie in with career education programs where they

already exist or to stimulate career education programs in schools that

lack them.

In Burlington, Vermont, there was no local money available for

career education, so the high school wrote a proposal. to use YETP funds

for peer counseling in a new career educatiohNunit which now involves

large numbers of students. In'Somerville, New Jersey, the schools' YETP

provides deed money to pa the salary of a certified career counselor

temwhose sole purpose is to imp ent'YETP and rejuvenate a career education\
program. In Northern Colorado, few high schools had career education, so

the prime sponsor consortium used YETP funds to develop an experimental

comprhensive career development program for the city of Fort Morgan.
I

According to the CETA presenter at the Chicago conference, schools

are beginning to realize that they can use YETP funds to target help to

their disadvantaged students,,thus freeing other school funds to serve

their total population better. In Dec Moines, where career education has

been provided since 1971, CETA funds have helped to fill in gaps such as

transition skills; employability skills and life-skill competencies. In,

Denver, where many CETA youth have already been exposed to career educe-
.

tion, the YETP agreement provides for "career' education activities,"

including role-playing interview ,exercises and completing job application

forms. In Somerset County, New qersey, all three YETP programs include

career education workshops. The program stressed the work ethic, since

many participants come from homes without a working parent.

, A prime sponsor in Montana provides YETP funds to develop programs

that use the Experience Based Career Education model developed by the Far

West Laboratory in San Francisco. In California, a large number of

disadvantaged and handicapped youth are in in- school Regional Occupa-

tiOnal Programs (ROPs), which YETP funds can suppleme. 'In Illinois,

there is a similar cooperative training program, to which YETP can be

added.



Sometimes, howeler, the goals of CETA and the schools are not in

accord, and YETP programs must be revised. A participant at the Atlanta '

f

4P

Conference cited sch 1 objections to what appeared to be paying youth to

stay in school. Th in-school program was redesigned to provide transition

services to all students. Facing a cut in funding, the prime sponsor for

the eight-county central Iowa region switched from career exploration to

less costly transition services so that the number of participants would

not be reduced.

Dropouts are costly to'a school system, especially during a period

of declining enrollments, since state school funds are provided on the

basis of numbers of students attending. A YETP program that brings

dropouts back to school is thus in a school's financial interest.

A Duluth, Minnesota, program provides dropouts with a short in-school

cdtriculum prior to part-time worexperience. The program was insti-.

tuted with the full support of the school board and over the objections

of principals who did not want these particular youths to return.

Specific mechanisms are important for relating YETP programs to

career education goals. In the Denver public schoolse for example, the'

LEA agreement provides that job assignments for participants are the

responsibility of in-school program /managers so that each job is more

likely to reflect a consideration of the participant's academic needs.

career planning in YETP helps to coordinate vocational training.

In Modesto, California, participants in past youth employment programs

tended not to enroll in'vocational programs but rather to jump from one

vocational class to another, ending up with no real vocational skills.

t4ow, the YETP program is designed to generate an ,interest in vocational

programs. The program works closely with the vocational education

staff, recognizing that those teachers know the skills needed to work in

industry.
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5. WHAT TYPES OF ACTIVITIES ARE ALLOWED UNDER YETP?

YETP allows programs to choose from a wide range of allowabi

services for youth. The following example's presented at Workshop A

illustrate how YETP programs can be tailored to' meet youth needs and the

varying local circumstances.

"Albuquerque YETP,has expanded CETA youth programs into specific

areas of training for work in child care and in the tourism industry.

Child care is animportant part of the program since many of the en-

rollees are teenage mothers. Work experience in the tourism program is

all in the private sector through vocational exploration in hotels and

motels in the city.

DeXalb County, Georgia. CETA participants use an existing com-

munity skills canter from 3 to 9 p.m., after its normal hours. Since

many participants are teenage mothers, this time period allows them to

have their Children cared for at home whei other members of the family

have returned from work.

Central Iowa - YETP has two separate oomponents. (1) The 56 school ./-.."`

districts in the area were eligible to apply for career information

materials. Sixteen returned mini-grant applications and 12 were funded.

Both the LEA and CETA representatives felt this approach was preferable

to buying a percentage of a counselor's time at each of the high schools.

(2) Through an area education agency, funds go to all 56 schoolsA Career

exploration programs provide 10 hours a week of work experience in public

sector jobs. Funding allowed only ten percent of eligible students to be

served last'year. The program will be redesigned this y so that more

eligible students can be. admitted by including more tra ion services

and providing fewer enrollees with paid work experience.

Somerset, County, Naw Jersey - YETP funds support three separate

in-school programs. All three include career education workshops, work

-



experience, and counseling. One program funds an outreach counselor

within a high school., another pays part of a coordinator's salary, and

a third funds a "CETA department" in a vodational.tedhhical school.

Duluth, Minnesota - All CETA programs Are run frdm a single skills

center Which has computer terminals for learning interviewing techniques

and completing job applications. Vcause of limited funding for partici-
.

pant wages, only 8-10 hours of work experience per week are funded. That

- amount, however, has proved sufficient to keep participantb from dropping

out of school.

Denver, Colorado - YETP serves 14-15 year olds in their last year of

junior high school. The LEA agreemeht states'that a minimum numbepr of

activities willkbe provided in career exploration; this allows participat-

ing schools freedom to develop varied and innovative programs. The LEA

agreement also provides funds for health assessments of enrollees to

determine whether medical problems are part of a youth's difficulties;

it was found thaat 16 percent of enrollees in the Denver programs did

need some form of medical asssistance.

Modesto, California. YETP provides 14-15 year olds with class

instruction in auto industry occupations, basic industrial skills, entry

office occupations, building maintenance, child development, and a

victim/witness assistance program. The am of the YETP.program is to

generate an interest in regular in-school vocational programs. Students .

attend classes in the morning and go to work experience jobs in the

afternoon.

6. WHAT SH ULD AN LEA/CETA AGREEMENT LOCK LIKE? (WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGESI

IN FI IAL VS. NONFINANCIAL AGREEMENTS ?)

Participants were in consensus that a typical LEA agreement sets

forth: who will be involved, the activities provided, eligibility
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requirements, allowable transition services and employers, the number of

hours participants will work, how and how often work experience is

monitored, and meastrable objectives. It was suggested that good collec-

tions of LEA/CETA agreements can be found in two publications, Putting

America's Future to Work end Partners--CETA Education and Youth.

/ Prime sponsors may write either financial or non-financial_ agree-

ments pith LEAs. The Duluth CETA representative found tha(non-financial

agreements work well when funding is limited. The representative from

Iowa found they are useful when an intermediate service provider does not

want to get involved in program operations. Financial agreements genet-\

k,ally provide additional staff to .coordinate in-school programs. Some

participants noted that their agreements also require someone in the

school to be responsible for intake. In Vermont, the prime sponsor

prefers financial agreements because it fee/s they provide more motiva-

tion to the schools.

OTHBR.RELATED ISSUES

pi discussing what can be done under YETT, Workshop A participants

went beyond th'e topic questions to discuss se-Veral other areas of concern:

eligibility, work experience, academic credit, and integrating other

funding.

Eligibility

To be eligible for more than transition services, YETP participants

must be from families earning 85 percent or less of the "lower living

standard" income set by the Bureau of'Labor Statistics. Other CETA

youth titles have different eligibility requirements, which can make it

difficult to combine program funds. Several participants expressed
/

problems with identification and verification. In many states, schools

will not release student records because of state privacy laws which

makes recruitment and screening difficult.

612
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In Albuquerque, youth from families receiving welfare are auto-

matically deemed eligible.

In Somerset County, New Jersey, a selection_committee made up of

CETA, LEA, and guidance staff people screens for

//

In the central Iowa program, recruitment is dote through lists of

youth.in free or reduced lunch programs, as well as social service

department lists of recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC).

In Denver, prospective enrollees are given forms for parents to

sign which simply state but do not specify an income criterion. The

prime sponsor sends a representative to-the school to interview and collect

supporting docwnents.

In Modesto, California, many youth had to be screened out because

family income from older siblings had not been documented.

In Anchorage, many 16 year olds live alone or with alcohdlic

parents. To help them qualify, the program tries to get parents to sign

forms saying they are not providing support; then the youths are taken

before a local judge and declared Emancipated Youth under the law so that

they can be eligible.

Academic Credit

Most of of the participant comments indicated that programs do not
.

have a problem ,obtaining academic credit for work experience. Granting

of credit is generally the local option of school districts, with standards

established by the State. The key to obtaining provisions for academic

credit, is often a training plan and a _ training agreement specifying what

skills will be obtained from work experience and the role o# a certified

coordinator. Many agreements specify that CETA youth obtain skills through

613
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work experiencJ that they could not get,in the school. Participants noted

that in many LEAS the real issue is not academic credits, per se, but

required units of credit for graduation.

.The prime sponsor's mandate td promote such credit can lead to

better LEA -prime sponsor working arrangements. In Montana, school dis-

tricts agreed to allow credit provided the prime sponsor funded a derti-
,

fied learning coordinator in the district. That person became the

liaison between certified teachers in tlie schools and the local. Human

Resource Development Councils which are subcontractors for work experience.

In North Carolina, the state education agency withheld State approval of

credit until local prime sponsorS were more forthcoming with information

about YETP programs.

In Denver, while a minimum of 250 hours of work gets credit, credit

is awardeonly through assessment of the work exierience by in- school

personnel. In California, the suggested method of awarding credit is to

use "independent study" credits.

Work Experience

"Comments were made by both,prime,sponsor and LEA participants

concerning the limited range of jobs in public and private non-profit

sectors, making those lots less meaningful to the youth. In rural areas,

such as Central Iowa, this is a particular problem.

The Duluth, Minnesota, program emphasizes finding j6116 outside the

schoolbecause.youth tend to behave more like adults outside the school

setting and because it gives the work aspect of YETP more visibility in

the community.

The fact that,YETP pays the Federal minimum wage to participan s was

a source of problems in Dakota County, Minnesota, because youth employed

by the schools earn the lower State minimum wage. Some School districts
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pulled out of YETP over this issue. a Denver pAgram justifies the pay

by results of a survey of YETP stude is in Denver, which shord.that most

enrollees shared their earnings -with their families and only five percent

spent all of their pay on themselve

Integrating with Other Funding

In Duluth Minnesota, YETP is tied in with.an existing work ex-

rience program (WECEP) that al ows 50 percent of the salaries, travel

and equipment of vocationally-c rtified teachers to be/reimbursed by

vocational education monies.

A participant at the Seattle conferen indicate that CETA Title VI

funds for Public Service Employment (PS were used to augment her YETP

program. Rather than burden regular in school teachers with additional

duties under YETP, the program used PSE funds to hire a full-time coordi-
..

nator.

Another participant noted that Youth Work, Inc., in Washington, DC,

provides money for the vocationally disadvantaged if projects are

meshed with other school programs. Small grants for the handicapped are

available from Head Start in HEW.

In Modesto, California, free lunches are provided by the Department

of Agriculture, using food from the surplus food section of the State

Department of Education. Transportation to the Salvation Army Center

Where the meals are prepared is paid for by a migrant education, program.
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RKSHOP B

YETP, THE RIVATE SECTOR, AND .

COMMUNITY BAS ORGANIZATIONS (CBOs)

INTRODUCTION

Workshop B Began with a discussion of communitysed organizations

(CB0s),_their attributes, and what they can do for Youth,Employment and

Training ProgriMs. Participants then discussed ways of involving private
. -

firms in,soutk training and ways of making work experiences meaningful to

the yo A summary of comments made and highlights of specific programs

are presented under the topic questions which follow.

DISCUSSION OF THE QUESTIONS

1. WHAT IS ACB0 AND HOW CAN CBOs BE INVOLVED IN THE LEA/CETA

PARTNERSHIP?

The Role of B0s.

The regulations issued September 26, 1978, for youth programs under

the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act definea =unity baNed

organization (C80) as "a private nonprofit organization which is repro-

sent'ativeof a community or of particular segments of a community and

which can provide employAikt_an training services." The CETA regula-

tions direct prime sponsors to attempt to involve "CBOS,of demonstrated

local effectiveness in the delivery of employment and training services

to youth..." ,

- Participants identified several major types of CBOs which are

involved in providing YETP dervices, including the National Urban League,
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to,

Mainstream, Community Action Agencies, YMCAs and neighborhood groups.

P, : have primarily served out-of-school youth. Participants

mentioned the following types of services among those provided by CBOs:

.
Work experience

Training toward the GED

Public service employment (PSE)

cob skills training

Institutiohalized alternative education paralle g-

the public school system.

ok, Supportive services

Job development and placement

Participants pointed out several attributes of CBOs that LEAs and

CETA can draw uponi4n the design and implementation of YETP services to

in-school youth. First, many CBOs, such as YMCAs, enjoy name-recogni-

tion and.community support in their own right. '

Second, some CBOs have a long history of working with the prime

sponsor and/or with the local school system. For example, the Greater
. u

+Philadelphia Federation of Settlements, an umbrella grodp cif 14 CBOs

in the innercity, jointly designed a CETA youth program called Sumgier

Training Resources in Vocational Education (STRIVE) prior to enactment of

the YETP program.

Third, CBO programs are funded from a variety of sources, which

generally allows a CBO to create programs that are broader in scopi$ than

thoie an LEA alone could create. In a 9-county rural area of Cent P4;',L,

Michigan, the Youth Development Program is funded not only by the
a

CETA prime sponsor but also from grants for the handicapped and from the

Governor's CETA discretionary funds.

44
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Fourth, many CEOs have well-established links to the business

community which makes a CEO a central contact point for prospective .

emploOrs as we.l as school people. The Director of the Greater

Philadelphia Federation of Settlements, for example, is a membei of the

city's Education to WorkvCoulicil, which serves as a neutral meeting place

for people'from es, the schools, government and CBOs.

How CBds Can Be volved in the LEA*%CETAQPartnership

.4 Workshop B par icipants cited several ways in which CB0shave

beentvoitred in YE programs with prime spOnsOis and schools, from the

most comprehensiv role of actually managing a career development and

slork)expe fence grogram to the more limited role of plovi ng labor

cmarketanformation_to existing programs.

-0

prograM - Open Coors is a nonprofit organization 1.4 New

York City thatoperatei training and job placement programs for youth and
7.
adults. In 1977-78, Open Doors developed a project called Education and

1-

Ptiyate Industry C9operation (EPIC) :' EPIC provides a, program of job

development and workexperiende in the private sector for CETA -eligible
.

juniors in two public high schools. Enrollees Canvassed heir own-

*munitide to find out what jobs were available. The stud s interviewed

li -, ) employers .to determine what jobs were available, what spcific skills

were required, and how the Jobe would relate-to the school curriculum.
1

Students pooled..this inforlation in school workshoOs, where they learned. ,

job-seeking an job-holding skills. Then they.filled the jobs they had

developed. Of the 150 students involved in the original-canvassing,,141

completed ten weeks of work and 57 were retained in unsubsidized jobs

during the summer.

It!

p

Developing jobs - The greater Philadel?hia Federation of Settlements ,

has collaborated with both the Philadelphia manpower office and the

city school system in a national 'Fcriuttr demonstration project'aim,4 at

keeping youth in school by proqiding them with subsidized after - school

fb
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jobs in the private sector. While the Chamber of Commerce developed

jobs in large corporations and the labor unions helped place youth

in middle-sized firms, the Federation's 14 nei4hborhood-based CBOs

*7-

had,a unique capability for: entifying job slots in small shops and,

community stores., Ovx 1200 jobs were developed the private sector

through the efforts of the Fe'd ation.

Participating in a job placement` network - In Midland, Michigan, a

community based organization, the Youth Development Programjs..- linked

with Junior Achievement, the,, Michigan Employmet and Security Commission,

and an "intermediate school district" which provides auxiliary services

to several member school districts for operating a YETP program. An

Areawide'Placement Project provides each of eight counties with a

computerized job bank which allows job referrals to be made from one

county to another.

-Marketing on-the-job training in the private sector - In

Mississippi, the Governor's Office of Private Sector Services uses CETA,

Title IIN.B funds,to market OJT training through a CBO, instead of.4,4hrough

the State Employmejt Security Commission which most other states use:

This service is being linked to the.YETP in-school 'program in Meridian,
.

Missisdippi, to provide monthly job order information.
.

Providing'information'and assistance to the in-school teiCher-
,

An LEA repretentative from Santa Cruz, California, 'said that teachers in

his school district welcomed CBOsas "representatives of the labor

'Market" and as a source for clarifying the many federal programs with

which teachers" are expected to work 'but often do not imdersttend.

Open Doors provided public school teachers in New York City with

labor market information by hiring some teacNs to write curricular.

burletinafooncerning de world of work and by asking, others to visit 60

work sites to prepare a book on education and employability.
0
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Resistance to Involving CBOs

Workshop p

1(

ipants also noted several sta f resistance

to defining a role for CBOs in in-school programs. A participant in

the Atlanta conference said that CBOs remain "untapped resources" in

many communities. Several participants interpreted the CETA regtlations

to imply that CBOs should be restricted to serving out-of-school yotilk

and that they should have no role in an LEA agreement using the 22

percent of YETP funds mandated for in-school programs.

A CBO participant at the Dallas conference complained that CBOs have

met resistance to being included in the linkage because of alleged

duplication with school services, turf issues, and the unwillingness of

schools to admit their problems in reducing the dropout rate or in
.

working with dropouts.

A participant from Louigilgna noted that the business community in

his state prefers to work directly with the scillool system because it

-Aids more-continuity and support there. -Apaz%iejLpimat at the San

FranCisco conference finds that competition for YETP funding leads,to

suspicion and guarding of.information as a result, CBOs are not brought

in to share information and ideas with LEAs and prime sponsors.

4'0

2. HOW CAN WE PERSUADE PRIVAT EMPLOYERS TO PARTICIPATE IN YOUTH JOB

PROGRAMS?

Workshop participants stressed the financial incentives for eon-

,- ployers in the private sector to participate in youth job prcgrams.

They also suggested appeals, to the social responsibility of employers,

to increase their interest in education. GenEral approaches were

I

suggested that are applicable to all firms, and distinctions were drawn .

between large carporationeAd(dmalaer non-unionized businesses. Finally,

participants suggested-sortie specific points of _contact in the business
, -

-community and cited several problems to. avoid.
a , ,.
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Financial incentives = There are three ways to place CETA-eligible

youth In the private sector, and each way offers a distinct financial

benefit to the employer:

Through the vocational exploration program of .117?,
CETA pars youth the minimum wage.

Through on-the-job training (OLIT),tCETA reimburses
an employer for up.to 50 percent of training costs.

sr'

Through the tax credit program, employers can get
credits of ,up.,to $3000 for the first year and $1500 the
Second year for hiring disadvantaged youth (or adults)
in full-time jobs.

Civic responsibility and other approaches - Even with financial

incentives, many employers are reluctant to hire CETA youth generally,

because of their lack of skills and the need r close job supervision.

Many workshOp participants stressed the ne appeal to an employer's

civic consciousness.

A job developer in the Wilmington, Delaware, program said he points

out to employers that CETA youth have high motivation despite their loW

skill level. He invites employers to visit the schools so that teachers

can use their experience in teaching job- seeking skills; furthermore,

_employers are guaranteed that the program will provide specific training,

such as improved typing, before a student is placed in a job.

It is important to start slowly in working with employers, placing

only youth 4th positive job attitudes, noted the job developer for the

Energy Training and Education Center in Boston. He has foUnd that la

small initial commitment which leads to a satisfactory experience can

often be built, upon later. 4

Large vs.,small firms - In discussing job development, participants

resealed some - differences in the approach depending on the size of the
D
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firm. In Wilmington, Delaware, where small firms were contacted, the job

developer sought to place students in jobs where there are high turnover

rates. By contrast, the job developer for the Educational Collaborative

of"Greater Boston (EDCO) approaches only healthy companies that are not

experiencing layoffs. This approach is taken in Boston because in large

unionized firms, the first contact has to be with the union. Unions have

been cooperatAve with youth programs when union jobs are not threatened.

While job development in small companies can often proceed aididkl?;,

identifying job slots in larger firms must allow maple time to select an

appropriate job supervisor. Finally, large companies are not as likely

as smaller firmstoobe motivatedAo participate by the prospect of

testing a potential full-time employee. According to a Boston partic-

ipant, a small company can provide a "family approach" and caring atti-

tude which is absent in larger companies.
e t

suggestions for specific contacts - Workshop participants

out the following organizations as being especially helpful in

an intermediary for devel.4ping private sector jobs:

1

singled

serving as

The National Alliance of Businessmen -- pledged to job
development around the country.

The Human Resources Office of the AFL-CIO -- entree to
unionized firms.

A
Fraternal organizations --,key local businessmen are
act,tve, and successful placements can lead quickly to other
referrals.

. .

Gerieral.problema to avoid - In developing jobs in the private
. )

sector, partidi tinoted three problem areas that could be detrimental

to yOutc-PrOgr&isl:
--------

IflIployers

Sdpervise.

metimes take on more youth than they can

'Er



Excess job "screening" by employers can lead to youth
discouragement.

.

Uncoordinated job development by various local agencies
and programs tends to annoy prospective employers by the
barrage of job requests.

3. HOW CAN WORK EXPERIENCES BE MADE MEANINGFUL?

Responses to this question varied greatly, because conference

participants interpreted "meaningful" work in several differeiI ways:

(1) related to concurrent classroom instruction; (2) related to specific

career 9o4ls of YETP youth; (3) related toother, full-time jobs in the,-

private sector;

that is, a particular subsidized work experience job will later pe

available as an unsubsidized job; (6) serving as preparation for\the
-

employment cycle- -using work experience to obtain the next job.

oductive to the employer; (5) having continuity--

Participants in some of the conferences felt that "meaningfulnes"

-of-work experiences is the wrong focus. A participant in Atlanta hoted

that since the average person switches jobs 'five or six times durihg a

lifetime, wq must avoid arbitrarily stereotyping the jobs found for.cttA

youth participants. The EPIC director in New York pointeh out that

youth job in the private

lead toward unsubsidized
t:

time to training and supervision tof the youth. In rural areas, said a

principal from Brooks aunty, Georgia, YETP should focus simply on:-

filling existing local job openings, rather than on seeking work/dxn,

perience based on broad career exploration, since youth from ecoAomically ,
1,

_t

sector is likely to be a "real job" thaecan

employment because an employer must commit-"

disadvantaged families rarely move away from the area.
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SRecific-Recommendations

Given the diverse interpretations of "meaningful" work exp iences,

the following suggestions were offered by uorkshop participants:

Create youth corporations, to give CETA youth anuincentive to
relate their high school education to their entreprenurial
work.

Use theme - oriented programs - -such as energy dr the media - -to link

jobs to classroom instruction.

Develop in-school vocational programs that provide more offerings
than just shop and home economics.

Use teachers as job counselors, and vice versa, to purposely blur
&he.diStinction between school and work.

Have teachers visit work sites and employers visit the schools
80 employer, experience can be, incorporated into job seeking-

skills taught at the schools.

A. .4- sH'InvOlve in-school youth in. developing their own jobs by Can -
-' -1-vassing their community.

-

Seture a written, job description and identification of a job site
supervisor Afore a site is. officially selected.

-46 Take into accOunp-labor market pro4actions so that youth do not
- .--find their jobs phased out after work experience.

Olen jobOnth8 nowa3i0fit,sectonare required by specific
programs use Floipials and colleges as sources of job slots
which are,Cdtaparib/e to the wide range found in the private

.
O` `,

,-
4, HOWH,CAN:WE CLARIFY' VOCATIQNAL1EDUCATION, CAREER EDUCATION, DISTAIBU -.A

ppciazoN cND YETP- TO POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS?
,

t 0. -
/*, ',
Lin the ono'Conferenteworibhcp'where this question was addressed,

>tne.participants ke.ii,;that

ferep0eis. tiaiants srgted thiab

.90 meaning to employers. At other corib-..

cprospective employers, particularly in
-
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small communities, were barraged for 'job requests by *different youth

agencies and programs. Clarifications of different programs may have to

await coordination among the programs' job development efforts with

- employeis

F'
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WORKSHOPS C AND H

AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY IN LEA/PRIME

SPONSOR AGREEMENTS

INTRODUCTION

Conference participants in Workshops C and Workshop H addressed both

general factors that are importantin the development of,school/prime

sponsor agreements and specific methods of improving agreements. Partici-
.

pants focused on many school and CETA objectives that must be discussed

and negotiated in the procesS of developing a workable agreement and an

in-school program design. A clear understanding of the attitudes of,
4

ide,drigtaI5Ehrand staff and of the prioritiei of each organiration was .

identified as the.basis for bvercoming differences and establishing

collaboration. The workshop also prodUced many practical suggestions for

incorporating the objectives. of the school and the prime sponsor in a

YETP program and developing effective communication linkages to ensure'

that both parties are continually involved in the program. Finally, both

educators and CETA staff described ways they have successfUlly overcome

"'turf" disputes.

The.order_in_which the topic questions were discussed was not the

same at every conference and discussion often tefided to bridge s ral of;

the separate topics. But the issues raised and the comments' shared by //

participants were suit' Ciently-ilike to group them under the topic /

questions and several subheadings,-
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DISCUSSION OF THE QUESTIONS

HOW CAN WE DEVELOP A PARTNERSHIP_ WITH MUTUAL ACCOUNTABILITY

AND SHARING OF RESOURCES?

Participant responses to and discussion of the question can be

grouped into three categories. First, a major focus of the discussion

was on factors that ContributePto, or e ourage, collaboration between
,

schools and prime sponsor organizatiohs. Shared goals, previous school-

manpower lidkages, and common orientations of personnel were among the,

`types of factors that were raised. SeCiAld, participants discussed

several differendes in attitudes and policies between schools and prime,

sponsors that can inhibit a partnershipThese discussions naturally led'

to suggestions of ways to overcome
$
these differences. Third, tactics for

improving program designs and increasing the role of schools in program

operations were recommended, e.g., integrating transition services with
''N

school curricula and programs, combining the administration of several

CETA-funded programs, and allowing schools to initiate prograM designs.

Factors Contributing to Collaboration

In participating schools with well-established programs
of career education, development of YETP programs is easier.

When the State Department of Education has good working rela-
tions with CETA at the State level, cooperation is encouraged at

local .levels.

Schools that had previously taken part in Neighborhood Youth
Corps programs tend to be responsive to the new CETA youth
programs.

1 Where school boards and prime sponsors are both answerable to
the same political entity, such as a mayor, collaboration
is encouraged.

Schools that have c& operative work experience programs
are receptive to youth programs which have similar
'guidelines.

0
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When LEAs and prime sponsors have representatives on each
other's advisory boards, cooperlation is enhanced.

When CETA youth program directors have a baegNtnd in
education, collaboration with schools is facilitated by the
comwon understanding.

Attitude and Policy Differences that Inhibit Collaboration; Ways to
Overcome Difficulties

.The prime sponsor must recognize that, in some LEAs,
infusion of dollars can be more of an administrative
headache than a practical help.

The prime sponsor should make the LEAaware of Department
of Labor expectations'of the prime sponsor so that the LEA
understands the pressures on the prime sponsor.

The LEA is obliged to see as its responsibility the
preparation of all youth for the world of Work.

' The LEA must realize,that a youth's first job takes him a
long way toward the very self -awareness that the LEA seeks
to foster.

The prime sponsor must acknowledge the schools' long-term
approach to eer preparation.

The prime sponsor hould undefstand how the sch system
works and not try t change the system.

The prime sponsor mus recognize that teachers are accus--
tomed to a difference scheOle: a nine-month working year
and &school day that ends around 3 p.m.

The LEA must recognize that local elections'may'bring
new policitianseinto the-prime'gponsor in mid-program,
leading to pbssible requests for changes.

The prime sponsor should realize that LEAs, will beemore
cooperative 'if they are made to feel that many' the
program ideas are their own.

. .

The pr ime sponsor must be fleXible with funding, recog-
nizing that-LEA budgets are getting tighter due to falling -4.4

enrollments and state/local property tax initiatives.

630 579
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Both should adopt a oommon perspective"on aling with

CETA youth -- whether to "mainstream" th -to set up,

separate facilities for them.

Both must see YETP first as a benefit to youth, not as
an enhancement of either LEA or prime sponsor.

Both must set realistic expectations from,the YETP
program.

Both prime sponsor and school staff .must respect each
other as professionals. it4

Recommended Tactics for Improving Collaboration

Appoint someone to be in the. school during July and
August to respond to, the Requests for Proposal that are
issued by tl(e prime sponsor.

Deal with noncontroversial issues first in negotiating a
school/prime, sponsor agreement. '

.'

Clearly define roles and responsibiiitieb'of all parties
inVolved .n implementing the.agreement.,

chehever possible,,provide transitional services, as

.V1 ' these test fit in with school programs.

Fit YETP into existing Experience Based Career Educati
(EBCE) model programs.

Fit-Yr* into existing cooperative education programs.

Retain as much program flexibility as possible, either
-,by negotiating broad non - financial agreements or by

providing for switching of funds among program elOpents.

Combine CETA Title II-B and YETP programs, where possible,
to save paperwork and administrative expenses.

Encourage LEAs to develop training programs, instead of
waiting for a prime sponsortd do so.

One school district has used its YETP in-school program
to enticOdropouts to return to school. If they do well,
the participants are enrolled in'a regular vocational
education program.

t
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2. HOW CAN WE DEVELOP EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION AND REFERRAL LINKS

BETWEEN,LEAS AND CETA?

Participants in Workshop C *nd H made specific recommendations and

suggestionsifor improving the school/prime sponsor partnership through

establishing clear channels of communication and strengthening organi-

zational linkages. Many of the participants indicated that one of the

greatest barriers to collaborative program planning and operations was

the lack of information and interaction between school and.q,TA personne

There are a number of .steps that can be' taken to establish and, re rc

linkages. Following are several of the approaches suggested by sc

and CETA conference participants:

.9

Establish a mutual glossary of terms to avoid misunAef:,
standings of definitions and policies.

School adminstrators and faculty shoUkd become thoroughly
familiar with CETA regulations and program guidelines.

Educate the prime sponsor on the particular needs of
special education students..,

Hold a workshop for school and CETA personnel to go
step by step through the contracting process.

Provide in-service training for LEAR, in responding to
RFPs and in drafting agreements.

, Provide in-service training, on a one-on-one basis,
for all school people implementing an agreement.

)

Bold an all-day youth ,conference every year for
students in CETA programs, at, which the schools
the occupational areas that are explored in the
component of the program.

Keep school administrators informeds-oCchanges in CETA
rules and regulations.

all
present
in- school

,

Identify a staff member in both the schodl system and the
Prime sponsor organization to act.as4liaipon for all
day -to7day issues, problems, and com6erns that arise in
progrim planning and operations.

Bold regular meetings, between prime sponsor staff and
administrators, supervisors,, counselors, and teachers

,who have a- role in the program.
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3. WHAT DOES REQUIRE IN TERMS OF RESPONSIBILI AND REPORTING?

--/

Conference participants were largely in agreeme nt that prime

sponsor management information systems should handle reporting of par-

ticipation data to the Departmentlof Labor. The extent to which sdhoca

districts have responsibility for collecting, and oontributing data to

prime sponsor quarterly program reports varied widely. One prime sponsor

simplifies the brocess by having, a youth office handle records and

participant data for all school districts in YETP. School districts

that report their. own data on participants have found that this often

requires-double recordkeeprng due to the different forms used by the

district and the prime sponsogr.

.Certification of

1,

r

f

A major difficulty the CETA requirements on participant data pose

f9r school distri':6s concerns certification of eligibility of applicants.

One .school program coordinator reported that )he prime sponsor requires

school us a one-page eligibility form which was then submitted to, theIL

10 pages f forms on each yOuth applicant. Another participant said the

prime sponsiYr, but other types of documentation are required since the
1

,

appropriate means of'verifying family income is unclear.

Several participants reported problems in certifying eligibility

due to State laws that prohibit t he release of information on students'

performance or background. One approach that has been taken is to

Specify-in/the LEA /prime sponsor agreement that.a third.party, e.g., a

higher edt cation research group, complete the student eligibility

validation through a sub-contract.'

In another school program a different approach was taken. Initial-

ly, the prime sponsor,- required that all participants bwincomeeligible,

causing recruitment problems because program staff had no...access to

school records'and were_forced to identify-poterial eligible students

by ,checking /ow-income neighbdhoods.: This effort only served to

.1.111m,
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negatively "peg the project_as the CETA class." Finally, tie problem was
.

resolved when the prime sponsor authorized the program in itsisecond year
to switch to a 50-50 mix of income-eligible and non- QJ.igible youth.

,

Wosrkshop participants cited several other types of difkiculties in
recruiting and selecting student4 for'YETP due to the problem of deter-
mining family income:

.

May poor youth do not seek out counselors, so that school#0.

authorities have no reason to know they are poor.

While many progr use lunch lists as a recruitment tool,a not all poor youth sign up for free lunches-.

Some poor youth mule from families that are off welfare
for parts of the year and-may thus not appear on welfare
rolls at 4 particular time recruiting is taken place.

Residedbe in a low-income area is an unreliable indicator
of income.

Mass distribution o eligibility forms to yout1'age 14
and older_ _was_Ljudged- by-one -s-chocl district- t0=-he -the most.
effective procedure for identifying eligible youth.

t' The Department of Labor Funding Cycle

The mismatch in1the timing of funding-of CETA prime sponsor pro-

Si

gramsgrams and the school calendar was cited as a problem by School repre-
sentatives in Workshops C and e. .Some schools have had tp establish

separateclassesiforCETA partiUpants, often in separate fa ilities,
as a result of the,differences-in funditg

cycles be schools and
tEtA

The Award of Academic Creolit

,

1

The gETA,regulations' mandate/Ito prime sponsors to encourage the.
award of academic credit in YETP in-School programs was a major point of

r
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negotiation and compromise in many LEA/prime sponsor agreements. School

v .. districts that had their own work experience, cooperative education, or
..,

A

a work-study program tend to have adapted to the CETA requirementS quite
. ,

.
well. .Some-schools had to adapt existing policy and curricula to the

YETP. One ilarticipant reported

education department apparently

because school personnel argued

only .too those students in YETP

tion programs.

that the school distrfct's vocational

felt threatened by the YETP proposal

that academic credit should be awarded

who would qualify for vocational educe-

4

4: HOW CAN WE OVERCOME THE "TURF" DISPUTES?
o

Methods of overcoming-and avoiding disputes over the areas of

authority and responsibility for youth prograis were recommended by

participants in Workshops C a410 H. Many of the suggestions, were related

to general approaches to partnership development and collaborative

planning. Within the descriptions of speciflt-iit *gram experiences and

examples, strategies for handling potential and ex sting disputes weie

outlined. The following examples represent the types of strategies that

were adopted in programs reported at the conferences:

A county school board took the initiative to identify

people within each school who mere gin.a. position to
implement ograms:

"".

A oounty school system got its work experience oo-
ordinators_tegether and, as a group, they approached the
prime sponsor with ideas for a comprehensive county4aide
plan.

A school district was successful in petitioningthe mayor

to appoint a school didtrict coordinator of federal
programs to the prime sponsor's advisory council whert(

she, could have a voice ill program design.

Angther school district mandated the creation-of school-
community organization to review youth prOgrards.

.

C.
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'One school district held meetings With patents and local
business people prior to preparing program stritegieb.

,

). Where scho is in one &Strict feared lobs of contrk if
they accep ed CTA.T4fired teachers, the prime'sponso,r
'allowed p gram teachers to be hired jointly by its staff
and the principals; -while those teachers report to the CETA
program,' they wera als6 instructed to be Cane as much a part
of their home schools as possible.

5. HOW CAN WE CET THE KEY 13EAAND- CETA,DgcisibN MAKERS INVOLVED?J
4

o

Workshop participants identifipd ,several 'different) tgpes of ,key
414.-

decision-makers that are impolgtan in succeseful devatiVraent of an
agreement and implementation 6f CETA in-schopl, program., The key indi-
vidual4 vary according to the Orgaization of the school district,
role of the youth programs Withinith'e Overall CETA system, 'and the design
of the in:-school proqram.' However, prime sponsor and,sChodk represen a-
tives indicated several general wags that tI support and involvement of
key indivicruals at. severalalevels can be obtained:

I %.

I

Superintendents Where a prime/sponsor deals with a
number of ,school districts, it/is' useful to approach the
superintendents as a group and to make a scheduled..presen-
tation at an area -wide meeting of superintendents. A
superintendent 'who' is known to support' manpower education
can help persuade' his colleagues to cooperate with CETA.
Superiritendents who have dealt with cooperative work
experience piograms cell be assured that the recent YETP
guidelines are very similar to those programs.

: 'Principals - The sApport. of the buildi ng-leve,1 pri nci pal
is crucial in many school 'districts that are decentral-
ized. A gOod approach -is to have the program coordinator
or the CETA youth director or both persons meet with eaoh.k
principal before the program is initiated and before any
design changes jo gain his/her acceptance and involvement.

Secondary school counselors - Each fall, before school
begins, many school districts conduct counselor workshops
at which the prime' sponsor can make 'presentations. CETA
programs cpuld also be presented at annual state and
regional co erences of school counselors.
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Career education coordinators - These people also have

state -wide meetings athich CETA programs:can be pre-
sented. .

.

...
,

State Departtent of Education'- SEAs can Apt asitrouble.-4,

shooters .to 3vercoiie'turf problens. _They can gring r...
. ..f I

decision-iaakers together by holding state conferences of

LEAs. Many SEAs prepare newsletter's to provide school
0districtssithinfomation'on federal program's. e

provide special grants to multi -countrareas: So SEA

personnel also sit on,the State manpower council or
State youth council.

')'

. .
.

Overlapping board 'memberships - Where possible, the ;

prtme sponsor should be represented on the-School
district's vocational advisory boardor career eatcation

council. Likewise, school people should sit on local
and regional manpower councils and on youth councils as,

well. ) ....0''

Other school -people - In some areas, a director of
'secondary education is a key person who needs to be

"sold" on YETP. Special .education teachers, fami4liar
-with the needi of handicapped, persons, are frequently
left out of the teferial network and may need to be

approached diTectly. School boards may -..i7:
key person, egg., a member responsible, for vocatidriak

education.

Local employers - Many sc ool aiStricts have a career
,education advibory commit e, made up primarily. of

community business people. In some areas, Industry .4

Education Labor Councils are.active:
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WORKSHOP D,)

PRIME SPONSORS AND LEAS --

DIFFERENCES IN PHILOSOPHY AND GOALS
N

INTRODUCTION

.1

Conference, participants in Iftrkshop'D focused on several basic

differences between school systems and CETA kprime sponsor organizations

that e 4ffeCted the planning and implementation of YETP. in-school
_

rams. The o4an1zational'differences discussed4most often were,

(4) the role of the school and'the CETA prime sponsor within the cotil-

munity and '(b) the 'question of targeting youth funds toward ape 1

- .
Orealsostudent groups. Participants o found that there 4re many areas of

shared interest. and concern.

ySchool and CETA representatives mainta ned that a major difference.
t]

-- A

is the basic goals for each organization. As was stated in. one of the

workshops:
i

, /

The role of the:high school is to prepare all its
students to funbtiOn in society; the focus is on thehigh
school degree obtained through academic classroom training.
The role of CETA is to prepare economically disadvantaged
youth, both in and out of. school, for future unsubsidized
e_mplAr.mentti the focus isbn survival skills obtained

'through work experience and special training.

`t'hu the,schools and the CETA prime sponsor serve different functions

with n the community. Participants noted that expeptations for CETA

1A-school programs often differ according to these, larger organizational

functions.

639
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A second basic difference on philosophy and o 10 is over.the issue #

c' of program targetigg and selection.of part'icipa ts. Conference repre-

sentatives from schoql systems indicated that the targeting'of YETP,

services only to economically-disadvantaged youth has been a major source
.

of differences With prime sponsors. Although'only a Minority of the
- .

..

participants indicated that their programs include transition services\,

for non-disadvantagedstudents, the programs that include this broader

.)use of YETP,funds for students have generally been those designed with

strong input from school staff.

4.
Prime sponsor representatives, and someJeducators, viewed the

question of the criteria used in selecting YET? patidipants from among '

the population of economically-disadvantaged students as a major point of .

k
negotiAtio ns for CETA agree ments. Prime sponsors that haye program

goali bf high/ rate of pb, placement and positive termination 'encourage

-the sRlection of applicants who have better scho performance and better

'chances of retention in the program. .Those prime sponsors that place,

greater priority do serving youth with the greatest need for'education

and eoloyment istance emphasize the rearuitmept and selection of

students with low probability of school or work su9c*pAc e.g., potential

'dropouts, Students with"lbehavior or emotional problem's, handicapped

students, etc.

Wheresschoolsystkas and CETA prime sponsors have come into don-
.

flict, it tends to reflect preconceived notions .each organization has of

the other and is aggravated by lack oeunderstanding of how the other'

system operates. For example, some educators view CETA staff as "those

upstarts from LabOr," 'rather than appreciate that Department of Labor

youth pro ams have been in existence long before the CETA Youth Ame9nd-
I

ments, and that these agar

analysis of youth employm

s have produced excellent research and

Problems. Similarly, the CETA people wno

Chage that high school administrators are only interested in college

preparation and are viiiing to deal with the dropout problem find to

640
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their surprise that many school systems have work experience programs

similar to their own, programs that in some instances are better run and

cost less per person-year tan their CETA equiValents Schools also'have
. f

a financial interest, through retention of state aid funds,4irweducing
r-

the number of dropouts: 0

The only.otier basic sourpe of conflict is when the prime sponsor

insists that CETA in-school projects be wholly different from regular

school programs end lead to institutional change in the schools.

One 15rime sponsor representative acknowledged this as policy and reported

00 that the conflict with the schools was resolved by having an indepenJent

third party, a natiOal educational laboratory, develop,a prOgram design

and an evaluation model that were acceptable by the
)

school. Other prime
ib

sponsors reported acceptance of what theit local schoolswere already

doing or spoke of programs that were designed to meet local needs. They

.1$

saw the role of the prime sponsor as, helping the achools to become aware

of certain needs, firing gaps in existing school programs, and using,

their own expertise to assist the schools i.n job skills training.

y.
A I

Many LEA participants objected to the stress on, differences with

CETA. They pointed to their own internal problems and to variations

Among schools in the emphasis placed on career education, on vocational

education, and on traditional" academic prOgrams.

At several of tte conferences, participants in Workshop D raised the
4

question of Whether schools and prime sponiors differed less in philosophy t'

J and goals and Mbre Lin staff orientations and organizational procedux

related to youth programs. It was pointed out that educators are mo

likely to be interested in the long -term results from education and

training. CETA staff tend'to'4e oriented toward planning progrgms that

will have observable results withif a short, period of time. Thus,, while

both Orgahizationi may agree on the basic goal of 1.,future employability"

for' participants, the CETA staff may con'sicler the goal, best addressed
^

through work experience and jpob skills that are transferable. into a

-
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'

, currently existing job opening. School people may-be more concerned

with teaching )eneral skills and attitudes that will allow youth to
1 i.

obtain career octupation,at some time in the future.

t

.9Procedural'Aifferences, between the operation of school systems and

'CETA agencies were mentioned often as a scarce of problems in YETP

in-school programs. For example, many schools were given a very short

lead -time in responding to a Reuest for Proposal from''the prime slionar,

Orscho ls did not hive sufficient time to adapt

the requirements of YETP. Becalise of the

of the schools and the CETAfunds, schotl

systems have found it hArd t6 arrange the schedules of YETP participants.( -

Progra6 designers in the

the school curriculum to'

different funding cycles

Contracts have been signed or funds made available after scheduling for' 4

students has teen completed. School representatives at the Conferences *,

.

also mentioned that frequent staff turnover in prime sponsor organize-

tiOns tended to dedrease'cOniinuitY in 'the school/CETA relationships\

At each conference, participant also noted that schools and prime

sponsors share a common perspectiVe in several areas: Both prime sponsOr
3 3 4r

staff and school faculty shareyiconcern for helping youth become,..self-

supporting. The interest-of 'many prime sponsors id expalApag the capa-

bility of CETA for improving the long-term career developMent of youth

Coincides with the'intenests of most educators involved in career and
.-1 . .vocational education. Many

.

of the CETA staff represented at the
/
con-i

. ferences have experience working in schobls and are many of the same

educational goals of school faCaty.
re

It was observed thatilAcuanHunities

Where programs are successfully operating, the school and CETA stiff

readily point to afiumber of areas of agreement and common concern.

However, better understanding did. pot necessarily act in favor of
I

the objectives solpght by the Youth Employment Act Demonstratiitfiftojects

, 'Act. Several workshop participants pointed,outI,

that schools can use CETA

`funds toecover the costs of programs for low income youth and thereby

free up school funds for programs for:all students.
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DISCUSSION OF THE QUESTIONS
.

V , ( . .
v .

1., SHOULD AYETP PROGRAMS BE INCLUDED IN ONLY A FEW SCHOOLS RATHER THAN

; ALL (QUALITY, VS. , QUANTITY)? %

I
i.

.1
.

i

Par+-icip ltd ex-eriences and opinions .related to%
, Is

this question varied
,

widely. In ny communities, the decisiohIna one the number of schools to be
. . 4..,

included in the program is made by the prime sponsor planning council or
ot.

executive committee. Some participants responded in terms of heir .
..

opinion of witat Approach contributes to the success of aR in-school

program. Others responded by addressing- the/more general 'question og

progrom policiei that contribute or detract from program effectiveness.

,

Many representatives of both schools and CETA organizations Indicated

that funds should ffe distributed on the'basis of the quality of the

.program design. - Aparticipant from the Los Angeles schools said that

allocating funds to alf-LEAs or schooli prqportionately "only perpetuates

bureaucr,a01.1and mediocrity." In. Los Angeles'County YETP funds are

awa ;ded on the basis of the innovativeness of the school program designs..
It

The 22 percent monies arT allocated by the office ofk tiie County Superin-

tendent of Schools. The County Superintendentlypreferred not to divide *4

$1.6 million among all 9 6 school districts. Instead, each district was 4

-asked to submit a twO -page proposal describing a:program and setting

fOrth a budget. NThe,4espo,nses included plans for projects costing as

little qg "8,000 and as much-as $1 million. The Coutty Superintendent
ft

selected 14 programs which clearly offered new approaches to youth

programs and did not merely repeat-things doge in 'the CETA Title II -B.
AN

year-round programs.'

A second type of) response to the question of- ethods of distributing

fund between schools was that they should be on, he basis of the propor-

tion of economically disadvantaged students in each school district.

Several participants felt that the method i4 the best way of guaran-,

eteeing that students who are eligible for the program have an opportynity,

to enroll.
(
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oOther

. A
participants, particularly those from prime spnsor areas with

'many school disfstricts, felt that distributing funds to many schools was
._.:

self - defeating. They found that there .ii a minimum level of funding that

14
is necessary before-the tprogram Can have an effective role w ithiri the

. schbOls. To try to increase the 'concentration of finds to fewer LpAs,
. . ,

the Region-X Department'of tabor office dies not allow 6ommunity colleges

to act as LEAs ip applying for YEP. funds.
7

Workshop D participants addressed a number of related questions

dealing with pFime sponsOr policies and school district use of YETP
4.

funds:

a r

An alternative app;oach to.allocating funds'is to
designate fundsronly to,individual schools within the
district that serve the largest pioportion of disad-
vantaged students. .

Participants argued both ides of tie question of whether
funds should be used to serve greater'dumbera of disad-
vantaged youth by reducing the hours of paid work experi
ence for each participant.

. Several participants responded that YETP programs
/
sbaul4

be designedvto demonstrate that there are ways ofimprovidg
assistance to students without additional mohey.

,

1:, ,---4L

Small-scale programs may be ti ieful to a school district,or.
a prime sponsor, 'but only if'they can be used as.-models

. o
for rtreplication in larger ,programs.

. . \

004 11 e
2: ARE YETP PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF YOUTH OR TO FULFILL

...

PROGRAM BEQyIitEMENTS (011.CAN THEY DO BOTH)? ....

4
...

4

wo kshop D participants were about evenly divi6ed in their re nses

as to wh ther designing programs that meet CETA requ.trements alsor.allowed

the am to address the needs of youth. About half the partibipants

fol)1 d the requirements df the YETP progrma design, did not allow the !offal'
., ,.

needs.of'students.in their schools to be adequateli, addressed:: An
,

approximately equal number. of participanis,'however, found that the\ A

a
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Federal and prime sponsor requirements for YETP have assisted the schools

in'meetirig the career developrient needs of students.

Local Aperiences,and,examples of -how the requiraMents of YETP have

conflicted with school olpectiyes in-stestingputh education and training

needs can be divided into four general categories:

to4primeSponsor target groups, (2) CETA emphasis

(3) inadequate measures of program effectiveness,

funds.
4

Problems with Target Groups /

(1) ,problems related \/

on job placement,

and (4) uses of YETP

Representatives of hool systems at the conferences, and some prime

,sponsor representatives, identified several specific examples and illustra-
.

lions of problems in the design and delivery of youth services due to the
,

requirement that specific Youth groips be served: 4

Dropout-prone students - Selection of only students with a. high risk

of dropping At:of school jeopardizes the whole in-school program. Only

limited individualprogress can be expected injthe course of a one-year

program, and the proportion of students that can be "turned around" is

likely to Se. low.,

. .

Mainstreaming partiCipants vs: a separate program --Several partici-
,

pants cited the problem ,of how to design serlaces for dropout-Iptone and

low-ac4eving students. The extra attention that can be provided through

YETP, may not be allowed in some areas due-to the -fact that it would
ti

amount to_segregatiori of minority students. Others pointed out that

;segTe gating the hard-to-serve students in one component may not be the

-best approach to improving their'" school and44ork performance.

LTargeting program to age gicoups It was often mentioned in the

workshops that beginning the piogram at age 16 is too late for many

stuOntsthat need career development and work experience. Some par-

ticipants relt that,s&ents should be experiencing thg program prior to
. %.1 %
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the legal age for dropping out. Participants that changed the age level

targetted; however, foand that change' detFimental to planning "1the/

/

"--

,
sthools. Program designs,need to be adapted to the particular age, group..

Several participants found that BETA programs designed for.19-20 year
-oids`heeded to be Significantly changed to serve 16-17 Year olds, because

of the difference in maturity level.

Recruiting economically-disadvantaged youth Some school prggram r

operators found that tter had difficulty in recruiting andfidentilying

eligible students due both to reluctance of the school administratioh to

thd embarrassment of the,

.

release'reoords under the privacy act and to

schools over'thd..rate of student dropouts.

Emphasis' on Job Placement

#

spons or placed high priority on, a high rate of jOb placement of youth
-

0

PrOhlem& with YETP in-school programs have Occurred when a prime

Which conflIcte'witti school objectives for the program. This problem is

typically' found where planned outcomes for youth program, do'noCvary
/ . significantly froM those for adults.

.

,

-
.........,,,,iuth staying in school - Both school hnd prime ;ponsorparticipants

.., .
.

maintained that the most critical need of, 16417 year olds is to stay in
, .school. Emphasizing job placement can detract from attention to this

V
I .-

youth need. r
...

.

*

, ,

Adequate skills training - In ;order to hasten job placement, a prime`

sponsor often wants only a short skills training program. Educators feelx

that work, experience without, adequate.pretraining shortchanges the youth

participants. .
J

4

A

-..- .

. .

Work experience-ichOol curriculum relationship - Participants have

found that from an eduhtional perspective even good work experience jabs
i.

,, .'4

sometimes do not conribute to the overall program objectives. Iri some

A

att
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cases,lthe wool& experience component has become divorced from the class-.

room,,or school, component-of the progrb.m.

Prime Sponsor performance standards.- The CETA reautho nation .

lation of'1978 established a syptem for evaluating prime sponsor

perf nce.
e.

Funding is to be based, in part, on the previous year's
. .

, .

J

Some participants felt the prime sponforStandards may
...

increase the presiure for job placement of youth.

performance.

e. .

,..
, . -

WOrk..experience relationship to private sector jobs' - School and

prime sponsor particiPantS expressed the opinion that youtfi.NfiOuld be

'striving toward jobs in thelprivatesecior. YETP programs that 15 p e

public sector jobs do pot necessarily endourage.or emphasize ,the transfer

of skills and experience to private,Sector jobs after school is completed.

Participants felt this is an area of weakness

.
Inadequate Measures of Program Effectiveness

in many program designs.

rt
In

A

The YETP in-schobil programs designs may not beltonstrating t

effects oniciuth due to poor measures of program effectivenes. Con

ference participants cited several ways that4tg;;Is not demonstrating

results Oith students due to the methodsOf assessing program outcomes.

.ProbdPra of evaluating outcomes - The focusof CETA On assessment of

41.49the rate of positive terminations measure s only immediate impact pf the

,\program. Students that are classified as "non-positive" terminations may
...-

have highly "positiVe" Long-tam outcomes. The immediate outcome fo-r

growth with positive terminations does not indicate the success of the
'-

program in career developeemtor how the prograd has Relped the youth.

Lack of measurement of long -term results It was observed by

participants .hat a true program evaluation Should inclUde a
4

group and measure t

However, the youth

to track after eve

control

heleffects after a five-year period had el

are served in the program are likely to be hard

one year following program completion.

tt 647
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Unmeasured program effects - Partiapants,who have worked with youth

prograps find that the program often has more subtle behavioral and
,

.attrtudlnal reffedts'on youth as a resui1t of pder interaction teat is
stimulated by the pro gran activities. These kinds of effects have not

been sufficiently accounted-for in program'outcome measures.

or

Uses of YBTP Funds

The types of services, ajtivities, and materials that are-allowable

Under YETP have sometides conflicted with program objectives. School

administrators have found that the YETP funds often musebe used in

combination with othef sources of support to provide a fully-developed .

program design. Following are some of the prarblems that.program.dperators

have had in using YETP funds:

Not enough money is prpvided fotraining of work site super-
visors.

CETA guidelines for pse of funds vary by prime sponsor and
Region. Differing interpretations of CETA regulations may. lead
to different guidelines on the purchase of supplies and the use
of equipment. If a Regional Department of Labor office disc
allows something, it can force the local program to find'other
funding sources.

4 Where several layers Of administration are involved,, the
administrative oust factor may-shrink from 20 per-drent to
legs than 5 percent for the program operator. The, result
may be, inadequate staffing for a program: For examples
one New England prike sponsor impOed a, requirement that
70 percent of YETP funds go to student wages,and only 5
rcent to administrative oasts, putting a oonsteaint on

fogram hiring.

/

Withouticreative budgeting which integrates a YETP program
- 0

with other school programs, YETP becomes separate and fragile
and may lack'a ooletituency to defend it once federal funding
ceases.

A

t1
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Additional Problems in YET? Designrand Implementation

Many CETA-eligible youth do not hclar about the program.

Som school counselors ha ve not become involved because '

the hold the'view that CETA - eligible youth are simply,

cipline problems" and deny that work experience will
s w results for these youth. ,

f

In many LEAs, school 'faculty and staff do no .believe that
disadvantaged youth heed outside, assistance.

I

Education should not look to CETA. 4o start Programs that
4

.schools could not afford on thei4 own, according 9 one,

prime spAsorrepresentative.

School districts often see too py strings attache.
ibonies, and they anticipate ap, ordinate U g

for the anticipated- benefiti.

/
,

The regulations put educators, n the unwanted le of social
service agencies.

.

\

. ..

Prime sponsors can overemphasize pertain aspects of YE and as
a result the intent of the program can be misdirected according
to, a prime ,sponsor representative.'

to CETA
paperwork,

.4

On the Positive Sider Meeting Youth Needs and Fulfilling Program
Re4uirepents e I

Workshop D participants who found thatthe YETP reguirementA did not

decrease the program's effectiveness in meeting the needs of youth

emphasized-the flexibility of the YETP provisions. These participants

generally supported the role of YETP ihthe schools because it provided

options that educators oauld.use to their advantage in expanding the role

of schools in emplorent and training. The comments and examples listed

below provide a sampling of the types of responses of these .participants:
I

One school district has had such success with the YETP program
thatit'may adopt the program as a model for an independent
study program for non-CETA eligible youth.

7
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1

. In oneechool program, a programie4ength is
..curriculum are well matched.

that jobs and

If
A

Av CETA programs give LEAs the flexi'bilitp to meet their own
specifid needs; it is good-that there is no "standard"

.

;

program. -

A Balance of State prime spongOr agrted to accept a30-,40-
1 percent,job placement rate--as compared to the customary

70-80 percent placement theremaining 60-70
percent of you)htay in school.

Not

Many prithe sponsors. are flexible abou he apportionment,of
program funds among wages, administrative costs, etc.I

e. YET%allowed cole school to address the employment needeOf
the handicapped s3hich no one in special education had
cDniidered.

4

YETP,regulations are not overly restrictive. They on y'
establish a "framework"' forschooli to use to adapt t eir,,
ograms to student, needs.'

3.

S

TP can serve as a-"seed program" to get private sector
involvement with the school system.-

ghYETP, the needs of dwpouts are addressed for the
fire time: Educators have learned that dropouts.often.
will .'t go back to the regular school sydtem and have
begun to recognize the value of alternative schools-and
supportive services for dropouts.

CETA's push for academic credit for YETP work experience
and ,in- school trainin4Shas helped many youth obtain the
high school diploma. The schools value this contribution'
of ehe program.

07.

AN

ARE WE STRI NG FOR EQUITY OR'EQUALITY IN YeTP?. IS THERE A
DIFFERENCE, AND IF SO WHAT SHOULD YETP TRY TO DO?

One Workshop D participant defined the difference as follows:

Equity is helping the disadvantageeto etch up, while equality ,is equal '

1

`treatment of all youth. He reCammended th t'work experience be offered to

the disadvantaged as a summer'program onl and that transition services
... t
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should be provided to all students 'during the regular school year.' He

acknowledged that this was Contrafy to the intent of the legislation

. which he felt favored 'equity.

. ,

Few bonference participants directly Addressed the issue of whether
. , .%

YETP should be designed With the objective of equity or eqUility.

Participants did discuss several issues related to in-school program

designs and the youth that should be served.

Conference particip nts were sharply di vided as to whether YETP
0/

should foxus on the in-school youth who are least likely to succeed in

school or the youth who are most likely to succeed iii the program. One

participant reported that a local program uses YETP funds for services to

youth selected from other CETA programs whofare most likely' to get jobs

on their own the following year. rn asked by another participant if

this approach were addressing YETP's intent to reducelsructural unem- .

ploymenti.the reply was that focusing on "hard -core failure kids" allows

for little ,immediate success, which is what CETA evaluation measures.

Although the Youth legislation emphasizes equity, the methods of p/ime

sponsor program assessment do not favor serving-the youth with severe

2

. >problems.

S.
.

)*For somesarticipantk, the issue of fruity versus equality is

resolved by the fact that YETP resources must be targeted to some group

since the amount of funds is not Sufficient even to deal with all'the

severely economically disadvantaged. Be cause of limited funds, one

program set an income eligibility of 70 percent of the standard'of the

Bqreau of Labor Statistics--stricter than the 85 percent standard of the

CETA regulatiofis.

One Workshop participant. cited "equity" in the approach of funding

onlyighose schools which designedihnovative programs, rather than in

doling out funds proportionately to all the schools regardless of program

design.
/
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Other programs deal with the equality - equity issue by including

non-disadvantaged4tudents in transition services. Several participants

pointed out that this approach proVideb for grtker'interaction among

st udents from different backgrounds than restricting services to the

disadvantaged. Only a few programs took advantage of the option touse

10 percent of, their funds for an experimental piOgram that- enrolls,

students who arb otherwise ineligible because of the level of their

family income. .

A program desaribed by one patticipan ttempts to teach the meaning

of equal opportunity by the manner in which youth are treated after

s lection into the program. In this program, three youth are sent to

in erview for each job slot on the theory that competition for'openings

is good preparr1 ion forthe "real work of work" the youth will latdr

enter. e

R SIGhIFICANT ISSUES AND PROBIAMS RAISED BY PARTICIPANTS-

',Con ference participants discussed methods of targ%ting services
- to 14-15 year ol*.youth. Some participants supported the
,"approach of following'14-15 year old youth-through to gradua-

tion, while others responded that a new group of 14- 15'year
olds should be served eaFh program year.

4 The ,question of the proper'starting point for initiating
the schools through YETI6Tias debated in Workshop D.

Sore gram-administrators have focused their effoita on

school superintphdents, wftile others feel that the program
must establish a firm base with youth first before trying
to have an impact on the schools.

State Departments of EducationIcan play a valuable role in
assisting 'school distriCts ietheiF negotiations ,and program

c---planning with a Balance of 5`'at4a prime sponsor (or Governor's
Employment and Training Office). The Minnesota State Depart-
ment of Education has edtablistied a statewide office of CETA
coordination with a grant front the Governor's YEW dieZre-
tionarY'funds.

w.
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INTRODUCTION

P
WORKSHOP E

SERVING SPECIAL POPULATIONS UNDER YETP

1+- r

The Department of Labor regulations require that YETP services

be targeted primarily .to the eoonomi.cally disadvantaged youth--certified

from a family with income loss than 85 percent of the Bureau of Labor

Statistics lower income standard. _For all CETA programs, CETA prime

sponsors are required to speCify which local target groupswithin the

r- disadvantaged and unemployed population are in greteit need of CETA
IP

services. The prime sporisor plan must describe how these groups will be

so

ven priority in program services. Youth programs operated by Schools

are also included inthe requirement-of serving "special populations"

identified in the prime spoitsor youth'plan.
/r

Five common special populations were identified in the topic ques-

tions for discussion at WoAtshop E: handicapped,' dropouts, juvenile

offenders, "Imceptignii" 'youth, and needy youth who are, not. disadvantaged.

Workshop participants added.the follo4zing types of youth groUps which

face special barrier r to 'employment:

. ostudents in high risk of dropping out

sociallyidisadvantaged

educationally disadvantaged

youth wish "poor attitudes"

pregnant youth. and unwed mothers' r
ethnic minority youth

f-t limited-tlnglish speaking

native Adericans

- disabled veterans

6P
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the Wide variety of special target groups cited in the W rkshop indicate

that local definitAons of "special populations" vary consideraby.

o The plank for d4livering services to the target groups designated by

the 'rime sponsor as special populations is implemented through the

agencies and organizations that serve as program Operators.\Confenence

participants cited a number of general problems in the total process of

desligning and implementing programs for speciAT groups..

e

Overly general target groups - pen 'prime sponsors 'Simply use the

"significant segments" set forth in the CETA. regulations -- age, sex,

race,0Ational origin .as designated local target groups, the persons

most in need of YETP services, such as dropouts or unwed mothers, may not

be served. LEAs, and other contractors, that do not meet the prime

sponsor goals for sing target groups can bp penalized through with-:

holding of funds.

Number,of schools in program - Since rime sponsors car meet the
...

requirements for an,LEA agreement by dealing with only one school district,
-

a significant numbeztof youth with special needs may be left opt whq, are
.1

in other districts within the prime sponsor area. \ I

VP'
Evaluation of YETP1outomes Since the emphasis in Federal and

prime sponsor assessments of program performance is'atften on ratestof job

placement or retention'in school programs, program Operators may be

inclined to design programs for youth who are easteit*to train, her

than focusing,on youth with. spJial needs.

Mainstreaming vs. separate programs - Participint opinions differed

as to whether youth from special popul ions should be mainstreamed in

broader programs, combined into a single special program, or served in

Separate programs. One school participant argued for full mainstreaming,

since i the old Neighborhood Youth Corps programs segegation had

..reinfor d negative attitudes and behavior. Instead, positive changes 44
1

________

result from:qmr group interaction that occurs when youth from different

( 1
0
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backgrounds work together'and receive counseling ift groups. Several s-

participants, including a representative of the Vice-President's Task

Force on Youth, arguedthat.the handicapped cannot be helped through

mixing them with youth with other speop.al,needs. 'However, An example,of

a program that has mixed specigl populations is in Providence, Rhode

areIsland, where both handicapped and juvenile d atlinquents re served in' the.

same program. A participant described a rogram designed toaBAist

potential dropouts by combining youth and lilts in the same activitie s.

The adults tend to counsel 'youth not to drop out as they'had once Cfone.'

/

The isque of ;nixing" target groups is complicat ed by the fac t that

many groups overlap. A participant from,Albuquerque noted that'most

dropouts-served in theYETP program are also juvenile offenders. A San

Dliego
program deals with ex- offenders who are disabled.,

a

'11

Eligibility of youth from special populationt - Many parV.Cipants

pointed out that the handicapped, youth .over 18 not supported hytheir

families, and wards of the State are deemed "families of on.e," but

indicated that prime sponsors often require that the 85 percent family
41

income eligibility criterion still be met.*p

Programs for Dropouts School/prime sponsor linkages have not been

very effective in the development of in-school programs for dropouts.

Only a few participants describedexamples of school involvement in

serving diOuta through YETP. . .

Jobs f?r special population youth - Employers are often

hire yoUth from specially-targeted populations, particularly

and juvenirefteffenders. Two general approaches to involving
.

were recommended:

r4luciant to

handicapped

employers

*In the fin9.1 Department of Labor regulat4ons'for YETP (October 2, 1979)
e CETA regulation that handicapped automatically qualify as economi-

ally-disadvantaged is also applied to,yaUth.

I
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appeal to civic pride -- contact employers who belong to service

organizations such as.4wanist

appeal to economic self-interestpoint out the Department of
Labor's "Targeted Jobs.Tax Credit Program."

\\4

DISCUSSION OF THE QUESTIONS

1. WHAT CAN .XEtPdOFFER TO HANDICAPPED YOUTH, WHETHER OR NOT THEY

QUALIFY AS. ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED?

AccO ng to CETA regulations,, a handicapped personisidefined as a

person w has "a physical or mental)maisabtlity which oonstitutes'a

substantial barrier 'to employment and can benefit from CETA services

_provided, as determined by the Prime Sponsor." Several Workshop E

participants indicated that this definition is so vague that prime

44.

sponsors have too,much leeway in interpreting a "barrier to employment."

'As a result, there is little certainty as to what services can be offered

to handicapped youth through YETP. N

Funding for the Handicapped

It was noted that CETA since

the handiPapped, but no earmarked
1 -

the handi'cipped have largely been

enacted since CETA:

1973 has provided "funds for services to

funds have been set{ aside.' Services-to

supported through Federal legislation

. "N
P.L. 93-1 t2 - The Rehabilitation Act. of 1973.

..

P.L. 94-142 - The Education of All Handicapped.Children
Act of1975. I ..

P.L. 94-442 - The Vocational Education Amendments of 1976.
4\

Some workshop participants argued that by law or regulation, CETA

youth programs s;boa,144 set aside a specific amount of funds for the.

ev- 656
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handicapped, as do regulations for the Vocational Education amendments

Others argued that having no specfied proportion of funds hands-,or handi

capped means that there are no upward restrictions on the 'amount that
k e,

could be allocatd_to.youth with special needs. A prime sponscir partici-

pant suggested using CETA,Title II funds (Compreheisive Employment and

Traing.services for the economical y disadvantaged), since the

handicapped.are clearly classified a disadvantaged and Title II-B

provies more fund tJan YETP.

Several. school participants reported that special education depart. -'

'ments consider hETP as tailor-made for the handicapped because of the

range of se rvTLes that can be offered. Schotia.districts have used YETP

flInds to alleviate some of the4 financial burden imposed by P.L. 94-142.

As one participant noted, YETP can fill a gap in services for handicapped

t , since vocational rehabilitation funds can serge only the severly

handicapped.

ProbLems in Serving the Handicapped

7 , '
Eligibility disputes - Many prime Sponsors have insisted that tie 85

1 /
.

percent income eligibility for YETP be met for all youth, ihcluding.the
Na,

handicapped. This interpretation of the regulations has reduced the

numbetof handicapped students that can be served.

A
Wages-- Some participants felt that the handicapped were overpaid VI!,

considering the kinds of work they can do. It was saggest,d that they be
A

paid leds than the #nimum sage to start, with raises based on job

performance..

Persuading employers to hire - Only employers receiving federal

funds are required (under Title 1V of the Rehabilitation Act) to take4.,
affirmative action to hire the handicapped and to provide access to the

work site. Other employers must be sold on the program. Employers are

gene tally concerned about the n4 for constant supervision. Several

' 657
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'approaches to gaining employer cooperation were stressed: (1) the

school is running the programccredibility); (2)-each studer& gets a
4

great deal oft program supervision (the employer can call the coordinator

'au time about a problem); (3) thwemployer is servingas a school and

community resource (civic pride). A method used by one, participant was

to place a T itle II.youth with an employer if the employer agreed to h_:d

'a handicapped youth. Another program enrolls regular students to work

alohgside the handicapped youth to take pressure Clf.the employer for

supervisibn. !\"

)1,

Facilities - Many of the facilities used in training and employment

programs are not designed for access by the handicapped. y

Limited' administrative funding

vision than other youth,-and program

supply the full-time supervisor who

perform this service on, a half-time

the supervisor must be able to show

youth.

- Halidicapped yodth need more super-

funds are often insufficient to

is required. A teacher cannot

basis, noted one particlipent, since

ug at the first wf*k shift for each

r
Need foitoutside support services -4 One icipant said her program

fOr the handicapped would be totally ineffect e if it were not linked

. with existing community support services.

Identifying appropriate jobs - Participants stressed the difficulty

in locatirig worPexperience jobs that involve simple, repetitive tasks
\

'that many of the physically and.zentally handicapped students can handle.

One participant referred a study completed in Wisconsin, "Task Analysis

--for the Handicapped," which deailed'methods of identifying jobs for the

handicapped

Resistance from vocational teachers - Many school vocational depart-

.0

ments have waiting lists of fion-handidapped studentsVd are reluctant to

favor the handicapped. Vocational education instructors 'also claim they
r

65$
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cannot jrovide the supervision needed for the handicapped without dis-

rupting the otherclass members.

Need for special materials/equaloment If special instructional

materials or. equipment are necessary, the cost of serving handicapped

youth accreeses the total number of persons that can.be served in a

program. One participant did point out, however, that the cost is still'

less than the taxpayer cost to maintain an unemployed handicapped persOn.

Limitations of-special education -'A school-.representative who is
. .

a special education teacher indicated that the handicapped student often
. .

has unrealistic career goals, The, dckntwledged,that special

ducation often fails to let handicapped youth "come to grips with their

Y. limitations." It was'also noted that specialized vocational teachers
1

who:can provide job training k the handicapped are had to find.

...Prograls that Serve the Handicapped

4

alb

Participants in Workshop E discussed several examples of youth

. programs that are successfully serving the handicapped:

'South Carolina - The Statewide CETA Consortium supports several-

local programs for handicapped youth. In Greenville, both in- school and

out-of-school handi4ped youth participate in a regalariYETP program.
%.,

The program includes classroom training and work experience, with the

jobs provided by Gooldwill Industries. The out -of- school youth receive .

classroom training for one hour each day, followed by four hours of work
. ,

. .

experience. In4chool youth have work experience jobs for 10 hours pee`
. .

week during the school year and 25 hgurs during the summer. .

4 4 .

InRichiand Cowity, the Governor'kdiscretionaLy funds provide A.

summer pr9ram o instruction and work experience for "trainable mentally

retarded" youth aged. 16-21,'who meet the:85 percent BLS income eligibility.

The 25 students are offered training in home economic, food preparation,' .

..
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. . .hoiicult4e7endWOod=tfoiking skills. They work one hour each day forqr-

..0fr days. .

.

% ',

The Governor's YETP'discreticyary funds also support a gottp home
:"

,

for economically disadvantaged youth, aged:14-21, who have had behaviAra
.

. -,

or emotional adjudtment problems. The hote'is-under thesupeivision of
,. I .

....the local high school. The youth reside at the home., grow :their own
.:.

:\

food; and share duties and responsibilities for mainenance of this
.'1.P.

x.__,

"selfa-contaiXed community." For twd hours -.each day, they lrarn job
\

\

. . . .

skills in 12 different occupational areas, including nursing, forestry,

and dairying. These skills are taught throughout the year, each "for one,
. tmonth.

t,

In all three SouthdiCardlina programs, the numbers of handidapged

that can be served are restricted by the prime sponsor's requirement that

the handicapped meet the income guidelines of YETP.

t4

Arkansas - A YETP- funded career laboratory hdused'in as4rhiler
visits rural sphoolS to perform "vocational evaluation assessments" for

handicapped students Individual Education Program (IEP) is planned

for .each of the = udents upon the results ofitlie assessment.

, Boston ssachusetts YETP funds_ the 'cost of a year ofIlbrk

erperidhce tra ing firr 150 handicapped youth who have completed two

years of vocati nal training in one of .tritte high schools. The part-time

jobs with publi agencies are designed to emphasize training. regular

CETA -eligible students.Work at the same j5b site with the" handicapped

youth, taking presthre off the employer for supervision. If a youth

cannot adjust to the job situation, he/she can be pulled off a job and

brought back for additional in-school training., De -emphaSizing job

performance and focussing on training takes pressure off the youth, their

rents and the employers. A probleft,With some public sector jobs is the

la k of "a constant 'amount of real work."

006 /
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The 85 percent eligibility requirementlor YETP was imposed after

the program,-,had been designed, disqualifying 75 percent of the youth.

However, the progr, director was able to, reinstate most of the handi-

capped participants by turning to the "ten percent component."Aphis

provision of gp, under section 435 of the CETA amendments of.1978i

allows 104PerGent of YETP funds to be used for programs Which include

youth.4f all economic backgro ,.to tes the effects of services

provided to a group with mix =d f y b kgrounds.

Providence, Rhode Island -.Two YETP componbilts serve physically

handicapped students in the Providence schools: (1) "Reach Out," a

program jointly-funded with P.L. 94-142, proy1des a vocational center

where/20 students receive after-School training three days a week. The

piogram consists of vocationalevaluatien, hands-on skills training

job placement. (2) An Occupational Education Program serves both the
ot

,:-.-phasicalliy handicapped and the 4behaviorally-disordered" through a

regular in-school work-'study program -- not through'a sepa rate CETA work

experience program. While ju0venile offenders and other special populg-
1

tions are not explicitly targeted, many of the handicapped fall'into

these categories.'

1640 Placement of handicapped participants in private sector

difficult because many employers cannot provide the supervision that is

heeded. .

4
. )

Great Falls, Montana - The local school district uses ?ETD to/fund

an Experiende Based Career Education (EBCE) program that was originally

designed for regular iri-school youth. Lipkages with the State School for

the Deaf and the Blipa, a residence school located in Great Falls, have
%

intoled to mainstreaming some of these students into the public school's

EBCE prOgram and placing them in job sites.

r

so

In/

"A community college sAbcOntracts with YETP to provide transition

services, incl d "ng employability and survival skills for the handicapped.

.('
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Orientatidn to the community college through YETPis partly designed -to

determine if vocational courses might aubsequently.be suitable for the

handicapped,students.

2. CAN YETP PROVIDE SERVICES TO EXCEPTIONAL YOUTH?

4

The discussion of this question centered around whether YETP is

appkopriate for gifted youth as well as students with low skills or
.

'aptitudes. SN'eral participants noted that their YETP in-school programs

include both bright and not-so-bright students. They find that this

"mix" of students has been important in overcoming the 'impression that

CETA.is only for the "poor and dumb." One LEA presenter mentioned that

one of her students in YETP showed so much ability 'and maturity that she

was promoted to assist the learning-coordinator. Another participant

noted that in the ,regular YETP program it was hard for some youth to ke6p

up with the bright students.

No participants supported specific targeting*for "exceptional"

youth, but one participant 'suggested that."special population s" should

include the "Socially disadvantaged," such as the very bright, shy

honor students, who have difficulty dealing with Reople.

3. CAN JUVENILE OFFENDERS I INCLUDED, AND IF SO, TO WHAT EXTENT?

Conference participants described several YETP programs for juvenile

offenders, mostly youth who had been apprehended for property crimes.

Some prograMs considefed offenders automatically eligible as wards of

the state who are no longer subject to family income guidelines. Other

pkograms stood by the 85 perCent YETP eligibility. Soma_ programs dealt

with youth who are ,arcerated, while others dealt with youth in pre-

trAl diversion. While most programs were limited to transition services,

some also'provided jobs.
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Participants have found,that youth offenders require special super-
,

vision like the handicapped need. It was suggestel 'that probation,

officers can be used as supervisors or counselors and juvenile homes can

be turned into special help Centers. Mol.e.programs for offenders will

develop, workshop participants agreed, as public attitudes on i4lcarcer-

ation change. 411

4 .

Brief reports were presented on the following programs:

41

Camden County, New Jersey - ,YE funds a Juvenile Resource Center

for 150 delinquents, most of whom are repeat offenders and dropouts. The

program has three major components:* education, personal counseling, and

vocational training. The education component includes a GED program,

adult basic education,. and tutoring for special needs. In addition, some

living skill§ are'provided. Because most of the youth 5lo not come from

stable home situations, the program tries to enhance ".living skills."

Counseling is provided individually, in groups, and with the family.

Counseling sessions address how to find a job, how to stay in a job, and

how to stay,out 4 jail.. The vocational training component includes
t

pre-vocational training (how to fill out a job application, determining

values and job attitudes), classroom skills training, and on-the-job

training.

At first, the program emphasized work exierienoe, but this approach

was unsuccessful. The program was redesigned to assist youth in finding

their own jobs. Now,.7 percent of the youth find their own jobs; only

8-9 percent return to delinquency.
N./

Greenville and Florence Counties, South Carolina Each county has

a YETP program'for non-incarcerated juvenile offenders -- youth released

or diverted prior to trial. Under a release agreement signed by the

court, prosecution is deferred for 90 days. For educational assistance,

youth are referred directly to county schools. The program%staff
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attempt tovplace youth in fll-time employment. If One-is availabl4
1,

.11Fvocationalltraining or OJT provides job-related skills. Each youth is

prokrided with a "civilian supervisor" in the community who acts 'ke a

big brother. No wages or allowances are paid, but the retention ate is

reported to be high (89 percent ) because the alternative is jail.

South Carolina - Statewide - A program at five correctional centers

It* drouna tiiet State provides trainsitio services to about 50 inmates,

including orientation, life skills testing, labor market information,

counselling, etc. According to the primp sponsor representatide, whenever

inmates we're given long, in-depth interviews by employers, those inmates

who had gone through the'YETP program performed better and were more

likely to get job offers than the non-YET? trained inmates, Although

some fielTtrips are allowed, most of th program takes place within the

6k).

correctional centers.
a

A major problem with the program has been the Prime Sponsor's

P

reguirement6that incarcerated youths living'with their families prior to

airest meet the income guidelines of YETP, while youth who had left home,

need pot do so. The effect is to discriminate against youth Who-are not

alienated from their families.

Albuquerque, New Mexico - The priie sponsor has proposed a youth

component-for Albuquerque's "Alternative House, Inc.," which offerS a

number of aduAt offender programs through one facili4y. Currently, many

youth offenders who are referred to the program do not have resource

support.'

4
Helena, Montana - The Helena school district's Experience Based.

Career Education (EBCE) program, funded by YETP for regular in-school
istyduth, has agreed to the participation of a 4esidence school for female

jdvenile offenders. It is anticipated that the can assist in

reducing the rate of recidivism.
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OaklAnd County, Michigan.- The LEA works closely with two agencies,

thorChildren's Village Home, a residence for youth offenders, and Youth

Assistance, a CBO whose goal is delinquency prevention.. In addition, the

localpolice department is urged to use the YETP program as a diversionary

veRicle whenever possibTi, inhtead of incarceration.

ti

0

4. WHAT ABOUT NON-MINORITY, NON -DISADVANTAGED' YOUTH WHO NEED YETP

SERVICES?

As one participant noted, the Congressional intent behind`-tile4ETP

program 'Orr-to serve economically disadvantaged youth, but to retain

enough flexibility so that YETP would not be negatively laBblled as J.

"another poverty program." Accordingly, the Youth Amendments allow

transition services to be made available to youth regardless of income.

Thee_yETP regulations of September 26, 1978, limit the services authorized'

for all youth but still include: "counselling; p:acement services,
.ow I

occupational, educational, and training information; job referral infor-

mation thryugh coordinated intake; and programs toovercome ezwloyment;:s.

r4lated 'sex stereo-typing." In: addition, as noted in the discussion of

Question 1, 10 percent of...1WTP funds may be used to test the desirability

of including youth from all economic backgrounds in emp'yment and

training programs. Several participants cited the requirement that the

10 percent component have an experimental design with comparison groups

and followup to deternirie the benefits to the disadvantages as'the reason

10 percent monies. have rarely been used.

The following statements by participants testify to the ingenious

ways that have been found to use XBTP funds for the benefit of youth who

do not meet the YETP income eligibility standards:

Unlike vocational education funding, YETP funding does not

require that hardware or software be used only for the

targeted population.
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In Camden County, New Jersey, where a career resource center
provides a 30 hour seminar for disadvantaged students, the
rodm, the counselor, and the materials are'available for all .

students,

In MarlboroUgh,'Massachnsetts, an assessment center built with
various funding sources will serve more than just the economi-
cally,disadvantaged students.

In Great Falls, Montana, the prime sponsor allows a learning
coordinator who is paid to help income-eligible in-school
participates to also train other school staff to'serve the rest
of the students.

In Central Texas, YETP has provided transition servides for
all interested students, regardless of income. The testing
that is provided, has shown rural youth that t4iey could score as
well as big city yogth, which has resulted in a significant'
change in their self-perceptions.

At the Philadelphia Conference, a participant said his prog ram
set an upper limit of 125 percent of the'Bureau of Labor
Statistics guidelines, which has the effect of expanding the
eligible population for YETP.

The Camden County; New Jersey; program for juvenile ofArders
includes youth who pay room and board to their parents while
living it home. These youth are classified as "emancipated
minors," and income eligibility is not based on parents'
income.

5. HOW CAN WE haNK YETP rN- SCHOOL PROGRAMS TO PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO
REACH DROPOUTS?

t
Many participants felt that in-school YETP programs were of little

use to dropouts because: r
dropouts,donot want to return to the structured-se ting of
a high school, particularly their "home" school;

dropouts who might wish to return to school e afraid of
"losing face" if they do;

\ school principals and counselors do not want dropouts who
were thesource of disCipline problems to return to school;
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by the time they are reached, many dropouts have become

juvenile offenders; and

schools lack adequat out -reach to locate dropouts.

One school participant, the coordina r of a YETP project in Greshaft,

Oregon, took issue wih these reasons for hot serving dropouts. The

Gresham program provide GED training for dropouts thrOugh.the local Clio

, school. Eighty percent o the dropouts have been from families with

members who are,alcOholics; many have also been subject to parental

abuse. Unstructured family lives had caused them to drop out, reported

the coordinator, and they needed the structure provided by the high

school setting. (This program is discussed more fully under topic

question 6 below.)

Additional problems mentioned in dealing with dropouts: (1) an LEA

participant said tht Balance of State Prime Sponsor allowed participants

only 60 days for job training prior to plac- ement, whereas she, felt

four to five months were needed; (2)others.reported that many employers

refuse to hire youth under 18 because of alleged problems with insurance

and work permits.

a

Brief reports on projects serving dropouts

Albuquerque - "A School on Wheels" program that was started. with

Ls1A funding is,now mostly fund94 the public schools. The schO4(not

mobile as its title might suggest) p'endes an alternattve setting for

150 youth who appear to benefit 'from more fleXible scheduling. The

sctools have difficulty in reaching dropouts, particularly juvenile

offenders with records of theft or drug abuse. A special component

outside the school is designedto improve their reading and writing

that they gain greater confidence in their abilities and return to the

regular school system. )
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Arkansas 4. A dropout program for small town youth, funded by the

Balance okState YETP grant, takes participants through 50 hours of

career awareness, including job interview arid resume preparation. The

first priority of the program "is t& get youth back into regular high

schools. Thus far, only 10 percent have returned. The second priority

is to get participants into vocational technical or post-secondary

schools. Job placement is the "third priority. Youth who are placed in

jobs are required to return to the program for GED preparation.

1

California - A =comity college offers) a YETP- funded English-as+

scond-language program for dropouts and poteAtial dropouts daring-the
1

summer months: Basic skills are tested in the program, and participants

can get skills training in settings and with methods that depart from

those associated with past failures. The project director reports that

the youth find they have sails they were not aware of previously.

,,

Nevada - YETP and a Youth Community Conservation'and Improvement

.Program jointly fund an exploratory in-school program for youth who

are considered "high risk" potential dropouts. The primary feature,

individualiied attention, is credited with keeping 75 percent of the

participants in school.

Oakland County, Michigan - Dropouts are not encouraged to return to

their home high school but are instead provided with alternative school-
.

ing through adult education 'programs. Participants can receive academics

credit for attending class, for independent study, and for work experience.

Although dropouts are usually given a "cooling off" period before they

are contacted-for t4is program, the program director is advised of

potential dropouts by the school., Because program relations with the

schools are very good,thb program director can both anticipate dropouts

and assist the schodls in dropout prevention efforts.
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6. TO CHAT EXTENT DO GED STUDENTS MEET YETP CRITERIA FOR'SERVICES?

I . zd

This question tended to be avoided in Workshop E, apparenfly

411

because few CETA and LEA representativeg mere familiar with the issues.

GED programs funded by YETP were represented only at the Seatl Confer7__

ence.

The GED program in the high schoOl in Gresham, Oregon, las slots for

15 dropouts, 16-21 years_of age. ThC LEA agreement specifies that if

CETA is unable to identify income-eligible participants, the school

program di.Aftor can fill t remaining slots with non - income eligible

students. As noted above, many ofthe participants in the program need

the structure providedby the in-school.setting to-furnish the security

they do not find at home. Students may take regular school classes and

eat in theteteria at no charge. The school tries to provide good

adult role models. -The programdirector is a person respected iii the

high school through his roles as a counselor, a science teacher, and a .

baseball coach. The GED classroom is located centrally, to enhance its

visibility.

The benefits to the Gresham school are three-fold: (1) the GED

in-school program.is the cheapest way to implement an alterhative program;

(2) the program impressed parents whose votes were uncertain on a school

bond issue; and (3) the regular counseling department can refer a poten-

tial dropout for whom the GED program may be preferable to an attempt tong

finish high school.

The GED program in'the high school is one of three GED programs in

the city of Gresham. A second is at a community, college and a third is

in,a learning center in an old house, away from the high school. This

setting is less structured than the school' and permits smoking.

A fewiworkshop participants4from community colleges indicated that

their GED programs had unacceptably low completion rates; one participant
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suggested that community collegeS provide no nurturing or feeling of .

AN11'

belonging.

OTHER SPECIAL POPULATIONS SERVED IN YETP' - PROGRAM EXAMPLES

4

Teenage parents - The Albuquerque program provides an alternative4

pchool with regular.day classes. Counselors try to bfing in the young

f4the and the parents of the teenage parents. At first, referrals to

the program came from clinics, but now the "teenage grapevine" plus

presentations in the public-schools on teenage'pregnancy bring in

applicants. The non-income eligible are also included.

In Albuquerque; teenage pregnancy is the largest single cause:of
k,school dropouts. IA New Mexico, one of every five babies is born to a.

t

teenage mother; in Texap and Arkansas, the figure is one in three.

The school representative from Albuquerque reported that most of (hose

presently on welfare were once teenage parentlitthemselves and at

employment for teenage mothers makes sense only when tied to support

services,4pecifically day care and health services. The participant
.

said YETP must=relae to the girls in their role as parents.

Teenage motherd tend to have a very poor self-image; simply gradu.!

ating from high schL seems an, impossible task. Most come from welfare

families and do nde,realize they have to keep going to their work 4
experience jobs in Oder to get a paychea. Because of their insecurity,

they hold to traditional attitudes -- inCluding.the notion that a woman's

place is at home, 2.1t at 'a job. The Albuquerque YETP program seeks.to
change these attitudes.

Langudge. barriers - In Pawtucket, Rhode Islang, plans are ing made

to include ...youth in a model iirog4am that teaches English as a Second

Language and provid4 work experience for members of the large Hispanic

community whose limited English constitutes a barrier to employment.
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Native Americans - The Great Fills, Montana schools will make a,

special,effort to enroll Native Americans in its in- school YETP which

uses the Experience Based Career Education Model. Great Falls has-one of

the largest concentrations of Native Americans not on reservations.

.
Family problems - InCamden County, New Jersey, CETA has started a

program of supervised apartment living for youth who are having problems

at home. Participants pay rent from wages earned In work experience or

from stipends received for sch?oling. After three months of close

supervision, participants will be expected to move into their own apart-

ments.

Rural dropouts - In the area around Banks, Oregon, 40 miles no th-

west of Portland; all but a few jobs are in agriculture. Ye vocational

education_ dealing with agriculture has tended to reach only the children

of lando ,Many youth are from families too proud to go on welfare;

they remains isolated or end up as petty thieves. Pregnant girl's often

drop out in the eighth,grade, so the school has no record of them.

In this setting, YETP provides a coordinator who substitutes for

regular high school teachers so that they can visit homes and try to

address the cases of absenteeism and dropouts. Other federal' monies permit

Banks' students to go to a neighboring high school for health services and

provide vocational training at a community college. State funds proOlde

a counselor who furnishes in-service teacher training in non-traditional-
.

sex equity. Dropouts are offered a GED program. YETP also subsidizes 60

public service jobs in forestry,.at the local swimming pool, in the

schools, the water bureau, and the police department.

1

COMMENTS ON OTHER TOPICS

Difficulties in determining eligibility = Participation in'a free

lunch program is a poor indicator of eligibility, since these programs

1''
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are often set up haphazardly. Many youth are turned out by their

families and get no financial support, yet their eligibility is deter-
.

mined by family income. Similarly, the runaway youth may not be eligible.

If the runaway is under 18, he/she must legally be returned home.
4

Optimum Sage served by YETP - The participants discussed, without

arriving at a consensus, the question of whether high school juniors and
seniors should have priority since many go directly into the work force,1---

or-whether-serving youth Weh they are younger offers a better chance of

_instilling career direction.

Private sector assistance - A member of the Industrial Education Council

in California noted that the private sector will tsupport affirmative

action programs like YETP if it is given employable youth. Privite .

firms, he added, are simply. skeptical that YETP can actually deliver such
people. A workshop pail4cipant from Providence, Rhode Island, noeed that
the National Alliance of Business is mandated nationwideto devel;;jobs,

but not for an identified clientele.

The value of work experience - Several participants suggested that

the value of YETP work experience,is less in the training for ayrecupa-
tion than it is in providing participants with good work habits.

ti
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INTRODUCTION

WORKSHOP \O:

RESOLVING FISCAL YEAR DIFFERENdES

BETWEEAS LEAs AND CETA,

each of the workshop sebsiqns the\basis of the problems was

summariFed. Three separate "calendars" af\fect the planning for YETP:

(1) the "school year" of clahroom instruc\ion, generally early September

:to early June;, (2) the school's fiscal yea ?,July 1-June 30; and (3 the

Federal fiscal year, October 1-g7tember 30

Participants noted that since the actual; CETA granti are not kn

until October 1, or later, schools must decide whether to (a) include
\

YETP programs in September, when classesbegiU, with the prospect of

major revamping if CETA funding falls short of expectations: or

(b) delay the start of YETP programs until CETA funds are1 on hand, with

the prospect of losing eligible students to other school activities and

of failing to find \teachers to run the programs.

9La

The topic questions for discussion address four problems aris'In4

from the fisc4jealotifferences: (1) sufficient lead time for planning

(2) uncertainty of annual funding, (3) barriers to multi-year planning,

and (4) administrative overhead costs. Throughout the regional confer-

ences,
Y

Workshop F participants whilli;e beer'-able to resolve fiscal year

differences cited the'followingJactors in their success:

'

Separation of program questions from financial questions

during planning

Close relations between schools and CETA, dating from NYC -'

days

3
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Linkages thru participation of school peA le 'on CETA
planning councils

Reimbursement funding (materials are obtai ned by the
schools before payment money from CETA is available)

Jurisdictional unity (one prime sponsor, one school
district as LEA),

Use of non-financial Agreements

"Good faith" understandings between prime sponsOrs g.nd
LEAs

CETA,projects as add-pns to regular school programs, not
new ones

Linkage at the state level with,the state education
agency

LEA participation in CETA planning

----11-74-Common commitment to the goal of future employability,
overriding fiscal differences

-.Building programs so valuable to the community that
they can be run with less CETA money if necessary

DISCUSSION OF THE QUESTIONS

1. HCW CAN WE GET SUFFICIENT LEAD TIME IN PLANNING FOR LEA/CETA
COOPERATIVE EFFORTS UNDER'YETP?

914

The-discussions tended to fall under the following headings, some of
Which identify problems, some solutions, and some a mixture of both.

The CETA planning process - The representative of the Boston Regional

office of the Department of Labor noted that the deadline for local prime
sponsor plans is June 15 nd the Region must submit its m ster plan to

the Department of Labor by July 15. A final decision on, he regional . .

plan is not make by the Labor Department for ALItys to allow for cam-.
. ments.

t
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In Philadglphia, local plans are due July 2, and Regional plans must

be submitted by'August 15. LEA representatives expred'hed the diffraatigs

'for schools to cooperate, when t ey are not in re

r people are ekt41er not available o preoCcupied wi

summe4bprograms:

session and schoOl

EDY ar other

3.

Estimating the'number of participants - Because of the income

)requirements for Participation in YETP and the fact that many families go

on and of welfare, schools find it difficult to anticipa0 te during the

summer the number of students who will actually be eligible on October 1

for a program.
ob.

.
,,, .

. \

,..1

Hiring eeachert-- Typically, teacher contz(acts are signed in March
. e

and April for the hollowing school year. For the individual teacher, jhe
.

.o
question

.

is, "Do I *take a chance and sign ac9ntract with CETA.or play it

s
safe and continue my regular classwor " 'For the school.dystem, the

question is whether tomake a contract-with a teac ontingent on

availability of CETA or other Federal funding. This is a problem noted

more frequently b§ small school districts than iargemes. The LEA
o °

4,0

presenter- -from Lincoln, Hebraskai_dIted that his school district can
. -4

)4. -

absorb teachers hired for CETA if

pormal attrition and leaves -,of abse

or substitute teachers.

ng fails to come through;

s allow fpr a few extra' permanenta
4

Most participants indiChted that they had resoled the440<ing

iwoblem in one of two ways: (a) using non-financial agreements which
,

A provide for in-kind school coitribution, including teacher time;

.(b) adding YETP dutie to regular dutied of teachers, and,paying the&
so

extra fo:r this help

Some CETA participants observed that problems in, hiring school

, -

teachers-had' less to do with the fiscal differencedthan with the.

limited dollar amounts available to emPfpOigher-salaried Certified

teachers whom the. schools insisted upon inforder,to grant academic credit

CETA programs. The alternativeLX.hersaid, was to rellspon CETA-
Jc

.

4
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hired school counselors; but schools would then look upon CETA Projects

',Jae ".outside programs," not eligible for academic credit.

4

Schobl'skepticism - The participants noted that while many la

urban school districtis have e rience with fedbral categgriSal programs-

.

and often have designated "federa program' coordinators" who aggressively.

11F

solicit funding, smaller or rural districts often do not. An LEA pre -.

senter from -Southwestern Indiana' noted that most rural superintendents

are reluctant to use outside fundingto support school personnel. A,
participant at the Chicago conference

Department of Labor regalaiigns would

actively, resulting in wasted dollars

pliance. That had happened when HEW changed the rules, he.added, 'and'

schoold had-to Make up forthelUifferences.

et, .

spoke of 'the common fear that
.

,/
be changed al/applied retro-.

. .

for a school ound out of con-

Ar.
Ambiguity in CETA regulations that is.s'en as leeway in program

Aanning by confident, aggressive LEAs is viewed as invitation to disaster
by more cautious LEAs. "Ithe.latter tend to wait for "written clarifica-

frOd-WaShin4tonwhefore_they are willing to proceed. In Rockford,

Illinois, the prime Vponsor repOrts unspent monies, waiting to be used.

Local schools did not apply for YETP projects because they feared they

would slot be able to be certain of fundinc4 in time:to use it.

,Prime sponsor problems with'CETA reauthorization - The prime sponsor
from Philadelgh pointed out that the CETA reauthorization mandated that

plans Madeduring the summer of 1978 had to be abolished and redone by

April 1, 1919,but information from the Department of Labor did not

arrive until February 1979.

A

. "Lack of "lettereof--cre Under Title I of the Elementary'end

Secondary Education Act? HEW issues "le:liters of credit" to states so that

1
they can fund school programs before the start of the Federal fiscal

(
mar. The Department of Labor has no similar mechanism for advAnce 1

funding,.
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Competitive bidding - Some LEAs noted that, when Req sts Eor

Proposals. are issued by a prime sponsor, schools may not know until the

last week of September whether they have been awarded a grant for h YETI'

rogram. If the prime sponsor does not have sufficient funds to coyer

a 1 the grants, final contracts may be delayed until November.

Seduced school budgets - In California, a participant noted,

Propo'sition 13 reduced the amount of funding for school systems and

caused large teacher layoffs and program cutbacks. Tax cut initiatives

in other states which threaten similar reductions in school budgets make

it difficult for YETP progAMs that have ties to existing school programs.

Examples of Planning Under Uncertainity
t

In Philadelphia, CETA programs.were fully planned by mid-August of

1978, implemented at the start of the school year, and operated "on good

faith" for two months since the Congress did not appropriate funds until

.mid-Novemher,.. This arrangement was possible-because the prime sponsor"

deals with'a'single school district in Philadelphia and the school.

district his had long experience with federal funding. "Me are used\to

going down to the wire on all categorical programs," the PhiladelphiklaEN

representative commented.

Similarly in in Portland, Oregon, where the prime sponsor and a single

school district have.worked closely since 1973,7the problems sed by

differences in the fiscal years have been resolved since the city of

Portland sWitched to 4h October 1-September 30 fiscal year, in order to

match the federal.f.kecal year.

In Kentucky, 23 rural counties are linked in one YETP program.

Instead of using the RFP process, the prime spOnaor contracts directly

with local boards of education on a sole source\basis to serve,inlechool..

youth. The prime sponsoir advises the school districts to plan based on

90 percent of the past year's funding-level. The schools start their

planning early, and by mid-June, the prime sponsor provides funding

-3
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estimates r the next fiscal year. He says that the key is to convince

local educe on people that they should make plans. The fact that the

prime spons director is a former educator encourages school districts

to plan in-advance of funding.

PC's\

In,Boston, the prime sponsor encourages LEAs to develop options at

different funding levels and to establish a set of- priorities. The

schools prepare individual packages of suggested programs which set forth

objectives target groups and administrative budgets. If less money

comes down from the Department of Labor than expected,'each LEA gives up

its programs-of lowest priority. The process is flexible enough to,

permit LEAs to request some funds for program compOnents that would be

designed later, during tht school

In Indiana, the Balance of State prime sponsor contractlirectly

with the State Board of Vocational and Technical Education for the

daministration.of in-school programs, and with the State Department of

is instruction for dissemination of career education resource

rials to school districts. At monthly meetings, each state .agtncy

masked to'1et forth two plans: one bass4-,oa the previous year's

allocation and one based on an increase of 30 percent. Planning is

simplified because the prime spdrisor does not seek new programs but

rather seeks'to extend existing cooperative education programs in the state.

The sta level aggregations .help to overcome any_problems asso'biated

with the difference in fiscal years.' As a member of the Indiana State
41)

Board.said, "We have enough confidence in YETP that we do not worry about
1

the funding level and do not talk 'dollars' until August."
ts> 4

In Lincoln, Nebraska, the prime sponsor established a funding

*nge and, because schools and CETA'have worked together for some time,.

there is less concern about the actual funding level. The key, according

to the prime tponsbr, is confidence on both sides and personal communi-

cation between the priMe sponsor director and a single spokesperson for

the schools.
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In El Paso County, --Clorade4,1-the prime spansar_meets__in _May_ with

administrators of the 15 school districts served_so that prime sponsor

can draw up plans in June or July. Planning is based on the previous

6

yeaes level.Ortkundin4.

2. WHAT POTENTIAL EXISTS FOR MULTI-YEAR PLANNING?

\\,karriers to Multi-Year Planning (cited by workshop participanti)

Appropriations are made annually - While the CETA authorization

extends for four'more years, appropriations are made annually.

YouthSprograms are not year-round. While regularadtkt_CETA

programs are run on an ongoing, year-round basis, the.youth programs are

operated for only portion4of a year.

Tit s chan - Prime sponsors cannot obligate funding in advance by

title, be use the CETA titles change frequently and funding shifts among

the titles.

Allocations may be based on economic conditions - A representative

from the Ohio Department of Education said that betause.CETA,allocations

are made to a county based on local economic conditions that can fluctu-

ate greatly from year to year, a three-year plan would be impossible to

establish.

Prime sponsors set annual goals - An LEA representative ted that

where programs serve high school seniors or-Out-of-school youth

prime sponsor is judged on the number of job placements or returns to

school annually, the prime sponsor puts pressqte on the schools for quick

outcomes. \f the schools do nbt measure up, this may be more of a

problem for multi -year planning than the mere fact:of annual funding.

Monies awarded competitively - Where prime sponsors do not use

sole source funding but award grants competitively, there is no guarantee
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that a particular program will be funded year after year even if it' is a

good one. ,

Prime sponsors want flexibility - The prime sponsor representative

form El Pasot County, Colorado, declared that they have already decided

what they want for FY 1981 but have 'decided against a multi-year "plan"

in case (a) current programs do not work out/, (b) CETA regulations

change, or (c) students in the schools cfrange.

Overcoming Barriers

Using surplus funds for planning - In, Philadelphia, the YETP program

has been run with continuous funding for two ears, so there are no

"start-up" activities to worry about in September. Surplus money frqpi

the current grant is used to carry over for fall planning.

Multi-year commitments - In San Francisco, the prime sponsor finds

that a multi-year contract with the city's united school distritt

takes much of the politics out of seeking funds. This would be in

keeping with the prime sponsors policy to make long-term commitments.k

Contractors that have provided employability training'under Title II-B

and have demonstrated stable management, fiscal capability, and good

performance have been awarded three-year agreements under which they are

assured the game propor.tion of Title II-B monies they received in FY '77.

The prime Sponsor expects to enter into similar three-year agreements for

YETP prograMs once YEDPA has completed its third year.
4141.b."\

In Kentucky,'the Balance of State prime sponsor considers 8TA

monies to be two -year funding and permits funds from one year to b4

to carried over to the next. Shorter term planning is the result of

restrictions of the program year, not the funding cycle.

, -

In Indiana, where the Balance of State prime sponsor contracts

directly with state education agencies, YETP is tied into existing

multi-year education plans4 the State Board of Vocational and Technical
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ic
.Education commits Is money to a five-Year plan it has established for

its programs. Similarly, the Department of Put is Instruction, has asked

its contractors for three-year plans for the use of career education

materials. Both agencies provide expansion monies to school districts

for YETP programs because they have faith Ithat'CETA allocations will come'

through and they are prepared to beef up or cutback depending on the

exact amount received.

The.CETA presenter at the Kansas City Conference suggested that

long-range planning can best come about through State Employment and

Trainihg councils, some of which have five-year plans tied to the

Governor's discretionary funds.

3. Haw DO WE HANDM THE PROBLEM OF ADMINISTRATIVE OVERHEAD COSTS

FOR LEAs?

---
According to the CETA presenter at the Boston conference, 20 percent

of funds provided through the regional of

trative overhead. Normally the state

sponsor takes 5 percent, and 10 percent

ices are allowed 'for adminiv.

s 5 ptilvent, the local prime

emains for the program operator.

A superintendent from eastern Kentucky noted that in a small rural

school system, money is obiained'from a variety of sources--YETP, career

education, adult education, Community Action funds, etc.--and each

provides only a small amount for administrative costs. Since adminis-

trative funds from different programs carnot'be combined, it is not

possible to hire a single person to administer all the programs.

Instead, several different persons must be hired, eaal one doing an

hour's worth of work each week, and

A formula, agreed upon by different

administrative funds from different

this puts a burden on the school.
,

Federal agencies, shoulA allow

programs to be combined.

From the point of view'of- the 'prime sponsor for 23 rural counties A

in ,the same area of .eastern Kentucky, the amount of adminiOtrative funds
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is inadequate because they must be spread among 31 separate educational

districts in those counties. He reported that he had run into conflicts

between the Employment and Training Administration.and the audit division

of the Department of Labor in the proper allocation of f

At the Chicago Conference, a participant from a large schoo:

district indicated that when the district was part of a consortium,

the prime sponsor allowed it a negotiated overhead late. After the

consortium disbanded, the district was required to break

administrative costs into direct costs. This, said the listener,

"creates a far greater probem than it i9 worth. If we could use our

negotiated overhe d rate, our district would be willing to become

involved in YETP th n we are."

2

The limited administrative funding under YETP poses a problem

for schools in California and othdr states whose school budgets have

been reduced by tax initiatives. As a representative from the San

Francisco Unified School District explained, her.school system had to

eliminate its summer programs, its career education centers, and its

work experience support staff. If CETA wants more counseling, it will

have to pay for it; "there is no way for us to pay for overhead."...

Several participants suggested ways in which they got around the

problem of administrative overhead costs:

In one Massachusetts program, administrative costs are
minimized by using regular teachers for YETP so that new
people.do not have to be hired.

In Bwiton, the schools pay for the costs of running a
program; CETA funds go for youth wages, specialized.
equipment and training, and transportation.

Certain "administrative" costs can be put in other cate-
gories, e.g., anything that-directly relates to servicing
'or training a client such as ptinting job descriptions or
personnel policies for youth at work sites.
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In El Paso County, Colorado, the financial agreement
covers only certain transition services such as .

computer terminals that tie into the Colorado Career
Information System; youth wages are paid directly by the

prime sponsor.

VI San Francisco, META fund's are insufficient for training
c,,sts so funds are added from foundation grants.

In Indiana, the Balance of State prime sponsor plans to
Meet with the State Department of Labor and its various,
contractors to see whether a negotiated overhead rate
similar to the one allowed by HEW can be provided.

r's

4. IS THERE -A REALISTIC WAY TO RESOLVE THE
ASSOCIATED WITH ANNUAL NG?

Many prime sponsors itlftpt Philpdelphia's procedure whereby funds

are routinely carried over to the new grant year starting October 1.

The Philadelphia primsponsor pointed out, however, that the Public

Service amp ent titles of CETA (II- and VI) allow only 10 percent of

any-surplu to be carried forward; the remainder must be returned for

national reallocation. Some, he said, may mistakenly apply this rUling

to YETP.

In Eastern Kentucky, a representative from a small rural LEA

reported that they save money frdm the string to carry over to September.

This year, the in-school program started two weeks earlier, so more money

was set side from the spring.

An LEA representative from Boston reported thelt a "kitty" was set

aside, to cover expenses in September but suggested that other programs

might prefer a clause in their contract"to provide for September ei-

pensea.

The Balance of State Indiana prime sponsor felt that the key to

resolVing uncertainty was "putting confidence in the other contractor,"

in his case, the State education agencies which have the mechanism and

c,/
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the credibility needed to deal directly with the 199 school districts

served by the program. Because of their mutual confidence, the State

agencies put money into the school districts befeae the CETA funding

becomes available.

A prime sponsor at the Denver Conference reported on a reimbursement

arrangement Whereby school district money is used until CITA funds

become available,, then replaced. As a result, the progranyht never been

short of funds. The participant also noted that extra money becomes,

available whenever an enrollee dOps out of the work experience component

'of the program. -

In San Francisco, the grime sponsor sets 'aside funds from the

summer youth program (SYEP), knowing that school funds have been reduced

/due to Proposition 13. Title II funds, despite their more restrictive

income are also used to continue youth directly from

in- school to summer profgram4

Other partibipants felt the answer to funding uncertainty was the

creation of year -round youth programs. A listener pointed out that

in North Dakota and in 10 other places around the country, projects

will begin Octob;r 1, 1979, which consolidate all youth under one

umbrella for year-round projects.

Another participant, noting that on the national level money is

being transferred from the CETA summer youth programs to YETP, thought it

a good idea because the 9-week summer programs are too short to teach

enrollees good work habits. He thought that by combining in-school and

suimerlorograms'youth would beided with more hours of work experience

during the summer as a reward for faithful participation during the

school year dnd that, because of this, employers will have to train fewer

people.
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WORKSHOP G

WORK SITES AND WORK SITE SUPERVISION FOR YETP

INTROD:40N,

The workshops generally opened with a discussion of the importance

of the worksite, its potential for learning and its match with the needs

and abilities of an individual. The first two questions deal with these'

issues. Next, the discussions tended to turn to the role of the worksite

rvigior, the qualifications and training that seem to help and the

Ways in which a supervisor can tie in worksite objectives with those'of

teachers and counselors in the schools: The discussions then tended to

turn two transportation and other problems of logistics.

DISCUSSION OF THE QUESTIONS

1. HOW CAN WE Fig CERTAIN THAT WORK EXPERIENCE AT EACH SITE WILL HAVE

CAREER SIGNIFICANCE?

46 Some CETA representatives reported that participants in CETA Youth

programs seldom have career Tialsi they keep coming back to CETA jobs

year after year instead of going out on their own. By tying work experi-

ence to career development, dgid the CETA presenter at the Seale

conference, Yoyth Employment and Training Programs may help to break this

dependency on ETA.

By and large, howeyer, Workshop G participants spoke against the

notion that YETP'jobs should emphasize "career significance." Many

thought school programs' in career education did not start early enough
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---to-prOvide cket with a sense of career goals.

Participants at the Boston Confere reed that enrollees age 17 -18 do

not ask for jobs with career significance and the regulations that

require it are unrealistic. Their own YETP programs are aimed primarily 'att

dropout prevention, through motivation of improved school attendance, and

only secondarily at stimulation of career awareness.

A participant in Kansas City thought career-oriented jobs for 14 and

15 year olds are even less realistic, since these youth rarely have any

skills or notions of career. Furthermore, in small communities the choice

of jobs for younger teenagers is quite limited. The available jobs--in

a service station, a grain elevator, or a general store--gd to youth aged

16 and older.

At the Kansas City Conference, participants agreed that the goal
Ibr

of theiO4R5kexperience programs was to teach the youth proper work

attitudes, so.that they could later find jobs on their own. Job assign-

ments were designed to ance the first step in career education, career

awareness, but not e more advanced steps of career exploration or

career preparation. In Tacoma, Washington, however, Alt prime sponsor

emphasizes career exploration in work assignments and puts the responsi-

bility on the enrollee'- for career developdent.

Participants tended to agree that almost any job could be_of latesp

career significance if it developed an appreciation of the work ethic.

As one participant noted, most adults are fired not beAuse,they lack

technical skills but because they are unable to get along with people or
grk

to arrive at work on time.

Most participants indicated that the jobs in their progr s were only

in public or non-profit agencies. Some indicated th .ad onl become

aware at the Conference that private sector work xperience was allowed

under YET. Several felt that public sector jobi failed to provide the

learning skills and behavior that are needed in the private sectortwhere

most youth would eventually seek work.
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A representjtiVe of the school diet ict in Jackson, Mississippi,

reported a concerted effort to ute.the 1 or market projections of the

Employment Service to determine where -jobs would be in the next ten years.

Employers, and work site supervisors are asked to develop work assignments

that will help prepare fdr jobs five to six years in the future.

.

.

ul(t

Some participants felt that even a negative job experience c

l
uld

ha positive benefit if a6uth decides to eliminate a partic ar career

frct jfu.tt.-cohensideration. One participant took issue, however, arguing

that a bad experience on a youth's first job-could take years to overcome.

'Specific Recommendations:

A carefully written job description should die signed by
the enrollee, the enrollee's parents and the rk sipe °

supervisor. The job description should serve as part of an
agreement to perform, both by the enrollees and the employers.
It should be considered a binding, legal document subject to
the grievance proceduresNrovided in the bargaining agreement
between an employer and a labor organization.

If an enrollee is interested in a professional career, sdch as
medicine, it is important to introduce him or her to the
professional's role in the community, not just to the job_
itself.

41:

In developing work sites, it is important to CoordinattiETP
with existing school-related programs'in the commu4ity. If a

school has a distributive education program, YETP participants
should be enrolled' in it. This approach assures academic
credit apd avoids duplication of job development with private
sector employers.

2. WHAT IS NECESSARY FOR MATCHING STUDENT SKILLS WITT:1;40RK EXPERIENCE

PLACEMENT SLOTS? '

Participants ident number of methods and techniques for

ensuring that students wo k experiences are meaningful. The major

, categories of responses were: treating and counseling, preplacement
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--services,and-post-p-larement----serviee-s-.--Partieiparite also lista a number

of reasons for jobs not matching studentinterests or aptitudes.

. Couhselin

Some programs start with a "bank" of job listings and,find.youth to

fill them. Other participants report- they find sites only after indi-

dual assessment. In general, there was wide variation on placemeht,

me. ods, and,Workshop G participants were divided on the question of what

con tuted apikopriate "assessment" in making work, site assignments.

Proponents of formalized testing cited tests such as the Kuder as

being helpful in determining student interests and aptitudes. One

participant suggested that three separate instruments should be used

together: (a) aptitude theapacity to learn something, (b) ability

-- skills-and knowledge already possessed, and lc) interest.

Most wqrkshop participan ts felt, however, that good counseling

was more important than testing. They thought that the CETA summer

program does not allow enough time for adequate '\testing and that CETA-

eligible youth tend to "turn off" in comprehensive testing of any sort,

feeling that they will not measure up. Participants cautioned that

interest inventories which list eas in which a youth thinks he or she

can work must be balanced by "rem y counseling." Some particip ants

felt that assessment was more effective in individual sessions; others,

that group counseling was better.

Pre-Placemen rvices: Comments aryl Examples

'N

fr/

Few participants stressed basic skills training before job placement.
0111.

Even job interests took a back seat to dependability and responsibility.
4

+1.

In Jackson, Mississippi, enrollees are cautioned 'to-expect to
. 4-

perform duties not listed on their job description's. They learn to
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appreciate the employer's situation by role-playing the employer as well

'as the joblpaicant.

Ili Kansas City, Missouri, three to four weeks of Lasses prior to
1

#

job placement teach job survival skills and job seeking skills with verb

little time devoted to career exploration or basic skills training.

a..._.:-

J\,In.Tac a, Washington, 40 hours orclass'tiMe are deVoted to r r

r-
. . i

developing co fidence, setting chrevable goals, and

applications.

completing job
t_...)

.

4

In Kenosha, Wisconsin, two types of job sites are developed: one

for youth with no defined skills and ingerests and one fo those with
IR 0

tested skills /interests. A youth placed in the former is given a "mini-

eValuAion" by his dapervitor after two weeks, to determine whether he/she

%14;s' ready to be switsled to'the latter category.

?n Southeastirn'Colorado, a pilotvdcatIonall exp oration program
r

takes both young men and women through 60 hours of we g,sauto mechan-

ics, nursing, child care and other occupations that h traditionary

been sex' - stereotyped..

Post - Placement Services'
S

Y .
.Participants at the Btitton conference emphasized that meaningful

work experiende is possible only ir.conbination with transition services.

0 #

. In the South Boston YETVprogram, each youth is told to focus on a

career objective anti istelped to find in his or her job soethi:ig to

help accomplish that objecti,vet A stiles job, for exe6le, can be related

to a youth's interest in thefield,of management even though the job;
" .

narrowly defined, is not managerial. Youth are encouraged to look at the
AP

potential of that job andat other people on the job--to imagine where

those people will be in a couple'd"ars.
1

. -
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After a few weeks on a job in the'Jackson, Mississippi, program, a

_ youth is encouraged to discuss problects with ttle employer. .NOt liking a
.

. .
. .

particular job is seldom considered a sufficient reason to switch sites

unless a youth can state a specific goal not beihg met that could'be met

elsewhere.

Why Jobs M y clot latch Student IntereSts/Skills

Workshop participants suggested nearly a dozen reasons why work

experience job slots might not math student skills or interests.

d;)

___ ___

In rural areas,/ youth have to be assigned to jobs that are
available. But in these areas, students are often delighted ,

. just to have a job.
.

..

Transportati to the .'right' job may not be available

Student dependability is a better indicatorOf a successful
work experience than student interests.' Youth may not be
placed or hired according to 'interests when a program is
concerned primarily with job attitudes.

School counselors, already overworked, may not have the time to
-catch interests with the jobs they develop. A school bO.ard
may, however, require that guidance counselp4s do this. If it
does not, the coordinator of a cooperativelrocational education
program may be in a better position to find jobs that match
with interests.

The youth is often placed with a supervisor who-can provide
good counseling. For example, a youth may be placed 211 an
agency. that referred him or- her to YETR. The youth may be
personally known to someone there, and the relationship may
'override the youth's career &nterests.

The Request For Proposal process is sometimes used to bring
in agencies that provide participants for their own programs.

Jobs are sometimes developed first; many programs do not start
with the enrollee and custom-design jobs.
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4
PUbl c sector jobs are often not-yell-defined. They provide

intermittent taskg and leave'the youth idle for long
riods of time. Some participants noted that it was the

allegedly "menial" or sex-stereotyped jobs, such aeclerical
and custodial work, that were most likely to provide ongoing,

, specific tasks.

The program's time frame can'be '%arrier. During the school
year, a student's class schedule may prevent a better'place-

° ,went. During the summer, there may not be Adequate time tol

determine, interests through testing.

Nh-Manarograms, by their very nature, deal with youth who are
weakest in motivation and interest. Programs dealing with
high -risk potential dropouts may have to start with the monetary
in4ucement of a job to improve school attendance, and defer
developtent of interests and skills until 14ter.

A.job supervisor may take a negative attitude and expect too
little from a youth, or be too eager to help the program without
considering whether productive work is actually available.

A

3. HOW CAN WE ORIENT AND TRAIN WORK SITE SUPERVISORS TO ENSURE

THAT YET? WORK EXPERIENCE GOALS ARE MET?

Lack of adequate supervision and lack of proper attitudes on

the part of supervisors,were cited as major problems by the General

Accounting Office in its 1978 report on the CETA summer youth program..

Selection and training of the work site supervisor is critical, pointed .

out.a CETA participant froh Rockland County, New York, beause alienated

Youth who have rejected or'been rejected ,by teachers depen critically.cn

the, role model provided,by the supervisor.

1

Some participants have found benefits in group training of work site

supervisors. The CETA participant from Somerset County, New Jersey,

described a supervisor's manual her program has developed. The manual is a

technical assistance,tool, and yearlytraining of supervisors is provided

by LEA subgrantee representatives who present each of the six parts of the

manual; participant'rules and regulations; CETA responsibilities; job

site supervisors responsibilities; hiring and payroll procedures;

timesheets and other forms; evaluation.

.691
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In East Baton Rouge, Louisiana, the CETA fouth Coordinator conducts

an orientation session four times each year for the supervisors at

- his 50-plus job sites. Each supervisor submits a written report which

is eValuated by the other supervisors'at these meetings. The Youth

coordinator poses fiie questions each supervaor to consider:

(1) Can my'program-Withstand an 'exte nal evaluation at this time?

(2) Are CETA participants' folders

assigned to my' work site receiving

(4) How would my CETA participants

(5) Has the Youth Coordinator been

in order? (3) Are CETA participants

adequate training and supervision?

evaluate me as a work site supervisor?

of service to me?

Many other programs, however, are unable to assemble all work site
;

supervisors for a, group training s- .,sion. In Jacksairrillsissippi, the

LEA presenter cited three reaso why a general session for supervisors

is impossible to -arrange: 1).job sites are scattered over a 60-mile

radius; (2) small offices c nnot spare someone to attend a meeting;

(3) job site development d youth placement go on continuously, not all

at once.

In the Solltheast Corri r of Color) o, the Director of Manpower

Services meets the supervisors in September, over lunch in one of the

school cafeterias. They discu job habits, personnel policies, payroll

operations, and the supervisor' handbook. These annual meetings are

supplemented with,,bi-weekly vi is of high school counselors to the work

sites. While other Workshop participants spoke of more frequent visits',

the Colorado Director cautione that too many visits were likely to make

youth think they were working for CETA or the LEA-and,negatively affect

their work at the job site. Supervisors are given total authority to

hire and fire. As the Director pu it, "You have to protect your work

stations." .

4

,Other Workshop participants emphasized the need to protect the work

site Supervisor and to defer to his or her judgment. In Somerset County,

New Jerady, the CETA youth programs supervisor accepts the job site
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supervisor's judgment of the number of job slots available. In Jackson,

Mississippi, a supervisor is never confronted directly with a youth's

complaint/ instead, a coordinator goes to the site and asks, "What can I

do to assist you?" At the Kansas City Conference, participants supported

the notion of involving supervisors in the planning and operation of

programs.

Other comments and recommendations on the role of work supervisors

are summarized below.

Written materials_forAupervisors. Nearly everyone spoke of having

L.
a prepared handbook or manual, but some participants felt that supervi-

sors did not read it thoroughly. Some participants admitted that they

erred in assuming that supervisors were familiar'with CETA. They agreed

hat written materials .were not enough and that ongoing orientation to

the materials was necessarly. For example, in Jackson, Mississippi,
,..

supervisors are given copies of agreements that enrollees sign-with

CETA, including grievance procedures which enrollees are expected to
-..

follow. Other participants argued that these procedurep are often

foreign to employers. With their responsibility to post and submit time

sheets for enrollees, to provide weekly rosters of enrollee workers, and

to prepare wide-ranging evaluations, many supervisors complain that all

the paperwork reduces the trainingand supervision they can provide.

NA,

Number of enrollees per supervisor.'- Whill-the-rd4Uiations-ailbw up

to 12 enrollees per supervised job site, most Workshop G participants

indicated that they prefer to assign only one or two youths to each site

except where a high school itself is an employer. If more than two CETA

youth are at one job siter; some programs have found youth "tend to get

together and goof off." A few participants felt_that supervisors in

public agencies were inclined to take on too many youth for'the amount of

work actually available.

Incentives to supervisors. In Rockland County, New York, the prime,

sponsor sets aside 5 percent of the.YETP grant to compensate work site'
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supervisors who participate'in pre-placement training. In Racine,

Wisconsin, the YETP program puts on a rummage sale each year to pay for

a xecognition dinner for supervisors.

Mechanisms for handling problems. Workshop G participants stressed

the importance of having someone at CETA or the LEA whom the supervisor

could call about a problem at the work site. In the Southeast Corridor,

Colorado,' program the CETA coordinator re Ends immediately, by, going in

perSZE5--the site. There was general agreement among Workshop G

participants that a personality conflict between supervisor d enrollee

was grounds.for switching an enrollee to another site.

Pre-selection of work site supervisors. In Somerset County, New 1

Jersey, the CETA Youth Program Supervisor sent letters to 75 non-profit

,agencies asking each to list prospective job descriptions and the names

of potential supervisors. A breakfast orientation meeting was held for

supervisor candidates from 37 of the agencies. In San Francisco, a

contract kas leC with a college to InterView potential work site suii.ertri-*

sors, Making sure that the candidates understood CETA and the program's

connection with the schools.

1

4. HOW CAN WE HELP WORK SITE SUPERVISORS TO DEVELOP THE PATIENCE AND

UNDERSTROING THEY NEED TO OVERCOME TENDENCIES TO GIVE,UP ON

CERTAIN YETP STUDENTS?

4
Workshop G partici ts tended to agree that patience was not a

dluality that could be eloped, but s one that must be sought in work

site supervisors.

Most participants felt it was important that a supervisor be gi

an honest appraisal of the youth to be assigned. The coordinator of the

Kenosha, Wibconsin, YETP progiam, reported that he tells each supervisor

about an enrollee's work history and academic and psychological profile

before the youth is interviewed. The enrollee's family income is not
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revealed in this initial contact for rear that supervisors would think

they are getting the "worst" youth.

In Racine, Wisconsin, it is felt that supervisors shouldSthow about

any home problems an enrollee may have,_ since these problems are often

the Jaus- of a...kndance problems.

In Rock and County, New York, the CETA youth director explains to
a

supervisors at enrollees are "structurally" unemployed and that they

may have sp= ial needs. He makes them aware that extra time is required

totrain t ete youths, and he deals with sensitivities related to the

"fact tha tail dollars support the program.

Some participants spoke of the need for supervisors to serve as

-father or mother, or older brother or sister, to the enrollee and to

have daily contact so that t e enrollee feels cared for.

Most participants agreed that an emotional ittachi ent between -A

supervisor and an enrollee was a healthy thing; if it were discouraged,

an enrollee might perceive yet another rejection added to rejections at

home or In school. But one participant cautioned that too close an

attachment could have repercussions on the overall program; the-super-

visor might be reluctant to take on another enrollee, thinking that no

one could measure up to the first youth.

5. WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT THE TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM$ MANY DISADVANTAGED

STUDENTS HAVE IN GErTING TO 'THE SITE?
..0"-

Several participants, reported that while YET? regulations allow

transportation as a line -item cost, prime sponsors may discourage sub-

sidized transportation of enrollees to work sites. Several pdticipants

agreed that transportatiolwas a responsibility of each enrollee as

preparation for the real world of work: A participant observed that CETA

youth have no problem getting across town to a, football game. The wage
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itself should be a motivator for the enrollee, to take responsibility to

get to work, argued a CETA representative. Others felt that transporting

youth now would only lead the youth to expect the same help later on.

In some programs that provided no transportation to work sites,

participants reported an effort to match enrollees with jobs close to

.homes or schools. (Note: As mentioned under Topic Question #2, this

was one factor that redubed the likelihood of matching a youth's skills/

interests with a particular job.)

IN
I 'programs where transportation assistance is provided, it varies

to a grey extent, as the following examples illustrate:

In, San Francisco, enrollees are provided with maps and public,
transit schedules. Before job placement, they practice using
the transit system to visit friends' houses.

In Baton Rouge, the Mayor's Council on Youth Opportunities
provides bus tokens,.

In Kansas-City, Missouri, the program pro4ides bus tokens until
the enrollee'gets.his/her first paycheck.

At the Chicago Conference, a participant cited a project in
Which employers send buses to a central location to pick up
enrollees.

For rural areas, some participants suggested a youth-run car
pool service, perhaps supported by a loan from the Small
Business Administration.
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WORKSHOPS I and K

FITTING YETP INTO 'IRE EDUCATION SYSTEM'

INTRODUCTION

Unlike the other workshops, the participants,in Workshops I and K

tended` to present detiiled descr4tions of-theik pro jests rather-till:I-

to discuss separately the five topic questions listed in the workshop
A

agenda. For this reason, instead of reporti1g the workshop discussion

according to the topic questions, a description of each program is

presented. Whenever an aspect of a program relates to one of the topic

questions, the number of that question is inserted in the text.

The emphasis in Workshops I and K was on devel4ing YETP program
4

that supplement existing educational programs rather than substitute for

them. The five topic questions that were suggested for consideration

were:

1. HOW CAN YETP BE RELATED THE SCHOOLS` EMPHASIS ON THE

DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC

2. HOW CAN YETP BEST COMPLEMENT EXISTING CAREER EDUCATION,
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION AND

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAMS?

3. WHAT' RELATIONSHIP,IS THERE BETWEEN YETP AND OTHER LEA/C A

EFFORTS?
4. WHAT CAN BE DONE TO FIT YETP INTO THE REGULAR SCHOOL DAY?

5. WHAT HAPPENS, TO YETP PROGRAMS IF FEDERAL FUNDING STOPS?
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PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

Boston

In August 1977, the Employment and Economic Policy AdministratiOn

became the prime sponsor for Boston. Public schools there have long, had

a tentative, prickly and distrustful relationship mith'the bureaucracy,

but the newness of the prime sponsor and the urgency of creating Entitle-

ment and YETP programs led to strong personal relations that cut through

the former barriers. Turf, roles-, and mechan#ms-became less important,.

as CETA people and educators agreed on the need to address the whole

youth--not looking at him or her exclusively as "student" or "enrollees:`-

Instead of making a list of program needs and having schools

compete against CBOs -for-delive-ry of services, the prime sponsor accepted

the unique capacity of schools to deal with special-needs youth and to

# provide bilingual programs. (#2)

The development of YETP and Entitlement programs forced,many schobl

pedple to change their view that vocational education is a "dumping _

ground" pr last resort for many students and that students with boor

attendance should be punished by outright suspension.

Through a combination of YETP and Entitlement funds, plus CETA

Title 1, Title IX an Vocational Education funds (#3), a philosophy

of career awareness is being created in the Boston schools and career

education is being built, K-12. (#2) Unfortuhately, the different eli-

gibility requirements make hard to runean integrated system.

The work experience component is not tied in well with the regular

,schOol day because schools haye not extended their school day as the

prime sponsor had hoped. (#4)
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rf Federal funding stops, so of the school programs will continue;

some superintendents have indicated they would use ThooA system discre-
_,

tionary funds to do so. There has also been'an effort to link the YETP

Occupational Resource Center with Boston's Private Indus'ry Council for
. .

better coordination of job development. (#5)'

Central Texas Manpower Consortium (CTMC)

CTMC serves 30 of 31 independent school districts in a seven-county

rural area in central Texas. Transition ser'v'ices are provided this year (--

to 8,000 youth, regardless of.income, through a subgrantee, Central Texas(

College. The services include testing to develop career awareness and

distribution of'career information literature developed by the college.

Each school has collected a basic library of career information materials.

A graduate level course in career information and guidance is also provided

free ag in-service. training for LEA faculty.and staff. ( #2) By using vans

to transport video eguiRment to the vario s schools, the program allows

youth in these rural areas to .get sure to a host of careers besides

agriculture.

The results of aptitude testing showed, much to the schools' surprise,

that these ruAel students out- performed state and national norms. (#1)

However, skills and interest tests, that indicated strength in the trades

and technologies did not match with many students' stated preference for
teaching.

The, program was the result of a survf superintendents'in the
30 districts. They were asked what services CETA could offer that would
supplement a school curriculum that might lack (a) programs, (b) funding,
or (c) expertise. To assure the superintendents that the program would

work closely with the schools, the college was in daily touch with them.
j#2) There was some concern about the amount of time it took to administer

the aptitude and interest tests,-but most superintendenft felt that
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rather than 'wasting" teaching time, the teachers worked harder to make'.

up for lost class time. (#4).

As a result of this.YETP program, the prime sponsor is convinced that

the in-school work expArierrm programs must be tied in with career education.

(#3)C

DeKalb County, Georgia

When CETA programs were first launched in 1973, the director of
totw. 6

vocational and career eduaTion sold the county prime sponsor on using

the existing school system because,the schools had a full-fledged career

education programextending jtom_rjC-12, and could provide school fOili-
.

ties after 3 p.m. Since sch 1 buses bring in CETA participants, then

take regular students home ( 4), YETP fits smoothly into the normal

routine of the DeKalb schoo It-supplements school programs by
10*

extending existing services and by adding support vices the schools

could not provide through vocational funds. These ser

transportation, health services, more extensive testing, an

develop eye-hand coordination. For in-school participants,

include

programs to

YETP is

combined with regular vocational programs, a procedure which is eco-

nomical as long as teachers' class loads, are not excessive. (#2).

YETP does not fund new programs or new administrative activity but

allows the ecnomical -disadvantaged to be paid for work experience. The

schools accept YETP a a means to help students who were.n6t served

previously by. the regular program.

If Federal funding stops, the YETP components that local tax money

could not support would end -- student wages, vocational work-study and

transportation. But staff development to work with the disadvantaged

would ntinue. (#5)
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Chatham County, Georgia

TP is an exemplary program of job placement that supplements

the co ty's Coordinated Vocational and Academic 4ducation (CVAE). (#2)

rCVAE ofgers emedial language andii.ith skills to the disadvantaged,

supplementary vocational education for youth with low reading arid math

levels, and job placement. The CVAE.emphasizes development of the Work

ethic and, focuses specifically on the economically- or edUcationally

disadvantaged. .YETP work experience validates and reinforces the basic

skills learned through CVAE. (#1) YETP also gets more employers involved

with the CVAE program by offering the tax credit incentive. (#2)

Each of theyseven county schoo assigns a CVghcoordinator respons-___
ibility for every disadvantaged chi in that school.

it
Rockland County, New York

The Rockland County projects were cited at an Office of Career ,

lt
Education mini-Conference as exemplary in the way.they have pulled the

public schools together to operate a comprehensive career education

component. (#2) The county runs programs with 11 LEAs. One, in East

Ramippo, grafts YETP work experience onto An
""existing

program of formal

classes for potential dropouts (#2).

-

None of the projects relates directly to basic skills (#1), par ly .

because theprime:soonsor feels that;YETP regulations do not have the

latitude to provide basic education and partly because there is not ,

enough money to fprnish materials for it. Instead, YETP is encouraged to

link up with LEAs:which are already doing a good job in basic education.

In the discussion that followed the 'Rockland County presentation, a -

workshop participant from Hartford, Connecticut, said that his prime

sponsor allowed tETP to combine job experience with remediation, becau.se

the youth in the:program were reading at a 3rd - 4th grade level--too

low to ,be employable. An LEA participant from New Rochelle said that
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-
following their program evaluation they had been asked to fortify the

basic education components; 'but, finding that students cloel to gradu&-

tion were marginally illiterate, they had switched from basic skills to

a crash col:rs;7;.17.-6troupational'skills. The prime-sponsor and the schools

were therefore at loggerheads. (#1)
ti

Harbor City Learning' Program, Baltimore, Maryland

YETP itself is largely patterned after the Harbor City Learning

Program which set up autonomous, alternative mini-schools using public

teachers paid for as are in-kind contribution, and supervisors paid by the

prime sponsor. Dropout-prone youth from the public schools and,dropouts

who re- enroll attend one of five occupational Clusters or, if undecided,

an Experience Based Career Education cluster. Youth .4ternate every two

weeks between attendave at Harbor City and worth at a job site. They

receive instruction in the cluster they have chosen for two hours during
---

the regular school day (#4), tlIpn spend two Weeks. in subsidized public

service employment that is as closely related to this study as is possible.

Unlike the Neighborhood Youth Corps and other previous youth employ-

;
ment-efforts in Baltimore, Harbor City aims at a holistic treatment of

youth. Harbor City combines funding frori +TP and Baltimore's Entitlement

Program. In-school CETA, projects are funded by Title End YETP; but

the prime sponsor is not geared specifically to LEA agreements. Instead

of trying to fit youthNitnto existing programs, the prime sponsor looks at

needs_firsti then, finds the funds for them. (#3) Programs at Harbor City

p maintainsme the thrust of career education in the regular schools. (#2)

If YETP funding stops, the Harbor City prograoa will prbbably die.

But youth unemployment programs continually start and stop, and many of

the different educational concepts and pproaChes to dropodts will, it

is hoped, be instib4ionalized in the regular school programs. (#5)



(

C.._.v
Berks County,- ennsylvania''

,

Like Ole Harbor City Learning program, t e YETP program in,Berke

County, Pennsylvania, provides training outside the regular high schools.
1.Both YET and the Berks County Youth Community Conservation and Improve-

.

ment Program are run at the county vocational technical school. (#3)

Initially, the program had difficultylconvincing the 18 district superin-

tendents to reschedule CETA -eligible youth so they could be served.
,

But now; imrschool youth work in the morning, report to their home schools'

at noon, and are bussed to the vocatZ3nal-school where they stay from 3-10
p.m. Outi-of-school youth work during the.day and are served at,the'

vocational technical school from 6 -11 p.m. 744d

The program provides remedial ,education which the, home schools do

not provide. (#11 After a comprehe#sive assessment, a patticipant

chooses one of tore than an competency=baeed occupational clusters.

A youth can leave the program ever his or her planned learning. is

oompleted. Youth may also return.tet the program, as some do', if they

lose their jobs. In-school youth

work from their home schools and

e awarded academic credit for pro am

duate there. Out -of- school youth,

howeVer, are not encouraged to return to their schools - -BerkP County is0

convinced that it does little good- -but earn a high school equivalency

instead.

Enrollees are not main- streamed -in the regular programa of the

vocational technical school because of the long waiting list to enter ag'ci

'bec4use o/ their low level of skills.'(#2) However, when enrollees do.

reach a certain competency level in one of the clusters, they may then

apply for the regular voR.tional program or, may enrolloin &enter work

experieme program.\

Home school instructors, at first leery about the program, ate now

- coming out to ask about job openings for their ,own students. (#2)
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The pregram also depends on vocational rehabilitation funding that

"-^K4 .

assists a large humber of handicapped persons in the county, many of whoi

are also enomically disadvantage. (#2)

Although the program is looked upon as a success, its director

believes that if Federal funding stops, the schools will3not continue it.

0-
Johnson-Leavenworth County Consortium, Kansas

* *0

main use of YETP b the consortium h ever

In two school districts, the prime sponsor uses YETP to pay wage

subsidies for CETA- eligible slow learners and potential dropouts who are

enrolled in existing work study programs. (#2)

The y , , is to create career

development centers in 14 school districts withinthe two-county area.

(#2) The largest school system in the area, the Shawnee Mission Unified

School District, had used Vocational Education nem& to create a career

development center which the consortium decided to use as a model for

other schools.

The Center provides 10-hours of counseling primarily for sophomores,

as the beginning of a career educational program. Shawnee Mission's

10-hour "mini-course" is voluntary and non-credit and is usually talcen

during study hall periods or, by arrangement, during other classes. At

some of the other schools in the two districts, the 10 hours is-worked

into an existing course. (#4)

The career center approach was adopted instead of a vocational

education program (#2) because the latter is far more expensive and has

difficulty fceeping up with obsolescence in industry. After developing,

ti

1

4 an interest in an occupation,, students are encouraged to select appro--

-49
goo

pripte,courses of skill training. The prime sponsor supports this

prbgram of schooitbased counseling, so' that later career employient

, experience oppertunities that are develeped by the prime sponsor's staff
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IPfor the income-eligible can be certified as relevant to their educational

programs. (#2)

114The career development center at'Shawnee Mission has, also promptedAt

reconsideration of how basic education is taught. (#1)% According to the

Center, students planning to become welders need to look at words-and

numbers differently from those who plan to becomeacCountants or lawyers.

Centers are now operating in 12 other school districts. -Because they

are located in the high schools, it is easy for teachers to visit them and

then to'reorient their classes to respond to new, career-related interests

of their students. (#2) The visibility of the Centers also help's to

attract disadvantaged youth whom the prOgram may not have identified.

King - Snohomish Manpo er Consortium, Washington

el/Th consor ium_of.King'and Snohomish Counties includes the cities of

Seattle and Everett. It is one of seven sites taking part in a two -year

Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Program that guarantees jobs to poverty-.

level youth, age 16-1 .who agree to remain in school or return to
school'. 'he.,, prime spo or decided to combine all youth prOgrams, includ-

ing YETP, into one proj t. (#3)

Integration of work experience with educational,programe (42) is
If

given high priority, Although a survey of participants revealed that only

half the participants found the two relat . In King County, where many

career education programs exist, the ploject draws upon these programs.

In Snohomish County, where both career development efforts and remedial

skills training are meager, CETA money is used as a lever to change

school curricula. (#1)

Where schools are unwilling to allow students di. leave class,

special arrangements are made for evening or Saturday setsions. In ° ),
Seattle, all CETA career development classes take place after regular
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school hours. Elsewhere, classroom activity is part of the regular

school day, and work experience is after school. (#4)

4

Relating work experience to school courses has required a lot of

job re-structuring, but the prime sponsor feels that the intent of the

YETP legislation is not just to supplement school programs but to cause

generic changes in school curricula. (#2) Tying "remedial education to

work experience may provide a way to determine the level of basic skills

the schools shoukl be providing. (#1)

In the discussion thatfollowedf the presentation, a participant from

Auburn, Washington, complained that CETA created new programs instead of

putting disadvantaged kids into one of 42 existing ,vocational programs.

4./

In response, a Montana prime sponsor said that her YE program provided

broad career exposure to 9th and 10th graders. Onc they had isolated a

career interest, they were then included in re)41ar distributive education
.

and skills training programs in the schools. (#2)

Much of the King-Snohomish effort is to provide jobs in the private .

sector, and it is expected that private sector employers will provide many

of the work experience sites when Entitlement funding ends in June, 1980.

(.#5) 'However, the prime sponsor believes that since the target population

includes so many from broken homes, up to one-third may drop out of school

because there will not be enough sites'to go around.

Sacramento County, California

The County prime sponsor contracts with each of seven school cltstricts<-

Each one runs its own YETP program, but there is a common job bank and a

standard application form. Coordination is achieved through monthly

meetings of program operators.

Participant assessment includes determination of basic skills and

occupational interests. If a CETA-eligible student is lacking in lasiC

skills, remediation is provided at his or her school. (#1) WheziNer
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possible, the program uses regular vocational, carer education, and

skills training programs 'Offered by the high school (#2), but where such

,..training is not available, an agreement with the community college

provides for special training under concurrent enrollment.

The three CBOs provide services to out-of-school youth, b t CETA

services for in-school youth go almost excsively thrOugh the school

districts where YETP in-school funds are combined with funds from

PETA Title II, Title VI, and other sources. (#3) About 15 percent of the

vocational education funfdr the disadvantaged are matched with CETA

gramN\money. Since the.state-funded work experience pro already allowed

students to be excused from classes to go to career - related jobs, there

was'no problem in doing the same in the YETP program. (#4) Some students

wotk in the morning and some in the afternoon, thus preventing "pile-up"

problems.

Coming up with funds has not been a problem, but because of school

budget constraints caused by Proposition 13, it is doubtful that regular

school progr will pick up YETP after federal -funding stops. (#5)

Faced with choice, school boards will retain academic programs and drop

work expe fence.

In the discussion that followed, a listener from Richmond, California,

commented that YETP programs did for poor youth what the regular work
. .

experience program did for white middle-class students who could find

their on jobs. t#2) Another participant felt that if Federal funds were

cut back, the Priyate Industry Councils (PICs) would have to encourage

private firms to take on disadvantaged youth and that public agerIcies now

benefitting from subsidized youtployees would have to pick up their

salaries since participant wages account fpr 7.0 percent of current

program costs. (#5)
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Beloit, Wisconsin

The YETP program in Beloit, Wisconsin, is an outgrowth of an earlier

program, developed by the senior principal at Beloit High School, to

identify and work with the dropout-prone. Under the principal, who is now

the YETP coordinator, CETA funds contribute to this program and to the

existing career education program by adding a work experience component.

Computer -based career education services, already part of the total

counseling program for all students, are used by the disadvantaged YETP

enrollees. (#2) While the prime sponsor agreed to supplement the existing

program, it also sought to introduce innovations, such as shadowing on

summer work assignments, in the hope that the school would.later include

these innovations as part of its career education program. (#2)

Students who have been p4ced at the job sites frequently ask*to get
.

into regular basic skills courses. (#1) The YETP program emphasizes job

attitude, not skills. It has been flexible in rewriting job descriptions

so that a student _needing betterftyping skills can stay in the job while

enrolling in a typing class.

YETP work experience takes plade in the 11th and 12th grades,

following job shadowing and other work exposure during the 9th and 10th

grades.,(#3) If a youth at graduation is reely to work but not adequately
a

skill-trained, he or she can be placed-in an OJT assignment if an

appropriate one is available. (#3)

Although the school has helped to accommodate YETP work experience by,.

Et
opening at 7 a.m. and remaining open until 5 p.m., some students with

academic requirements to satisfy may, because,of scheduling problems,

have to accept a second-choice job. (#4)

If Federal funding stops, the prime sponso/ feels the program will

continue, singe CETA pays only f9r student wages and for Mileage costs of

coordinators who visit work sites. (#5)
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The Program for the Handicapped, Rock County) Wisconsin

Before YETP, 30 percent of the mentally handicapped in Rock County,

Wisconsin, were dropping out of school.- YETP added a work-study com-

ponent_ponent for the mentally handicapped to a program of basic skills 'already

in place. (#2)

The program tests for mechanical skills in the 10th grade, then

offers opportunities for job exploration. Enrolleei may also draw upon

the resources of nearby Blackhawk Vocational Technical Institute. Their

school day is entirely realigned to eliminate study halls and some

electives (#4) and provides instead four hours of basics (#1) and four

hours of work-study (#2). According to the presenter, the best jobs are

those with repetitive tasks, since the handicapped rely heavily on

-memory: stock clerks, library aides, printer's assistants, collectors,

quality control inspectors, groundskeepers, etc.

Weber-Morgan Consortium, Utah

Weber and Morgan counties and the city of Ogden, Utah, participate

in a corsortium where YETP funds are funnelled through Skills Center

`Worth, a facility established in 1971 by Weber State College to provide

employability to the entire community, adults as Well as youth.

The schools agreed to match YETP funds 50:50, and to earmark 15

percent of vocational education funds for the disadvantaged as well.

Activities at the center are closely linked to the re ar.Vocational

programs in the schools and also to a sophisticate career education

program offered in grades 11 and 12. (#12)

Each high school in the consortium has Alternative Coordinator"

whose job fa to work out a program of altern ive education for each

student not succeeding in the regular high school programs. Students are

assigned to the Center on an open entry-open exit basis. They receive
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individualized assessment ot attitudes and values and a computerized

match of these with worker traits in various occupations, leading

to comprehensive vocational training, pre-employment training, and help

with job.development and job placement. Students can come to the center

and still maintain their regular high school schedules. (#4) If their

reading and math skills are weak g#1), they may also be referred to a

remedial program q.t the cooperative Vocational High School that shares

the same building with the Skills Center. .

The Center receives support not only frOm YETP but also from CETA

Title II-B funds for job development, from Public Service Employment

funds and from summer youth employment fund'S. Title II-B work experience

is separate and run by a local school district. OJT is reserved for

dropouts who do not want to return to school. (#3)

Under an agreement worked out between them, the Center bills the
a

prime sponsor for each CETA-eligible youth who uses the Center, based

on a unit-of-services cost. Although CETA funds do not go directly to

the school district, the training at the Center is considered an in-school

program since it serves in-school youth. (#2) The presenter claims

that, because of the school's contribution, twice as many economically-

disadvantaged can be servad.
e°)

0
0

The career education programs in the schools, beginning in the

elementary grades, culminate at the start of the 10th grade in a three-

year Experienced Based Career Education program that emphasizes voca-

tional training. Students may enroll in the EBCE program at their home

schools or in the alterliative program at the Skills Center. (#2)
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WORKSHOP J

SELLING YET? TO EDUCATORS
,

INTRODUCTION

The discussions in Workshop J were primarily focused on the develop-

Ment of support for YETP in-school programs from educators. Participants

delineated two basic leveld at which CETA prime sponsors should work to

establish and improve relations with schools: the administrative or

"decision-maker" level, and the faculty or "operational" level. The

reasons for educators' reluctance to commit school systems to a full

collaborative relationship with CETA prime sponsors were examined and

methods by which the relucance can be removed were cited.

Responses to the topic quests s in Workshop J tended to be com-

prised of descriptions of partici t experience and knowledge of Local

programs. Some of these descriptions were brief examples and some-were

more lengthy, step-by-step approaches to selling CETA youth programs to

school administrators and staff. The responses are organized below to

highlight examples and recommendations from existing programs.

DISCUSSION OF THE QUESTONS

1. WHAT CAN BE DONE TO OVERCOME THE BASIC MISTRUST WHICH MANY EDUCATORS

HAVE OF CETA?

Participants in Workshop J discussed several broad issues related

to the mistrust educators have had of CETA programs and prime sponsor

organizations. Both CETA and school representatives also suggested

specific remedies for improving the image that both members of the
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education community and the larger community have of-CETA. Finally,

method's by which prime sponsor staff can improve relations with school

administrators, school board members, and school, faculty were recommended

by conference participants from programs which have developed good

LEA/prime sponsor-relationships.

Why CETA is Mistrusted

Lack of "legitimacy" - Many educators contrast the long tradition

of public education with the fact that CETA has been in existence only
since 1973. They fear that CETA youth programs will be transitory,

discgrting the fact that Department of Labor job training programs have

operated since the 1930s.

Adverse publicity - Participants noted that educators generally hdeir

of CETA thrhugh critical newspaper and television commentaries, such

the "Sixty. Minutes" program. Selling YETP must often be preceded b

selling the negative perceptions.

Layoffs\T Sometimes, a staff membek for YETPhas.been hired and a
regular teacher laid-off, or a work experience program leads to replace-

ment of clerical personnel. These situations are prohibited in CETA
regulations, and most prime sponsors act quickly to discontinue displhce-

.

mant of regular employees.

Notion of "make-work" - Many educators, particularly in rural

areas, mistakenly believe that current CETA programs and basically the

same as Neighborhood Youth Corps programs -that were often make-work. In
,

response, participants suggested that CETA met stress employability

development.

Forcingkprograms on schools - Many sch

CETA prime sponsors have not taken the

icipants Telt that

wn needs into account

when full-blown programs designed by CETA staff are proposed.
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Trying Ito change school systems - Educators also feel that CETA is

not content to supplement school programs and that prime sponsors wish

to foster fundamental curriculum changes. Most educators oppose basic

changes coming from "outsiders."

4

N Limits on the prime sponsor - Many educators, tied only loosely

to state boar of education, do not understand or appreciate the CETA

hierarchy, in wh ch state, regional, or national offices may impose

restrictions on prime sponsors or altlar reclations or policy guide-
.

lines.

Fatalism - Representatives of schools and prime sponsors noted that

local prime sponsors sometimes take a negative tack toward selling

/ educators and expect to be turned down..

Jargon - Many educators do not see that CETA and education have

common goals, because the terminology CETA uses differs from that which

educators use.

Youth served by CETA - One CETA representative at the Conference

felt that'some school administrators, whatever their critic sm of CETA,

Aere actually mistrustful of the youth CETA sought to sere CETA youth

programs can represent a threat by bringing back to school the youth who r

have caused discipline problems. By demonstrating how CETA programs

change youths' attitudes, CETA can diffuse much of this mistrust.

Role of guidance counselors - It was observed t2Tat some school

administrators do not think highly of their own guidance counselors,

with whom CETA prime sponsors are mandated to work in job develop-

ment. (How counselors can be assisted is discussed under topic Question

#2.)
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How CETA Sipuld See Its Role in Relation to Schools

Scholl and CETA workshop participants agreed that'prime 'sponsors

should emphasize that CETA programs are not intended as a threat to the

local edUcational establishment. The prime sponsor does not have the ,

staff for curriculum development. It should take the rol' of a catalyst.

One prise sppsor won the respect of its school districts by offering to

help eXpand a career development program already developed by a respected

school district in the area (Shawnee Mission, Kansas).

Several participants felt that CETA staff should make educators

aware of the several CETA titles under which programs can be funded.

Increased flexibility in funding arrangements is needed. For example,

a school administrator from Akron, Ohio, objected to the fact that Public

i)

ServiCe Employment funds in his area were limited to adult program's and
0A

--that Title II-B (Comprehensive Employment and Training Services for the

economically disadvantaged) funds were used strictly for in-school work

experience programs.

While CETA representatives at Workshop J agreed that it was im-

portant to defer to the schools in educationakmatters, a participant in

the Denver Conference noted that it was helpful to her that the youth

counselors on her staff were locally-educated and thus familiar with the

local school system.

Dealing With Superintendents

Workshop J participants cited the usefulness of contacting one or

eimore superintendents favorable to CETA and having_them sell YETP to her

superintendents. For example, the prime sponsor from Suffolk Coun y, New
.

York", relied on the three superintendents from the Board of Cooperative

Educational Services to overcome bad feelings betweep_the prime sponsor

and several local school districts. Because the Board also agreed to

develop the curriculum and arrange for academic credit, the prime sponsor

7166';,7}



was able to show,s,how YETP has a greater academic emphasis than former

Neighborhood Youth Corps programs. In Indiana, according to the LEA

presenter at the Chicago Conference, there is an assistant superintendent

Who has agreed to travel anywhere in the State to convince other stper-

intendents of the merits of YETP.

An assistant. superintendent from Alton, Minsk!, suggested that

CETA have tegional superintendents call meetings to learn about the

various titles and programs; in non-urban areas, he said, the problem
. -

is not bad information but lack of information. A representative of the

State Board of Education in Minnesota suggested that superintendents who
. .

are on the State ployment training councils and State advisory councils

could have a rolein providing information about YETP.

In trying to gain the cooperation of superintendents to promote YETP
.

in their schools, Workshop J participants made the following suggestions

for prime sponsors: t,

Include them on the prime sponsor planning council, not only
for YETP but for all CETA programs.

Approach them first in early summer when they are not so busy,
and can begin their planning for the coming year.

Meet with them on a monthly basis to hear their c

Dealing with School Boards

441

When superintendents are either uninterested in YETP or too busy

to talk about it, an Ohio prime sponsor representative said he went

directly to school boards. A participant in San Francisco Conference

finds that direct contact th ool boards is important because school

board opposition to CETA youth programs often occurs when the board J.A

the last group to know about them. Another participant recommended

Y'
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diplomacy, noting that petitions to a school board are sometimes viewed

as criticism. A superintendent at the Chicago Conference recommended

that in petitioning the school board to get on its agenda, tneprime

sponsor should write to, the president df the board and send a copy of the

letter to the superintendent.

Using Educational Intermediaries

While superintendents and school boards ult

approve YET? programs in thdir di trictsi other educ

be instrumental in giving board's and superintenden

tely approve or dis-

1 entities can

vorable opinion

of CETA youth programs. Those that can have an effect include state

departments of education, multi-district cooperatives, community-based

organizations, and local teachers and counselors.

State Departments of Eilucation,7 In Minnesota, a CETA-dducation _

linkage unit was funded In the State Department of Education from the

"one percent CETA linkage monies" (under Ceta Section 202(d)) of the

Balance-of-State prime sponsor. The unit provides services to both prime

sponsors and LEAs Iy recommending that academic credit policy be more

flexible and by encouraging local schools to work with prime sponsors.
.

In Indiana, the State DeArtment of Education set up linkages wit the

State agencies most involved with CETA. They meet on a monthly basis,

and there have'been no turf problems between agencies.

Multi-district cooperatives - In some states, several school dis7.

tricts are linked in educational cooperatives. In For Worth, Texas,

the Education Services Center (ESC)

''developed its own youth employment

tacted the prime sponsor, the city

serves five school distridts.

AW

Theof Fort Worth, for support; 1146

It

and training program and then;

Services Cult2r became the fiscal agent and program operator for the

Youth EmEloyment and Training Programs. By going directly to the five

superintendents, ESC helped,,to create a level of trust th each of the

school districts.
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,

4 Community based organizations (CB0s) - The CETA presenter at the

Denver Conference said that in tfie rural and small town. areas her

program serves,, WBOs are used"to contact educators.' She noted that

ti

#

these CB0s.hat/e,good community ties and staff who, having taught in the

schools, Can make presentations about CETA programs in eduCational terms.

A drawback of this approaci, according to*the presenter, is that the

;goals of community organizations may be different from those of the

school board.

School teachers and counselors - A rural Nevada.superintenclent
1

Abs el that even after superintendents and school boards overcome-

the r mistrust of CETA, teachers can "bad mouth" a program and torpedo

_ i Teachers and'couns lors can feel threatened by CETA counselors who

4.

et.

ly

credentialeg_in-t e same w- y

Ways to overcome teacher /counselor fears suggitsted by Workshop J
eYr-

partici incldde:

distinguishing those-willing to get involvd from those who
are indifferent or opposed;

including the interested ones in the development of YETP
;programs; iikr

c,
'combining' CETA and education fundsto use only credentialed
teachers and counselors already enployed by Lt he school.

2. HOW CAN:WV-HELP ADMINISTRATORS AND COUNSELORS TO UNDERSTAND AND
SUPPORTitTP OBJECTIVES?

Workshop J participants described ways in which prime sponsor staff

can portray both the overall CETA objectives and the specific youth

_program_objttives to educat

selling these objectives

Several examples of techniques of

hool person5el,were Offered.

The CETA presenter in Seattle took the position that to get support

. for YETP objedtives, tETW-Must make its prime goal the employanlity of

. 719
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youth. He cited the fact that youth represent percent t of the labor

market but 25 percent S the total unemployed. Objectives other than

employability must be kept simple and easily understood as leading,to the

primary goal. A CETA priOinter at Kansas City recommended that educators
,

be assured that the intent of Congress was not to "buy" temporary jobs
P 4 °

for youth, but rather to,prepare them for the world of work. Transition

services increase employability skills, noted the CETA presenter /at the

Dallas Conference, and administrators will be more supportive when they

realize that (a) such services can be-made available to all students, and

(b) school-based counselors can provide them.

16,4! 0

yFTP objectives. The key to school support for YETP objectives, said the

t°1741kwpresenter at the Denver conference, is to encourage schools to adopt

tne:notton thai"employability development is a school responsibility,

spe 44.0zcally a responsibility of the 'guidance counselors. Guidan14

shoueallil;iented toward helping all students to develop.career and4
vocational objectives.

School representatives also had recommendations for demonstrating.

.I. .

.
. -..

An employee of the guidance division of the Maryland State Depart-

ment Of Education (and formerly a CiTA planner in Georgia) reported that

he is involved with helping to develop guidance systems,Vhich school dis-

tricts in Maryland have lacked. Be has found that by and large the

044-
ts

schools, have failed to deal with em to or with students'

attitudes. Vocational teachers,'he observed, shy away from counseling

and tend tb, feel that vocational skills training.is sufficient.' By

instituting a course in "Employability Developmenttaught by guidance
A

counselors, the Maryland State Department of Education has been able to

convince administratord of the needfor personal ustment counseling

and attitude change. Vocttiohal teachers cooperat d-by- providing.infor--00:

oration to counselors on the'skill levels ofNilieir stud s well as on

1/I

)

theiPbehavior in CAass..I
0
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Another approach to involving schools ,in YETP was described by an

education representative from the Ohio State Department of Education.

She describ4d th93rogrammatiorApproach to Gu llence," that

has been developed by the University of Illinois, and endorsed by Ohio's

Department of Education. In this method, each school district forms a

planning team of25 people to develop a career guide:late program for that

district. The team consists of school board members, parents, empl ent

agencies, a CETA representative, a vocational teacher,, a counselor, an

administrator, and member of each academic discipline in the school. The

"Programmatic Approach" has 18 possible guidance goals from which local

planning teams tend to select three for priorities: (1) self-concept,

(2) decision-making, and (3) either interpersonal relations or developing

a discipline towards work. The team then decides how the plan will be

implemented -- as inservice training, as a separate course, or as part of

a career center.

A presenter at the San Francisco Conference representing the CETA .

Balance of State prime sponsor for Nevada, cited his six-step procedure

_ i "marketing, YETP_to _school districts." -Firet,___Requesta for Propos
. .

, .

(REPS) are sent to personnel. in alliihool districts. Those who in icate

interestare brought to a meeting andl,told that"the prime sponsor will'

provide technical assistancelin writing the responses to the RFPs.
. .

. -

Second, the pr esponsor goes to monthly state meetings of Nevada sully-

intendents to isf them on CETA. Third, the prime sponsor tollaborates
. .

with the State Department of Education in writing letters signed both by

the State 'Department of Education and by the Governor's grants office, to

invite educators to meetings. Fourth, local CETA success stories are

publicized in newsletters to educators. Fifth, program examples_pUb-

lished by the Departments of Labor 4ndof Health, Education, and Welfare

are sent to school distric Sixth, informal contacts with school staff

are maintained through iunc es and conferences.

The follow, 4g specific Aite%, ms,. wpre cited
.
by Workshop J participants

as methods of helpingadministratori; and counselors understand and

_sUpport YETP objecAiiev . .. s

t a

1 Ss fr `A,

, 4:4-v ,..if
.0i,- .

* 4

IP

.,,,, . I

.. .
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Including administrators in contract negotiations

Including administrators and counselors on ongoing monitoring
teams instead of using outsiders on an infrequent basis

4.

Making sure that work experience is meaningful to youth
participants

#

Maintaining a constant flow of information from the CETA office
to the schdols

7' Promoting parent support by sending the families of youth
participants a regular newsletter

_Promoting community support developing a narrative slide
( show on successful programs

Including job information in weekly school bulletins sent to
teacher - advisory

ti Assigning a youth participant to prepare a booklet on YETP to
be sent to administrators and community leadqf

Arranging job sites so that youth do not miss much class
time

Including LEAs in CETA planning workshops

Placing CETA people on as'many advisory councils in the school
as possible so that educators are more likely to learn.of the
variety of CETA funding sources a

Avoiding duplication of services with vocational educat on
and career education py pooling funds and setting comma
ohjectives

Relying on school counselors and teachers to identify
tile- participants

Participants also recommended that schools would be more cooperative if

Congress and the Department of Labor would put all BETA youthpro.grams

under a single subpart .of the CETA regulations sc that guidelines and,

report forms can be standardized*
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3. HOW CAN YETP BE DESIGNED 'AS AN ASSET TO TtTOTAL SCHOOL PROGRAM

RATHER THAN.JUST ANOTHER RESPONSIBILITY? (

Since many schools are faced with declining enrollments and thus

a reduction in funding for regular programs, YETP programs take on added

importahOe if they call provide extra monies to the schools. By using

CETAS funds to focus on the economically disadvantaged, schools can

extend ,theTt. own funds to the remaining school population. The CETA

presenter at the Kansas City Conference noted that, despite th9- "auto-

matic benefit," many schools are reluctant to tike on a YETP program

because of a fear that it will be "dumped" on them, unable to be assim-

ilated in the regular curriculum, and will cease when Federal funding

stops.

Workshop J participants suggested several

programs, and of improving public relations to

would make YETP Tess a school burden and more

methods of designing

sell the deiign, that

an asset.

j

.

Dropout preventicl/return - A TP program that keeps prospective

dropouts in school or AlEls>dropou s back to the school results in*

making more funds available for a school's regular programs, since State

support is based on the number of youth enrolled. When academic credit

is allowed for YETP in-school classes and work experience, a participant

from Snohomish County, Washington, noted, participants are motivated to

xemsin in school until graduation.

Benefits, to non-participant students

be provided to non -CETA eligible students

get firSt

services and car

' students in the

. Thus, a YETP program

eer information materials

- Transition services can

as long as the tETA-eligible

that includes transportation,

can Make them available to other

school.

benefits to ldarents and community - Where a career information

center is provided, such as in the Shawnee Mission (Kansas} moliel, the

ool con mg6 it available to parents and members of the community

g the evening.
4

J
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School work sites - When work experience is provided for youth

participants as custodial, clerical or teacher's aidest.the school

benefits from CETA-funded productive work in the schools.

) Integration with existing school programs - The LEA presenter

at the Sin Francisco Conference suggested, that YETP supplement existing

cooperative education or work study programs. By having CETA partici-

pants enrolled in these regular school programs, graduation credits can

be granted automatically, sparing the administrative burden of deter-

mining how to grant credit for a separate YETP program. Sn Fort Worth/

Texas, the prime sponsor encourages vocational directors in each school

district to_recruit YETP participants for existing vocational progrAma,

after they ave ampleted the YETP program.
"'

CETA responsibility for paperwork S Workshop Jk

pants, prime sponsor representatives as well as LEA representative's.;

I acknowledged that elaborate intake forms requilting parental si tures.
-

impose a paperwork burden on school counselors. Same schools do\

not went to do intake and eligibility verificition, noted a partic

*.
,pant at the Chicago Conference, because'it makes.the,schools,appear

to be discriminating. Provided LEAs approve, said tlie CETA pmesenteg

at the Seattle Conference, one answer is to provide iunds for ,the i6o's.17

9'

prime sponsor to handle all government forms and evaluation.% Anot6er

alternative, suggested by the LEA presenter in San Francisco,. itsto fund
tr

a school district' employee tg, be solely responsibletebr CETA progr4akfi

That staff member *could be responsible for enrollment, terminatitd, and,'

work -site development. 4
7 -

Scheduling and school facilities - Because of uncertainty
,e

/.,
ir-". I,

actual CETA funding until after the start of the school year_tne% ;: I"

September, YETP programs' that include classes and wor)5..eXp4rIarQN:_"*
;. ,,, q ,
,'

during the school day can pose an administrative birden f6'r schbeo...
when schedules have to(be changed to accommodate

.

a gfferminumber , .),-
, ' ',4-,--

,_ r . ,
of participants than planned. Some YETP programsclike:the ona:ill,.:,-, ::,,,, .----

. 1 .a
.,Suffolk County, New York, are designed so that none d tjwybuth pie, ..,--

<,,,./
r

+. ..

..'
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1

'pulled out of regular classes to attend /tTP classes or go to work.

sites. .

-440,

A participant noted that in Bremerton, WashingtOn, school districts

_were not'asked to provide facilities for CETA programs. Instead, YETP

,works through a vocational skills center that serves all five schools.

A participant at the San Francisco Conference suggested that a

community college may be a better setting than a'high school fOr programs

for_pregnant youth or teenage parents.

4 HOW CAN WE DEVELOP THE KINDS OF INSERVICE AND PRESERVICE TRAINING

PROGRANS WHICH ARE BEST FOR TEACHERS AND COUNSELORS?

_ Few Workshoet participants spoke up-in favor of formal, structured

training pbgkarbs for school personnel. However, examples of more

methods of working with school teachers and counselors to

exchange information and discuss problems were reported.
.

_ .., ;. .4 .t
, . _

..
.

-,%,. e TheLEA presenter at the Dallas Cofference indicated that her

.-13roqiega` provides inagiiice development training twice a month for

including - lesson plans that use audio-visual materials.

.
At/thebe seSOIOns,,coUhselors are encouraged to laugh off the negative
-* 4

newspaper ac6oUfits of CETA and to make sure that they stay within the
I e

P4,* CEO: regulatidhq..
(

. -_ .

_ A-partielpant attheSan kirandisco Conference' suggested that each
- ...,...

schpol have a "full-tizne Aresident CETA specialist to whom teachers could
, . ' 4 It. . -- i , , . o'

. . .

go,with g46.4ions. ,12p CET& presenter agreed that this would be appro-

. /iel#ta in itiew. _of -,it'S.CfreMent changes in regulations that alter eligi-

,' t19,1tli reqUirementb:And redefine acceptable transition services.

ZedUppresenterin.Chicago suggested that administrators and
t. ,.. . : -.F.:.-,..,; .

.

sounsel6+0., a0:90.1 ae_t040he*, be brought together-atr.state and
4 -

7-1 /
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regional workshops whenever changes occur in the legislation or

regulations. He also suggested presentations at meeting of educators

that are held in each State in late summer.

A teacher's time is too valuable to expect him/her tp particpate

voluntarily in preservice or inservice training, said the LEA presenter

at the San Francisco Conference. Instead, CETA shoUld (a) encourage

teachersto participate with administrators in writing proposals for

YETP programs, and (b) include funding for teachers to take college

courses for, credit.

Two participants d problems with the preservice and inservice

approach. pe LEA presenter at,the KaIas City Conferences said he did

not believe the infusion me4od of preservice training worked. Instead,

all.education-majors at Kansas State University take a career education'

course. The CETA'presenter at the San Francisco Conference.. repre-

senting Balance of State Nevada, said he would allow CETA money to

be spent on inservice training for teachers_and counselors but that no

mu% request had yet been made.

Finally, two-paxtic nts addressed the need to keep all teachers

in a school abreast of YETP. Binte YETP classes are often smaller and.

set apart from other school programs, regular teachers can become resent-

ful. Periodic briefings help'to overcome resentments. In schools where

teachers are assigned student advisees the YETP program should send

out weekly bulletits,indicati4 job listings so that regular teachers can,.

be kept more aware of YETP and the opportunities it provides.

v
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WORKSHOP L

EVALUATING YETP PROGRAMS

INTRODUCTION

"Evaluation is the first step in planning," said the LEA presenter

at /he Denver Conference. Many workshop participants pointed out the

importance of buildin4 evaluation in at the planning stage. If this is

not done, warned the CETA presenter at the Chicago Conference, a program

will find itself short of time, resources, or data.

setting performance standards at the outset: (d) e

ti

progr.am_cooAdimator to decid

The process of

nces the planning

what will be done

and wh will determine whet r it is done, and (b) provides direction for

It also helps to tell a program, pointed out
Progr.

--presenter'

operators.
4
se profession is the evaluatiopeof educational programs.

He finds that the greater the attention to needs assessment in the

planning process, the better a proposal can be sold; likewislethe more

assessment of results, the better d Ioiogram can he sold. However, a

major problem cited by several Workshop L participants is that insuf-
.

ficlent CETA funds are provided to do good progiam evaluation.

"Evaluation" of CETA youth programs has 6oUr purposes, noted the LEA

presenter at the San Francisco ce:Confer( .

(1) For measurement.of participant characteristics, s as

'aptitude;

(2) As a monitoring tool, for quick feedback to program

operators;

(3) As a deans to test the effectiveness of program strategies;

(4) As a means to demonstrate the impact of a pr -- compared

to what would have occurred had there been no program.

4727
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From comments made by participants at all the Conferences, the

following generalizations emerge: Reporting criteria of the Department

of Labor tend to be simple measurements (#1, above). Few youth rograms

include impact evaluation (#4). Many use evaluation both to moni and

improve ongoing,ptograms (#2) and to assess the effectiveness of program

strategies at the end of a year of operations (#3). The problem in

such multi-purpose evaluation is that the more'a program is changed in

response to monitoxing, t)e more difficult it is to test effedtiveness of

strategies.

( A participant:at, the Dallas CoEference was critical of the Depart-

mar_Of_Ia4 for iqitiating,new youth projects before ha/ing a uniform

method' of program assessment. Dr. Joe Scherer, a representative of the

Office of Career Education, cited Joseph Wholey, the new deputy assistant

secretary of HEW, who has said that youth programs'may be much better

than the public realizes, since evaluations often focus on aspects

outside the Congressional intent of the legislation.

DISCUSSION OF THE QUESTIONS

1. HOW CAN WE DEVELOP MEANINGFUL EVALUATIONS WHICH WILL ALSO MEET DOL'S
REPORTING CRITERIA FOR CETA?

Most Workshop L participants reported few problem in meeting

reporting criteria of the Department of Labor, but stated that the

criteria have limited usefulness in measuring program effectiveness. The

LEA representative from the Harbor City Learning Program in Baltimore

claimed the prime sponsor reporting requirements forth only a small part,
-

of their program evaluatiln: the number of credits a student has, the

number, of students passing the GED, and the number of positive outcomes,.

Theprimarily as the number of job placements. The rticipant

representing the statewide North Carolina program for d opouts noted his

728
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program's CETA reporting requirement4 but said they were not the kind o

measurements which educators felt could demonstrate effectiveness:

enrollment and termination figures

sex and.race statistics

referrals to otr agencies

number of.jobs developed/filled

cost per participant

breakdown of administrative, instructional and support

service costs

The Department pf Labor Youth Representative'for Region VI defended

CETA data on youth by citing the following regional'statistics for FY 78

YETP programs:

29,000 youth were served at a cost of $2.2 million

71 percent went back to school, 9 percent we into

employment, and 20 percent dropped out of thprogram

48 percent were male, 52percent female

63 percent were white, 13.9 percent bltack

Several participants gave examples of w hy the. data required by

the Department of Labor'do not Contribute to meaningful evaluations.

The CETA presenter at the Chicago 'Conference concede& tfiat poor program

performance does not matter to therDepartment of Libor soi'long as some

planned goals are met. The CETA presenter at the Denver Conference

added, "If you develop realistic golds, and evaluate against those goals,

the Department of Labor is not going to hassle you." According tithe

CETA presenter at the Seattle conference, "complying with DOL reqpite-

ments is not enough to show,whether yop are having an impact" .-.--that is,

whether having a program makes a difference.
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Many workshop participants criticized the YEDPA performan stan-
d" dards in other ways. The LEA preSenter at the Philadelphia Conference

charged that Title /V standardswere unclear and kted that the Youths
EmPloym t Initioitives Act of 1979, introduced as a.bill in the Senate

May 14, 1979, includes Strict performance standards, a new mechanism

to allocate funds based on those standards, And stricter eliqpility

requirements.

I
. The CETA presentek at the Chic -o Conference felt that early

11-Lresults of the YETP program would force changes in Depdrtment o or

performance, standards that are now 'Led to entering employment, since
YETP

N
offers primarily services and includes 14-15 year olds.

In Oakland, Celifornia, for example,, the prime sponsor agreed to

revise performance standards last year so that positive terminations
would not stress job placement as much. This year, of the

Sercent.positive termination rate in Oakland's YETP, only 20 percent i job
placement; and that comes mainly from the, city's out-of-school'youth

'program;

Many LEA participants in Workshop L complained that pri7g.'sponsors'

emphasized employments instead of employability.

Even "successful job placement" can be meaningless for evaluation,..r

according to the LEA presenter at the Atlarita Conference. First, Depart-
ment of Labor reporting requirehents,do not relate to jobL.as stepping

stones. In fact, many jobs build on one another -- one does not'just

become a hotel manager; one works up to that position through other jobs.

Second, the Department of Labor lacks interrelated job codes which could

evaluate placements in terms of a career objective. .Realistically,

someone who wished to become a grocery sore manager could be deemed
Successfully placed if he/she got a job as a stocker or clerk, even if

,theAob were not in a grocery Store. .

A
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One participant asserted that.the Department of Labor presently, has

no device to measure the quality of a program, since Regional offices do

not carry out longitudinal studies that track youth for a period after a

YETP program to find out exactly what they haye gained frdm it. The CETA

presenter at, the Dallas Conference noted that at the national level, the

Department of Labor has begun research using longitudinal studies.*

012. HOW CAN YETP PROGRAMS EVE REALISTIC STUDENT OUTCOMES OBJECTIVES?

Workshop L participants noted several barriers the development

of realistic program objectives. Project examples were cited which show

how some of the barriers were overcome.

Barriers to Developing Realistic Objectives

4

Time constraints in program design - Programs are typically designed

and implemented quickly , before information is available about the

specific needs of the youth who will be served by those programs.

Compromises - In North Carolina, the initial design of a statewide

program for dropouts was opposed by educators, who did not want program

monies spent on youth wages and felt that public sector jobs did not

Provide thekind of work which would endourage a youth to return to

-school--t eir major goal. CETA staff insisted that youth be paid wage's.

The sc and prime sponsor compromised by allocating half the jobs in
?

thdqublic sedtor and the other half as unsubsidized jobs in the private

sector.
4

w

'time constraints on program accomplishment - "Student outcomes as

evaluation measures are grossly overrated," charged the' LEA presegter at

the Atlanta Conference, arguing that "years of financial or racial

The Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Study gathers data that are avail-

able to regional Department of*Labor offices. Reports can also be '

obtained from the National Office.
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oppression cannot be overcome in a oz4- or two -year program." Insteddi
he feels thatOOL "should define ten basic dteps that constitute entering
the socio-economic mainstream and then measure participants-according to

how far they pave progressedi."
Another Atlaripa participant added, "the

typical two-parent family of the past, with a wage earner and a housewife,

has been replaced in many areas by a single female head of household who
is on WelAre. Changing a welfare mentality takes? long time."

Targeting - Several participants expressed fears that focussing on
measurable program outcomes could undercut the primary purpose of YETP--
to serve the high-risk, disadvantaged youth. They maintained that .1.f a

high percentage of successful placements is stressed, program operators
will focus their efforts on the youth with the fewest barriers to employ-

-ment and the hard-Core disadvantaged will be left unserved.

One workshop participant disagreed, however, noting t in his

program "we almost set c14 selves up forjailure" by\ccepting only those
stude its who have very low grades and are nearly truats,. The prime
spun r cooperated with the school's refusal to promise and specific

measures of "success."

Competition for funding - Programs that try to."outperform" others,

may not set realistic standards for their own clientele.
.'

Emphasis on "outcomes" - By .evaluating only outcomes, the process
can be overlooked. In Michigan, the Balance of State prime sponsor
stresses weekly monitoring so that program services for each enrollee can

continually be improved.

Career-relevant jobs - A you'th who learns from his work experience

that he does not like a particular area may have learned something just
".as useful As the youth who likes his job.

e

Quality of counseling - YETPregulations state only that counseling

be provided but do not address the quality of counseling. In a Wisconsin

73
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progArti, it was found that youth participants were going to parents for

information about job opportunities rather than to school counselors.

When this was realized, the program operator was instructed to keep

patents informed about the program through a regular newsletter.

In-school needs - Several participants argued that programs serving

in-school youth should be .detigned to encourage youth to remain in

school, not to seek jobs. More valid measures of "success" than job

placement would be (Wreduced absenteeism, (2) higher grades, and

(3) attitude changes.

Lack of job Opportunities - In areas where it is difficult to

develop jobs for yoilth, measures of job placement can be misleading.

Examples of Programs Where Barriers to Setting Realistic Objectives

Have Been Overcome

440

Harbor City Learning Program, Baltimore - The prime sponsor's

q

contract with the public schools for operation of,alternate learning

Fcepterd'sets specific performance, standards:

80 percent retention rate (80 percent average daily

attendance 't school and work)

. A 1.0 grade level inoreade in rea'ing and math each year

Students who fall below 70 percent passing on proficiency

tests must increase their performance by 20 percent .

S0 ,percent will get tatings of -"good" or Fetter from

work site supervisors across 13 perfOrmance crit ria

80 percent of typing students Will type 25 wp at the end of

One year, 40.wpm at the end of two years

46,

On the State functional 'eading test, seniors in theAogram
,wiil score at least as well as juniors in trade high schools-

733
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Yakima, Washington - The,YETP program has established, five objec-

Maintain or increase participant attendance rate in school'
40-

Maintain job attendance

Maintain or increase =Putative-grade point average

Improve attitudes, as indicated by 19 measures of.self-esteem

Successfully meet 90 percent of individual career exploration
objectives (The,aiilition of career exploration objectives

Oho during the program made this objective unrealistic.)

North Catolina - The statewide YETP program to return dropouts to
r

school has found that it.. can re-enroll about 50 percent. By tailoring an

educational program to their individual needs and- helping to find jobs

if they want them, YETP has kept in school about 60 p rcent of the 10,000

dropouts who retUXned.

4'

3. WfiAT TYPE OF DATA ARE NEEDED AND HOW CAN THEY BE OBTAINED?

Workshop L paiticipailts suggested a ,variety of means of collecting
.44.,

program Outcdpies data based on existing evaluatibn models.

In Luzerne County, Pennsylvania, an in-school YETP pXogram of career

exploration through work eicperience is evaluated, by collecting data
L.from: work site supervisors, principals/superintendents, home school

Counselor, and students. A participant who is an evaluation specialist

suggested that periodic evaluation be done with a checklist of items

including: attendance, punctuality, groomipg, attitudes, int action, of

youth and supervisbr, and-relationship of youth and c6ord4.n
.
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In West Central Wisconsln,"a nine-county area of theBal ce of
A A '

State prime sponsor, YETP programs measure .ftve participant character-
.

istics:,,(1) self-awaren ss, (2) areer awareness', (3) decision-making,

and planning,.(4) preps atiqn, and (5) placement. On'entering a program,

each'enrollee completes a "career survey" to determine what planning for

a career or further educations if any, he or she has done. Then the

enrollee completes either a youth employment questio aire that examines

attitudes toward career choicee,r or a work questionna

questionnaires are'given again later, to measure

point of the program and again at iheiend, a "career

completed by botl9the work supervisor and the

work attitudes. Act h

changes. At the mid

. education survey" is

that measures

counseloT, to analyze each youth's 'experience in the program.

In Baltimore's Harbor CitY Learning Program, both students and

work kite supervisors complete a work site assessment and compere

the ,results. '

1

Some participants thought that the best kind of impact eNFaluation is

the extent of improvement.in gradea s orin reading ability of youth who

--are snrolfed in the program compared with those who.are not. The CETA

',presenter at the Seattle' Conference noted that one problem in ithing

controrgroups is that a random process is rarely used to select YETP

articipants; furthermore, it is difficult to get people not involved

in the program to return to take aPost-test+ although paying them te)

.do qo helps.

N
1 . --

Another partiapantinoted that long-term studies of youth-employ-
,

ability development are sorely needed., At Ohio State University, the k
,,

tarnes longitudin manpoweristuay has only recently added yoUth to its

;.I

% ;.

components, and r salts will not be available for another two ,torree
,) years.*

*The participant was wrong--youth results are available from the Parnes

study. The statement and lack of exception to it may indicate a need for

,information on existing program tvalu'ation studies.
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the prime sponsor representative from Oakland, California, reported

that case studids are a key feature of their evaidation.' The monitoring
. 1

staff analyzes the amount of,time spent in career counseling' compared to

the time spent in iskillsftraining. \In addition, rk experience coo)Oli-

nators have performance standards written into th it contracts, which

include monthly evaluations of the Youth. -

The program operator in_Denver reported that they try to determine

which kinds of'activities-rclassroon training, OJT, work epe fence- -are

best for particular kinds of"atudents. Classroom instructors inter-

viewed, and students are asked a set of'questiOns, incliiding:cAWas orien-

tation to the program what you expected? Doektheteacher'spend enoughk.
1

time doing remedial work?
')

,Several participants have found that standardized tests may not be

appropriate to objectives and goals of specific programs. .Programs may

need to combine questons-from several different. instruments or develop.

--theirown tests.
s.

.

4. TO WHAT EXTENT FcRE MEASURABLE OUTCOMES NECESSARY AND REALISTIC?

fr i'

Workshop L participants cited the following benefits from having .

measurable outcomes. The information that7is gained, can:

enhance and supplement vocational guidance in the schools

all-ow counselors to set up a systemiccount'abii4y--.
what should happen to each youth, And when

Qc help -'sell theProgram tp other.LEAs
e s_

. provide program continuity J.- For example,_in North Carolina's
statewide program for dropouts for every 30 studentb brought.
back to a school, the state hoard'of education provides two
additional teachers in the following year of the program.

-,
Other participants questioned the necessity or realism* "measur-

Ahle outcomes" and cited examples from t it projects that speak as-much

tfor insights as for outcomes.

4

A
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Even if particular jobs do not relate to career goals, most''
youth in one prOgram said that learning work habits, such as
getting to work on time, was helpful in career preparation./

An analysis of,student evaluations in another progmareyealed
that where toe number of students per counselor was higher,
students rate all aspects of thelprogram, lower."'

While measurable outcomes are useful, programs should alsa%
allow for serendipity: something you find out that you had not

foreseen. 1

Outcomes differ considerably depending on whether a program
serves thobe who need CETA most, or those who will benefit

most.

One, program, seeking to measure attitudinal change, found
that tha- five months of the program was too short atime to
do so.

---.Even where attitudinal change can be identified over a short
period oqtime, programs do not tie this into behavioral
change-:-which may not, in fact, take place. An enrollee may go

off confidently to the job interview wearing no shoes!

Measurable outcomes for a program as a whole may not
reflect successes in ta oring programs to each individual:

enrollee.

-While a particular work site may n t be career relevant,
many site developers do not wish to jeopardize the loss Of a

site when they have few sites to choose from.

5. HOW CAN LEAs AND PRIME SPONSORS BEST WORK TOGETHER IN EVALUATIN

THE PROGRAM?

If LEAs and. prime sponsors plan together and have common goils and

, . objectives, stid the CETA presenter at the Denver Conference, evaluating

together will cane automatically. Where unrealistic goals have been

set, aartidlpantoadded, it is difficult to get cooperation in eva1U-
,

ating. The key is to involve LEAs in the planning process, and to set

forth evaluation procedures then.

In Luzerne do ty, Pennsylvania,, the community college provides the

transitional services to the 18 participating school districts, collects

737
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evaluations rom worksite supervisors, principals, cOunselors and

students, and writes up, the final report for theprimv ponsor.

In Baltimore's HIrbor City Learning Program,lie program operator
* ,supplies data wh ich is validated by the prime sponsor. Evaluation takes.

place three time& a year. Cooperation betweenLEA and prime sponsor- is

made easier because the superintendent of schools and,-the prime sponsor (,
%.

direciortach report directly to the mayor.

A representative of the Balance of State prime'sponsor in Michigan
.

..
acknowledged that LEAs were opposed to evaluating only outcomes."..The.
1 )

prime sponsor soon realized that the process wpsas important as the

product, and switched toyeekly mtnitoritgin Order.to imprOve the
., .

program as it was being run.
, /

At,the Chicago Conference, the LEA presenter pointed out that the

mostatecent YETP'regulations state that all, work eiperience placement
,

must be certified by the high school counselor as 4ppropriate to an

enrollee's "career planning." The presenter said that thisirequirement

is the first mandated connection between LEAs and the prime sponsor and.
'4

that 4t serves to promote cooperation in evaluating YETP programs. At

the 'Se ftie Conference,'a participant suggested that the LEA could put

together an impact analysis which would supplement the prime spondOr's

eport on terminations and planned vs.actual performance standards.

.
4

Third-party evaluation was the subject of considerable discussion:.

Alae participants argued that a third party evaluator was prefeLblee

particularly at re beginning of a program. The LEA p4esenter at'the New

York conference suggested the third party could establish a timetable

when things were expected,to take place, while people in the LEA andy

on-prime sponsor staff were sp nding,time establishing the program. A0

separate evaluator,' warned a, rticipant at the Philadelphia conference,

couldtake responsibility away from School people and piogram operators.

A,participant in the Denver conference suggested that a third party world

add questiope for evaluation that,program operators might overlook In a
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7,4*
:Wisconsin nine-county Balance Of State program, the third party evaluator

was used not to monitor compliance with Department of Labor criteria, but
p

to evaluatethose
*
things that were goals of the-Wagram operator.

r

.
. . .

'Several participants spoke favorably of third-party evaluatiod.they are

receiving fran the NorthWest-Regional Laboratory.
4

'A tETA planz}e4 the Ring-Snohotaigh prime sponsor recommended
e,

thc.eValuation--ana'funds to pay for it--come from several parties with

different interests in-program results:' (1) the Program btaff, (2) poli-

ticaltical decision-makers such:as mayors or city council members, (3) LEA

educators, and (4) youth who have already gone through the program.

These groups should be kept involved throughout the program, with con-
ti

*tinued feedback from them.
)

/

At/ each Regional Conference, a representative of the Educatiop

Testing Service presented information op a new method of employability

assessment, the Program for Assessing Youth EmploymeAt Skills MYES).
t

Tie ETS assessment battery was developed out of concern that most

secondary achievement testsdo not adequately assess the kinds of skills '
.

many young adults have, ,because those testsNare written abbve,therr

readibility level and contain alien or emotive wordsthat skew the
7 1 Y

7 'results.
e

.51 ,
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YOUTU TALK BACK

At each of the 10 Regional Conferences, youth participants? in

YETP programs were invited to appear at a luncheon ani to.say.a few

words about their experiences. At the Philadelphia Conference, 13

students presented parts of two plays, Colored Girls and A Day of
. r

Absence, which depict the growing up.problems of poor minorities.

. .,;

At the other Conferences, the youth spoke individual*. Their

comments; presented below, corroborate many of the points made in the

worktdps by adults running youth job training progAms. The*61-
.

lowdaw'themes come through clearly:

V

Work ekperlence is varied.
NI\

CETA jobs are seen as preparation for later jobs.
4

Some jobs stima to career interests, while'otheri.tie
in directly with own career interests.

,

10

atrYouth appreciate learning practical skills
even ig.they are not career related.o

Youth like contact with a variety of people and are
well-liked.by-fellowj employees. /

Jobs instill responsibility, pridr, and confidencet

Some youth get hired the company.
O

%

Program staff provkde emotional support, and the;
youth get close to them.

> $

Earning money provides a healthy financial indepen-
dence from parents. r

Mouth begin-to apprebiate the work ethic and the
value of good work habits.

There is positive learning from a job that is not
liked, and youth can be switched to other )jobs.
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Victor. I work as a custodiafi /:t a hospital. "It's a good job

and it pays good, but I cOulduie more hours."

Shaundia. I work as a clerk at a conference center. I answer the

-telephone and hand:out. materials. "I lik thi's.job because it will help

me with my future jobs, and I want to Ola YETP for'letting me have this

job." 4

Larry. I work as a librarian's assistant at two different libraries.

like to work there because I like to meet people."

'f $

N. Barbara. I paint buildings. I

Netts 4 "hank you, YETP!"

trt.

A Terry. I work at a residence for the eldetly. sI help feed them and
.

-give out trays. "It helps me learn about life, because sometimes they

die or move to another residences"
. (..

/
i I.

Tiwana. I work at a hospital. Sometimes I take medicine from

tie pharmacy to patients. I like tale-Cant-act wit(the patients. "YETP
0

has helped me in recognizing this as a career." #
e

1

...

). -Sylviaf I also work at a hospital. People seem to like me vOi.y
. r--)

. . .
much. The YETP program/"teaches me a lot, and at least I know I'm

A-6%
4 , --responsible enough to have a job. I,meet a lot of peoPle that . are

,
..varied." .

.

-or

Yolanda. I do typing and filing. "CETA gives the chance to

get involved with the disadvantaged."

o
Laiaerne. 90aork at a laboratory doing tests and reading slides.

I have been there eight months. Before that, I was Odental assistant

NO helped pull teeth. "CETA helps st# with my bus fare, and we get

to talk about the problems we have. It's a great program."

474
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wol:foe a manufacturing company'. I have been there
. ' v, .

,

, since February 1978. I will be 1 eying the YETP program in September to
*.go bn the company's payroll, *bed se my supervisor said we had been such

good workers. "I think the CETA-progilamhelped me through high school -

1

- and it helped file, with some' of the things I really needed. It's a reallype lly
,

s

I
'nice program."

Cheryl. I ha;ie been working for a,year as a nurse's aide at a

.nursing home. I want t- o become a doctor, so they put 'me through classes

to become a certified nurse's aide.00 "Even though I don't want to be

a nurse's aide for the rest of my life, it will be nice to g4 certifies}."-W-
I know I can do something'and can get a job "practically anywhete."

At the nursing home, "I make beda'and wash dead people," so if I can't

become a. ddctor I'll be able to work embalming bodies. I'm being put
_

letton the payroll at the nursing home. CETA gave-me pupport, saying

/* "Cheryl, keep up the good work," when I felt I couldn't do rtA "So

'now I believe I have confidence in myse and can do anything I want

_do now. My career is just beginning to start." .The CETA program

i good "to a certain extent," but I wish, it could help-el kids,

including higher income people, because all people need help gettitg r
jobs. "Young kids don't want to be dependent on thbir parents for every

J

little penny. I want to be able two buy dresses and perfume myself.".

Elaine. I have been working in a shipgle4 room for a year. + "People

treat me great." I used, o work at a boy's club with boys aged five and

six. "They gaNfe me so much trouble that they ran me away. I thought I

could deal with it,Abut I couldn't." The CETA program is great!

J Svl4,ia. I work as,a social worker's assistant. I help clerks

with case work and go to houses where there are little kids and talk o"

their Ants. "This is a nice experience, and I'd thinking about going

to ass so I can become asocial worker."--

.

Beatrice. I am a teacher's assistant, and I enjoy working-for the
.s -

teacher. CETA is a good experience "because if you don't knowwhat you

v
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want to do.in life, you get the opportunity to learn things that you,

ever felt you could do." Now, "I* have a deteriined mind" that I can do
. 7, , 1

Ohatever I want. "I ehjoy my work and L enjoy the People around me whO

-

4 i
a

`:work with me, so I have no trouble."

. ,

Linda. I have been working as A teacher's,aide for 18 months.

I teach little kids. "It's a great experience for me,", but it is not

just the"job itself; I see theneed to get tp work on time, and I
A

have to learn how to get along with other employees. "It's preparing

the for.micare er when I .get out of school. When I get ready to,gg

out into the world, I'll be able to deal with it." I enjoy being

din. the CETA program. The coordinator is "really nicer " I feel proud

that I got myself clothes`" my own.". I plan to be a secretary a
,

. 7typist or a receptionist, so -I °Pe to be placed in a bank next time.

"I'4.like more of a say",in-the job selected for me.

*

' Dorothy. I work at a high schdol as the coordinator's.asaistant.

CE-TA 4s a great experience-because my dotherdoesn't work, and my

earnings help our family. In my, job, "I .get to talk to different

people, from different places,pn the telephoil'eq, and I zee new,things

everyday and meet different people." CETA teacies you 'to work

for whatever you want - -you can't depend on yout parents to give you

everything."

4

_Bonnie. I've been 'in the CETA program for two years.
. Last year

4 .did timeketting for different worksites and made sure that kids got the

tight pay. Now.I'm a clerical atgla at a grammar school. I type and.

answer the phone. ,ifik lot of people have-a nasty attitude on the phone,

andthat's not thee way to,be." 'CETA is a,good program, "and I hope it .

1 '

continues."

Andrea. I work ih.a laborato4, and that''sgood because I want tof

'be a lab technician.' I test things and calculate-and do calibrations.
'

"I'm pr&d beca -ise I can ke2pup with all the others who have degrees,
. '

s

)
. .

1

s'....)

. 4.

J
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0 and I'm even, doing better than some of them." t CETA is a good program for

0

.
all young people It gives them a chance to work and "keeps them from

hanging around. on the streets."

.

'SuSan I1 work for an exterminating company.
.

I have been there
Jti .

.

lb 11.4nths; "ant. I lose lit." T1 will be leaving the job because I graduate
a

and go On wj.th my schooling. Even though I'm gbing into medicine, I've

leaed in this Job "how toptalk with different people and how the other

half lives." .

'

' ....,....e.: Evelyn.',Iwork at a high school as'an office-manager. My job

, .

As answering the phone, filingand typing. The CETA program "showed
/ t ,

.

me a lbt of, experience, and 4 think it should ,Cetinue."
,

, , 1

. -

Ne.

Alfrdda. f have been working for 13 months in a real estate

apptais4 office. "My supervisor is a wonderful lady, and I get along

..Kith her better than I get along with anybody. I have very good

coordinator, and he once told me that he was my best friend." I didn't

'believe, it when he said it, but lie has become my best friend during

the Past four years since / met him. sorry to leave the CETA

program, "bit I'm glad I'll be able to get out into the world and-do

, some better, because I'm planning to go to college."
_

A

(...

v Jeffrey. I want to go into-business administration. That's my

job. I stpervise telephones and,keep tiMesheetb, evaluation sheets

and weekly logs. "Everyone says I'm a great young.man. CETA has
.

% i
.

taught me an awful lot." -- \O

( Melinda.' I work at a high school. I answer the phone, file,

itypeMind make sure,,nty supervisor signs my timesheet. '$e have a lot

of fun." The CETA program Is good for, me, bacaus.p" 2.90--that's

money to me! I can'buy thiftgs on my on withodt aski g my mother all
.

- 'the time."
-

t
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ANn CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY OF THE WORKSHOP. DISCUSSIONS

The workshops were, in effect, hearings on the state of-collabora-

tio/n between the*CETA sySeam and educationakdrganizatibns at the state

and local level. ,For the most Rut they provided accounts of success, and

failure, of informed judgments ang&misinformed op nions, of'ingenious'

solutions to §roblemthe legislation was intends to solve and equally

ingenious evasions of the intent-or letter of the law and regulliops. .

,
k

If the 'interest of the dbnferences was to iform and, through infor-

mation; improve collabotatiOn between CETA and the- schools, there is con-
_

siderable evidence, that they suc eeded. If the intent was,also to glean

. information that would guide cha escin.federal policy*, law or regulations,

it is 'ikely that the conferences did this in ways thatare as effective
.
a 3,

as elaborate evaluation of project performance. 10
4

.

Although come Issues were dealt with in almost ry workshop, this

summary_ reports On thenionly in the workshop in which they1were

scheduled. As in the abbreviated reports that follow, this summary

tries not to udge between pbints of view but doei try to pick out'those'

Which have po icy implications and which have may not been noted

other examinations of CETA/LEA collaboration.

The first group of workshops tended'to.produce discussions that

were more descriptive in nature, less productive of insights thaticould

lead to resolution of key issues than the later groups of workshops.

_Possibly thiswas because of differences in workshop ,topics, or because.

by the time the later workshop's were held, conference participants had

had an opportunity to clarify their'thoughts and to become more

with ones another.
I

le" -
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The workshop discussioris ary summarized in the next few pages,

'after which-some conclusions are drawn. , 4

'
4

Workshop-A: Understanding LEA/CETA Agreements Under YETPf

Workshop A demonstrated a need for basic understandkngo how

CETA opejates and the ways in..:4hich CETA can-deal with the ools.,

There was lack d understanding that steamed from differ g argon and

acronyms. Educators were generally, unfamiliar with th -purpose or

functioning of CETA planning Councils and youth councils. CETA personnel
1/

were often unfamiliar with well established programs of career education,

vocational education, cooperative education and alternative education

that are similar in intent to the youth programs that the CETA legisla-

tioRsalls for.

The topic gueAlons of Wofkshog A tended to produce anecdotal

responses that did .not fit a pattern nor lead to resolution of funda-

mental issupp. The

le
r was little discussion, for example, of the. ways

that CETA sponsors ould,. by the terms ofpn agreement, hold LEAs account-

.able for.educational features intended by the CETA legislation. The

discussion aid'not reach theclevel of detail that would raiiii_isses of
.

u
,

, .,
. agreement on indlvidual, eduChtional plans for YETP participants nor can

work assignments that the schools could testify complement the overall

curr um of a student. Nor wasthere much evidence thaat the LEAs saw

the, agreement as a means by which to hold a prime sponsor,

accountable fin. the planning and oversight of a youth council having`

broad-based community representation that includes educators who have

concern fo he overall education of yOung people.

4
J
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Workshop B: YETP, The Privetd Sector and Community Based'

Organizations (CBOs) C

Community-Based Orgahizations

The workshop presenters emphasized the ways in which commumity=based

organizations (CBOs) can help a school distriog:r CETA p ime spohsor
14,

provide educational alternatives that die schoo4 cannot ffer or do not

wish to offer. A number of participants agreed that alternatives were

irieeded and that CBOs'might help, but/in the aisCussions that followed,

these opiniong stood out:

CBOs can help with programs for dropouts, but for-in -

school youth, CBOs are often viewed as ,competi
the schools and auplicating their efforts.

/

e. The business community prefers to work with the
rather then CBOs because the schools hay
nuitArd standing.

Some participants disagreed that CBOs are less well re-
garded, citing the YMCA and the Philadelphia Federation of

Settlements as examples of organizations that have community

respect and whoseresdui-Ces,can'be drawn upon by the schools,

-.-organizaticfhs that Can, byWirture,of funding from a variety

of sourdes, develop educational alternatives that are more
,-responsive to.the needs of youths who have done poorly in

school.

s ools
conti-

The Private Sector

The workshop participahts spoke of the importance an
employer gives to employee attitudes. Some recommend place-

ment only for students with positive attitudes for fear of

losing an employer's%cooperation, but others spokp of "excess

screening" that discourages, applicants.

Private IndUstry Councils and unions-are best for lining up

jobs in big business, the Chamber of Commerce is test for

middle sized f4rml and communityrbased organizations are
well-suited to approach small firms and retail establishmem4s.
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Many employers lack confisience in CETA or State Employments,..

Servibe referrals.' Employers till work with the schools,
-us ly on a personal basis, in pla9ing students, even though

li

e arrangements often lead to competition between
r.

ohool:based programs for job slots. go
.....-

Y2S1py7deszyMC13110'e&H:AtlthOri.taIIEgi.bthti.nr4EA/PreSliMisors
Agreements

The workshop discussions dealt more with the things on which LEAs

and 'prime sponsorstend to agree or disagree and on the procedures for9 °' . :

entering into an agreement than they did on what the substance of a

wri n agreemeht'ought to be. Participants,reportea a need for common

definit n of terms, for e-greater familarity with law, regulations,*and

' contract ng procedures, for in- service trAining, of personnel, for

"k

I

fied-recordkeeping,and reporting, for a better match between the timing °
tir

oar federal funding and the school year, and for greater interchange

between the boards, councils and other pdlicy.makers of the CETA and

ed/dational organizations.

Workshop D: Prime Sponsors and LEA: Differences fn Philosophy and Goals

. '. .

'there tended to be an understand4.ng of the differences between CETA
'

% t .,

and the schools, summed up:by one workshop partici*nt in'these words: .
A.

Tata role of the high school is to prepare all its stud
to function in society; the focus is on the high school degree
obtained through academic classroom training. The "role of CETA
is to prepare economically disadvantage&youth, both in and out
of school,-for future unsubsidized employment; the focus is on
surVival skills obtained through work experience and special
training. Educators are more interedCed in long-term results,
CETA with immediate, job placement.

Some LEA participantsf objecting to the stress on diffelances with

CETA, pointed'to their own internal problems and to variations among

---------

.4

I
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:.schools'4.11 the emphasis placed on career education, on vocational educa-

tion, and'on traditiondt academic programs. Some suggested that schools

and prime sporlsors.dIffer less in philosophy and goals than in political

orientation and organizational procedures. .

4

Participants agreed that-differences phf'.osc..1y,an% goals tend o
9

be aggravated by procedural differences and by last - minute planning. 'Th

schools complained of too little time to develop the proposal requested

-by the pridt'sponsors, too little t4me to design programs that meet YETP

criteria, and too little time to adjust school schedules to the needs of.

ifETP.participants. Arrangements have to be 'made informally; counti g on

good faith, that ts made unc ertain by frequent turnover of prime sponsor

2

c

*
staff.

Workshop E: Serving Special Populations Under YETP

The workshop participants were *general 'agreement that the needs of

"special populations" should have priority in YETP programs, but participants

extended the'categories beyond those suggested in the workshop agenda.

"Special Popd:tions," they agreed, could include:

o the physically or mentally handicapped

. '10 dropouts

juvenile offenders

exceptional youth

- needy youth who-are not disadvantaged

o youth who face special barriers to employment,

- students in high risk of dropping oUt-

- socially disadvantaged youth

- educitibnally disadvantaged youth

Outh with "poor attitudes"

pkegnant youth and unwed mothers'
s

- ethnic minority youth

- limited-English-speaking youth

751 688
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Native Americans

- disabled veterans

%.

Participants noted that "barriers to emploiTent" is so vague a term

as,to make uncertain what services can be offerdd to whom.' Others

reported that YEP funds have been lased to alleviate some of the financial
0

burden imposed by P.L. 94-142, The Education of 41 Handicapped,Children

Act of 1975.

40A
-

,,Participants disagreed on whether the special populations should be

in programs by them1eelves or mixed with others. They raised the samec,
issues covered in the discussion of "targeting" reported in Workshop D.

Th y y reported, in addition that:

School'and prime sponsor efforts to develop in-school prograis
for dr i uts have not been effective. Dropouts do not want to
rdt to a structured school setting, particularly that of the
school thei'left. School p4ncipals and counselors do not want
the return of dropouts who were the source of discipline prob-
lems. (There was marked disagreement on this issue, partic-
ularly where there were alternative programs' for-d.ropsiuts.,)

. Employets are less inclined to hire youth from 3pecAal popula-
tions. Juvenile offenders and the handicapped were4cited as
populations for wig, this is particularly true.

F

el/ ptimum age for YETP enrollment could not be agreed upon; some
argued that high schol juniors and seniors should have.

opriority since many would (therwise enter the work force ill
prepared, while others favored help for younge; students so as
to develdp motivation for career preparation.

e..

Eligibility bated on family` ncome seemed partiCufarly unfair
when aPOied to handicapped youth. For juvenile offenders, it
appeared to be a restriction that could be overcome by con,
sidering'them "'ards of the state." .

The minimum wage is too high for handicappedAyouth; they
should start lower and receive raises laased upon job per-

. formance. I
1... -

: o

Handicapped youth eedsmore supevision, often more than
a school canfprovi

%

;
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Vocational education departments have non-handicapped students
waiting for jobs and are reluctant to favor the handicapped,
par%iculaxly when the need for additional supevision disrupts-.

other class members.

There are successful alternative programs for teenage parents,

for youth with language bar40riers,
2'

and for/youth with' family

problems.

S.

, Workshop F: Resolving Fiscal Year Differences Between LEAs and CETA

The design and management of i1i- school Youth Employment and:Training

Programs is hampered by differences between the school calendar and the

timing of Congressional appropriations and Department of Labor allocations.

A school frequently doe not .eceive its grant until after classes have

begun in the eallr-that is,..after:schedules are fixed and students are

assigned and long aftertetchers and counselors have been hired and

assigned. Typical of the problems that this causes and the solutions

that have been worked Oui-are the foll-owing:
.1,

s

r

4

CETA projects are treated as add-ons to regular school programs.

Regular teachers and counselos take on an extra load and 'are

paid overtime. Students partidipate as time permits, during

''study hall periods or after sc16ol.

The CETA prime sponsor enters into a multi-year agreement With

a sphool district contingent upon the level of the Federal .

grant. The prime sponsor -may ask, as in Boston, that the

School district submit a proposal. that lists programs in order

of pilority with the understanding that as many will be funded.

as the prime sponsor's allocatiod will permit.

IA long-term contract betWeen CETA and the schools is seen in

,y San Francisco as taking much.of the politics out of CETA fund-

ing. Long-term understandings are seen in Chicago, however,

as a way of excluding competition by alternative educational

agencies.

A

6 Competitive bidding by individual schools, or community-based

organizations is seldom' practiced since neither the Prime

Sponsor nor.a school distric can make awards until after the
allocation level isiolown, usually after scho41 has begun.
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In some states, the State Department of Public instruction
and the,State Board of Vocational and Technical Education
provide fluids to school dihtricts in advance of 'th CETA

;allocation. They do so on the strength of an agr ement with
the Balance of4State Prime Sponsor whereby CETA funds will
support theState five year plan for vocationair-education and

) its three year plan for career ed ation.

In some instances, the mismatc between-school calendars and the
allocation'of funds appears to favor the creation of alternative
educational centers, both for dropouts and for students enrolled in
/regular school. *grams./ Students may enroll in these centers
at any time, may enter auxiliary school programs or GED programs,
may graduate, or move to Other programs atany time.

at arbitrarily limiting pr8gram overhead to 20 percent, some
schools report that program quality.suffers or they are
obliged, to do things that are'dontrary to the intent or the
letter of law.. ')

.

A
Many CETA youthtograms normally overstate their budgets,

' then underspend the regular schdol year or during the summer
so as to have carryoverAfunds for the fall. Some, however,
report conflicts in policy between the Employment and Training
Division and the Alilit Division of the Department of Labor as
to whether this praCtice is allowable.

...,
I

Workshop G: Work Sites and Work Site Supervision for YETP

Workshop G particip& its questioned the feasibility of matching an

individual'itinterests with opportunities for learning, at a worksite.

Not only is it,hard to do, but few youth have a clear sense of eer

goals. YETP programs, they said, are aimed primarily at sdopou preven-

tion or at teaching work attitudes. Positive,work attitudes, they tended

#

to agree, are more _important than interests,' basic skills, orwork

skills.

Participants stressed the importance of dombiiing work experience
/

with transit on -to -work services, the importance of reflecting upon expe-

rience;,of leasing what has been learned from lt, 0.what might have

been leained, and--of...what to look for in the next work assignmentt They

754,.
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tended to agree that private sector rk assignments are less $frequently

maketork and, are more frequently w 1-supervibed thanIpublic sector work

(

..

experience. They thought thateup.W;visors who'expectedrtoo little of
4,

il
youth could have a negative effect Op attitudes and interests and .that

public sector work site suastwisor4 often take on more youth than they

can handle.

1'9

Although some school :ordinatore make frequent visits to job sites,

many workshop participants emphasized the need to protect a superVISpr

from intrusion and a need, if the supervisor's good will is to be

makntained, to defer to his or her jlidgment on matters of hire and

fire. . Most participants recommended that a supervisor be given an .

advance report on a stpent's work history and academic performance but

were divided on reporting family Status, "psychological profiles," and

the like. They encouraged the development of a closeness of the kind

that o
*
ccurs When a supervisor becomes friend, mentor and model.

Workshtp I and IC: Fitting YETP Into the Education System

s

The workshops were expected to deal with theicays that, CET, Youth .

Elpoyment Training programs could tie in ith school programs for basic
-

skills training and for career 'nd vocational education; how YETP could

fit into the regular school day; and, what would happen to the YETP pro-:

gram if Federal-funding were to stop.

There were reports--Boston, and King.rpnchomish, Washington' are

exampies--that work AAp6rience is not well tied in withoehe school. day;

:even so, iCCETA funding stops, school system money would be used to 4
A

1;

. carry on some of the programs, with participants expected to find work

experience sitesin the private sector.

Several school systems report that they have benefited frOm tying

. YETP to career education (Sacramento, California; Beloit, Wisconsin;

'Central Texas; and Rockland County, New York) or have decided, based upon

I .
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their YETP experience, to make this connection (DeKalb County, Georgia).

But th report that if CETA .funding for subsidized work experience and

transportat1bn were to stop, so would these spects,Of their programs.

C I

$

Several projects reported that YETP supplemedts their remedial pro-,

grams for language and mathematics and some reported that they need such

help because the basic skills of their YETP students are'too low to get a
job. Others thought that there were insufficient CETA funds for - 'basic

skills training or that there is not enough time for such training before

graduation.' ti

ti
Several projects report that rather than attempt to fit YETP into

the school day, they hate established separate learning centers where

dropouts and high school students pan work out a curriculum that comple-

ments work experience and can be scheduled to fit in with it. ,

,

Workshop J: ,Selling YEkT0-19c Educators

ot,

Workshop J participAnts focused largely on realbns for educators'

mistrust of CETA. There wasoan effort to dispel the idea that CETA was

transitory, unduly subject to politiCal whim, supportive of make-work in-
/

cane transfer, pzeemiltive in seeking to change the education of poor

youth, insensitive to the problems of the schools, and unappreciative of
E.

school achievements. There was also an effort to explain that CETA law,

regulations, the role of Regional Department of Labor offices and vaner-
,

ability to politics at the national and local level.gave,substance to

charges obthisJkind., Workshop participants described methods of involv-

ing educators in planning councils and regional meetings, howAschool

,superintendents were-won over and how forerunner superintendents were

called upon to help pursuade their colleagues. They told of success in

.approaching school` bOards and ways to draw uPbn the linkage funds of the

State Department of Education.

Fs
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Both school and CETA participants tended

Youth Employment and Training Programi should

the benefits they bring to the schools. They

+ Transition
for CETA s
information
parents and

to agrde that CETA-funded

be,promoted on the basis of

cited these benefits:

se vices can be provided to students not el Bible 1

dined work' experience--e.g: transportation, career

't

ateria/s,' a career center that is available to

her adults. .
. . .

p , -
(.

. 41 i CETA work experience INy keeps prospective dropouts in school

r and lures dropouts back, both of which increase a school's

! allocation of bate funding based upon the number of students

enrolled.

o By usingICETA funds to focus on4the economically disadvantaged,

schools tan extend their own funds to the remaining school

population.

o The schools benefit when students receive CETA pay for in-school

custodial or clerical work or for service as teacher aides.

A funds can supplement existing cooperative education or

work study programs.

eicA youth programs provide a screening device for entry to
existing vocational education programs.

The CETA priMe sponsor can take responsibility for determining

which students areeligibleaccording to familf income and

thereby avoid the appearance that the schools are discrimi-

nating on the basis of income.

CETA activities can be scheduled after the regular school day ,

MD that none of the youth are pulled out of regulariclasses-to

attendYETP classes or go to work sites.

o Few workshop participants kooks oethe need for special in-

ervice training for teachers or counselors ih YETP programs

but several described special sessions to discuss both changes

in the law and regUlatig.ons and also problems in operating

programs.

Workshop L: Evaluating YETP Programs

Many Workshop L participants saw evaluition primarily as a means

to monitor programs and oto assess their strategies at the end of a year;

Ns>
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few saw it as aymy to demonstrate the impact of a program. Some were

, critical'of the Department of Labor for initiating new youth programs

before having a uniform assessmentxproCedure; others objected to
A
the

use of comprehensive participant test batteriop that the Department,

. .

recoAmended.

Many participants expressed dissatisfaction with CETA reporting re- .

quirements because they, fail to measure certain
/

aspects of program suc-
. = _cess and often have an adverse affecton efforts to achieve program goals.

They thought that CETA's pressure for "positive terminations" discourages

enrollment of youth with the most severe problems and that preparation

fOr a job often conflict's with preparation for.a career. Some cited t
-preference for measures such as reduced absenteeism, higher grades, and
attitud% changes.

.

Participants were, for the most part, unaware of the many studies,

including longitudinal studies, that the Department of Labor has spon-
,

'stored for the evaluation of/training programs, and thus were also unaware

of the implications that these Ilan!, for the design of their

programs.

These 10 regional confereles, in conjunction with the 15

conferences for CETAiersonnel and their LEA counterparts,,the 48 state

survey of CETA2LEA agreements, and the nine site visits to CETA/LEA

protcts provide some cleat insights into the progress that has been made

mid the problems that remain in achieving collaboration` between CETA,and

the schools.

One difference between the pria$itids of schools and,CETA stands

out. 'CETA favors the concentration of funds on,poor youths in their late

teens who have not done well in school; the schools favor preventive

measures, such as career educationtthat will bene9Lt all youths.

d"
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Collaboration has often resulted in compromise that involvesrth use

to the fullest extent that CETA laws and4regulations permit of CETA funds

to provide all youth, regardless of family income, with counselini

occupational and education and training information; placement services;
2P

job referral information; and help. to overcome jo0b related sex stereotyping.

The, effect of such compromise is to increase the number of youth who can

benefit from what has been learned from career education and from CETA

-employment and training programs. However, the wider distribution of

services caff also reduce the number of poor youth who receiv9 employment

Onbsidies 9r reduce the resources available to individual participants.

This approach also diminishes the opportunity for schools to offer a"

comprehensive' alternative, a kind of second.chance for manyjooglyouth

'Whose prospects are otherwise quite blea)c.

Most of the programs that-ha v.1 ,been created through CETA/LEA dollab-

oration and compromise are consilstnt with the intent aO letter of the

law. They include:

)
Programs that complement and are a natural extension of Well
established career eduCation programs.

Alternative education programs that draw upon the combined
resources of QETA and the state and local educational agencies.
Programs, such as Utah's Skills Center, are attracting dropouts
and regular students who are on the verge of dropping out. They

appareptly succeed in targeting. funds in the poor without the ill
effects that are,+ ften thought to be associated With segrega-
tion according to family income.

Programs that 9.9dbine work experience with transition-to-work
services in ways that stress the importance'of reflecting upon
the experience, assessing what has been `learned -from it, and what

7 to look f r in the next job.

Programs t t have developed supervisor training that involves
efforts to assure their participation. in an overall educational .

program for each participant.

YETP programs that supplement school-based remedial programs for
the basic skills.
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gut, some of the programs have elements which, do the nameof collab- (

'or on, contravene the, intent of the law and appear, in some instinces,

to be unlatoffv1:

11
Some schools, apparently with CETA approval, use CETA fund's te-
replace state and local funds for theeldcational programs and
supportive services they norda.,..,1 provide zo poor youths. The
schodls then reallocate their state and. local funds to programs
for,-all youths.

.P.k
o Some CETA prime sponsors and school systems have entered into

dultinyea arrangements which hive the effect of making 3t hard,
'for comninglity-based organizations to compete with the schools
for the provisich of training or work experience components.,
Although the long term agreements'are often'intended to provide a
solution to problems sterming from late or uncertain funding from
CETA, they may also inhibit the participation of community-based
organizations as intended by the law. They need not do so if, in
the understanding between the prime'sponsor with the LEA, it. is-
agreed that the LEA will subcontract with community based-organi-
zations where time permits and where this can be done, to gopd
effect!

4

Because of'late or uncertain funding, CETA prime, sponsors approve
YETP in-school programs that rely upon regular teachers and coun-
selors taking on over-tiab responsibilities or they approve pro-
graft that take place entirely after school hogs so as not to
disrupt classroom scheduling. To assign additional responsibil-
ity to teachers and counselors who"often are Already overloaded
reduces thee, likelihood that YETP programs will include the new
and demanding' counseling and work supervision features that the
Youth Act calls for. This approach reduces the.chances that 40
these programk can demonstrate success and earn a place in
the school curriculum that is not totaily dependent on CETA
funding. Advance CETA funding, at least for in-school programs,
seems clearly necessary if the intent or the Apt is to be carried,_.
out, and if it. is to be carried out efficiently.

The schools and C§TA prime sponsors have generally reached
agreement on procedures -for the award of academic ,credit,
but no 4enerally accepted prookddre'has emerged. USdally work
experience and the educational services that relate to it az.-
considered is vocational,in-nature, seldom as offering a different
means for learning the core subjects of schooling--English,

760 .
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mathematics, and social studies. Noticeable exceptions are to

Experience Based Career Education programs which have developed

pore Sibject sialiabuses that complement and draw upon work

experience. These appear to stimulate piogress in the core,

subjects that is as great as would have been'achieved if their,

participants had continued with their rerlar school currictla.

There was seldom evidence that local edUcatiOnal agencies and

CETA prime sponsors have = ed into greements in which the

schools give assurances at wi .certify that work experi-

ence-is an appropriate c ponent o the ove all education pro-.

grams far:each yoUth as well as c t the jobs provided

are relevant to the educational. and career-gbals of participating

youth - -as called for in sections 436(c)(4,0 and (6) of the Act.

Where these issues were discussed, it was mostly to emphasize the

difficulty of matching work experience to the educational and

Career goal's of youth who have not yet developed them. There was

lAtle discussion of overall educational. programs for each youth,
apparently because these are beyond the means of the counseling

services available to these programs. The impression gained from

.these discussions islithat the CETA/L2,Vagreements seldom abide by

--c)sectibn 436(c)(3) which requires assurances that, funds will be

made available to the schools and used by them to pay for the

counseling and other serv),ces that are needed in order to certify

that work experience and jobs are appropriate componests of an

overall educational program for each youth.

There appears to be frequent agreement between CETA prime spon7

sors and'the schools that, because CETA funds are insufficient to

reach all.poor youth who nee a second chance, monies should

MOliconcentrated on the youth most in need- -on 'the handicapped or o

teenage parents, for example. tilt, while collaboration of this

kind. delivers Services to teenagers, who clearly need it, it does

little to address the principal objective of this Demonstration

Projects Act - -that is,to determine, whether the schools and CETA,

acting together,.can,provide comprehensive educational alterna-

tives for all poor youth.
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM PARTICIPANTS IN THE

15 YETP/CAREER EDUCATION MINI-CONFERENCES

KENNETH B. HOYT

'DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF CAREER EDUCATION
UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION

(

MO
INTRODUCTION

AT FIRST BLUSH, TO MAKE A SPEECH AT THE END OF A SOLUTION-ORIENTED,

,WORKING CONFERENCE SUCH AS THIS MAKES ABOUT AS MUCH SENSE' AS WATERING

ONE'S LAWN IMMEDIATELY AFTER A HEAVY RAIN. FURTHER REFLECTION, HOWEVER,

g1GHT LEAD ONE TO CONCLUDE THAT THERE IS SOME POSSIBLE POINT IN CON-

SIDERING SCME BROAD GENERALIZATIONS GROWING OUT OF THE SPECIFIC ISSUES,

PROBLEMS, AND CONCERNS THAT HAVE BEEN UNDER DISCUSSION. I WANT TO

ATTEMPT TO STATE HERE THE BROAD-BRUSH GENERALIZATIONS THAT I GAINED F

CONDUCTING THE 15 MINI-CONFERENCES FROM WHICH THIS CONFERENCE PROGRAM HAS

BEEN GENERATED. I THINK THEY HAVE" SERIOUS IMPLICATIONS FOR THE "WHER5,00

WE GO FROM HERE?" QUESTION EACH OF US HOPEFULLY NOW FACES.

THESE REMARKS ARE DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS. FIRST,,I WANT TO PRESENT

SOME GENERAL.OBSERVATIONE, REGARDING THE CONSTRUCTION 'AND OPERATION OF

LEA/PRIME SPONSOR AGREEMENTST THE 135 PARTICIPANTS IN THESE 15

0 MINI-CONFERENCE CONVIFED ME REPRESENT .,THE TRUTH. SECOND, I WANT TA

COMMENT BRIEFLY ON WHAT NOW SEEM TO ME THE MAJOR PROBLEMS STILL TO BE

SOLVED IN BRINGING A QUALITY EMPHASIS TO LEA/PRIME SPONSOR EMENTS ON

A NATIONAL BASIS. FINALLY, I WANT TO CONCLUDE BY SUM ING WHAT, TO

ME,,NOW REPRgSENTS MAJOR CHALLENGES FOR CHANGE FACING BOTH LEAs AND CETA

PRIME SPONSORS IN THEIR ATTEMPTS TO WORK BETTER TOGETHER.

Rematks prepared for presentation at the 10 regional conferences on YETP

AND CAREER EDUCATION held during the period June-August, 1979.
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WHILE I, WANT TO GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE THE TREMENDOUS HELPFULNESS OF EACH

MINI-CONFERENCE PARTICIPANT IN SUPPLYING Mg WITH INPUT FOR THESE GENERALI....

"ZATfONS, I WANT SIMULTANEOUSLY TO ABSOLVE EACH FROM4ANY DIRECT ACCOUNT-

/-ABILITY FOR WHAT I SAY. IF I FAILED TO LISTEN AS WELL AS I sHopw, THE

FAULT IS MINE, NOT THEIRS.

0

LEA/PRIME SPONSOR AGREEMENTS UNDER YETI); GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
'144

THIS PRESENTATION PROPERLY BEGINS WITH A SERIES OF OPTIMISTIC OBSERVA-

TIONS PROVIDED ME BY THE ACTIONS OF THESE MINI-CONFERENCE PARTD4IPANTS. "

I GIVE THEM TO YOU HERE UNDER AN ASSUMPTION THAT AN OBSERVATION DOESN'T

NECESSARILY HAVE TO REPRESENT A DEEP SENT OE WISDOM IN ORDER TO BE

CONSIDERED IMPORTANT. OPERATIONAL WISDOM IS FULLY AS IMPORTANT AS

PHILOSOPHICAL WISDOM, IT SEEMS TO ME.
JY

FIRST, I AM MORE CONVINCED THAN EVER THAT LISTENING TO THE ISSUES,

PROBLEMS, AND CONCERNS OF PRACTITIONERS' IS THE BEST OF ALL POSSIBLE BASES

FOR,REVISING AND REFINING NATIONAL POLICIES INCLUDING LAWS, RULES, AND

REGULATIONS. PRACTITIONERS ARE THE REAL EXPERTS IN DISCOVERING THE

LOOPHOLES, THE INCONSISTENCIES, AND THE WEA44ESSES OF THE LAWS THEY ARE

CHARGED WITH IMPLEMENTING. IF THIS PROJECT ACCOMPLISHES NOTHING MORE, IT
t

WILL HAVE BEEN WORTHWHILE, IN MY OPINIONI"'Ir IT SERVES TO ILLUSTRATE TO

FEDERAL POLICYMAKERS THE IMPORTANCE - AND THE ESSENTIALNESS - OF LISTENING

TO AND LEARNING FROM PRACTITIONERS. NOTHING COULD BE MORE IMPORTANT.

SCOND, THESE MINI-CONFERENCES HAVE CONVINCED Mg THAT, IF A PROBLEM CAN

BE IDENTIFIED, PRACTITIONERS EXIST SOMEWHtRE WHO ARE FINDING INNOVATIVE

AND CREATIVE WAYS OF SOLVING. IT. OF THE 514 ISSUES RAISED BY THESE

MINI-CONFiRENCE XARTICIPANTS, I FOUND NE THAT THEY COULD NOT DISCUSS

CONSTRUCTIVELY FROM A SOLUTION STANDPOI . SOMEONE COULD ALWAYS BE FOUND

WHO HAD FOUND A WAY OF DEALING CONSTRUCTIVELY WITH THE PROBLEM EXPRESSED.

INVARIABLY, WIEN_THE PARTICIPANTS "BRAINSTORMED" A PROBLEM, THEY CAME UP

:WITH A NUMBER OF ADDITIONALSOLUTIONS THAT COULD BE EFFECTIVELY APPLIED.

AS OF NOW, 'I NO LONGER BELIEVE THERE RARE ANY PROBLEMS WITH RESPECT TO,

,LEA /PRIME SPONSOR AGREEMENTS THAT DEFY WORKABLE SOLUTIONS SATISFACTORY T1
1
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ALL PARTIES CONCERNED. THIS INCLUDES PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE FISCAL YEAR

DIFFERENCES, TO THE "RED TAPE". PROBLEM, TO PROBLEMS OF ACADEMIC_CREDIT,

AND TO ANY OTHERS THAT COULD BE NAMED. 11
4

IF

THIB/b;. I AM AOW CONVINCED THAT THE "COMMUNICATION PROBLEM;" MENTIONED

SO FREQUENTLY IN THESE MINI-CONFERENCES, IS ONE OF THE EASIEST TO 4 VE.

ALL THAT IS INVOLVED IS A WILLINGNESS, ON THE PART OF PERSONS REPRE NTING

BOTH THE LEA AND THE PRIME SPONSOR; TO TAKE THE TIME NECESSARY TO LI TEN

AND LEARN FROM EACH OTHER. I KNOW TH S IS TRUE BECAUSE WE ILLUSTRATED IT

EACH. OF THESE 15 MINI-CONFERENCES. TRUE, SOME WORDS - SUCH AS "OJT,"

"WORK-EXPE E," AND "ACADEMIC CREDIT" DIDN'T INITIALLY MEAN THE SAME

THING Tb LEA PERSONS AS THEY MEANT TO PRIME SPONSOR REPRESENTATIVES, BUT

THAT PROVED TO BE NO MAJOR PROBLEM. WHEN BOTH ARE WILLING TO LEARN

TOGETHER FROM EACH OTHER, THE COMMUNICATION PROBLEM DISAPPEARS. THE KEY

INGREDIENTS INVOLVED ARE TRDST/TtSPECT, AND TIME. EACH,OF US HAD THE

POWER TO MARE THESE INGREDIENTS AVAILABLE.

' FOURTH, I AM FIRMLY CONVINCED THAT THE INNOVATIVE, CREATIVE THINKERS

NEEDED TO MAKE FOR SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF LEA/PRIME SPONSOR AGREE-
....

MENTS AT THE pOCAL COMMUNITY LEVEL DON'T ALL LIVE IN URBbAREAS. WE

HAVE MUCH TO LEARN FROM THOSE IN RURAL AMERICA WHERE BUREAUCRATIC CON-

STRAINTS DON'T EXIST TO STIFLE CREATIVITY. I.WOULD DEFY ANYONE TO FIND

A MORE INNOVATIVE WAY TO CONCENTRATE A YETP EFFORT ON ECONOMICALLY

DISADVANTAGED YOUTH AND STILL MEET THE HOOL BOARD'S REQUIREMEgT THAT

YETP BENEFIT ALL STUDENTS THAN DID LADD E LIVINGSTON IN RURAL DELTA

COUNTY, COLORADO. SIMILARLY, I WOULD COMPARE TH4"CAREER EMPLOYMENT

EXPERIENCES" OF LINDA PHELPS IN RUSSELL COUNTY, KENTUCKY, WITH ANY OTHER

I HAVE SEEN IN TERMS OF THE EXEMPLARY WAY IT MEETS BOIIH THE LETTER

AND THE SPIRIT OF THE YETP LEGISLATION. WE WOULD ALL DO BETTER IF WE

LISTENED TO THOSE FROM BOTH RURAL AND URBAN AMERICA MORE.

FIFTH, IMAM NOW CONVINCED THAT THERE EXISTS NO BASIC INCOMPATIBILITY

BETWEEN CETA'S EXPRESSED CONCERN FOR THE ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED AND

THE.PROFESSIONAL EDUCATOR'S CONCERN FOR ALL YOUTH. OUR MINI-CONFERENCE
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A
PARTICIPANTS PROVIDED ME WITH EXAMPLE AFTER EXAMPLEOF WAYS IN WHICH

SPECIAL PROVISIONS AIMED AT PROVIDING CAREER INFORMATION FOR ECONOMICALLY

DISADVANTAGED COULD ALSO BE MADE AVAILABLE; AT MINIMUM COST TO THE LEA,

FOR
cer

ALL SECONDARY SCHOOL AGE YOUTH. FURTHER, AS THEYIDISCUSSEQ PROBLEMS

CONCERNED IN HELPING PROVIDE ADEQATE CAREER DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE FOR

ECONOM ICALLY DISADVANTAGED YOUTH, IT WAS OBVIOUS THAT THIS SAME KNOWLEDGE

COULD WELL BE USED BY LEAs IN THEIR ATTEMPTS TO PROVIDE MORE EFFECTIVE

CAREER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR ALL YOUTH. BEYOND THIS, THE NUMBER OF

LEAs TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE SPECIAL YETP PROVISIO

'10% OF YETP FUNDS TO 'BE SPENT IN EFFORTS FOR AL

SOCIOECONNIgCONDITIONS AND TEE-EVEN FAR G

OF YETP PROVISIONS THAT ALLOW LIMITED "TRANSI

ALSO MADE IT CLEAR THAT THERE SHOULD BE NO IN

BEWEEN'PRIME SPONSORS AND LOCAL SCHOOL DIST

FINALLY, I HAVE LEARNED FROM THESE MINI-CONFE

S ALLOWING FOR UP TO

YOUTH REGARDLESS

R NUMBER TAKING ADVANTAGE

ION SERVICES" FOR ALL YOUTH

ATIBILITY ON THIS POINT

TS.

NCE PARTICIPANTS THAT

THERE APPEARS TO'BE NO DISCERNABLE DIFFERENC BETWEEN LOCAL SCHOOL

DISTRICT PERSONS AND PERSONS REPRESENTING PRIME SPONSORS IN TERMS OF

THEIR CONCERNS FOR SERVING YOUTH'StNEEDFOR EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS. THE 4'
ft,

OBVIOUS CONFLICTS THAT ARISEBUWEEN AN EMPHASIS ON "EMPLOYMENT" VERSUS

"EMPLOYABILITY" IN OTHER KINDS OF PRIME SPONSOR/LEA RELATffilTSHIPS DOES

NOT SEEM TO BE PRESENT WHEN YETP IS CONSIDERED. WHILE OBVIOUS PROBLEMS

STILL EXIST IN TERMS OF DOL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, THESE PROBLEMS DO NOT

APPEAR TO EXTEND TO WORKING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PRIME SPONSOR REPRESEN-

TATIVES AND LOCAL EDUCATORS WITH RESPECT TO YETP. BOTH SEEM GENE TO
. .

AGREE THAT THE PRIME AND OVER-RIDING PURPOSE OF YETP LIES IN THE DOMAIN

OF PROVIDING YOUTH WITH GENERAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS THAT WILL ENABLE

THEM 'TO BECOME PRODUCTIVE PARTICIPAATS IN THE OCCUPATIONAL SOCIETY.

WITH THIS SET OF GENERALLY OPTIMISTIC OBSERVATIONS, LET ME NOW TURN TO

WHAT APPEARS TO ME-T0 REPRESENT THE GREATEST PROBLEMS YET REMAINING WITH

RESPECT TO YETP.

9
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PROBLEMS YET TO BE RESOLVED IN YETP IMPLEMENTATION WORTS *

I.EMPHASIZEp/EARLIER'THAT NO YETP PROBLEMS EXIST WHICH ARE NOT NOW BEING

SOLVED', TO SOME EXTENT, IN ACTUAL PRACTICE. KEEPING THIS GENERALIZATION

IN MIND, IT NOW SEEMS APPROPRIATE TO DISCUSS BRIEFLY THREE OF THE MAJOR

PROBLEMS WHICH, WHILE SOLVED IN SOME-COMMUNITIES, ARE YET TO BE FULLY

COMPREHENDED 7--LET ALONE SOLVED - IN MANY OTHERS.

THE FIRST PROBLEM CENTERS AROUND THE SPECIAL PROVISIONStFOUND IN YETP

WITH RESPECT TO THE WO EXPERIENCLASPECT OF "CAREER EMPLOYMENT EXPERI-

ENCES" FOR IN-SCHOOL YOUTH. SECTION 680.7 (LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY

AGREEMENTS), PART (D) OF THE CETA RULES AND REGULATIONS UNDER TITLE TV,

PARS ARREQUIRES AMONG "ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS," THE FOLLOWING:

A

"(1) ASSURANCES THATPARTICIPATING YOUTH WILL BE PROVIDED

CONSTRUCTIVE WORK EXPERIENC , WHICH WILL IMPROVE THEIR ABILITY

TO MAKE CAREER DECISIO AND WHICH WILL PROVIDE THEM WITH BASIC

WORK SKILLS NEEDED F REGULAR EMPLOYMENT OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT;"

(UNDERLINE ADDED) .

"(3) ASSURANCES THAT goss PROVIDED UNDER THIS PROGRAM WILL BE
A

CERTIFIED BYITHE PARTICIPATIpG EDUCATIONAL AGENCY OR INSTITU-

TION AS RELEVANT TO THE EDUCATIONAL AND CAREER GOALS OF THE

PARTICIPATING YO6TH"......

"(5) AN ASSURANCE THAT CAREER EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE OPPORTUNITIES

PROVIDED WILL,BE CERTIFIED BY A SCHOOL-BASED COUNSELOR AS

BEING RELEVANT TO THE CAREER AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR THE

YOUTH BEING PROVIDED THOSE' OPPORTUNITIES."

THERE APPEARS TO BE NO GREAT PROBLEM FOR THOSE YETP YOUTH WHO ARE ENROLLED

IN A SECONDARY SCHOOL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM. THE WORK EXPERIENCE

PORTION OF "CAREER EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCES," FOR SUCH YOUTH, SEEMS TYPICALLY
0

TO BE TIED TO THE WORK-STUDY PORTION OF THE LEA'S VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

OFFERINGS. SO LONG AS IT IS IN THE SAME AREA AS THE GENERAL OCCUPATIONAL

FIELD FOR WHICH THE STUDENT IS PREPARING, ALL THREE OF THEE SPECIAL

ASSURANCES CAN BE MET1WITH LITTLE DIFFICULTY.
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THE PROBLEM APPEARS WHEN f RECOGNIZES THAT NOT NEARLY ALL YET, ELIGIBLE

YOUTH ARE ENROLLED - OR W TO ENROLL - IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

FURTHER, MANY OF THESE YOUTH, PRIOR TO THEIRYETP PARTICIPATION, HAVE

MADE NO CLEAR CAREER CHOICES. OUR Milt-CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS REPORTED

TO US THAT THEY HAVE DISCOVERED MANY YETP ELIGIBLE YOUTH WHO, WHILE

stirgn EtONCMICALLY DISADVANTAGED, ARE INTELLECTUALLY GIFTED AND TALENTED.

WHILE EY HAVE'MADE NO CLEAR CAREER DECISIONS, THEY ARE PERSONS FOR WHOM

CO E AND UNIVERSITY EDUCATION SHOULD REPRESENT A VIABLE OPTION`.

FOR STUDENTS NOT ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, THEN, IT SEEMS OBVIOUS

THAT THE WORK EXPERIENCE PORTION OF THEIR "CAREER EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE"

MUST BE CARRIED OUT WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF CAREER EXPLORATION - NOT THE

FURTHER ACQUISITION OF ENTRY LEVEL VOCATIONAL SKILLS. THE SELECTION OF

i4ORKSITES, THE NATURE OF WORK-SITE SUPERVISION, AND,THE NECESSITY FOR

ROTATING WORK SITES SO AS MAXIMIZE CAREER EXPLORAT OPPORTUNITIES

ALL R5pAsEwrcRucTiki, PROBLEM TO 4E SOLVEDIN MEEWING SE SPECIAL YETP

ASSURANCES FOR YOUTH NOT ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

SOME LEAs APPEAR TO BE "SOLVING" THIS PROBLEM THROUGH LIMITING YETP.
CAREER EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCES ONLY To ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED YOUTH

I ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS. ELIGIBILITY FOR PARTICIPATION

IN. YETP HAS BEEN DETERMINED BY THE CONGRESS BASED ON ECONOMIC' FACTORS,

NOT ON WHICH CURRICULUM THE YOUTH HAS CHOSEN IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL.

MUCH REMAINS TO BE DONE IN ORDER FOR THIS REQUIREMENT TO cE FULLY MET.

.

SOLUTIONS ARE READILY AVAILABLE; THEY NEED TO BE UTILIZED.

THE_SECOND PROBLEM THAT BECAME APPARENT DURING THE MINI-CONFERENCEIS

THAT THERE IS NO SENSIBLE OR LOGICAL WAY LEA/PRIME SPONSOR AGREEMENTS

CENTERED AROUND YETP CAN BE DIVORCED FROM OTHER DESIRABLE KINDS OF

LEA/PRIME SPONSOR RELATIONSHIPS. OUR MINI-CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS, TIME/

AFTER TIME, 'FOUND THEY COULD DISCUSS YET? ONLY IN RELATION TQ TITLE II OF

CETA, IN'RELATION TO THE SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PRMRAM, IN RELATION TO

THE PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCILS OF CETA'S TITLE VII, AND IN RELATION TO THE

GOVERNOR'S DISCRETIONARY FUNDS FOR CETA. WHILE THE LEA/PRIME SPONSOR
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AGREEMENTS CALLED FOR IN CETA'S TITLE IV, SUBPART A, PERTAIN ONLY TO

YETP, THERE SEEMS.TO BE AN OBVIOUS NEED FOR SUCH AGREEMENTS TO BE EX-
,

TENDED BEYOND THIS. AGAIN, THIS IS A PROBLEM WHICH, WHILE BEING SOLVED

NOW IN SOME COMMUNITIE, HAS NOT, BY AND LARGE, YET BEEN EVEN RECOGNIZED

IN MANY PLACES. IN RETROSPECT, Z CAN SEE THIS AS ONE OF. THE MAJOR

...1.STAKLS I ...ODE Il SETTING UP THESE MINI-CONFERENCES. THANKS TO THE

PARTICIPANTS, WE WERE ABLE TO CORRECT THIS MISTAKE TO SOME EXTENT.

ifTh

THE THIRD PROBLEM IS THAT OF BETTER .CO- ORDINATING ACTITIES OF

COMMUNITY BASED ORGANIZATIONS (CBOs) INCLUDING THOSE INVOLVING

IN-SCHOOL YO 6TH AND THOSE INVOLVING OUT-OF-SCHOOL YOUTH .- WITH THOSE

ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN THE YETP LEA/PRIME SPONSOR AGREEMENT, THE NEED

FOR GREATER INTERACTION AMONG REPRESENTATIVES OF PRIME SPONSORS, OF CBOs,

AND OF LEAs in DISCUSSING ISSUES,, PROBLEMS, AND,CONCERNS RELATED TO BOTH

SHORT RANGE AND LONGER RANGE PLANS IS NCW VERY CLEAR TO ME. SO, TOO, IS

THE NEED TO RECOGNIZE AND CAPITALIZE ON THE INVOLVEMENT OF CBOs IN YETP

ACTIVITIES DESIGNED TO.SEgVE IN-SCHOOL YOUTH - PARTICULARLY THOSE CON-

CERNED WITH VARIOUS FORMS OF ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION - AS WELL AS THE JOINT

EFFORTS OF CBOs AND LEAs TO SERVE YETP ELIGIBLE OUT-OF-SCHOOL YOUTH.

HERE, AGAIN, IS A MAJOR MISTAKE I MADE IN PLANNING THE MINI-CONFERENCES.

HAD I KNOWN THEN WHAT THE -MINI- CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS HAVE SINCE TAUGHT

ME, I. WOULD HAVE ARRANGED FOR CBQ REPRESENTATIVES, AS WELL AS REPRESEN-

TATIVES FROM BOTH THE PRIME SPONSOR AND THE LEA, TO BE PRESENT FRCM EACH

COMMUNITY REPRESENTED AT THE MINI-CONFERENCE. I THINK WE COULD ALL LEARN

FROM STUDYING THE EXAMPLE FOUND IN MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, WHICH INVOLVES

REGULAR JOINT MEETINGS OF° ALL.

YETP LEA/PRIME SPONSOR AGREEMENTS: WHERE DO WE FO FROM HERE?

AS A FINAL PART OF THIS PRESENTATION, I WOULD LIKE TO COMMENT BRIEFLY ON

THE "WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?" QUESTION. AGAIN, MY REMARKS ARE BASED ON
a

WHAT I THINK I HAVE LEARNED FROM THE 135 PARTICIPANTS REPRESENTING 70

COMMUNITIES WHERE SUPTSEDLY VIABLE LEA/PRIME SPONSOR AGREEMENTS ARE IN

OPERATION. I LISTENED TO AND LEARNED FROM THESE PARTICIPANTS IN APPROXI-.

MATELY 150 HOURS OF INTENSIVE DISCUSSION AND HAVE SPENT MUCH MORE TIME
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THAN WRITING UP THE NOTES I TOOK AND STUDYING THE MATERIALS PARTICIPANTS
.GAS_ TO ME. I DO'NOT PRETEND THAT THESE PARTICIPANTS RAVE ALL THE ,

ANSWERS NOR4THAT I HEARD PERFECTLY WHAT THEY WERE TRYING TO SAY. I DO

CONTEND TH4T)--:AS EXPERIENCED PRACTITIONERS REPRESENTING BOTH PRIME

SPONSORS AND LEAs, THEIR VOICES DESERVE TO BE HEARD.

THE'OVER-RIDING RECOMMENDATION OF THESE PARTICIPANTS WAS THATtOTH PRIME

SPONSORS AND LEAs NEED TO PAY MORE ATTENTION TO AND LEARN TO FORM A JOINT

PARTNERSHIP IN MEETING THE GOALS OF YETP, AS,STATEDBY THE CONGRESS,.

WHICH IS:

"...TO ENHANCE THE JOB PROSPECTS AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES OF YOUNG'

PERSONS, ESPECIALLY ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGEQ YOUTH, TO ENABLE THEM

TO SECURE UNSUBSIDIZED EMPLOYMENT IN THE PUBIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS

OF TJVE E NOMY"

PRIME SPONSORS NEED TO RECOGNIZE THE SIGNIFICANT SHIFT - FROM' REMiDIAL,

SPECIFIC JOB TRAINING TYPE OF GOAL TO A PREVENTIVE/DEVELOPMENTAL GOAL OF

PROVIDING YOUTH WITH GENERAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS - FOUND IN THE YETP

LEGISLATION AS OPPOSED TO OTHER PORTIONS OF THE CETA LAW. SCHOOL DIS-

TRICTS NEED TO RECCGN1TE THAT THIS BASIC GOAL OF YETP SHOUL pE AN

INTEGRAL PART OF THt GOALS OF AMERICAN EDUCATION - NOT JUST AN "ADD ON"

TO BE EMBRACED ONLY, SO LONG AS THE YETP FUNDS ARE MADE AVAILABLE TO

LEAs.

THE NEED FOR JOINT COMMITMENT TO AND UNDERSTANDING,OF THE MEANING AND

IMPLICATIONS OF THIS BASIC GOAL MUST tE SHARED JOINTLY BY PRIME SPONSORS

AND BY LEAS. THIS CAN BEST BE DONE IF LEA AND PRIME SPONSOR PERSONNEL,

TN EACH COMMUNITY, ARE WILLING TO TALK TO EACH OTHER, .TO RESPECT EACH

OTHER, TO LEARN FROM EACH OTHER, AND TO WORK:TCGETHER IN A TRUE PARTNER-

SHIP MANNER IN BOTH FORMING AND IN CARRYING OUT THE LEA/PRIME SPONSOR

AGREEMENT. IT IS A PARTNERSHIP - NOT AN ADVERSARY - RELATIONSHIP THAT IS

NEEDED. A PARTNERSHIP THAT CONCENTRATES ON HOW dICH HELP ACORUES TO

YOUTH, NOT ON WHICH ASPECT OF WHICH "BUREAUCRACY" RECEIVES CREDIT FOR

PROVIDING THAT HELP.
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BOTH PRIME SPONSORS AND LEAs NEED TO RECOGNIZE THE GREAT NEED TO BRING
AI

EQUITY - NOT JUST EQUALITY 1-OF OPPORTUNITY TO ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED

YOUTH IN PROVIDING THEM WITH THE BASIC ACADEMIC SKILLS AND THE GENERAL,

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS REQUIRED TO CHANGE WITH CHANGE IN THE OCCUPATIONAL

SOCIETY. PRIME SPONSORS NEED TO RECOGNIZE AND ACCEPT THE FACT THAT MANY

OF THE SPECIAL FACILITIES, MATERIALS, AND PROCipURES PAID FOR BY YETP

FUNDS TO SERVE THE EcONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED CAN, IF LEAs ARE WILLING TO

USE THEIR OWN FUNDS, ALSO BE USED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF NON -YETP ELIGIBLE

yourH - PARTICULARLY THOSE WHO ARE "ALMOST ELIGIBLE" AND CERTAINLY IN

GREAT NEED. SCHOOL SYSTEMS NEED TO ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR GIVING

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED YOUTH WHILE NOT LOSING

SIGHT OF THEIR NEED TO SERVE ALL STUDENTS.

BOTH RRIME SPONSORS AND LEAs NEED TO RECOGNIZE THAT THE GENERAL EMPLOY-

ABILITY SKILLS SOUGHT THROUGH YETP CANNOTNBE ADEQUATELY PROVIDED IF WE

WANT UNTIL YOUTH REACH AGE 16 TO BEGIN. NEITHER WILL THE GOALS OF YET?

BE MET SIMPLY BY- TAKING MORE ADVANTAGE OF PROVISIONS AVAILABLE FOR

INCLUSION OF 14-15 YEAR OLDS. THE LEAs MUST ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR

BEGINNING THIS TASK EARLY IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL YEARS. THE PRIME
"I-

SPONSORS MIDST, LEARN TO RECOGNIZE AND APPRECIATE THIS KIND OF LEA CONTRI-

BUTION.BY REWARbING THOSE LEAS WHO ACCEPT IT THROUGH THE AGREEMENTS

NEGOTIATED.

4

LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS NEED TO LEARN MUCH MORE ABOUT PUBLIC SECTOR
.*

EMPLOYMENT (PSE) AN,HCW TO USE PSE RESOURCES IN THEIR TOTAL WORK/

EDUCATION EFFORTS. )7RIME SPONSORS NEED iO'UNDERSTAND AND DEAL MORE

EFFECTIVELY WITH PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYERS IF THERE IS TO BE ANY HOPE OF

EXPANDING CAREER EXPLORATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED

4

YOUTH. BOTH PSE AND PRIVATE SECTOR REPRESENTATIVES MUST BECOME JOINT

PARTNERS WITH PRIME SPONSORS AND LEAs IN MEETING THE*GOALS Or YETP.

BOTH PRIME SPONSORS ,AND LEAs NEED TO RECOGNIZE AND CAPITALIZE ON THE

HIGH DEGREE IN SIMILARITY AF GOALS EXISTING BETWEEN YETP AND THE CAREER

EDWATION INCENTIVE ACT. THE CETA LAW REQUIRES THAT THIS BE DONE. EVEN
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IF THIS WERE NOT ,A LEGAL REQUIREMENT, IT SHOULD BE DONE ANYWAY. HOW BEST

TO USE CETA GOVERNOR'S DISCRETIONARY FUNDS TO MAKE THIS LINKAGE IS, AS OF

NOW, STILL LARGELY AN UNSOLVED PROBLEM., SOLUTIONS MUST BE SOUGHT AND

POUND QUICKLY: IF SUCH SOLUTIONS,D0 NOT INVOLVE V CATIONAL EDUCATION,

WELL AS CAREER EDUCATION, THE YOUTH WE ALL SEEK TO S WILL SUFFER.

THESE YOUTH ARE TOO IMPORTANT TO, ALLOW PROBLEMS OF "T SMANSHIP" TO

PREVENT US FROM HELPING THEW:

AS

WAYS MUST BE FOUND TO BETTER LIN THE CAREER EDUCATION EFFORTS OF LEAS,

THE YETP TOTAL EFFORT, AND THE SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM OF CETA TO

BETTER SERVE SEVERELY ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED YOUTH. OUR FAILURE. TO

DO SO IN 'THE PAST HAS RESULTED IN A SELF- FULFILLING PROPHECY OF FAILURE

FOR THE SYEP PROGRAM WHICH NEED NOT AND SHOULD NOT OCCUR. IT IS FRU/T.4.

LESS TO THINK ABOUT. PROVIDING SYEP.ELIGIBLE YOUTH WITH GOOD WORK ATTI-

TUDES IF THE ONLY INPUT IS THE SYEP EXPERIENCE ITSELF. THIS EXPERIENCE

BADLY NEEDE MEET OUR EQUITY OBLIGATIONS FOR OUR MOST SEVERLY ECO-

NOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED YOUTH.- MUST, BE SUPPLEMENTED BOTH BY INDEPENDENT

LEA EFFORTS AND BY THE JOINT LEA/PRIME SPONSOR EFFORTS REPRESENTED BY THE

YETP AGREEMENT.

THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED YOUTH TO ACQUIRE A SOLID

FOUNDATION IN BOTH ACADEMIC SALLS AND GENERAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS MAY

WELL CALL'FOR SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR POSTSECONDARY OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

FOR MANY SUCH YOUTH AND FOR COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY OPPORTUNITIES FOR

OTHERS. THIS PROBLEM HAS NOT BEEN ADEQUATELY SOLVED,4. OR EVEN FACED/ IN

MANY COMMUNITIES. WE SHOULD DELAY NO LONGER.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

THERE IS MUCH MORE /110 SHARE, BUT TIME WI NOT 'PERMIT ME TO DO SO. LET"

ME, THEN, CONCLUDE WITH A FEW FINAL OB RVAT(IONS REPRESENTING THINGS I

LEARNED FROM OUR MINI- CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS THIS YEAR.

/

FIRST, I:FOUND MYSELF AMAZED AT KM WELL AND HOW QUICKLY YETP HAS

BEEN IMPLEMENTED IN THE COMMUNITIES REPRESENTED IN THESE MINI - CONFERENCES.
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THE AMAZING THING IS HCW

BEEN ,IMPLEMENTED.

SECOND, THE 70 COMMUN

CERTAINLY CAN AND

YETP IN PARTICULAR

SOLVED PROBLEMS.

YETP CAN WORK.

THIS PROJECT B

FEELINGS OF

FINALLY, I

RATIONALE F

ALL CONCERNE

MUCH AND HOW WELL NOT HOW POORLY YETP HAS

sr

ITIES REPRESENTED IN THESE 15 MINICONFERENCES

SHOULD BE USED TO COUNTERACT SOME OF THE BAD PRESS

AND CET1A

TEEY HAVE

I HAVE MUCH

EGAN. I HOPE

OPTIMISM.

IN GENERAL HAS BEEN RECEIVING. THEY

HELPED YOUTH. THEY HAVE ArkMONSTRATED THAT

MORE CONFIDENCE IN YETP NOW THAN I HADNOW

THIS CONFERENCE HAS 'LEFT YOU WITH SIMILAR

. .

AM CONVINCED THAT THE BASIC PRINCIPLES BEHIND AND THE

OR THE YETP LEGISLATION ARE BOTH SOUND AND NEEDED. I AM. NOT

D THAT THIS IS A DEPARTMENT OF LABOR LAW INSTEAD OF AN

EDUCATION LAW. THE IMPORTANT WING IS THAT IT IS A LAW VERY BADLY NEEDED

BY THE YOUTH OF OUR NATION AND BY OUR NATION ITSELF. IT IS NOW UP TO

ALL OF US TO JOIN FORCES T9rAKE SURE THAT THE BASIC PRINCIPLES BEHIND

THIS LEGISLATION ARE PRESERVED AND IMPLEMENTED. WE HAVE ALREADY COME A

LONG WAY. THERE IS STILL MUCH TO DO.

vg
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